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Abstract 

The aim of this dissertation is to chart the development of interrogative syntax among Finnish-speaking 
children between the ages of 1 to 4 years living in Sweden. The material consists of language sam ples 
taken from eleven Sweden-Finnish children with Finnish as their first language. The data from the corpus 
have been compared with acquisition studies of Finnish-speaking children in Finland, with material from 
an adult-language corpus and with studies of children speaking other languages than Finnish. 

The first questions appearing in the corpus are wh- questions, on average at the age of 1.9 and one 
month earlier than yes/no-questions. Both wh-questions and yes/no-questions are produced by all children 
in the corpus, whereas disjunctive questions are used by only one child. Wh-questions comprise 
approximately two thirds of the interrogatives and yes/no-questions a third; only one disjunctive question 
is used. The older the child, the greater the proportion of yes/no-questions. 

The earliest wh-question words are tnikä 'what' nom. sg., missä 'where' and mita 'what' part, sg., used 
by one-year-olds. Kuka 'who' nom. sg., mihin 'where to' and miten 'how' all appear before the age of 2.6, 
and miksi 'why1, mista 'where from' and minkä 'what* acc. 1 sg. start being used before the age of three. 
The use o f milloin 'when', kenen 'whose', minkä varinen 'of what color' and mitkä 'what' nom. pl . 
commences at the age of three. Oth er question words and question word for ms are produced by a few 
children. 

Wh-interrogative clauses in this study have been divided into ellipses, on-clauses, V-clauses and 
Adnom-clauses. The ellipses and cm-clauses are acquired on average at the age of 1.9, V-clauses at 1.11 
and Adnom-clauses at 2.3. 

The question words are used correctly for the most part, with t he same references as in adult speech. 
Semantic misuse of mikä 'what' was detected in 2 % of the pronoun's occurrences; kuka 'who' is misused 
relatively often, 38 % of the time. The different case forms of the interrogative pronouns and adjectives 
are on the whole used correctly. One pronoun form susceptible to misuse is nom. sg. mikä 'what', often 
erroneously produced instead of some other case form. The interrogative adverbs are used according to 
adult norms almost without exception. 

The earliest yes/no-questions in the corpus are -kO-questions, starting on average at age 1.10; the use 
of -hAn-questions begins at age 2.5. Other yes/no-questions appear at a much later date. 

The first -kO-questions are neutral -kO-questions. Focused -kO-questions are acquired somewhat later 
on. The neutral -kO-questions have been divid ed into onko 'Is it?'-qu estions, Simple V+kO-questions, 
Aux+kO-questions and Neg+kO+V-questions; the various types of questions are acquired in that order. 

The interrogati ve clauses in the corpus have been categorized as information-elicitin g questions, 
directive questions, conversational questions and expressive questions; their acquisition follows ibis order. 

Key words: Finnish, child language development, acquisition, interrogative clause, wh-questions, yes/no-
questions, disjunctive questions, wh-question word, interrogative particle, discourse function 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Aim 

A little child is exceedingly curious; during waking hours it constantly investigates its 
surroundings, taking in many new impressions, becoming acquainted with its immediate 
environment while at the same time acquiring new skills. A natural-born explorer, one 
might say. And when the child subsequently discovers that a word has a meaning and 
that these meanings have their real-world referents, it becomes curious as to the referents' 
names. When the child learns to ask questions, it acquires a superb tool for satisfying its 
curiosity. Asking questions is in fact a way of influencing one's surroundings. When a 
child asks a question, the people around it most often react in a certain way: they give tlie 
child an answer. 

At a rather early stage the child also discovers that an answer is most easily 
forthcoming if the question is put in a certain way- the utterance must contain certain 
markers which lead the interlocutor to interpret it as a question. The child learns to 
construct interrogative clauses. 

In various studies it has been observed that children's first questions have an 
epistemic content: they are used in order to acquire knowledge. After a few years, a child 
learns to apply questions to new functions, e.g. in order to express its emotions or 
encourage its interlocutor to act in a certain way. 

The aim of this dissertation is to chart the development of the syntax of interrogative 
clauses among Finnish children; or, put more specifically, the ages and orders of 
acquisition and frequencies of usage for different types of questions among Finnish-
speaking children from the ages of 1 to 4 years. 

The material in the study consists of language samples culled from eleven Sweden-
Finnish children, who have Finnish as their first language. The material is called the 
Sundsvall corpus. The language samples in the corpus have been collected longitudinally, 
primarily through tape recordings. 

In this study, an interrogative clause is considered to be a main clause containing a 
question marker, irrespective of its actual discourse function, and also a clause which 
lacks a question marker but which in context is used as a question. Matters of intonation 
and interrogative subordinate clauses are not dealt with in this study. 

Following their syntactic properties, interrogative clauses have been divided up into 
wh-questions, disjunctive questions and yes/no-questions. Wh-questions and yes/no-
questions have been further divided into subcategories in accordance with question 
marker and verb phrase structure. With wh-questions, the use of different case forms of 
question words and developments in question-word semantics are also analyzed. 

This study also intends to chart different illocutionary nuances in the use of 
interrogative clauses among children, i.e. whether interrogative clauses in context are 
used as questions or for some other discourse function. 

The syntax of interrogative clauses, question-word semantics and the use of 
interrogative clauses in discourse functions among Finnish-speaking children are 
compared to the usages of Finnish-speaking adults. 

Since the Sweden-Finnish children of this study live in a bilingual environment where 
Finnish is a minority language, interference from Swedish in their interrogative clauses is 
also examined. A few comparisons with international studies of interrogative clause 
development among children are made as well. 



1.2 Outline of the Dissertation 

The dissertation proceeds as follows: 
In chapter 1.3,1 review some studies on the language conditions of young Sweden-

Finnish children and present a short overview of research surrounding the development 
of interrogatives among children in general. In chapter 1.4, I present the principles 
underlying the construction of interrogative clauses, particularly as concerns Finnish. 

The collection of the data and its treatment, as well as the explanation of certain terms 
and concepts, is presented in chapter 1.5. An overview of the acquisition of wh-
questions, disjunctive questions and yes/no-questions is given in chapter 2. In chapter 3, 
I give a detailed description of the development of wh-questions, which is subsequently 
summarized in a special section for the sake of clarity. Yes/no-questions are also first 
given a detailed description in chapter 4, and then summarized in a short section. Chapter 
5 consists of a short summary of the whole study. 

1.3 Background 

1.3.1 The language environments of Sweden-Finnish children 

The term "Sweden Finns" mainly refers to Finnish citizens with Finnish as a native 
language who, particularly in the post-war years, either permanently or for a longer 
period of time settled down in Sweden, as well as their offspring. The term is also used 
in a wider sense, as a common designation for all Finnish speakers who have lived 
within the present borders of Sweden during some period in history, e.g.the Finns of 
Tornedalen (De Geer & Wände 1990: 94). Establishing exact statistics as to the present 
number of Sweden Finns is difficult, as native language is not registered in Sweden. 
According to Reinans (1988) in the middle of the 1980s approx. 330, 000 persons were 
living in Sweden who had either themselves lived in Finland or who had at least one 
parent who had lived there. Counting only the people who had moved from Finland, we 
find that these still make up the largest immigrant group in Sweden (Reinans 1988: 28, 
47). A relatively large percentage of Finnish citizens in Sweden are Finland Swedes, who 
have Swedish as their native language. Also a large proportion of Finnish gypsies are 
domiciled in Sweden (Arnstberg 1990: 486; Häggström, Borgegård & Rosengren 1990: 
57-58). 

Large-scale emigration from Finland to Sweden started after the removal of passport 
restrictions and the establishment of a unified Scandinavian job market following the 
Second World War. The total number of immigrants from Finland has been a little over 
416, 000 persons, while those returning to Finland have numbered 190, 000. One 
important reason for the migration from Finland in the 1960s and 1970s was structural 
unemployment, which mainly affected the undertrained workforce in depopulated 
regions, from where many chose to move to Sweden. During the 1980s a change in the 
movement of capital took place between Finland and Sweden, among other things 
characterized by a steady increase in purchases and new business starts of companies by 
Finns in Sweden; this led to a growing need for Finnish personnel and contributed to a 
shift in the geographical and professional make-up of the immigrants (De Geer & Wände 
1990: 98-99). 

The Sweden-Finnish settlement is concentrated around Stockholm, the industrial 
centers in central Sweden, and the Gothenburg area. However, Sweden Finns make up 
the largest body of immigrants in more than half of Sweden's municipalities. At the 
beginning of the 1980s, half of the Sweden Finns worked in manufacturing. During the 
1980s, however, the percentage of employees in the service industry, social services and 
health care greatly increased (De Geer & Wände 1990: 102; Häggström , Borgegård & 
Rosengren 1990: 100-104). 

The term "Sweden-Finnish" is used for the varieties of Finnish which are spoken by 
post-war Finnish immigrants. Sweden Finnish is very heterogeneous, as many of the 
native dialects of Finland followed the immigrants westwards. Eastern and northern 
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Finnish dialects are however the most common in Sweden Finnish (Hansegård & Wände 
1990: 118). 

The guidelines for Sweden's present immigration policy were set up in 1975. This 
meant among other things that immigrants and their children were given the opportunity 
to maintain and develop their native language, often by way of cultural activities (AMD 
1988: 35). From 1975 onwards the municipal childcare centers and schools have been 
following these guidelines, and since 1976 children with immigrant background have the 
right to a certain amount of tutoring in their first language in the daycare centers and 
schools. The goal is for immigrant children to be actively bilingual (Wände 1988: 404). 

There are also other forms of pedagogical supervision for immigrant children within 
the municipal childcare system. In the preschools we find (1) native language groups, 
where all the children speak the same language and the personnel mainly belong to the 
same linguistic and cultural minority, (2) mixed groups where approximately half of the 
children and personnel speak the same minority language and (3) ordinary Swedish 
groups where the minority children are tutored in their native speech by an itinerant 
teacher, four hours a week at the most. In child-minding families there are some bilingual 
ones where the childminder speaks the children's minority language; in monolingual 
Swedish child-minding families the children are tutored in the preschool, if such a one 
exists. Within the childcare system in Stockholm, it is recommended that children who 
speak the same minority language be placed in the same group whenever possible (Sirén 
1991: 19-21). 

The availability of this kind of support varies greatly, however, depending on where 
one lives. According to Natchev & Sirén (1988) the number of Finnish-speaking children 
in the municipal childcare system in 1985 was around 10, 000; however, only 40 % 
received some form of native-language tutoring (Natchev & Sirén 1988: 94). 

The survival of Finnish as a minority language in Sweden has been discussed in 
several contexts. Reinans (1988) has examined the demographic development among the 
Sweden-Finnish population during the most recent decades and has come to certain 
conclusions. The percentage of children born in Finland makes up only a small part of all 
Sweden-Finnish children today, which is partly due to families returning to Finland. A 
large number of children with Finnish heritage in Sweden grow up in homes where there 
is a Finnish and a Swedish parent, and Reinans predicts that the percentage of children in 
these kinds of linguistically heterogeneous families will further increase in the future. An 
ever-increasing number of mothers born in Finland have been assimilated linguistically, 
having grown up in Sweden; an ever-growing number of their children will therefore 
probably be brought up in a monolingual Swedish environment (Reinans 1988: 47, 54, 
57). 

Reinans' prognosis finds support in Natchev & Sirén's study on the linguistic 
circumstances of Sweden-Finnish children, which shows that children of Finnish-
speaking parents in Sweden grow up in very different language environments. Natchev 
& Sirén (1986; 1988) studied language planning among young immigrant families in 
Stockholm, where an increase was expected in 1985.The study revealed that only about 
half of t he mothers born in Finland planned to speak Finnish with their children. Of the 
mothers who hadn't planned to speak Finnish, a large number belonged to the assimilated 
generation whose main language (i.e. the language they are most adept at) is Swedish. 
On the other hand, 83 % of the mothers who still had Finnish as a main language were 
determined to speak Finnish with their children. The percentage of homogeneous 
Finnish-speaking families- i.e. families where both parents planned to speak Finnish with 
their children- was low, and in most of the families the parents spoke Finnish and 
Swedish- or Finnish and some other minority language (Natchev & Sirén 1986: 70; 
1988: 96-98). 

Sirén (1991) has gone on to examine the actual implementation of language planning 
among immigrant families studied earlier. Over half of the children in the study were 
Finnish-speaking. According to Sirén, the Finnish mothers are less inclined than other 
immigrant mothers to use Swedish when talking to their children. Even if they speak 
Swedish with the father they rarely use anything else than Finnish with the children, and 
they have been more successful than mothers from other minorities in passing on their 
language (Sirén 1991: 100, 151,166). 
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Sirén also examines the effects of childcare on the acquisition of the minority 
language. In Sirén's study, children acquire a minority language almost completely if 
they are supervised in this language. On the other hand, the transmission of a minority 
language is successful in only 92 % of the cases if both Swedish and the minority 
language are spoken. If a mother speaks only her minority language with her children, it 
is successfully transmitted in 91 % of the cases where supervision is otherwise in 
Swedish. If the children, on the other hand, are cared for at home by their mothers, the 
minority language is passed on in 100 % of the cases (Sirén 1991: 166-68). 

The use of Swedish between siblings in the immigrant families in Sirén's study is 
much more common than between children and adults. In up to 38 % of t he families 
where the parents never speak Swedish with their children, the siblings converse either 
completely or partially in Swedish. In families with Finnish mothers, however, the 
children use their minority tongue more often than children in other families do. 
According to Sirén, the mother's language use determines the development of a child's 
minority language far more than the father's and any sibling's. If the child acquires a 
minority language, it is above all thanks to the mother (Sirén 1991: 179, 181, 195). 

An extensive use of Finnish in Sweden-Finnish families has also been observed by 
Huss (1985). Huss has researched the use of language in Finnish families with children 
of preschool age in Västerås, Eskilstuna and Hallstahammar. All the mothers and 88 % of 
the fathers in the study had Finnish as their native language. Among the fathers, 5 % had 
Finland Swedish as a native language; the native language of the other fathers was 
standard Swedish or some other tongue. In most families (85 %) the parents spoke only 
Finnish with each other. Even in three of the five families where the father was Finland 
Swedish, the parents' day-to-day language was Finnish. The length of residence in 
Sweden did not seem to influence this choice (Huss 1985: 6,13, 16-17). 

Of the mothers in Huss' study, 86 % spoke only Finnish with their child, while the 
rest admitted to sometimes speaking Swedish, above all in the presence of Swedish 
playmates. Among the fathers, 88 % only addressed their child in Finnish. Surprisingly, 
even four of the eight fathers with Swedish as a native tongue (three Finland Swedes and 
one who had lived in Sweden since the age of two) used Finnish only. In approximately 
three quarters of the families where there were several children, the siblings conversed 
only in Finnish, and in the remaining families both in Finnish and Swedish. According to 
Huss, Finnish is used between the siblings surprisingly often, given that earlier studies 
on immigrant child language use e.g. Boyd (1984), Toukomaa (1972) and Tingbjörn & 
Andersen (1981) which Huss refers to, show that the choice of language among 
immigrant children divides along generations: they speak the minority language primarily 
with their parents; when in the company of their peers, i.e. with siblings and friends, 
they speak Swedish. Huss surmises that one factor contributing to the high level of 
Finnish spoken among the siblings in her study may be the presence of young families 
with small children not yet in school (Huss 1985: 18-20). 

Huss also noted other sources of Finnish language stimulation which children were 
exposed to, the children's use of Finnish outside the home, and the parents' views 
concerning the different languages' importance for their children.. In 92 % of the families, 
Finnish books were read either daily or a few times a week to the child, and 99 % of 
children were said to listen to Finnish-speaking radio- and TV-programs. Of the children 
studied, 61 % had only Finnish playmates, 14 % had both Finnish and Swedish friends, 
while 24 % of the children played only with Swedish friends or friends with some other 
language. Since most of the children in the study had a Finnish-speaking form of 
childcare, conversation between the children and their friends during the hours of 
supervision was mainly in Finnish. The greater part of club or leisure activities in which 
the children participated was also in Finnish. Trips to Finland were made at least twice a 
year by one fourth of the families, while the rest traveled to Finland once a year or less. A 
large majority of the parents wanted their children to be bilingual in Finnish and Swedish. 
In 93 % of the families Finnish and Swedish were considered to be of equal importance 
for the child, in 5 % of the families Finnish was seen as more important than Swedish, 
and the rest considered Swedish to be more important than Finnish (Huss 1985: 21, 23-
26, 29). 
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Huss has also studied language mixing and code switching among children with one 
Finnish-speaking and one Swedish-speaking parent (Huss 1991). The study consists of 
longitudinal studies of language use among 23 children in Uppsala. Of particular interest 
are the strategies the parents use when the children mix languages or address them with 
"the wrong language", i.e. if they speak Swedish to the Finnish-speaking parent and vice 
versa. 

Huss divides these strategies into three categories. Category A, where the parents 
apply the rule "one person - one language", represents the most intolerant strategy 
towards language mixing. If the child chooses the wrong language, the parent in question 
pretends not to understand what the child is saying, or asks for a translation. This 
strategy also includes the parent asking the child metalinguistic questions, commenting on 
the child's utterance, or bringing the conversation to a halt, thereby signaling that wrong 
choice of language and language mixing are not desirable. Category B is a strategy which 
accepts the use of both languages. The approach here is characterized by the parents 
translating the mixed part of the child's speech to the appropriate language. The flow of 
conversation is never interrupted by these translations; for the child they often seem to 
function as a confirmation that the parents have understood what the child wanted to say; 
at the same time the child hears utterances in the other language. The most liberal strategy 
used by parents is strategy C, where there is no reaction at all to a wrong choice of 
language or language mixing on the part of the child; the parent may even switch to the 
other language (Huss 1991: 120-23). 

Huss found a clear connection between the family's language strategy and child's 
tendency to use Finnish in conversations with its Finnish-speaking parent. The children 
who spontaneously chose to speak Finnish with their Finnish-speaking parent came from 
families where the "one person - one language" strategy had been in force. These children 
also met the criteria for functional bilingualism, which in Huss' definition requires that 
children can switch between two languages and are cognizant of those rules which steer 
the choice of language in the children's immediate surroundings (Huss 1991: 36, 133). 

1.3.2 Research concerning children's use of the interrogative 

Halliday (1973) divides linguistic functions into an ideational, an interpersonal and a 
textual function. Questions are a part of language's interpersonal function; they are used 
to express social and personal relations and to express the speaker's emotions and 
attitudes towards the listener or the subject of c onversation. Even a little child uses 
language interpersonal^. It strives to control the actions of others while at the same time 
projecting its own personality, its own points of view and emotions (Halliday 1973: 359-
61). 

Around the age of nine months, the child starts to understand adult speech. This 
comprehension improves rapidly. The adult notices an increased understanding when the 
child starts to answer correctly when asked simple naming or localizing questions. A 
game of questions commences, where following an inquiry the child names the referent 
or starts to look around for it. Studies in the development of interrogatives have revealed 
a latent phase existing before the child has learned to produce questions. First it uses a 
demonstrative method, pointing at an object and indicating that it wants the listener to say 
the object's name. Somewhat later on the child starts using a deictic method, pointing at 
the referent (present or missing) and saying for example "that?" or "there?" possibly with 
a specific kind of intonation (Francis 1975: 30-32; Larsson 1977: 144; Stern & Stern 
1965: 213-14). 

In languages which have a particular interrogative intonation, yes/no-questions 
(where intonation is the only question marker) are acquired earliest, somewhat earlier 
than the use of wh-questions with a wh-question word. In languages where interrogative 
clauses in adult speech have an inversion of subject and predicate, e.g. in English and 
German, the first interrogative clauses lack inversion. Inversion most often starts being 
used in yes/no-questions and only much later in wh-questions. In languages which lack 
interrogative intonation, e.g. in Finnish, studies show that wh-questions are acquired 
somewhat earlier than yes/no-questions. Previous studies also show that in languages 
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(like Finnish) where yes/no-questions have a particular interrogative particle, these 
questions are acquired later than wh-questions (Bowerman 1973: 153; Brown 1968: 282-
90; 1970: 133-39; De Villiers & De Villiers 1985: 84-89; Slobin 1985: 1241-43; 
Toivainen 1984: 25, 27-28; Wode 1976: 304-10; see also section 2.1.1). 

The development of interrogative clause syntax has primarily been studied among 
English-speaking children. The study of questions among English-speaking children has 
been carried out in two comprehensive projects concerning child language syntax, the 
Harvard and Bristol projects. Results from the Harvard project have been published in 
Brown (1968, 1970), Klima & Bellugi (1973) and McNeill (1970) among others, and 
from the Bristol project in Wells (1985). Smaller studies on the development of 
interrogatives among English-speaking children are presented in Bloom, Merkin & 
Wootten (1982), Cazden (1972), Crystal (1976), Dale (1972), Erreich (1984), Francis 
(1975) and Tyack & Ingram (1977) (see also section 2.1). 

Observations concerning interrogative clause development among German-speaking 
children are presented in, among others, Grimm (1973), Stern & Stern (1965) and Wode 
(1976). Interrogative clause development among Swedish children has been studied 
within the child language syntax project at Stockholm University. Results from the 
project are presented in Lange (1974, 1975, 1976), Lange & Larsson (1973), Larsson 
(1975, 1977) as well as in Lundin (1988). Observations on interrogative acquisition have 
also been presented for Danish (Vestergaard 1984), French (Clark 1985), Japanese 
(Clancy 1985), Korean (Clancy 1989), Latvian (Ruke-Dravina 1963) and Serbo-Croatian 
(Savie 1975). A universal order of acquisition for questions in different languages has 
been sketched by Wode (1976) (see also section 2.1). 

Frequency studies in the use of various questions among young children and among 
children of school age have been presented for Danish (Vestergaard 1984), English 
(Bloom, Merkin & Wootten 1982; Meyer & Shane 1973; Tyack & Ingram 1977), Dutch 
(Hekken & Roelofsen 1982) and Serbo-Croatian (Savie 1975) (see also section 2.3). 

The development of question-word semantics among children is discussed to some 
extent in many of the above-mentioned studies. Piaget (1973) discusses question-word 
semantics among children from a cognitive-psychological view and pays particular 
attention to children's 'why'-questions. The development in the comprehension of 
question words among English-speaking children is presented in Cairns & Ryan Hsu 
(1978) and Ryan Hsu, Smith Cairns & Bialo (1987). The use of interrogative clauses in 
different discourse functions is discussed generally in Piaget (1973), and in Berninger & 
Garvey (1981, 1982) and Garvey (1975) as well as James & Seebach (1982) for 
English-speaking children and in Hekken & Roelofsen (1982) for Dutch-speaking 
children. 

Studies in interrogative acquisition among children who are learning a second 
language are presented in, among others, Cancino, Rosansky & Schuman (1978), Felix 
(1976), Lightbown (1979) and Wode (1978). 

As for the development of interrogatives among young Finnish-speaking children, no 
studies of any real size have been published at the academic level. Several comprehensive 
corpora of Finnish spoken by children up into school age have been collected under the 
auspices of the child language project at Oulu University, by way of longitudinal follow-
ups (see Toivainen 1976, Matihaldi 1981). Within the Oulu project, two pro gradu 
dissertations on the development of interrogatives among children from the ages of 1 to 4 
have been written, Kangassalo (1980), which deals with wh-questions, and Halme 
(1984), which deals with alternative questions. The acquisition of interrogative 
morphemes is also touched on in Toivainen's dissertation (1980) on the acquisition of 
inflected morphemes among young children in the Oulu project. 

Observations concerning the development of interrogatives among a few Finnish-
speaking children are presented in Argoff (1976, see Toivainen 1984: 22), Itkonen 
(1977), Lieko (1992) and Toivainen (1961). The initial stage of the development of 
interrogatives for two Finnish-speaking children living in the USA has been examined in 
Bowerman (1973). An order of acquisition for interrogative morphemes among Finnish-
speaking children has been presented in Toivainen (1984). 

Larger pedagogical studies on the use of the interrogative among Finnish-speaking 
schoolchildren have been made by Keravuori (1988) and Lehmuskallio (1991). 
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Keravuori's study deals with discourse roles and functions in school classes, and 
Lehmuskallio's study charts the connection between question content and reading habits 
among schoolchildren. 

1.4 Interrogative clauses in Finnish 

A question can be understood as an encouragement or request to the listener to provide 
the speaker with information in a certain manner. An interrogative clause can also be 
understood as a declarative clause, if it is interpreted only as an expression of missing 
information or of doubt. An interrogative clause can be thought of as containing a 
desideratum or a performative whereby the listener is encouraged to supplement a 
proposition or confirm or deny the truth value of a presupposition (Hakulinen & 
Karlsson 1979: 281; Hintikka 1976: 21-23; 1983: 174-77; Kearsley 1976: 364; Lyons 
1977: 753-68; Vuoriniemi 1973: 237-42). 

Finnish has clear formal means of expressing interrogation, above all with question 
words and interrogative particles. Even a declarative clause can be understood as a 
question in certain contexts. The interrogative clauses are divided by form into two basic 
categories: wh-questions and alternative questions. Alternative questions consist of 
disjunctive questions and yes/no-questions. 

Wh-questions (search questions, non-polar questions, X-questions) commence with an 
unknown variable which in Finnish consists of a wh-question word. By using a question 
word the speaker encourages the listener to supplement the proposition. Wh-questions 
constitute an open category where alternative answers are not restricted so long as the 
answer is contextually viable. Question words in Finnish consist of interrogative 
pronouns, interrogative adverbs and interrogative adjectives (Hakulinen & Karlsson 
1979: 281, 283, 285; Halliday & Hasan 1976: 210; Jespersen 1924: 303; Setälä 1973: 
126-27; Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 285). 

The Finnish interrogative pronouns are mikä 'what', kuka 'who', ken 'who' and 
kumpi 'which of two'. The general interrogative pronouns are mikä and kuka, while 
kumpi is a selective pronoun. The pronoun mikä is most often used for non-human 
referents, and the pronoun kuka for human ones. 

Interrogative pronouns have an almost complete set of case inflections. The partitive 
form mitä 'what' can refer to a wider range of referents than the nominative form mikä 
'what'. The pronoun kuka 'who' is used only in the nominative singular, and in other 
case forms the inflective stem kene- is used, from the pronoun ken 'who'. The paradigm 
for the Finnish interrogative pronouns is as follows: 

mikä 'what' kuka 'who1 kumpi 'which of two' 
Case Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur. 
Nom. mikä mitkä kuka ketkä kumpi kummat 
Gen. minkä minkä kenen keiden kumman kumpien 
Acc. minkä mitkä kenet ketkä kumman kummat 

mikä kumpi 
Ess. mina minä kenenä keinä kumpana kumpina 
Part. mitä mitä ketä keitä kumpaa kumpia 
Transi. miksi miksi keneksi keiksi kummaksi kummiksi 
Iness. missä missä kenessä keissä kummassa kummissa 
Elat. mistä mistä kenestä keistä kummasta kummista 
Illat. mihin mihin keneen keihin kumpaan kumpiin 
Adess. millä millä kenellä keillä kummalla kummilla 
Abl. miltä miltä keneltä keiltä kummalta kummilta 
All. mille mille kenelle keille kummalle kummille 
Abess. - - (kenettä) (keittä) - -

Besides the interrogative pronouns, certain adverbs and adjectives can function as 
question words in wh-questions in Finnish. Many interrogative adverbs consist of case 
forms of the pronoun mikä 'what'. The most common interrogative adverbs are missä 
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'where', mistä 'where from', mihin and minne 'where to', miten and kuinka 'how', 
milloin and koska 'when' and miksi 'why'. 

The most common interrogative adjectives are millainen and minkälainen 'what kind 
of. The genitive forms minkä 'of which' and kenen 'whose' are also used in other 
interrogative adjectival paradigms, e.g. minkä värinen 'of what color', kenen näköinen 
'looking like who(m)'. 

Interrogative pronouns and interrogative adjectives can stand alone or as modifiers in 
a phrase. As an attribute and in combination with postpositions the genitive and partitive 
forms are used, or the question word agrees with the head word. For example: 

kenen tyttö who-gen.sg.+girl 'whose girl' 
ketä varten who-part.sg.+for 'for who(m)' 
kenellä tytöllä who-adess.sg.+girl-adess.sg. 'which girl (has)' 

The question word can stand as subject, object, adverbial, complement or attribute in 
wh-interrogative clauses. For example: 

Kuka tulee huomenna? who-subj comes tomorrow 'Who is coming tomorrow?' 
Ketä katsot? who-obj look 'Who are you looking at?' 
Milloin Maija tulee? when-advl Maija comes 'When is Maija coming?' 
Millainen Maija on? what kind of-compl Maija is 'What is Maija like?' 
Millainen tyttö hän on? what kind of-attr+girl she is "What kind of girl is she?' 

(Hakanen 1978: 216; Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 283; Kangasniemi 1992: 231-32; 
Karlsson 1979: 83-84, 143-44; Setälä & Sadeniemi 1972: 92-94; Sulkala &Karjalainen 
1992: 12-13, 285-87). 

In wh-questions the question word is normally in clause-initial position. Word order 
in a wh-interrogative clause is most often straight. Inversion of subject and predicate is 
also possible, but seldom occurs (Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 283; Karlsson 1984: 74; 
Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 12, 15-16). 

Wh-questions refer most often to a constituent in the proposition, the speaker being 
otherwise knowledgable about the proposition. For example: 

Mistä saa ostaa postimerkkejä? 'Where can one buy stamps?' 
Kenen kanssa kävit elokuvissa? 'Who were you with at the movies?' 
Miten yhdistykseen voi liittyä jäseneksi? 'How can one become a member of the association?' 
Missä valtioissa on kaksi virallista kieltä? 'Which states have two official languages?' 

When it comes to species, however, wh-questions can be very different. Despite the 
question referring formally to only one constituent, it can in fact refer to the whole 
proposition. Then an entire clause is expected as an answer. A wh-question can also refer 
to a detail in a proposition which is otherwise known. For example: 

- Mitä on tapahtunut? What has happened?' 
- Tuli on tuhonnut koko kaupungin. 'The fire has destroyed the whole town.' 

- Mitä sinulle kuuluu? 'How are you feeling?' 
- Olen ollut Lapissa hiihtämässä. 'I've been skiing in Lapland.' 

Minkä tehtävän Pekka ratkaisi kolmessa tunnissa? 'Which problem did Pekka solve in three 
hours?' 

(Hakanen 1978: 216; Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 282-83; Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 
12). 

A wh-question can also be multiple, referring to several constituents and containing a 
number of question words. For example: 

Kuka tulee milloin? Who's coming when?' 
Koska hän lähtee mihin kokoukseen? When is he going and to which meeting?' 
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(Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 283; Hintikka 1983: 176-77; Kangasniemi 1992: 232-33; 
Kearsley 1976: 358; Sulkala & Kaijalainen 1992: 15). 

A disjunctive question contains alternative propositions, and the task of the interlocutor is 
to choose between them or to identify one of them. An interrogative particle -kO is joined 
to the first alternative, and the other is ushered in with the conjunction vai 'or'. The 
interrogative particle is joined to the second of the alternatives if there is no predicate 
coming between them. The latter alternative can also be left out. The answer to a 
disjunctive question contains one of the alternatives presented in the question. For 
example: 

Silmälasitko hän unohti vai avaimet? glasses+kO he forgot or keys 
Did he forget his glasses or his keys?' 

Mattiko näki sinut vai Maija? Matti+kO saw you or Maija 
Was it Matti or Maija who saw you?' 

Matti vai Maijako näki sinut? Matti or Maija+kO saw you 
Was it Matti or Maija who saw you?' 

Mattiko tulee vai? Matti+kO come or 'Is it Matti who's coming or...?' 

(Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 281, 284; Kangasniemi 1992: 233-34; Penttilä 1963: 558-
59; Setälä 1973: 132; Sulkala & Kaijalainen 1992: 11-12). 

Yes/no-questions (polar questions, nexus questions) are different from disjunctive 
questions in that they don't present an alternative. However, despite the fact that the 
surface structure presents only one alternative, the deep structure in fact contains one 
more alternative, i.e. the yes/no-question can be understood as a disjunctive question. 
Yes/no-questions in Finnish are most often constructed with the enclitic interrogative 
particle -kO, but an enclitic interrogative particle -hAn is also used. The answer to a 
yes/no-question consists of a repetition of the verb or of a "yes" or "no" (Hakulinen & 
Karlsson 1979: 281-82; Jespersen 1924: 303; Kangasniemi 1992: 224; Katz & Postal 
1964: 100; Lyons 1977: 757; Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 8-11, 209; Vuoriniemi 1973: 
241). 

The constituent which receives the interrogative particle is moved to clause-initial 
position. If the interrogative particle is joined to a verb the word order is inverted. In 
other cases the word order is most often straight. The interrogative particle can also be 
joined to the verb of negation. Questions without interrogative particle are used in the 
spoken language. For example: 

Tuleeko hän tänä iltana kotiin? come+kO he tonight home 'Will he come home tonight?' 
Maijaako sinä etsit? Maija+kO you seek 'Is it Maija you're looking for?' 
Etkö sinä pelkää? Neg+kO you afraid 'Aren't you afraid?' 
Eihän Liisa tuie? Neg+hAn Liisa come 'Liisa isn't coming, is she?' 
Näit sä Maijan illalla? Saw+0 you Maija evening-adess 

*Did you see Maija yesterday evening?' 

(Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 281-82; Kangasniemi 1992: 224-29; Sulkala & Kaijalainen 
1992: 7-9). 

The interrogative particle -kO is most often attached to a verb, whereupon the 
question most often refers to the whole proposition, and is therefore also called the 
neutral question and nexus question (see Jespersen 1924: 303). A yes/no-question where 
the interrogative particle is joined to a verb is understood as being neutral if the clause 
doesn't contain any constituents which can change the nuancing. For example: 

Saapuiko Pekka Turkuun aamulla? airived+kO Pekka Turku-ill morning- adess 
Did Pekka arrive in Turku in the morning?' 

In other cases, the question focuses on a certain constituent, which is most often 
moved to clause-initial position. For example: 
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Pekkako saapui Turkuun aamulla? Pekka+kO arrived Turku-ill morning- adess 
Was it Pekka who arrived in Turku in the morning?' 

Turkuunko Pekka saapui aamulla? Turku-ill+kO Pekka arrived morning- adess 
*Was it in Turku that Pekka arrived in the morning?' 

Aamullako Pekka saapui Turkuun? morning-adess+kO Pekka arrived Turku-ill 
Was it in the morning that Pekka arrived in Turku?' 

By using emphasis the question can be focused on only one constituent, despite the 
interrogative particle being attached to a verb. As focusers we find e.g. enclitic particles, 
a cleft construction, attributes or certain adverbials. In the spoken language, focus is most 
often expressed by prosodie means. For example: 

Oletteko ollut täällä kauankin? 

Eikö auto tulekin? 
Eikö auto tulekaan? 
Oliko se isä joka tuli? 
Onko lapsella punainen tukka? 
Kävikö hän siellä illalla? 

are+kO been here long time+encl 
'Have you been here a long time?' 
Neg+kO car come+encl 'The car's coming, isn't it?' 
Neg+kO car come+encl 'Isn't the car coming?' 
was+kO it+daddy+who +came-cleft Was it daddy who came?' 
is+kO child-adess red-attr+hair Does the child have red hair?' 
visited+kO he there evening-advl 
Was he there in the evening?' 

(Hakanen 1978: 210, 213-14; Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 282; Kangasniemi 1992: 
224-27; Karlsson 1979: 81-82; 1984: 73; Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 9-11; Vilkuna 
1989: 87). 

An interrogative nuance in Finnish can also be expressed with interrogative clause 
qualifiers which either alone or combined with particular features of intonation give the 
clause an interrogative character. As interrogative clause qualifiers we have the adverb 
entä 'then, and', the conjunction vai 'or', which occur after a control question and in 
repeat questions which express surprise or contradiction, and some epistemical adverbs, 
e.g. kai 'perhaps' and varmaan 'for certain'. For example: 

Minä olen valmis. Entä sinä? 'I'm ready. And you?' 
Entä jos menenkin hänen kanssaan? 'But if I go with him ?' 
Kuka tästä on hypännyt? Kalle vai? 'Who has been jumping here? Kalle, or...?' 
Vai meni se sinne? 'Oh, he went that way?' 
Vai niin? 'Oh yes?' 
Kai sinäkin tulet? 'You're coming too, ar en't you?' 
Varmaan kaikki tietävät kokoontumishetken? 'Everyone knows when we're to meet, right?' 

Questions which are reminiscent of English tag-questions are used to a lesser degree 
in Finnish. Among these are e.g. vai 'or', vai kuinka 'or how' and eikö niin 'isn't that 
so', eikö totta 'isn't that true', and eikö 'not' combined with a verb stem. For example: 

Lähdet jo huomenna, vai? 'You're leaving tomorrow already, aren't you?' 
Se on meduusa eikö niin? 'It's a medusa, right?' 
Kaunis kapine, eikö totta? 'A cool thing, isn't it? ' 
Teillä on ollut monta vuotta nuo 'You've had those books for a few years, haven't you?' 
kirjat, eikös olekin? 

(Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 284; Kangasniemi 1992: 229-30; Penttilä 1963: 554-55; 
Setälä 1973: 132; Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 8). 

Most of the questions in Finnish are marked with a question marker, but even formally 
unmarked questions occur; the utterances are then understood as questions by way of 
context. Intonation in Finnish interrogative clauses is different from declarative clauses 
by dint of a somewhat higher initial frequency. A systematic, regular or obligatory 
intonation belonging to a special type of question- or one which only expresses the 
interrogative function- is not to be found, however. In the interrogative system of 
Finnish, intonation is considered to be only potentially distinctive. 
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On the other hand, questions can in certain contexts show some typically prosodie 
features. Supplementary questions are often pronounced with a rising or falling 
intonation and echo questions are often pronounced with a rising intonation. For 
example: 

Etkö siis tiennyt sitä, vai? 'So you didn't know that, or what?' 
Ante eks i ? Mitä sina sanoit? Excuse me? What did you say?' 

(Hirvonen 1970: 31-40, 47; Iivonen 1978: 52; Iivonen & al. 1987: 240-44; Sulkala & 
Karjalainen 1992: 7-8, 16). 

Matihaldi (1979) has studied the concept of mood and set out the use of different types of 
clauses in different discourse functions in Finnish. Matihaldi differentiates three functions 
in clausal usage, which she- with Teleman (1976) as a starting-point- divides into three 
different basic types according to discourse function: (1) declarative clauses have a 
descriptive or declarative discourse function, where the listener knows that the speaker's 
proposition is applicable to a shared understanding of the world; (2) imperative and 
interrogative clauses have a directive discourse function, where the listener is aware that 
the speaker wants to influence his actions and control them; (3) optative and inteijectional 
clauses have an expressive discourse function, where the listener is aware that the 
speaker is also expressing his emotions along with any factual content. Depending upon 
clause discourse function, Matihaldi divides Finnish clauses into three basic clausal types: 
(1) declarative clauses, (2) directive clauses which consist of imperative and interrogative 
clauses and (3) expressive clauses which consist of inteijectional and optative clauses 
(Matihaldi 1979: 28-29). 

Basing herself on Austin (1962, 1971), Lyons (1977) and Boyd & Thorne (1969), 
Matihaldi also examines the use of clausal types in speech acts. Matihaldi considers the 
following to be fundamental speech acts in Finnish: (1) a declarative, (2) an imperative, 
(3) an interrogative, (4) an exclamatory and (5) an optative speech act. These speech acts 
are grammaticalized in Finnish, and they are in correspondence with certain clausal types, 
i.e. each discourse function has a favorite syntactic form (Matihaldi 1979: 30-36). 

A question is formed in an interrogative speech act, where the speaker's interrogative 
intention and a basic interrogative, illocutionary nuance is grammaticalized in question 
markers. A question must fulfill certain felicity conditions, which Matihaldi following 
Searle (1969) has formulated in the following way: 

(1) the speaker is unsure of the degree of truth of an utterance or part of an utterance. 
(2) the speaker believes that his interlocutor knows the degree of truth of the 

utterance, but won't without a question from the speaker share this knowledge; he will 
however comply with the speaker's directive action, i.e. he will answer the question. 

(3) the speaker intends for his question to elicit an answer providing him with the 
information solicited by the question (Matihaldi 1979: 165-66). 

These felicity conditions require that the speaker really doesn't know the answer, i.e. 
that we are dealing with a genuine question. A genuine question most often has a 
characteristic interrogative clausal syntax, and it is always answered by someone other 
than the questioner. If, on the other hand, the speaker answers his own question, or 
doesn't answer at all and continues to speak, we are dealing with a rhetorical question, 
which can be interpreted as a declarative. Matihaldi believes that genuine questions 
constitute a modal category of the ir own in Finnish, an interrogative modal (Matihaldi 
1979: 166-67, 179; see also Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 286; Kangasniemi 1992: 235-
41; Schmidt-Radefeldt 1977: 379-91). 

Genuine wh-questions and yes/no-questions are used in Finnish as primary 
questions, according to Matihaldi, and a declarative clause can in context be interpreted as 
a secondary question. An interrogative clause can also be used secondarily in Finnish in 
an imperative function- as a request- and in a declarative function as a rhetorical question. 
As an interjection in Finnish we often find clauses which have an interrogative clausal 
syntax (Matihaldi 1979: 86-89, 149-52, 171-77, 182-86). Kangasniemi (1992) and Yli-
Vakkuri (1986) distinguish two further subcategories of imperative questions, the use of 
interrogative clauses as suggestions and as introductory questions asking for attention 
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(Kangasniemi 1992: 129-34, 137-38; Yli-Vakkuri 1986: 226-28; see also Hakulinen & 
Karlsson 1979: 287, 292-93; Kearlsley 1976: 360-63). 

Kearsley (1976) divides up questions into four functional types, echo questions, 
epistemic questions, expressive questions and questions for social control, the three latter 
types of questions more or less corresponding to the method of a pplication presented 
above for Finnish. By "echo questions" Kearlsley means questions where the speaker 
wants an utterance to be repeated or wants confirmation that an utterance has been 
correctly interpreted (Kearlsley 1976: 360-63). The echo question most often used in 
Finnish is the one-word question Mitai 'What?', but even other wh-questions and -kO-
questions occur as echo questions. For example: 

- Jussi taittoi jalkansa. 'Jussi broke his leg.' 
- Mitä sina sanoit? 'What did you say?' 

or Anteeksi? Excuse me?' 
or Jalkansako? 'His leg?' 

- Minne menet tämän jälkeen? "Where are you going after this?' 
- Minne (menen) tämän jälkeen? Where am I going after this?' 

- Tuletko sinä iltapäivällä? 'Are you coming in the afternoon?' 
- Että tulenko iltapäivällä? 'Am I coming in the afternoon?' 

or Iltapäivälläkö? 'In the afternoon?' 

(Iivonen & al. 1987: 244-45; Kangasniemi 1992: 241; Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 17-
19). 
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1.5 Material and method 

1.5.1 The Sundsvall corpus 

1.5.1.1 Background 

The Sundsvall corpus consists of language samples of 11 Finnish-speaking children with 
Finnish as a first language. The children are born in Sundsvall, Sweden, and have lived 
there their whole lives. The children were born in the years 1987-89; during the language 
follow-up they are between the ages of 1.7 - 4.1. The language development of the 
children has been followed up longitudinally during the period August 1990 - May 1992. 

In the corpus are five girls and six boys, and the children in the study have been given 
the names Liisa, Mari, Sanna, Eero, Antti, Tuomo, Meiju, Mikko, Timo, Pekka and 
Kaija, counting from the youngest to the oldest. Among the children are two pairs of 
twins, Mari and Sanna and Antti and Tuomo. The number of families which have 
participated in the study is thus nine. One of the children, Pekka, belongs to a specific 
ethnic group, Finnish gypsies. 

The families themselves expressed an interest in participating in the study. They 
learned about the study by way of an intro ductory letter which in the spring of 1990 was 
sent to the preschools in Sundsvall and distributed by the Finnish Society in Sundsvall. 
One family made their interest known by way of personal acquaintance. Prior to the 
period of language follow-up the families received a questionnaire in Finnish inquiring 
about each family's language situation and background, and during the study I asked 
further questions above and beyond those in the questionnaire. For the questionnaire with 
an English translation, see appendix 1. All participating families have been very positive 
to the language follow-up, and the family members'- and especially the mothers'-
contributions have been of enormous worth and a prerequisite for the realization of the 
study, which I am very grateful for. 

All families in the study represent so-called homogeneous Sweden-Finnish families, 
i.e. both the parents are Finnish-speaking and have also lived in Finland. Of the in toto 
18 parents, 12 moved to Sweden as adults. Of the mothers, three immigrated at the ages 
of 14 - 17, and of the fathers, two at the ages of 14 - 16. One of the mothers came as a 
child, at the age of nine. The parents have different educational and professional 
backgrounds. Among the mothers are four office workers, one research engineer, a 
keeper, a medical secretary, a factory worker and a cleaner. Three of the mothers were at 
home with their children during the language follow-up. Among the fathers are two 
mechanical engineers, a developmental engineer, a doctor, a baker, a driver, a diamond 
driller and two with disability pensions. Three of the nine families live in building-society 
or rented apartments, and six families live in private houses. 

All the parents except one have Finnish as a native language. One of fathers has 
Finland Swedish as a native language, but even he speaks only Finnish within the family. 
Most of th e parents speak only Finnish with their children. The fathers in all families 
speak only Finnish with the children, while three of the mothers sometimes use Swedish. 

The parents come from different parts of Finland, and thus have different dialectal 
backgrounds. Most of the parents, 13 in all, speak a West-Finnish variety of Finnish, 
others have an East-Finnish background. Naturally enough, the parents' dialects 
influence the children's language acquisition; many Finnish dialects are found among the 
children in the Sundsvall corpus. 

All the children in the corpus have older siblings. The main, if not the only, language 
used between the siblings is Finnish, except in one family where one older sibling 
doesn't speak Finnish. Eight of the eleven children meet their Finnish-speaking 
grandparents at the most 2 - 3 times a year, while three of c hildren see one of their 
grandparents pretty much on a daily basis. 

Of the eleven children, four are cared for at home by their Finnish-speaking mothers, 
and seven attend Swedish-speaking preschools. Of the children which attend preschool, 
only one has the opportunity of hearing and speaking Finnish during the school day, as 
the preschool has a Finnish-speaking childcare worker. The other preschoolers get 
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together in a Finnish-speaking group once a week, led by an itinerant Finnish-speaking 
teacher. 

At home, all the children are exposed to some form of extra language stimuli, for 
example Finnish radio and TV programs, music and videos, books, magazines and 
games. All the children meet Finnish-speaking acquaintances and relatives in Sweden or 
during trips to Finland. According to the parents, seven of the eleven children hear and 
speak enough Finnish, while four are believed to receive insufficient exposure. 

All the children in the Sundsvall corpus have learned Finnish as a first language. The 
seven who attend Swedish-speaking preschools speak both Finnish and Swedish 
throughout the period of language follow-up. The four children cared for at home by their 
Finnish-speaking mothers speak only Finnish at first, but during the course of the study 
they, too, start learning Swedish. According to the parents, language development has 
proceeded at a normal pace for eight of the children, and is judged to be very good for 
three of them. All parents have expressed a desire that their children be bilingual in 
Finnish and Swedish. 

1.5.1.2 The language samples 
When collecting data for the Sundsvall corpus I made use of experience gained from the 
creation of the Oulu corpus at the Finnish and Lappish Department, Oulu University (see 
Matihaldi 1981: 9-10; Toivainen 1976: 5-11; Toivainen 1980: 15-20). The linguistic 
material in the Sundsvall corpus of the spontaneous, non-elicited speech of children 
gathered in the context of natural child-adult communication. The language samples come 
from tape recordings and notes taken at the recording sessions. The recordings most 
often took place in the children's homes, a few times in the preschools and a couple of 
times at my house. I was personally present at all sessions except one (one of the 
recordings with Mari and Sanna at the age of 2.0) when the recording was made by the 
children's 18-year-old sister. The children's mothers participated in most of the 
recordings, sometimes also the fathers and siblings, and a few times a Finnish-speaking 
teacher or one of the children's grandparents. At a few sessions I was alone with the 
children. 

When recording, I spent time socializing with the families, anything from an hour up 
to a whole day. I have experienced the language follow-up sessions as being very naturi 
and unforced. In the beginning, some of the children were a little shy and didn't speak 
much, but as soon as they got to know me better they were happy to see me and talked 
willingly. 

To some degree, the recordings were subject to artificial control. In order to stimulate 
conversation I always had with me picture books, games, drawing paper and crayons, 
play dough or puzzles. Excepting the books, all these things were given to the children as 
presents; thanks to a grant from the Osmo Hormia Foundation I was also able to give 
away a children's book in Finnish to each child. My original idea was to always let the 
children choose the activities and subject of conversation; the things I had with me would 
only be used if the child lost interest in the conversation. As it turned out, the children 
quickly got used to me having interesting things in my bag and most often wanted to take 
them out first. Still, in most of the recordings the children also make use of their own 
toys, suggest activities and bring up new subjects of conversation. Looking at picture 
books was by far the most popular activity with the children, however. Most of the 
children suggested themselves that we look at the books, although to some extent I 
encouraged this activity in order to get them to sit still. 

The recording quality is for the most part relatively good. The participating adult was 
instructed not to speak at the same time as the child, and parallel speech of adult and child 
very rarely shows up in the recordings. On the other hand, the children sometimes speak 
at the same time, which makes it difficult to understand them at times. Parallel speech 
occurs primarily in recordings with the two pairs of twins, and I sometimes had problems 
distinguishing the children's voices. Audibility was also at times affected by the noise of 
the children's activities. The presence of a tape recorder didn't influence conversation 
much. In some of the early sessions the parents said very little, which may have been due 
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to the tape recorder. And some of the first recordings with the boys in the corpus were 
affected by their interest in the recorder. This problem was solved later on by allowing 
the boys to play with it for a while. 

The Sundsvall corpus contains a total of 72 recordings; the total recording time is 37 
hours and 43 minutes. The speech of the twins, Mari and Sanna and Antti and Tuomo, 
has been recorded with both twins present, as the children felt it was unnatural to be 
separated. The children's recordings, including age range and total recording time, are 
presented in appendix 2 and in table 1. 

Table 1. Age upon language follow-up, number of recordings and recording lengths for the children in the 
Sundsvall corpus  
Child Age range No. of recordings Length of recording 
Liisa 1.7 - 3.3 13 6 h 25 min 
Mari & Sanna 1.10 - 3.7 14 7 h 15 min 
Eero 2.5 - 3.11 11 5 h 23 min 
Antti & Tuomo 2.7 - 3.10 6 2 h 55 min 
Meiju 2.8 - 3.11 12 6 h 14 min 
Mikko 2.10 - 3.5 4 2 h 50 min 
Timo 3.3 - 4 .0 5 2 h 21 min 
Pekka 3.4 - 3.9 4 1 h 55 min 
Kaiia 3.8 - 4 .1 3 2 h 25 min 
The entire corpus 1.7 - 4 .1 72 37 h 43 min 

The youngest children in the corpus are Liisa and the twins Mari and Sanna, whose 
speech has been followed up since the age of one. The follow-up of Eero, the twins Antti 
and Tuomo, and Meiju and Mikko commenced at the age of two, and of Timo, Pekka and 
Kaija at the age of three. Recordings were most often made at intervals of one to two 
months. At the ages of three and four there are occasional intervals of three to four 
months between recordings. For Mari and Sanna, there are two recordings from the age 
of 2.0. A break in the follow-up of Antti and Tuomo occurred at the age of three, due to a 
change in the children's situation at home. The follow-up recommenced seven months 
later, as the parents wished it to continue (see appendix 2 and table 1). 

Most of the recordings in the corpus are 30 minutes long. Some recordings are 21 -
25 or 35 - 60 minutes long. With Liisa, Mari and Sanna, Eero and Meiju 11-14 
recordings have been made and with the other children 3 - 6 times (see appendix 2 and 
table 1). 

1.5.1.3 Transcription 

In order to remember the context of the sample questions in the different recordings, I 
maintained a rough, handwritten transcription record for all sessions and made a full 
transcription of each recording as soon as possible. I then selected interrogative clauses 
from the transcription and entered them, with contextual information, into the computer 
and onto a manual card index. 

The transcription has been for the most part made with morphematic precision; certain 
characteristics of the spoken language have however been kept, e.g. miksei instead of the 
standard language's miksi ei 'why not', tiäksä instead of tiedätkö sina 'Do you know?', 
oon instead of olen 'I am' 1 pers. sg., tulle e instead of tuie e 'comes' 3 pers. sg., sanua 
instead of sanoa 'say' inf. I lative, ottamaa for ottamaan 'take' inf. HI ill. Aspiration, on 
the other hand, has not been transcribed. Deviations from adult pronunciation, e.g. when 
pronouncing Isl and Irl, have not been reproduced in the transcription, but they are tagged 
by comments. The transcription follows Finnish orthography; elements of Swedish in the 
children's speech have however been transcribed according to Swedish orthography. 
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1.5.1.4 Material, terms and concepts 

The Sundsvall corpus contains 1958 clauses which either on syntactic grounds or 
because of contextual application have been interpreted as interrogative clauses. 
Interrogative clauses consist of wh-questions, yes/no-questions and disjunctive 
questions. Frequency in the use of the se types of questions at different ages and in the 
corpus as a whole are presented in appendix 3. The following terms and concepts are 
among those used in the study of interrogative clauses in the Sundsvall corpus. 

Acquisition, order of acquisition 
A certain type of question is deemed to have been acquired if it is used by at least three of 
the eleven children in the corpus. That the number three is used as a criterion for 
definition is due to the fact that the corpus contains language samples from at least three 
children at the ages of one, two and three. The types of questions acquired are ranked in 
order of acquisition based on the average age of acquisition. 

Average age of acquisition 
The term "average age of acquisition" refers to the average age of the three youngest 
children using the actual type of question. 

Acquisition interval 
The acquisition interval gives the age range, i.e. lowest and highest age, of the three 
youngest children making up the average acquisition age. 

Periods of age 
When examining frequency development for different types of questions, an age 
distribution of five periods covering approx. half a year each is usually applied. The first 
period ranges over five months, the second, third and fourth over six months and the 
fifth over seven months. The breakdown in the corpus is as follows: 

period 1: age 1.7 -1.11 
period 2: age 2.0 - 2.5 
period 3: age 2.6 - 2.11 
period 4: age 3.0-3.5 
period 5: age 3.6 - 4.1. 

In certain cases an age distribution into one-, two-, three- and four-year-olds is also 
applied. The term "one-year-old" refers to the age range 1.7-1.11, "two-year-olds" 2.0 -
2.11, and "three- and four-year-olds" the range 3.0 - 4.1. 

Frequencies are given in absolute numbers and/or in percentages. The percentages are 
rounded off. Percentages under 0.5 % are assigned <1, and percentages between 0.5 -
1.4 are given as 1. Frequencies are mainly presented in the appendices. 

Interrogative clause 
The term "interrogative clause" is used as a general term for main clauses having an 
interrogative clausal syntax, i.e. clauses which contain a question marker, irrespective of 
whether the clause in context is used in an interrogative or some other function, and for 
clauses which lack question markers but which in context are used in an interrogative 
function. 

Question marker 
Question markers in the Sundsvall corpus consist of wh-question words, the disjunctive 
conjunction vai 'or', the enclitic interrogative particles -kO and -hAn and the adverb entä 
'and, then' and the conjunction jos 'if. 

Types of questions, clausal types 
Interrogative clauses have according to a number of principles been divided into types of 
questions, which also are called clausal types. The syntactic division of in terrogative 
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clauses is based on the presence of a question marker, the question word's word class 
and clausal position, verb phrase structure in the clause or on a general definition of 
clausal types in Finnish (see Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 93-100). When examining 
interrogative clauses in different discourse functions clauses have been divided into types 
of questions according to whether they are used as questions or in some other discourse 
function. 

Wh-questions. wh-interrogative clauses 
Wh-questions consist of interrogative clauses which contain a (wh-)question word; I also 
consider as wh-questions certain interrogatives lacking question words but which in 
context are used as wh-questions. 

(Wh-iquestion words 
The question words in the corpus have been divided into interrogative pronouns, 
interrogative adjectives and interrogative adverbs. Interrogative pronouns and 
interrogative adjectives occur in many case forms and interrogative adjectives and adverbs 
are used in certain conventional interrogative syntagms. The concept "question word" is 
used as a general term for both the interrogative pronoun and adjective forms and the 
interrogative adverb syntagms, if not otherwise specified in the text. In the tables and 
appendices only the term "question word" is used. Wh-questions are called according to 
the question word for e.g. mikä-, mitä-, mis sä-, mihin päin- and m/te'-questions or wh-
questions without question words. 

The use of question words in the Sundsvall corpus deviates somewhat from standard 
Finnish morphology and semantics. The standard language variants of question words 
and question word forms in the Sundsvall corpus are listed in the following index. For 
interrogative adverbs meaning 'where to', 'how', 'why' and 'when' only one variant is 
given. 

Question word: 
Interrogative pronoun: 
mikä 'what' 

kuka 'who' 

kumpi 'which of two' 

Interrogative adjective: 
minkälainen 'what kind of 

minkä värinen 'of what color' 

Local interrogative adverbs: 
mis sä 'where' 
mihin 'where to' 
mihin päin 'in which direction' 
mista 'where from' 

Question wQrd form$: 
Interrogative pronoun forms: 
mikä nom./acc. 2 sg. 
mitä part, sg./pl. 
minkä acc. 1 sg. 
mitkä nom. pl. 
mihin ill. sg./pl. 
millä adess. sg./pl. 
mille all. sg./pl. 
kuka nom. sg. 
kenen gen. sg. 
kenet acc. sg. 
kenellä adess. sg. 
kenelle all. sg. 
keneltä abl. sg. 
ketkä nom. pl. 
kumpi nom. sg. 

Interrogative adjective forms: 
minkälainen nom. sg. 
minkälaisia part. pl. 
minkä värinen nom. sg. 
minkä väristä part. sg. 
minkä väriset nom. pl. 

Modal interrogative adverbs: 
miten 'how, in which w ay' 
miten päin 'how, in which direction' 
miten monta 'how many' 
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Causal interrogative adverbs: 
miksi 'why' 

Temporal interrogative adverbs: 
milloin 'when' 

Wh-questions in the corpus have been divided into four main types according to syntactic 
structure: (1) ellipses, (2) on-clauses, (3) V-clauses and (4) Adnom-clauses. The four 
main types have been further divided into subcategories. Some basic wh-question types 
are the following: 

(1) Ellipses: Lacks verb phrase. Ellipses have been divided into these types: 
- One-word ellipsis: Contains no other constituents except the question word. 
- Multiple-word ellipsis: Contains a nominal or adverbial phrase. 

(2) ofl-clauses: Contain an affirmative or negative form of the verb olla 'be, exist, have'. 
The verb in on-clauses is most often in 3 pers. sg. form on 'is, exists'. 
(3) V-clauses: Contain some other verb than olla. V-clauses have been divided into these 
types: 

- Simple V-clauses: Contain a main verb but lack auxiliaries and the verb of 
negation. 
- Aux+V-clauses: Contain an auxiliary and a nominal form of the main verb. 
- Neg+V-clauses: Contain the verb of negation ei. Neg+V-clauses have been further 
divided into the following types: 

- Neg-ellipses: Contain only the verb of negation ei. 
- Simple Neg+V-clauses: Contain the verb of negation ei and the stem of the 
main verb (+ strictly speaking aspiration). 
- Neg+Aux+V-clauses: Contain both the verb of negation ei, the stem of an 
auxiliary (+ strictly speaking aspiration) and a nominal form of the main verb. 

(4) Adnom-clauses: Contain an adnominal question word and possibly other constituents. 

Alternative questions 
Alternative questions consist of disjunctive questions and yes/no-questions. The 
disjunctive questions contain the disjunctive conjunction vai 'or'. 

Yes/no-questions, ves/no-interrogative clauses 
Yes/no-questions contain one of the enclitic interrogative particles -kO or -hAn, the 
question marker (entä) jos 'and if, or they consist of declarative clauses which are used 
in interrogative function. 

-kO- and -hAn-questions 
-kO-questions contain the enclitic interrogative particle -kO. -hAn-questions contain the 
enclitic interrogative particle -hAn. Questions which contain both the interrogative particle 
-kO and -hAn are viewed as -kO-questions, which also pertains to questions lacking an 
enclitic interrogative particle but used contextually in -kO-question function. -kO- and 
-hAn-questions have been further divided into neutral and focused questions. 

Neutral -kO- and -hAn-questions 
Neutral -kO/-hAn-questions consist of questions where the enclitic interrogative particle 
-kO or -hAn is joined to a verb. The neutral questions are of these types: 

(1) onko- and gnhm-questions where the interrogative particle is attached to the verb olla 
'be, exist, have' which most often is in the 3 pers. sg. present form on 'is, exists, has', 
(2) simple V+kO/hAn-questions where the interrogative particle is joined to a different 
verb than olla and where the verb phrase doesn't contain any verb chain, 
(3) Aux+kO/hAn+V-questions where the interrogative particle is joined to an auxiliary 
winch is combined with a nominal form of the main verb and 
(4) Neg+kO/h An+V-questions where the interrogative particle is joined to the verb of 
negation ei. Neg+kO/hAn-questions have been divided into: 

- Neg+kO-ellipses where the verb phrase only contains the verb of negation ei, 
- Neg+kO+o/g-questions where the verb phrase contains the verb of negation ei and 
ole of the verb olla 'be, exist, have', 
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- Simple Neg+kO/hAn+V-questions where the verb phrase contains the verb of 
negation ei and the stem of a different verb than olla and 
- Neg+kO/hAn+Aux+V-questions where the verb phrase contains the verb of 
negation ei, the stem of an auxiliary and a nominal form of the main verb. 

Focused -kO- and -hAn-questions 
Focused -kO- and -hAn-questions consist of questions where the enclitic interrogative 
particle is joined to (1) a noun or (2) an adverb. The focused questions have been divided 
into: 

(1) Noun+kO-questions where the enclitic interrogative particle -kO is joined to a noun 
and 
(2) Adverb+kO/hAn-questions where the interrogative particle -kO or -hAn is joined to an 
adverb. 

(entä) ios-questions 
(entä) ̂ 'as-questions contain the conjunction jos 'if which may be combined with the 
adverb entä 'and, then'. 

Interrogative declarative clauses 
Interrogative declarative clauses consist of complete, non-inverted declarative clauses 
which lack question markers but which in context have an interrogative function. 

Wh-questions with interrogative pronouns and interrogative adjectives are also divided 
according to the question word's clausal position, i.e. according to whether the question 
word is subject, object, adverbial or attribute in the clause. Both the wh-questions and 
yes/no-questions are further divided in accordance with Hakulinen & Karlsson's (1979) 
typology for fundamental and marginal clausal types and other constructions in Finnish. 
A short characterization of the clausal types pertinent to the Sundsvall corpus with 
examples of declarative clauses for each clausal type are given below: 

(1) Intransitive clauses: Normally contain besides the verb only one obligatory clausal 
element, which functions as a grammatical subject. For example: 

Veljeni nukkuu. brother+poss.suff-subj sleep-pred 'My br other is sleeping.' 

(2) Transitive clauses: Contain a transitive verb and can contain an object. For example: 

Äitini piirtää karttoja. mother+poss.suff-subj draws-pred maps-obj 
'My mother draws maps.' 

(3) Equative clauses: Contain an identifying complement. For example: 

Mielikiijailijani on Hilja Haahti. favorite writer+poss.suff is-pred Hilja Haahti-compl 
"My favorite writer is Hilja Haahti.' 

(4) Characterizing clauses (F. luonnehtiva lause): Contain a classifying complement. For 
example: 

Sisareni on nerokas. sister+poss.suff-subj is-pred brilliant-compl 
"My sister is bril liant.1 

(5) Existential clauses: The subject is in the partitive or in the nominative, the predicate in 
3 pers. sg. Word order is inverted and the subject in final position. Often contain a 
clause-initial adverbial. For example: 

Autotallissa on vetta. garage-iness-advl be-3sg-pred water-part-subj 
'There is water in the garage.' 
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(6) The habitive construction: Contains a habitive adverbial which consists of a noun and 
which most often is in the adessive. The predicate is in 3 pers. sg. For example: 

Pojalla on kiija. boy-adess-hab.advl be-3sg-pred book-subj 
The boy has a book.' 

(7) The resultative construction (F. tulosrakenne): Contains two nominal phrases. The 
clause expresses a change whose result is given in the latter nominal phrase. The 
predicate is always tulee 'become* 3 pers. sg. For example: 

Pojasta tulee mies. boy-elat-advl become-3sg-pred man-subj 
'The boy is becoming a man.' 

(8) The /7M/zfc/-construction: Contains an adverb of permission as predicative (adverbial). 
The predicate is the verb olla 'be' or mennä 'go'. For example: 

Astia on rikki. container-subj is-pred broken-compl 'The container is broken.' 

(9) Experiential clauses (F. kokijalause): Contains a clause-initial nominal phrase in a 
different case form than the nominative. The predicate is in 3 pers. sg. For example: 

Minua väsyttää. I-part-advl tire-3sg-pred 'I feel tired.' 
Asialle kävi huonosti. thing-all went-3sg-pred badly 'The thing didn't work out.' 

(10) Necessive clauses: The subject is in the genitive and the predicate contains a modal 
auxiliary meaning 'shall, must' in 3 pers. sg. For example: 

Minun täytyy lähteä. I-gen must-Aux+go-inf-pred 'I must go.' 

(11) Generic clauses. Lack subject. Predicate is in 3 pers. sg. For example: 

Huomenna voi nukkua pitkään. tomorrow can+sleep-pred long 'Tomorrow we can sleep in.' 

(Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 93-100, 186-87, 253-54; see also Groundstroem 1988a: 
171-77). 

Adult language, interference 
When judging the correctness of the use of the interrogative in the corpus, the children's 
interrogative clauses are related to conventions in standard Finnish and in the spoken 
varieties among adults, which I call by the general term 'adult speech'. Deviations from 
adult speech which don't show signs of interference from Swedish are viewed as child 
language-specific deviations. The phenomenon of interference covers deviations which to 
my knowledge don't occur among monolingual Finnish children in Finland and which 
among Sweden-Finnish children may be directly caused by Swedish or indirectly by the 
Swedish-influenced variety of Finnish which the children hear in their surroundings. 
When examining interference, only the phenomena judged as specific to interrogative 
clauses are touched on. 

When judging correctness I employ partly grammars of standard Finnish and studies 
of spoken Finnish varieties, and partly my own intuitive language sensibilities as a native 
speaker. 
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1.5.1.5 Sample sentences 

After each example from the Sundsvall corpus there is a reference to the actual recording 
or note in parentheses. The reference begins with an abbreviation of the child's name, 
followed by the child's age in years and months, and the tape counter number or the 
number of the note. E.g. (Li 2.11:009) = Liisa, recording at the age of 2.11, counter 009; 
(Me 3.2:n22) = Meiju, recording at the age of 3.2, note 22. 

The child's name is abbreviated with the two first letters of the study name. The 
abbreviations are: 

Li = Liisa 
Ma = Mari 
Sa = Sanna 
Ee = Eero 
An = Antti 
Tu = Tuomo 
Me = Meiju 
Mi = Mikko 
Ti = Timo 
Pe = Pekka 
Ka = Kaija. 

Most utterances in the samples are transient and self-contained. In a number of cases, 
however, more extended speech sequences with contexts where the interlocutor's speech 
plays a part are included. The different speakers are tagged with abbreviations in capitals. 
The tags are: 

C = The child 
M = Mother 
F = Father 
S = Sibling 
I = Interlocutor (researcher) 
T = Finnish-speaking preschool teacher or childcare specialist 

If the flow of speech in an example is not fully rendered, the part left out is indicated 
by three dashes (—), and likewise for utterances which are incomprehensible. Interrupted 
utterances are indicated by three periods (...). Stammering and word searching have been 
excised from the sample sentences. Focusing and other prosodie means are noted in the 
examples only in particular cases. Focusing is then highlighted with capitals. 

When examining the syntax of the children's interrogative clauses, the sample 
sentence is given first, followed by a grammatical description and an idiomatic translation 
into English. Precision of the grammatical description varies depending on its relevance 
to the context. The constituent under examination is printed in bold type. For example: 

C: mitä tuolla on? (Me 3.2:n22) what-part.sg-subj there is 'What's that there?' 
C: haluatko sää lisää? (Li 2.11:009) want-2sg+kO you more Do you want more?' 

Other examinations of interrogative clauses among the children and various chunks of 
speech will most often be translated only. 
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1.5.2 Other corpora 

Two other corpora, called the Oulu corpus and the Radio corpus, will serve as primary 
points of comparison. 

The Oulu corpus 
The Oulu corpus (F. Oulun-otos) consists of language samples from young, 
monolingual Finnish-speaking children living in Oulu, Finland. The corpus has been 
collected through the child language project at the Finnish and Lappish Department, Oulu 
University. The language follow-ups in the Oulu corpus commenced in 1973 when the 
children were one-year-olds. Collection was carried out by means of tape recordings, 
most of them approx. 15 minutes long, and the recording sessions most often took place 
after an interval of several months. The language samples have since then been 
transcribed (Matihaldi 1981: 9-10; Toivainen 1976: 5-11; 1980: 15-20). Results from the 
development of interrogative clauses in the Oulu corpus have been presented in Halme 
(1984) and Kangassalo (1980) and summarized in Karjalainen (1986), Matihaldi (1981) 
and Toivainen (1984). Data from the Oulu corpus have been processed and partially 
reassembled in this study. No sentences from this corpus are given. 

The Radio corpus 
The Radio corpus consists of samples of adult speech in Finnish. During a week in 1993, 
with the permission of Swedish Broadcasting Västernorrland, I recorded Finnish-
speaking adult programs on channels P2 and P4. I noted down the first 500 direct 
interrogative clauses from radio editors in interview situations and made some frequency 
calculations for the use of different types of questions. All interrogative clauses in the 
Radio corpus consist of clauses which are used in interrogative function. Data concerning 
the use of the interrogative in the Radio corpus are presented in tables and appendices in 
the study; no sample sentences are given, however. 
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2 THE ACQUISITION OF QUESTIONS IN GENERAL 

2.1 The first questions 

The development of interrogative syntax among children has been studied primarily in 
English. The development of interrogatives among English-speaking children is 
presented in, among others, Bloom (1970), Brown (1968 and 1970), Cazden (1972), 
Crystal (1976), Dale (1972), Erreich (1984), Francis (1975), Klima & Bellugi (1973), 
McNeill (1970) and Wells (1985). A common, fundamental observation in most of the 
studies of English-speaking children is that the development of interrogative syntax 
exhibits a certain regularity. In most of the studies an MLU-periodizing proposed by 
Brown (MLU = mean length of utterance; see Brown 1973: 50, 56) is used. A common 
observation is also that children with MLUs on the same level produce similar 
interrogative constructions. 

In a number of the studies of English-speaking children it is stressed that the first 
interrogative clauses are highly simplifed. Researchers characterize them as "telegraphic, 
rigid stereotypes" or as "holophrases" where only the elements needed for an exchange of 
information are represented. The early wh-questions build on an unvarying core structure 
or frame, e.g. structures like what NP {doing) and where NP {going), producing 
questions like What's that?, Who that?, Where daddy going?, What cowboy doing? 
These early, rigid interrogative structures are used non-analytically, something made 
evident by the fact that although the children themselves use interrogative structures 
where the question word (according to adult criteria) is the object, they don't understand 
questions with similar structures. The principle the children follow when constructing 
early wh-questions is that a declarative clause turns interrogative when a wh-question 
word is placed first in the clause. The first yes/no-questions among English-speaking 
children are identifiable only through a rising, interrogative intonation: i.e. the child 
pronounces a declarative clause with an interrogative intonation, e.g. See hole?, No more 
milk?, Sit chair?, Ball go?, I ride train?, No ear? 

During the second period wh-questions are more analyzed and children understand 
most of the adult questions. The inversion of subject and predicate and the auxiliary do 
are still missing in wh-questions, however, e.g. What me think?, What the dollie have?, 
Why you see seal?, Where the dog goed?, Why not he eat? In negative questions an 
unanalyzed why not is often used, which sometimes results in a double negation, e.g. 
Why not he can't dance?, Why not crackers can't talk? Even yes/no-questions often lack 
inversion and the auxiliary do, e.g. This can't write a flower?, See my doggie? 

During the third period, inversion of subject and predicate are acquired in yes/no-
questions, and the interrogative clause structure starts resembling that of adult speech, 
e.g. Will you help me?, Can I have a piece of paper?, Can't you work this thing?, Are 
you coming? In wh-questions, on the other hand, the inversion is still missing, e.g. Why 
you are coming?, How he can be a doctor? In wh-questions the inversion is first applied 
during the later periods, at approximately 3.5 years of age, e.g. Why are you thirsty? 
Inversion starts to be used somewhat earlier in affirmative interrogative clauses than in 
negative interrogative clauses (Bloom 1970: 75; Brown 1968: 282-84; 1970: 133-38; 
Cazden 1972: 48, 51, 53-55; Crystal 1976: 50-51; Dale 1972: 70, 86-90; De Villiers & 
De Villiers 1985: 84-89; Erreich 1984: 587; Francis 1975: 101; Klima & Bellugi 1973: 
347-52; McNeill 1970: 75,96-99). 

In Wells (1985) we find presented the acquisition of correctly built interrogative 
clauses among English-speaking young children. The number of children in the study is 
128, and their language development is followed up for over two years (Wells 1985: 7, 
29-30, 41). The order of acquisition for wh-questions and yes/no-questions in the study 
is, in simplified form, the following (Wells 1985: 191, 197-200, 270-72): 
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Wh-questions Yes/no-auestions 
(1) what+cop+S 
(2) where+cop+S 
(3) Aux+S+V 
(4) wh-+aux+S+V Cop+S+X 
(5) why-questions 
(6) Aux+S+aux+V 
(7) who+V+X 
(8) who+aux+V+(X) 
(9) wh-+aux++S+aux+V 
(10) Aux+neg+S+V. 

The development of interrogative syntax in languages learned by children as second 
languages is essentially the same as that observed in the development of a first language. 
The acquisition of questions in English as a second language among German and 
Spanish-speaking children has been studied by Wode (1978) and Cancino, Rosansky & 
Schuman (1978). 

One observation in Wode's study of children with German as a first language is that 
children acquiring questions do not go through any holophrastic stage when constructing 
wh-questions, or any stage where yes/no-questions are marked by interrogative 
intonation only, as observed among children with English as a first language. The 
German-speaking children also started using wh-questions in English somewhat earlier 
than yes/no-questions, and inversion of subject and predicate together with the auxiliary 
do are applied slightly earlier in wh-questions than in yes/no-questions (Wode 1978: 45, 
50-53; cf. Lightbown 1978: 119), while the order of acquisition among children with 
English as a first language is the opposite. Among Spanish-speaking children with 
English as a second language, Cancino, Rosansky & Schuman point out that the first wh-
questions are used both inverted and non-inverted (Cancino, Rosansky & Schuman 
1978: 219-20, 228-29), while the first wh-questions among children with English as a 
first language always are non-inverted. 

Wode (1976) has summarized some of the observations made about the development 
of interrogatives in different languages and sketched a universal order of acquisition. 
Wode's pesentation is based on studies of Bulga rian (Gheorgov 1908), Latvian (Ruke-
Dravina 1963), German (Grimm 1973, Stern & Stern 1965, Wode 1976), English 
(Brown 1968, Klima & Bellugi-Klima 1971, McNeill 1970, Miller 1973), Swedish 
(Lange & Larsson 1973) and Finnish (Argoff 1976, Bowerman 1973) (Wode 1976: 262, 
285, 299). 

According to Wode, the results obtained indicate that the acquisition of q uestions 
among children follows a general line. If a language has a particular interrogative 
intonation, yes/no-intonation questions are most often acquired first. If a language on the 
other hand lacks a distinctive interrogative intonation, the first questions are wh-
questions. One such language in Wode's presentation is Finnish, and the first questions 
among Finnish-speaking children are wh-questions. In languages where there is an 
interrogative particle in yes/no-questions, e.g. in Finnish, Bulgarian and Latvian, the 
yes/no-particle questions are acquired last, after any intonational questions and wh-
questions. If a language contains all three means of expression, which is the case in 
Bulgarian and Latvian, the general order of acquisition according to Wode is then: 

yes/no-intonation questions > wh-questions > yes/no-particle questions 

moving from left to right (Wode 1976: 304-5; see also Slobin 1985: 1241-42). 
Wode divides the development of interrogatives among children into three different 

stages. During the initial stage only one-word questions- which Wode calls holophrastic 
questions- are used. The structure of the holophrastic questions is different in different 
languages, but common to them is that only free forms (Wode's term) are used for 
question words, while a productive use of inflected forms begins later on. During the 
first stage, yes/no-intonation questions are used in those languages which have an 
interrogative intonation, and wh-questions which either contain a wh-question word or, 
lacking one, are nonetheless used as wh-questions. Wode's position is that no yes/no-
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particle questions, e.g. -kO-questions in Finnish, are used during the holophrastic stage 
(Wode 1976: 304-5, 309). 

According to Wode, the use of multiple-word questions begins during the second 
stage, both of wh-questions and of yes/no-questions. In languages where inversion of 
subject and predicate in an interrogative clause is obligatory in adult speech, this 
inversion is most often missing in the first multiple-word questions. According to Wode, 
it is also common that children in the first multiple-word questions don't place the wh-
question word clause initially, even if this is obligatory in adult speech. Wode assumes 
that the use of yes/no-particle questions, e.g. -kO-questions in Finnish, starts during the 
second stage (Wode 1976: 308-9). 

The final developmental stage commences when the children's interrogative clauses 
start resembling those in adult speech, i.e. when word order is inverted and the wh-
question word is placed clause-initially, if such is the case in adult speech. The inversion 
starts being used first in yes/no-intonation questions and is acquired later on in wh-
questions. Data as to the development of word order in yes/no-particle questions, e.g. in 
-kO-questions in Finnish, is lacking in the studies summarized by Wode (Wode 1976: 
309). 

Interrogative clauses among one-year-olds in the Sundsvall corpus show a very simple 
structure. All children have at the beginning of the language follow-up reached the 
multiple-word stage, but despite this we can discern in one-year-olds' questions a 
somewhat inflexible core structure; the questions have a rigid, stereotypical and 
unanalyzed feel about them, of the kind characterized in the above-mentioned studies. 

Many wh-questions among one-year-olds consist of one-word questions which only 
contain the wh-question word (one-word ellipses) and can with Wode's terminology be 
called holophrastic questions. The other wh-questions among one-year-olds consist of 
ellipses which besides the question word contain a nominal or adverbial phrase (multiple-
word ellipses). Some even have a predicate verb, which in almost all cases among one-
year-olds is in the form on 'is' 3 pers. sg. (wh-question words in on-clauses). For 
example: 

C: mikä? 
mikä se on? (Sa 1.10:234) 

C: kiika tuo on? 
kuka se? (Ma 1.10:290) 

C: missä kisu? (Li 1.9:010) 

what 'What is it? 
what it is What is it? ' 

who that is 'Who is that? 
who it Who is it?' 

where cat Where is the cat?' 

Even with the two-year-olds in the corpus most of the wh-questions are ellipses and 
on-clauses, but at the age of two the children also start combining wh-question words 
with other verbs, however not with auxiliaries or the verb of negation (wh-question 
words in simple V-clauses). Interrogative pronouns are used in simple V-clauses first as 
subject and somewhat later as object or attribute. For example: 

C: kuka se seisoo tossa? (Sa 2.0B:120) who-subj it stand-pred there *Who is standing there?' 
C: mitä tuo tekkee? (Li 2.0:237) what-obj that do-pred "What's that doing?' 
C: mikä massu? (Li 2.3:274) what-attr+tummy 'Which tummy?' 

At the age of three wh-question words start being combined with auxiliary structures 
and used in clauses of negation (wh-question words in Aux+V-clauses and in Neg+V-
clauses). For example: 

C: mi ten mä voin kaatua näin? how I can-Aux+fall like this'How can I fall like th is?' 
(Ti 3.3:062) 

C: miksi se ei leiki? (Me 3.2:n28) why it Neg+play 'Why doesn't she play?' 

Word order in a Finnish wh-interrogative clause is normally straight, and inversion of 
subject and predicate occurs only when focusing (Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 308-11; 
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Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 12). Among the children in the Sundsvall coitus, word 
order is also most often straight in wh-questions. Inversion occurs a few times when 
focusing among a few two- and three-year-olds, and one of the children uses an inverted 
word order showing signs of Swedish influence. The wh-question word is almost 
always clause-initial in wh-questions in the corpus; shifting of the wh-question word 
occurs only in a few cases. 

Yes-no-questions are used at age 1 by only one of the three one-year-olds in the 
corpus. All yes/no-questions with this one-year-old are -kO-questions, i.e. questions 
which contain the enclitic interrogative particle -kO. The first -kO-questions are onko-
questions, i.e. neutral -kO-questions where the interrogative particle is joined to the verb 
form on 'is' 3 pers. sg., and the verb phrase is then combined with one or more nominal 
phrases {onko in the equative clause). Here, too, it can be a rigid, stereotypical core 
structure which is used non-analytically. For example: 

C: onko orava? (Li 1.7:058) is+kO squirrel 'Is it a squirrel?' 
C: se onko kello? (Li 1.7:094) it is+kO watch 'Is it a watch?' 

With two-year-olds, most of the yes/no-questions are questions where the 
interrogative particle -kO is combined with some other verb than on 'is', which would 
indicate that the interrogative structure is used more analytically. The interrogative particle 
is first combined with a simple verb (simple V+kO), and somewhat later with auxiliaries 
or the verb of negation in a verb chain (Aux+kO+V, Neg+kO+V). One indication of an 
analytical use of interrogative structures is that the syntax in onko-questions varies more. 
For example: 

C: otetaanko tämä? (Ma 2.0B:294) take-pass+kO this 'Shall we take this?' 
C: voiksä lukee? (Sa 2.4:nl) can-Aux+ks+you+read'Can you read?' 
C: eikö tuu musiikkia? (Me 2.9:087) Neg+kO+come music 'Isn't there any music?' 
C: onko siinä hius? (Sa 2.2:019) is+kO there a hair 'Is there a hair there?' 
C: onko nuo ulkona? (Mi 2.10:335) are+kO those out there 'Are they out there?' 

At the age of two the interrogative particle also starts being used in focused questions, 
combined either with a noun (Noun+kO) or an adverb (Adverb+kO). Also the enclitic 
interrogative particle -hAn starts being used at the age of two. For example: 

C: tuotako se syö? (Li 2.7:189) that+kO it eats 'Is that what it eats?' 
C: tuoltako se tulee? (Me 2.9:088) from there+kO it comes 'Is that where it comes from?' 
C: onhan rotta? (Sa 2.0A:299) is+hAn rat 'It's a rat, isn't i t?' 
C: eihän se saa mennä ulos? Neg+hAn it +may-Aux+go out 

(Ma 2.11:067) 'It isn't allowed to go out, is it?' 

In yes/no-questions which contain an enclitic interrogative particle, the constituent 
with the interrogative particle should be in clause-initial position in Finnish. In neutral 
questions, i.e. in questions where the interrogative particle is joined to a verb, word order 
is thus inverted. In other cases, word order most often is straight (Sulkala & Karjalainen 
1992: 8). Word order in -kO- and -hAn-questions in the Sundsvall corpus is practically 
always in accordance with adult standards, the constituent with the interrogative particle 
being first in the clause. In neutral questions, word order is thus always inverted, except 
in a clause produced by a one-year-old. The acquisition of word order in yes/no-particle 
questions seems to proceed without a hitch among the children in the Sundsvall corpus 
(cf. Wode 1976: 309). 
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2.2 The acquisition of wh-questions, yes/no-questions and 
disjunctive questions 

All children in the Sundsvall corpus ask questions in their language samples, and all 
children use both wh-questions and alternative questions, mostly yes/no-questions. 

An overview of the acquisition of wh-questions, yes/no-questions and disjunctive 
questions is presented in table 2. The table gives the average acquisition ages and 
intervals for the three youngest children in the corpus, the number of children using 
different types of questions, and the age when the question type first appeared in a 
recording. The first appearance of disjunctive questions is given in parentheses as they 
are used by fewer than three children. 

Table 2. Acquisition av wh-questions, yes/no-questions and disjunctive questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Type of question Wh-question Yes/no-question Disi, question 
Average acquisition age for the three 
youngest 1.9 1.10 -

Interval of acquisition for the three 
youngest 1.7 - 1.10 1.7 - 2 .0 (3.10)** 
Number of children using type of 
question 11 11 1 

First occurrence in a recording (for each child) 
Liisa 1.7* 1.7* -

Mari 1.10* 2.0 -

Sanna 1.10* 2.0 -

Eero 2.5* 2.5* -

Antti 2.7* 2.11 -

Tuomo 2.7* 2.7* -

Meiju 2.8* 2.8* -

Mikko 2.10* 2.10* -

Timo 3.3* 3.3* 3.10 
Pekka 3.4* 3.4* -

Kaija 3.8* 3.8* -

N = 11 *First recording with child in question. **Used by fewer than three children. 

The average acquisition age for wh-questions for the three youngest children in the 
corpus, Liisa, Sanna and Mari, is 1.9. All eleven children in the corpus use wh-questions 
in their first language samples; the acquisition interval for the three youngest is 1.7 -
1.10. As wh-questions occur in every one of the first samples, it may be assumed that 
they have already been in use before the beginning of t he recordings, and the average 
acquisition age in table 2 is possibly too high (see table 2). 

For yes/no-questions the average acquisition age for the three youngest children, 
1.10, is one month later than for wh-questions. For eight children yes/no-questions occur 
in their first recordings, while three children, Sanna, Mari and Antti, use them either in 
the second or third recording, at ages 2.0 and. 2.11 respectively. The acquisition interval 
for yes/no-questions for the three youngest children is 1.7 - 2.0. Both wh-questions and 
yes/no-questions are thus acquired quite early on in the corpus, wh-questions a little 
earlier than yes/no-questions however (see table 2). 

Wh-questions and yes/no-questions are used by all eleven children in the corpus. 
Disjunctive questions, on the other hand, occur with one child only, Timo, at the age of 
3.10. As disjunctive questions only occur with one child, no average age of acquisition 
or acquisition interval can be determined (see table 2). 

Using the Oulu corpus, which consists of language samples from 25 monolingual 
Finnish-speaking children, the acquisition of wh-questions has been studied by 
Kangassalo (1980) and alternative questions by Halme (1984). The average ages of 
acquisition for both types of questions have been estimated in these studies for the whole 
corpus, 25 children, and are rather high, 1.11 for wh-questions and 2.1 for alternative 
questions (Halme 1984: 127-29; Kangassalo 1980: 18-19). 
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The average acquisition age for the different types of q uestions in the Sundsvall 
corpus has been estimated for the three youngest, constituting 27 % of all eleven children 
in the corpus. When the average acquisition age for the Oulu corpus is calculated for a 
corresponding percentage of children, seven in number making up 28 % of the 25 
children, the average age of a cquisition drops considerably. Using these calculations, 
table 3 presents a comparison between the average acquisition ages and intervals for the 
different types of questions in the Sundsvall corpus and the Oulu corpus. The first 
appearance of disjunctive questions is given in parentheses, as they are used by fewer 
than the three and seven children respectively. 

Table 3. Acquisition of wh-questions, yes/no-questions and disjunctive questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
and the Oulu corpus  
Corpus Sundsvall corpus N = 11 Oulu corpus N = 25* 

Type of question 
Wh-

question 
Yes/no-
question 

Disj. 
question 

Wh-
question 

Yes/no-
question 

Disj. 
question 

Average acq. age for the 
three and seven youngest 
(27, 28 % resp.) 

1.9 1.10 - 1.6 1.9 -

Acq. interval for the 
three and seven youngest 
(27, 28 % resp.) 

1.7 - 1.10 1.7 - 2.0 (3.10)** 1.3 - 1.8 1.6- 1.11 (2.8, 
2.11)** 

*See Kangassalo 1980:18; Halme 1984: 91-92,127-28. **Used by fewer than the 3 and 7 children 
respectively. 

The order of acquisition for wh-questions and yes/no-questions in the Sundsvall 
corpus and the Oulu corpus resemble each other: wh-questions are acquired somewhat 
earlier than yes/no-questions. The average order of acquisition and the acquisition interval 
for both types of questions is a bit lower in the Oulu corpus than in the Sundsvall corpus, 
which presumably is due to the fact that the language follow-up of the children in the 
Oulu corpus started earlier than in the Sundsvall corpus (see table 3). 

A similar result for interrogative acquisition among Finnish-speaking children is 
presented in Toivainen (1984), constituting a summary of studies and observations of 29 
children. In Toivainen's summary, wh-questions show an average age of acquisition of 
2.0, while -kO-questions, which constitute the first yes/no-questions, are acquired 
somewhat later, at ages 2.2 - 2.8 (Toivainen 1984: 25). Also in Itkonen's study of a 
Finnish-speaking child we find wh-questions being acquired earlier than -kO-questions, 
at the age of 2.2 as opposed to 2.6 (Itkonen 1977: 24). All studies of interrogative 
development among Finnish-speaking children referred to here indicate that wh-questions 
are acquired earlier than yes/no-particle questions, which confirms Wode's prediction 
(1976: 309) that particle questions will show up later than wh-questions. 

Disjunctive questions occur with two children in the Oulu corpus already at the age of 
two but are still missing among the other children at the age of three. The child in 
Itkonen's study also uses disjunctive questions at the age of two (see table 3; Itkonen 
1977: 25). Far from all monolingual Finnish-speaking children would seem to use 
disjunctive questions at three years of age. An earlier use than that in the Sundsvall 
corpus has however been observed. 
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2.3 The number of wh-questions, yes/no-questions and 
disjunctive questions 

The distribution in the use of wh-questions, yes/no-questions and disjunctive questions 
during different periods in the Sundsvall corpus is presented in appendix 3. 

The corpus contains a total of 1958 interrogative clauses. Most of the questions in the 
corpus, 69 %, are wh-questions; yes/no-questions constitute 31 %. The corpus contains 
only one disjunctive question. An overview of the use of the different types of questions 
is presented in figure 1. 

1001 • Wh-questions 
B Yes/no-questions 
B Disj. questions 

1.7- 1.11 2.0-2.5 2.6-2.11 3.0-3.5 3.6-4.1 Onaverage 
Age periods 

Figure 1. Distribution wh-questions, yes/no-questions and disjunctive questions in the 
Sundsvall corpus 

As figure 1 shows, wh-questions are more common than other types of questions for 
all age periods in the corpus. At age period one, interrogatives are almost entirely wh-
questions; yes/no-questions are few in number. However, the percentage of wh-
questions constantly decreases and that of yes/no-questions increases during all 
subsequent periods. During the last period wh-questions make up only 60 % of the 
questions, while the percentage of yes/no-questions has risen to 40 %. The only 
disjunctive question in the corpus occurs during the final period (see also appendix 3). 

The distribution in the use of wh-questions and yes/no-questions varies among the 
children in the corpus, as can be seen in appendix 4. During the two first periods, up to 
the age of 2.5, wh-questions are in the majority for all children. Even during the later 
periods wh-questions remain in the majority for most of the children, but the number of 
children with more yes/no-questions than wh-questions starts to increase. During the 
period 2.6 - 2.11 yes/no-questions are in the majority for one child, during the period 
3.0 - 3.5 for two, and during the last period three children show this preference. 

Two children with very different distribution patterns are Pekka and Sanna. For 
Pekka, wh-questions are still largely in the majority, approx. 80 %, at the age of three, 
while as early as the period 2.6 - 2.11 the majority of questions for Sanna consist of 
yes/no-questions. From the age of three onwards, the percentage of yes/no-questions for 
Sanna is constantly on the rise, so that during the last period they make up approx. 80 % 
of the questions. A common developmental theme for all children in the corpus, 
however, is that the percentage of wh-questions is larger than the percentage of yes/no-
questions during the whole course of the study, and that the percentage of yes/no-
questions increases as the children grow older (see appendix 4). 

The use of different types of questions in the Oulu corpus, which, as the reader will 
remember, consists of language samples from monolingual Finnish-speaking children, is 
presented in Kangassalo (1980), Karjalainen (1986) and Halme (1984). The distribution 
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of question types in the Radio corpus, consisting of samples from Finnish-speaking 
adults, is presented in appendix 3. Table 4 presents a comparison of the use of the 
interrogative by one, two, and three-year-olds in the Sundsvall and Oulu corpora, and 
among adults in the Radio corpus. 

Table 4. Percentage wh-questions, yes/no-questions and disjunctive questions in the Sundsvall, Oulu and 
Radio corpora   
Corpus Sundsvall corpus* Oulu corpus ** Radio corpus* 

Wh- Yes/no Disj. Wh- Yes/no Disj. Wh- Yes/no Disj. 
Type of question quest. -quest. quest. quest. -quest quest. quest. -quest. quest 
Age % % % % % % % % % 
1-yr. olds 96 4 0 93 1 0 
2-yr. olds 73 27 0 78 22 <1 
3-yr. olds 63 37 <1 70 29 <1 
S 69 31 <1 77 23 <1 48 47 5 
*See appendix 3. **See Kangassalo 1980: liite 5; Kaijalainen 1986: 11; Halme 1984:121. 

As table 4 shows, the wh-questions constitute an obvious majority of questions in 
both the Sundsvall corpus and the Oulu corpus. Among one-year-olds in the Sundsvall 
corpus the percentage of wh-questions is somewhat larger than in the Oulu corpus, while 
the percentage of wh-questions for two- and three-year-olds in the Sundsvall corpus is 
somewhat smaller than in the Oulu corpus. A common developmental theme in both the 
child language corpora is that the percentage of yes/no-questions among one-year-olds is 
low and that this percentage increases as the children grow older. Disjunctive questions 
occur very rarely in the child language corpora. In the Oulu corpus disjunctive questions 
are already used a few times at the age of two, whereas the only disjunctive question in 
the Sundsvall corpus is used by a three-year-old. 

The use of the interrogative among adults in the Radio corpus, on the other hand, 
differs considerably from that in the two child language corpora. In the Radio corpus, 
wh-questions and yes/no-questions are almost equally common, yes/no-questions thus 
being used to a far greater extent than in the child language corpora. Another difference 
is that far more disjunctive questions crop up in the Radio corpus (see table 4). 

One line of development in the use of the interrogative among Finnish-speaking 
children, as illustrated in table 4, is that whereas at age one the distribution between the 
various types of questions differs considerably from that in adult speech- where wh-
questions and yes/no-questions are more or less equally weighted- already at the age of 
two a developmental shift towards adult speech distribution can be noted. Disjunctive 
questions are almost completely lacking among children between the ages of 1 - 3 (see 
table 4). 

Frequency counts for children's use of wh-questions and yes/no-questions in other 
languages are presented in, among others, Savie (1975), Tyack & Ingram (1977) and 
Meyer & Shane (1973). Savie has studied the use of the interrogative by two Serbo-
Croatian-speaking children at the ages of 1 - 2, Tyack & Ingram's study is based on the 
use of the interrogative among 22 English-speaking children at ages 2-3, and Meyer & 
Shane's study deals with the use of the interrogative among 534 English-speaking 
schoolchildren (Savie 1975: 251, 255-56; Meyer & Shane 1973: 286-87, 290; Tyack & 
Ingram 1977: 214-15). The distribution of wh-questions and yes/no-questions in the 
above-mentioned studies is presented in table 5. 
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Table 5. Percentage wh-questions and yes/no-questions in Savie (1975), Tyack & Ingram (1977) and 
Meyer & Shane (1973) 

Savie 1975 Tyack & Ingram 1977 Meyer & Shane 1973 
Study N = = 2 N = : 22 N = 534 
Type of Wh- Yes/no- Wh- Yes/no- Type of Wh- Yes/no-
question questions questions questions questions question questions questions 
Period* % % % % Grade % % 
I 75 25 - - 1 - 3  85 15 
n 86 14 37 63 4 - 6  76 24 
m 79 21 36 64 7 - 9  69 31 
IV - - 42 58 10-12 65 35 
V - - 40 60 
s 81 19 38 62 S 74 24 
*Division of periods: Savie 1975: Period I: age 1.2 -1.11, period H: age 2.0 - 2.5, period DI: age 2.6 -
2.11; Tyack & Ingram 1977: Period II: age 2.0 - 2.5, period III: age 2.6 - 2.11, period IV: age 3.0 - 3.5, 
period V: age 3.6 - 3.11. See Savie 1975: 255-56; Tyack & Ingram 1977: 215. 

The results of Savic's study of Serbo-Croatian-speaking children show partial 
similarities to those which have been presented for the Sundsvall corpus; for example, 
most of the questions are wh-questions. On the other hand, the percentage of wh-
questions increases as the children grow older in Savic's study, while the trend in the 
Sundsvall corpus is in the opposite direction. The results of Tyack & Ingram's study of 
English-speaking young children, on the other hand, depart completely from those of the 
Sundsvall corpus. Most of the questions in Tyack & Ingram's study consist of yes/no-
questions, while the majority of the questions in the Sundsvall corpus are wh-questions. 
The percentage of wh-questions in Tyack & Ingram increases to some extent as the 
children grow older, while the development in the Sundsvall corpus is the reverse (see 
table 5 and appendix 3). It is difficult to say why there is such a discrepancy between 
Savic's and Tyack & Ingram's results and those of the Sundsvall corpus. 

On the other hand, the data in Meyer & Shane's study of older English-speaking 
children share a similar line of development with those in the Sundsvall corpus. The 
percentage of wh-questions is larger than the percentage of yes/no-questions, and the 
percentage of wh-questions decreases as the children grow older, while the percentage of 
yes/no-questions increases correspondingly (see table 5 and appendix 3). 

Lehmuskallio (1991) has studied the use of the interrogative by 157 Finnish-speaking 
children attending second grade in Finnish-speaking schools in Finland. Lehmuskallio 
divides the children's questions, both wh-questions and yes/no-questions, into groups 
according to question content. The biggest groups are identifying questions (32,8 %) 
and causal questions (29,6 %). The next biggest are localizing questions (10,5%), 'What 
is X doing?'-questions (7,3 %) where the predicate consists of the verb tehdä 'do', 
questions which refer to properties (7,8 %), and questions which refer to possession 
(6,1 %) and quantity (3,7 %). The smallest groups consist of questions referring to 
manner (0,6 %), time (0,2 %), and other yes/no-questions which can't be placed in any 
of these groups (2,3 %) (Lehmuskallio 1991: 170, 175-76, 198). Lehmuskallio's study 
only covers information-eliciting questions. 

Lehmuskallio only briefly presents criteria for defining the different groups, so no 
reliable comparison between question content in Lehmuskallio's study and in the 
Sundsvall corpus can be made. Appendix 5 is an overview of the use of information-
eliciting wh-questions and yes/no-questions in the Sundsvall corpus, grouped according 
to question content, i.e. according to the type of information being solicited by the 
question. The data only applies to questions which refer to information, not, for 
example, to echo questions and questions with rhetorical or action-triggering functions. 
The information-eliciting questions in the Sundsvall corpus have been categorized 
according to the following principles: 

Identifying questions consist of questions which refer to the identification of 
referents, localizing questions refer to the localizing of referents, causal questions refer 
to a causal context, characterizing questions refer to the properties of referents or to the 
process of an action, temporal questions refer to measurements of time, possessive 
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questions to the owner of some relevant object and instrumental questions to the 
instrument. In the above-mentioned groups we find wh-questions and onko 'Is it?' and 
onhan 'Is it?'-questions and focused yes/no-questions. The group called 'What is X 
doing?'-questions consists of wh-questions which have the verb tehdâ 'do' as predicate, 
where the questioner expects a verb as an answer, and questions which have the verb 
tapahtua 'happen, occur' as a predicate. In the group "non-focused yes/no-questions" are 
those yes/no-questions where no focusing could be discerned and which couldn't be 
placed in any of the other groups (cf. Lehmuskallio 1991: 170). 

More than half of the information-eliciting questions in the Sundsvall corpus consist 
of identifying questions, and approx. one fifth of the questions are localizing questions. 
These percentages decrease in a constant manner as the children grow older. Causal and 
characterizing questions constitute 7 % and 6 % respectively, and their percentages show 
a constant rise across periods. 'What is X doing?'-questions make up 4 % of all 
questions. Temporal, possessive and instrumental questions are used to a lesser degree, 
and quantitative questions are completely lacking in the corpus. Non-focused yes/no-
questions constitute 12 % of the questions (see appendix 5). 

The results from the young children (ages 1 - 4) in the Sundsvall corpus only partly 
resemble those from Lehmuskallio's study of school-age children. In both studies, the 
biggest groups are the identifying questions, but the percentage of identifying questions 
is quite a bit larger in the Sundsvall corpus, 51 % versus approx. 33 %. Lehmuskallio's 
schoolchildren, on the other hand, ask far more causal questions, and the percentage of 
'What is X doing?'-questions, as well as possessive and characterizing questions, is also 
bigger than in the Sundsvall corpus. The percentage of quantitative questions among the 
schoolchildren is 4 %; in the Sundsvall corpus they are lacking completely. The 
percentage of localizing questions is, on the other hand, much greater in the Sundsvall 
corpus. The percentage of non-focused yes/no-questions in the Sundsvall corpus is also 
considerably larger than Lehmuskallio's group "other yes/no-questions", which may be 
due to different calculations in the two studies (see appendix 5; Lehmuskallio 1991: 170, 
198). 

The Sundsvall corpus contains only one disjunctive question. It is produced by Timo at 
the age of 3.10. Timo's question is elliptic and only contains the disjunctive conjunction 
vai 'or': 

C: otaksä nää kotiin vai? (Ti 3.10:231) take+ks+you these home or 
'Are you going to take these home or...?' 

As disjunctive questions in the corpus are represented by this one example only, we 
will have nothing further to say about them until the summary. 
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3 THE ACQUISITION OF WH-QUESTIONS 

3.1 Different question words 

The wh-question words used by the children in the Sundsvall corpus consist of 
interrogative pronouns, interrogative adjectives and interrogative adverbs. These have 
been divided into subcategories according to their semantic properties. 

As interrogative pronouns we find the question words mikä 'what, which, what kind 
of, kuka 'who' and kumpi 'which of two' (Karlsson 1979: 143-44; Sulkala & 
Karjalainen 1992: 285-87) as well as the Swedish pronoun vad 'what', which in the 
corpus is present in its colloquial form va. 

As interrogative adjectives we have the adjective minkalainen 'what kind of and the 
syntagm minkä värinen 'of what color' which consists of the genitive form minkä and a 
compounding of the noun vari 'color' and the adjectival derivation -nen (Karlsson 1979: 
143-44; Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 285-87). 

Local interrogative adverbs include the question words missa 'where', mihin and 
minne 'where to', mistä 'where from' and the syntagm mihin päin 'in which direction' 
which consists of the interrogative adverb mihin 'where to' and the particle päin 
'towards'. The interrogative adverb missä 'where' is called a stative local interrogative 
adverb and the others are called directional local interrogative adverbs (Karlsson 1979: 
143-44; Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 285-87; Wode 1976: 306-7). 

As modal interrogative adverbs we have the adverbs mit en, kuinka and the syntagm 
miten päin. Miten and kuinka have in non-adnominal position the meanings 'how' and 
'in what way' and in adnominal position the meaning 'what'. Kuinka also occurs in the 
corpus in the colloquial forms ku, kui and kuin. The syntagm miten päin 'how, in which 
direction' consists of the interrogative adverb miten and the particle päin 'towards'. As a 
modal-quantitative interrogative adverb we find the syntagm miten monta 'how many' 
which consists of the interrogative adverb miten and the part. sg. form of the indefinite 
pronoun moni 'many' (Ikola, Palomäki & Koitto 1989: 197-98; Karlsson 1979: 143-44; 
Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 285-87). 

The question words miksi, mitä and mitoi varten 'why' are considered to be causal 
interrogative adverbs, and as temporal interrogative adverbs we have the question words 
milloin and ko ska 'when' (Karlsson 1979: 143-44; Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 285-
87). 

The syntagms minkä värinen 'of what color', mihin päin 'in which direction', miten 
päin 'how, in which direction' and miten monta 'how many' are viewed as separate 
question words because they are also conventional interrogative syntagms in adult 
speech. 

For the interrogative pronoun mikä, which corresponds to the English question words 
what, which and what kind of, only the most common meaning 'what' will be given 
from now on, if mikä isn't being used in any of the two other senses. For the 
interrogative adverbs miten and miten päin, the meaning 'how' will be the one normally 
given. 

Interrogative adverb variations with identical meaning will from now on receive a 
cover designation corresponding to the most common variant in the Sundsvall corpus. 
Frequencies for the use of different interrogative adverb variants in the corpus are 
presented in appendix 6. The variants miksi, mitä and mitä varten 'why' are called miksi, 
the variants miten, kuinka and the colloquial forms ku, kui and kuin 'how' are called 
miten, the variants milloin and koska 'when' are called milloin and the variants mihin 
and minne 'where to' are called mihin. These cover designations will also be applied 
when presenting the use of question words in other studies and corpora. 
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The term "question word" is used in the study as a general designation for different 
question words, case forms of interrogative pronouns, interrogative adjectives and 
question word syntagms. The terms "question word form", "interrogative pronoun 
form" and "interrogative adjectival form" are used only if the form itself is being 
examined. In tables and appendices only the term "question word" is found. 

Case forms of the interrogative pronoun mikä occurring in adnominal position include 
the forms mikä nom./acc. 2 sg., mitä part. sg./pl., minkä acc. 1 sg., mitkä nom. pl., as 
well as mihin ill. sg. (Karlsson 1979: 143-44; Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 285-87). In 
the corpus a non-adult form mikän is also used, which occurs in accusative and illative 
functions. The form mikän is considered in the study either as an accusative or illative 
form, depending on the question word's syntactic function. 

In the corpus, case forms of the interrogative pronoun kuka 'who' include kenen 
gen. sg., kenellä adess. sg., keneltä abl. sg., kenellä all. sg. and ketkä nom. pl. 
(Karlsson 1979: 143-44; Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 285-87). In the corpus a non-adult 
form kukan occurs, which is used in a genitive function and is in fact considered to be a 
genitive form. 

For the pronoun kumpi 'which of two', only the form kumpi nom. sg. is used in the 
corpus. For the interrogative adjective minkälainen 'what kind of', the forms 
minkälainen nom. sg. and minkalaisia part. pi. are used. And for the interrogative 
adjective minkä värinen 'of what color' the forms minkä värinen nom. sg., minkä väriset 
nom. pl. (Karlsson 1979: 143-44; Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 285-87) are used, as 
well as the form minkä väri which lacks adjectival derivation and case ending. 

The use of the morphotactically faulty forms mikän and kukan by the children is 
presumably due to a difficulty in keeping apart the paradigms for different nouns. The 
most common paradigm for other nouns, where the accusative and genitive morpheme is 
suffixed to the inflecting stem, e.g. talo 'house' nom. sg.: talon 'house' gen./acc. 1 sg., 
tämä 'this' nom. sg.: tämän 'this' gen./acc. 1 sg., is an obvious pattern of analogy for 
the accusative form mikän and the genitive form kukan, and children apply this pattern 
even when inflecting the interrogative pronoun. The accusative form in adult speech is 
constructed with an infix -n-\ minkä. In the adult paradigm for the pronoun kuka 'who' 
the stem kene- is used, from another interrogative pronoun stem with the same meaning, 
the genitive form thus being kenen (Karlsson 1979: 143-44; Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 
208, 227, 283-87). Similar morphotactical mistakes when constructing accusative and 
genitive forms for interrogative pronouns have also been observed in other studies 
(Itkonen 1977: 17; Kangassalo 1980: 65; Niemi & Niemi 1987: 77). 

For one of the children in the Sundsvall corpus, the form mikän also functions as an 
illative form, instead of the adult form mihin. Here, too, we are dealing with a 
morphotactical mistake, but any pattern of analogy is hard to find. An equivalent form 
has not been observed in other studies. 
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3.2 The acquisition of question words 

The acquisition of question words in the Sundsvall corpus is presented in tables 6 and 7. 
Table 6 presents the acquisition of question words used by at least three children in the 
corpus and for which an average age of acquisition can be determined. The table gives 
the average acquisition age and acquisition interval for the three youngest children and 
the number of children using each question word, as well as the first time it crops up in a 
recording. 

Table 6. Acquisition of the earliest question words in the Sundsvall corpus 

Question words 

Average 
acquisition 
age for the 

three 
youngest 

Acquisition interval for the 
three youngest, number of 

children using question 
words 

First time recorded per child Question words 

Average 
acquisition 
age for the 

three 
youngest Interval n 

First time recorded per child 

mikä 'what' 
nom. sg. 

1.9 1.7 -1.10 11 
*Liisa 1.7,*Mari 1.10,*Sanna 1.10, 
*Eero 2.5,*Antti 2.7,Tuomo 2.7, 
*Meiju 2.8,*Mikko2.10,*Timo 3.3, 
•Pekka 3.4,*Kaiia 3.8 

missä 'where' 1.9 1.7 - 1.10 9 
*Liisa 1.7,*Mari 1.10,*Sanna 1.10, 
*Eero 2.5,*Antti 2.7,*Meyu 2.8, 
Tuomo 2.9,*Timo 3.3,*Pekka 3.4 

mitä 'what* 
part. sg./pl. 

1.10 1.7 - 2.0 11 
*Liiisa 1.7,*Sanna 1.10, Mari 2.0, 
•Eero 2.5,*Antti 2.7,Tuomo 2.7, 
*Meiju 2.8,*Mikko 2.10,*Timo 3.3, 
*Pekka 3.4,*Kaiia 3.8 

kuka 'who' 
nom. sg. 

2.0 1.10 - 2.2 7 
*Mari 1.10, Sanna 2.0, Liisa 2.2, 
Tuomo 3.1, Meiju 3.1, Mikko 3.3 , 
Eero 3.8 

mihin 'where to' 2.2 2.0 - 2.5 8 
Mari 2.0, Liisa 2.2,*Eero 2.5, 
Meiju 2.10, Mikko 3.0,*Kaija 3.8, 
Pekka 3.9, Timo 4.0 

miten 'how' 2.5 1.11-2.8 8 
Liisa 1.11, Mari 2.8,*Meiju 2.8, 
Eero 2.9, Sanna 2.11, Mikko 3.3, 
*Timo 3.3,*Kaiia 3.8 

miksi 'why' 2.6 2.2 - 2.8 9 
Liisa 2.2, Mari 2.8,*Meiju 2.8, 
Eero 2.10, Tuomo 2.11,*Mikko 2.10, 
*Timo 3.3, *Pekka 3.4,*Kaiia 3.8 

Question word 
missing 2.10 2.10-2.11 5 

Meiju 2.10,*Mikko 2.10, Antti 2.11, 
*Pekka 3.4, Eero 3.5 

mista 
'where from' 2.10 2.5 - 3.2 3 *Eero 2.5, Meiiu 2.10, *Timo 3.3 
minkä, mikän 
'what' acc. 1 sg. 2.11 2.5 - 3.6 3 *Eero2.5, Meiiu 2.11, Timo 3.6 
milloin 'when' 3.1 2.9 - 3.7 3 Eero 2.9,*Mikko 2.10, Pekka 3.7 
kenen, kukan 
'whose' gen. sg. 3.3 2.8 - 3.8 3 *Meiju 2.8,*Pekka 3.4, Eero 3.8 
minkä värinen 1  

'of what color' 3.5 2.11 - 3.10 3 Meiju 2.11, Pekka 3.7, Kaija 3.10 
mitkä 'what' 
nom. pl. 3.6 3.0 - 3.10 3 Meiiu 3.0, Pekka 3.7, Timo 3.10 
va 'what' 3.8 3.3 - 4 .1 3 *Timo 3.3, Pekka 3.7, K aiia4.1 
N = 11 *Child's first recording. *In th e forms minkùi vår inen nom. sg., minkä väriset nom. pl. and 
minkä vàri, the latter lacking adjective derivation and case ending. 

On average, the earliest question words in the Sundsvall corpus are mikä 'what' and 
missä 'where', having in the study an average acquisition age of 1.9. Both mikä and 
missä occur in the first recordings with the youngest children in the corpus, which is 
why one may assume that they were already in use before the course of the study. Mikä 
is used by all eleven children in the corpus and missä 'where' occurs in recordings with 
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nine children. Missä doesn't occur in recordings with Mikko and Kaija, but they both 
use the directional question word mihin 'where to'. Since missä 'where' is acquired by 
the other children in the corpus earlier than the directional question words, one may 
assume that Mikko and Kaija also have the question word missä in their repertoire, 
despite its absence in the recordings (see table 6). 

The partitive form mitä 'what' starts being used on average at the age of 1.10, i.e. 
one month later than mikä and missä. Mitä is used by all eleven children; ten use the 
form in their first recording (see table 6). 

The interrogative pronoun kuka 'who' starts being used in the nominative form on 
average at the age of 2.0; it is produced by seven children during the course of the study. 
With one child, Pekka, the nominative form isn't on record; but at the age of 3.4, in his 
first recording, he uses the genitive form kenen 'whose', which is why we can safely 
assume that he also uses the nominative form. The pronoun kuka 'who' is thus used by 
eight children in the corpus. With Meiju the inflected forms ketkä 'who' nom. pl. and 
kenelle 'who' all. sg. occur earlier than the nominative form kuka (see table 6 and 7). It 
is worth noting that the pronoun kuka in its earliest occurrences often has the sense 
'what', deviating from adult usage; its adult meaning starts being used consistently only 
much later on (see section 3.4.6). 

The first directional local interrogative adverb, mihin 'where to', is acquired in the 
corpus on average at the age of 2.2 and is used by eight children. The second directional 
local interrogative adverb mistä 'where from' is acquired considerably later, on average 
at the age of 2.10, and is only used by three children in the corpus (see table 6). 

The modal interrogative adverb miten 'how' shows up on average at the age of 2.5 
and is produced by eight children. Sanna produces miten for the first time at the age of 
2.11, but already uses the question word syntagm miten monta 'how many' at the age of 
2.7 (see table 6 and 7). 

The causal interrogative adverb miksi 'why' is acquired on average at the age of 2.6 
and is produced by nine children. The use of elliptical continuative questions lacking 
question words and functioning in context as wh-questions starts on average at the age 
of 2.10; they are used by five children in the corpus (see table 6; see also section 3.4.2). 

The longer accusative form minkä 'what' acc. 1 sg., or an analogous but formally 
incorrect form mikän, starts being used on average at the age of 2.11. The temporal 
interrogative adverb milloin 'when' shows up on average at the age of 3.1, and the 
genitive form kenen 'who' gen. sg. plus an analogous but formally incorrect form kukan 
appear at the average age of 3.3. The interrogative adjective minkä värinen 'of what 
color' starts being used on average at the age of 3.5, either in the form minkä värinen 
nom. sg., minkä väriset nom. pl., or minkä väri, which, as mentioned before, lacks 
adjectival derivation and case ending. The nominative plural form mitkä 'what' appears 
on average at the age of 3.6. Minkä, mikän, milloin, kenen, kukan and minkä värinen 
are used by only three children in the corpus (see table 6). 

Three children also used the Swedish interrogative pronoun vad 'what', as a 
supplementary question in utterances otherwise in Finnish. This question word occurs in 
the abbreviated speech form va. The use of va begins on average at the age of 3.8 (see 
table 6, see also section 3.4.2). 

Table 7 presents the first appearances of those question words which in the Sundsvall 
corpus are only used by one or two children and for which no average ages of 
acquisition can be calculated. The table gives the ages and recordings when the question 
words first appear, as well as the number of children using them. 

The question words miten päin 'how' and minkälainen 'what kind of, the acc. 2 sg. 
form mikä 'what', the correct illative form mihin and an analogous but incorrect illative 
form mikän 'what' are used in the corpus by two children, miten päin at ages 2.3 and 
2.10, mikä at ages 2.5 and 3.10, minkälainen at ages 2.9 and 3.6 and the illative forms 
at ages 2.11 and 3.8. The interrogative adjective minkälainen 'what kind of occurs 
either in the nominative sg. form minkälainen or in the partitive pi. form minkälaisia (see 
table 7). 
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Table 7. First occurrences of question words acquired at a later stage in the Sundsvall corpus 
No. of children 

Age at first using the question First occurrence in a 
Question words occurrence words recording 
miten päin 'how' 2.3, 2.10 2 Liisa 2.3, Meiju 2.10 
mikä 'what' acc 2 sg. 2.5, 3.10 2 *Eero 2.5, Kaija 3.10 
minkälainen 'what kind 
of** 2.9, 3.6 2 Tuomo 2.9, Pekka 3.6 
mihin, mikän 'what' 
iU sg *** 2.11, 3.8 2 Meiju 2.11,*Kaija 3.8 
miten monta 'how many' 2.7 1 Sanna 2.7 
ketkä 'who' nom. pl. 2.8 1 Meiju 2.8 
kenelle 'who' all. sg. 2.10 1 Meiju 2.10 
keneltä 'who' abl. sg. 3.1 1 Meiju 3.1 
kenellä 'who' adess. sg. 3.2 1 Meiju 3.2 
kumpi 'which of two' 
nom. sg. 3.7 1 Pekka 3.7 
mihin päin 'in which 
direction' 4.0 1 Timo 4.0 
N = 11 *Child's first recording. **In the forms minkälainen nom. sg. and minkälaisia part. pi. ***Used 
in adnominal position. 

The modal-quantitative question word miten monta 'how many', the forms ketkä 
'who' nom. pl., kenelle 'who1 all. sg., keneltä 'who' abl. sg., kenellä 'who' adess. sg., 
the question words kumpi 'which of t wo' and mihin päin 'in which direction' are all 
used by one child in the corpus. Ages upon the first occurrences are: miten monta 2.7, 
ketkä 2.8, kenelle 2.10, keneltä 3.1, kenellä 3.2, kumpi 3.7 and mihin päin 4.0 (see 
table 7). 

The other case forms- besides the nominative mikä and the partitive mitä- of the 
interrogative pronoun mikä 'what' start being used on average at the age of 2.11, and the 
inflected forms of the pronoun kuka 'who' at the age of 3.3 on average (see table 6 and 
7). 

Finnish lacks specific question pronouns for the meaning 'which (of them)' and 
'what kind of. In the sense of 'which (of them)' and 'which of two' the interrogative 
pronouns mikä and kumpi are used in the Sundsvall corpus; they start being used in the 
above-mentioned senses at the age of 3.1 on average and are produced by five children. 
For question words meaning 'what kind of the pronoun mikä is used, on average at the 
age of 2.4 and produced by eight children. Interpreting meanings in cases like these is no 
simple matter, which is why the data haven't been entered in the tables of acquisition. 

The order of acquisition for question words in the Oulu corpus is presented in 
Kangassalo 1980. 

The repertoire of question words in the Oulu corpus is almost identical to that in the 
Sundsvall corpus. Children in the Oulu corpus use at ages 1 - 3 the interrogative 
pronouns mikä 'what', kuka 'who' and kumpi 'which of two ', all of which occur in the 
Sundsvall corpus as well. The interrogative adjectives minkälainen 'what kind of, 
minkä värinen 'of what color' are also used in both corpora, but in the Oulu corpus we 
also find the interrogative adjective minkä niminen 'by what name', not occurring in the 
Sundsvall corpus. The local interrogative adverbs missä 'where', mihin and minne 
'where to' and mistä 'where from' are used in both corpora. In the Oulu corpus two 
variants of causal interrogative adverbs are used, miksi and minkä takia 'why', while 
those in the Sundsvall corpus are miksi, mitä and mitä var ten 'why'. Variations on the 
modal interrogative adverbs miten, kuinka and ku(in) 'how' occur in both corpora. On 
the other hand, the children in the Oulu corpus use more variants of the quantitative 
question words, kuinka monta, monta(ko) 'how many', and paljon(ko) 'how much', 
while the only variant in the Sundsvall corpus is miten monta 'how many'. As for 
temporal interrogative adverbs, in the Oulu corpus only the variant milloin 'when' 
occurs, while in the Sundsvall corpus both milloin and koska 'when' are used 
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(Kangassalo 1980: 43, 66, 92-93, 106, 108, 123, 135, 137-39, 141-42; see table 6 and 
7 and appendix 6). 

For the interrogative pronoun mikä 'what' the following forms are used in the Oulu 
corpus: mikä nom./acc. sg., mitâ part. sg./pl., minkä acc. 1 sg. and an analogous but 
incorrect form mikän acc. 1 sg., millä adess. sg. and mitkä nom. pl. For the 
interrogative pronoun kuka 'who' the forms used are kuka nom. sg., ketä part, sg., 
kenen gen. sg., kenellä adess. sg. and ketkä nom. pl. For the interrogative pronoun 
kumpi 'which of two' we have kumpaan ill. sg. and kummat nom. pl. For the 
interrogative adjective minkälainen 'what kind of the forms occurring in the Oulu corpus 
are: minkälainen nom. sg., minkälaiset nom. pl. and minkälaisia part. pl. For the 
interrogative adjective minkä värinen 'of what color' are used minkä väriset nom. pl. and 
minkä värisiä part, pl., and for the interrogative adjective minkä niminen 'by what name' 
the nom. sg. form minkä niminen (Kangassalo 1980: 43, 66, 92-93, 106, 108, 123, 
135, 137-39, 141-42). 

As previously mentioned, the average ages of acquisition for question words in the 
Oulu corpus have been calculated (in Kangassalo 1980) using all 25 children in the 
corpus, and are therefore almost without exception higher than in the Sundsvall corpus, 
where the average ages are calculated using the three youngest children (see Kangassalo 
1980: 44, 54-55, 64, 92-93, 106, 108-10, 123-24, 135, 137-39, 141). 

The three youngest children using the question words in the Sundsvall corpus 
constitute 27 % of all eleven children in the corpus. The closest equivalent percentage of 
children in the Oulu corpus corresponds to seven children, constituting 28 % of the 25 
children in the corpus. When one calculates the average ages of acquisition for the seven 
youngest children in the Oulu corpus, the average ages of the two corpora draw closer 
together. 

Table 8 presents a comparison of the average ages of acquisition for different 
question words in the Sundsvall corpus and the Oulu corpus. For the Oulu corpus the 
average ages have been estimated in the way described above. The one average age for 
the Oulu corpus gives the average acquisition age for the seven youngest children in the 
corpus, and the other average age gives the average acquisition age for the whole corpus 
(see Kangassalo 1980: 44, 54-55, 64, 92-93, 106, 108-10, 123-24, 135, 137-39, 141). 
The first appearances of question words produced by fewer than three and seven 
children respectively are given in parentheses. 

Table 8. Acquisition of question words in the Sundsvall corpus and the Oulu corpus* 
Corpus Sundsvall N = 11 1 Oulu N = 25 

Average age of acquisition 
for the three youngest for the seven youngest 

Ouestion words (27 %) (28 %) in the whole corpus 
mikä 'what' nom. sg. 1.9 1.8 2.2 
missä 'where' 1.9 1.9 2.1 - 2.2 
mitä 'what' part, sg./pl. 1.10 1.8 2.2 
kuka 'who' nom. sg. 2.2 2.2 2.8 
mihin 'where to' 2.2 2.2 2.3 
miten 'how' 2.5 2.5 2.8 
miksi 'why' 2.6 2.7 3.1 
mista 'where from' 2.10 2.5 2.7 - 2.8 
Other forms of pron. 
mikä 'what' 2.11 2.10 3.0 
Interrogative adjectives 3.1 2.11 2.11 -3.0 
milloin 'when' 3.1 (3.6)** (3.6)** 
Inflected forms of 
pron. kuka 'who' 3.3 2.6 2.11 
miten monta 
'how many' (2.7)** (2.9)** (2.9)** 
kumpi 'which of two' (3.7)** (2.10 - 2.11)** (2.10 - 2.11)** 
*Question words in the Oulu corpus are designated in the same way as in the Sundsvall corpus. All 
versions of question words meaning 'how many/much' in the Oulu corpus are called miten monta 'how 
many'. **Used by fewer children than three and seven respectively. 
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As noted, when the average ages of acquisition for question words are calculated for 
27% and 28 % of the children respectively, they are relatively close to each other in the 
two corpora. The average acquisition ages for missä 'where', kuka 'who' nom. sg., 
mihin 'where to' and miten 'how' are exactly the same in both corpora. Children in the 
Sundsvall corpus start using inflected forms of the interrogative pronoun mikä 'what' 
and interrogative adjectives on average 1-2 months later than children in the Oulu 
corpus, and the use of mistä 'where from' and inflected forms of the interrogative 
pronoun kuka 'who' begins in the Sundsvall corpus 5-9 months later than in the Oulu 
corpus. Miksi 'why' and milloin 'when' occur on the other hand somewhat earlier in the 
Sundsvall corpus than in the Oulu corpus (see table 8). The order of acquisition for 
different question words in the two corpora is presented in numerical order in table 9. 

Table 9. Acquisition of question words in numerical order in the Sundsvall corpus and the Oulu corpus* 
Sundsvall corpus N = 11 Oulu corpus N = 25 

No. Question words, average age of acquisition No. Question words, average age of acquisition 
1 mikä 'what' nom. sg. 1.9 1 mikä 'what' nom. sg. 1.8 

missä 'where' 1.9 mitä 'what' part, sg./pl. 1.8 
2 mitä 'what' part. sg./pl. 1.10 2 missä 'where' 1.9 
3 kuka 'who' nom. sg. 2.2 3 kuka 'who' nom. sg. 2.2 

mihin 'where to' 2.2 mihin 'where to' 2.2 
4 miten 'how' 2.5 4 miten 'how' 2.5 

mista 'where from' 2.5 
5 miksi 'why' 2.6 5 Inflected forms av pron. kuka 'who' 2.6 
6 mistä 'where from' 2.10 6 miksi 'why' 2.7 
7 Other forms of pron. mikä 'what' 2.11 7 Other forms of pron. mikä 'what' 2.10 
8 Interrogative adjectives 2.11 8 Interrogative adjectives 2.11 

milloin 'when' 3.1 
9 Inflected forms of pron. kuka 'who' 3.3 9- miten monta 'how many' 

kumpi 'which of two' 
milloin 'when' 

10- miten monta 'how many' 
kumpi 'which of two' 

•Average ages of acquisition aie calculated for three and seven children respectively. For question word 
tenns see table 8. 

The average ages of acquisition for question words in the Sundsvall and Oulu 
corpora, as presented in table 9, are quite similar in essential details. The nominative 
form mikä 'what' is acquired as the first question word form in both corpora, and the 
local question word missä 'where' and the partitive form mitä 'what' are either in first or 
second place in the order of acquisition. The nominative form kuka 'who', the local 
question word mihin 'where to' and the modal question word miten 'how' occupy the 
same slots: third and fourth respectively in both corpora. The order of acquisition for the 
earliest learned question words in the two corpora thus exhibit only minor differences. 

On the other hand, the order of acquisition for question words appearing later on-
from approximately the age of 2.6 - show somewhat greater discrepancies. Mistä 'where 
from' is acquired in the Oulu corpus as the fourth question word but appears in the 
Sundsvall corpus in sixth place, and the difference in acquisition age is five months. The 
inflected forms of the interrogative pronoun kuka 'who' are acquired as the fifth question 
word in the Oulu corpus, while those in the Sundsvall corpus are in ninth place, and 
there is a big difference between the acquisition ages, nine months. The question word 
miksi 'why' is the fifth question word acquired in the Sundsvall corpus, while in the 
Oulu corpus it is in sixth place. The difference in the acquisition ages for miksi is 
however only one month. The other inflected forms of the interrogative pronoun mikä 
'what' and the interrogative adjectives are acquired as seventh and eighth question words 
in both corpora. The difference in ages of acquisition for these is 1 - 2 months. The 
temporal question word milloin 'when' is acquired in the Sundsvall corpus as the eighth 
question word, and is one of the last acquisitions in the Oulu corpus as well. Two of the 
last question words acquired in both corpora include kumpi "which of two' and miten 
monta 'how many' (see table 9). 
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The acquisition of question words in Itkonen's (1977) and Lieko's (1992) studies, 
both based on observations of a Finnish-speaking child, follows for the most part the 
same order as in the Sundsvall and Oulu corpora (see Itkonen 1977: 24-25; Lieko 1992: 
258). 

A comparison of the number of children using the respective question words in the 
Sundsvall and Oulu corpora is presented in appendix 7. Note that as far as the Oulu 
corpus is concerned, the data in the appendix applies only to those 20 of 25 children 
whose language follow-up continued up to the age of three. 

Percentagewise, the different question words show approximately the same use by 
children in the two corpora. The pronoun kuka 'who' and the local question word mistä 
'where from', however, are used by more children in the Oulu corpus, while mihin 
'where to' and miksi 'why' are used by more children in the Sundsvall corpus. The 
interrogative adjective minkä niminen 'by what name' is used by one child in the Oulu 
corpus but is lacking in the Sundsvall corpus (see appendix 7). 

The inflected forms millä 'what' adess. sg. and mistä 'what' elat. sg., which occur 
in adnominal position, the form ketä 'who' part. sg. and inflected forms of the 
interrogative pronoun kumpi 'which of t wo' are used by a few children in the Oulu 
corpus, but are lacking in the Sundsvall corpus. On the other hand, the forms mihin and 
mikän 'what' ill. sg. and kenelle 'who' all. sg. and keneltä 'who' abl. sg. are used by 
some children in the Sundsvall corpus, while missing in the Oulu corpus. Plural forms 
of the interrogative adjectives are current among a few more children in the Oulu corpus 
than in the Sundsvall corpus. Generally speaking, one can say that inflected forms of 
interrogative pronouns and interrogative adjectives are used by more of the monolingual 
children in the Oulu corpus than the children in the Sundsvall corpus (see appendix 7). 

In table 10 we find average acquisition ages for question words in English, German, 
Danish, Swedish and Serbo-Croatian. The data for English are from the research of 
Tyack & Ingram (1977) and Bloom, Merkin & Wootten (1982), for German from Stern 
& Stern (1965) and Wode (1976), for Danish from Vestergaard (1984), for Swedish 
from Lange (1975), Lange & Larsson (1973) and Larsson (1977) and for Serbo-
Croatian from Savie (1975). The number of children in the studies varies between 2 -
22. 

A common feature in the acquisition of the earliest question words is that question 
words meaning 'what' and 'where' are the first two learned in all languages. The internal 
order of acquisition between 'what' and 'where' varies however in different studies (see 
table 10). 

A common feature would also seem to be that the question word meaning 'who' is 
generally acquired as the next question word after 'what' and 'where'. Only Tyack & 
Ingram's results deviate from this tendency, the question word 'why' coming before 
'who' (see table 10). 

The question words next up in the order of acqui sition in most of the research are 
those meaning 'why' or 'how'. Only Wode's results deviate here, the question word 
'when' being acquired after 'how' but before 'why'. Last of the most commonly 
acquired question words in the different studies are generally question words meaning 
'when', with the exception of Wode's results (see table 10). 
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Table 10. Ages of acquisition for question words in English, German, Danish, Swedish and Serbo-
Croatian*  
Language English German 
Question Tyack & Stern & 
words Question Ingram 1977 Bloom 1982 Question Stern 1965 Wode 1976 
meaning words N = 22 N = 7 words N = 2 N = 2 
'what' what 2.2 2.2 was 1.6 - 1.7 2.4 - 2.5 
'where' where 2.2 2.2 wo 1.6 - 1.7 1.7 - 1.8 
'who' who 2.9 2.4 wer - 2.5 
'why' why 2.4 2.11 warum 3.0 2.10 
'how* how 2.9 2.9 wie 2.11 2.6 - 2.7 
'which' which - 3.0 welch - 2.10 
'whose' whose - 3.0 
'when' when 3.0 3.0 wann 3.0 2.7 - 2.8 
'where to' wohin 3.2 2.5 
Language Danish Swedish Serbo-Croatian 

Lange & 
Question Vestergaard Larsson Savie 
words Question 1984 Question 1973, 1977 Question 1975 
meaning words N = 2 words N= 3 words N = 2 
'what' hvad 1.11 vad 2.1 sta 1.2 
'where' hvor 1.11 - 2.0 var 00

 

vo
 

gde 1.7 - 1.8 
'who' hvem 2.3 - 2.4 ko 1.11 - 2.0 
'why' hvorfor 2.3 - 2.4 zasto 2.1 
'how' hvordan 2.5 kako 2.0 
'which' koji 2.2 
'whose' ciji 2.3 
'when' kada 2.8 - 2.9 
'where to' kuda 2.4 - 2.5 
'what kind 
of kakav 1.11 - 2.0 
'where from' odakle 2.6 
*See Bloom, Merkin & Wootten 1982: 1086; Lange 1975: 17-18, 21; Lange & Larsson 1973: 41-43, 
84; Larsson 1977: 144; Savie 1975: 255-57; Stern & Stern 1965: 30, 40, 67, 74, 88, 111, 214, 216; 
Ty ack & Ingram 1977: 215; Vestergaard 1984: 112-13; Wode 1976: 286. 

The most common order of acquisition for those question words featuring in all of 
the languages presented in table 10 would seem to be 

'what' > 'where' > 'who' > 'why' > 'how' > 'when'. 

The order of acquisition in the Sundsvall corpus is 

'what', 'where' > 'who' > 'how' > 'why' > ' when' 

where 'what' and 'where' are acquired at the same time as the first question words and 
where the internal order between 'why' and 'how' is the reverse. Similar deviations in 
the order of acquisition also occur in some of the research presented in the tables (see 
table 10; see also tables 6 and 7). 

Another feature common to the different research results is that question words 
meaning 'which' are acquired later than 'what' and question words meaning 'whose' 
later than 'who'. A general tendency is also that in languages which have several local 
question words the stative variant meaning 'where' is acquired before the directional 
question word 'where to', which in turn is preceded by the variant 'where from' (see 
table 10). The acquisition of question words with the above-mentioned meanings in the 
Sundsvall corpus dovetails with this research (see table 6 and 7). A general order of 
acquisition for the mentioned question words is thus 

'what' > 'which', 
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'who' > 'whose' and 

'where' > 'where to' > 'where from'. 

The order of acquisition for question words in languages learned by children as second 
languages partly resembles the one observed for first languages. Wode (1978) has 
studied the acquisition of question words by German-speaking children learning 
English. In Wode's study the question word 'what' is acquired first by three of the four 
children studied, and the question word 'where' shows up as the second question word, 
again among three children. The acquisition of other question words, on the other hand, 
shows a great deal of individual variation, deviating to a relatively large degree from the 
order of acquisition among children with English as a first language (Wode 1978:45). 

The children in Wode's study also tend to overextend English question words, e.g. 
the question word 'who' occurs both in the sense of 'who' and 'how'. A similar 
semantic overextension has also been observed by Felix (1976), who studied question 
word acquisition in German by children with English as a first language, and by 
Lightbown (1979), who studied the use of question words among English-speaking 
children learning French. This overextension in second language acquisition is explained 
by Felix from the aspect of cognitive development. When a child learns its first 
language, the question words are acquired parallel to certain cognitive developments. 
When learning a second language, question word acquisition lags behind cognition and 
the child tries with its limited repertoire of question words to cover those semantic 
concepts already lexicalized in its mother tongue (Felix 1976: 62-63; Lightbown 1979: 
112, 115; Wode 1978:45). 

Wode (1976: 306-7) presents an outline for a universal order of acquisition for question 
words in different languages. Wode's presentation is based on his own study of two 
German-speaking children (Wode 1976: 265-88), Gheorgov's (1908) study of two 
Bulgarian-speaking children, Ruke-Dravina's (1963) study of two Latvian-speaking 
children, Lange & Larsson's (1973) study of a Swedish-speaking child, research data 
from five English-speaking children presented in Brown (1968), Klima & Bellugi-Klima 
(1971) and Miller (1973) as well as results from Bowerman's (1973) study of two 
Finnish-speaking children. 

Wode distinguishes five stages in the acquisition of question words. During stage I, 
the local interrogative adverbs are acquired, the stative question word 'where' (A) being 
first and followed by the directional local question words 'where to' and 'where from* 
(B). During stage II the identification function is acquired, where the non-personal 
interrogative pronoun 'what* (A) is acquired first before the personal 'who' (B). During 
stage III the modal question word 'how' is acquired, during stage IV the causal question 
word 'why' and during stage V the temporal question word 'when' (Wode 1976: 306-
7). Wode presents only the order of acquisition for the question words, giving no age 
limits for the process. 

The reader will recall that I grouped the ages in the Sundsvall corpus into five 
periods; it is thus easy to compare the acquisition of question words during the different 
periods with the five stages used in Wode 1976, despite the results not being directly 
comparable agewise. A comparison between Wode's outline and the results from the 
Sundsvall corpus is presented in table 11. 
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Table 11. A universal order of acquisition for question words according to Wode (1976) and the order of 
acquisition in the Sundsvall corpus  

Wode 1976 N=14 Sundsvall corpus N = 11 

Stage 
Functional category, question words, 
meaning Period 

Functional category, question words, 
average age of acquisition 

I Localizing 
A. Stative 

'where' 
B. Directional 

'where to', 'where from' 

I 
1.7 - 1.11 

Identification 
1. Non-personal 

tnika 'what' 1.9 
Localizing 
1. Stative 

mis sä 'where' 1.9 
n Identification 

A. Non-personal 
'what' 

B. Personal 
'who' 

n 
2.0 - 2.5 

Identification 
2. Personal 

kuka 'who' 2.2 
Localizing 
2. Directional 

mihin 'where to' 2.2 
Modality 

miten 'how' 2.5 
m Modality 

'how' 
m 

2.6 - 2.11 
Causality 

miksi 'why' 2.6 
Localizing 
3. Directional 

mista 'where from' 2.10 
IV Causality 

'why' 
IV 

3.0 - 3.5 
Time 

milloin 'when' 3.1 
V Time 

'when' 
V 

3.6 - 4.1 

As can be seen in table 11, Wode's presentation and the order of acquisition in the 
Sundsvall corpus differ on a few points but also exhibit similarities. Put simply, Wode's 
schema according to my interpretation is 

'where', 'where to', 'where from' > 'what', 'who' > 'how' > 'why' > 'when', 

while the corresponding schema for the Sundsvall corpus is 

'what', 'where' > 'who', 'where to' > 'how' > 'why' > 'where from' > 'when'. 

One difference between the acquisition orders is that for Wode the localizing function 
will be acquired before the identification function, whereas in the Sundsvall corpus the 
identification function and the stative localizing function are acquired first- and at the 
same time. 

The development of the identification function has the same order in both outlines, 
'what' is acquired before 'who'. The development of the localizing function is somewhat 
different, on the other hand. The stative question word 'where' is acquired first in both 
presentations. The directional question words 'where to' and 'where from' start being 
used at the same time, according to Wode, while the meaning 'where to' in the Sundsvall 
corpus comes before the meaning 'where from'. 

The order of acquisition for the modal, causal and temporal interrogative functions is 
the same in both these schemas: 'how' is acquired earlier than 'why' which is followed 
by 'when', the last to be acquired. 
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3.3 The number of question words 

The frequency distribution of question words in the Sundsvall corpus is presented in 
appendix 8. Tlie interrogative pronoun mikä 'what' is by far and away the most common 
question word in the Sundsvall corpus, occurring as a question word in 58 % of the wh-
questions. The nominative sg. form mikä is the most common question word form 
throughout the periods 1.7 - 1.11, 2.0 - 2.5 and 3.6 - 4.1, the partitive form mitä being 
used to a somewhat lesser degree. The partitive form mitä is on the other hand somewhat 
more common during the periods 2.6 - 2.11 and 3.0 - 3.5, which is primarily caused by 
an increasing number of children starting to use the elliptical echo question mitäl 
meaning 'What did you say?'. The nominative and partitive forms sometimes get mixed 
up by a few children in the corpus (see also sections 3.4.3.3.1, 3.4.4.3.1.2 and 3.4.6). 

The other case forms of mikä 'what' occur a few times in the period 2.0 - 2.5. The 
shorter accusative form mikä and the analogous but incorrect accusative form mikän are 
used during the period 2.0-2.5, and the correct, longer accusative form minkä, the 
correct illative form mihin and the analogous, incorrect illative form mikän are used 
during periods 2.6 - 2.11 and 3.6 - 4.1 respectively. Mitkä nom. pl. starts being used 
during the period 3.0 - 3.5 (see appendix 8). 

The interrogative pronoun kuka 'who' occurs as a question word in 7 % of the wh-
questions in the corpus. The pronoun is most often in the nominative sg. form kuka, 
which is used relatively often during the two earliest periods. The pronoun most often 
has the meaning 'what', however, and is thus used incorrectly according to adult criteria. 
During the period 2.6 - 2.11 kuka disappears quite suddenly, only to pop up again 
during the period 3.0 - 3.5, when it is most often used with the correct meaning 'who'. 
Inflected forms of the pronoun kuka 'who' occur a few times from the period 2.6 - 2.11 
onwards. The inflected forms are always used with the adult meaning 'who' (see 
appendix 8, see also section 3.4.6). 

The selective interrogative pronoun kumpi 'which of two ' is used a few times in the 
corpus. The interrogative pronoun mikä is produced by one child meaning 'which of 
two' (see also section 3.4.6). The Swedish interrogative pronoun va is used a few times 
by three-year-olds in the corpus. The interrogative adjectives minkä värinen 'of wha t 
color' and minkälainen 'what kind of are used a few times from the period 2.6 - 2.11 
(see appendix 8). 

The stative local question word missä 'where' is the next most common question 
word during all periods, 13 % of all wh-questions in the corpus. The percentage of 
m/^ä-questions decreases however quite a bit from the period 2.6 - 2.11 onwards (see 
appendix 8). 

The directional local question words mihin 'where to' and mistä 'where from' start 
being used during the period 2.0 - 2.5; their use increases during the periods 2.6 - 2.11 
and 3.0 - 3.5 only to drop off during the last period. MzTzm-questions constitute 5 % of 
the wh-questions in the corpus and are thus far more common than mmä-questions, 
whose percentage is 1 %. The question word mihin päin 'in which direction' occurs 
once in the corpus (see appendix 8). Confusion of the local interrogative adverbs occurs 
very seldom in the corpus (see also section 3.4.6). The temporary increase in the use of 
the directive local question words during the above-mentioned periods depends on the 
discourse situation. In order to find out whether the use of the directive local question 
words had been mastered, I played some board games with a few children in recording 
situations, where the children got to move the pieces and many questions with just those 
question words were asked. 

The question word miten 'how' is used a few times during the three first periods; the 
use increases to 5 - 6 % of all question words during the two final periods. This 
upwards trend is primarily due to miten being increasingly used in adnominal position in 
interjection clauses. In interjection clauses an incorrect question word form mikä (see 
also section 3.4.5) is also used sporadically. The question words miten päin 'how' and 
miten monta 'how many' are used a few times from periods 2.0 - 2.5 and 2.6 - 2.11 
onwards (see appendix 8). 

The causal question word miksi 'why' is used in 8 % of all wh-questions in the 
corpus. Af/te'-questions already occur a few times during the period 2.0 - 2.5; its use 
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increases considerably during the period 2.6 - 2.11 and during the final two periods 
m/te'-questions constitute 13 % and 12 % respectively of all wh-questions (see appendix 
8) .  

The temporal question word milloin 'when' starts being used during the period 2.6 -
2.11, occurring relatively often, but its percentage drops off during the later periods. 
During the period 2.6 - 2.11 milloin is used only by two children repeating their 
questions. Together, milloin-questions make up 2 % of all wh-questions in the corpus 
(see appendix 8). 

Elliptical questions which lack question words are used from the period 2.6 - 2.11 
onwards and constitute 2 % of all wh-questions in the corpus (see appendix 8, see also 
section 3.4.2). 

The use of the most common question words, i.e. mikä 'what' nom. sg., mitä 
'what' part, sg., kuka 'who' nom. sg., missä 'where' and miksi 'why', in the Sundsvall 
corpus is 

50 

40 

30 

S 
20 

10 

0 

Age periods 
Figure 2. The most common question words in the Sundsvall corpus 

In table 12 a comparison of frequency distributions for question words in the 
Sundsvall corpus, the Oulu corpus and the Radio corpus are presented. The use of 
question words in the Oulu corpus is presented in Kangassalo (1980), and the use of 
question words in the Radio corpus is presented in appendix 9. 

Table 12. Distribution of question words in the Sundsvall, Oulu and Radio corpora 
Corpus Sundsvall Oulu Radio 
Question words* % % % 
mikä 'what' nom. sg. 31 43 12 
mitä 'what' part, sg./pl. 26 17 22 
missä 'where' 13 14 1 
kuka 'who' nom. sg. 6 8 <1 
miksi 'why' 8 4 6 
mihin 'where to' 5 5 <1 
miten 'how' 4 3 25 
milloin 'when' 2 1 2 
Question word missing 2 - 5 
mistä 'where from' 1 1 1 
Other forms of pron. mikä 'what' 
and kuka 'who' 1 3 18 
Interrogative adjectives <1 1 6 
kumpi 'which of two' <1 <1 0 
interrogative adverbs in the Oulu corpus and the Radio corpus are given the same terms as in the 
Sundsvall corpus, see p. 33-34 and appendix 6. 

esented in figure 2. 

O mikä 
B mitä 
S kuka 
E3 missä 
EU miksi 

1.7-1.11 2.0-2.5 2.6-2.11 3.0-3.5 3.6-4.1 
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The distribution of question words in the Sundsvall and Oulu corpora is much the 
same; differences in frequencies are relatively small. The nominative form mikä 'what' is 
the question word form most often used in both corpora, and its frequency in the Oulu 
corpus is even higher than in the Sundsvall corpus. The partitive form mitä 'what', on 
the other hand, is used in the Oulu corpus to a lesser degree. Missä 'where', kuka 'who' 
nom. sg., interrogative adjectives and other forms of the pronouns mikä and kuka are 
somewhat more common in the Oulu corpus, while miksi 'why', miten 'how' and 
milloin 'when' are used slightly more often in the Sundsvall corpus. Mihin 'where to', 
mistä 'where from' and kumpi 'which of two' are used equally as often in both of the 
corpora (see table 12; Kangassalo 1980: 44, 54-55, 64, 92-93, 106, 108-10, 123-24, 
135, 138-39, 141, liite 5). 

The percentages for different question words in the adult language Radio corpus, on 
the other hand, are appreciably different from the frequencies in both of the child 
language corpora. The most often used question word in the Radio corpus is also the 
pronoun mikä 'what', but it is used far more often in the inflected forms than in the 
nominative. The next most common question word in the Radio corpus is miten 'how' 
which is used in 25 % of the wh-questions. Among adults in the Radio corpus miten 
occurs in quantitative question words meaning 'how many/much' more often than in the 
child language corpora, and adults often use temporal questions where miten participates 
in the meaning 'how long', a use completely lacking in the child language corpora. The 
pronoun kumpi 'which of t wo', on the other hand, doesn't occur in the Radio corpus, 
but is used in both of the child language corpora, and the pronoun kuka 'who' is far less 
common in the Radio corpus than in the child language corpora. The use of miksi 'why' 
and milloin 'when' is roughly the same in all three corpora (see table 12). 

The partitive form mitä is the most common form of the interrogative pronoun mikä 
'what' in the Radio corpus, while in child language corpora the nominative takes pride of 
place. Local case forms, millä ad ess. sg./pl. and miltä abl. sg., are relatively common in 
the Radio corpus but are rarities in child language corpora- or are lacking completely. 
Interrogative adjectives and questions which lack question words are also more common 
in the Radio corpus. In questions which lack wh-question words the adverb entä 'and, 
then' is often used in the Radio corpus, but doesn't precede wh-questions in the 
Sundsvall corpus (no data is available for the Oulu corpus). A characteristic of the use of 
question words by adults in the Radio corpus is that the distribution of different question 
words is much more even than in the two child language corpora where the forms mikä 
and mitä predominate (see table 12). 

In table 13, the distributions of question words in Savic's (1975) study of Serbo-
Croatian-speaking children are presented, along with Tyack & Ingram's (1977) study of 
English-speaking and Hekken & Roelofsen's (1982) study of Dutch-speaking children. 
Savic's and Tyack & Ingram's studies deal with the development of interrogatives 
among children at ages 1 - 3 and Hekken & Roelofsen have studied the development of 
interrogatives among children at ages 5-11. Working with Savic's results, I have used 
an age grouping corresponding pretty much to the one in the Sundsvall corpus. Tyack & 
Ingram use an age grouping which is almost identical to the one in the Sundsvall corpus. 
The number of children in these studies varies between 2 - 76 (Savie 1975: 251, 255-56; 
Tyack & Ingram 1977: 214-15; Hekken & Roelofsen 1982: 449,458). 

The frequency distribution for question words in both Savic's and Tyack & Ingram's 
studies, dealing with developments among children in approximately the same age range 
as the children in the Sundsvall corpus, shows the same tendencies as in the Sundsvall 
corpus. Question words meaning 'what' exhibit the highest frequency in all results, the 
next most common question words are the local interrogative adverbs meaning 'where', 
'where to' or 'where from', and the causal question words meaning 'why', while the 
other question words are used more seldom (see table 13 and appendix 8). 

Common features in the Sundsvall corpus and Savic's and Tyack & Ingram's results 
are that the percentage of question words meaning 'what' remains very high during the 
whole course of the study, the percentage of local interrogative adverbs decreases and 
the percentage of question words meaning 'why' and 'how' increases during the course 
of the studies. The percentage of questions with the question words 'why' and 'how' is 
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however higher in Savic's and Tyack & Ingram's results than in the Sundsvall corpus. 
Question words meaning 'when' are equally rare in all results (see table 13 and appendix 
8). 

Table 13. Distribution of question words in Savie (1975), Tyack & Ingram (1977) and Hekken & 
Roelofsen (1982) 

Savie 1975 Tyack & Ingram 1977 Hekken & i Roelofsen 1982 
Study N = 2 N = 22 N = 76 

5 7 9 11 
Period*/Age I n in S n m IV V S yrs yrs yrs yrs S 
Meaning % % % % % % % % % % % % % % 
'what' 34 41 27 33 29 44 32 43 38 41 52 40 51 47 
'where, 
where to/from' 63 23 15 23 58 30 25 12 31 41 23 22 14 23 
'who* 1 16 16 14 4 3 3 5 4 3 3 1 1 2 
'why' 0 8 26 17 6 18 24 24 18 3 8 12 10 9 
'how' 0 7 9 8 2 2 6 12 5 5 13 21 19 16 
'when' 0 <1 <1 <1 1 1 5 2 2 8 1 0 4 2 
'what kind of 1 2 4 3 
Other 0 3 3 2 1 2 5 2 2 0 0 4 1 1 
*Division of periods: Savie 1975: Period I: ages 1.2 -1.11, period H: ages 2.0 - 2.5, period III: ages 2.6 
- 3.0; Tyack & Ingram 1977: Period II: ages 2.0 - 2.5, period III: ages 2.6 - 2.11, period IV: ages 3.0 -
3.5, period V: ages 3.6 - 3.11. 

In the use of question words meaning 'who' Savic's and Tyack & Ingram's results 
reflect a development unlike that in the Sundsvall corpus. During the first two periods 
the children in the Sundvall corpus use the pronoun kuka 'who' relatively often, often 
with an incorrect sense of 'what', while during the later periods its appearances are rare. 
In Tyack & Ingram's study the pronoun 'who' is used relatively rarely during the whole 
course of the study, while the use of 'who' in Savic's study increases substantially 
during the second period and figures equally often in the third. However, Savie says 
nothing about any possible misusage of the question word (see table 13 and appendix 8). 

It is worth noting that the Serbo-Croatian-speaking children in Savic's study already 
use a question word meaning 'what kind of during the first period and that its use 
increases during the later periods, while the use of the interrogative adjective minkälainen 
'what kind of in the Sundsvall corpus starts first during the third period and shows no 
increase of any note during the course of the study (see table 13 and appendix 8). 

In Hekken & Roelofsen's study of interrogative usage among children between the 
ages of 5 - 11, the question word meaning 'what' also predominates and the local 
interrogative adverb 'where' is next in the popularity sweepstakes. Even here the 
percentage of 'w hat' maintains itself at a very high level irrespective of the children's 
age, while the use of 'where' diminishes and that of question words meaning 'why' and 
'how' increases the older the children get (see table 13). 

One major difference between Hekken & Roelofsen's results and those in the other 
studies is that among the older children the modal question word meaning 'how' is more 
common than the causal question words meaning 'why'. The question word 'how' is 
very common and constitutes on average 16 % of the question words in Hekken & 
Roelofsen's material, while the corresponding percentage among the younger children is 
considerably lower. As for the question word 'how', Hekken & Roelofsen's results 
resemble the use of question words by adults in the Radio corpus where the frequency 
for miten 'how' is also high (see table 12 and 13). 

Lundin (1988) has studied the use of question words in subordinate clauses by six 
Swedish-speaking children between the ages of 1 - 3. According to her results, 'what' is 
the most common opening element in interrogative subordinate clauses, followed by 
'how', 'where', 'why', 'which' and 'who' in that order (Lundin 1988: 15, 90). 
Lundin's results are reminiscent of those for the use of question words in direct 
questions in the Sundsvall corpus. In both sets of results the question words meaning 
'what' and 'why' are more or less equally popular. Question words meaning 'why' and 
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'who', on the other hand, are more common in direct questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
than in Lundin's interrogative subordinate clauses, while question words meaning 'how' 
are far more common in Lundin's results (see Lundin 1988: 90, and table 12). 

3.4 Question words in clauses 

3.4.1 Different wh-interrogative clauses 
Wh-interrogative clauses in the Sundsvall corpus have in this study been divided into 
four main groups following clause structure: (1) ellipses, (2) on-clauses, (3) V-clauses 
and (4) Adnom-clauses. 

(1) By ellipses we mean wh-interrogative clauses which contain a non-adnominal 
question word and lack a predicate. For example: 

C: missä kisu? (Li 1.9:176) where cat Where is the cat?' 

I: nyt otetaan sinun kortti. 'Now we'll take your card.' 
C: mitä? what What?' 
I: sinun kortti. (Ee 3.1:178) 'Your card.' 

(2) The denotation "on-clause" refers to the wh-interrogative clauses in the study 
which contain an non-adnominal question word and a finite form of the verb olla, which 
is used in the sense of 'be, exist, have' and which in the corpus is most often used in the 
3 pers. sg. form on. Negative clauses which contain the verb of negation ei and the stem 
of the verb olla are part of this group. For example: 

C: mikä toi on? (Ma 1.10:212) what that is-pred 'What is that?' 
C: mitä siellä on? (Ee 2.5:356) what there is-pred What's that there?' 
C: mikä sulla on? (Li 2.3:018) what you-adess is-pred What do you have?' 
C: miksi niillä ei oo mittää jalkoja? why they-adess Neg+is-stem-pred any legs 

(Me 3.11:025) Why don't they have any legs?' 

(3) The wh-interrogative clauses which contain a non-adnominal question word and 
some other verb than olla 'be, exist, have' are called V-clauses. The verb phrase in a V-
clause consists of a finite form of a verb, an auxiliary plus a nominal form or a 
combination of the verb of negation and another verb. For example: 

C: mitä se tekee? (Ee 2.9:266) what it do-pred 'What is he doing?' 
C: mitä pitää laittaa sinne? what should-Aux+put-inf-pred What should we put there?' 

(Mi 2.10:312) 
C: miksi se ei leiki? (Me 3.2:n28) why it Neg+play-stem-pred Why isn't she playing?' 

(4) Wh-interrogative clauses where the question word qualifies a noun are assigned 
their own group, Adnom-clauses. Among the Adnom-clauses are both elliptical clauses 
which lack predicates and clauses which contain a predicate. For example: 

C: mikä robotti? (Ti 3.3:124) what-attr+robot What kind of robot?' 
C: mikä kirjain se on? (Ee 2.9:242) what-attr+letter it is-pred What kind of letter is it?' 

Table 14 presents a rough order of acquisition for the four clausal types in the 
Sundsvall corpus. The table gives the average acquisition age and intervals for the three 
youngest children and the number of children using each clausal type. 
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Table 14. Acquisition of different wh-interrogative clauses in the Sundsvall corpus 

Clausal type 
Average acquisition age 
for the three youngest 

Acquisition interval for 
the three youngest 

Number of children 
using clause 

Ellipses 1.9 1.7 - 1.10 11 
on-clauses 1.9 1.7 - 1.10 11 
V-clauses 1.11 1.10 - 2.0 11 
Adnom-clauses 2.3 1.10 - 2.7 10 
N = 11 

The earliest wh-interrogative clausal types in the Sundsvall corpus are ellipses and 
on-clauses, which start being used on average at the age of 1.9. Both ellipses and on-
clauses occur in the first recordings with the youngest children in the corpus, which 
indicates that they are already being used before the course of the study. The use of 
question words in V-clauses commences a couple of months later, on average at the age 
of 1.11. Both ellipses, on-clauses and V-clauses are used by all eleven children in the 
corpus. In Adnom-clauses question words start being used on average at the age of 2.3, 
and the clausal type is produced by ten children in the corpus (see table 14). 

The frequency distribution of the different clausal types in the corpus is presented in 
appendix 10 and figure 3. 

C] Ellipses 
B on-clauses 
H V-clauses 
0 Adnom-clauses 

1.7 - 1.11 2.0- 2.5 2.6 - 2.11 3.0- 3.5 3.6- 4.1 Onaverage 
Age periods 

Figure 3. Distribution of different wh-interrogative clauses in the Sundsvall corpus 

The largest group of wh-interrogative clauses in the Sundsvall corpus are the on-
clauses, which make up 43 % of all wh-interrogative clauses in the corpus. The 
percentage of ellipses is 30 % and the percentage of V-clauses 24 %, while Adnom-
clauses constitute only 4 % of all wh-questions in the corpus (see appendix 10 and figure 
3). 

Ellipses make up 59 % of the wh-interrogative clauses among one-year-olds in the 
corpus. During the period 2.0 - 2.5, on the other hand, we find on-clauses being used 
most often, the percentage of e llipses dropping off to 20 %. During the period 2.6 -
2.11, ellipses climb back to 30 % and constitute approx. a third of all wh-interrogative 
clauses during the later periods as well. The increase of ellipses is primarily caused by 
the fact that the echo question mitäl meaning 'What did you say?' starts being used 
during these periods (see appendix 10 and figure 3; Iivonen & al. 1987: 244; Kearsley 
1976: 360; Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 17). 

On-clauses constitute 34 % of the wh-interrogative clauses among one-year-olds. 
During the period 2.0 - 2.5 the percentage increases to 64 % but drops again to 37 % 
during the period 2.6 - 2.11. During the final two periods on-clauses constitute 45 % 
and 35 % of all wh-interrogative clauses respectively (see appendix 10 and figure 3). 
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V-clauses are produced a few times by one-year-olds in the corpus but start being 
used to a greater extent during the period 2.0 - 2.5, constituting 15 % of the wh-
interrogative clauses. During the period 2.6 - 2.11 the percentage of V-clauses rises 
further to 30 % but falls back somewhat during the last two periods (see appendix 10 
and figure 3). 

Adnom-clauses are used a few times during the two earliest periods. The use 
increases during the periods 2.6 - 2.11 and 3.0 - 3.5 to 4 % and 3 % of all wh-
interrogative clauses, and the increase continues during the last period where we find 
Adnom-clauses making up 9 % of all (see appendix 10 and figure 3). 

Figure 4 is a comparison between the use of question words in the four clausal types by 
children in the Sundsvall corpus and by adults in the Radio corpus. Data for the use of 
question words in different clausal types in the Radio corpus are presented in appendix 
9. 

60 H 
IH Sundsvall corpus 
B Radio corpus 

Ellipses on-clauses V-clauses Adnom-clauses 
Figure 4. Distribution of different wh-interrogative clauses in the Sundsvall corpus and in the 
Radio corpus 

The distribution of question words in different clausal types among children in the 
Sundsvall corpus and among adults in the Radio corpus differs considerably. Ellipses 
among the adults constitute only 9 % of all wh-interrogative clauses as opposed to 30 % 
among the children, and the percentage of cw-clauses among adults is 19 % versus 43 % 
among the children. V-clauses and Adnom-clauses constitute 53 % and 18 % 
respectively of all wh-interrogative clauses among the adults, while the corresponding 
percentages for the children are 24 % and 4 %. Ellipses and on-clauses thus are 
produced far less often by adults in the Radio corpus than by children in the Sundsvall 
corpus, while V-clauses and Adnom-clauses are far more common among adults (see 
appendix 9 and 10 and figure 4). 

Specified data for the distribution of question words in the four clausal types in the 
Sundsvall corpus are presented in appendix 11. 

Half of the wh-interrogative clauses with interrogative pronouns in the Sundsvall 
corpus are on-clauses. Elliptical clauses constitute 30 %, V-clauses constitute 16 % and 
Adnom-clauses constitute 4 % of all wh-interrogative clauses with interrogative 
pronouns (see appendix 11). 

The nominative forms mikä 'what' nom. sg., kuka 'who* nom. sg., kumpi 'which 
of t wo' nom. sg., mitkä 'what' nom. pl. and ketkä 'who' nom. pl. are used most often 
in ^«-clauses, but they are common in the other clausal types as well (see appendix 11). 
In on-clauses the nominative form is complement or subject. The form mikä 'what' nom. 
sg. is sometimes used incorrectly in plural function. In V-clauses the nominative form 
most often is subject, but the nominative form mikä is also used incorrectly as an object 
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instead of the partitive form mitä. In Adnom-clauses the nominative form mikä is used 
incorrectly a few times instead of the question word miten 'how' (see also section 
3.4.6). 

The partitive form mitä 'what' is used most often in ellipses, consisting mostly of the 
echo question mitä? meaning 'What did you say?'. The partitive form is often used in 
ort-clauses as well, where it occupies the subject or complement slot, and in V-clauses as 
an object. In Adnom-clauses mitä makes just a few appearances in the corpus. The 
Swedish question word va, which is used as a supplementary question and which in 
Finnish might show up in the form mitä, occurs only elliptically (see appendix 11). 

The accusative forms minkä, mikän and mikä 'what' and the genitive forms kenen 
and kukan 'whose' are used a few times in the different clausal types. Local case forms 
of interrogative pronouns are used a few times in on-clauses, V-clauses and in Adnom-
clauses (see appendix 11). 

The interrogative adjectives minkälainen 'what kind of and minkä värinen 'of what 
color' are used a few times in on-clauses and in Adnom-clauses, either in nominative or 
partitive form (see appendix 11). 

The local interrogative adverb missä 'where' is used most often in on-clauses, and is 
also common in ellipses. In V-clauses missä occurs only a few times in the corpus. 
Adnominal use of the form missä, when it is understood as the inessive form of the 
pronoun mikä 'what', doesn't occur in the corpus (see appendix 11). 

The directional local question words mihin 'where to' and mistä 'where from' are 
most often used in V-clauses but are also relatively common in ellipsis. Mihin is used a 
few times in on-clauses as well. The question word mihin päin 'in which direction' 
occurs but once in ellipsis (see appendix 11). Confusion of the local question words is 
rare in the corpus. 

The modal interrogative adverb miten 'how' is used most often in V-clauses but is 
also common in Adnom-clauses. Miten occurs only sporadically in on-clauses and is not 
used elliptically in the corpus. The question word miten päin 'how' is used once in 
ellipsis and once in V-clauses. The question word miten monta 'how many' occurs once 
only in Adnom-clauses (see appendix 11). 

The causal interrogative adverb miksi 'why' is most often used in V-clauses but also 
occurs in ellipses and on-clauses. The temporal question word milloin 'when' also 
occurs for the most part in V-clauses, and sporadically in ellipses and ow-clauses. 
Interrogative clauses which lack question words but which in context function as wh-
interrogative clauses are all elliptical (see appendix 11). 

Table 15 provides an overview of the use of the most common question words in 
different clausal types in the Sundsvall corpus. 

Table 15. Distribution of question words in different wh-interrogative clauses in the Sundsvall corpus 

Clausal type Ellipsis on-clause V-clause 
Adnom-
clause S 

Question words % % % % % 
mikä 'what' nom. sg. 18 49 10 53 31 
mitä 'what' part, sg./pl. 41 18 25 6 26 
missä 'where' 15 19 3 0 13 
mihin 'where to' 3 <1 15 0 1 
mistä 'where from' 1 0 3 0 3 
miten 'how' 0 <1 10 21 5 
miksi 'why' 9 3 18 0 8 
milloin 'when' 0 <1 7 0 2 
Other 12 10 8 21 16 
S 100 100 100 100 100 

The question word in an elliptical wh-interrogative clause in the Sundsvall corpus is 
most often in the partitive form mitä 'what'. The nominative form mikä 'what' and the 
local question word missä 'where' are used relatively often in ellipses as well. In on-
clauses the question word is most often in the nominative form mikä 'what' nom. sg., 
while mitä 'what' part. sg./pl. and missä 'where' are used far less often. In V-clauses 
the question word is most often in the partitive form mitä 'what'; the next most common 
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question words are miksi 'why', mikä 'what' nom. sg., mihin 'where to' and mit en 
'how'. As question words in Adnom-clauses we most often find mikä 'what' nom. sg. 
and miten 'how' (see table 15). 

Bloom, Merkin & Wootten (1982) have studied verb use in wh-questions among 
English-speaking children. The study consists of observations of seven children at ages 
1.10 - 3.0; the number of wh-questions produced by the children during the study is 
7877. Bloom, Merkin & Wootten divide the children's wh-questions into two basic 
categories, elliptical clauses which lack predicates and complete clauses where the 
question word is combined with the verb. About 28 % of the wh-interrogative clauses in 
the study consist of ellipses while 72 % are complete (Bloom, Merkin & Wootten 1982: 
1086, 1088). 

The distribution between elliptical and complete wh-interrogative clauses in the 
Sundsvall corpus is 30 % to 66 %, 4 % of the wh-interrogative clauses consisting of 
Adnom-clauses (see figure 4 and appendix 10). If the Adnom-clauses are further divided 
into ellipses and complete interrogative clauses, the percentage of ellipses in the corpus is 
raised to 32 % and the percentage of complete clauses to 68 %. The percentage of 
elliptical wh-interrogative clauses in the Sundsvall corpus is thus somewhat larger than 
in the study of Bloom, Merkin & Wootten but the tendency is the same in both sets of 
results. 

For complete wh-interrogative clauses, Bloom, Merkin & Wootten divide the verbs 
which the English-speaking children use into two categories: pro-verb and descriptive 
verb. As pro-verbs we find the most common verbs, the ones which function as general, 
wide-ranging verbs, often used instead of ot her, more descriptive verbs. Pro-verbs in 
the material include the verbs be, do, go and happen. Other verbs having a more narrow 
range of referents and which are more descriptive in that they specify the activity and are 
semantically more complex than pro-verbs, are considered in the study to be descriptive 
verbs. Two such verbs are sing and draw (Bloom, Merkin & Wootten 1982: 1085-86). 

Of the verbs used by the children in Bloom, Merkin & Wootten's study, 83 % are 
pro-verbs, i.e. either be, do, go or happen, while 17 % of the clauses contain a 
descriptive verb. The examination of how different question words are combined with 
pro-verbs and descriptive verbs leads to some interesting observations. It would seem 
that the question words what, where and who, acquired earliest, are most often 
combined with pro-verbs, while the question words why, how and when, acquired later, 
most often are used with descriptive verbs (Bloom, Merkin & Wootten 1982: 1087). 

The verbs most often used in wh-questions in the Sundsvall corpus are olla 'be, 
exist, have', tehdä 'do', tulla 'come (to be)', the synonymous verbs panna and laittaa 
'put' and the synonymous verbs mennä and lähteä 'go, leave'. Olla is used 605 times in 
the corpus, tehdä 14 times, tulla 35 times, laittaa and panna together 23 times and mennä 
and lähteä 21 times. In all, the predicates of these verbs, which I following Bloom, 
Merkin & Wootten call pro-verbs, make up 84 % of all verbs in wh-questions in the 
corpus. The other verbs, which I call descriptive, consist of 58 different verbs which are 
used 1-17 times each and constitute the predicate in 16 % of al l wh-questions in the 
corpus. Specified data for pro-verbs and descriptive verbs in the Sundsvall corpus are 
presented in appendix 12. 

A comparison of verb use in wh-questions in the Sundsvall corpus and in the data of 
Bloom, Merkin & Wootten is presented in table 16. The distribution between pro-verbs 
and descriptive verbs in both studies is almost identical. Pro-verbs are used in the 
Sundsvall corpus in 84 % of the wh-questions against 83 % in Bloom, Merkin & 
Wootten, and the percentage of descriptive verbs is 16 % compared to 17 %. As for the 
use of the different verb types with different question words, the results part company 
somewhat. 
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Table 16. Distribution of pro-verbs and descriptive verbs in wh-questions with different question words 
in Bloom, Merkin & Wootten (1982) and in the Sundsvall corpus 

Bloom, Merkin & Wootten (1982) Sundsvall corpus 
Verb type Pro-verb Descriptive verb Pro-verb Descriptive verb 
Question words 
meaning % % % % 
'where, 
where to/from' 94 6 80 20 
'what' 85 15 91 9 
'who' 63 37 79 21 
'how' 49 51 51 49 
'when' 31 69 83 17 
'why' 25 75 60 40 
'which' 42 58 83 17 
Other 78 22 100 0 
S 83 17 84 16 

A common feature here is that the local and identifying question words meaning 
'what' and 'who' are most often used with pro-verbs. With the question word 'how', 
pro-verbs and descriptive verbs are used almost equally as often in both sets of results. 
On the other hand, verbs used with the causal and temporal question words and with the 
identifying question word 'which' show opposing tendencies. The research in Bloom, 
Merkin & Wootten points to a considerably larger percentage of descriptive verbs 
combining with the question words 'when', 'why' and 'which'; those in the Sundsvall 
corpus occur more often with pro-verbs (see table 16). 

The large percentage of pro-verbs in temporal questions in the Sundsvall corpus can 
be explained by the fact that two children in the corpus time and time again repeat rmlloin 
'when'-questions which happen to contain the pro-verb tulla 'come'; these questions 
thus make up a disproportionate percentage of the milloin-questions, which are relatively 
rare in the corpus. The data for verb use with the question words 'why' and 'which' 
may possibly be explained by the difference in corpus size. The corpus in Bloom, 
Merkin & Wootten is considerably bigger, which is why the tendency in verb use shows 
up with greater clarity. 
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3.4.2 Question words in ellipses 

3.4.2.1 The acquisition of question words in ellipses 

The term "ellipses with question words" refers to wh-interrogative clauses which lack 
predicates and where the question word is in non-adnominal position. The order of 
acquisition for question words in ellipses in the Sundsvall corpus is presented in table 
17. The table gives the question word, the average acquisition age and the acquisition 
interval for the three youngest children, as well as the number of children using each 
question word. The ages upon first use of question words produced by fewer children 
than three are given in parentheses. For ellipses with the question word mitä 'what' part. 
sg./pl. two acquisition ages are presented, the one giving the acquisition age for ellipses 
which in context most often function as cw-clauses and the second gives the acquisition 
age for the echo question mitai meaning 'What did you say?' (Iivonen & al. 1987: 244; 
Kearsley 1976: 360; Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 17). 

Table 17. Acquisition of question words in ellipses in the Sundsvall corpus 

Question words 

Average acq. 
age for the 

three 

Acq. interval for the three 
youngest, number of 
children using clause First time recorded per child 

youngest Interval n 
First time recorded per child 

Question words in 
ellipses on average 1.9 1.7 - 1.10 11 

mikä 'what' nom. sg. 1.9 1.7 - 1.10 11 
*Liisa 1.7,*Sanna 1.10,*Mari 1.10, 
*Eero 2.5,*Antti 2.7,*Tuomo 2.7, 
*Meiju 2.8,*Mikko 2.10, 
*Timo 3.3, Pekka 3.6, Kaiia 3.10 

missä 'where' 1.9 1.7 - 1.10 9 
*Liisa 1.7,*Sanna 1.10, *Mari 1.10, 
*Eero 2.5,*Antti 2.7,*Meiju 2.8, 
Tuomo 2.9,*Timo 3.3,*Pekka 3.4 

mitä 'what' part, 
sg./pl. as ön-clause 1.11 1.7 - 2.5 9 

*Liisa 1.7,*Sanna 1.10,*Eero 2.5, 
*Tuomo 2.7,*Meiju 2.8, 
*Mikko 2.10, *Pekka 3.4,*Kaija 
3.8, Timo 3.10 

kuka 'who' nom. sg. 2.4 1.10 - 3.1 4 
*Mari 1.10, Liisa 2.2, Meiju 3.1, 
Eero 3.8 

mitä 'what' part. sg. 
as echo question 

2.6 2.5 - 2.7 10 
*Eero 2.5, Liisa 2.7,*Antti 2.7, 
*Meiju 2.8, Tuomo 2.9, 
*Mikko 2.10, Pekka 3.6, Mari 3.7, 
*Kaiia 3.8,Timo 3.10 

miksi 'why' 2.7 2.2 - 2.10 8 
Liisa 2.2,*Meiju 2.8, Eero 2.10, 
*Mikko 2.10,*Timo 3.3, 
*Pekka 3.4,*Kaiia 3.8, Tuomo 3.8 

Question word 
missing 2.10 2.10 - 2.11 5 

Meiju 2.10,*Mikko 2.10, 
Antti 2.11,*Pekka 3.4, Eero 3.5 

mihin 'where to' 3.2 2.10 - 3.8 3 Meiiu 2.10, Eero 3.1,*Kaiia 3.8 
va 'what' 3.8 3.3-4.1 3 *Timo 3.3, Pekka 3.7, Kaiia 4.1 
miten päin 'how' 
ketkä 'who' nom. pl. 
milloin 'when' 
mistä 'where from' 
minka 'what' acc.l sg. 
kenen 'who' gen. sg. 
mihin päin 
'in which direction' 

-

(2.3)** 
(2.8)** 
(2.9)** 
(2.10)** 
(2.11)** 
(3.5)** 

(4.0)** 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 

Liisa 2.3 
Meiju 2.8 
Eero 2.9 
Meiju 2.10 
Meiju 2.11 
Meiju 3.5 

Timo 4.0 
N = 11 *Child's first recording. **Used by fewer than three children. 

In the corpus, the earliest elliptical question words are mikä 'what' nom. sg. and 
missä 'where - both start being used on average at the age of 1.9. Both mikä and missä 
occur in the first recordings with the three youngest children, which is why one can 
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assume that they are already in use before the language follow-up. Mikä is produced by 
all eleven children in the corpus, and missä by nine children. The partitive form mitä 
'what' with on-clause function appears a couple of months later, on average at the age of 
1.11, and is used by nine children (see table 17). 

At the age of two, the use of kuka 'who' nom. sg., miksi 'why', mitä-echo questions 
and ellipses lacking question words begins. Kuka starts being used on average at the age 
of 2.4, but is produced only by four children in the corpus, and the acquisition interval is 
sizable, 1.10 - 3.1. In its first occurrences kuka is often used with the meaning 'what', 
deviating from adult speech norms. The mitä-echo question shows up on average at the 
age of 2.6 and is used by ten children. Miksi 'why' starts being used on average at the 
age of 2.7 and is produced by eight children. The use of ellipses which lack question 
words is acquired at the age of 2.10; they are produced by five children (see table 17). 

The use of mihin 'where to' begins on average at the age of 3.2 and is produced by 
three children. Three children in the corpus start at the age of three to use a Swedish 
question word vad 'what' in a Finnish flow of speech. The question word occurs in the 
colloquial form va and is used as a supplementary question. The average acquisition age 
for va is 3.8 (see table 17). 

Other question words used in ellipsis are miten päin 'how', ketkä 'who' nom. pl., 
milloin 'when', mistä 'where from', minkä 'what' acc. 1 sg., kenen 'who' gen. sg. and 
mihin päin 'in which direction'. These are produced in the corpus by one child only, 
which is why no average age of acquisition can be calculated for them. Miten päin is used 
at the age of 2.3, ketkä at age 2.8, milloin at age 2.9, mistä at age 2.10, minkä at age 
2.11, kenen at the age of 3.5 and mihin päin at the age of 4.0 (see table 17). 

A characteristic of ellipses used before the age of two in the corpus is that they are 
most often used (incorrectly by adult standards) instead of a complete wh-interrogative 
clause, while those ellipses which in context function correctly would seem to be 
acquired later on. One such ellipsis is the mitä-e cho question meaning What did you 
say?' which is acquired on average at the age 2.6. The partitive form mitä can be 
understood in deep structure as the object of t he verb sanoa 'say'. The relatively late 
acquisition of the echo question possibly indicates a need for greater knowledge of the 
reduction options available in the language; this knowledge is presumably lacking in 
children before the average acquisition age. 

The frequency distribution of different elliptical question words in the corpus is 
presented in appendix 13. 

The most common elliptical question word is mitä 'what' part. sg./pl., being the 
question word in 41 % of a ll ellipses in the corpus. The next most common question 
words are mikä 'what' nom. sg., missä 'where' and miksi 'why', in that order, used as 
question words in 9 -18 % of the ellipses in the corpus. Other question words are used 
less often, and ellipses which lack question words constitute 6 % of the ellipses (see 
appendix 13). 

The two most common question words for all periods in the corpus are mitä 'what' 
part. sg./pl. and mikä 'what' nom. sg., except during the period 3.0 - 3.5 when the use 
of mikä temporarily decreases- only to increase once more during the last period. The 
partitive form mitä is often used in ellipses with on-clause function during the first 
period, but the use diminishes during the later periods. The use of the mitä-echo question 
begins during the period 2.0 - 2.5 and increases appreciably during the later periods, 
when the mitä-e cho question is by far and away the most common ellipsis in the corpus 
(see appendix 13). 

Missä 'where' is produced relatively often by one-year-olds in the corpus but during 
the later periods its use diminishes constantly. We also find kuka 'who' nom. sg. 
occurring relatively often during the two first periods, when it can have a meaning 'what' 
that deviates from adult norms. Kuka isn't used during the period 2.6-2.11, but shows 
up again during the last two periods, when it is used in the adult sense 'who' (see 
appendix 13). 

Miksi 'why' starts being used during the period 2.0 - 2.5, and the use increases 
constantly during all later periods. The use of el lipses lacking question words begins 
during the period 2.6-2.11; these types of questions are relatively common during the 
later periods. The question words mihin 'where to' and mistä 'where from' start being 
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used during the period 2.6 - 2.11, when they are relatively common, but their use 
diminishes during the later periods. The use of the Swedish question word va 'what' 
starts during the period 3.0 - 3.5; it remains relatively common during the last period. 
Other question words are used a few times, at the earliest during the period 2.6 - 2.11 
(see appendix 13). 

3.4.2.2 Question words in one-word and multiple-word 
ellipses 
Ellipses in the Sundsvall corpus have on structural grounds been divided into (1) one-
word ellipses and (2) multiple-word ellipses. 

One-word ellipses (1) contain only the question word. For example: 

I: ja kahvin tuoksu tulee tuolta. 'And a smell of coffee is coming from there.' 
C: tä? what'What? 

mitä? what What?' 
I: kahvikin taitaa tuoksua. (Ee 3.0:220) 'It seems to smell like coffee too.' 

C: missä kissa on? 'Where is the cat? 
missä? (Li 2.3:154) where Where?' 

I: laittanu sen päähänsä. 'She has put it on her head.' 
C: miksi? why 'Why?' 
I: no se on ihan hassu. (Me 2.11:053) 'Because she is completely crazy.' 

Multiple-word ellipses (2) most often contain a question word and a nominal or 
adverbial phrase. For example: 

C: kuka tämä? (Li 2.2:120) who this-NP Who is this? 
C: missä mun veitsi? (Sa 3.0:107) where my+knife-NP'Where is my knife?' 
C: mitä täällä? (Sa 1.10:236) what here-advlP'What is this here?' 
C: mihin nyt? (Me 2.10:091) where to now-advlP Where do you go now?' 

As multiple-word ellipses we also find questions which lack both question words and 
predicate but which in context function as wh-questions. For example: 

C: mikä tuo on? 'What is that?' 
I: se on palikka. — 'It's a building block.' 
C: tuo? that-NP'(And) that?' 
I: ilmapallo. (An 2.11:346) 'A balloon.' 

I: nyt mennään tästä vähän alas. --- tuonne. 'Now you go down a little here. That way.' 
C: nyt? now-advlP "Now?1 

I: siitä vaan jatkat. (Me 2.10:093) 'Just keep going on from there.' 

An overview of the acquisition of one-word and multiple-word ellipses in the 
Sundsvall corpus is presented in table 18. The table gives the average acquisition ages 
and intervals for the three youngest children as well as the number of children using each 
type of question. 

Table 18. Acquisition of one-word and multiple-word ellipses in the Sundsvall corpus  

Clausal type 
Average acquisition age 
for the three youngest 

Acquisition interval 
for the three youngest 

Number of children 
using clause 

One-word ellipsis 
Multiple-word ellipsis 

1.9 
1.9 

1.7-1.10 
1.7 - 1.10 

11 
10 

N = 11 

Both one-word and multiple-word ellipses start being used very early on in the 
corpus. All of the three youngest children in the corpus had both one-word and multiple-
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word ellipses in their first language sample, which indicates that ellipsis is already being 
used before the course of the study. The average acquisition age for both types of ellipsis 
in the study is 1.9. One-word ellipses are produced by all eleven children in the corpus, 
and multiple-word ellipses are used by ten children (see table 18). 

The frequency distribution for one-word and multiple-word ellipses in the corpus is 
presented in appendix 14. One-word ellipsis is the most common type of ellipsis in the 
corpus and makes up approx. 60 % of all ellipses. Among one-year-olds, multiple-word 
ellipses are more common than one-word ellipses, while one-word ellipsis is more 
common during the later periods. The increase of one-word ellipses from period 2.0 -
2.5 onwards is primarily caused by more and more children using mitä-tcho questions. 

Multiple-word ellipses in the corpus have been divided into different types depending on 
their structure. 

Interrogative pronouns are used in multiple-word ellipses combined with a nominal 
phrase (Interr. pron+NP), an adverbial phrase (Interr. pron+AdvlP) and a quote (Interr. 
pron+quote). For example: 

C: mikä toi? (Sa 1.10:168) 
C: kuka tämä? (Ma 1.10:254) 
C: mitä ne? (Ee 3.8:113) 
C: mikä täällä? (Li 1.7:170) 
C: mitä siellä? (Li 1.7:077) 
C: kuka tossa? (Ma 1.10:239) 

what that-NP "What's that?' 
who this-NP 'Who is this?' 
what they-NP "What are they?' 
what here-advlP What is this here?' 
what there-advlP What's that there?' 
who there-advlP Who's there?' 

M: saiksä tänään sun puseron pois? 'Did you get your sweater back today? 
— minkä sä eilen vaihoit. Which you traded away yesterday.' 

C: mikä eilen vaihoil (Pe 3.7:244) what yesterday traded-quote 
What do you mean traded away yesterday?' 

The interrogative adverb missä 'where' is always combined with a nominal phrase 
(missä+NP). For example: 

C: missä kisu? (Li 1.9:010) where cat-NP Where is the cat?' 
C: missä kissankello? (Me 2.8:n9) where bluebell-NP Where is there a bluebell?' 

Interrogative adverbs mihin 'where to' and mistä 'where from' are combined with a 
nominal phrase or an adverbial phrase (mihin mwfä+NP/AdvlP). For example: 

mihin tää? (Ee 3.1:286) where to this-NP Where does this belong?1 

mihin nyt? (Me 2.10:094) where to now-advlP Where do you go now?' 
mistä nyt? (Me 2.10:098) where from now-advlP Where do you go now?' 

Multiple-word ellipses which lack question words consist either of a nominal phrase 
or an adverbial phrase. For example: 

C: mikä tuo on? What is that?' 
I: jätski. 'An ice-cream.' 
C: tuo? (An 2.11:351) that-NP '(And) that?' 

I: ja täällä on vaari tai ukki. 'And here is one of your grandfathers.' 
C: joo. 'Yes. 

tässä? (Ee 3.5:314) here-advlP'(And) here?' 

The order of acquisition for different types of multiple-word ellipses in the corpus is 
presented in table 19. The table gives the average acquisition ages and intervals for the 
three youngest children as well as the number of children using each clausal type. 
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Table 19. Acquisition of different multiple-word ellipses in the Sundsvall corpus 

Clausal type 
Average acquisition age 
for the three youngest 

Acquisition interval 
for the three youngest 

Number of children 
using clause 

Interr. pron.+NP 1.9 1.7 - 1.10 10 
Interr. pron.+AdvlP 1.9 1.7 -1.10 8 
missä 'where'+NP 2.3 1.7 - 2.7 7 
Question word missing 2.10 2.10-2.11 5 
- only NP 3.0 2.10-3.4 4 
- onlyAdvlP 3.3 2.10 - 3.5 3 
Interr. pron.+quote - (3.7 , 3.8)* 2 
mihin 'where to'/ mistä 
'where from'+AdvlP - (2.10)* 1 
mihin 'where to'+NP - (3.1)* 1 
N = 11 *Used by fewer than three children. 

Interrogative pronouns start being combined with nominal or adverbial phrases in the 
corpus on average at the age of 1.9. Interr. pron+NP is used by ten children, and Interr. 
pron+AdvlP by eight of eleven children. Missä 'where'+NP starts being used on average 
at the age of 2.3 and is produced by seven children. Ellipses which consist of a nominal 
phrase only start being used on average at the age of 3.0 and are produced by four 
children, and ellipses which only contain an adverbial phrase start being used on average 
at the age of 3.3 and are used by three children. The other multiple-word types of ellipsis 
are produced by fewer than three children in the corpus. Interr. pron+quote is used by 
two children, at the ages of 3.7 and 3.8. The ellipses mihin 'where to'/mistä 'where 
from'+AdvlP are used by one child at the age of 2.10, and the ellipsis mihin 'where 
to'+NP by one child at the age of 3.1 (see table 19). 

The frequency distribution of the different multiple-word ellipses in the corpus is 
presented in appendix 15. The most common multiple-word types of ellipsis are Interr. 
pron+AdvlP and missä 'where'+NP. These are used relatively often during the periods 
1.7 - 1.11 and 2.6 - 2.11 but occur far less often during the other periods. The type 
Interr. pron+NP occurs a few times during the two first periods, after which its use 
varies quite a bit 

The ellipsis types mihin 'where to Amistà 'where from'+AdvlP are used relatively 
often during the period 2.6 - 2.11 but are lacking during the other periods. Mihin 'where 
to'+NP occurs once during the period 3.0 - 3.5. Multiple-word ellipses which lack 
question words start being used during the period 2.6 - 2.11 and are from this period 
onwards relatively common in the corpus. Interr. pron+quote is used two times during 
the last period (see appendix 15). 

The use of different nominal and adverbial phrase structures in multiple-word ellipsis 
is presented in appendix 16. 

In the ellipsis type Interr. pron+NP the nominal phrase most often consists of a 
demonstrative pronoun (see appendix 16). For example: 

C: mikä tää? (Ma 2.0A:056) what this-NP 'What is thi s?' 
C: mitä se? (Sa 2.4:074) what it-NP 'What is he doing?' 
C: ja kenen tää? (Me 3.5:362) and whose this-NP 'And whose is this?' 

From the period 2.6 - 2.11 onwards, nominal phrases with a demonstrative pronoun 
in attribute position are used a few times (see appendix 16). For example: 

C: mikä tuon nimi? (Me 2.8:224) what that-dem.pron-attr+name-NP 'What is that called?' 
C: kuka tuo tyttö? (Me 3.7:286) who that-dem.pron-attr+girl-NP "Who is that girl?' 

One child uses during the final period an NP-structure where a demonstrative 
pronoun is combined with a relative clause (see appendix 16); the latter is however 
incorrectly constructed: 
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C: mikä toi mikä tuo ottaa kii? what-nom.sg that+which-nom.sg+that one+grab-rel.cl 
What is that thing it 's grabbing with?' 

instead of: mikä tuo on jolla tuo what-nom.sg that is+which-adess.sg+that one+grab-rel.cl 
ottaa kiinni? 

I: kato tää on semmonen huoltoauto. 'It's one of those repair trucks, you see.' 
C: mikä tuo mikä tuo ottaa kiinni? what-nom.sg that+which-nom.sg+that one+grab-rel.cl 

What is that thing it's grabbing with?' 
instead of: mikä tuo on jolla tuo what-nom.sg that is+which-adess.sg+that one+grab-rel.cl 

ottaa kiinni? 
I: tää on semmonen nostolaite kato. (Pe 3.6:212-14) 'It's one of those lifting devices, you see.' 

In missä 'where'+NP-ellipsis the nominal phrase most often consists of one noun but 
other nouns are also used. An article-like demonstrative pronoun se 'that (one), it* and 
attribute constructions already occur a few times in missä 'where'+NP-ellipsis during the 
two first periods; this use increases somewhat during the later periods (see appendix 16; 
see Laury 1991: 115-16; Larjavaara 1990: 146-47). For example: 

missä Päivi? (Li 2.3:069) where Päivi-NP 'Where is Päivi?' 
missä iso? (Li 1.9:277) where big-NP Where is the big one?' 
missä toinen? (Sa 2.8:240) where another-NP Where is there another one?' 
missä se saapas? (Li 1.9:016) where it-art+boot-NP Where is the boot?' 
missä Sannan kissakuva? where Sanna's-attr+cat picture-NP 
(Sa 2.7:112) Where is Sanna's cat picture?' 

C: missä se toinen barbi? where it-art+other-attr+barbie doll-NP 
(Me 2.10:420) Where is the other barbie doll?' 

C: missä mun haarukka? (Sa 3.0:108) where my-attr+fork-NP 'Where is my fork?' 
C: missä semmonen toinen palio? where that kind-attr+another-attr+ball-NP 

(Pe 3.9:286) Where is there another kind of ball like that?' 

In mihin 'where to'+NP-ellipsis the nominal phrase consists of a demonstrative 
pronoun (see appendix 16): 

C: mihin tää? (Ee 3.1:286) where to this-NP Where does this belong?' 

In ellipses which lack question words the nominal phrase consists of a demonstrative 
pronoun or a pronominal adjective (see appendix 16). For example: 

C: mikä tuo on? 'What is that?1 

M: se on koulutavara. 'It's a school thing.' 
C: —tuo? that-NP '(And) that?' 
S : satula. 'A saddle.' 
C: tuo? that-NP'(And) that?' 

tuo? that-NP'(And) that?' 
S : se on kullankaivaja. (Pe 3.4:225-266) 'It's a gold-digger.' 

I: se on sellanen leluhevonen. — 'It's one of those toy horses.' 
C: tämmönen? one of these-NP '(And) one of these?' 
I: no tiedätkös mikä se on? 'Do you know what it is?' 
C: joo. lankaa. 'Yes. Thread. 

— tämmönen? one of these-NP (And) one of these? 
— lasilintu. (Ee 3.5:405-407) A glass bird.' 

The adverbial phrase in Interr. pron+AdvlP-ellipses most often consists of a deictic 
adverb of place but other adverbs occur as well. For example: 

mitä täällä? (Li 1.7:177) what here-advl What is this here?' 
mikä siinä? (Li 1.9:039) what there-advl What's that there?' 
kuka näin? (Li 2.5:269) who like this-advl 'Who does this?' 
mitä sitten? (Ka 3.8:253) what afterwards-advl What do you do after that?' 

As the adverbial phrase in mihin 'where toImistä 'where from'+AdvlP-ellipses we 
always find the adverb of time nyt 'now'. For example: 
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C : mihin nyt? (Me 2.10:094) where to now-advl Where do you go now?' 
C : mistä nyt? (Me 2.10:098) where from now-advl 'Where do you go now?' 

As adverbial phrases in ellipses lacking question words we have a deictic adverb of 
place and the adverb of time nyt 'now'. For example: 

I: ja täällä on vaari tai ukki. 'And here is one of your grandfathers.' 
C: joo. 'Yes. 

tässä? (Ee 3.5:314) here-advl (And) here?' 

I: nyt mennään tästä vähän alas. 'Now you go down a little here.' 
C: nyt? (Me 2.10:093) now-advl'Now?' 

In most of the multiple-word types of ellipsis an (extra) adverbial phrase crops up 
occasionally. The use of this adverbial phrase already starts during the period 1.7-1.11 
(see appendix 16). It consists of an adverb of time, a deictic adverb of place or an adverb 
of manner. For example: 

C: mitä siinä nyt? (Li 1.9:042) what there-advl now-advl 'Now what's that there?' 
C: mikä tuo tuossa? (Ka 4.1:815) what that there-advl "What is that there?' 

C: mikä tuo on? 'What is that?' 
I: — vähän niin kun jakoavain. 'It's a little like a wrench.' 
C: tuo sit? — (Pe 3.9:085) that then-advl 'That then?' 

C: mikä tuo on? 'What is that?' 
I: sieni. — 'A mushroom.' 
C: tämä näin? this like this-advl 'This here?' 
I: siinä on sellanen lasilintu. 'It's one of those glass birds.' 
C: tämä näin? this like this-advl 'This here?' 
I: — se on esiliina. (Ee 3.5:383-85) 'It's an apron.' 

Mikko occasionally uses a Swedish adverb då 'then' in multiple-word ellipses which 
otherwise are in Finnish. For example: 

I: on iso valas. 'What a big whale.' 
C: nämädå? these then-advl 'These then?' 
I: mursuja. (Mi 2.10:184) 'Walruses.' 

I: siellä joku lapsi nukkuu. 'There's a child sleeping there.' 
C: tuolladå? there then-advl'There then?' 
I: sielläkin nukkuu joku. (Mi 3.5:148) 'There's somebody sleeping there too.' 

3.4.2.3 Correctness in the use of ellipses 

The use of ellipses in different syntactic and contextual functions changes as the children 
grow older in the Sundsvall corpus. The use of ell ipsis by the youngest children often 
seems to be non-adult in context, but the method of application approaches adult norms 
the older the children get. I have divided up ellipsis in the corpus into different syntactic 
and contextual function groups and at the same time judged whether the use of ellipsis 
approximates that of adult speech, i.e. if the children's way of using ellipses would be 
cqpect in adult speech or not. To judge correctness in the use of ellipsis is at times 
difficult, and some inaccuracies may have crept in. The functional divisions and 
correctness judgements for ellipses have been made according to the following principles: 

(1) Ellipsis as a repeat question 
In the use of ellipses by the youngest children it is relatively common that they repeat 

their own or the interlocutor's complete wh-interrogative clause in an elliptical form; this 
use of ellipsis is felt to be incorrect in context. 
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Repetitive ellipses have also been observed in adult questions directed to children, 
when used for the purpose of g etting the child's attention (Karjalainen 1991: 19). We 
also find adults in recordings of the Sundsvall corpus using repetitive ellipses on those 
occasions when the child doesn't react to their questions; here, too, the purpose of using 
repeat questions is to get the child's attention. For example: 

S : Liisa kenen kello? kenen kello? — 
C: (Doesn't answer). 
M: kenen tämä on kenen? — 
S : se on tätin kello. (Li 1.7:363) 

I: mitäs se tekeekään tuo vauva? 
C: (Doesn't answer). 
M: mitä se tekkee mitä? 
I: muistatko? (Li 1.11:261) 

'Liisa, whose watch is this? Whose watch?' 

whose this is whose Whose is this, whose?' 
'It's the lady's watch.' 

'Wonder what the baby is doing.' 

what it do what 'What is it doing, what?' 
'Do you remember?' 

Repetitive ellipsis among children in the Sundsvall corpus, on the other hand, doesn't 
seem to be used for the purpose of getting the interlocutor's attention, but only as way of 
intensifying a previous complete interrogative clause. I have judged the use of ellipses as 
repeat questions as being incorrect. For example: 

mikätääon? 
mikä? (Sa 1.10:199) 

what this is-pred What is this? 
what What?' 

missä on tässä pieni kissa? 
missä? (Li 1.9:288) 

where is-pred here little cat Where is there a little cat here? 
where Whe re?' 

C: kukatuoon? 
kuka se? (Ma 1.10:290) 

who that is-pred 'Who is that? 
who that Who is it?' 

C: mikä on tämä? 
mikä tässä täällä? (Mi 2.10:016) 

what is-pred this What is this? 
what here here What is this here?' 

C: missä on se kukka? 
missä toinen kukka? 
(Li 2.3:319) 

I: no mitäs nämä on? 
C: mitä? 

autot siinä. (Li 1.9:096) 

where is-pred the flower Where is the flower? 
where other flower Where is the other flower?' 

prt what these is-pred What are these here then? 
what 'What? 

The cars there.' 

I: mikäs tuolla on? 
C: mikä? (Ee 2.9:148) 

what there is-pred What's that there then?' 
what What?' 

(2) Ellipsis as an introductory question in a sequence of discourse 
This group comprises ellipses which children use as initial questions in a sequence of 

discourse; the question functions as a substitute for a complete on- or V-clause. The 
ellipsis doesn't constitute any reaction to the interlocutor's previous utterance, rather it is 
the child who with the ellipsis takes the initiative in the speech situation and opens a new 
sequence in the discourse. With the youngest children this kind of el lipsis sometimes 
appears to be a preparatory clause preceding a complete wh-interrogative clause, the 
ellipsis occurring before a fully formed wh-interrogative clause with the same question 
words as in the ellipsis. I consider the use of ellipses as introductory questions as being 
incorrect. For example: 

C: mitä? what'What is it? 
lamppu (Li 1.7:437) A lamp.' 

C: mikä? what 'What is it? 
mikä? what What is it? 
mikä se on? — What is it?' 

I: — ne on kuule kananpoikasia. (Sa 1.10:233-34) 'Those are chickens you know.' 
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S: katotaan toista. — 'Let's look at another.' 
C: mikä toi? what that "What is that?' 
S: koira. (Li 1.9:089) 'A dog.' 

I: siihen tuli reikä. — 'A hole was made there.' 
C: mikä tossa? what there 'What is there?' 
I: — ne on hedelmakaikkeja. (Sa 1.10:239) 'It's fruit candy.' 

C: missä auto? where car 'Where is there a car?' 
I: missä? Where?' 
C: siinä on. (Li 1.9:030) 'There it is.' 

C: nyt se tulee. — 'Now it's coming.' 
I: siellä. joo. — "There. Yes.' 
C: missä se lujaa? (Li 1.9:172-73) where it fast 'Where (in which picture) is it swinging fast?' 

One of Liisa's early multiple-word ellipses I have judged as being incorrect, despite 
the ellipsis not functioning as an introductory question in the discourse sequence: 

C: mina ajan. 'I'm riding. 
missa mina pyörällä? where I bike-adess Where (in which picture) am I biking?' 

I: missas sinä ajat pyörällä? (Li 1.9:068) 'Where are you biking?' 

(3) Supplementarv ellipsis va 'what' 
A little group of one-word ellipses consists of Swedish va 'what'-supplementary 

questions which without a pause- or after a short pause in the flow of speech- are joined 
to the child's interrogative clause or declarative clause in Finnish. After an interrogative 
clause, va can be thought of as functioning as an intensifying ellipsis: 

C: onko taä haitari? 'Is this an accordion? 
va? (Ti 3.3:090) what Is it?' 

C: otaksä pois nää? 'Are you going to take these away? 
va? (Ti 3.10:235) what Are you?' 

C: miksei soi va? (Pe 3.7:055) why+Neg+play what 'Why isn't that making any sound, why?' 

When va follows after a declarative clause it only has a rhetorical interrogative 
function, as the child doesn't seem to expect an answer to its va-utterance: 

C: ei oo mikään lusikka. 'It's not a spoon. 
va? what Is it?' 

I: eikö oo lusikkaa? 'Isn't there a spoon?' 
C: otetaan vähän riisiä. 'Let's take a little rice, 

va? what Right? 
vain tällasta riisiä. (Ka 4.1:177-180) Only this kind of rice.' 

C: sen pitää olla tuolla. 'It's supposed to be there, 
va? what Right? 
ei oo mikään tässä. täällä. (Ka 4.1:298) There's nothing here. Here.' 

Corresponding uses of va occur in spoken Swedish. We also find in Finnish the 
ellipsis mitä 'what' part. sg./pl. being used as a supplementary and intensifying question 
in rhetorical function, but as I understand it this ellipsis is far rarer in Finnish than its 
counterpart is in Swedish. Children using the Swedish ellipsis va probably know nothing 
about any corresponding use of ellipsis in Finnish. The use of va is thus an obvious 
indication of Swedish interference. This phenomenon of interference is in fact a good 
example of the creativity and playfulness abounding in children's use of language - when 
the expressive potential in the one language falls short the children make use of the 
expressive repertoire of the other. As the ellipses in question aren't Finnish, however, I 
judge them to be incorrect. 
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(4) The echo question mitä? 'What did you say?' 
I have set up as a particular function group for one-word ellipsis the echo question 

mitai, used with the meaning What did you say?' whereby children ask the interlocutor 
to repeat his or her previous utterance. This ellipsis is in general use in adult speech as 
well and is thus considered to be correct (Iivonen & al. 1987: 244; Kearsley 1976: 360; 
Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 17). The question word is sometimes in an abbreviated 
speech form tä. For example: 

I: onkohan nämä päiväkodin pihalla? — "Wonder if these are in the yard at the daycarecenter?' 
C: mitä? what 'Wh at?' 
I: — ne on varmaan nämä kisulapset päiväkodissa. 'These kittens may be at the daycare center.1 

(Ee 2.5:012) 

I: sinäkö sitä mikrofonia tutkit? 'Are you having a look at the microphone?' 
C: mitä? what 'What?' 
I: tutkitko sinä sitä mikrofonia? 'Are you having a look at the microphone?' 
C: joo kun minä katon nyt tätä. (Li 2.7:265) 'Yes because I'm looking at this now.' 

I: laitetaanko ratsastaja? 'Shall we put a rider there?' 
C: tä? what What?' 
I: sinä voisit sen selkään laittaa 'You could put one of those 

tuommosen ison barbin. (Me 3.3:300) big barbie dolls on its back.' 

(51 Ellipsis as a continuative question 
By continuative questions I mean ellipses where children ask for further information 

about the subject of conversation, with the child's or the interlocutor's previous 
declarative or interrogative clause as a point of departure. With this kind of ellipsis the 
child adds a new dimension to what has been said and thus widens the subject of 
conversation. I consider the use of elliptical continuative questions to follow adult norms. 
For example: 

I: nyt se loppuu. 'Now it's all over.' 
C: miksi? (Li 2 .2:nl) why 'Why?' 

M: kato ne laittaa lehmiäjunaan. "Look they're taking cows on the train.' 
C: miksi? why 'Why?' 
S : se vie ne pitkälle. (Pe 3.4:217) "They're taking them far away.' 

T : tehdään tuohon sitten tämä reikä ensin. "Then we make this hole first.' 
C: mitä varten? why'Why?' 
T: siitä on helppo sitten alkaa ruuvata tuohon. 'It makes it easy to start screwing there then.' 

(Ka 3.8:368) 
I: Eero tuupa nyt kattomaan niin 'Eero come and look so 

näät sitten kun se naksahtaa. you can see it when it cracks.' 
C: millon? when When?' 
I: ihan kohta. (Ee 2.9:456) 'Any second now.' 

C: mikäseon? 'What is it?' 
S: kasetti. 'A cassette.' 
C: mikä toi? what that'What is that (then)?' 
S: haija. (Sa 1.10:168) 'A brush.' 

T: ja tuosta alotetaan. vedetään. — 'And you start here. Pull.' 
C: mitä sitten? what then'And then what do you do?' 
T: — siila hiotaan. (Ka 3.8:253) 'You grind with i t.' 

I: se pesee. 'It's cleaning itself.' 
C : mitä pesee ? what clean 'What do you mean it's cleaning itself ?' 
I: ootkos nähny kun kissat pesee? (Ee 3.8:149) 'Haven't you seen cats clean themselves?' 
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I: ja nallekin oli. 
C: — m issä toinen? 

— tässä (Sa 2.8:240) 

C : mistä mennään nyt? tästäkö? 
I: siitä. joo. 
C: mistä nyt? 
I: näytäpä. tästä mennään tuonnepäin. -
C: mihin nyt? 

mihin nyt mentiin? 
I: — tuonne. 
C: nyt? 
I: siitä vaan jatkat. (Me 2.10:085-93) 

'And a teddybear was there too.' 
where other 'Where is the other one? 

Here.' 

Where do you go now? Here?' 
'There. Yes.' 

where from now Where do you go now?' 
'Let's see. Here you go that way.' 

where to now 'Where do you go now? 
Where do you go now?' 

'That way.' 
now '(And) now?' 

'Just keep going there.' 

In multiple-word ellipses as continuative questions we sometimes find an enclitic 
particle -s or an adverb meaning 'then', or a clause-initial coordinating conjunction ja 
'and' or vaan 'but'. For example: 

C : mikä lintu se on? 'What kind of bird?' 
I: oiskohan se harakka? 'Wonder if it's a magpie?' 
C: — mikäs täällä? (Ee 2.10:030) what+encl here 'What is this then?' 

S : tässä oli Mikael ja tässä Manna. — 'Here was Mikael and here Manna.' 
C: missäs Sanna? (Sa 3.7:068) where+encl Sanna Where is Sanna then?' 

M: mikäs tämä on? tiiäksä? 
C: bussi. 

— tuo sit? 
M: no mikä se on? 
C: mikä tuo sit? (Pe 3.7:045-46) 

C: se on tämä sen. 
— ja kenen tää? (Me 3.5:362) 

I: se on pikkunen. 
C: ja tämä on pikkunen. — 

vaan missä toinen? 
tämmönen. (Li 3.1:071) 

'What is this then? Do you know?' 
'A bus.' 

that then 'That then?' 
'What is it? ' 

what that then What is that then?' 

'This one is his. 
and whose this And whose is this ?' 

'It's small.' 
'And this is small. 

but where another But wher e is there another one? 
One of these.' 

f6i Ellipsis as a specification question 
One-word ellipses in the corpus refer sometimes to a clausal element in a declarative 

clause which the interlocutor had used immediately before the child's ellipsis clause. 
With this kind of e llipsis the child asks the interlocutor to specify the reference in a 
phrase in his previous utterance. This use I have judged as being correct For example: 

I: ootteks te olleet laivan kyydissä? 'Have you travelled by boat?' 
C: missä? where Where?' 
M: mentiinkö me Suomeen laivalla? 'Did we go by boat to Finland?' 

(Ma 1.10:150) 
I: mikäs tuo on? What is that then?' 
C : mikä ? what What do you mean?' 
I: tässä. 'This.' 
C: se on semmonen ukko. (Ee 2.5:188) 'It's one of those guy s.' 

I: katopa se heittää tuolla paistinpannulla 'Look she's tossing that pancake 
ilmaan tuon räiskäleen. up in the air with that frying pan.' 

C: minkä? what What (is she tossing)?' 
I: lätyn. räiskäleen. (Me 2.11:082) 'The little pancake. The pancake.' 

I: annapas tuosta lusikka siile. 'Give her a spoon there.' 
C: mistä? where from'From where?' 
I: tuosta. (Me 3.5:038) 'From there.' 
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M: Markus on tehny leipäkorin. 
C: kuka? 
M: Markus. (Ee 3.8:nl) 

M: mihinkähän ne on hävinny? 
C: ketkä? (Me 2.8:084) 

Markus has made a breadbasket.' 
who 'Who?' 

'Markus.' 

Wonder where they have gone?' 
who 'Who?' 

(1) Ellipsis as an interjection 
Ellipses are also used in the corpus as interjections. As interjections I include ellipses 

characterized by raised voice and a high level of intensity and to which the child doesn't 
seem to expect any answer. Both one-word ellipses and multiple-word ellipses are used 
as interjections. Before an interjection ellipsis an interjection is often used. For example: 

C: mitä? 
vaatteja. (Mi 2.10:111) 

C: mikä? 
mikä silmät! (Me 3.7:407) 

C: mitä? 
onko täällä vieläki? (Pe 3.7:325) 

C: 
I: 

C: 
I: 

ohoh mitä täällä? 
— koira. (Li 1.7:168) 

what What? 
Clothes.' 

what What? 
What eyes!' 

what "What? 
Is there more here?' 

itr what here 'Oh ho, what do we have here?' 
'A dog.' 

hei mikä tuossa? itr what here'Hey what's that there?' 
— tässä on kuule uimaranta. (Tu 2.9:104) 'I say, there's a beach here.' 

Frequencies for correct and incorrect use of ellipses in different contextual functions 
in the corpus are given in appendix 17. An overview of the correctness in the use of 
ellipsis is presented in table 20. The table gives the correctness in the use of one-word 
and multiple-word ellipses and in the use of ellipses with different question words during 
different periods. 

Table 20. Correctness in the use of ellipses in the Sundsvall corpus  
Correctness Correct Incorrect 
Type of question 
One-word ellipsis 
Multiple-word ellipsis 

82 
49 

18 
51 

100 
100 

69 31 100 
Percentage of correct ellipses for different periods 

Period 1.7 - 1.11 2.0 - 2.5 2.6 - 2.11 3.0 - 3.5 3.6 - 4.1 S 
Ouestion words % % % % % % 
Interrogative pronouns 31 62 88 97 90 19 
missä 'where' 29 56 56 92 86 61 
mihin 'where to', 
mistä 'where from' - - 100 100 100 100 
miksi 'why' - 100 89 100 100 97 
Question word missing - - 100 100 100 100 
Other - 100 100 - - 100 
S 30 63 86 98 94 81 

As table 20 shows, about two thirds of the ellipses are used correctly in context, 
while a third are used incorrectly. One-word ellipses are used correctly far more often 
than multiple-word ellipses. 

The development in the use of ellipses with interrogative pronouns and the 
interrogative adverb missä 'where', already used during the first period in the corpus, 
shows an obvious tendency. During the earliest periods these ellipses are used incorrectly 
relatively often, but correct use increases with age. During the last period, however, the 
percentage of correct ellipses with interrogative pronouns falls off, which is primarily 
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caused by the use of va 'what'-supplementary ellipsis which I have judged as incorrect 
(see table 20 and appendix 17). 

A mutual trend in the corpus is also that the ellipses which are acquired during the 
second other or third period are almost always used correctly. Most of the correctly used 
ellipses consist of mitä-echo questions. As question words in the correct ellipses we also 
find the question words mihin 'where to', mistä 'where from' and miksi 'why', or 
ellipses lacking question words (see table 20). 

The development of correctly used ellipses in the corpus thus shows an obvious 
tendency. The older children get, the more aware they become of the correct options for 
reduction in the language; they thus learn to use ellipsis ever more correctly. 

Bloom, Merkin & Wooten (1982) have studied the development in the use of elliptical 
wh-interrogative clauses by English-speaking children at the ages of 1.10 - 3.0. The 
follow-up of ellipsis development in Bloom, Merkin & Wootten is based on MLU 
periods, which is why the results are not directly comparable to the development in the 
Sundsvall corpus. The general paths of development can however be compared (see 
Bloom & al 1982: 1085). 

During the earliest MLU periods, the children in Bloom, Merkin & Wootten's study 
quite often use ellipses lacking an obligatory verb, e.g. questions like What that? and 
Where dog?, and the clauses are thus incorrect according to adult norms. The percentage 
of incorrect ellipses decreases among the children during the later MLU periods, i.e. the 
higher the MLU values become (Bloom, Merkin & Wootten 1982: 1088). 

Bloom, Merkin & Wootten also observed that a correct use of different elliptical 
question words develops in different ways during the MLU periods. The question words 
where, what and who are sometimes already used correctly during the first MLU period, 
and this correct use increases constantly during the later periods. A correct use of ellipsis 
with the question words why and how begins during the second MLU period, when they 
are used very often; but their use decreases during the later periods (ibid). 

As for the use of the interrogative pronoun meaning 'what* and the local interrogative 
adverbs, one can say that the results in the Sundsvall corpus and the study of B loom, 
Merkin & Wootten are similar: the correctness in use increases for every MLU period 
(see appendix 17; Bloom, Merkin & Wootten 1982: 1088). 

Upon examining the other ellipses, however, one finds that the studies show almost 
opposing tendencies. In the data of Bloom, Merkin & Wootten, ellipses with the 
interrogative pronoun who also increase in use, whereas ellipsis with the interrogative 
pronoun kuka 'who' in the Sundsvall corpus is almost non-existent during the later 
periods. In Bloom, Merkin & Wootten, ellipsis with the question word why decreases, 
while ellipsis with the question word miksi 'why' in the Sundsvall corpus increases 
constantly for every period. The question word how is very common in the study of 
Bloom, Merkin & Wootten, while ellipsis with the question word miten 'how' in the 
Sundsvall corpus is very unusual (ibid). 
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3.4.3 Question words in on-clauses 

3.4.3.1 The acquisition of question words in oif-clauses 

The denotation "ön-clauses with question words" refers to the wh-interrogative clauses 
which contain a non-adnominal question word and which have a finite form of the verb 
olla 'be, exist, have' as predicate, and clauses where the verb phrase contains the verb of 
negation ei, which is combined with ole of the verb olla. As the verb in these clauses is 
most often in the form on, the clauses are for simplicity's sake called <?H-clauses (s ee 
appendix 19). 

In table 21 we have presented the order of acquisition for question words in on-
clauses in the Sundsvall corpus. The table gives the average acquisition ages and 
intervals for the three youngest children, the number of children using each question 
word and the recording where the question word first is used. The first appearance of 
question words used by fewer children than three are given in parentheses. 

Table 21. Acquisition of question words in on-clauses in the Sundsvall corpus 

Question words 

Average acq. 
age for the 

three 
youngest 

Acq. interval for the three 
youngest, number of 
children using clause 

First time recorded 
per child Question words 

Average acq. 
age for the 

three 
youngest Interval n 

First time recorded 
per child 

Question words in on-
clauses on average 1.9 1.7 -1.10 11 

missä 'where' 1.10 1.9 - 2.0 9 
Liisa 1.9,*Sanna 1.10, Mari 2.0, 
*Eero 2.5, *Antti 2.7, Meiju 3.0, 
Mikko 3.0,*Timo 3.3, *Pekka 3.4 

mikä 'what' 
nom. sg. 

1.11 1.10 - 2.1 11 
*Sanna 1.10,*Mari 1.10, Liisa 2.1, 
*Eero 2.5,*Antti 2.7,*Meiju 2.8, 
Tuomo 2.9,*Mikko 2.10, 
*Timo 3.3,*Pekka 3.4,*Kaiia 3.8 

kuka 'who' 
nom. sg. 2.0 1.10 - 2.2 6 

*Mari 1.10, Sanna 2.0, Liisa 2.2, 
Tuomo 3.1, Meiiu 3.1, Mikko 3.5 

mitä 'what' 
part. sg./pl. 

2.2 2.0 - 2.5 10 
Liisa 2.0, Mari 2.0, Sanna 2.5, 
*Eero 2.5,*Mikko 2.10, 
Tuomo 2.11, Meiju 3.2,*Timo 3.3, 
*Pekka 3.4, Kaija 4.1 

miksi 'why' 2.10 2.10-2.11 4 
*Mikko 2.10, Meiju 2.10, 
Liisa 2.11, Eero 3.0 

minkä värinen 
'of what color'*** 3.5 2.11 - 3.10 3 Meiiu 2.11, Pekka 3.7, Kaiia 3.10 
miten 'how' 
milloin 'when' 
mitkä 'what' nom. pl. 
mihin 'where to' 
kenellä 'who' 
adess.sg. 
kumpi 'which of two' 
nom. sg. 
kukan 'whose' gen.sg. 

-

(1.11)** 
(2.9)** 
(3.0)** 
(3.1)** 

(3.2)** 

(3.7)** 
(3.8)** 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 

1 
1 

Liisa 1.11 
Eero 2.9 
Meiju 3.0 
Eero 3.1 

Meiju 3.2 

Pekka 3.7 
Eero 3.8 

N = 11 *Child's first recording. **Used by fewer than three children. ***In the forms minkä värinen 
nom. sg. and minkä väriset nom. pl. 

The earliest question word in on-clauses in the corpus is missä 'where' which starts 
being used on average at the age of 1.10 and is produced by ten of eleven children. Mikä 
'what' nom. sg. shows up approximately one month later, at the age of 1.11, and is used 
by all eleven children. Kuka 'who' nom. sg. starts being used on average at the age of 
2.0 and is produced by six children. Early on, kuka often has a meaning 'what' deviating 
from adult norms. The partitive form mitä 'what' starts being used in on-clauses on 
average at the age of 2.2 and is produced by ten children (see table 21). 
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The other question words start being used in on-clauses considerably later. Miksi 
'why' shows up on average at the age of 2.10 and is used by four children. The 
interrogative adjective minkä värinen 'of what color' starts being used by three children at 
an average age of 3.5 and occurs in the nom. sg. form minkä värinen and in the nom. pl. 
form minkä väriset. Interrogative adverbs mit en 'how', milloin 'when' and mihin 'where 
to' and the interrogative pronoun forms mitkâ 'what' nom. pl., kenellä 'who' adess. sg., 
kumpi 'which of two' nom. sg. and the analogous, non-adult form kukan 'whose' 
(instead of kenen) each are produced by one child in the corpus, miten at the age of 1.11, 
milloin at the age of 2.9, mitkä at the age of 3.0, mihin at the age of 3.1, kenellä at the 
age of 3.2, kumpi at the age of 3.7 and kukan at the age of 3.8 (see table 21). 

Frequencies for the use of question words in on-clauses in the corpus are presented 
in appendix 18. 

The earliest learned question words also have the highest frequency in the corpus. 
The most common question word in ön-clauses during all periods is most often mikä 
'what' nom. sg. Missä 'where' is used relatively often during the two earliest periods, 
but its use drops off somewhat during the later periods. Kuka 'who' nom. sg. is used 
relatively often during the two earliest periods, when the pronoun is often semantically 
faulty. During the period 2.6 - 2.11 the pronoun is not used, but it shows up again 
during the later periods, and is then used most often according to adult norms (see 
appendix 18). 

Miksi 'why' starts being used in o/z-clauses during the period 2.6-2.11, and miksi-
questions constitute 3 % of all ^«-clauses in the corpus. The other question words occur 
only a few times in cw-clauses (see appendix 18). 

3.4.3.2 Verb form in on-clauses 

The use of different forms of the verb olla 'be, exist, have' in on-clauses in the corpus is 
presented in appendix 19. 

The verb olla takes the form on in 97 % of the cw-clauses and functions most often as 
the 3 pers. sg. From the period 2.0 - 2.5 onwards on also starts being used as a plural, 
which is also common in adult speech. The standard language variant in 3 pers. pl. ovat 
doesn't occur in the corpus (see appendix 19). For example: 

C: mikä tuo on? (Me 2.9:317) what that is-3sg 'What is that?' 
C: kuka toi on? (Sa 2.0B.673) who that is-3sg 'Who is that?' 
C: mitä ne on? (Ee 2.7:207) what they is-3sg What are they?' 
C: missä minun värit on? (Me 3.0:nl) where my crayons is-3sg 'Where are my crayons?' 

The negative form ei ole occurs only a couple of times in the corpus (see appendix 
19), in the colloquial form ei oo. For example: 

C: miksi teillä ei oo paatileluja? why you-hab Neg-3sg is bathing toys 
(Me 3.2:n27) Why don't you have any bathing toys?' 

The verb is in the present tense form in approx. 97 % of the ^«-clauses. The 
imperfect form oli occurs for the first time at the age of one and is subsequently used a 
few times during the later periods. During the period 3.0 - 3.5 oli also occurs in the 
plural imperfect. Perfect and pluperfect are not used in on-clauses in the corpus (see 
appendix 19). For example: 

C : miten oli? (Li 1.11:406) how be-imperf-3sg "What happened?' 
C: mitkä oli maijoja? (Me 3.0:n5) which be-imperf-3sg berries Which ones were the berries?' 

1 pers. sg. and 2 pers. sg. both are used once (see appendix 19). For the present 
tense form of 1 pers. sg. the colloquial form oon is used: 

C: missä minä oon? (Li 2.0:443) where I be-pres-lsg Where am I?' 
C: missä sinä olit? (Me 3 .3:nl) where you be-imperf-2sg Where were you?' 
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In the following section, on-clauses with question words have been grouped 
according to the question word's word class and case form, depending on the clausal 
type and the question word's clausal position. 

3.4.3.3 Interrogative pronouns and interrogative adjectives in 
oil-clauses 

3.4.3.3.1 Different o «-clauses with interrogative pronouns 
and interrogative adjectives 

Interrogative pronouns and interrogative adjectives occur in the corpus in four different 
types of o«-clauses: in equative clauses, existential clauses, characterizing clauses and the 
oft-habitive construction. 

I consider as equative clauses those cm-clauses with an interrogative pronoun as 
complement or subject and which contain an additional nominal phrase (cf. Hakulinen & 
Karlsson 1979: 93-95, 189-94). For example: 

C: mikä tuo on? (An 2.7:087) what-compl that-subj is 'What is that?' 
C: mitä nuo on? (Li 2.9:067) what-compl those-subj is 'What are those?' 
C: mikä on kapteeni? (Me 3.11:508) what-subj is captain-compl 'Which one is the captain?' 

I view as existential clauses those on-clauses which haven't any other nominal 
phrases besides the interrogative pronoun, which contain an adverb of place as adverbial 
phrase and where the predicate always is in 3 pers. sg (cf. Groundstroem 1988b: 5-6; 
Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 95-96). For example: 

C: mikä siinä on? (Sa 1.10:228) what-subj there-advl is "What's that there?' 
C: kuka tässä on? (Ma 1.10:230) who-subj here-advl is 'Who is this here?' 
C: mitä siellä on? (Ee 2.5:356) what-subj there-advl is'What's that there?' 

As characterizing clauses (F. luonnehtiva lause) we have those o«-clauses which 
have an interrogative adjective as complement and which in addition contain a nominal 
phrase as a subject (cf. Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 189-94). For example: 

C: minkä värinen se on? what color-compl that-subj is What color is it?' 

I consider as habitive constructions those on-clauses which contain an interrogative 
pronoun or adjective and another noun where the one is a habitive adverbial (cf. 
Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 96). For example: 

In table 22 we have the order of acquisition for different on-clauses with interrogative 
pronouns and interrogative adjectives. The table gives the average acquisition ages and 
intervals for the three youngest children and the number of children using each clausal 
type. The first appearances of clausal types which are produced by fewer children than 
three are given in parentheses. 

Interrogative pronouns start being used very early in equative clauses and existential 
clauses, on average at the age of 1.11. Equative clauses are used by all eleven children in 
the corpus and existential clauses are produced by ten children. The other clausal types 
are acquired considerably later. Interrogative pronouns or interrogative adjectives start 
being used in the habitive construction on average at the age of 2.9 and the construction 
is produced by four children. Interrogative adjectives are used in characterizing clauses 
by only two children at the age of three (see table 22). 

(Pe 3.7:293) 

C: mikä sulla on? (Li 2.3:018) what-subj you-adess-hab.advl is "What do you have?' 
what color-subj you-adess-hab.advl is these-subj 
What color are these things of yours?' 
who-adess-hab.advl is it-subj 'Who has it?' 

C: minkäväriset sulla on 
tämmöset? (Me 2.11:n4) 

C: kellä on se? (Me 3.2:217) 
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Table 22. Acquisition of different on-clauses with interrogative pronouns or interrogative adjectives in the 
Sundsvall corpus  

Average acq. age Acq. interval for No. of children 
Clausal type, question words for the three the three youngest using each clause 

youngest 
Question words in on-clauses on average 1.9 1.7 - 1.10 11 
Interrog. pronouns in equative clauses 1.11 1.10 - 2.2 11 
Interrog. pronouns in existential clauses 1.11 1.10 - 2.0 10 
Interrog. pronouns or interrog. adjectives 
in the habitive construction 2.9 2.3 - 3.1 4 
Interrog. adjectives in characterizing 
clauses - (3.7, 3.10)* 2 
N = 11 *Used by fewer than three children. 

Frequencies for the different types of on-clauses with interrogative pronouns or 
interrogative adjectives in the corpus are presented in appendix 20. 

The equative clauses makes up approx. 80 % of the actual ö «-clauses during all 
periods and is thus by far the most common on-clausal type in the corpus. The 
percentage of existential clauses varies between 9 - 22 % during different periods, 
making up 16 % of the ön-clauses in the entire corpus. Interrogative pronouns or 
interrogative adjectives are used nine times in the habitive construction and interrogative 
adjectives occur twice in characterizing clauses (see appendix 20). 

The use of interrogative pronouns and interrogative adjectives in equative, existential, 
and characterizing clauses is presented below. The use of interrogative pronouns and 
interrogative adjectives in the habitive construction is presented in section 3.4.3.5. 

3.4.3.3.2 Interrogative pronouns in equative clauses 

Equative wh-interrogative clauses are considered to be those predicative clauses in the 
corpus which contain another nominal phrase besides the interrogative pronoun and 
where the interrogative pronoun is either the identification complement or subject in the 
clause. It is sometimes difficult in a Finnish equative clause to determine which of the 
two nominal phrases is complement and subject respectively. Most often it is the subject 
in the clause which is thematic and the complement which is rhematic (cf. Hakulinen & 
Karlsson 1979: 93-95, 189-94; Larjavaara 1993: 638-39). 

Equative clauses have been further divided up into two groups. Equative clauses 
where the interrogative pronoun (X) replaces an identification complement are called (1) 
Xcompl-clauses and clauses where the interrogative pronoun replaces the subject are 
called (2) Xsubj-clauses. 

(lì Xcompl-equative clauses 
In most of the equative clauses in the corpus the interrogative pronoun is the 

complement. The answer to this kind of interrogative clause contains a noun. For 
example: 

C: mikä tuo on? what-compl that-subj is What is that?' 
I: hiiriäiti. (Pe 3.6:083) 'A mouse mommy.' 

Among the Xcompl-clauses I have once again distinguished two types according to 
the structure in the subject phrase, which I call (la) a simple Xcompl-clause and (lb) a 
complex Xcompl-clause. 

(lai Simple Xcompl-equative clause 
The subject phrase in a simple Xcompl-clause consists of a demonstrative pronoun. 

For example: 

C: mikä tää on? (Sa 2.7:183) what-compl this-subj is What is this?' 
C: mitä ne on? (Ee 2.7:207) what-compl those-subj is 'What are those?' 
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A couple of times the subject phrase in a simple Xcompl-clause consists of an article-
like demonstrative pronoun se 'that (one), it* and another demonstrative pronoun, which 
gives the subject extra stress (see Larjavaara 1990: 146-47; Laury 1991: 115-16). For 
example: 

C: mitä se TOI on? (Ma 2.0A:078) what-compl it-art+that-subj is What is that?' 
C: kuka se TOI on? (Sa 2.0A:221) who-compl it-art+that-subj is What is that?' 

(Ibi Complex Xcompl-equative clause 
The subject phrase in a complex Xcompl-clause consists of an attribute construction 

which contains one or more attributes- of which the one always is a demonstrative 
pronoun- and a noun, once even a relative clause. For example: 

C: mikä tuo auto on? (Tu 2.11:228) what-compl that-attr+car-subj is What kind of car is that?' 
C: mikä tuon pojan nimi on? what-compl that-attr+boy-attr+name-subj is 

(Me 3.1:012) What is that boy's name?' 
C: mitä on tämä mikä laitetaan what-compl is this-subj+which+put+this way+in-attr 

tänne sisälle? (Mi 2.10:100) What is this which you put in here?' 

Word order in both Xcompl-clauses is most often straight, i.e. the subject comes 
before the copula (Xcompl+NPsubj+on). Timo starts at the age of four to vary word 
order through inversion. In an inverted clause he pronounces the subject phrase with 
extra emphasis, imparting a particular sense of focus. A similar variant is possible in 
adult speech as well (see Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 308-11; Sulkala & Karjalainen 
1992: 12). For example: 

C: mikä tämä on? (Ti 4.0:018) what-compl this-subj is-pred 'What is this?' 
C: mikä on TÄMÄ? (Ti 4.0:035) what-compl is-pred this-subj What is this (then)? 

Mikko uses Xcompl-clauses almost entirely with inverted word order (in 56 of 57 
cases) without any prosodie focusing on the subject. In my opinion, this is less a matter 
of word order variation than it is interference from Swedish. For example: 

mikä on tämä? (Mi 2.10:062) what-compl is-pred this-subj 'What is this?' 
mitä on nämä? (Mi 2.10:094) what-compl is-pred these-subj What are these?1 

kuka on tuo? (Mi 3.5:296) who-compl is-pred that-subj Who is that?' 

(2) Xsufrj-equative çiause 
In a few equative clauses in the corpus the question word can be interpreted as being 

the subject and the other nominal phrase as the complement. A characteristic of Xsubj-
equative clauses in the corpus is that word order is inverted, i.e. the complement phrase 
is always last in the clause (Xsubj+on+NPcompl). The complement phrase most often 
consists of a noun, once even a demonstrative pronoun and a relative clause. The core in 
the answer to this kind of interrogative clause consists of a demonstrative pronoun. For 
example: 

C: mikä on Ringo? which-subj is-pred Ringo-compl Which one is Ringo?' 
I: olisko se tämä se Ringo? (Ee 3.0:095) 'Could Ringo be this one?' 

C: kumpi oli se joka ajaa? which of two-subj was-pred that-compl+which+drive-attr 
Which (of those two) was the one driving? 

tämä. (Pe 3.9:073) This one.' 

The syntactic structure in equative clauses has an obvious connection with the 
information children want to obtain with their questions. With a simple Xcompl-equative 
clause (la) children are most often seeking the general identification of a referent. For 
example: 

C: mikä tuo on? what-compl that-subj is 'What is that?' 
I: se on semmonen ruohonleikkuri. (Tu 2.9:031) 'It's one of those lawn mowers.' 
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C: mikä tuo on? 
I: --- se on virtahepo. (An 2.11:342) 

what-compl that-subj is 'What is that?' 
'It's a hippopotamus.' 

Just once a simple Xcompl-clause refers to possession. The interrogative pronoun 
kuka 'who' is in an analogous, non-adult genitive form kukan instead of adult kenen 
'whose': 

With a complex Xcompl-equative clause (lb) the child asks for further information 
about the actual referent. Many clauses in this group may be interpreted as characterizing 
clauses, since children are asking for an object's classification. There is no clear-cut 
difference between equative and characterizing clauses in such cases (see Hakulinen & 
Karlsson 1979: 192-94). For example: 

C: mikä tuo auto on? what-compl that-attr+car-subj is 'What kind of car is that?' 
I: se on semmonen pikkunen kippiauto. 'It's one of those small dump trucks.' 

(Tu 2.11:225) 
C: mikä sen nimi on? what-compl its+name-attr-subj is What is he called? 

taksimies. (Pe 3.7:095) A taxi driver.' 

Xsubj-equative clauses (2) are most often geared to specifying one referent among 
several similar referents, and the interrogative pronoun then has the meaning 'which' or 
'which of two'. For example: 

C: mikä on kapteeni? what-subj is captain-compl 'Which one is the captain?' 
I: — oisko se tämä? (Me 3.11:508) 'Can it be this one?' 

C: kumpi on? — which of two-subj is "Which (of those two) is it? 
tämä. (Pe 3.7:141) This one.' 

Most of the equative clauses with question words in the corpus are connected with 
the children's immediate, physical environment or with a fictitious setting in a children's 
book. Kaija sometimes wonders about the meanings of Finnish words, since in the 
sampling sessions words are used which she doesn't know. She asks metalinguistic 
questions in order to make sure she understands them. To accomplish this she uses all 
the above-mentioned types of equative clauses. For example: 

C: mitä se on? what-compl it-subj is What is it? 
kalkkuna. Kalkkuna.' 

I: mitä? What?' 
C: mitä kalkkuna on? what-compl turkey-subj is "What is kalkkuna? 
I: se on näitten lintujen nimi. (Ka 4.1:045) 'It's the name of these birds.' 

C: mutta mikä on virtahepol but what-subj is hippopotamus-compl 
(Ka 3.10:146) 'But what is virtahepo?' 

In the acquisition of the different equative clauses with interrogative pronouns in the 
corpus one can discern a certain line of development. The order of acquisition for the 
above-mentioned types of questions is presented in table 23. The table gives the average 
acquisition age for each clausal type, the question word in each clausal type, favorite 
word order in the clause and the information elicited by each type of question. The table 
gives the average acquisition ages and intervals for the three youngest children and the 
number of children using each type of questions. The first appearances of question types 
used by fewer than three children are given in parentheses. The table applies only to 
syntactically correct uses of interrogative pronouns. 

C: kukan tuo on? 
instead of: kenen tuo on? 
I: tämä on varmaan sun äidin kynä. 

who-gen-compl that-subj is 'Whose is that?' 

'I'm sure it's y our mommy's pen.' 
(Ee 3.8:374) 
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Table 23. Acquisition of different equative clauses with interrogative pronouns in the Sundsvall corpus 
Average age of Acquisition 

Clausal type, Information acq. for the three interval for the No. of children 
word orda, question words being elicited youngest three youngest using clause 
Xcompl-clause on average 1.11 1.10 - 2.2 11 
Simple Xcompl-cl. 
Xcompl+Dem.pr.-subj +on Identification 1.11 1.10 - 2.2 11 
mikä 'what' nom. sg. 2.0 1.10 - 2.2 11 
kuka 'who' nom. sg. 2.0 1.10 - 2.3 6 
mitä 'what' part. sg. 2.6 2.2 - 2.10 7 
mitä 'what' part. pi. 2.9 2.7 - 2.10 7 
kukan 'who' gen. sg. - (3.8)* 1 
Complex Xcompl- cl. Further 
Xcompl+Noun- subj+on information 2.9 2.5-2.11 5 
mikä 'what' nom. sg. 2.9 2.5-2.11 5 
mitä 'what' part. pi. - (2.10)* 1 
mitä 'what' part. sg. - (4.1)* 1 
Xsubj-clause 
Xsubj+on+NPcompl Specification 3.2 3.0 - 3.7 4 
mikä 'what' nom. sg. 3.7 3.0-3.11 3 
mitkä 'what' nom. pl. - (3.0)* 1 
kumpi 'which of two' 
nom. sg. - (3.7)* 1 
N = 11 *Used by fewer than three children. 

The earliest equative clause type with interrogative pronouns in the corpus is the 
simple Xcompl-clause, which shows up early on, on average at the age of 1.11, and is 
used by all eleven children in the corpus. The use of the two other equative clausal types 
begins considerably later and they are produced by fewer children. The complex 
Xcompl-clause starts being used on average at the age of 2.9, and is produced by five 
children. The Xsubj-clause starts being used first at an average age of 3.2 and is 
produced by four children (see table 23). 

The earliest interrogative pronoun forms in equative clauses are mikä 'what' nom. sg. 
and kuka 'who' nom. sg.; both start being used in simple Xcompl-clauses on average at 
the age of 2.0. Mikä occurs in simple Xcompl-clauses among all eleven children, and 
kuka with six children. In complex Xpred-clauses mikä 'what' nom. sg. starts being 
used at the age of 2.9 and is produced by five children (see table 23). For example: 

C: mikä toi on? (Sa 1.10:172) what-nom.sg-compl that-subj is 'What is that?' 
C: kuka tää on? (Ma 1.10:217) who-nom.sg-compl this-subj is 'What is this?1 

C: mikä tämä vene on? (Ee 2.5:246) what-nom.sg-compl this+boat-subj is 
What kind of boat is this?' 

C: mikä tuo auto on? (Tu 2.11:230) what-nom.sg-compl that+car-subj is 'What kind of car is that?' 

In Xsubj-clauses mikä 'what' nom. sg. starts being used on average at the age of 3.7 
and is produced by three children (see table 23). For example: 

C: mikä on Ringo? (Ee 3.0:095) what-nom.sg-subj is Ringo-compl 'Which one is Ringo?' 
C: mikä on kapteeni? (Me 3.11:508) what-nom.sg-subj is captain-compl "Which one is the captain?' 

The partitive form mitä 'what' is used correctly in equative clauses by seven children 
in the corpus. In the singular function mitä starts being used in simple Xcompl-clauses at 
an average age of 2.6 (see table 23). Then the partitive form denotes referents which in 
Finnish are understood as non-count and whose designations are most often in the 
partitive- even in a declarative clause. In the corpus the form mitä refers to the 
identification of colors, foodstuffs and fluids. The answer to these questions contains a 
noun in partitive form. For example: 

C: mitä se on? what-part.sg-compl it-subj is 'What is it? 
punasta. (Ma 2.2:102) Red.' 
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C: mitä toi on? what-part.sg-compl that-subj is What is that?' 
I: se on sitä as tianpesu vettä. (Sa 2.5:109) 'It's dishwater.' 

C: mitä tää on? what-part.sg-compl this-subj is 'What is this?' 
I: se on semmosta rinkeliä. (Ee 2.11:462) 'They're twist buns.' 

In complex Xcompl-clauses the partitive sg. form is used by only one child (see table 
23) and the form refers to a linguistic concept: 

C: mitä kalkkuna on? what-compl turkey- subj is "What is kalkkunaT 
I: se on näitten lintujen nimi. (Ka 4.1:045) 'It's the name of these birds.' 

In the plural function, the partitive form mitä 'what' starts being used in simple 
Xcompl-clauses on average at the age of 2.9 and is also used in complex Xcompl-clauses 
by one child (see table 23). The plural function is made clear even by the subject phrase, 
which is in the plural. For example: 

C: mitä nuo on? (Li 2.9:067) what-part.pl-compI those-subj is 'What are those?' 
C: mitä nämä vaatteet on? what-part.pl-compl these+clothes-compl is 

(Mi 2.10:123) What kind of clothes are these?' 

The analogous, incorrect form kukan, which stands for the adult form kenen 'who' 
gen. sg., is used in simple Xcompl-clauses by one child at the age of 3.8 (see table 23). 
Despite the faulty morphotaxis the form is used in a syntactically correct manner: 

C: kukan tuo on? (Ee 3.8:374) who-gen.sg-compl that-subj is 'Whose is that?' 
instead of: kenen tuo on? who-gen.sg-compl that-subj is 

mitkä 'what' nom. pl. and kumpi 'which of two' nom. sg. are both used in Xsubj-
clauses by one child (see table 23). For example: 

C: mitkä oli maijoja? (Me 3.0:n5) which-nom.pl-subj was berries-compl 
Which ones were berries?' 

C: kumpi on? (Pe 3.7:141) which of two-nom.sg-subj is Which (of those two) is it?' 

The frequency distribution of different equative clauses with interrogative pronouns 
in the corpus is presented in appendix 21. 

The simple Xcompl-equative clause is the most common equative clause type during 
all periods in the corpus. TTie use of the complex Xcompl-clause begins during the period 
2.0 - 2.5 and the Xsubj-equative clause during the period 3.0 - 3.5. Complex Xcompl-
and Xsubj-equative clauses are however relatively rare, constituting only 7 % of all 
equative clauses in the corpus (see appendix 21). 

The frequency distribution of different question words and the use of an adverbial 
phrase in equative clauses in the corpus is presented in appendix 22. 

The most common question word in equative clauses during all periods in the corpus 
is mikä 'what' nom. sg., which is used in 70 % of the equative clauses. Kuka 'who' 
nom. sg. is used relatively often during the two first periods but is missing during the 
period 2.6 - 2.11, only to surface once again during the two final periods. The partitive 
form mitä 'what1 starts being used during the period 2.0 - 2.5 and is thereafter used 
relatively often. The other question words are used a few times during the last two 
periods (see appendix 22). 

Most of the equative clauses with interrogative pronouns lack adverbial phrases. The 
use of an adverbial phrase begins during the period 2.0 - 2.5 (see appendix 22). As 
adverbial phrase we find a deictic adverb of place or an adverb of time. For example: 

C: mikä tämä täällä on? (Ee 2.5:183) what this here-advl is 'What is this here?' 
C: kuka tuo on sitten? (Me 3.7:289) who that is then-advl 'Who's there then?' 

Mikko also uses a Swedish adverb of time då in equative clause (cf. section 3.4.2.2). 
For example: 
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C : mitä on nämä då? (Mi 2.10:186) what is these then-advl "What are these then?' 
C: mikä on tämä auto då? (Mi 2.10:219) what is this car then-advl 'What kind of car is this then?' 

The different case forms of the interrogative pronouns are for the most part used correctly 
in equative clauses. A certain hesitation in the choice between the case forms of the 
pronoun mikä 'what' was noted for a few of the children, however. The development in 
the syntactic use of the mikä case forms in equative clauses is presented below. The 
semantic differentiation between the various interrogative pronouns is presented in 
section 3.4.6. 

In adult speech, the different case forms of the pronoun mikä 'what, which' are used 
in equative clauses for different syntactic and semantic reasons. The nominative sg. form 
mikä refers solely to a countable referent in adult speech. The partitive form mitä refers in 
the singular to a non-count referent, e.g. to referents whose designations usually are 
called material words. In the plural function in adult speech the partitive form mitä 
meaning 'what' and the nominative form mitkä meaning 'which' are used (cf. 
Groundstroem 1988b: 101, 104; Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 195-96; Karlsson 1979: 
100). 

The nominative form mikä and the partitive form mitä are used in equative clauses in 
the Sundsvall corpus most often in accordance with adult norms. A few children, 
however, exhibit a degree of uncertainty in the choice between the two forms, 
particularly at the age of two when the partitive form mitä first appears. This confusion is 
most often transitory, however, and disappears among most of the children at the age of 
three. The development in the correctness and use of mikä and mitä by different children 
in the corpus during ages 1 - 2 and 3 - 4 respectively is presented in appendices 23 and 
24. 

The form mikä is used in the singular most often in accordance with adult norms, 
meaning 'what, which' nom. sg. However, with five children, Liisa, Mari, Eero, Pekka 
and Kaija, the form mitä has at times a nominative meaning as well. The nominative 
meaning is made clear by the context, when children with the form mitä ask for referents 
which cannot be understood as uncountable. The interlocutor then answers the question 
with a noun in nominative form (see appendix 23). For example: 

C: mitä se toi on? what-part.sg it that is 'What is that?' 
S: possu. (Ma 2.0A:078) pig-nom.sg 'A pig.' 

C: mitä tuo on? what-part.sg that is 'What is that? 
mitä se on? what-part.sg it is What is it?' 

I: — siellä on maitoauto. (Ee 3.8 i :  119) there is milk truck-nom.sg 'That is a milk truck.' 

C: mitä tuo on? what-part.sg that is What is that?' 
S: vaaka. (Pe 3.4:122) scale-nom.sg 'A scale.' 

C: mitä tämä on? what-part.sg this is 'What is this?' 
T: se on vaan viila. (Ka 3.8:311) it is only file-nom.sg 'It's only a file.' 

With Liisa and Mari, the mix-up occurs only at the age of two, while Eero, Pekka 
and Kaija at the age of three still hesitate when choosing between the two forms. The 
misusage is however very sporadic among all five children; even they express nominative 
content most often with the form mikä (see appendix 23). 

On the other hand, one child, Mikko, doesn't seem to be able to distinguish between 
the nominative and partitive forms in the singular. He, too, occasionally uses the form 
mikä in a nominative function (1) but most often it is the form mitä which carries 
nominative content (2). Mikko also asks about material words with the form mitä (3); 
here the choice of case turns out to be the right one (see appendix 23). For example: 

(l) 
C: mikä on tämä? what-nom.sg is this 'What is this?' 
I: se on kurpitsa. (Mi 2.10:062) it is pumpkin-nom.sg 'It' s a pumpkin.' 
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(2) 
C: mitä on tämä? 
instead of: mikä tämä on? 
I: leopardi. (Mi 2.10:142) 
(3) 
C: mitä on tämä? 
I: se on lihaa. (Mi 2.10:051) 

what-part.sg is this ' What is thi s?' 
what-nom.sg this is 
leopard-nom.sg 'A leopard.' 

what-part.sg is this 'What is this?' 
it is meat-part.sg 'It's meat.' 

With Mikko the forms mikä and mitä thus seem to be in free variation; he is the only 
child in the corpus who shows an obvious preference for the form mitä as opposed to 
mikä. This situation continues throughout the language follow-up; no differentiation 
between the two forms takes place before the final language sample at the age of 3.5. 

As for non-count referents in the physical environment, the children's questions in 
the Sundsvall corpus most often follow adult norms in using the form mitä. In a few 
cases, however, the children use the nominative form mikä for referents whose 
designations in adult speech are most often in the partitive form. I haven't judged these as 
faulty since the referents can also be understood as countable, particularly when the 
children ask for pictures of referents in books. For example: 

C: hei mikä tää on? itr what-nom.sg this is 'Hey, wha t's this?' 
I: se on semmosta viljaa. it is one of those grain-part.sg 

(Ma 2.7:087) 'It's one of those kinds of grain.' 

C: mikä tämä on? what-nom.sg this is 'W hat is this?' 
I: se on teippiä. (Li 3.1:187) it is tape-part.sg 'It's tape.' 

C: mikä tää on? what-nom.sg this is 'W hat is this?' 
I: se on semmosta suojamuovia. it is that kind of plastic wrapping-part.sg 

(Ee 2.11:153) 'It's that kind of plastic wrapping.' 

C: mikä on tämä? what-nom.sg this is 'W hat is this?' 
I: tämä oli juustoa. (Mi 2.10:063) this was cheese-part.sg "This is cheese.' 

C: mikä tuo on? what-nom.sg that is 'What is that?' 
T se on laastaria. (Pe 3.6:284) it is bandage-partsg 'It's a bandage.' 

The plural content in equative clauses is also expressed in the corpus most often in 
accordance with adult norms, i.e. with the partitive form mitä. With a few of the 
children, however, confusion arises here as well between the forms mikä and mitä (see 
appendix 24). 

A few times, when children ask for pictures in books, the whole interrogative clause 
is in the singular despite the question referring to a number of referents in a picture. In 
cases like these I find it impossible to judge whether a pronoun form is correct or not, as 
children can construe the many referents in the picture as being a whole. For example: 

C: mikä se on? — what-nom.sg it is 'What is it?' 
I: ne on kuule kananmunia. (Sa 1.10:234) they is you know egg-part.pl 'It's egg you know.' 

C: mikä tuo on? what-nom.sg that is 'What is that?' 
M: ne on tulenlieskoja. (An 3.8:286) they is flames-part.pl 'It's flames.' 

On the other hand, I have judged the use of the form mikä as being faulty in those 
cases when the other nominal phrase in equative clauses is in the plural. This misusage is 
produced by four children in the corpus. For example: 

C: mikä on nämä då? (Mi 2.10:157) what-nom.sg these-nom.pl then 'What are these then?' 
instead of: mitä nämä ovat? what-part.pl these-nom.pl are 

C: mikä nää on? what-nom.sg these-nom.pl is 'What are these?' 
instead of: mitä nämä ovat? what-part.pl these-nom.pl are 
I: ne on omenoita kaikki. (Ma 2.9:019) 'All of them are apples.' 
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C: mikä ne on? what-nom.sg they-nom.pl is What are they?' 
instead of: mitä ne ovat? what-part.pl they-nom.pl are 'What are they?' 
I: siinä on savupiiput. (Ee 3.3:358) 'It's chimneys.' 

C: mikä ne on? what-nom.sg they-nom.pl is What are they?' 
instead of: mitä ne ovat? what-part.pl they-nom.pl are 
I: nämä on tuota niin kalkkunoita. (Ka 4.1:042) 'It's - let's see - turkeys.' 

Here, too, the misusage is sporadic. With Mikko the singular form mikä occurs in the 
plural function a couple of times along with the plural form mitä at ages two and three. 
Mari at the age of two expresses plural content only with the incorrect form mikä , but 
doesn't use equative clauses with plural content in her later language samples. Kaija 
produces at the age of four a corresponding example of misusage, while examples of 
correct case usage are lacking (see appendix 24). 

Meiju uses once at the age of 3.0 a faulty form mikä in nominative plural function, 
but shows at the same time a command of the correct form mitkä : 

C: mikä oli marjoja? (Me 3.0:n6) what-nom.sg was berries-part.pl 'Which one were berries?' 
instead of: mitkä olivat marjoja? what-nom.pl were berries-part.pl 
C: mitkä oli marjoja? (Me 3.0:n5) what-nom.pl was berries-part.pl "Which ones were berries?' 

At the age of three, only one child, Eero, still uses an incorrect plural form somewhat 
more often than a correct form (see appendix 24). 

In equative clauses an equivalent confusion of case forms belonging to the 
interrogative pronoun mikä 'what' is also evinced by a few of the children in the Oulu 
corpus. However, the mix-up in the Oulu corpus is only produced by children at the age 
of two, after which the misusage disappears (Kangassalo 1980: 74-76). 

In the Sundsvall corpus, misusage of case forms still occurs at the age of three with 
five children. With four of these the misusage is only sporadic, while one of the children 
uses faulty case forms at the age of three relatively often. The sorting out of the different 
case forms thus seems to take a little longer for the children in the Sundsvall corpus than 
for the monolingual children in the Oulu corpus. Whether or not this delay is caused by 
influences from Swedish- where no such case differences exist- is impossible to 
determine. 

3.4.3.3.3 Interrogative pronouns in existential clauses 

We consider as existential on-clauses with interrogative pronouns those cw-clauses in the 
corpus which don't contain any other nominal phrases besides the interrogative pronoun, 
clauses which have an adverb of place as an adverbial phrase, and where the verb olla is 
always in 3 pers. sg. The interrogative pronoun is in the subject slot in existential clauses 
(cf. Groundstroem 1988b: 5-6; Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 95-96). For example: 

C: mikä siinä on? (Sa 1.10:228) what-subj there-advl is-3sg-pred'What's that there?' 
C: kuka tässä on? (Ma 1.10:230) who-subj here-advl is-3sg-pred "Who is here?' 
C: mitä siellä on? (Ee 2.5:356) what-subj there-advl is-3sg-pred What's that there?' 

Clauses which may also be interpreted as intransitive are called existential clauses in 
the corpus, as the difference between the different clausal types is not exactly crystal 
clear. For example: 

C: mikä oli puun vieressä? what-subj was-3sg-pred tree+next to-advl 
(Me 3.0:n3) What was next to the tree?' 

The order of acquisition in the Sundsvall corpus for interrogative pronouns in 
existential on-clauses is presented in table 24. The table gives the average acquisition 
ages and intervals for the three youngest children as well as the number of children using 
each clause. 
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Table 24, Acquisition of interrogative pronouns in existential on-clauses in the Sundsvall corpus 
Average acquisition age Acquisition interval for Number of children 

Question words for the three youngest the three youngest using clause 
Interr. pron. in existent. 
on-clauses on average 1.11 

o
 

CS o
 10 

mikä 'what' nom. sg. 2.1 1.10 - 2.5 9 
mitä 'what' part. sg./pl. 2.2 2.0 - 2.5 7 
kuka 'who' nom. sg. 2.4 1.10-3.1 4 
N = 11 

The earliest question word in existential 077-clauses with interrogative pronouns in the 
corpus is mikä 'what' nom. sg., which starts being used on average at the age of 2.1 and 
is used by nine of eleven children. The partitive form mitä 'what' starts being used 
approximately one month later, at the age of 2.2, and is produced by seven children. 
Kuka 'who' nom. sg. shows up on average at the age of 2.4 and is used by four children 
(see table 24). 

The frequency distribution of interrogative pronouns in existential on-clauses in the 
corpus is presented in appendix 25. 

The most common interrogative pronoun in on-existential clauses is mikä 'what' 
nom. sg., which already occurs during the first period. We also find kuka 'who' nom. 
sg. being used a few times during the two first periods; it is missing during the period 
2.6 - 2.11 but shows up again in the period 3.0 - 3.5. The partitive form mitä 'what' 
starts being used during the second period and occurs relatively often up to the period 3.0 
- 3.5. The use of both kuka and mitä diminishes however during the last period (see 
appendix 25). For example: 

C: mikä siellä on? (Ee 2.5:353) what-nom.sg there is "What's that there?' 
C : mitä täällä on? (Ee 2.9:142) what-part.sg here is 'What is this here?' 
C: kuka tuossa on? (Tu 3.1:011) who-nom.sg there is "Who's there?' 

The use of different adverbial phrase structures in existential on-clauses with 
interrogative pronouns is presented in appendix 25. 

The adverbial phrase most often consists of a deictic adverb of place (see appendix 
25). For example: 

C: kuka tässä on? (Li 2.2:033) who here-advl is 'Who is here?' 
C: mikäs täällä on? (Sa 2.4:119) what+encl here-advl is 'What's here then?' 
C : mitä tossa on? (Ma 3.7:311) what there-advl is What's that there?' 

At the age of three, adverbial phrases are used a few times consisting of a deictic 
adverb of place and some other adverb of place or noun (see appendix 25). For example: 

C: mitä täällä sisällä on? what here+in-advl is'What's in here?' 
(Ee 3.0:039) 

C: kuka tuo lla kaapissa on? who there+closet-iness-advl is Who's there in the closet?' 
(Me 3.1:331) 

Additional adverbial phrases are used a few times at the age of three (see appendix 
25). For example: 

C: mitäs nyt tässä on oikein? what now-advl here is exactly-advl 
(Sa 3.3:066) What exactly is this?' 

C: mikä tossa sitten on? (Pe 3.6:273) what there-advl then-advl is What's that there then?' 

The question word subject in existential on-clauses is combined a couple of times 
with the demonstrative pronoun se 'that (one), it' by one child. An equivalent use of se 
combined with the subject in different clausal types also occurs in adult speech. A. 
Hakulinen (1975: 27) calls this extra se a pragmatic particle and Vilkuna (1989: 145) 
characterizes it as a second position se, used as a positional marker with the task of 
bringing the subject into focus. For example: 
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C: mitä se täällä on? (Ma 2.0A: 127) what-part+it-nom.sg-prt here is What is this thing here?' 
C: mitä se täällä on? (Ma 2.0B:384) what-part+it-nom.sg-prt here is What is this thing here?' 

The predicate in existential on-clauses with interrogative pronouns is most often 
clause-final in the corpus (see the above examples). Liisa and Sanna already vary word 
order at the age of two by occasionally placing the adverbial phrase last in the clause, 
thereby giving it extra focus. For example: 

C : mikä tääl lä oli? (Li 2.1:139) what here-advl was-pred What was this here?' 
C: mitä on TÄSSÄ? (Li 2.0:230) what is-pred here-advl What's this here?' 
C: mitä siellä on? (Sa 2.6:381) what there-advl is-pred What's that there?' 
C: mitä on TOSSA? (Sa 2.6:153) what is-pred theie-advl What's that there?' 

Mikko keeps to inverted word order in existential clauses as well (cf. section 
3.4.3.3.1), which I judge as interference from Swedish. For example: 

C: mitä on tuolla? (Mi 3.3:441) what is-pred there-advl What's that there?' 

The correctness in the use of the different case forms of interrogative pronouns in 
existential on-clauses is more difficult to judge than in equative clauses. In equative 
clauses, inaccuracies in case usage are often revealed syntactically, through a lack of 
agreement between the interrogative pronoun and the other nominal phrase in the clause. 
Observations concerning the correctness in case usage in existential clauses, on the other 
hand, can only be made in contextual terms, the point of departure most often being the 
interlocutor's answer to the child's question. 

The forms mikä 'what' nom. sg. and kuka 'who' nom. sg. in existential clauses in 
the corpus apparently most often refer to a single referent, in accordance with adult 
norms. For example: 

C: mikä tuolla on? what-nom.sg there is What's that there?' 
I: roskakori. (Ee 2.5:375) 'A wastebasket.' 

C: kuka tuossa on? who-nom.sg there is Who's there?' 
I: tämä on tyttö. (Tu 3.1:028) 'This is a girl.' 

However, Mari at the age of 1.10 asks about several referents using a &«£a-question 
- getting the sense wrong as well. For example: 

C: kuka tässä on? who-nom.sg here is What is this here?' 
instead of: mitä tässä on? what-part.pl here is 'What is this here?' 
I: — ne on semmosia timanttisormuksia. 'It's some of those diamond rings.' 

(Ma 1.10:230) 

Eero at the age of three seems to still designate several referents with the nominative 
sg. form mikä 'what'. For example: 

C: mikä tässä nyt on? what-nom.sg here now is "Now what is this here then?' 
instead of: mitä tässä nyt on? what-part.pl here now is 
I: siinä oli ne kääpiöt vielä. (Ee 3.5:186) 'It is those dwarves again.' 

Both Mari and Eero are also uncertain when using the singular and plural forms of 
interrogative pronouns in equative clauses (see section 3.4.3.3.1); it may well be a 
similar case of confusion. 

In the use of the partitive form mitä 'what' in existential clauses the correctness can 
hardly be determined contextually, as mitä is here used as a general, indefinite question 
word whose referent can be understood in a number of different ways. With the 
interlocutor's (or child's own) answer as a point of departure I have been able to discern 
four different referential categories for mitä in existential on-clauses in the corpus. The 
answers to the children's existential mitä-questions consist of (1) a general 
characterization of the actual field of reference, (2) a designation for a single referent, (3) 
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a designation for several individual referents or (4) a designation for a material word as 
the referent; the use of the form mitä in all these references is correct according to adult 
norms. For example: 

(1) 
C: mitä siellä on? what-part.sg there is What's that there?' 
I: siellä ne katselee tähtiä. (Ee 2.9:086) 'There they are looking at stars.' 

C: mitä siellä on? what-part.sg there is What's that there?' 
I: nuo on puutarhahommissa. (Ee 2.9:309) 'They're busy garde ning.' 
(2) 
C: mitä siellä on? what-part.sg there is What's that there?' 
I: onko siellä yks piparkakku? (Sa 2.6:381) 'Is there a gingerbread cookie there?' 

C: mitä on tuolla? what-part.sg is there What's that there?' 
I: se on varmaan norsu. (Mi 3.3:548) 'It's probably an elephant.' 
(3) 
C: mitä on tossa? what-part.pl is there What's that there? 

— kaksi pientä. (Sa 2.6:153) Two small (children).' 

C: mitä tuolla on? what-part.pl there is'What's that there?' 
I: likavaatteita. (Me 3.2:n22) 'Dirty linen.' 
(4) 
C: mitä täällä sisällä on? what-part.sg in here is 'What's in here?' 
I: siellä on suklaata. (Ee 3.0:047) 'There is chocolate there.' 

C: mitä on tuolla? what-part.sg is there What's that there?' 
I: se on semmosta vaahtoa. (Mi 3.3:548) 'It's that foam stuff.' 

3.4.3.3.4 Interrogative adjectives in characterizing clauses 

As characterizing clauses (F. luonnehtiva lause) in the corpus we have those on-clauses 
with an interrogative adjective as a complement and which contain an additional nominal 
phrase as subject (cf. Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 189-94). Interrogative adjectives 
occur in characterizing clauses only with two children in the corpus, at ages 3.7 and 3.10 
(see table 22). The interrogative adjective in question is minkä värinen 'of what color*. 

Characterizing clauses are used by Pekka and Kaija. Pekka constructs the 
interrogative adjective correctly with the derivation -nen, while Kaija lacks the adjectival 
derivation and the case ending in the question word: 

C: minkä värinen se on? what color+adj.drv-nom.sg-compl it-subj is What color is it?' 
I: ruskea. (Pe 3.7:293) 'Brown.' 

C: minkä väri tuo on? what color-compl that-subj is What color is that?' 
instead of: minkä värinen/väristä tuo on? which what c olor+adj.drv-nom/part.sg-compi that is 
I: —oranssia. (Ka 3.10:162) 'Orange.' 
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3.4.3.4 Interrogative adverbs in on-clauses 

3.4.3.4.1 missä 'where1 in on-clauses 

The local interrogative adverb missä 'where' is the earliest question word in on-clauses in 
the Sundsvall corpus and starts being used at an average age of 1.10, approximately one 
month earlier than on-clauses with interrogative pronouns. Missä is used in on-clauses 
by only nine children, however, while ow-clauses with interrogative pronouns are used 
by all eleven children in the corpus (see table 21). 

Missä 'where' occurs in the corpus in three different types of on-clauses, in 
intransitive clauses, existential clauses and the habitive construction (for a definition see 
below). The average acquisition age and the acquisition interval for the three youngest 
children as well as the number of children using each clausal type is presented in table 
25. The first appearance of the clausal type produced by fewer children than three is 
given in parentheses. 

Table 25. Acquisition of different on-clauses with missä 'where' in the Sundsvall corpus 

Clausal type 
Average acquisition age 
for the three youngest 

Acquisition interval for 
the three youngest 

Number of children 
using clause 

missä 'where' in on-
clauses on average 1.10 1.9 - 2.0 9 
in intransitive clauses 1.10 1.9 - 2.0 9 
in existential clauses 2.1 1.9 - 2.6 8 
in the habitive constr. - (2.9)* 1 
N = 11 *Used by fewer than three children. 

Missä 'where' first starts being used in intransitive clauses, on average at the age of 
1.10; the intransitive use is produced by nine of eleven children in the corpus. In 
existential clauses missä starts being used three months later, on average at the age of 
2.1, and is produced by eight children. In the habitive construction missä is used by only 
one child in the corpus, at the age of 2.9 (see table 25). 

Frequencies for different on-clauses with missä 'where' in the corpus are presented 
in appendix 26. 

Intransitive missä-clauses are used during all periods and constitute 72 % of all on-
clauses with missä in the corpus. We also find existential missä on-clauses being used in 
all periods, although to a somewhat lesser degree. Missä occurs in the habitive 
construction only once in the corpus (see appendix 26). The intransitive and existential 
missä-clauses are presented below. The habitive construction is presented in section 
3.4.3.5. 

The use of different subject phrase structures and the use of an extra adverbial phrase in 
intransitive and existential missä on-clauses in the corpus is presented in appendix 27. 

A characteristic of the subject in an intransitive missä-clmso in the corpus is that it is 
definite. The subject slot is most often occupied by a noun or a demonstrative pronoun 
and a few times by a personal pronoun. Noun subjects are sometimes qualified by the 
pronoun se 'it' in article function (see appendix 27; Larjavaara 1990: 146-47; Laury 
1991: 115-16). For example: 

missä kisu on? (Li 2.3:154) 
missä mummu on? (An 2.7:334) 
missä minä oon? (Li 2.0:443) 
missä se on? (Li 2.7:003) 
missä ne on? (Ee 3.1:271) 
missä se myyrä on? (Ma 2.0B:110) 
missä se tyttö oli? (Li 2.9:012) 

where cat-subj is 'Where is the cat?' 
where grandmother-subj is 'Where is grandmother?' 
where I-subj am Where am I?' 
where it-subj is 'Where is it?' 
where they-subj is 'Where are they?' 
where it-art+mole-subj is 'Where is the mole?' 
where it-art+ girl-subj was Where is the girl?' 

From the period 2.0 - 2.5 onwards attribute constructions containing an adjective or a 
genitive attribute and a noun are used a few times (see appendix 27). For example: 
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C: missä iso pulla on? (An 2.7:403) where big-attr+bun-subj is Where is the big bun?' 
C: missä hyppivä hiiri on? where jumping-attr+mouse-subj is 

(Ee 2.10:096) Where is the jumping mouse?' 
C: missä mun auto on? (Li 2.5:205) where my-attr+car-subj is Where is my car?' 

A movement of the subject phrase to the right has taken place a couple of times, 
something that also occurs in adult speech (Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 307-8). For 
example: 

C: missä se on se kisu? (Li 1.9:286) where it-subj is it-art+cat-subj Where is the cat?' 

The predicate in an intransitive missä-clmse concords with the subject (cf. Hakulinen 
& Karlsson 1979: 93). For example: 

C: missä sinä olit? (Me 3.3:nl) where you were-2sg Where were you?' 

Word order in an intransitive missä-clmse in the corpus is most often straight, i.e. 
the predicate is in the clause-final slot. However, already at the age of two we find Liisa 
and Mari varying word order by placing the subject last in the clause, which gives the 
subject phrase an extra focus. The varying of word order is possible in adult speech as 
well (cf. Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 93). For example: 

C: missä mun auto on? (Li 2.5:205) where my+car-subj is-pred Where is my car?' 
C: missä on mun LUSIKKA? where is-pred my+spoon-subj Where is my spoon?' 

(Li 2.1:295) 
C: missä se poro on? (Ma 2.0B:343) where the+reindeer-subj is-pred Where is the reindeer?' 
C: missä on KARKIT? (Ma 2.2:364) where is-pred candy-subj 'Where is the candy?' 

Here, too, Mikko only uses intransitive ram-a-clauses with inverted word order (cf. 
sections 3.4.3.3.1 and 3.4.3.3.2), which I see as yet another indication of Swedish 
interference. By intransitive I mean those of Mikko's missä-clauses where the subject 
consists of a demonstrative pronoun or a noun which is qualified by se 'that (one), it' 
functioning as an article. For example: 

C: missä on se? (Mi 3.5:564) where is-pred it-subj 'Where is it?' 
C: missä on se tikku? (Mi 3.3:021) where is-pred it-art+stick-subj Where is the stick?' 

Characteristic of Finnish existential clauses is that the predicate always is in 3 pers. sg., 
word order is inverted and the subject is indefinite (Groundstroem 1988b: 5-6; Hakulinen 
& Karlsson 1979: 95). The missä-clauses in the Sundsvall corpus judged by me to be 
existential have the above-mentioned properties. The predicate is in 3 pers. sg. and word 
order is always inverted, i.e. the subject is clause-final, thus becoming rhematized, and 
can be understood as indefinite. For example: 

missä on kisuliini? (Li 2.3:148) where is-3sg-pred kitty cat-subj Where is there a kitty cat?' 
missä on nalle? (Sa 2.6:470) where is-3sg-pred teddy-subj Where is there a teddy?' 
missä on toinen auto? where is-3sg-pred other+car-subj Where is there another car?' 
(Ee 3.3:119) 

The subject in an existential m/^ä-clause is most often a noun. The subject is never 
just a demonstrative pronoun, however. As attributes in the subject phrase in an 
existential missä-clause we most often find indefinite pronouns or pronominal adjectives. 
Once, the subject is qualified by an article-like demonstrative pronoun, but the 
indefiniteness of t he subject is then expressed by the partitive form (see appendix 27). 
For example: 

C: missä on papukaija? (Ma 3.7:270) where is parrot-subj 'Where is there a parrot?' 
C: missä on toinen? (Li 2.3:176) where is another-subj 'Where is there another one?' 
C: missä on toinen semmonen? where is another-attr+kind of-subj 

(Ee 3.3:239) Where is there another one of these?' 
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C: mlssä on semmonen paperi sitte? where is kind of-attr+paper-subj then 
(Pe 3.9:102) Where is there some more of this paper then?' 

C: mutta missä on niitä lapsia? but where is they-art+childien-part.pl-subj 
(Pe 3.4:294) 'But where are there children?' 

During all periods, an extra adverbial phrase occasionally occurs in both intransitive 
and existential missä-clauses (see appendix 27). This adverbial phrase is most often made 
up of an adverb. Nominal phrases are produced as adverbial phrases by one three-year-
old. For example: 

C: missä silmä on sitten? (Li 1.9:020) where eye is then-advl Where is the eye then?' 
C: missä se täällä on? (Ma 2.0B:241) where this-advl is Where is it here?' 
C : missä on tässä pieni kissa? where is here-advl little cat 'Where is there a little cat here?' 

(Li 1.9:187) 
C : missä on vielä kiijaa? (Pe 3.9:228) where is more-advl book Where are there more books?' 
C: missä oli puun vieressä? where was tree+next to-advl Where next to the tree was it?' 

(Me 3.0:n4) 

3.4.3.4.2 miksi fwhyf in on-clauses 

The question word miksi 'why* occu rs in five different types of on-clauses in the 
Sundsvall corpus, in the habitive construction, intransitive clauses, existential clauses, 
the puhki-construction and characterizing clauses (cf. Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 93-
98). 

The acquisition of miksi 'why' in the different clausal types in the corpus is presented 
in table 26. The table gives the average acquisition ages and intervals for the three 
youngest children as well as the number of children using each clause. The first 
appearances of clausal types used by fewer than three children are given in parentheses. 

Table 26. Acquisition of different on-clauses with miksi 'why' in the Sundsvall corpus 
Average acquisition age Acquisition interval for Number of children 

Clausal type for the three youngest the three youngest using clause 
miksi 'why' in on-
clauses on average 2.11 2.10 - 3.0 4 
in the habitive constr. 3.3 2.10 - 3.11 3 
in intransitive clauses - (2.10)* 1 
in existential clauses - (3.0)* 1 
in the pwMi-construct. - (3.0)* 1 
in characterizing clauses - (3.8)* 1 
N = 11 *Used by fewer than three children. 

Miksi 'why' shows up relatively late in on-clauses in the corpus, on average at the 
age of 2.11. The earliest on-clausal type with miksi is the habitive construction, which 
starts being used on average at the age of 3.3. The construction is produced by three of 
the eleven children. The other clausal types are produced by only one child in the corpus. 
Intransitive clauses are used at the age of 2.10, existential clauses and the puhki-
construction at the age of 3.0 and characterizing clauses at age 3.8 (see table 26). 

Frequencies for different on-clauses with miksi 'why' in the corpus are presented in 
appendix 28. 

The habitive construction is the most common clausal type among cw-clauses with 
miksi. It starts being used during the period 2.6-2.11. The other clausal types occur 
only a few times in the corpus and start being used during the period 2.6 - 2.11 or later 
(see appendix 28). We take a closer look at the habitive construction in section 3.4.3.5. 
The use of the other clausal types is presented below. 

Intransitive on-clmses with miksi are produced by Mikko at the age of 2.10. We also 
find Mikko using an inverted word order in miksi-clauses (cf. sections 3.4.3.3.1, 
3.4.3.3.2 and 3.4.3.4.1). For example: 
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C: miksi on se kannun sisällä? why is it-subj pot+in 'Why is it in the pot?' 
(Mi 2.10:304) 

In the other clausal types miksi is produced only by Eero. He uses existential miksi-
clauses at ages 3.0 and 3.5. For example: 

C: miksi on pimeetä? (Ee 3.0:300) why is dark-subj Why is it dark?' 
C: miksi on kaks tommosta? why is two+kind of-subj Why are there two of those?' 

(Ee 3.5:089) 

A /?wM/-construction is a predicative clause where the complement (also called the 
predicative-adverbial) is an adverb, most often an adverb of state like auki 'open', halki 
'in two', kiinni 'closed', puhki '(straight) through', rikki 'broken' (Hakulinen & 
Karlsson 1979: 98). At the age of 3.0 Eero constructs mifoz'-questions which contain 
puhki-constmctions. For example: 

C: miksi ne on loppu? (Ee 3.0:226) why they-subj is finished-compl 'Why are they finished?' 

At the age of 3.8 Eero uses a miksi-clause which can be called a characterizing 
clause, as it contains an adjectival classification complement (see Hakulinen & Karlsson 
1979: 192-98): 

C: miksi ne on niin vanhoja? why they-subj is so old-compl Why are they so old?' 
(Ee 3.8:207) 

A shift to the right by the subject phrase takes place in two miksi ö«-clauses, 
something that is also common in adult speech (see Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 307-8): 

C: miksi on ne sisällä nuo laivat? why is they-subj inside those+boats-subj 
(Mi 2.10:087) Why are those boats inside?' 

C: miksi ne on loppu ne kasetit? why they-subj is finished they+cassettes-subj 
(Ee 3.0:229) Why are the cassettes finished?' 

3.4.3.4.3 Other interrogative adverbs in 0ii-clauses 

Other interrogative adverbs in cw-clauses in the Sundsvall corpus include the adverbs 
miten 'how', milloin 'when' and mihin 'where to'. The acquisition of these three is 
presented in table 21. They are each used by only a few children in the corpus, which is 
why no average age of acquisition can be given for them. 

Miten 'how' is already used in o«-clauses by one child at the age of 1.11, milloin 
'when' by one child at the age of 2.9 and mihin 'where to' by one child at the age of 3.1 
(see table 21). 

Frequencies for miten, milloin and mihin in on-clauses are presented in appendix 18. 
Again, the question words are used only a few times in the corpus, mihin twice and 
miten and milloin once only. 

Miten 'how' occurs in an on-clause with Liisa at the age of 1.11. The clause contains 
only the question word and complement, and the verb olla is used to mean 'happen', 
which is not in accordance with adult norms: 

C: kato kissalle käy. 'Look (what's) happening to the cat. 
miten oli? what was What happened?' 

I: miten kissalle kävi? (Li 1.11:406) 'What happened to the cat?' 

Eero uses at age 2.9 the question word milloin 'when' in an on-clause, which from 
the context can be interpreted as an incomplete puhki-construction (Hakulinen & 
Karlsson 1979: 98): 
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C: se on loppu. 'That (tape) is finished.' 
I: — ihan kohta. ei oo enää pitkä aika. 'Any second now. There isn't much time left.' 
C: millon se on? (Ee 2.9:461) when it is 'When is it that?' 

At the age of 3.1 Eero uses on-clauses with the question word mihin 'where to' and 
the verb then carries the meaning 'belong to'. A similar use is also possible in adult 
speech. However, Eero seems a little unsure as to the correctness of t he question word 
mihin and intensifies his mihin-questions with mis sä 'where'-questions: 

C: mihin tää on? where 
missä tää on? — 
mihin tää on? where 
missä? 

I: onko se tuonne? kuuluuko tänne? 
(Ee 3.1:274-81) 

to this is 'Where does this belong? 
Where is this? 

to this is Where does this belong? 
Where?' 

'Is it supposed to go there? Does it belong here?' 

3.4.3.5 Question words in the habitive construction 

In this section are presented all wh-interrogative clauses in the Sundsvall corpus 
containing the habitive construction with the verb olla 'have' as predicate. Habitive 
constructions with a different verb are covered in section 3.4.4.3.1.3. 

The habitive construction in Finnish contains two nominal phrases, of which the one 
is subject and the other a habitive adverbial. The habitive adverbial can be in the adessive, 
allative or ablative. The predicate in the habitive construction is always in 3 pers. sg. 
(Groundstroem 1988a: 171-77; Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 93, 96-97). Both 
interrogative pronouns, interrogative adjectives and interrogative adverbs are used in the 
Sundsvall corpus in the habitive construction, and these question words occur in the 
habitive construction as subject, habitive adverbial or some other adverbial. 

The acquisition of question words in the habitive construction in the Sundsvall 
corpus is presented in table 27. The table gives the average acquisition ages and intervals 
for the three youngest children as well as the number of children using each question 
word. The first appearances of clausal types used by fewer than three children are given 
in parentheses. 

Table 27. Acquisition of question words in the habitive construction with on in the Sundsvall corpus 
Clausal type, question Average acquisition age Acquisition interval for Number of children 
words for the three youngest the three youngest using clause 
Habitive construction on 
average 2.9 2.3 - 3.1 5 
Question words as 
subject 2.9 2.3 - 3.1 4 
mikä 'what' nom. sg. - (2.3, 3.4)* 2 
mitä 'what' part, sg./pl. - (2.9)* 1 
minkäväriset 
'of what color' nom. pl. - (2.11)* 1 
kuka 'who' nom. sg. - (3.1)* 1 
Question words as 
habitive adverbial 
kenellä 'who' adess. sg. - (3.2)* 1 
Question words as 
other advl 3.2 2.9-3.11 3 
miksi 'wh y1 in 
affirmative hab. constr. 3.3 2.10-3.11 3 
missä 'where' - (2.9)* 1 
miksi 'why' in negative 
hab. constr. - (3.2)* 1 
N = 11 *Used by fewer than three children. 
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The question words start being used in the habitive construction on average at the age 
of 2.9, and the construction is produced by five of eleven children in the corpus (see 
table 27). 

Interrogative pronouns or interrogative adjectives start being used as subjects in the 
habitive construction at the age of 2.9 on average, and in all are used as subjects by four 
children. Mikä 'what* nom. sg. is used by two children at ages 2.3 and 3.4 and mitä 
'what' part. sg./pl. by one child at the age of 2.9. Minkä väriset 'of what color' nom. pl. 
is produced as a subject by one child at the age of 2.11 and kuka 'who1 nom. sg. by one 
child at the age of 3.1 (see table 27). 

As a habitive adverbial the interrogative pronoun kuka 'who' is used in the adessive 
form kenellä. Interrogative pronouns as habitive adverbials are produced by only one 
child in the corpus, at the age of 3.2 (see table 27). 

Miksi 'why' and missä 'where' are used as interrogative adverbs in the habitive 
construction. Miksi occurs both in affirmative and negative habitive constructions. In the 
affirmative habitive construction miksi starts being used on average at the age of 3.3, by 
three children. In the negative habitive construction miksi is produced by only one child, 
from the age of 3.2 onwards. Missä is used in the habitive construction by only one 
child, at the age of 2.9 (see table 27). 

The frequency distribution of question words in the habitive construction is presented 
in appendix 29. 

The habitive construction is used once during the period 2.Ò - 2.5. During the later 
periods its use increases somewhat. The construction is most often used during periods 
2.6 - 2.11 and 3.0 - 3.5 (see appendix 29). 

Interrogative pronouns and interrogative adjectives are occasionally used as subjects 
in the habitive construction. This usage first appears during the period 2.0 - 2.5 (see 
appendix 29). For example: 

C: mikä sulla on? (Li 2.3:018) what-nom.sg-subj you-adess-hab.advl is What do you have?' 
C: mitä siila on? (Li 2.9:117) what-part.sg-subj that-adess-hab.advl is What does he have?' 

Kuka 'who* is used once as a subject in the habitive construction, although with an 
incorrect meaning: 

C: kuka sinulla on? who-nom.sg-subj you-adess-hab.advl is 'What do you have?' 
I: minulla on kiija. (Tu 3.1:nl) 'I have a book.' 

The adjectival interrogative form minkä väriset 'of what color' nom. pl. is used once 
as a subject in the habitive construction. The subject phrase has moved to the right 
(Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 307-8): 

C: minkä väriset sulla on tämmöset? what color-nom.pl-subj you-adess-hab.advl is these-subj 
(Me 2.11 :n4) What color are these things of yours?' 

Clauses with interrogative pronouns as habitive adverbials show up only two times in 
the corpus (see appendix 29). The interrogative pronoun takes here the standard Finnish 
form kenellä and a spoken language form kellä 'who' adess. sg.: 

C: kenellä on? (Me 3.2:180) who-adess.sg-hab.advl is Who has (the card)?' 
C: kellä on se? (Me 3.2:217) who-adess.sg-hab.advl is it-subj 'Who has it?' 

Miksi 'why' is used eight times and is thus the most common question word in the 
habitive construction. The affirmative habitive construction with miksi start being used 
during the period 2.6 - 2.11 and occur six times. The negative habitive construction are 
used twice, for the first time in the period 3.0 - 3.5 (see appendix 29). For example: 

C: miksi teillä on kynttilä? why you-adess-hab.advl is candle-subj 
(Me 2.10:n3) Why do you have a candle?' 

C: miksi teillä ei oo paatileluja? why you-adess-hab.advl Neg+is bathing toys-subj 
(Me 3.2:n27) Why don't you have any bathing toys?' 
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Missä 'where' occurs in the habitive construction only once in the corpus (see 
appendix 29): 

C : missä siila on pimppa? (Li 2.9:106) where it-adess-hab.advl is rear end-subj Where is her rear end?' 

The use of different habitive adverbial and subject phrase structures, as well as the 
use of an extra adverbial phrase in the habitive construction, is presented in appendix 30. 

The habitive adverbial in the corpus is always in the adessive. Other pronouns and 
nouns besides interrogative pronouns occur as habitive adverbials as well. A nominal 
habitive adverbial is sometimes qualified by an article-like demonstrative pronoun se 'that 
(one), it' (Larjavaara 1990: 146-47; Laury 1991: 115-16) (see appendix 30). For 
example: 

C: miksi sulla on? (Li 2.11:267) 
C: mitä siila mammalia on? 

(Li 2.9:115) 

why you-adess-hab.advl is Why do you have (a bandage)?' 
what-subj it-adess-attr+mommy-adess. sg-hab .advl is 
'What does mommy have then?' 

Other subjects in the habitive construction apart from question words include nouns, 
demonstrative pronouns and pronominal adjectives. Nouns as subjects are sometimes 
qualified by an attribute. An extra adverbial phrase occurs once in the habitive 
construction (see appendix 30): 

C: miksi niillä ei oo mittää jalkoja? why they-adess-hab.advl Neg+is any-attr legs-subj 
(Me 3.11:025) 

C: miksi sulla on tämä? (Me 3.3:332) 
C: miksi niillä on tommonenkin? 

(Ee 3.11:069) 
C: miksi sulla on laastari tässä? 

(Me 3.3:330) 

'Why don't they have any legs?' 
why you-adess-hab.advl is this-subj 'Why do you have this?' 
why they-adess-hab.advl is that kind of+prt-subj 
Why do they have one of those, too?' 
why you-hab.advl is bandage here-advl 
Why do you have a bandage here?' 
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3.4.4 Question words in V-clauses 

3.4.4.1 The acquisition of question words in V-clauses 

The denotation "V-clauses with question words" refers to those wh-interrogative clauses 
in the study which contain a non-adnominal question word and a different verb than olla 
'be, exist, have' as predicate. For example: 

C: mitä se tekee? (Ee 2.9:266) what that do What's it doing?' 
C: mitä pitää laittaa sinne? what should-Aux+put-inf there'What should we put in there?' 

(Mi 2.10:312) 
C: miksi se ei leiki? (Me 3.2:n28) why it Neg+play-stem'Why doesn't she play?' 

The order of acquisition for question words in V-clauses in the Sundsvall corpus is 
presented in table 28. The table gives the average acquisition age, the acquisition interval 
among the three youngest children and the number of children using each question word 
as well as the recording where the question word occurs for the first time with the child 
in question. The first appearances of question words which are produced by fewer 
children than three are given in parentheses. 

Table 28. Acquisition of question words in V-clauses in the Sundsvall corpus 

Question words 
Average acq. 
age for the 

three 
youngest 

Acq. interval for the 
three youngest, 

number of children 
using clause 

First time recorded per child Question words 
Average acq. 
age for the 

three 
youngest Interval n 

First time recorded per child 

Question words in 
V-clauses on average 1.10 1.9 - 2 .0 11 

mihin 'where to' 2.2 2.0 - 2.5 7 
Mari 2.0, Liisa 2.2,*Eero 2.5, Meiju 2.10, 
Mikko 3.0, Pekka 3.9, Timo 4.0 

missä 'where' 2.3 1.9 - 3.0 6 
Liisa 1.9, Mari 2.0, Eero 3.0, Mikko 3.3, 
*Pekka 3.4, Meiju 3.11 

mitä 'what' 
part, sg./pl. 

2.4 2.0 - 2.7 11 
Liisa 2.0, *Eero 2.5,*Tuomo 2.7, Mari 
2.8, Antti 2.9, Meiju 2.9,*Mikko 2.10, 
Pekka 3.6, Sanna 3.7, Timo 3.8,*Kaija 3.8 

kuka 'who' nom. sg. 2.4 1.10-3.1 5 
*Mari 1.10, Sanna 2.0, Tuomo 3.1, 
Meiju 3.1, Mikko 3.5 

miksi 'why' 2.6 2.3 - 2.8 9 
Liisa 2.3, Mari 2.8,*Meiju 2.8, 
*Mikko 2.10, Eero 2.11, Tuomo 2.11 
*Pekka 3.4, Timo 3.10, Kaiia 3.10 

miten 'how' 2.6 2.3 - 2.8 8 
Liisa 2.3, Mari 2.8,*Meiju 2.8, Eero 2.9, 
Sanna 2.11, Mikko 3.3, Timo 3.3, 
*Kaiia 3.8 

mikä 'what* nom.sg. 2.6 2.5 - 2.9 7 
Sanna 2.5,*Eero 2.5, Meiju 2.9, Liisa 2.9, 
*Mikko 2.10, Tuomo 2.11, Timo 3.6 

mista 'where from' 2.8 2.5 - 2.10 4 *Eero 2.5, Liisa 2.9, Meiju 2.10,*Timo 
3.3 

milloin 'when' 3.1 2.9 - 3.7 3 Eero 2.9,*Mikko 2.10, Pekka 3.7 
minka, mikän 'what' 
acc. 1 sg. 
mikä 'what' acc.2 sg. 
miten pain 'how' 
kenelle 'who' all. sg. 
kenelta 'who' abl.sg. 
ketka 'who' nom. pl. 

-

(2.5, 3.6)** 
(2.5)** 
(2.10)** 
(2.10)** 
(3.1)** 
(3.1)** 

2 

1 
1 
1 
1 

*Eero 2.5, Timo 3.6 
*Eero 2.5 
Meiju 2.10 
Meiju 2.10 
Meiju 3.1 
Meiju 3.1 

N = 11 *Child's first recording. **Used by fewer than three children. 

The earliest question word in V-clauses in the corpus is mihin 'where to', which is 
acquired on average at the age of 2.2, and is produced by seven of eleven children. The 
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question word missä 'where' is acquired at an average age of 2.3 and is produced by six 
children in the corpus. The acquisition interval for missä is quite extensive, however, 1.9 
- 3.0 (see table 28). 

The partitive form mitä 'what' starts being used in V-clauses at the age of 2.4 on 
average and is used by all eleven children in the corpus. We also find kuka 'who' starting 
to be used at an average age of 2.4; it is produced by five children. The acquisition 
interval for kuka is also sizable, 1.10-3.1 (see table 28). 

The use of miksi 'why', miten 'how1 and mikä 'what' nom. sg. in V-clauses begins 
at the same time in the corpus, on average at the age of 2.6. Miksi is produced by nine 
children, miten by eight children and mikä nom. sg. by seven children (see table 28). 

Mistä 'where from' shows up in V-clauses at an average age of 2.8, i.e. 
approximately half a year later than the other local question words, and is used by four 
children. Milloin 'when' starts being used on average at the age of 3.1 and is produced 
by three children (see table 28). 

Other question words occur in V-clauses only with one or two children, which is 
why no average age of acquisition can be calculated for them. 

The longer accusative form of the pronoun mikän 'what', in adult speech minkä, 
starts being used by two children. Eero uses an analogous but faulty form mikän at the 
age of 2.5, and Timo comes up with an adult form minkä at the age of 3.6. Eero also 
uses the shorter accusative form mikä at age 2.5 (see table 28). 

Meiju uses at the age of 2.10 the question word miten päin 'how'. We also find 
kenelle 'who' all. sg., keneltä 'who' abl. sg. and ketkä 'who' nom. pl., all three 
inflected forms of the interrogative pronoun kuka 'who', being produced by Meiju only, 
at ages 2.10 and 3.1 (see table 28). 

The frequency distribution of different question words in V-clauses in the corpus is 
presented in appendix 31. 

The use of kuka 'who' nom. sg. and missä 'where' in V-clauses already begins in 
the corpus during the period 1.7 - 1.11. Mihin 'where to', mistä 'where from', miten 
'how', miksi 'why', mikä 'what' nom./acc. sg., mitä 'what' part. sg. and mikän 'what' 
acc. 1 sg. start being used during the period 2.0 - 2.5 (see appendix 31). 

The use of milloin 'when' and miten päin 'how' and kenelle 'who' all. sg. begins 
during the period 2.6 - 2.11, and keneltä 'who' abl. sg., ketkä 'who' nom. sg. and 
minkä 'what' acc. 1 sg. start being used during periods 3.0 - 3.5 and 3.6 - 4.1 (see 
appendix 31). 

The most common question words in the corpus' V-clauses are mitä 'what' part, sg 
(25 % of a ll V-clauses), miksi 'why' (18 %), mihin 'where to' (15 %) and mikä 'what' 
nom. sg. and miten 'how' (10 %). Milloin 'when', kuka 'who' nom. sg., missä 'where' 
and mistä 'where from' are used less frequently, and the other question words occur only 
a few times in the corpus (see appendix 31). 

3.4.4.2 Different V-clauses with question words 

V-clauses with question words have been divided in the study into three main groups 
according to verb structure: (1) simple V-clauses, (2) Aux+V-clauses and (3) Neg+V-
clauses. 

The verb phrase in a simple V-clause (1) consists of a finite verb but contains no verb 
chains. On the other hand, simple V-clauses include clauses where the finite verb is in the 
perfect or pluperfect. For example: 

C: mitä se tekee? (Ee 2.9:266) what it do-pres What is he doing?' 
C: kuka tämän on piirtäny? who this is+drawn-perf 'Who has drawn this?' 

(Me 3.3:n2) 
C: miks se tonne oli menny? why it there was+gone-plupft 'Why had it gone there?' 

(Me 3.3:392) 

The verb phrase in an Aux+V-clause (2) contains an auxiliary combined with an 
infinitive complement. For example: 
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C: miten mä vo in kaatua näin? how I can-Aux+fall-inf like this 'How can I fall like this?' 
(Ti 3.3:062) 

The verb phrase in a Neg+V-clause (3) contains the verb of negation ei which is most 
often combined with a second verb, either a verb stem or an auxiliary and an infinitive 
complement For example: 

C: miksi se ei leiki? (Me 3.2:n28) why it Neg+play-stem 'Why doesn't she play?' 
C: miksi ei voi laittaa kiinni? why Neg+can-Aux+close-inf shut'Why can't it shut?' 

(Ee 3.0:352) 

The order of acquisition for the different V- clausal types with question words in the 
Sundsvall corpus is presented in table 29. The table gives the average acquisition ages 
and intervals for the three youngest children and the number of children using each 
clausal type. 

Table 29. Acquisition of different V-clauses with question words in the Sundsvall corpus 
Average acquisition age Acquisition interval Number of children 

Clausal type for the three youngest for the three youngest using clause 
Question words i V-
clauses on average 1.10 1.9 - 2.0 11 
Simple V-clause 1.11 1.10 - 2.0 11 
Aux+V-clause 2.11 2.10-2.11 6 
Neg+V-clause 3.0 2.11 -3.2 7 
N = 11 

Simple V-clauses with question words start being used very early on, at an average 
age of 1.10, and the simple V-clauses are used by all eleven children in the corpus. 
Aux+V-clauses with question words are acquired much later, on average at the age of 
2.11, and are produced by six children in the corpus. The use of Neg+V-clauses with 
question words begins on average at the age of 3.0; they are produced by seven children 
(see table 29). 

The frequency distribution of the different V-clausal types with question words in the 
corpus is presented in appendix 32. 

During the two first periods, question words are only used in simple V-clauses, and 
simple V-clauses also predominate during the later periods. Aux+V-clauses with question 
words are used a few times during the period 2.6 - 2.11, and their use increases 
constantly during the last two periods. In Neg+V-clauses, question words are used once 
during the period 2.6-2.11; this use increases during the period 3.0 - 3.5 but diminishes 
somewhat during the last period (see appendix 32). 

V-clauses with question words have in the following section been grouped according 
to verb structure, i.e. simple V-clause, Aux+V-clause or Neg+V-clause, according to the 
question word's word class, i.e. an interrogative pronoun or an interrogative adverb, and 
according to the question word's clausal position, i.e. subject, object or adverbial. The 
examination is also carried out in accordance with Hakulinen & Karlsson's typology of 
clausal types in Finnish (see Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 93-100). 
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3.4.4.3 Question words in simple V-clauses 

3.4.4.3.1 Interrogative pronouns in simple V-clauses 

Interrogative pronouns are used in simple V-clauses in the Sundsvall corpus as (1) 
subject, (2) object and (3) habitive adverbial. For example: 

(l) 
C : mikä nyt tullee? (Tu 2.11:482) what-subj now come-pred 'What's coming now?' 
(2) 
C: mita se tekee? (Ee 2.9:266) what-obj it do-pred What's it doing?' 
(3) 
C: kelle tämä kuuluu? (Me 2.10:n5) who-all-hab.advl this belong-pred "Whose is this?' 

Table 30 shows an overview of the acquisition of interrogative pronouns as subject, 
object and habitive adverbial in simple V-clauses in the corpus. The table gives the 
average acquisition ages and intervals for the three youngest children and the number of 
children using each clausal type. The first appearances of clausal types used by fewer 
than three children are given in parentheses. 

Table 30. Acquisition of interrogative pronouns as subject, object and habitive adverbial in simple V-
clauses in the Sundsvall corpus  

Average acquisition age Acquisition interval Number of children 
Clausal type for the three youngest for the three youngest using clause 
Interrog. pron. in simple 
V-clauses on average 1.11 1.10 - 2.0 11 
As subject 2.1 1.10 - 2.5 9 
As object 2.4 2.0 - 2.7 10 
As habitive adverbial - (2.10)* 1 
N = 11 *Used by fewer than three children. 

Interrogative pronouns start being used very early on in simple V-clauses, on average 
at the age of 1.11, and simple V-clauses with interrogative pronouns are produced by all 
eleven children in the corpus. The use of interrogative pronouns as the subject in simple 
V-clauses begins on average at the age of 2.1, and these types of questions are used by 
nine children in the corpus. Interrogative pronouns start being used as the object three 
months later, on average at the age of 2.4, and interrogative pronoun objects are 
produced by t en children. Interrogative pronouns as habitive adverbials in simple V-
clauses are produced by only one child, from the age of 2.10 onwards (see table 30). 

The frequency distribution of interrogative pronouns as different clausal elements in 
simple V-clauses is presented in appendix 33. 

Interrogative pronouns are already produced as subjects a few times by one-year-
olds, but aren't used in any other clausal positions at that age. The use of interrogative 
pronouns as subjects doesn't increase proportionally during the later periods, however; 
from the age of two onwards, clauses with interrogative pronouns as objects are used 
most, despite their later start. Interrogative pronouns are used as habitive adverbials only 
twice in the corpus (see appendix 33). 

3.4.4.3.1.1 Interrogative pronouns as subject in simple V-
clauses 

Among simple V-clauses with interrogative pronouns as subject one can further 
distinguish between clausal types acquired at different ages and used to varying degrees. 
Interrogative pronouns occur as subjects in (1) intransitive clauses, (2) transitive clauses, 
(3) experiential clauses and (4) the resultative construction (cf. Hakulinen & Karlsson 
1979: 98-99). 
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The acquisition of interrogative pronouns in the above-mentioned clausal types is 
presented in table 31. The table gives the average acquisition ages and intervals for the 
three youngest children and the number of children using each clausal type. The first 
appearances of clausal types produced by fewer children than three are given in 
parentheses. 

Table 31. Acquisition of interrogative pronoun subjects in simple V-clauses in the Sundsvall corpus 
Clausal type, question 
words  

Average acquisition age 
for the three youngest 

Acquisition interval 
for the three youngest 

Number of children 
using clause 

Interr. pron. as subject 
on average  2.1 1.10 - 2.5 
Intransitive clauses 
Transitive clauses 
Resultative constr. 
Experiential clauses 

2.1 
2.4 

1.10 - 2.5 
1.10 - 2.9 

(3.8, 3.10)* 
(2.9)* 

kuka 'who' nom. sg. 
mika 'what' nom. sg. 
mita 'what' part, sg./pl. 
ketka 'who' nom, pl. 

2.4 
2.6 
2.9 

1.10-3.1 
2.5 - 2.9 
2.9 - 2.9 

(3.1)* 
N = 11 *Used by fewer than three children. 

Interrogative pronouns start being used as the subject in simple V-clauses first in 
intransitive clauses, on average at the age of 2.1; these clauses are produced by six 
children during the course of the study (see table 31). For example: 

C: kuka menee kiljan päälle? who-subj go book+on Who's going on the book?' 
(Ma2.0B:138) 

C: mikä täältä tulee? (Ee 2.5:293) what-subj from here come What's coming here?' 
C: mitä tuolta putoo? (Ma 2.9:184) what-subj from there fall What's falling down there?' 

As subjects in transitive clauses we find that the interrogative pronouns start being 
used approximately three months later, at the age of 2.4; these clauses are used by eight 
children (see table 31). For example: 

C: kuka soittaa viulua? (Ma 1.10:263) who-subj play violin 'Who's play ing violin?' 
C: mikä soittaa hassusti? (Sa 2.5:380) what-subj play funny 'W hat's playing so funny? ' 

The resultative construction in Finnish contains two nominal phrases and expresses a 
change in the first nominal phrase. The latter nominal phrase expresses the final result of 
the change. The resultative construction has the verb tulla 'become' as a predicate- which 
doesn't agree with the subject (Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 98; Siro 1964: 54). 

In an interrogative resultative construction the interrogative pronoun replaces the 
subject-complement phrase. The construction is used in the Sundsvall corpus by two 
children, at the ages of 3.8 and 3.10 (see table 31). Timo constructs a correct Finnish 
resultative construction, while Tuomo's clause is strongly influenced by Swedish. 

C: mikä tulee tästä? (Ti 3.10:086) what-subj become this-elat What is this going to be?' 
C: mikä se tämä blevi? what-subj+it this-nom blev What did this turn out to be?' 
instead of: mikä tästä tuli? what-subj this-elat became 

(Tu 3.8:244) 

Meiju uses from the age of 2.9 onwards a phrase-like question which according to 
Hakulinen & Karlsson's terminology can be called an experiential clause (F. kokija-
lause), since it expresses a psychic state (see Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 99; see table 
31). For example: 

C: mitä sulle kuuluu? (Me 2.9:264) what-subj you-adess-advl hear'How are you feeling?' 
C: mitä kuuluu? (Me 3.3:215) what-subj hear 'How are you feeling?' 
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On average, the earliest question word occupying the subject slot in simple V-clauses 
in the corpus is kuka 'who' nom. sg., which starts being used at the age of 2.4 and is 
used by five of eleven children (see table 31). It is interesting that the pronoun kuka in 
simple V-clauses is most often used in its adult sense, 'who', even the earliest 
occurrences. For example, Mari already uses the pronoun kuka at the age of one; she 
always uses kuka in V-clauses to refer to personified entities, while the pronoun in her 
on-clauses at the same age can refer to both non-personified entities, inanimate objects 
and people. For example: 

C: kuka meni ulos? who-nom.sg-subj went out Who went out?' 
I: isi ja Sanna meni ulos. (Ma 1.10:061) Daddy and Sanna went out.' 

C: kuka täällä ajelee laivalla? who-nom.sg-subj here travel boat-adess 
Who's taking a trip in the boat here?' 

I: pikkunen hiirulainen siinä ajelee. — 'A little mouse is taking a trip there. 
se on kapteenina. (Ma 1.10:144) It's the captain.' 

The use of mikä 'what' nom. sg. as subject in simple V-clauses begins a couple of 
months later than kuka 'who', on average at the age of 2.6, and is produced by eight 
children in the corpus. The partitive form mitä 'what' part. sg./pl. starts being used on 
average at the age of 2.9, and by f ive children. One child uses the nominative pi. form 
ketkä 'who' at the age of 3.1 (see table 31). For example: 

mikä siellä asuu? (Ee 2.5:094) what-nom.sg-subj there Uve What lives there?1  

mitä siellä tapahtuu? (Me 2.9:108) what-part.sg-subj there happen What's happening there?' 
ketkä ne syö kaloja? (Me 3.1:n7) who-nom.pl+they-subj eat fish Which ones eat fish?' 

A few children in the corpus use a demonstrative pronoun se 'that (one), it' (plural ne 
'they, those') combined with the question word subject. According to A. Hakulinen 
(1975: 27) the pronoun is used in such cases as a pragmatic particle, and Vilkuna (1989: 
145) characterizes the pronoun as a second position se, a positional marker whose job it 
is to bring the subject into focus. For example: 

C: kuka se seisoo tossa? (Sa 2.0B:120) who+it-prt-subj stand there Who is standing there?' 
C: kuka se ratsastaa tolla? who+it-prt-subj ride that-adess 'Who is riding on that?' 

(Ma2.0B:591) 

The frequency distribution of interrogative pronouns as subject in different types of 
simple V-clauses in the corpus and the correctness of subject use are presented in 
appendix 34. 

The use of interrogative pronouns as intransitive subjects already begins during the 
first period; intransitive clauses are the biggest group of clauses with interrogative 
pronoun subjects in the corpus. As subjects in transitive clauses, interrogative pronouns 
are produced once by a one-year-old and a few times during later periods. In experiential 
clauses and in the resultative construction interrogative pronouns occur a few times, from 
periods 2.6 - 2.11 and 3.6 - 4.1 onwards respectively (see appendix 34). 

The interrogative pronoun subject in simple V-clauses most often has the form kuka 
'who' nom. sg. or mikä 'what' nom. sg. The form mitä 'what' part. sg. starts being 
used during the period 2.6 - 2.11. Ketkä 'who' nom. pl. is produced once by a three-
year-old (see appendix 34). 

The case forms of interrogative pronoun subjects are most often used correctly in 
simple V-clauses in the corpus- misusage is sporadic (see appendix 34). Faulty case 
forms are produced by Tuomo and Antti when they try to construct a phrase-like question 
Mitä tuossa lukee! 'What does it say (in the book)?'; Tuomo even uses the wrong 
interrogative pronoun: 

C : mikä tuossa lukkee? (An 3.1:263) what-nom.sg-subj there read What does that say?' 
instead of: mitä tuossa lukee? what-part.sg-subj there read 
C: kuka tuossa lukkee? (Tu 3.1:012) who-nom.sg-subj there read What does that say?' 
instead of: mitä tuossa lukee? what-part.sg-subj there read 
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Mikko and Timo use a non-idiomatic construction where the nominative form mikä 
'what' replaces the adult form millä 'what' adess. sg. and where the verb is active instead 
of passive: 

C: mikä on piirtäny tähän? 
(Mi 2.10:320) 

instead of: millä tähän on piirretty? 
C: mikä sen on piirtäny?(Ti 3.6:n3) 
instead of: millä se on piirretty? 

3.4.4.3.1.2 Interrogative 
clauses 

The partitive is the most common object case in Finnish. In negative clauses the object is 
almost always in the partitive. In affirmative clauses the partitive object is used when the 
verb expresses irresultative aspect or progressive action, either processual or generally 
applicable, or when the object refers to an indefinite part of an uncountable referent. The 
accusative object case, on the other hand, marks a resultative aspect and presupposes a 
countable referent. The accusative has several forms, arrayed in complementary 
distribution; the different forms have clearly delimited areas of application which are 
determined by the clause's morphosyntactic structure. The shorter accusative form (acc. 
2) is used for example when the predicate is in the passive, and the longer form (acc. 1) 
when the subject is in the nominative (Groundstroem 1988a: 12, 101-8; Hakulinen & 
Karlsson 1979: 182-86). 

In the Sundsvall corpus, interrogative pronouns mikä 'what' and kuka 'who' occur 
as objects in simple V-clauses. For the pronoun mikä 'what' we find both the partitive 
form mitä and both accusative forms in the singular being used, as well as the shorter 
form mikä, which lacks a case ending and thus is identical in wording to the nominative 
form, and the longer form minkä, which contains an infix -n- and is identical in wording 
to the genitive form. The partitive forms ketä and keitä of the pronoun kuka 'who' aren't 
used as objects in simple V-clauses in the corpus, but the accusative form in the singular, 
kenet, is present in the corpus (see Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 285, 287). 

Table 32 shows the acquisition of interrogative pronouns as objects in simple V-
clauses in the Sundsvall corpus. The table gives the average acquisition ages and 
intervals for the three youngest children and the number of children using each clause. 
The first appearances of clausal types produced by fewer children than three are given in 
parentheses. The table applies only to syntactically correct uses of interrogative 
pronouns. 

Table 32. Acquisition of interrogative pronouns as objects in simple V-clauses in the Sundsvall corpus 

Question words 
Average acquisition age 
for the three youngest 

Acquisition interval 
for the three youngest 

Number of children 
using clause 

Interr. pron. as object on 
average 2.4 2.0 - 2.7 10 
mitä 'what' part sg./pl. 
minkä, mikän 'what' 
acc. 1 sg. 
mikä 'what' acc. 2 sg. 

2.4 2.0 - 2.7 

(2.5, 3.6)* 
(2.5)* 

10 

2 
1 

N = 11 *Used by fewer than three children. 

The earliest form of interrogative pronoun objects in simple V-clauses in the corpus is 
the partitive form mitä 'what', which starts being used on average at the age of 2.4 and is 
produced by ten of eleven children. The longer accusative form minkä 'what' is used 
correctly by one child at the age of 3.6, and in an analogous form mikän 'what' by one 
child at the age of 2.5. The shorter accusative form mikä 'what' is correctly used by one 
child only, at the age of 2.5. No correct object form of the pronoun kuka 'who' occurs in 
the corpus (see table 32). 

what-nom.sg-subj is+drawn-act here 
What was used to draw here?' 
what-adess.sg-advl here is+drawn-pass 
what-nom.sg-subj it is+drawn-act What's it been drawn with?' 
what-adess.sg-advl it-obj is+drawn-pass 

pronouns as object in simple V-
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The frequency distribution of interrogative pronoun objects in simple V-clauses in the 
corpus and correctness of use are presented in appendix 35. 

The most common object form of interrogative pronouns in simple V-clauses in the 
corpus is the partitive form mitä 'what1. This is used a few times during the period 2.0 -
2.5 and the use increases to encompass approx. 80 % of all object forms during the later 
periods. The form mikä 'what' is used as object by seven children, in all 17 times, and 
constitutes 20 % of the occurrences of interrogative pronouns as objects, but is used 
correctly only once in the corpus. The longer accusative form minkä 'what', an 
analogous, morphotactically incorrect form mikän 'what' and a nominative-like, incorrect 
form kuka 'who' are all used as object once (see appendix 35). 

The partitive object mitä 'what' is consistently used in the corpus according to adult 
norms (see appendix 35). The verbs in clauses with partitive object express either 
irresultative or resultative aspect and the action in the clause with a partitive object is 
always progressive, i.e. it is in process, presumed to be starting or can be understood as 
generally applicable. For example: 

C: mitä nyt piirretään? what-part.sg-obj now draw-pass-progr 
"What shall we draw now? 

— yks vieläki kissa. (Li 2.7:318) Another cat.' 

C: mitä se kantaa? what-part.sg-obj it one carry-progr What's he carrying?' 
M: —kœputkiteline eiks se oo? (Ee 2.5:306) 'Isn't it a test-tube holder?' 

C: mitä Albin syö? what-partsg-obj Albin eat-progr 'What's Albin eating?' 
I: mitähän Albin syö? (Li 2.11:153) Wonder what Albin is eating.' 

C: mitä minä sanon? what-part.sg-obj I say-progr What am I saying?' 
I: Mikko vaimaan sanoo että mitäs 'Mikko is probably saying now what are they 

ne nyt touhuaa nuo naisihmiset. doing those silly women! 
(Mi 3.3:675) 

C: mitä sä värität? what-part.sg-obj you coloring-progr What are you painting?' 
I: mä teen tästä veneen. (Ti 3.8:155) 'I'm making a boat of this.' 

The verb tehdä 'do' is the most common verb with the partitive object mitä. For 
example: 

C: mitä tuo tekkee? what-part.sg-obj that do-progr What's that one doing? 
— syö lättyä. (Li 2.0:237) Eating pancakes.' 

C: mitä nyt teketään? what-part.sg-obj now do-pass-progr What shall we do now? 
— paperiin kiqottaa. (Li 2.3:165) Write on paper.' 

C : mitä sinä teket? what-part.sg-obj you do-progr 'What are you doing?' 
I: katopa kun minä yritin tehdä sienen. 'You see I tried to do a mushroom.' 

(Ee 2.11:064) 

C: mitä se Peppi teki? what-partsg-obj it Pippi did-progr What was Pippi doing?' 
I: — katopa se heittää tuolla paistinpannulla 'Look she's tossing that pancake up 

ilmaan tuon räiskäleen. (Me 2.11:078) in the air with that frying pan.' 

C: mitä siila tehään? what-part.sg-obj it-adess do-pass-progr 
What do you do with it?' 

I: huomaatko niin näitäkin voi 'You see these here can also be bent 
taivutella tällä tavalla. (Pe 3.9:108) in this way.' 

Eero uses at the age of 2.5 the analogous accusative form mikän "what1, which has 
also been observed in the Oulu corpus (Kangassalo 1980: 65). Timo constructs a correct 
accusative form minkä 'what' at the age of 3.6. The longer accusative form is used in a 
syntactico-semantically correct way by both children (see appendix 35). 

C: mikän se antaa? (Ee 2.5:257) what-accl-obj it one-nom-subj give 'What's he giving?' 
instead of: minkä hän antaa? 
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C: minkä sä haluut? (Ti 3.6:080) what-accl-obj you-nom-subj want "Which one do you want?' 

On the other hand, a nominative-like interrogative pronoun form mikä 'what' is 
almost always used incorrectly as an object, according to adult norms. In fact, mikä 
occurs only once as a correct accusative form, with Eero at the age of 2.5, who, 
however, also uses the form incorrectly in the same recording (see appendix 35). Eero's 
correct mikä object occurs in a clause whose predicate is in passive form and signifies 
resultative aspect: 

C: mikä sinne pannaan? (Ee 2.5:369) what-acc2sg-obj there put-pass "What do you put in there?' 

The form mikä is an object for a passive predicate an additional two times in the 
corpus, but despite the passive predicate the pronoun form is incorrect, as the verb 
expresses irresultative aspect and/or progressive action: 

C: mikä sillä teketään? what-acc2sg-obj it-adess do-pass-progr 
"What do you do with it?' 

instead of: mitä sillä tehdään? what-part.sg-obj it-adess do-pass-progr 
I: hammaslääkäri katsoo sillä että The dentist looks with it to see if 

onko hampaassa vikaa. (Ee 2.5:286) there is something wrong with the to oth.' 

C: mikä tällä tehdään? what-acc2sg-obj this-adess do-pass-progr 
What do you do with this?' 

instead of: mitä tällä tehdään? what-part.sg-obj this-adess do-pass-progr 
T: — sinne voi puhua ja laulaa. (Pe 3.6:236) 'You can talk and sing into it.' 

Otherwise, mikä is used as object in clauses where the predicate is in the active voice and 
the subject consists of a noun in nominative form, which isn't correct according to adult 
norms. In adult speech, the object is found in equivalent cases in the form mitä or minkä, 
depending on the aspect and nature of the referent. For example: 

C: mikä se syö? (Ee 2.5:074) what-acc2sg-obj it-nom-subj eat-act What does it eat?' 
instead of: mitä se syö? what-part.sg-obj it-nom-subj eat-act 
C: ja mikäs tuo tekkee? and what-acc2sg-obj+encl that-nom-subj do-act 

(Me 2.8:230) 'And what's that doing?' 
instead of: mitä tuo tekee? what-part.sg-obj that-nom-subj do-act 
C: mikä tekkee tuo? (Mi 3.0:026) what-acc2sg-obj do-act that-nom-subj What's that doing?' 
instead of: mitä tuo tekee? what-part.sg-obj that-nom-subj do-act 
C: mikä Antti tekkee? (An 3.1:232) what-acc2sg-obj Antti-nom-subj do-act What is Antti doing?' 
instead of: mitä Antti tekee? what-part.sg-obj Antti nom-subj do-act 
C: mikä mä väritän tällä? what-acc2sg-obj I-nom-subj color-act 

(Ti 3.8:157) What shall I paint with this?' 
instead of: minkä minä väritän tällä? what-acclsg-obj I-nom-subj color-act this-adess 
or: mitä minä väritän tällä? what-part.sg-obj I-nom-subj color-act this-adess 

Tuomo uses at the age of 3.1 the nominative sg. form kuka 'who' as an object 
instead of adult kenet 'who' acc. sg. (see appendix 35); furthermore, the pronoun has the 
meaning 'what': 

C: kuka sinä teket? (Tu 3.1:228) who-nom.sg-obj you do 'What are you doing?' 
instead of: minkä sinä teet? what-acclsg-obj you do 
or: mitä sinä teet? what-part.sg-obj you do 

Seven of eleven children in the corpus overextend the object use of the nominative
like accusative form mikä- or kuka- during the course of the study. At the age of three a 
sporadic misusage is noted with five children, but all these children also use a correct 
object form as well (see appendix 35). 

A similar misusage of the form mikä has also been observed in the Oulu corpus. The 
misusage in the Oulu corpus occurs, however, among fewer children than in the 
Sundsvall corpus and disappears at the age of three (Kangassalo 1980: 51). The 
differentiation of object forms would thus seem to arise later in the Sundsvall corpus. 
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Whether this is caused by interference from Swedish where, again, this case opposition 
doesn't exist, is impossible to say. 

3.4.4.3.1.3 Interrogative pronouns as habitive adverbial in 
simple V-clauses 

The acquisition of interrogative pronouns as habitive adverbials in simple V-clauses in 
the Sundsvall corpus is presented in table 33. The table gives the age at first occurrence 
and the number of children using each clausal type. 

Table 33. Acquisition of interrogative pronouns as habitive adverbials in simple V-clauses in the 
Sundsvall corpus  
Question words Ages at first occurrence No. of children using each clause 
kenelle 'who' all. sg. 
kenelta 'who' abl. sg. 

2.10 
3.1 

1 
1 

N = 11 

Interrogative pronouns are produced as habitive adverbials in simple V-clauses by 
only one child in the corpus, Meiju, at the age of 2.10 and 3.1. At the age of 2.10 she 
uses the colloquial form kelle 'who' adess. sg. (instead of the standard language's 
kenelle) and at the age of 3.1 the colloquial form keltä 'who' abl. sg. (instead of kenelta). 
Both the forms occur only once during the course of the study (see table 33 and appendix 
33). The case form in clauses is due to verb government and both clauses are correctly 
constructed: 

C: kelle tämä kuuluu? (Me 2.10:n5) who-all.sg-hab.advl this-subj belong 'Whose is this?' 
C: keltähän tuo on jääny? who-abl.sg-hab.advl that-subj is left 

(Me 3.1:401) Who has left that behind?' 

For habitive constructions see also section 3.4.3.5. 

3.4.4.3.2 Interrogative adverbs in simple V-clauses 

3.4.4.3.2.1 The acquisition of interrogative adverbs in 
intransitive and transitive simple V-clauses 

In the following, simple V-clauses with interrogative adverbs have been divided into 
groups according to question word and transitivity of clause. 

The acquisition of interrogative adverbs in intransitive and transitive simple V-clauses 
is presented in table 34. The table gives the average acquisition ages and intervals for the 
three youngest children and the number of children using each clause. The first 
appearances of clausal types produced by fewer children than three are given in 
parentheses. 
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Table 34. Acquisition of interrogative adverbs in intransitive and transitive simple V-clause in the 
Sundsvall corpus  

Average acq. age Acq. interval for Number of children 
Question words, clausal type for the three the three youngest using clause 

youngest 
Interrog. adverbs in simple V-clause on 
average 2.1 1.9 - 2.5 8 
- in intransitive clauses 2.1 1.9 - 2.5 8 
- in transitive clauses 2.7 2.5 - 2.8 7 
mihin 'where to' on average 2.2 2.0 - 2.5 7 
- in intransitive clauses 2.4 2.0 - 2.10 6 
- in transitive clauses 2.7 2.5 - 2.9 5 
missä 'where' on average 2.3 1.9 - 3.0 6 
- in intransitive clauses 2.3 1.9 - 3.0 6 
- in transitive clauses - - 0 
miten 'how* on average 2.6 2.3 - 2.8 6 
- in intransitive clauses 2.6 2.3 - 2.8 5 
- in transitive clauses 2.7 2.3 - 2.10 5 
miksi 'why' on average 2.6 2.3 - 2.8 6 
- in intransitive clauses 2.7 2.3 - 2.10 5 
- in transitive clauses 2.9 2.7 - 2.11 5 
mista 'where from' on average 2.8 2.5 - 2.10 3 
- in transitive clauses 2.9 2.9 - 2.10 3 
- in intransitive clauses - (2.5, 2.10>* 2 
milloin 'when' on average 3.1 2.9 - 3.7 3 
- in intransitive clauses 3.1 2.9 - 3.7 3 
- in transitive clauses - (3.3)* 1 
N = 11 *Used by fewer than three children. 

Interrogative adverbs start being used in simple V-clauses in the corpus on average at 
the age of 2.1, i.e. a couple of months later than interrogative pronouns. Interrogative 
adverbs are used in simple V-clauses by only eight children during the course of the 
study, while interrogative pronouns are produced by all children in the corpus (see table 
30 and 34). 

A general observation concerning the use of different interrogative adverbs in simple 
V-clauses is that interrogative adverbs start being used earlier in intransitive clauses than 
in transitive clauses. The use of interrogative adverbs in intransitive clauses begins on 
average at the age of 2.1, while in transitive clauses they start being used first half a year 
later, at the age of 2.7 (see table 34). 

mihin 'where to', missä 'where', miten 'how', miksi 'why' and milloin 'when' are 
all used earlier in intransitive clauses than in transitive clauses. The only exception to this 
tendency is mistä 'where from', which occurs in transitive clauses earlier than in 
intransitive clauses (see table 34). 

The number of children using the different interrogative adverbs in intransitive and 
transitive clauses also varies somewhat between clausal types. The number of children 
using mihin 'where to', missä 'where' and milloin 'when' in intransitive clauses is 
greater than the number of children using them in transitive clauses. For miten 'how' and 
miksi 'why', on the other hand, the numbers are the same for both clausal types, and 
mistä 'where from' is more often produced in transitive clauses than in intransitive 
clauses (see table 34). 

The frequency distribution of interrogative adverbs in simple V-clauses in the corpus 
is presented in appendix 36. Interrogative adverbs are used most often in intransitive 
clauses: missä 'where' occurs only in intransitive clauses, and milloin 'when* and mihin 
'where to' are used far more often, and miksi 'why' somewhat more often, in intransitive 
clauses than in transitive clauses. On the other hand, mistä 'where from' and miten 'how' 
occur a few more times in transitive clauses than in intransitive clauses. 

When making a general comparison between the use of interrogative adverbs in the 
two clausal types, one can discern an obvious line of development. One-year-olds use 
interrogative adverbs only in intransitive clauses. The percentage of intransitive clauses 
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decreases constantly from the age of two, however, and the development moves towards 
a use of transitive clauses, so that during the final period the transitive clauses constitute a 
slight majority (see appendix 36). 

3.4.4.3.2.2 Local interrogative adverbs in simple V-clauses 

The use of the local interrogative adverbs missä 'where', mihin 'where to' and mistä 
'where from' is often determined by verb government, which in Finnish is sometimes 
different from Swedish (see Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 235-39). One might therefore 
assume that Sweden-Finnish children find it difficult to distinguish between the 
government conditions in the different languages, and that this will be exemplified in a 
Swedish-influenced use of local question words with various verbs in Finnish. 

The assumption of Swedish interference in the use of missä 'where', mihin 'where 
to' and mistä 'where from' is groundless, as fewer instances of interference occur than 
expected. Practically all occurrences of the relevant interrogative adverbs in the Sundsvall 
corpus are correct from the point of view of Finnish government. 

The correctness in the use of local cases among Sweden-Finnish children has also 
been observed of Nesser (1986: 149) who studied the use of local case among Sweden-
Finnish schoolchildren. In Nesser's study, case usage among Sweden-Finnish children 
deviates very little from that of standard Finnish; according to Nesser, Sweden-Finnish 
children exhibit a rather complete command of the local case system of Finnish. 

Interference from Swedish in the use of local interrogative adverbs in the Sundsvall 
corpus occurs only once, with Liisa at the age of 2.9, when she uses the question word 
missä 'where' together with the verb löytyä 'exist, be found', where verb government in 
adult speech requires the question word mistä 'where from': 

C: missä siile tyyny löyty? where it-all pillow found 'Where is there a pillow for it?' 
instead of: mista siile tyyny löytyy? from where it-all a pillow find 

(Li 2.9:159) 

Otherwise the local interrogative adverbs are used in accordance with adult norms in 
simple V-clauses. Missä 'where' occurs with the stative verbs nukkua 'sleep' and asua 
'live', and with the verbs ajaa 'travel' and uida 'swim' which in context are used as 
statives (see Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 104-5). For example: 

missä se nukkuu? (Ee 3.0:085) where it sleep "Where does it sleep?' 
missä nuo assuu? (Mi 3.3:667) where those live Where do those live?' 
missä minä ajan pyörällä? where I ride bike-adess 'Where (in which picture) am I biking?' 
(Li 1.9:068) 
missä se lapset ni? (Ma 2.0B:241) where it children swim 'Where are the children swimming?' 

Mistä 'where from' is used correctly with the non-stative verbs tulla 'come', mennä 
'go' and saada 'get* and also with the verbs ostaa 'buy' and alkaa and aloittaa 'start' (see 
Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 104-5) where the use of mistä 'where from' is determined 
by the specific verb government, which in Finnish is different from Swedish, which is 
why a mix-up can easily take place. For example: 

C: mistäkä se tulee? (Ee 2.5:197) where from+encl it come 'Where does it come from?' 
C: mistä mennään nyt? where from go-pass now "Where do you go now?' 

(Me 2.10:085) 
C: mistä sai paketin se? (Ee 2.9:208) where from got parcel it Where did he get a parcel?' 
C: mistä se mamma on ostami? where from it mommy is bought 

(Li 2.9:222) Where has mommy bought it?' 
C: mistä se alkaa? (Me 2.10:123) where from it start 'Where does it start?' 
C: mistä se aIotetaan?(Me 2.10:077) where from it start-pass Where do you start with it?' 

Mihin 'where to' occurs with the non-stative verbs ajaa 'drive', mennä and lähteä 
'go, travel', tulla 'come', pudota 'fall down', and viedä 'take, lead'. For example: 
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mihin ajaa tuossa? (Ma 2.0A:003) 
mihin heppa meni? (Li 2.2:319) 
mihin Seppo lähti? (Ma 2.8:088) 
mihin tuo tulee? (Ee 3.8:062) 
mihin se putos? (Li 2.3:168) 
mihin se vie sitä lunta? 
(Li 2.7:176) 

where to drive there "Where does that drive to?' 
where to horse went Where did the horse go to?' 
where to Seppo left Where did Seppo go to?' 
where to that come 'Where is that supposed to go to?' 
where to it fell 'Where did it fall?' 
where to it take it snow 'Where is he taking the snow?' 

mihin 'where to' is also used correctly with the verbs kuulua 'belong to', panna and 
laittaa 'put' as well as piirtää 'draw' and mahtua 'fit' where a use of mis sä 'where' might 
have been expected. For example: 

C: mihin tää kuuluii? (Ma 2.7:084) where to this belong 'Where does this belong?' 
C: minne tämä pannaan? where to this put-pass 'Where do you put this?' 

(Me 2.10:043) 
C: mihin sä oot laittanu? where to you are put 'Where have you put (it)?' 

(Li 3.1:286) 
C: no mihin tämä mahtuu? itr where to this fit 'Where does this fit?' 

(Me 2.10:186) 
C: mihin mä piirrän? (Ma 2.9:403) where to I draw "Where shall I draw?' 

3.4.4.3.2.3 Other interrogative adverbs in simple V-clauses 

Interrogative adverbs miten 'how', miksi 'why' and milloin 'when' are always used in 
simple V-clauses in the corpus syntactically in accordance with adult norms, and the 
question words seem to exhibit the same semantics as in adult speech. 

miten 'how' refers most often to the nature of the action and has the meaning 'how, 
in what way'. For example: 

C: miten lääkäri tekee? (Li 2.3:053) how doctor do 'How does the doctor do?' 
C: miten se on päässy tuonne? how it is come there 'How did he get there?' 

(Me 2.11:471) 

miten 'how' occurs a few times in interjections as well, such being understood as 
'why'-questions; this also occurs in adult speech (cf. Robinson & Rackstraw 1972: 61). 
For example: 

C: kuinkas toi menee tonne? how+encl that go there Why is he going there?' 
I: niin. se hyppii tommosen vanhan sängyn päällä. 'Yes. He's jumping on one of those old beds.' 

(Ma 2.8:142) 
C: miten mä kaadun nytten? how I fall now 'Why am I falling now?' 
M: varopas ettet sä nauhurin päälle. 'Watch out that you don't fall on the tape 

(Ti 3.3:049) recorder.' 

Meiju at the age of 2.10 uses the question word miten päin 'how' to ask about the 
location and direction of an object: 

C: miten päin tämä pannaan? how+towards this put-pass 'In which direction do you put 
this? 

sinne päin. näin. (Me 2.10:174) That way. Like this. ' 

Piaget (1973: 148-49) believes that questions with the content 'why' often express 
only surprise among children up to the age of three and do not refer to any particular 
answer, and that 'why'-questions often constitute a kind of roundabout declarative, in 
order to avoid contradiction. It also is the case that children often answer their own 
'why'-questions. 

Affirmative miksi 'why'-questions in the Sundsvall corpus, however, most often 
seem to be of a genuine interrogative character, and the children expect an answer. For 
example: 
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C: miksi autot tulee laivaan? why cars come boat-ill 'Why do cars come in the boat?' 
I: — kato ne menee autot laivalla meren yli. (Mi 2.10:083) 'Cars cross the sea by boat you see.' 

C: miksi sinä panet noin? why you put like that 'Why are you putting them like that?' 
I: pitää vähän sekottaa. (Ee 3.3:095) 'You have to mix it up a little.' 

With a few miksi-qucstions one can even discern a sense of interjection, or the 
questions can be understood as contradicting the actual situation. For example: 

C: mitä sä siellä pöykkyilet? why you there shove 'Why are you shoving? 
aa! se mua painaa selkään. (Me 3.0:088) Ow! She's pushing my back.' 

C: miksi se sanoo Tommi noin? why it say Tommi like that "Why does Tommi say that?' 
I: miksikö? "Why?' 
C: joo. 'Yes.' 
I: kato kun... 'You see...' 
C : — (unclear, interrupts the interlocutor) (Ka 3.10:524) 

The question word milloin 'when' in the corpus always refers to a point in time lying 
in the immediate temporal vicinity of the actual point The predicate in milloin-qmsùons 
is always in the present. Other time dimensions occurring in equivalent adult questions 
are not expressed (cf. Robinson & Rackstraw 1972: 59-60). For example: 

C: millon se tulee? when it come "When is it coming?' 
I: ihan pian, odota muutama minuutti vain. (Ee 2.9:401) 'Real soon. Just wait a few minutes.' 

C: koska mamma tulee? when mommy come 'When is mommy coming?' 
I: kohta mamma tulee. (Mi 3.3:199) 'Mommy's coming soon.' 

3.4.4.3.3 Word order in simple V-clauses with question words 

Word order in a Finnish wh-interrogative clause is normally straight, i.e. subject comes 
before predicate. Inversion of subject and predicate can however take place in wh-
interrogative clauses if the subject is focused on and moved to clause-final position. 
Among other things, focusing expresses a contrast between two constituents, or allows a 
speaker to emphasize something of personal interest. In speech, focusing can be 
expressed by prosodie means, e.g. the focused constituent is strongly stressed and 
pronounced with a rising-falling intonation (Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 308-11; 
Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 12). 

In the Sundsvall corpus, word order in simple V-clauses with question words as 
objects or adverbials is straight in 94 % of th e clauses - questions with question word 
subjects naturally always have straight word order. Inversion of subject and predicate is 
produced by four children at the ages of 2.7 - 3.7. 

With Liisa and Meiju the inversion occurs only once, and the subject in their 
interrogative clauses is obviously focused, i.e. it is stressed and pronounced with a 
distinctive intonation: 

C: mitä tekkee TUOKIN? what do-pred that+encl-subj 'What's that doing then?' 
(Li 2.7:003) 

C: mitä sanoo sitte AITI? what say-pred then mommy-subj 
(Me 3.7:021) "What does mommy say then?' 

Eero uses inversion three times. In one case the subject is clearly focused, while the 
subject in the other interrogative clauses hasn't any focus and should come before the 
predicate: 

C: miilon tulee LAULU? when come-pred song-subj'When is the song coming?' 
(Ee 3.0:127) 
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C: miksi kantaa tuo? (Ee 3.0:182) 
instead of: miksi tuo kantaa? 
C: mistä sai paketin se? (Ee 2.9:208) 

instead of: mista se sai paketin? 

why cairy-pred that-subj 'Why does that cany?' 
why that-subj carry-pred 
where from got-pred parcel it-subj 
"Where did he get a parcel from?' 
where from it-subj got-pred parcel 

Mikko produces an inversion seven times. The subject is focused in three of the 
clauses, while in the other cases it is the predicate which receives the focus and the 
clauses are thus incorrect according to adult criteria. For example: 

C: mitä tekkee TUO? (Mi 3.0:110) what do-pred that-subj 'What's that doing?' 
C: miksi on TÄMÄ jääny tähän kiinni? why is-pred this-subj +stay-pred here stuck 

(Mi 2.10:338) Why has this got stuck in this? ' 
C: mitä TEHHEE tämä? what do-pred this-subj What's this doing?' 
instead of: mitä tämä tekee? what this-subj do-pred 

(Mi 2.10:025) 
C: koska TULEE laulu? when come-pred song-subj When is the song coming?' 
instead of: koska laulu tulee? when song-subj come-pred 

(Mi 2.10:461) 

The manner in which Eero and Mikko use inversion in some simple V-clauses may 
indicate influence from Swedish interrogative clause word order, where the inversion of 
subject and predicate is obligatory. With Mikko, inversion is very often produced in on-
clauses as well (see section 3.4.3), whereas no other indications of interference in word 
order can be found with Eero. 

The question word in a Finnish interrogative clause normally comes first and is 
pronounced with considerable emphasis. In echo questions the question word can also 
appear in final position (Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 18-19). Of the children in the 
Sundsvall corpus, only Eero (once) placed the question word last in a simple V-clause. 
Eero's question is not however an echo question but opens a new sequence in the 
discourse. Furthermore, it is the verb in the clause which is in focus. The question word 
is pronounced very weakly and is even in the wrong case form, which is why the clause 
sounds incorrect. Eero discovers his mistake, however, and repeats the question, now 
with the proper word order: 

C: katso täällä. 
I: mm. 
C: se SYÖ mikä? 

mikä se SYÖ? 
I: se syö omenaa. (Ee 2.5:074) 

'Look here.' 
'Mm.' 

it-subj eat-pred what-obj 'What does it eat? 
what-obj it-subj eat-pred What does it eat?' 

'It eats apples.' 

3.4.4.3.4 The verb phrase in simple V-clauses with question 
words 

The use of different verbs in simple V-clauses in the corpus is presented in appendix 37. 
By far the most common verb in simple V-clauses in the corpus is tehdä 'do', being the 
predicate in 25 % of all simple V-clauses. The next most commonly used verbs are tulla 
'come', kuulua 'belong to' as well as the following pairs of synonyms, mennä and lähteä 
'go, leave', panna and laittaa 'put, place' and piirtää and värittää 'draw, paint'. 
Altogether, the most common verbs are used in over 60 % of the simple V-clauses in the 
corpus. 

The most common verbs among Finnish schoolchildren and in Finnish dialects after 
the verb olla 'be, exist, have' and the verb of negation are tulla 'come' and mennä 'go'. 
The verb tehdä 'do' is eighth in order of frequency among schoolchildren and sixth in the 
dialects (OS 1970; SMT 1992). The verb tehdä 'do' is thus used more often in the 
interrogative clauses of the children in the Sundsvall corpus- and the verbs tulla 'come' 
and mennä 'go' less often than is otherwise the case in Finnish. 
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The use of d ifferent verb forms in simple V-clauses in the corpus is presented in 
appendix 38. 

The verb in, simple V-clauses is most often in the active voice and the 3 pers. sg. and 
in most cases functions as the 3 pers. sg. The 3 pers. sg. occurs a few times in the 
function of 1 pers. sg., where the children use their own names or leave out the subject 
(see appendix 38). For example: 

C: mikä siellä asuu? (Ee 2.5:094) what there live-3sg What lives there?' 
C: mihin tää kuuluu? (Ma 2.7:084) where to this belong-3sg 'Where does this belong?' 
C: mitä nyt Muni ottaa? (Ka 3.10:822) what now Crumb take-3sg "What shall Crumb (I) take now?' 
C: mitä laulaa? (Tu 2.7:088) what sing-3sg 'What shall I sing?' 

From the period 2.0 - 2.5 onwards we also find 3 pers. sg. being used in 3 pers. pl. 
function (see appendix 38), which is also common in adult speech. The 3 pers. pL-
ending -vAt doesn't occur in the corpus. For example: 

C : mitä ne tekee? (Ee 3.8:354) what they do-3sg What are they doing?' 
C: missä nuo kaikki nukkuu? where those all sleep-3sg Where do all those sleep?' 

(Me 3.11:041) 

The 3 pers. sg., is also used incorrectly in passive function two times (see appendix 
38). This can be due to interference from Swedish. 

C: miten avaa? (Ti 3.10:125) how open-3sg 'How do you open this?' 
C: mutta kuinka ottaa kynät täältä? but how take-3sg pens from here 

(Ka 3.10:597) 'But how do you take the pens out of here?' 

The combination 1 pers. sg. in simple V-clause is produced by one one-year-old, and 
the use of 1 pers. sg. becomes somewhat more common from the period 2.6 - 2.11 
onwards (see appendix 38). For example: 

C: missä minä ajan pyörällä? where I ride-lsg bike-adess Where am I biking?' 
(Li 1.9:068) 

C: mihin mä piirrän? (Ma 2.9:403) where to I draw-lsg Where shall I draw?' 

The 2 pers. sg. starts being used during the period 2.6 - 2.11 (see appendix 38). For 
example: 

C : mitä sä piirrät? (Li 3.1:352) what you draw-2sg 'What are you drawing?' 
C: koska teet ruuan mamma? when make-2sg food mommy 

(Mi 3.3:884) When are you going to cook, mommy?' 

The passive in simple V-clauses is used from the period 2.0 - 2.5 onwards, but it is 
most common during the final period. In all, the predicate is in the passive voice in 12 % 
of the simple V-clauses. The passive is used in the function of 1 pers. pl., which is also 
common in adult speech, and in the passive function (see appendix 38). For example: 

C: mitä nyt piirretään? (Li 2.7:318) what now draw-pass What shall we draw now?' 
C: miten tää laitetaan? (Ee 3.5:073) how this put-pass 'How do you put this?' 

The passive isn't used with the question words missä 'where' and milloin 'when'. 
With the question word miksi 'why' the passive occurs only once, despite miksi-
questions being relatively common. In clauses where the interrogative pronoun is the 
object, the passive is already used from the period 2.0 - 2.5 onwards; this use increases 
considerably during the final period. With the question word miten 'how' the passive is 
used a few times from the period 2.6 - 2.11 onwards. The use of the passive is most 
common in clauses with the question words mihin 'where to' and mistä 'where from' 
(see appendix 38). For example: 
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C: mitä sitten piirretään? what then draw-pass What shall we draw then?' 
(Ka 3.10:812) 

C: mihin mennään nyt? where to go-pass now "Where do you go now?' 
(Me 2.10:081) 

C: no mista se alotetaan? itr where from it start-pass 'Well where do you start with that?' 
(Me 2.10:075) 

Three children in the corpus use the strong grade with the 1 or 2 pers. sg. or the 
passive of the verb tehdä 'do', when the verb is in the form teken, teket or teketään 
instead of adult teen, teet, and tehdään respectively. For example: 

C : mikä minä teken? (Ee 2.11:381) what I do-1 sg 'What shall I do?' 
instead of: mitä minä teen? 
C: mitä sinä teket? (Ee 2.11:231) what you do-2sg 'What are you doing?' 
instead of: mitä sinä teet? 
C: mitä nyt teketään? (Li 2.3:165) what now do-pass What shall we do now?' 
instead of: mitä nyt tehdään? 

The only mood in simple V-clauses in the corpus is the indicative, and the most 
common tense is the present. One-year-olds use only the present tense (see appendix 38). 

The imperfect and the perfect start being used during the period 2.0 - 2.5. The 
pluperfect is used twice in the corpus, for the first time during the period 2.6 - 2.11 (see 
appendix 38). For example: 

C: missä mä nukuin siinä? where I sleep-imperf there "Where did I sleep there?' 
(Pe 3.4:024) 

C: mihin sä oot laittanu? where to you is+put-perf'Where have you put (the pen)?' 
(Li 3.1:286) 

C: mikäs se tä oli tehny? (Ee 2.9:298) what+encl it this was+done-plupft 
'What had this one done then?' 

3.4.4.3.5 Subject, object, and adverbial phrase in simple V-
clauses with question words 
The use of different structures in subject, object and adverbial phrases in simple V-
clauses in the corpus is presented in appendix 39. 

The subject phrase in active clauses consists in most cases of a demonstrative pronoun, 
sometimes of a different pronoun (see appendix 39). For example: 

C: mihin tää kuuluu? (Ma 2.7:128) where to this-subj belong 'Where does this belong?' 
C: miten tuo ajaa? (Me 2.8:n7) how that-subj drive 'How does that drive?' 
C: miksi sinä panet noin? (Ee 3.3:095) why you-subj put like that 'Why do you pu t (it) like tha t?' 

Even nouns occur relatively often as subject (see appendix 39). For example: 

C: mitä Teresa tekee nyt? what Teresa-subj do now What is Teresa doing now?' 
(Ee 2.11:226) 

C: ei kun mistä mamma on ostanu? no but where mommy-subj is bought 
(Li 2.9:224) 'No but where has mommy bought it?' 

C: miksi käjet roikkuu? (Me 2.11:291) why arms-subj hang'Why do the arms hang?' 

Subject pronouns and nouns are qualified a few times by an article-like pronoun se 
'that (one), it' (see appendix 39; Larjavaara 1990: 146-47; Laury 1991: 115-16). For 
example: 

C: miten se tää siellä tekee? how it-art+this-subj there do 'What does this there do?' 
(Ee 2.9:049) 

C: mikä se se tekee? (Ee 2.9:023) what it-art+it-subj do 'What's it doing?' 
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C: mitä se Peppi teki? (Me 2.1 1:077) what it-art+Pippi-subj did 'What was Pippi doing?' 

Attribute constructions in the subject phrase are used only a few times in the corpus 
(see appendix 39): 

C: mitä toi vauva sanoo? what that-attr+baby-subj say 'What does that baby say?' 
(Ma 2.8:045) 

C: millon minun Päivi tulee? when my-attr+Päivi-subj come 
(Ee 2.9:002) When is my Päivi coming?' 

A movement to the right in the subject phrase was made a couple of times (Hakulinen 
& Karlsson 1979: 307-8): 

C: mihin se on menny se toinen? where to it-subj is gone it+other-subj 
(Li 3.1 :nl) Where has the other one gone?' 

The subject is missing relatively often in a simple V-clause in the active voice (see 
appendix 39). In some cases the subjectless clauses are used correctly according to adult 
norms. Correct subjectlessness occurs in clauses where the predicate is in 2 pers. sg. or 
where the verb which is in 3 pers. sg. is used generically, and in existential clauses. For 
example: 

C: koska teet ruuan mamma? 
(Mi 3.3:885) 

C: mitä tarvii vielä? (Mi 3.3:025) 

I: sieltä kuuluu ääni. 
C: miten kuuluu? (Li 2.3:nl) 

I: haiseeko täällä jollekin? 
C: joo. 

miksi haisee? (Ee 3.0:216) 

I: siltäkin tulee kyyneleet silmistä.— 
C: miksi tulee tuolla? (Mi 3.3:890) 

when make-2sg food mommy 
When are you going to cook, mommy?' 
what need-3sg still 'What more is needed?1 

'You can hear a voice there.' 
how sound-3sg 'How is it heard?' 

'Does something smell here?' 
'Yes. 

why smell-3sg Why does it smell?' 

'There are tears coming from its eyes too.' 
why come-3sg that-adess 
Why are they coming from that one?' 

In some cases I have judged the subjectlessness as incorrect. Sometimes it is caused 
by the use of an incorrect verb form, when 3 pers. sg. is used instead of 1 pers. sg. or 
the passive. For example: 

C: mikä tuonne puhuu? (An 2.7:100) what there speak-3sg 'What shall I say there?' 
instead of: mitä (minä) puhun tuonne? what (I-subj) speak-lsg there 
C: miks on laittanu niin hyvin se? why is+put-3sg so well it 

(Ee 3.8:016) 'Why has it been put so well?' 
instead of: miksi he o vat laittaneet niin hyvin sen? why they-subj are+put-3pl it 
or: mik si se on laitettu niin hyvin? why it is+put-pass so well 

Incorrect subjectlessness also occurs in intransitive and transitive clauses where the 
verb has 3 pers. sg. function. For example: 

I: mihinkähän sen äiti ja isi on menneet? Wonder where his mommy and daddy have gone?' 
C : — mihin täältä meni? (Li 2.5:411) where to from here went-3sg Where did they go from here?' 
instead of: mihin he täältä menivät? where to they-subj went-3pl from here 

C: mikä siellä maistaa? (Ee 2.5:202) 
instead of: mitä se siellä maistaa? 

what there taste-3sg What is it ta sting there?' 
what it-subj there taste-3sg 

C: mitä tekee? (Pe 3.6:095) 
instead of: mitä hän siellä tekee? 

what do-3sg 'What is he doing?' 
what he-subj there do-3sg 
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Incorrect subjectless clauses are produced by nine children in the corpus. Four 
children use these only at the age of one or two and change over to a correct subject 
usage at the age of three. Five of the children still use incorrect subjectless clauses 
sporadically at the age of three, but even among them subject usage is mainly correct. 

Objects occur in transitive simple V-clauses a few times during the two earliest periods. 
The use of objects increases considerably during the later periods. As object phrase we 
most often find a demonstrative pronoun being used, and nouns are common as well (see 
appendix 39). For example: 

C: mihin tämä pannaan? (Me 3.0:469) where to this-obj put-pass 'Where do you put this?' 
C: mitä varten sä paat ton noin? why you place that-obj like that 

(Ka 3.10:562) Why are you putting that like that?' 
C : mihin talo pannaan? (Ee 3.1:108) where to house-obj put-pass Where do you put the house?' 
C: mutta miten pannaan vaatteita? but how put-pass clothes-obj 

(Me 3.2:n24) 'But how do you put the clothes on?' 
C: miksi tuo ottaa porkkanaa? (Mi 3.3:398) why that take carrot-obj Why does that take carrot?' 

Nouns qualified by an article-like pronoun se 'that (one), it* or another demonstrative 
pronoun as attribute are used as objects a couple of times (see appendix 39; Larjavaara 
1990: 146-47; Laury 1991:115-16): 

C: mihin se vie sitä lunta? where to it take it-art+snow-obj 
(Li 2.7:176) Where is he taking the snow?' 

The shorter accusative form is used sporadically as an incorrect object case with a 
verb in the active voice. For example: 

C: kuka se toi on piirtäny tussikynällä? who+it it-acc2-obj is drawn felt-tip pen-adess 
(Ma 2.0A: 122) Who has drawn that with a felt-tip pen?' 

instead of: kuka on piirtänyt tuon tussikynällä? who is drawn that-accl-obj felt-tip pen-adess 

C: mikä se on ostami? (Li 2.9:389) what it-acc2-obj is bought Who has bought it?' 
instead of: kuka sen on ostanut? who it-accl-obj is bought 

Approximately half of simple V-clauses with interrogative pronouns in the corpus contain 
an adverbial phrase and approx. a third of simple V-clauses with interrogative adverbs 
contain an extra adverbial phrase. The adverbial phrase is most often made up of a deictic 
adverb of place, and it occurs during all periods (see appendix 39). For example: 

C : missä Liisa ajaa tässä? (Li 1.9:070) where Liisa ride here-advl Where is Liisa riding here?' 
C: mitä sieilä tapahtuu? (Me 2 .9:108) what there-advl happen 'What's happening there?' 
C: mitä täällä tehdään? (Ee 3.1:075) what here-advl do-pass What do they do here?' 

Nominal phrases are also used as adverbial phrases during all periods (see appendix 
39). Nominal phrases are used in clauses with question word subjects and in missä 
'where* a nd miksi 'why'-questions. The nominal phrase as adverbial consists of a 
demonstrative pronoun, a noun or a personal pronoun, of w hich the first-mentioned is 
used most often. The nominal phrase is most often in the adessive and denotes 
instrument or means. For example: 

C: kuka täällä ajelee laivalla? who here travel boat-adess.sg-advl 
(Ma 1.10:144) Who is going by boat here?' 

C: mitäs tällä tulee? (Sa 3.7:076) what this-adess.sg-advl come What's coming with this?' 
C: miksi tämä kävelee jalalla? why this walk leg-adess.sg-advl 

(Mi 2.10:300) Why is this walking on one leg?' 
instead of: miksi tämä kävelee yhdellä jalalla? why this walk one+leg-adess.sg-advl 

Nouns are used from the period 2.0 - 2.5 onwards in expressions of place as well, 
and are in the illative or combined with a postposition. For example: 
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C: kuka ajaa veteen? (Sa 2.0A:331) who go water-ill.sg-advl 'Who is going into the water? 
C: miksi Hanna lähti kouliiun? why Hanna went school-ill.sg-advl 

(Me 3.2:159) "Why did Hanna go to school?' 
C: kuka menee kir jan päälle? who go book-gen+on-postp-advl 

(Ma2.0B.138) Who is going on the book?' 

During the period 2.6 - 2.11 demonstrative pronouns, nouns and personal pronouns 
start being used as adverbial phrases in the ailative, where they constitute habitive 
adverbials. For example: 

C: missä siile tyyny löyty? where it-all-hab.advl pillow found 
(Li 2.9:159) Where is there a pillow for it?' 

C: miksi sinä teket possulle omenan? why you make piggy-adess.sg-hab.advl apple 
(Ee 2.11:093) Why are you making an apple for piggy?' 

C: mitä sinulle kuuluu? (Me 2.9:264) what you-all-hab.advl hear 'How are you feeling?' 

A demonstrative pronoun occurs once together with the verb puuttua 'be missing', 
however in the wrong case form: 

C: kuka puuttuu näihin? (Me 3.1:n9) who is missing these-ill-advl 'Who is missing of these here?' 
instead of: kuka puuttuu näistä? who is missing these-elat-advl 

Adverbs of ti me are used relatively often as adverbial phrases in simple V-clauses 
(see appendix 39). As adverbs of t ime we find the adverbs nyt 'now' and sitten 'then'. 
Adverbs of time occur most often in clauses with interrogative pronoun objects but are 
also used in other clauses as well. For example: 

C: kuka nyt tuli? (Tu 3.1:178) who now-advl came 'Who came now?' 
C: mitä tulee sitten? (Me 2.9:095) what come then-advl What comes then?' 

Adverbs of manner, too, are sometimes used as adverbial phrases in simple V-
clauses (see appendix 39). Adverbs of manner are used most often in miksi 'why'-
questions, a few times in other questions as well. The most common adverb of manner is 
noin 'like that'. For example: 

C: miksi tuo tekee noin? (Me 2.8:n6) why it do like that-advl Why does it do that like that?' 
C: mikä soittaa hassusti? what play funny-advl 'What's playing so funny?' 

(Sa 2.5:380) 
C: mutta kuinka se roikkuu noin? but how it hang like that-advl 

(Ka 3.10:118) 'But why does it hang like that?' 

The other adverbial phrases consist of adverbs of various types. For example: 

C : kuka meni ulos? (Ma 1.10:061) who went out-advl 'Who went out?' 
C: mitä tarvii vielä? (Mi 3.3:025) what need still What more is needed?' 
C: miten tämä tuli mukkaan? how this came with-advl 'How did this come along?' 

(Me 3.11:012) 

Several adverbs or adverbial phrases in simple V-clauses are used a few times during 
different periods. For example: 

C: miten sinä oot päässy oikein sinne? how you is come really-advl there-advl 
(Me 3.3:378) 'Reaily, how did you get there?' 

C: miksi se tulee n iin pois? why it come like that-advl away-advl 
(Ee 3.8:325) Why does he come out like that?' 

C: mitä n iillä tehään si tte? what they-adess-advl do-pass then-advl 
(Pe 3.9:106) What do you do with those then?' 
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3.4.4.4 Question words in Aux+V-clauses 

The term "Aux+V-clauses with question words" refers to those wh-interrogative clauses 
in the study whose verb phrase contains an auxiliary and most often an infinitive as well. 
Aux+V-clauses have once again been divided into four groups following clause 
structure, (1) a generic Aux+V-clause, (2) an active Aux+V-clause, (3) Aux+V-necessive 
clause and (4) Aux+V-habitive construction. This division doesn't follow Hakulinen & 
Karlsson's clausal typology, but it is most effective when characterizing the development 
of question word use in Aux+V-clauses in the corpus (cf. Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 
93-100). The four clausal types have the following properties in the corpus: 

(1) A generic Aux+V-clause lacks a subject and the auxiliary is in 3 pers. sg. or the 
passive. Verb use in the clause is generic (see Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 186-87, 253-
54). For example: 

C: mihin ne voi laittaa? where to they-obj can-Aux-3sg+put-inf 
(Ee 2.11:399) "Where can you put these?' 

C : miten vo iaan tehä tukka? how can-Aux-pass+do-inf hair 
(Mi 3.3:058) 'How can you do the hair?' 

(2) An active Aux+V-clause contains a nominal subject which is in the nominative 
and the predicate agrees with the subject. For example: 

C: kuka haluaa tulla mun kyytiin? who-nom.sg-subj want-Aux-3sg+come-inf my ride-ill 
(Me 3.2:040) "Who wants to ride with me?' 

C: miten tuo voi siivoo? how that-nom.sg-subj can-Aux-3sg+clean-inf 
(Me 3.5:166) 'How can that clean?' 

(3) Aux+V-necessive clauses contain a modal auxiliary meaning 'should, must, 
ought to' and the subject in standard language is in the genitive (see Hakulinen & 
Karlsson 1979: 100, 158; Karlsson 1979: 106). For example: 

C: millon meidän pitää laulaa nytten?when we-gen-subj should-Aux +sing-inf now 
(Ee 3.0:119) When should we sing now?' 

(4) The Aux+V-habitive construction contain a habitive adverbial in the adessive and 
the subject is in the nominative (see Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 93,96). For example: 

C: miten niillä voi olla oikee nalle? how they-adess-hab.advl can-Aux+be-inf real teddy 
(Me 3.11:031) 'How can they have a real teddy?' 

The acquisition of the various Aux+V-clauses with question words and, in turn, the 
acquisition of different question words in Aux+V-clauses in the corpus is presented in 
table 35. The table gives the average acquisition ages and intervals for the three youngest 
children and the number of children using each clausal type or question words. The first 
appearances of clausal types and question words produced by fewer children than three 
are given in parentheses. 

Aux+V-clauses with question words start being used in the corpus on average at the 
age of 2.11, i.e. a year later than simple V-clauses, which are acquired on average at the 
age of 1.11. Aux+V-clauses are produced by six of eleven children in the corpus (see 
table 35). 

The generic Aux+V-clause with question words starts being used on average at the 
age of 2.11 and is produced by six children in the corpus. The necessive clause and the 
active Aux+V-clause start being used on average at the age of 3.4; both clausal types are 
produced by three children. The acquisition interval for the active Aux+V-clause is, 
however, of considerable size, 2.10-4.1. The habitive construction is only produced by 
one child, from the age of 3.1 onwards (see table 35). 
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Table 35. Acquisition of different Aux+V-clauses with question words in the Sundsvall corpus 
Clausal type, question Average acquisition age Acquisition interval for Number of children 
words for the three youngest the three youngest using clause 
Question words in 
Aux+V-clauses on 2.11 2.10-2.11 6 
average 
Generic clauses 2.11 2.10-2.11 6 
Necessive clauses 3.4 2.10 - 4.1 3 
Active clauses 3.4 3.2 - 3.8 3 
The habitive constr. - (3.1)* 1 
miten 'how' 3.1 2.11 - 3.3 4 
mitä 'what' part. sg. - (2.10, 3.1)* 2 
mista 'where from' - (3.3, 3.8)* 2 
miksi 'why' - (3.8, 4.1)* 2 
mikä 'what' nom. sg. - (2.10)* 1 
mihin 'where to' - (2.11)* 1 
milloin 'when' (3.0)* 1 
kuka 'who' nom. sg. - (3.2)* 1 
N = 11 *Used by fewer than three children. 

On average, the earliest question word in Aux+V-clauses is miten 'how' which starts 
being used at the age of 3.1 and is produced by four children. Other question words are 
used in Aux+V-clauses only by a few children, which is why no average age of 
acquisition can be calculated for them. Mitä 'what* part, sg., mistä 'where from' and 
miksi 'why' are produced by two children, mitä for the first time at the ages of 2.10 and 
3.1 respectively, mistä at the ages of 3.3 and 3.8 and miksi at the ages of 3.8 and 4.1. 
Mikä 'what' nom. sg., mihin 'where to', milloin 'when' and kuka 'who' nom. sg. are 
used by one child, mikä at the age of 2.10, mihin at the age of 2.11, milloin at the age of 
3.0 and kuka at the age of 3.2 (see table 35). 

The frequency distribution of Aux+V-clauses with question words in the corpus is 
presented in appendix 40. In all, Aux+V-clauses are used only 28 times in the corpus. 
The most common Aux-V-clause with question words is the generic clause- it starts 
being used during the period 2.6-2.11. The use of necessive clauses begins during the 
period 2.6 - 2.11. The active Aux+V-clause and the habitive construction start being used 
during the period 3.0 - 3.5 (see appendix 40). 

The most common question word in Aux+V-clauses is miten 'how'. It is used for the 
first time during the period 2.6 - 2.11 and its use increases during the later periods. We 
also find mihin 'where to' starting to be used during the period 2.6-2.11; it is used a 
few times during the later periods. Mitä 'what' part. sg. and mikä 'what' nom. sg. are 
used a few times during the periods 2.6 - 2.11 and 3.0 - 3.5. Mistä 'where from', 
milloin 'when' and kuka 'who' nom. sg. occur once during the period 3.0 - 3.5. Miksi 
'why' is used a few times during the final period (see appendix 40). 

The use of different verbs and verb forms in Aux+V-clauses with question words in 
the corpus is presented in appendix 41. The most common auxiliaries in Aux+V-clauses 
are voida 'can', pitää 'should, must' and kuulua 'should'. The verbs panna 'put, place' 
and haluta 'want' both are used once. 

The question word miten 'how' occurs only with the auxiliary voida 'can' (see 
appendix 41). For example: 

C: miten tätä voi laittaa? how this can-Aux+put-inf 'How can you put this one?' 
(Sa 2.11:249) 

The question word mihin 'where to' is used both with voida 'can', pitää and kuulua 
'should, must' (see appendix 41). For example: 

C: mihin tää kuuluu olla? where to this should-Aux+be-inf Where should this be?' 
(Ee 3.1:206) 

C: mihin tää nyt pitää laittaa kiinni? where to this now should-Aux+fasten-inf tight 
(Ee 3.8:058) 'Nowhere should we fasten this?' 
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The question word miksi 'why' is used only with the auxiliary pitää 'should, must* 
(see appendix 41). For example: 

C: mitä varten sinun pitää tekeä noin äkkiä? why you must-Aux+do-inf so fast 
(Ka 4.1:072) 'Why must you do it so quickly?1 

The other question words most often collocate with pitää 'should, must', but not 
exclusively (see appendix 41). For example: 

C: mitä pitää sinne laittaa? what should-Aux there +put-inf 'What should we put in there?' 
(Mi 2.10:312) 

C: kuka haluaa tulla mun kyytiin? who want-Aux+come-inf my ride-ill 
(Me 3.2:040) "Who wants to ride with me?' 

As nominals in AuxV-clauses we most often find verb forms of olla 'be, exist, have', 
laittaa 'put, place' and tehdä 'do' (see appendix 41). For example: 

C: miten se voi olla puussa? how it can-Aux+be-inf tree-iness How can it be in the tree?' 
(Me 3.5:110) 

C: mihin ne voi laittaa? where to they can-Aux+put-inf 'Where can you put them?' 
(Ee 2.11:399) 

C: miten voiaan tehä tukka? how can-Aux+do-inf hair 'How can you do the hair?' 
(Mi 3.3:058) 

The auxiliary in AuxV-clauses is most often in 3 pers. sg. and the form functions 
most often as a generic or 3 pers. sg. element (see above examples). The auxiliary is 
never in 3 pers. pl. but the singular form is used in the plural once. The auxiliary is in 1 
pers. sg. once and twice in the passive voice (see appendix 41). For example: 

C: miten ne voi? (Me 3.11:109) how they-subj can-Aux-3sg 'How can they?' 
C: miten mä voin kaatua näin? how I can-Aux-lsg+fall-inf like this 

(Ti 3.3:062) 'How can I fall like this?' 
C: miten voiaan laittaa tämä? how can-Aux-pass+put-inf this-obj 'How can you put this?' 

(Mi 3.3:051) 

The auxiliary is always in the present tense and almost always in the indicative (see 
above examples). The conditional is used once (see appendix 41). 

C : mitenhän sitä vois? (Me 3.1:318) how+encl it can- Aux-cond 'How could you?' 

As a nominal form in Aux+V-clauses, infinitive I is most often in the lative (see 
appendix 41), and clauses with infinitive I most often have correct syntactic structure. 
For example: 

C: mista pitää tehdä Bamse? 
(E e 3.8:043) 

C: miten tuolla voi olla valkosta? 
(Me 3.1:003) 

C : mutta mitä varten pitää muuten 
torkattaa? (Ka 4.1:577) 

where from should-Aux+do-infl-lat Bamse 
'What shall we use to make Bamse?' 
how that-adess can-Aux+be-infl-lat white 
'How can that one have white?' 
but why should-Aux besides +wipe-infl-lat 
'Anyway, why do you have to wipe up?' 

The infinite I lative is once given an incorrect stem: 

C: miten tuo voi siivoo? (Me 3.5:166) how that-nom.sg-subj can-Aux-3sg+clean-inf-lat 
instead of: miten tuo voi siivota? 'How can that clean?' 

One of the children constructs an Aux+V-clause where the nominal form consists of 
an infinitive ID in the illative (see appendix 41). The infinitive HI form of the verb käydä 
'go' is however incorrectly constructed. In such phrases in adult speech, either the 
infinitive HI illative form käymään or the verbal noun käyntiin is used. The auxiliary is 
furthermore in the active voice instead of the adult passive pannaan. 
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C: mistä panee tä kääntimään? where from put-Aux-act this-obj +go-inflII-iIl 
(Ti 3.3:016) "Where do you start this?' 

instead of: mistä tämä pannaan where from this -obj put-Aux-pass+go-infTII/going-iil 
käymään/käyntiln? 

Nominal forms are lacking in Aux+V-clauses a few times and the clauses are thus 
elliptical (see appendix 41). These ellipses function incorrectly in context, as the missing 
nominal form can't be understood from the context. The lack of a nominal form may 
indicate that the construction of aux+V-clauses with question words is felt to be difficult; 
the utterance is therefore broken off unintentionally. For example: 

I: hirmu isot kengät. — 'Really big shoes.' 
C: miten ne voi? how they-subj can-Aux 'How can they?' 
I: tehdä niin isot kengätkö? 'Make such big shoes?' 
C: joo. (Me 3.11:109) 'Yes.' 

C: nyt ne meni kaikkeihin vehkeihin. ja tuonne. Now they went in all the things. And there.' 
I: mm. 'Mm.' 
C: tuonki päälle. 'On that too.' 
I: mm. 'Mm.' 
C: mitä tuohon pittää? what there should-Aux What should we take there?' 
I: kato kun se ketsuppia kuljettaa tuommosella 'Look, it's driving ketchup with one of those 

pienellä kottikärryllä. (Me 3.1:384) little wheelbarrows.' 

I: vappuviuhka on suomalaisten lasten kevätlelu. "The Walpurgis whisk is the spring toy of 
Finnish children.' 

C: mitä varten pitää kaikkea tuota? why should- Aux all that Why should we do all that?' 
I: että se viuhuu. (Ka 4.1:516) 'So that it can whistle.' 

In standard Finnish, the subject in necessive clauses is in the genitive. The subject in 
necessive clauses in the spoken language, however, is often in the nominative, if the 
subject denotes an inanimate referent and if the clause doesn't express a genuine causal 
implication. On the other hand, a genitive subject in a necessive clause in the spoken 
language most often denotes an animate referent. Personal pronoun subjects in necessive 
clauses are always in the genitive (Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 100; Laitinen 1993:160-
61). According to these criteria, the necessive Aux+V-clauses are most often correctly 
constructed in the Sundsvall corpus. For example: 

C: millon meidän pitää laulaa nytten? when we-gen-subj should-Aux+sing-inf now 
(Ee 3.0:119) When should we sing now?' 

Mikko constructs a necessive clause with an interrogative pronoun subject but uses 
the nominative form mikä 'what' nom. sg. to refer to an animate entity. This I consider 
as incorrect: 

C: mikä pittää asua tässä? what-nom.sg-subj should-Aux+live-inf here 
(Mi 2.10:26) What should live here?' 

instead of: minkä pitää asua tässä? what-gen.sg-subj should-Aux+live-inf here 

A couple of times, Eero uses the question word mihin 'where to' combined with the 
verb olla 'be' in necessive Aux+V-clauses. The subject refers to an inanimate referent 
and is in the nominative. Both question word and subject uses would appear to be faulty 
according to adult norms: 

C: mihin tää kuuluu olla? 
(Ee 3.1:230) 

instead of: missä tämän kuuluu olla? 
C: mihin tää pitää olla? (Ee 3.8:032) 

instead of: missä tämän pitää olla? 

where to this-nom-subj should-Aux+be-inf 
Where should this be?' 
where this-gen-subj should-Aux+be-inf 
where to this-nom-subj should-Aux+be-inf 
Where should this be?' 
where this-gen-subj should-Aux+be-inf 
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Objects are used in transitive generic clauses from the period 2.6 - 2.11 onwards. 
E.g. 

C : mistä pitää tehdä Bamse? where from should+do Bamse-obj 
(Ee 3.8:043) "What should we use to make Bamse?' 

An (extra) adverbial phrase occurs in Aux+V-clauses from the period 2.6 - 2.11 
onwards. For example: 

miten mä voin kaatua näin? 
(Ti 3.3:062) 
mihin tää nyt pitää laittaa kiinni? 
(Ee 3.8:058) 
miten tuo voi kävellä ku siila 
ei oo mittää jalkoja? 
(Me 3.11:001) 

how I can+fall like this-advl 'How can I fall like this?' 

where to this now-advl should+fasten tight-advl 
Now where should you fasten this?' 
how that can+walk because+it+has +no+legs-advl 
'How can that walk when it hasn't any legs?' 
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3.4.4.5 Question words in Neg+V-clauses 

The term "Neg+V-clauses with question words" refers to those wh-interrogative clauses 
in the study whose verb phrase contains the verb of negation ei, most often combined 
with another verb. The verb phrase in a Neg+V-clause in the corpus contains (1) the verb 
of negation and a verb stem (simple Neg+V-clauses), (2) the verb of negation, an 
auxiliary and an infinitive I-form (Neg+Aux+V-clauses) or (3) it lacks other verbs 
besides the verb of negation (Neg-ellipses). The only question word which occurs in 
Neg+V-clauses in the Sundsvall corpus is miksi 'why'. For example: 

(1) 
C: miksi se ei leiki? (Me 3.2:n28) why it Neg+play-stem 'Why doesn't she play?' 
(2) 
C: miksi ei voi laittaa kiinni? why Neg+can-Aux+put-infl shut Why can't it shut?' 
(3) (Ee 3.0:352) 
C: mikset? (Me 3.2:nl4) why+Neg 'Why not?' 

The acquisition of different Neg+V-clauses with miksi 'why' in the corpus is 
presented in table 36. The table gives the average acquisition ages and intervals for the 
three youngest children and the number of children using each clausal type. The first 
appearances of clausal types produced by fewer children than three are given in 
parentheses. 

Table 36. Acquisition of c luestion words in Neg+V-clauses in the Sundsvall cori pus 
Question words, clausal 
type 

Average acquisition age 
for the three youngest 

Acquisition interval for 
the three youngest 

Number of children 
using clause 

miksi 'why' in Neg+V-
clauses on average 3.0 2.11-3.2 7 
in simple Neg+V-
clauses 
in Neg+Aux+V-clauses 
in Neg-ellipses 

3.0 

3.4 

2.11 - 3.7 

3.0 - 3.10 
(3.2, 3.4)* 

5 

4 
2 

N = 11 *Used by fewer than three children. 

Miksi 'why' starts being used in simple Neg+V-clauses on average at the age of 3.0 
and is produced by five of eleven children in the corpus. The use of Neg+Aux+V-clauses 
begins on average at the age of 3.4 and the clausal type is produced by four children. 
Neg-ellipses are used by only two children, at the ages of 3.2 and 3.4 (see table 36). 

Frequencies for the use of different razte'-Neg+V-clauses in the corpus are presented 
in appendix 42. Neg+V-clauses occur only 18 times in the corpus. Most of the clauses 
are simple Neg+V-clauses and their use begins during the period 2.6 - 2.11. For 
example: 

C: mikset sää pane? (Me 3.2:n2) why Neg you +put-stem "Why don't you put it (there)? 
C: miksei soi va? (Pe 3.7:055) why+Neg+play-stem what 

*Why isn't it making any sound, huh?' 

A third of the Neg+V-clauses have the structure Neg+Aux+V. They start being used 
during the period 3.0 - 3.5 (see appendix 42). For example: 

C: miksi tässä ei voi hikea? why here Neg+can-Aux+read-inf "Why can't you read here?' 
(Ee 3.0:090) 

C: mutta miksi se ei halua leikkiä? but why it Neg+want-Aux+play-inf 
(Me 3.2:n29) 'But why doesn't she want to play?' 

Neg-ellipses are used twice in the corpus, during the period 3.0 - 3.5 (see appendix 
42). The ellipses function in context as continuative questions and are thus correct. For 
example: 
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C: leikitäänkö tällä? 'Shall we play with this?' 
S : en mää halua. 'I don't want to.' 
C: mikset? (Me 3.2:nl4) why+Neg Why not?' 

Pekka puts the question word last in Neg-ellipses, which also occurs in adult speech 
(Sulkala & Kaijalainen 1992: 18-19): 

M: kato ne laittaa lehmiä junaan. 'Look they're taking cows on the train.' 
C: miksi? "Why?' 
S : ne vie pitkälle. "They're taking them far away.' 
C: hevosia miksei? (Pe 3.4:218) horses why+Neg Why not horses?' 

The use of different verbs and verb forms in mzte'-Neg+V-clauses is presented in 
appendix 43. As the main verb in Neg+V-clauses we most often find the synonymous 
verbs panna and laittaa 'put', but other verbs occur as well. For example: 

C: miks ei pane kiinni? (Ee 3.0:463) why Neg+put-stem shut 'Why doesn't it close it?' 
C: miksei se syö? (Mi 3.3:686) why+Neg it eat-stem Why doesn't it eat?' 

(Tu 3.8:378) 
C: miksi ei tuie musiikkia? why Neg+come-stem music 'Why isn't there any music?' 
C: miksi ei mene sisälle sinne? why Neg+go-stem in there 'Why doesn't it go in there?' 

(Ee 3.0:450) 

As auxiliaries in Neg+Aux+V-clauses we find voida 'can', haluta 'want', saada 'get, 
be allowed to' and osata 'be able to'. The nominal form always consists of infinitive I in 
the lative (see appendix 43). For example: 

C: miksi ei voi laittaa kiinni? why Neg+can-Aux+put-infl-lat shut Why can't it shut?' 
(Ee 3.0:352) 

C: mutta miksi se ei halua leikkiä? but why it Neg+want-Aux+play-infl-lat 
(Me 3.2:n 29) 'But why doesn't she want to play?' 

C: miksi ei saanu tulla joukkoon? why Neg+may-partic-Aux+come-infl-lat along 
(Ka 3.10:526) Why wasn't it allowed to come along?' 

C: miksi sä et osaa luistella? why you Neg+can-Aux+skate-infl-lat 
(Ti 3.10:122) Why can't you skate?' 

The verb of negation is most often in the 3 pers. sg. form ei (see above example(s)). 
The 2 pers. sg. form et is used three times and the 2 pers. pl. ette once, in a dialectal 
form että. Neg+V-clauses in the corpus are always in the indicative, and the tense is most 
often in the present. The imperfect occurs a few times (see appendix 43). The verb of 
negation in Neg+V-clauses in the corpus is placed either directly after the question word 
or after the subject or adverbial phrase. Both positions are possible in adult speech as 
well. When the question word and the verb of negation are in sequence they often fuse, 
thus erasing word boundaries. For example: 

C: miksi te että kysyny? (Me 3.2:n26) why you Neg-2pl+ask-partic Why didn't you ask?' 
C: miksei se syö? (Mi 3.3:686) why+Neg it +eat-stem 'Why doesn't it eat?' 
C: mikset sää pane? (Me 3.2:n2) why+Neg you +put-stem 'Why don't you put (it there)?' 

The perfect occurs once in Neg+V-clauses (see appendix 43). Its form, however, is 
in the wrong person and the clause is subjectless in an incorrect way: 

C: miksi ei oo kattonu? why Neg-3sg+is+watched-act-perf 
(Tu 2.11:078) Why haven't we watched (TV)?' 

instead of: miksi me emme ole katsoneet? why we-subj Neg-lpl+is+watched-act-perf 
on miksi ei ole katsottu? why Neg-3sg+is+watched-pass-perf 

The subject is sometimes missing in the Neg+V-clauses of four children. The 
subjectlessness in these clauses is incorrect, as the subject can't be retrieved from the 
context. For example: 
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C: miksi ei pane kiinni? (Ee 3.0:463) why Neg+put shut *Why doesn't it close it?1 

instead of: miksi se ei pane kiinni? why it-subj Neg+put shut 
C: miksi ei saanu tulla joukkoon? why Neg+may+come along 

(Ka 3.10:526) Why wasn't it allowed tocome along?' 
instead of: miksi se ei saanut tulla mukaan? why it-subj Neg+allowed to+come along 

The object in a negative clause in Finnish should most often be in the partitive 
(Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 182; Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 115). Objects are twice 
produced by Eero in transitive Neg+V-clauses. In the one clause the object is correctly in 
the partitive form, while the case in the other clause is the accusative: 

C: miksi ei voi syödä niitä nytte? why Neg+can+eat they-part-obj now 
(Ee 3.0:248) Why can't we eat them now?' 

C: miks ei pane se kiinni?(Ee 3.0:455) why Neg+put it-acc2-obj shut Why doesn't it close it?' 
instead of: miksi se ei pane sita kiinni? why it-subj Neg put-stem it-part-obj shut 

Extra adverbial phrases start being used in Neg+V-clauses during the period 3.0 -
3.5. For example: 

C: miksi ei mene sisälle sinne? why Neg+go in there-advl 'Why doesn't it go in there?' 
(Ee 3.0:450) 

A characteristic of ra/te-Neg+V-clauses in the corpus is that they often have a 
rhetorical sense and are used to contradict the situation in question (cf. Piaget 1973: 148-
49). 
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3.4.5 Question words in Adnom-clauses 

In this section we treat wh-interrogative clauses in the Sundsvall corpus where the 
question word qualifies a noun or adverb or where the question word is qualified by a 
local case attribute. Since most of these wh-interrogative clauses contain a construction 
where the question word qualifies a noun, all clauses presented here are called "clauses 
with an adnominal question word" (Adnom-clauses). 

Interrogative pronouns in Adnom-clauses occurring in the corpus include the pronoun 
mikä, which in adnominal position has the meanings 'what, what kind of, which', and 
the interrogative pronouns kuka 'who' and kumpi 'which of two'. For the pronoun mikä 
'what, what kind of, which' we have the forms mikä nom./acc. 2 sg., mitä part, sg., 
mitkä nom. pl., mihin ill. sg. and also a morphotactically faulty form mikän which 
functions as an illative. As for the interrogative pronoun kuka 'who', the form used is 
kenen 'whose' gen. sg. and for the pronoun kumpi 'which of two' the form kumpi nom. 
sg (Karlsson 1979: 84,143-44; Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 285-87). 

As interrogative adjectives in Adnom-clauses, we find the adjective minkälainen, 
which in adnominal position has the meanings 'what kind of, which', occurring in the 
forms minkälainen nom. sg. and minkälaisia part. pi. (ibid). 

As interrogative adverbs in Adnom-clauses, we have the adverbs träten and kuinka, 
which in adnominal position have the meaning 'what', and the syntagm miten monta 
'how many'. Kuinka also occurs in the colloquial forms ku, kui and kun (Häkkinen 
1987: 120; L. Hakulinen 1979: 74, 236; Ikola, Palomäki & Koitto 1989: 197-98; 
Karlsson 1979: 84, 143-44; Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 285-87). The variants miten, 
kuinka, ku, kui and kun are given the general designation miten. One more interrogative 
adverb occurring in corpus Adnom-clauses- incorrectly according to adult norms- is the 
question word mikä. 

In table 37 we present the acquisition of question words in Adnom-clauses in the 
Sundsvall corpus. The table gives the average acquisition ages and intervals for the three 
youngest children and the number of children using each question word, as well as the 
recording where the question words occur for the first time. The first appearances of 
question words produced by fewer than three children are given in parentheses. The table 
applies only to correct uses of the question words. 

Question words 

Average 
acquisition age 

for the three 
youngest 

Acq. interval for the 
three youngest, number 
of children using clause 

First time in recording 
per child Question words 

Average 
acquisition age 

for the three 
youngest Interval n 

First time in recording 
per child 

mikä 'what, what kind of, which1  

nom. sg. 
2.3 1.10-2.11 6 

*Mari 1.10, Liisa 2.3, 
Eero 2.9, Tuomo 2.11, 
*Timo 3.3, Pekka 3.6 

miten 'what, which ' 3.3 3.1 - 3.5 4 
Liisa 3.1, Meiju 3.2, 
Eero 3.5, Timo 3.10 

mitä 'what' part. sg. 
kenen 'whose' gen. sg. 
minkälainen 'what kind of*** 
mihin, mikän 'which' ill. sg. 
mitkä 'what, which' 
nom. pl. 
miten monta 'how many' 
kumpi 'which of two' nom. sg. 
mikä 'which' acc. 2 sg. 

-

(2.8, 2.11)** 
(2.8 , 3.4)** 
(2.9 , 3.6)** 
(2.11, 3.8)** 

(3.7, 3.10)** 
(2.7)** 
(3.9)** 
(3.10)** 

2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
1 
1 
1 

Meiju 2.10, Eero 2.11 
*Meiju 2.8, *Pekka 3.4 
Tuomo 2.9, Pekka 3.6 
Meiju 2.11, *Kaija 3.8 

Pekka 3.7, Timo 3.10 
Sanna 2.7 
Pekka 3.9 
Kaiia 3.10 

N = 11 *Child's first recording. **Used by fewer than three children. ***The forms minkälainen nom. 
sg. and minkälaisia part. pi. 

The earliest question word in Adnom-clauses in the corpus is mikä 'what kind of, 
which' nom. sg., which shows up on average at the age of 2.3 and is used by s ix of 
eleven children. Miten 'what, which' first starts being used a year later, on average at the 
age of 3.3, and is produced by four children (see table 37). 
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The other question words are produced in Adnom-clauses by only one or two 
children, which is why no average age of acquisition can be calculated for them. Mitä 
'what kind of, which' part, sg., kenen 'whose' gen. sg., minkälainen 'what kind of 
nom. sg. or minkälaisia 'what kind of part, pl., mitkä 'what kind of, which' nom. pl. 
and mihin or mikän 'which' ill. sg. are produced by two children; the earliest 
appearances are at the ages of 2.8, 2.9, 2.11 and 3.7 respectively. Miten monta 'how 
many', kumpi 'which of two' nom. sg. and mikä 'which' acc. 2 sg. are used by only 
one child, at the age of 2.7, 3.9 and 3.10 respectively (see table 37). 

The frequency distribution for question words in Adnom-clauses in the corpus is 
presented in appendix 44. 

Most often appearing as a question word in an Adnom-clause is mikä 'what kind of, 
which' nom. sg., which occurs in approximately half of the Adnom-clauses; the next 
most common is miten 'what, which' which is used in approx. a fifth of the clauses. The 
other question words are used only a few times in the corpus (see appendix 44). 

Question words occur in adnominal position in three clausal types, in (1) ellipses, (2) 
on-clauses and (3) simple V-clauses. Question words do not occur in adnominal position 
in Aux+V-clauses or Neg+V-clauses in the corpus. For example: 

(l) 
C: voi miten hieno! (Me 3.2:nl0) itr how-adv+nice Wow, what a nice one!' 
(2) 
C: mikä norsu tää on? (Ma 1.10:200) what-nom.sg-attr+elephant this is 
(3) What kind of elephant is this?" 
C: mikä väri otetaan tästä ? which-attr+color-obj take-pas-preds from here 

(Ka 3.10:776) Which color should we take here?' 

The acquisition of the different types of Adnom-clauses in the Sundsvall corpus is 
presented in table 38. The table gives the average acquisition age, the acquisition interval 
among the three youngest children and the number of children using each type of 
question. The first appearances of clausal types used by fewer than three children are 
given in parentheses. 

Table 38. Acquisition of different Adnom-clauses in the Sundsvall corpus 
Average acquisition age Acquisition interval for Number of children 

Clausal type for the three youngest the three youngest using clause 
Adnom-clause in average 2.3 1.10 - 2.7 10 
on-clauses 2.5 1.10 - 2.9 8 
ellipses 2.6 2.3 - 2.8 9 
simple V-clauses - (3.10)* 1 
N = 11 *Used by fewer than three children 

Adnom-clauses with question words start being used in the corpus on average at the 
age of 2.3 and are produced by ten of eleven children. Adnominal question words are 
first used in on-clauses, whose average age of acquisit ion is 2.5. An elliptical Adnom-
clause shows up at the average age of 2.6. Adnominal question words in simple V-
clauses are used only by one child in the corpus, at the age of 3.10 (see table 38). 

The frequency distribution of different Adnom-clauses in the corpus is presented in 
appendix 45. 

Adnom-clauses are used a few times during the two first periods, but for most of the 
children their use commences during the period 2.6 - 2.11; their frequency further 
increases during the final period. Ellipses constitute 60 % of all Adnom-clauses in the 
corpus; the percentage of cw-clauses is 38 %; only one simple V-clause occurs in the 
corpus (see appendix 45). 

In Finnish, wh-interrogative clauses can be used as interjections, and certain wh-
interrogative clauses- despite their interrogative clausal syntax- can only be understood 
contextually as interjections. According to Hakulinen & Karlsson (1979: 292-93) and 
Matihaldi (1979: 182-86) miten- and kuinka 'how'-clauses constitute a type of 
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interjection clause; characteristic for these is that they are also elliptical. Hakulinen & 
Karlsson and Matihaldi do not mention the fact that the use of interrogative clauses as 
interjections should be characteristic for clauses where the question word is in adnominal 
position or acting as an intensifying adverb, but in all their examples of in terrogative 
clauses being used as interjections the question word is in one of the above-mentioned 
positions. 

Appendix 46 presents the use of Adnom-clauses in the Sundsvall corpus as questions 
and interjections respectively. Most of the Adnom-clauses in the corpus function 
contextually as questions, but a fair number only have a sense of interjection. The use of 
Adnom-clauses as interjections begins during the period 2.6-2.11, and interjectional 
clauses on the whole constitute 37 % of all Adnom-clauses. Ellipses and on-clauses are 
used both as questions and interjections, but the elliptical clauses turn up more frequently 
as interjections than ^«-clauses do. 

Adnom-clauses with interrogative pronouns in the corpus function most often as 
questions, but they, too, are sometimes used as interjections (see appendix 46). For 
example: 

C: mikä kirjain se on? which-attr+letter-compl it-subj is-pred 'Which letter is it?' 
n. (Ee 2.9:242) 'An n 

minä menen linja-autolla. 'I'm riding the bus.' 
C: kenen linja-autolla? whose-gen.sg-attr+bus-adess'On whose bus?' 

setän. (Me 2.8:nll) 'The man's.' 

I: näistä väreistä on joku lapsi ottanu pois. 'Some child has taken one of these crayons.' 
C: mitkä lapset? (Ti 3.10:237) what-nom.pl-attr+children "Which children?' 

C: ai mitä nättiä! itr what-part.sg-attr+nice "Wow what nice ones!' 
I: onko nättejä? joo. oi miten nättejä! 'Are they nice? Yes. Boy what nice ones!' 

(Me 2.10:329) 

Adnom-clauses with interrogative adjectives and interrogative adverbs are used in the 
corpus solely as interjections (see appendix 46). For example: 

C: minkälaisia autoja! what kind of-part.pl-attr+cars What cars! 
— rattiki. (Tu 2.9:070) There's even a steering wheel.' 

I: katopa tässä on Pippi. 'Look here's Pippi.' 
C: ui ku hieno simmut siila on! itr how-adv+pretty-attr+eyes she has 

(Li 3.1:152) 'Oh what pretty eyes she has!' 

C: kato! 
miten punaset housut! 
(Sa 3.3:078) 

C: kun komia sä oot! 
tämä on komia! minä tykkään. 

I: onko se komia? (Me 3.3:356) 

C: miten hieno! 
M: mm. (Ti 3.10:418) 

'Look!' 
how-adv+red-attr+trousers 'What red trousers!' 

how-adv+good-looking you are 'You're so good-looking! 
This looks nice! I think so.' 

'Is it nice?' 

how-adv+nice 'How nice!' 
'Mm.' 

A characteristic of the use of interrogative adjectives and interrogative adverbs in 
Adnom-clauses in the Sundsvall corpus is thus that they most often occur in an 
interjectional function. 

Question words in Adnom-clauses in the corpus occur as attributes in approx. 70 % of 
the clauses and function as intensifying adverbials in 30 % of th e clauses. The use of 
question words as attributes and intensifying adverbials is presented in appendix 47. 
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As attributes, different forms of interrogative pronouns and interrogative adjectives 
are used. The headword of a question word attribute is most often a noun, once even an 
adjective. An extra attribute occurs twice (see appendix 47). 

Question words are most often used correctly as attributes. The attribute most often 
met with is mikä 'what kind of, which' nom. sg. For example: 

C: mikä auto se tuo on? what-nom.sg-attr+car den that is 'What kind of car is that?' 
se on semmonen jeeppi. (Tu 2.11:235) 'It's one of those jeeps.1 I: 

I: Pedro-serkku on kova syömään kananmunaa. 'Cousin Pedro likes to eat eggs' 
C: mikä Petrus? what-nom.sg-attr+Petrus Which Petrus?' 
I: sitä ei näy tässä. (Ee 3.0:292) 'You can't see him here.' 

S : Robotti Ruttunen. "The robot Ruttunen.' 
C: mikä robotti? (Ti 3.3:124) what-nom.sg-attr+robot'What robot?' 

C: mikä helikopteri tuo on? what-nom.sg-attr+helicopter that is 
What kind of helicopter is that?' 

I 

I: kenenkäs tuo pelle on? *Whose is that clown?' 
C: mikä pelle? what-nom.sg-attr+clown 'What clown?' 

tuo joka istua kököttää tuossa reunalla. 'The one sitting on the edge over there.' 

se on varmaan sellanen spitway. (Pe 3.6:080) 'It's probably one of those Spitways.' 

C: se on minun. 'It's mine.' 
sekö on sinun? 'Oh I see, it' s yours.' 

C: mikä pelle? what-nom.sg+clown What clown?' 
eikös tämä oo pelle? vai onko? (Ti 3.8:026-27)'Isn't this a clown? Or is it?' 

The form mikä is used once in an accusative function: 

C: mikä väri otetaan tästä? what-acclsg-attr+color-obj take-pass from here 
Which color should we take here?' 

I: mitäs sä et oo vielä käyttäny? (Ka 3.10:776) Which one haven't you used yet?' 

The partitive form mitä 'what, what kind of is used correctly in agreement with the 
headword. For example: 

C: voi mitä hyvää jätskiä! itr what-part.sg-attr+good-part.sg+ice cream-partsg 
(Me 2.10:n4) 'Boy what good ice cream.' 

I: mulla on tämmösiä pieniä kixjoja nyt. 'I have these kinds of small books now.' 
C: —mitä kirjaa? what-partsg+book-part.sg What kind of books?' 
instead of: mitä kirjoja? (Ee 2.11:475) what-part.pl-attr+books-part.pl 

The other forms of interrogative pronouns and interrogative adjectives are most often 
used correctly, any lack of concord being characteristic of adult speech as well. For 
example: 

C: kenen käsi? (Pe 3.4:306) whose-gen.sg-attr+hand-nom.sg Whose hand?' 
C : minkälainen kieli ! (Pe 3.6:317) what kind of-nom.sg-attr+tongue-nom.sg What a tongue!' 

I: mitenkähän siila väärin päin on menny Wonder how her feet wound up 
nuo jalat? tyynylle. in the wrong direction? On the pillow.' 

C: mi h in tyynylle? what-ill.sg-attr+pillow-all.sg'On what pillow?' 
I: kato tyynyllähän siila on jalat. (Me 2.11:173) 'Look she has her feet on the pillow.' 

Interrogative pronouns appear in the wrong case form once with three children. Eero 
and Meiju use the form mikä 'which' nom. sg. instead of the forms mille all. sg. and 
mitkä nom. pl.: 
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I: tehdäänkö tuolle setällekin hattu? 'Shall we make a hat for that man too?' 
C: mikä setälie? what-nom.sg-attr+man-all.sg 'For what man?' 
instead of: mille sedälle? what-all.sg-attr+man-all.sg 
I: tuolle. (Ee 2.11:366) 'For that one.' 

C: mikä silmät! (Me 3.7:407) what-nom.sg-attr+eye-nom.pl What eyes!' 
instead of: mitkä silmät! what-nom.pl-attr+ eye-nom.pl 

Kaija uses an analogous form mikän instead of the correct illative form mihin 'which' 
ill. sg. and the headword is incorrect as well: 

T: osaatko laittaa sinne? 'Can you hang that up?' 
C: mikän paikan? what+n-attr+place+n 'On what place?' 
instead of: mihin paikkaan? what-ill.sg+place+Vn-ill.sg 
T: minä luulen että se on ollu tuossa. (Ka 3.8:350) 'I believe it has been there.' 

Eero uses the form mikä 'which' in characterizing clauses, whereas in adult speech 
the interrogative adjective minkälainen 'what kind of is used. This misuse may be 
caused by interference from Swedish: 

C: mikä tukka sinulla on! what-nom.sg-attr+hair-nom.sg you-hab.advl is 
What hair you have!' 

instead of: minkälainen tukka sinulla on!what kind of-nom.sg+hair-nom.sg you-hab.advl is 
I: mitä? What?' 
C: mikä tukka sinulla on! what-nom.sg-attr+hair-nom.sg you-hab.advl is 

(Ee 2.9:230-31) What hair you have!' 
instead of: minkälainen tukka sinulla on!what kind of-nom.sg+hair-nom.sg you-hab.advl is 

Timo uses the question word mikä 'which' in a clausal position where the question 
word is the headword of an elative attribute. Mikä 'which' for Timo refers to two objects 
and thus replaces the adult interrogative pronoun kumpi 'which of two '. Here, too, the 
misuse is possibly caused by interference from standard Swedish, where the equivalent 
pronoun vilken is also used meaning 'which of two': 

C: mikä näistä on hienompi? what-nom.sg+these-elat.attr is nicer 
(Ti 3.6:nl) Which of these (two) is nicer?' 

instead of: kumpi näistä on hienompi? which of two-nom.sg+these-elat-attr is nicer 
C: mikä näistä on hienoin? what-nom.sg+these-elat.attr is nicest 

(Ti 3.6:n2) Which of these (two) is nicest?' 
instead of: kumpi näistä on hienompi? which of two-nom.sg+these-elat.attr is nicer 

Pekka, on the other hand, uses the interrogative pronoun kumpi with its correct 
meaning 'which of two': 

C: kumpi hattu? (Pe 3.9:360) which of two-nom.sg-attr+hat-nom.sg 
Which of (the two) hats?' 

The interrogative adverb miten is used with the meaning 'what' and is most often a 
qualifier of a nominal phrase consisting of an adjective or an adjective and a noun (see 
appendix 47). Miten is always used in accordance with adult norms. For example: 

C: voi miten vahva tuo Pippi! 
(Me 3.2:n.20) 

C: ku iso se on! (Ee 3.5:049) 
C: oi ku iso laiva! (Me 3.7:341) 
C: miten pitkä koira! (Ma 3.3:117) 

itr how-adv+strong that Pippi! 
Wow that Pippi sure is strong!' 
how-adv+big it is 'It' s so big!' 
itr how-adv+big-attr+boat Wow what a big boat!' 
how-adv+long dog What a long dog!' 

C: kui iso harakka! 
I: voi mahdotonta kun iso harakka. 
C: kui iso pesä! 
I: joo. kissan pesä. (Me 3.11:490-91) 

how-adv+big-attr+magpie What a big magpie!' 
Wow what a big magpie.' 

how-adv+big-attr+nest 'Such a big nest!' 
'Yes. A cat nest.' 
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The modal-quantitative question word miten monta 'How many' is used once to 
qualify a noun (see appendix 47): 

C: miten monta palaa! how-adv+many-attr+piece What a lot of pieces!' 
I: joo. monta palaa. (Sa 2.7:382) 'Yes. Lot of pieces.' 

Two children in the corpus also use a nominative-like form mikä 'what' as a qualifier 
of an adjective or adverb (see appendix 47), which isn't in accordance with adult norms 
in Finnish. Antti uses the form mikä as a qualifier of the adverb rikki 'broken'; the clause 
is incorrectly constructed according to other criteria as well: 

I: menee rikki. 'It gets broken.' 
C: — mikä rikki tämä on? how-adv+broken this is 'In what way is this broken?' 
instead of: miten tämä on rikki? how-adv this is broken 

(An 2.7:128) 

Eero incorrectly uses mikä to qualify an adjective. This use may be caused by 
interference from Swedish: 

C: ui mikä iso täällä on se! 
instead of: miten iso täällä on! 
I: mm. on iso. (Ee 3.0:415) 

C: mikä hauska se on! 
instead of: miten hauska se on! 
I: onko hauska? (Ee 3.5:052) 

itr what-nom.sg-attr+big here is it 'Wow here's a big one!' 
how-adv+big here is 

'Mm. It's big.' 

what-nom.sg-attr+fun it is 'What fun this is!' 
how-adv+fun it is 

'Is it fun?' 

An overview of the correctness in the use of question words in Adnom-clauses in the 
corpus is presented in appendices 48 and 49. 

Five of eleven children use wrong question words in Adnom-clauses. With four of 
these children, Meiju, Timo, Kaija and Antti, it is only a matter of a few isolated 
instances. For Eero, on the other hand, the misusage is relatively common (see 
appendices 48 and 49). 

The incorrect question word is always the form mikä, replacing the adult case forms 
mille 'what' all. sg. and mitkä 'what' nom. pl., or standing in for the adult question 
words kumpi 'which of two', minkälainen 'what kind of and miten 'how' (see appendix 
48 and 49). For two children the misusage can be traced to interference from Swedish. 
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3.4.6 The semantics of question words 

The interrogative pronoun mikä 'what, which, what kind of is the most common 
question word in the Sundsvall corpus. The semantic correctness in the use of mikä in 
the corpus is presented in appendix 50. 

mikä is used in the corpus almost entirely according to adult norms, meaning 'what, 
which, what kind of (see appendix 50). It functions as a general question word, with 
which children most often ask for the identification, characterization and specification of 
non-human referents, definition of concepts and specification of activities (cf. Robinson 
& Rackstaw 1972: 67-69). Different case forms are used for these purposes. For 
example: 

C: mikä toi? what-nom.sg that 'What is that?' 
S: koira. (Li 1.9:089) 'A dog.' 

C: mikä tämä on? what-nom.sg this is 'What is this?' 
I: se on merileijona. (Ee 2.5:473) 'It's a sea-lion.' 

C: mikä auto se tuo on? what-nom.sg+car it that is 'What car is that?' 
I: se on semmonen jeeppi. (Tu 2.11:235) 'It's one of those jeeps.' 

C: mitä siellä? what-part.sg there 'What's that there? 
panskua. (Li 1.9:004) A banana.' 

C: mitä se on? what-part.sg it is 'What is it? 
punasta. (Ma 2.2:102) Red.' 

C: mitäs tällä tulee? what-part.sg this-adess become 'What will this be with this? 
— punasta. (Sa 3.7: 076) Red.' 

C: mitä ne on? what-part.pl they is "What are they?' 
I: — ne taitaa olla flamingoja. (Ee 2.7:207) 'Perhaps they are flamingos.' 

C: mitä se tekee? what-partsg it do 'What is he doing?' 
I: se kokeilee kenkiä jalkaan. (Ee 2.9:042) 'He's trying on shoes.' 

I: katopa se heittää tuolla paistinpannulla 'Look she's tossing that pancake 
ilmaan tuon räiskäleen. up in the air with that frying pan.' 

C: minkä? what-acclsg'A what?' 
I: lätyn. (Me 2.11:082) 'The pancake.' 

I: mitenkähän siila väärin päin on menny nuo jalat?Wonder how her feet wound up facing the wrong 
tyynylle. way? On the pillow.' 

C: mihin tyynylle? what-ill.sg pillow'On what pillow?' 
I: kato tyynyllähän siila on jalat. (Me 2.11:173) 'Look she has her feet on the pillow.' 

C: mitkä oli maijoja? (Me 3.0:n5) what-nom.pl was bernes 'Which ones were the berries?' 

In echo questions, when the child asks the interlocutor to repeat an utterance, only 
the partitive form is used (Iivonen & al. 1987: 240-44; Kearsley 1976: 360; Sulkala & 
Kaijalainen 1992: 17). For example: 

I: ja tuolla voimistellaan. 'And there we have some exercises.' 
C: mitä? what-part.sg 'What?' 
I: ne voimistelee tuolla nuo tontut. (Me 2.9:017) 'They're exercising there, those elves.' 

I: että se olis vähän mukavamman näkönen. 'So that it would look a little nicer.' 
C: mitä? what-part.sg What?' 
I: että se olis vähän mukavamman näkönen. 'So that it would look a little nicer.' 

(Ee 3.0:198) 
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The use of the interrogative pronoun mikä 'what' has been judged as correct even 
when it refers to the characterization or specification of human referents. For example: 

C: mikä tuo on? what that is 'What is that?' 
S: se on hammaslääkärin apulainen. (Pe 3.4:126) 'She's a dentist's assist ant.' 

I: mansikat ovat ehdottomasti parasta 'Cousin Sissi loves strawberries 
mitä Sissi-serkku tietää. more than anything else.' 

C: mikä Sissi? (Ee 3.0:235) what Sissi What Sissi?' 

A semantically faulty use of the interrogative pronoun mikä was detected in 2 % of its 
occurrences. In most of the misusages mikä concerns the identification of a person and 
has the meaning 'who' (see appendix 50). For example: 

C: mikä tuo on? 
instead of: kuka tuo on? 

Emil. (Li 2.3:099) 

C: mikä toi on? 
instead of: kuka tuo on? 
I: kukahan se on? 
S: Olli. (Sa 2.7:224) 

C: mikä tuo o li? 
instead of: kuka tuo on? 

— mina. (Me 2.8:444) 

what that is What is that? 
who that is Who is that?' 

Emil.' 

what that is 'What is that?' 
who that is Who is that?' 

Wonder who it is.' 
'Olli.' 

what that was 'What was that? 
who that is Who is that?' 

Me.' 

C: mikä se on ostanu? what it is bought 'What has bought it? 
instead of: kuka sen on ostanut? who it is bought 'Who has bought it?' 

— en mä tiiä kuka se on ostanu. (Li 2.9:389) I don't know who has bought it.' 

C: mikäs se tämä on? what it this is What is this? 
instead of: kuka tämä on? who this is 'Who is this ?' 

on Alfredo. (Ee 2.10:079) It's Alfredo.' 

C: mikä tuo on? --- what that is 'What is that?' 
instead of: kuka tuo on? who that is Who is that?' 
I: onko se se Valtteri? (Ee 3.5:219) 'Is he the one who is Valtteri?' 

The use of mikä meaning 'who' is produced by four children in the corpus. With 
three of them, Liisa, Sanna and Meiju, the misusage only occurs at the age of one or 
two. However, they all have previously used- or use in the same recording- the 
interrogative pronoun kuka 'who' in its correct sense. The misuse of mikä disappears 
among these three children before the age of three (see appendix 50). 

One of the children, Eero, continues to use mikä in the sense of 'who' until the age 
of three (see appendix 50). The last production by Eero of mikä as 'who' is recorded at 
3.5, but from the age of 3.8 onwards it is the interrogative pronoun kuka which carries 
the meaning 'who'. 

Eero also uses at the age of two the interrogative pronoun mikä in expressions where 
adult convention requires the interrogative adjective minkälainen 'what kind of (see 
appendix 50): 

C: mikä tukka sinulla on! what hair you-adess is What hair you have!' 
instead of: minkälainen tukka sinulla on!what kind of hair you-adess is 

(Ee 2.9:231) 

This misusage of Eero's disappears at the age of three. However, he doesn't use the 
correct question word minkälainen 'what kind of. 

Antti and Eero use the interrogative pronoun mikä in adnominal position meaning 
'which', where only the question word miten is possible in adult speech (see appendix 
50). For example: 
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C: mikä rikki tämä on? (An 2.7:128) what broken this is 'How is this broken?' 
instead of: miten tämä on rikki? how this is broken 

C: ui mikä iso täällä on se! itr what big here is it 'Wow what a big one this one is here!' 
instead of: mite n iso täällä on! how big here is 

(Ee 3.0:415) 

Antti does not produce the correct question word miten 'how' during the course of 
the study, but Eero at the age of 3.5 uses along with the incorrect question word mikä a 
correct variant ku 'how, what'. For example: 

C: mikä hauska se on! (Ee 3.5:052) what fun it is 'What fun it is!' 
instead of: miten hauska se on! how fun it is 
C: ku iso se on! (Ee 3.5:049) how big it is 'It's so big!' 

Timo uses at the age of three the interrogative pronoun mikä in the selective sense 
'which of two' instead of a dult kumpi (see appendix 50). No examples of Timo using 
the correct pronoun kumpi are found in the corpus. 

C: mikä näistä on hienompi? what these-elat is nicer Which of these (two) is nicer?' 
instead of: kumpi näistä on hienompi? which of these (two) is nicer 

(Ti 3.6:nl) 

The semantic correctness in the use of the interrogative pronoun kuka 'who' in the 
corpus is presented in appendix 51. The use of kuka is viewed as semantically correct 
when the pronoun aims to identify a person, and also when it refers to a toy or a picture 
book character exhibiting human properties and perhaps having a proper name, e.g. 
dolls, toy animals and human-like animal characters in picture books. For example: 

C: kuka siellä? who there "Who's there?' 
I: siellä on semmonen palonvartija. (Ma 1.10:307) 'There's one of those fire guards.' 

C: kuka toi on? who that is *Who is th at?' 
S: sekin on semmonen hassu täti. (Sa 2.0:673) 'That's also one of those funny lad ies.' 

C: kuka tämä on? who this is 'Who is this ?' 
I: —se on Albin. (Li 2.2:118) 'Who is it then? It's Albin.' 

C: kuka nukkuu tuolla? who sleep there 'Who is sleeping there?' 
I: siellä joku lapsi nukkuu. (Mi 3.5:148) 'There's a child sleeping there.' 

C: kuka tuo on? who that is "Who is that?' 
I: se on se Nissinen. se merihirviö. (Mi 3.5:437) 'It's Nissinen. The sea monster.' 

M: Markus on tehny leipäkorin. Markus has made a breadbasket.' 
C: kuka? who'Who?' 
M: Markus. (Ee 3.8:nl) 'Markus.' 

The interrogative pronoun kuka is produced by eight children in the corpus. Four of 
these always use kuka correctly with the above-mentioned references, i.e. meaning 
'who' (see appendix 51). It is worth noting that the inflected forms of kuka are always 
semantically in accordance with adult norms. For example: 

C: kenellä on? who-adess.sg is Who has (the card)'? 
I: kenelläkähän on? 'Wonder who has it?' 
S: mulla. (Me 3.2:180) 'Me.' 

C: ja kenen tää? and who-gen.sg 'And whose is this?' 
I: olisko se sen isin. (Me 3.5:362) Wonder if it's daddy's.' 
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The use of kuka to denote a referent lacking human properties is viewed as incorrect, 
as a pronoun meaning 'what' should be used in such cases. For example: 

C: kuka se toi on? who it that is 'Who is that?' 
instead of: mikä tuo on? what that is 'What is that?' 
I: kukako toi on? '(Now) who is that?' 
C: toi on ämpäri. (Sa 2.0A:221) 'That is a bucket.' 

C: kuka tuossa on? 
instead of: mikä tuossa on? 
I: tämä on semmonen aita. 
C: kuka tuossa on? 
instead of: mikä tuossa on? 
I: se taitaa olla semmonen hanko 

who there is Who's there?' 
what there is 'What's that there?' 

'This is one of those fences.' 
who there is Who's there?' 
what there is 'What's that there?' 

'Maybe it's one of those pitchforks which 
jolla otetaan noita heiniä. (Tu 3.1:029) you carry that hay with.' 

An incorrect use of kuka is produced by four children in the corpus, Liisa, Sanna, 
Mari and Tuomo. With Sanna, the misusage occurs only sporadically at the age of two. 
Liisa and Mari, on the other hand, use kuka more often incorrectly than correctly at the 
ages of one and two, and the same goes for Tuomo at the age of three (see appendix 51). 

Liisa and Mari only misuse kuka in ellipses and equative and existential on-clauses. 
For example: 

C: tuossa kuka siinä on? — 
instead of: mikä siinä on? 

kuka siinä? 
instead of: mikä siinä on? 
I: se on vasara. (Li 2.2:028) 

there who there is 'Who's there?' 
what there is 'What's that there?' 
who there Who's there?' 
what there is 'What's that there?' 

'It's a hammer.' 

C: kuka se toi on? who it that Who is that?' 
instead of: mikä tuo on? what that is 'What is that?' 
I: mikäs tää on? 'What is this? 

— tämä on majakka. (Ma 2.0A:361) This is a lighthous e.' 

C: kuka se toi on? who it that is Who is that?' 
instead of: mikä tuo on? what that is 'What is that?' 
S: se on semmonen mikro foni. (Ma 2.0C:022) 'It's one of those microphones.' 

C: kuka tossa? who there Who's there?' 
instead of: mikä tuossa on? what there is 'What's that there?' 
I: mitähän ne on? 'Wonder what it is. 

olisko nämä kuule semmosia karkkeja? (Ma 1.10:239) Maybe it's some of those kinds of candies.' 

C: kuka tuo on? who that is Who is that?' 
instead of: mikä se on? what that is 'What is that?' 
I: siinä on paperia. (Ma 1.10:290) "There is a piece of paper there.' 

Liisa doesn't use the interrogative pronoun kuka in V-clauses. Mari does, however, 
and kuka is always used with the correct meaning 'who'. For example: 

C: kuka meni ulos? who went out 'Who went out?' 
I: isi ja Sanna meni ulos. (Ma 1.10:061) 'Daddy and Sanna went out.' 

C : kuka täällä ajelee laivalla? who here travel boat-adess Who is going by boat here?' 
I: pikkunen hiirulainen siinä ajelee. (Ma 1.10:144) 'A little mouse is takin g a trip th ere.' 

C: kuka se toi on piirtäny tussikynällä? who it that is drawn felt-tip pen-adess 
Who has drawn this with a felt-tip pen?' 

I: — se on se Hanna-tyttö. (Ma 2.0A:122) 'It's the girl Hanna.' 

Tuomo misuses kuka a few times in on- habitive constructions and V-clauses as well: 
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C: kuka sinulla on? (Tu 3.1:nl) who you-adess is Who do you have?' 
instead of: mitä sinulla on? what you-adess is What do you have?' 

C : kuka tuossa lukee? who there read Who does that say?' 
instead of: mitä tuossa lukee? what there read 'What does that say?' 
I: siinä lukee että punasilmäinen lohikäärme. "There's a red-eyed dragon there.' 

(Tu 3.1:012) 

C: kuka sinä teket? who you make Who are you making?' 
instead of: mitä sinä teet? what you make What are you making?' 
I: — Antille käärmeen. (Tu 3.1:228) 'A snake for Antti.' 

Misusages of kuka only occur at the stage immediately following its first appearances 
in the children's vocabulary. For a couple of months, the child overextends the pronoun 
to include the meaning 'what'. With Mari the overextension occurs between the ages of 
1.10 - 2.0; with Sanna it occurs at 2.0, with Liisa at 2.2 and with Tuomo at 3.1. 
Thereafter the misusage ceases and kuka is used consistently in the adult sense 'who' 
(see appendix 51). 

The semantic differentiation between the interrogative pronouns mikä and kuka by 
Liisa and Mari, whose language follow-up is quite long and who both confuse the two 
pronouns, is presented in table 39. 

Table 39. The semantic differentiation between mikû 'what' and kuka 'who' exhibited by Liisa and Mari 
Child Liisa Mari 
Question words mikä kuka mikä kuka 
Meaning 'what' 'who' 'who' 'what' 'what' 'who' 'who' 'what' 
Correctness corr. incorr. corr. incorr. corr. incorr. coir. incorr. 
Age 1.7 X 1.10 X X X 

1.9 X 2.0 X X X 
1.11 X 2.2 X 
2.0 X 2.4 X 
2.1 X 2.5 
2.2 X X 2.6 
2.3 X X 2.7 X 
2.5 X X 2.8 X 
2.7 X 2.9 X 
2.9 X X 2.11 
2.11 X 3.0 
3.1 X 3.3 
3.1 3.7 X X 

Liisa already uses the interrogative pronoun mikä in her first language sample at the 
age of 1.7; up to the age of 2.1 mikä only carries the adult meaning 'what'. The 
interrogative pronoun kuka shows up in Liisa's speech at age 2.2 meaning both 'what' 
and 'who', while the interrogative pronoun mikä disappears for one month. In the next 
recording, however, at the age of 2.3, both 'what* and 'wh o' have been transferred to 
the interrogative pronoun mikä, and kuka is totally absent. At the age of 2.5 kuka only 
occurs with the correct meaning 'who', while the misusage of mikä continues for a few 
months (see table 39). 

Mari uses both interrogative pronouns, mikä and kuka, in her first recordings at the 
age of 1.10 and 2.0. During the whole course of t he study Mari only uses mikä in its 
correct sense, 'what', while kuka in the first recordings means both 'what' and 'who'. 
Kuka-questions are not produced by Mari for a long time after the age of 2.0, only to 
surface once again at the age of 3.7, when the interrogative pronoun has the adult 
meaning 'who' (see table 39). 

A mixing-up of interrogative pronouns mikä 'what' and kuka 'who' has also been 
observed among Finnish-speaking children in the Oulu corpus. However, this confusion 
only occurs at the ages of one and two (Kangassalo 1980: 76-80, 103-4). In the 
Sundsvall corpus mikä and kuka are still mixed up by one child at the age of three, while 
for the other children the semantic differentiation takes place at age two at the latest. 
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The semantic correctness in the use of interrogative pronouns va 'what' and kumpi 
'which of two* an d the interrogative adjectives minkä värinen 'of what color' and 
minkalainen 'what kind of in the Sundsvall corpus is presented in appendix 52. 

Three children in the corpus use a Swedish va 'what'-ellipsis as a supplementary 
question after a Finnish declarative or interrogative clause. I have judged va-ellipsis to be 
incorrect according to the criteria of adult speech in Finnish (see appendix 52). For 
example: 

onko tää haitari va? (Ti 3.3:090) This is an accordion, right?' 
miksei soi va? (Pe 3.7:055) Why doesn't it make noise, huh?' 
otetaan vähän riisiä. va? (Ka 4.1:182) 'Let's have some rice, shall we?' 

The interrogative pronoun kumpi 'which of two' and the interrogative adjectives 
minkä värinen 'of what color' and minkälainen 'what kind of are used in the corpus in 
complete semantic accordance with adult conventions (see appendix 52). For example: 

C: kumpi on? which of two is Which (of those two) is it?' 
I: kumpiko? Which?' 
C: tämä. (Pe 3.7:141) 'This.' 

C: minkä värinen se on? which color it is 'What color is it?' 
I: ruskea. (Pe 3.7:293) 'Brown.' 

C: minkälaisia au t oj a! what kind of cars What cars! 
— rattikin. (Tu 2.9:070) Even a steering wheel.' 

Case usage in Finnish is considered to be primarily a syntactic question. It can, however, 
be viewed as a syntactico-semantic problem area, e.g. when dealing with the difference 
between the singular and plural, and therefore I present here an overview of the case 
usage of interrogative pronouns and interrogative adjectives in the Sundsvall corpus. The 
correctness in the case usage of interrogative pronouns and interrogative adjectives in the 
corpus is presented in appendices 53, 54, 55 and 56. 

The use of the form mikä 'what' is correct in approx. 86 % of its occurrences in the 
corpus. The form mikä most often functions as a nominative sg. when it is a 
complement, subject or attribute in the clause- or can be understood as one of these in 
deep structure. Correctly used accusative forms of mikä show up only a couple of times 
in the corpus, as object or attribute (see appendix 53). E.g. 

C: mikä toi on? what-nom.sg-compl that is What is that?' 
I: onkohan se apina? (Sa 1.10:210) 'Wonder if it's a monkey?' 

C: mikä siinä on? what-nom.sg-subj there is What is there? 
mikä? what-nom.sg(-subj) What?' 

I: se on valas. (Sa 1.10:228) 'It's a whale.' 

C: mikä sulla on? what-nom.sg-subj you-adess is 'What do you have?' 
I: — se on sukka. (Li 2.3:018) 'It's a sock.' 

C: mikä soittaa hassusti? what-nom.sg-subj play funny What's playing so funny?' 
S: trumpetti. (Sa 2.5.380) 'A trumpet.' 

C: mikä norsu tää on? what-nom.sg-attr+elephant this is What kind of elephant?' 
M: se on sarvikuono. (Ma 1.10:200) 'It's a rhinoceros.' 

C: mikä sinne pannaan? what-acc2sg-obj there put-pass 'What should we put in there?' 
I: se on vaan kuva maapallosta. (Ee 2.5: 369) 'It's only a picture of the globe.' 

C: mikä väri otetaan tästä? what-acc2sg-attr+color take-pass from here 
Which color shall we take here?' 

I: mitäs sä et oo vielä käyttäny? (Ka 3.10: 777) Which one haven't you used then?' 
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In 14 % of questions involving the nominative form mikä the question word's 
reference is either semantically or syntactically faulty according to adult norms (see 
appendix 53). This incorrect use most often consists of a semantic misusage where that 
form is used instead of some other question word. 

When it is only a matter of incorrect case usage, the form mikä is most often used 
instead of the partitive form mitä (see appendix 53). Then the form mikä is most often 
either a complement in an equative clause- which otherwise is in the plural form- or an 
object in a transitive clause, and once even as a subject in an existential V-clause. For 
example: 

C: mikä nää on? what-nom.sg-compl these is What are these?' 
instead of: mitä nämä ovat? what-part.pl-compl these are 
I: ne on omenoita kaikki. (Ma 2.9:019) 'They're all apples.' 

C: mikä ne on? what-nom.sg-compl they is "What are they?' 
instead of: mitä ne ovat? what-part.pl-compl they are 
I: tämä on matkalaukku. 'This is a suitcase. 

montaki matkalaukkua. (Ee 2.9: 070) Several suitcases even.' 

C: mikä se se tekee? what-nom.sg-obj it it do What's it doing?' 
instead of: mitä se tekee? what-part.sg-obj it do 
I: se suihkuttaa. (Ee 2.9:023) 'It's taking a shower.' 

C: mikä mä väritän nyt? what-nom.sg-obj I color now'What shall I draw now?' 
instead of: mitä minä piirrän nyt? what-part.sg-obj I draw now 
M: no minkäs sie osaat piirtää? (Ti 3.8:163) 'Yes, what can you draw?' 

C: mikä tuossa lukee? what-nom.sg-subj there read What does that say?' 
instead of: mitä tuossa lukee? (An 3.1:263) what-part.sg there read 

No plural use of the form mikä in equative clauses has been observed in the Oulu 
corpus. On the other hand, some of t he children in the Oulu corpus at the age of two 
sporadically use the mikä-form instead of the partitive object in transitive clauses or the 
partitive subject in existential clauses. This misusage is not found at the age of three, 
however, and thus disappears a little earlier than the misusage in the Sundsvall corpus 
(Kangassalo 1980: 67-69). 

The form mikä is also erroneously used in the Sundsvall corpus instead of the case 
forms millä adess. sg., mille all. sg., minkä gen. sg. and mitkä nom. pl. (see appendix 
53). No corresponding misusage occurs in the Oulu corpus (see Kangassalo 1980: 67-
69). For example: 

I: tehdäänkö tuolle setällekin hattu? 'Shall we make a hat for that man too.' 
C: mikä setälle? what-nom.sg-attr+man-all.sg'For what man?' 
instead of: mille sedälle? what-all.sg-attr+man-all.sg 
I: tuolle. (Ee 2.11:366) 'For that one.' 

C: mikä on piirtäny tähän? what-nom.sg-subj is drawn here 'What was used to draw here?' 
instead of: millä tähän on piirretty? what-adess here is drawn 
I: — tähänkin on kiijotettu kuule 'Here too somebody's written 

semmosella koneella. (Mi 2.10:320) with one of those machines you see.' 

C: mikä pitää asua tässä? what-nom.sg-subj should live here 'What should live here?' 
instead of: minkä pitää asua tässä? what-gen.sg-subj should Uve here 

(Mi 2.10:026) 
C: mikä oh marjoja? (Me 3.0:n6 ) what-nom.sg-subj was berries "Which ones were berries?' 
instead of: mitkä olivat maijoja? what-nom.pl-subj were berries 

The use of inflected forms of the interrogative pronoun mikä 'what' occurs without 
any semantic misusage in the corpus. The partitive form mitä is used most often- in 90 % 
of occurrences- in a syntactically correct manner as well, the form then being subject, 
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complement, attribute or object in the clause or understood in deep structure as one of 
these, and with either a singular or plural content (see appendix 54). For example: 

C: mitä? what-partsg(-subj) 'What?' 
autot siinä. (Li 1.9:096) 'Cars there.' 

C: mitä täällä? what-part.sg(-subj) here What is this here?' 
I: — mitä siinä oli? 'What was there?' 
C: savu tullee. (Li 1.7:177) 'Smoke is coming out.' 

C: mitä siila on? what-part.sg-subj it-adess is 'What does she have?' 
I: siila on simpukoita kädessä. (Li 2.9:086) 'She has shells in her hand.' 

C: mitä toi on? what-part.sg-compl that is 'What is that?' 
I: se on sita as tia npesu vetta. (Su 2.5:109) 'It's dishwater.' 

C: mitä on nämä? what-part.sg-compl is these What are these here?' 
I: — elefantteja on siellä. (Mi 2.10:136) 'There are elephants there.' 

C: mitä siellä tapahtuu? what-part.sg-subj there happen What's happening there?' 
I: mitäs täällä ollaan tekemässä? (Me 2.9:108) 'What are they doing here then?' 

C: voi mitä hyvää jätskiä! itr what-part.sg-attr+good+ice cream 
(Me 2.10:n4) Wow what good ice cream!' 

I: minäpäs piirrän sulle kisun. 'I'm drawing a cat for you.' 
C: mitä? what-partsg(-obj) What?' 
I: minä piirrän sinulle kisun. 'I'm drawing a cat for you. 

sinun pitää vähän neuvoa. You must give me some advice.' 
C: mitä? what-part.sg(-obj) What?' 
I: neuvotko sinä minua jos minä piirrän kisun? Will you give me advice if I draw a cat? 

minä en oikein osaa. (Ee 2.10:210-11) I'm not too good at it.' 

C: mitä apina tekkee? what-part.sg-obj monkey do 'What's the monkey doing? 
— se kiipeilee. (Me 2.11:110) It's climbing.' 

Misuse of the partitive form mitä always consists of cases where the form is used 
instead of the nominative sg. form in an equative clause which otherwise is in the 
singular. This misusage crops up very often with one child during the periods 2.6 - 2.11 
and 3.0 - 3.5, while among the other children it is only sporadic (see appendix 54). A 
similar misusage is also evinced by some of t he Oulu children up to the age of three 
(Kangassalo 1980: 70). For example: 

C: mitä on tämä? what-part.sg-compl is this What is this?' 
instead of: mikä tämä on? what-nom.sg-compl this is 
I: — se on kuule hylje elikkä merileijona. 'It's a seal or a sea-lion you know.' 
C: mitä on tämä? what-part.sg-compl is this What is this?' 
instead of: mikä tämä on? what-nom.sg-compl this is 
I: leopardi. (Mi 2.10:141-42) 'A leopard.' 

C: mitä tuo on? what-part.sg-compl that is What is that?' 
instead of: mikä tuo on? what-nom.sg-compl that is 
S: vaaka (Pe 3.4:122) 'A wave.' 

The inflected forms minkä 'what' acc. 1 sg., mihin 'what' ill. sg. and mitkä 'what' 
nom. pl. are used a few times in the Sundsvall corpus, and the case usage is always 
correct (see appendix 54). For example: 

minkä sä haluut? (Ti 3.6:080) what-accl sg-obj you want 'Which one do you want?' 
mihin tyynylle? (Me 2.11:173) what-ill.sg-attr+pillow-all 'On what pillow?' 
mitkä toiset norsut on tässä? what-nom.pl-attr+other+elephants is here 
(Pe 3.7:018) What other elephants are here?' 
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Two children in the corpus use a morphotactically faulty form mikän in isolated 
instances. This form is used instead of the accusative form minkä and the illative form 
mihin (see appendix 54): 

C: mikän se antaa? (Ee 2.5:257) what+n-accl sg-obj it give 'What is he giving?' 
instead of: minkä se antaa? what-accl sg-obj it give 

T: osaatko laittaa sinne? 'Can you hang that up?' 
C: mikän paikan? (Ka 3.8:350) what+n-ill.sg-attr+place+n'On what place?' 
instead of: mihin paikkaan? what-ill.sg-attr+place-ill.sg 

A similar use of mikän in the accusative function has also been observed among other 
Finnish-speaking children (Kangassalo 1980: 65; Niemi & Niemi 1987: 77). 

In the use of the nominative form kuka 'who' semantic misusage is common for two 
children during the two earliest periods and for one child during the period 3.0 - 3.5 as 
well, when kuka often occurs meaning 'what'. 

No obvious misusage of the nominative form kuka meaning 'who' in another case 
function occurs in the corpus (see appendix 55), although sometimes the reference would 
seem to be incorrect. For example: 

C: kukatäällä? who-nom.sg(-subj)'Who is here? 
ev. instead of: ketä täällä on? who-part.pl-subj here is 

— kato siinä on kanikoita ne. (Li 2.2:114) Look it's some rabbits.' 
(Human-like animal characters in a picture) 

Other case forms of kuka 'who' are relatively rare in the corpus. The nominative 
plural form ketkä and the local case forms kenelle all. sg., kenellä adess. sg. and keneltä 
abl. sg. are always used correctly (see appendix 55). For example: 

M: mihinkähän ne on hävinny? Wonder where they've disappeared.' 
C: ketkä? who-nom.pl 'Who?' 
M: isijasinä. (Me 2.8:084) Daddy and you.' 

C: kenelle tämä kuuluu? (Me 2.10:n5) who-all.sg-hab.advl "Whose is this?' (Refers to a doll) 
C: keltähän tuo on jääny? who-abl.sg-hab.advl this is stayed 

(Me 3.1:401) "Who has left behind that?' 
C: kellä on? who-adess.sg-hab.advl Who has (the card)?' 
S: mulla. (Me 3.2:180) 'Me.' 

In the genitive function the correct form kenen 'whose' is used a few times. A 
morphotactically faulty genitive form kukan is produced by one child, something which 
has been observed among other Finnish-speaking children (see appendix 55; Itkonen 
1977: 17). For example: 

C: kenen linja-autolla? who-gen.sg-attr+bus-adess 'With whose bus?' 
I: setän. (Me 2.8:nll) 'The man's.' 

C: kukan tuo on? who-gen.sg that is 'Whose is that?' 
instead of: kenen tuo on? 
I: — tämä on varmaan sun äidin kynä. 'This is probably your mother's pen.' 

(Ee 3.8:374) 

The interrogative pronoun kumpi 'which of two' always occurs in the corpus in a 
correctly used nominative sg. form. The interrogative adjectives minkä värinen 'of what 
color' and minkälainen 'what kind of are used in the nominative sg. and in the 
nominative and partitive pi. respectively. The use of case forms of the interrogative 
adjectives is correct except in one case when the question word minkä värinen lacks 
adjectival derivation and case ending (see appendix 56). For example: 
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C: kumpi hattu? (Pe 3.9:360) which of two-nom.sg-attr+hat-nom "Which of (the two) hats?1 

C: minkä värinen se on? what color-nom. sg-compl it is 'What kind of color is it?' 
(Pe 3.7:293) 

C: minkä väriset sulla on tämmöset? what color-nom.pl-subj you-adess is these things 
(Me 2.11:471) What color are these things?' 

C: minkälaisia autoja! what kind of-part.pl-attr+car-part.pl "What cars!' 
(Tu 2.9:070) 

C: minkä vari tuo on? what color-0-compl that is 'What kind of color is that? 
instead of: minkä värinen/-stä tuo on? what color-nom/part.sg-compl that is 
I: se on semmosta keltasta. (Ka 3.10:162) 'It's that yellowish color.1 

Case forms of interrogative pronouns and interrogative adjectives are thus for the 
most part used correctly in the Sundsvall corpus. An overview of correctness in case 
usage among the different children in the corpus is presented in table 40. 

Table 40. Correctness in the case usage of interrogative pronouns and interrogative adjectives in the 
Sundsvall corpus 
Age 1 - 2 yrs 3- 4 yrs 
Correctness correa incorrect S correa incorrect S 
Child n I % n 1 % n 1 % n 1 % n 1 % n 1 % 
Liisa 72 97 2 3 74 100 1 100 0 0 1 100 
Mari 53 91 5 9 58 100 4 100 0 0 4 100 
Sanna 49 100 0 0 49 100 3 100 0 0 3 100 
Eero 117 92 11 8 127 100 118 93 9 7 127 100 
Antti 15 83 3 17 18 100 6 75 2 25 8 100 
Tuomo 27 100 0 0 27 100 7 100 0 0 7 100 
Meiju 42 98 1 3 43 100 46 94 3 6 49 100 
Mikko 23 59 16 41 39 100 26 53 17 47 43 100 
Timo - - - - - - 28 90 3 10 31 100 
Pekka - - - - - - 71 96 3 4 74 100 
Kaija - - - - - - 30 88 4 12 34 100 
S 398 91 38 9 436 100 346 89 41 11 387 100 

Two children in the corpus, Sanna and Tuomo, always use interrogative pronouns 
and interrogative adjectives in the right case form. Two children, Liisa and Mari, produce 
faulty case uses a few times at the ages of one and two, but such inaccuracies disappear 
before the age of three. The misusage of case forms continues with seven children up to 
the ages of three or four. For Antti, Meiju, Timo, Pekka and Kaija the faulty case forms 
are relatively sporadic, while those of Eero and Mikko are somewhat more common. 
However, even Eero and Mikko use case forms correctly a majority of the time (see table 
40). 

When considering incorrectly used case forms we find it is most often the nominative 
sg. form mikä 'what' which is used instead of another case form. Misusage of mikä 
occurs most often in equative clauses, which otherwise is in the plural form, when the 
form mikä replaces the adult partitive pi. form mitä, and in transitive clauses when mikä 
replaces the adult partitive object mitä. 

Misusage of the partitive form mitä 'what' occurs in equative clauses which 
otherwise are in the singular form, and when the form mitä replaces the adult nominative 
sg. form mikä. This misusage is sporadically produced by a few of the children in the 
corpus and is very common with one child. 

As a general conclusion about the use of interrogative pronoun and adjectival case 
forms in the corpus, one can state that if a child misuses case forms it is most often the 
nominative form mikä which assumes a different case function. Only one child in the 
corpus prefers the partitive form mitä and uses it often- even in the nominative function. 

The correctness in the use of the local interrogative adverbs in the Sundsvall corpus is 
presented in appendix 57. 

No confusion of local interrogative adverbs and other question words occurs in the 
corpus, and the different variants of local interrogative adverbs are very rarely mixed up 
(see appendix 57). The local interrogative adverbs in the corpus most often refer to a 
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location in the child's immediate environment. In adult speech the local interrogative 
adverbs are used, say, to reference a point of geographic or general knowledge or some 
relative position, but such references are not produced in the corpus (cf. Robinson & 
Rackstaw 1972: 58-59; Kearsley 1976: 361). For example: 

C: missä auto? 
— siinä on. (Li 1.9:030) 

C: missä on nalle? 
missä on nalle? 

I: — täällä. (Sa 2.6:470) 

C: mihin mennään nyt? 
mihin? 

I: tuonne. (Me 2.10:081) 

C: mista mennään nyt? 
tästäkö? 

I: siitä. (Me 2.10:085) 

where car Where is there a car? 
There it is.' 

where is teddy Where is teddy? 
where is teddy Where is teddy?' 

'Here.' 

where to go-pass now Where do you going now? 
whereto Where?' 

'There.' 

where from go-pass now Where are you going now? 
Here?' 

'There.' 

A widening outside the immediate sphere of reference takes place only in a few 
cases. For example: 

C: ei kun mistä mamma on ostanu? 

I: — onkoha n se saanu tämän sieltä 
neuvolan tätiltä? (Li 2.9:222) 

C: mihin Seppo lähti? 
M: kaupungille. (Ma 2.8:088) 

no but where from mommy has bought 
'But where has mommy bought it?' 
'Wonder if she got it from the lady at 
the child-health station?' 

where to Seppo went 'Where did Seppo go?' 
'To town.' 

C: mista sai paketin se? where from got parcel he Where did he get the parcel?' 
I: — se on tullu vaimaan kuule 'It probably came from grandmother in Finland.' 

mummolta Suomesta. (Ee 2.9:208) 

The interrogative adverb missä 'where' always refers to stative locations in the 
corpus (see Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 104; Wode 1976: 302-3, 306) and is most 
often used with the verb olla 'be, exist, have', sometimes with other verbs as well. For 
example: 

C: missä on karhu? (Li 2.1:202) 
C: missä mummu on? (An 2.7:334) 
C: ja missä sen vauva on? 

(Me 3.0:122) 
C: missä nuo assuu? (Mi 3.3:667) 
C: missä Liisa ajaa tässä? 

(Li 1.9:070) 
C: missä nuo kaikki nu kkuu? 

(Me 3.11:041) 

where is bear 'Where is there a bear.' 
where grandmother is Where is grandmother?' 
and where it's baby is 'And where is her baby?' 

where those all sleep Where do all those sleep?' 

where those live Where do those live?' 
where Liisa go here 'Where is Liisa going here?' 

A misusage of missä is produced by only one child, Liisa, together with the verb 
löytyä 'exist, be found' where verb government in adult speech requires the interrogative 
adverb mistä 'where from' (see appendix 57): 

C: missä siile tyyny löyty? where it-all pillow found Where is there a pillow for her?' 
instead of: mistä siile tyyny löytyy? where from it-all pillow find 

(Li 2.9:159) 

The directional interrogative adverbs mihin 'where to', mihin päin 'in which 
direction' and mistä 'where from' (cf. Wode 1976: 306) are used correctly in the corpus 
almost without exception (see appendix 57). For example: 
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C : mihin se meni? where to it went Where did it go? 
mihin se putos? (Li 2.3:168) where to it fell Where did it fall?' 

C: mistäkä se tulee? (Ee 2.5:297) where from+encl it come 'Where did it come from?' 

The use of the directional interrogative adverbs is most often correct even with those 
verbs where interference from Swedish verb government conditions might be expected. 
For example: 

C: mihin tää kuuluii? (Ma 2.7:113) where 
C: mihin mä piirrän? (Ma 2.9:403) where 
C: mihin tää mahtuu? (Me 2.10:186) where 
C: mihin ne laitetaan? (Ee 3.1:182) where 
C: mista se alotetaan? where 

(Me 2.10:077) 

to this belong 'Where does this belong?' 
to I draw *Where shall I draw?' 
to this fit 'Where does this fit?' 
to they put-pass Where do you put them?' 
from it start-pass Where do you start with it?' 

Misusage of the interrogative adverb mihin 'where to' occurs sporadically in the 
speech of one child, Eero (see appendix 57). For example: 

C: mihin tää kuuluu olla? where to this should be Where should this be?' 
instead of: missa tämän kuuluu olla? where this should be 

(Ee 3.1:230) 
C: mihin tää pitää olla? (Ee 3.8:032) where to this should be Where should this be?' 
instead of: missä tämän pitää olla? where this should be 

Nesser (1986), who has researched the use of local expressions among Sweden-
Finnish schoolchildren, also notes that local expressions are for the most part used 
correctly by the Sweden-Finnish children, despite different government conditions for a 
number of Finnish and Swedish verbs (Nesser 1986: 149). Among the young Finnish-
speaking children in the Oulu corpus a certain confusion of the local interrogative 
adverbs has been observed (Kangassalo 1980; 113-19). 

The use of the modal, causal and temporal interrogative adverbs with different references 
in the Sundsvall corpus is presented in appendix 58. 

The question words would seem to be correctly used in the corpus without 
exception. Only a few questions with miksi 'why' may have the question word carrying 
a different meaning than the adult one (see appendix 58). 

The use of the modal interrogative adverbs miten and miten päin in the corpus reveals 
three different spheres of reference. Most of the questions refer to a description of a 
process or state, the question word then having the meaning 'in what way' or 'in which 
direction' (see appendix 58; Kearsley 1976: 361; Robinson & Rackstaw 1972: 60-61). 
For example: 

C: miten oli? (Li 1.11:405) 
C: miten lääkäri tekee? (Li 2.3:053) 
C: miten päin tämä pannaan? 

(Me 2.10:174) 
C: miten tää laitetaan? (Ee 3.5:073) 
C: miten avataan? (Ti 3.10:011) 

how was 'How was it?' 
how doctor do 'How does the doctor do?' 
how+towards this put-pass 
'In which direction do you put this?' 
how this put-pass 'How do you put this?' 
how open-pass 'How do you open this?' 

Approximately a third of ra/tew-questions refer to the cause of an action or state. The 
interrogative adverb is then used with the meaning 'why' (ibid). For example: 

C: miten kuuluu? (Li 2.3: nl) 
C: kuinkas tuo menee tuonne? 

(Ma 2.8:142) 
C: miten se voi olla puussa? 

(Me 3.5:110) 
C: mutta kuinka se roikkuu noin? 

(Ka 3.10:118) 

how hear 'How is it heard?' 
how that one go there Why does he go there?' 

how it can be tree-iness 'Why can he be in the tree?' 

but how it hang like that 'But how does it hang like that?' 
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The question words miten and miten monta are also used in adnominal position, 
where the question words function as adverbs intensifying a noun. Miten then expresses 
a judgement of quality and has the meaning 'what'; miten monta refers to number and 
means 'how many' (see appendix 58). For example: 

miten pitkä koira! (Ma 3.3:117) how long dog What a long dog!' 
oi ku iso laiva! (Me 3.7:341) itr how big boat 'Wow what a big boat!1 

miten monta palaa! (Sa 2.7:382) how many pieces What a lot of pieces!' 

In context, many interrogative clauses with modal interrogative adverbs have no 
interrogative character but function as interjections. The interjectional function is 
particularly characteristic of interrogative clauses with question words in adnominal 
position. 

Piaget (1973) divides children's 'why'-questions into three basic categories, causal 
questions, motivational questions and explanatory questions. Causal 'why'-questions are 
considered by Piaget to include questions which refer to processes involving material 
objects. He further divides the causal questions into two types: questions which refer to a 
causal specification of a process or event which took place before the event in question, 
and terminal questions referring to an explanation of the effects and consequences of a 
process or event following the relevant event. Motivational questions as characterized by 
Piaget refer to a human action or a psychic state, and explanatory questions refer to a 
logical justification or definition of e.g. customs and norms and classification of reality 
(Piaget 1973: 149-59; see also Robinson & Rackstaw 1972: 67). 

Piaget (1973: 148-49) believes however that 'why'-questions among children up to 
three years of age often express only surprise, and do not refer to any answer. Cairns & 
Hsu (1978: 483), on the other hand, have pointed out that even young children are 
capable of understanding the difference between a causal and a terminal context. 

Children in the Sundsvall corpus use miksi 'why'-questions with references which can 
be seen as belonging to the first two categories, i.e. causal questions and motivational 
questions. Half of Sie m/fof-questions refer to motivations of a human action (see 
appendix 58). For example: 

C: mihin Seppo lähü? Where did Seppo go?' 
M: kaupungille. 'To town.1 

C: miksi lähti? Why did he go?' 
M: ne menee kauppaan. (Ma 2.8:089) "They're going to the store.' 

C: leikitäänkö tällä? 'Shall we play with thi s?' 
S : en mää halua. 'I don't want to.' 
C: mikset? Why not?' 
S: en vaan halua. (Me 3.2:nl4) 'I just don't want to.' 

I: se oli ilkeä tämä hedelmäkauppias. 'He was mean this fruit seller.' 
C: mitä varten? Why?' 
I: se halus vaan saada rahaa. (Ka 3.10:193) 'He just wanted money.' 

Causal m/te'-questions looking for a causal explanation constitute approx. a third of 
m/to'-questions in the corpus (see appendix 58). For example: 

C: miksi autot talee laivaan? Why do cars go by boat?' 
I: mm. 'Mm.' 
C: miksi? Why?' 
I: kato ne menee autot laivalla meren yli. "The cars cross the sea with the boat you see.' 

(Mi 2.10:084) 
I: haiseeko täällä jollekin? 'Does it smell like something here?' 
C: joo. 'Yes.' 

miksi haisee? (Ee 3.0:216) Why does it smell?' 
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C: miksi ei tuie musiikkia? Why isn't we there any music?' 
I: ei oo mulla musiikkia. (Tu 3.8:378) 'I don't have any music.' 

Causal miksi-questions looking for an explanation of some effect are used more 
seldom (see appendix 58). For example: 

M: kato ne laittaa lehmiä junaan. "Look they're loading cows onto the train.' 
C: miksi? "Why?' 
S : ne vie pitkälle (Pe 3.4:217) 'They're taking them far away.' 

C: mutta mitä varten pitää muuten torkattaa? 'Anyway, why do you have to wipe (this) up?' 
I: — että liima pysyy kiinni. (Ka 4.1:577) 'So that the glue will stick.' 

With a few of the m/te'-questions the reference is however unclear (see appendix 
58). According to Piaget (1973: 166) and Stern & Stern (1965: 215) 'why-questions 
often have a sense of affective interjection among young children and are used to 
contradict. This can also be seen in many of t he Sundsvall children's questions with 
miksi, above all the questions which the interlocutor is not able to answer before the 
child resumes speaking. For example: 

C: miksi se tekee noin? "Why is she doing that? 
nyt se pää ylös sieltä. (Ee 3.8:189) Now she's coming up from there.' 

C: miksi ne on loppu? Why are they finished? 
— miksi ne on loppu ne kasetit? Why are the cassettes finished?' 

I: eihän ne oo loppu. (Ee 3.0: 226-29) 'They aren't finished.' 

C: mitä sä siellä pöykkyilet? Why are you shoving? 
aa! se mua painaa selkään. (Me 3.0:088) Ow! She's pushing my back.' 

The sense of affect is palpable in many negative miksi-questions, which in context 
function as contradictions of the situation. For example: 

C: miksi ei oo kattonu? Why haven't we been watching? 
kun nyt haluu kattoo teeveetä. Because I want to watch TV now.' 

I: joo katotaan sitten kohta. (Tu 2.11:078) 'Yes we'll watch it soon.' 

C: miksi teillä on tuommonen värinen tuo? 'Why does it have that color?' 
I: nämäkö haija ja kihveli? "The brush and pan? There weren't any in a 

kaupassa ei ollu muun värisiä. different color in the store.' 
C: miksi te että kysyny? Why didn't you ask?' 

(Me 3.2:n26) 

Stern & Stern (1965: 215) also remark that questions with a number of different 
contents can be given the question marker 'why' by young children. Brown (1968) has 
drawn attention to the fact that English-speaking children in the beginning construct 
'why'-questions solely by placing the question markers 'why' or 'why not' first in a 
declarative clause, without making the changes required in adult speech. For example: 

M: he was playing a little tune. 
C: why he play a little tune? 
instead of: why was he playing a little tune? 
M: I don't see any. 
C: why not you see any? 
instead of: why don't you see any? (Brown 1968: 286-87). 

The question word miksi 'why' is sometimes used in the Sundsvall corpus in a 
manner resembling that described by Brown. The child adds the question word miksi to 
the interlocutor's declarative clause, even in contexts where the question word is 
inadequate and the interlocutor finds the question almost impossible to answer. In cases 
like these it can be that the question word doesn't carry the content 'why'. For example: 
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I: se sai unessa siivet. 'He got wings in the dream.' 
C: miksi se sai siivet? Why did he get wings?' 
I: se näki sellasta unta. (Mi 3.3:683) 'He dreamed that kind of dream.' 

I: sinne putos vahingossa makkara. 'A sausage fell there by mistake.' 
C: miksi putos noin? Why did it fall like that?' 
I: kato siltä käänty tuo lapio väärin päin. "The shovel was turned the wrong way you see.' 

(Mi 3.3:846) 

I: kaikkia vanhoja ruuantähteitä 'The old leftovers 
jotka rupee haisemaan. which started to smell.' 

C: — miksi ne on niin vanhoja? Why are they so old?' 
I: kato kaatopaikka on sellanen paikka "The garbage dump is the kind of place where 

jonne viedään kaikki romut. (Ee 3.8: 207) you take all old trash you see.' 

Sometimes the child is not content with the answer given by the adult and continues 
to ask questions about the same subject, which shows that the child and the adult have 
different conceptions of causality. For example: 

C: miksi tuli noin? Why did it become like that?' 
I: kato siitä roiskuu tuosta pizzan päältä. 'It squirted up from the pizza you see.' 
C: miksi? Why?' 
I: se kaato nuo kottikärryt vahingossa 'He tipped the wheelbarrow onto it by mistake.' 

tuohon päälle. (Mi 3.3:837) 

C: miksi teillä ei oo paatileluja? Why don't you have bathing toys?' 
I: meillä ei oo enää kun Hanna ei enää leiki. 'We don't have any because Hanna isn't playing any 

more.' 
C: miksi se ei leiki? Why doesn't she play?' 
I: se on kasvanu niin isoksi. 'She's gotten so big.' 
C: mutta miksi se ei halua leikkiä? 'But why doesn't she want to play?' 
I: se on niin iso. 'She's so big.' 
C: mutta miks i? 'But why?' 
I: kun tulee isoksi niin ei enää halua leikkiä. 'When a person gets big then they don't 

(Me 3.2:n27-30) want to play any more.' 

A general impression garnered from miksi 'why'-questions in the corpus is that the 
children's understanding of causality is still immature, and that the questions often are 
non-systematic and non-intellectual, which is also stressed in a number of other studies 
(McNeill 1970: 97; Piaget 1973: 154-55, 164; Stern & Stern 1965: 215). 

The question word milloin in the Sundsvall corpus always carries the correct meaning 
'when' (see appendix 58). However, milloin only refers to a point in time lying in the 
immediate temporal vicinity of the time in question. Other dimensions of time occurring 
in adult speech are not expressed (see Kearsley 1976: 361; Robinson & Rackstaw 1972: 
59-60). For example: 

C: millon se naksahtaa? When will it crack?' 
I: kyllä se pian naksahtaa. (Ee 2.9:470) 'It'll probably crack soon.' 

C: koska teet ruuan mamma? 'When are you going to cook mommy?' 
(Mi 3.3:884) 

C: millon tää soi? 'When does this make sounds?' 
I: ei se soikaan kun se on semmonen 'It doesn't make sounds because it's 

hassu nauhuri. (Pe 3.7:060) one of those strange recorders.' 

Cairns & Hsu (1978) have studied young English-speaking children's ability to 
understand questions with the question words why , how and when. The study 
encompasses 50 children at the ages of 3.0 - 5.6. Cairns & Hsu's results show that 
children most easily understand questions with the question word why, while those with 
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the question words how and when sometimes cause problems (Cairns & Hsu 1978: 478-
79). 

The question word why is never confused with any other question word in Cairns & 
Hsu's study. It also appears that questions with the question word how are most often 
answered completely correctly. Replies giving a causal answer to a /zow-question are 
also used, and are considered by Cairns & Hsu as being almost correct. Replies 
providing a temporal dimension, where the children apparently understand the how-
question as a when-question, constitute 3 % of al l answers to how-questions, and are 
considered by Cairns & Hsu as incorrect (Cairns & Hsu 1978: 483, 486). 

Development in the comprehension of c ausal and temporal questions by children 
takes place in five stages, according to Cairns & Hsu. In the earliest stage, according to 
them, the child cannot distinguish between causal and temporal connections. The second 
stage consists of a level of development where the child is capable of understanding a 
causal connection but not a temporal connection. During this stage w/zen-questions are 
answered as if they were w/ry-questions. During the third stage the child learns to encode 
temporal connections between events, but this takes place only if there is at the same time 
a causal connection between them. During this stage 'when'-questions are met with a 
temporal-causal answer. In the fourth stage the child becomes capable of understanding 
temporal connections lacking a causal dimension, although only in contexts where the 
'when'-question refers to an event preceding the one under examination and which thus 
contain a causal dimension. During the final stage the child learns to see the difference 
between causal and temporal connections and always answers a w/zen-question correctly, 
irrespective of the question's temporal reference (Cairns & Hsu 1978: 486; Ryan Hsu, 
Smith Cairns & Bialo 1987: 242). 

Ryan Hsu, Cairns & Bialo (1987) have further investigated incorrect answers to 
temporal questions by children. This study involves 60 children at the ages of 4.0 - 7.0. 
Most of the children in the study can give acceptable answers to w/ien-questions or at 
least show that they are in a developmental stage where the replies become more 
accurate, while 12 children (20 %) can't answer when-questions in an acceptable manner 
(Ryan Hsu, Smith Cairns & Bialo 1987: 244, 250). 

Most of the incorrect answers to w/ien-questions in Ryan Hsu, Cairns & Bialo refer 
to local referents. The others consist of expressions which contain a 'because'-phrase 
and thus refer to a causal connection, answers which make an incorrect temporal 
connection or some other incorrect connection or cases where no answer is given (Ryan 
Hsu, Smith Cairns & Bialo 1987: 247-48). 

The use of the modal, causal and temporal interrogative adverbs in the Sundsvall corpus 
gives no indication that children might misunderstand the import of the question words 
which they themselves use. On the other hand, there are a handful of examples in the 
corpus indicating that the children have misunderstood or are completely baffled by the 
interlocutor's miksi 'why'- or milloin 'when'-questions, replying either in an incorrect 
fashion or avoiding answering altogether. All these examples occur before the age when 
the children themselves start producing the question word. For example: 

I: miksi se pesee hampaita? Why is he brushing his teeth?' 
C: suu. 'The mouth.' 
I: summusta. joo että olis puhtaat hampaat 'In the mouth. Well, in or der to have clean teeth 

ettei tuie hammaspeikkoo. (Tu 2.11 : -309) and keep away the tooth gremlins.' 

I: minkähän takia se itkee? 
C: mitä? 
I: miksi se itkee? tiedätkö sinä? 
C: tiikeri. 
M: — onko se tiikeri? (Ee 2.7: 062) 

"Wonder why he's crying.' 
'What?' 

'Why is he crying? Do you know?' 
'A tiger.' 
'Is it a tiger?' 

I: millon keität kahvia? 
C: tuoki on palio. 
I: — millon sinä keität kahvia? 
C: ei tuu — (Li 2.3: 254-60) 

'When do you make coffee?' 
That is also a ball.' 

'When do you make coffee?' 
'Doesn't còme — (Unclear). 
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3.4.7 Interference in wh-questions 

The term "interference" refers to the deviations from a language's norms which are due 
to the influence of another language's pronunciation, grammar and vocabulary. 
Language mixing among children means a mixture of elements from two languages 
within Sie same utterance, without the child being aware that the words belong to 
different languages. The term "code switching" refers to a conscious change-over to 
another language. A code switch can be triggered by different causes, among other 
things by certain words being simpler or more common in the one language (Arnberg 
1988: 42-43; Stedje & Trampe 1978: 25-30). 

Huss (1991) has studied language mixing among Sweden-Finnish preschoolers. 
Huss divides the loan elements in the children's language into content words and 
function words. The content words consist of nouns, verbs, adjectives and numerals, 
and the others are viewed as function words. The younger children in Huss' study 
borrow equally as many content words as function words from Swedish, while the 
proportion of borrowed function words is much larger for the older children (see Huss 
1991: 57, 135). 

The Finnish of the children in the Sundsvall corpus is influenced by Swedish to a certain 
extent, which is only natural for children speaking a minority language. My general 
impression is that the degree of interference is connected with the type of supervision 
provided for the child. Those children cared for at home and thus more exposed to 
Finnish-language stimuli speak better Finnish, while children in Swedish-speaking 
daycare centers who speak Finnish almost exclusively at home show a greater tendency 
to borrow elements from Swedish. The Finnish of three children in the corpus is in my 
opinion practically free from interference. In the speech of s ix children interference 
occurs somewhat more often, while the proportion of Swedish interference in the 
productions of two children increases appreciably at the age of three. 

The phenomenon of interference in the Sundsvall corpus is presented below, 
specifically as concerns the use of wh-interrogative clauses. Interference has been 
divided into three categories: syntactic, semantic and lexical interference; phonological 
data, as the reader will recall, is not considered in this study (see Stedje & Trampe 1978: 
25 - 27). 

I have not observered any verifiable morphological interference. A few children in 
the corpus cannot always distinguish between the interrogative pronoun forms mikä 
'what' nom. sg. and mitä 'what' part. sg./pl. and overextend one of them. Whether this 
confusion is due to interference from Swedish is impossible to determine. Weighing 
against the interference hypothesis is the fact that a corresponding confusion has also 
been observed among monolingual Finnish-speaking children (Kangassalo 1980: 67-
70). 

Syntactic interference occurs in the corpus in the word order of wh-interrogative 
clauses. Word order in a Finnish wh-interrogative clause is normally straight, and 
inversion is only used for focusing purposes (Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 308-11; 
Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 12). An incorrect inversion is sporadically produced by one 
of the children in the corpus, and another child mainly uses an incorrect inverted word 
order. For example: 

C: mista sai paketin se? (Ee 2.9:208) 

instead of: mistä se sai paketin? 
C: mikä on tämä? (Mi 2.10:062) 
instead of: mikä tämä on? 
C: kuka on tuo? (Mi 3.5:296) 
instead of: kuka tuo on? 
C: mitä tehhee tuo? (Mi 2.10:025) 
instead of: mitä tuo tekee? 

where from got-pred parcel it-subj 
Where did he get the parcel?' 
where from it-subj got-pred parcel 
what is-pred this-subj What is this?' 
what this-subj is-pred 
what is-pred that-subj Who is that? 
who that-subj is-pred 
what do-pred that-subj What is that doing? 
what that-subj do-pred 
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When choosing question words, sporadic semantic interference occurs in cases 
where the question-word semantics of Finnish and Swedish differ. The question word 
mikä 'what' is wrongly used a few times instead of the question words minkälainen 
'what kind of, kumpi 'which of two' or miten 'how', and the method of application 
bears an obvious resemblance to the way in which the Swedish interrogative pronoun 
vad 'what' might be used in a clause with corresponding content. As for the misusage of 
mikä 'what' in place of minkälainen 'what kind of and miten 'how', the interference can 
be viewed as being syntactico-semantic, as this misusage only occurs when the question 
word is in adnominal position. For example: 

C: mikä tukka sinulla on! what-attr+hair you-adess is 'What hair you have!' 
instead of: minkälainen tukka sinulla on! what kind of-attr+hair you-adess is 

(Ee2.9:230) 
C: mikä näistä on hienompi? what of these is nicer "Which of these (two) is nicer?' 
instead of: kumpi näistä on hienompi? which of these two is nicer 

(Ti 3.6.nl) 
C: mikä hauska se on! (Ee 3.5:052) what-attr+fun it is 'What fun it is!' 
instead of: miten hauska se on! how-adnom+fun it is 

Verb government in the use of local expressions in Finnish and Swedish differ 
considerably (Karlsson 1984: 95). The use of the local interrogative adverbs in the 
corpus is however practically free of interference, with only one clear case presenting 
itself. A child uses the question word missa 'where' together with a verb whose 
government requires the question word mistä 'where from'. This misusage can also be 
viewed as being syntactico-semantic. 

C: missä siile tyyny löyty? where it-all pillow found Where is there a pillow for her?' 
(Li 2.9:159) 

instead of: mistä siile tyyny löytyy? where from it-all pillow find 

Lexical interference occurs with the use of the Swedish question word va 'what', 
which three children in the corpus use as an elliptical supplementary question. However, 
as previously pointed out, the use of va-ellipsis trumpets the linguistic creativity of the 
child- not knowing any equivalent Finnish supplementary ellipsis, it uses an expression 
from the other available language, Swedish. For example: 

C: onko tää haitari? va? (Ti 3.3:090) 'Is this an accordion? Is it?' 
C: miksei soi va? (Pe 3.7:055) Why doesn't it make any sound, huh?' 
C: ei oo mikään lusikka. va? 'It's not a spoon. Is it? 

(Ka 4.1:177) 

I also consider as a lexical interference specific to wh-interrogative clauses the use of 
the Swedish adverb då 'then' which is produced by one child, Mikko. That the use is 
specific to wh-interrogative clauses is made clear by the fact that in other clauses he uses 
the equivalent Finnish interrogative adverb sitt en 'then, afterwards'. For example: 

C : mikä on nämä då? (Mi 2.10:157) What are these then?' 
C : nämä då? (Mi 2.10:184) "These then?' 
cf. 
C: minä haluan sitte n tuon. 'I want that one later.' 

(Mi 3.0:450) 

Both of these loan words, va and då, belong to the group of function words most 
often borrowed across languages by the older preschoolers in Huss' study (Huss 1991: 
135). Whether this lexical interference is a matter of unconscious language mixing or 
conscious code switching is hard to determine (cf. Arnberg 1988: 42). 

An overview of interference phenomena specific to wh-interrogative clauses among 
different children in the Sundsvall corpus is presented in table 41. 
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Table 41. Interference specific to wh-interrogative clauses in the Sundsvall corpus* 
Typ of inter
ference, child 

Syntactic Syntactico-
semantic 

Semantic Lexical 

Liisa X 
Mari 
Sanna 
Eero X X 
Antti 
Tuomo 
Meiju 
Mikko X X 
Timo X X 
Pekka X 
Kaiia X 
*x = interference occurs. 

Some form of interference specific to wh-interrogative clauses from Swedish is 
produced by six of eleven children in the corpus. Interference phenomena crop up very 
sporadically in the speech of five of these children. With one child, syntactic interference 
in the shape of an incorrectly inverted word order in wh-interrogàtive clauses is on the 
other hand very common (see table 41). 
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3.4.8 Wh-questions in discourse functions 

In pragmatics one distinguishes between different discourse functions depending on how 
the clauses are used in the speech act. Each discourse function has its favorite clausal 
type in the language. Interrogative utterances are most often formed as interrogative 
clauses and their primary discourse function is to ask a question. Each clausal type can 
however contain some extra illocutionary nuances as well, with the result that the clause 
is used in a secondary discourse function (Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 260-61; 
Matihaldi 1979: 28-29). 

The primary discourse function of an interrogative clause in Finnish is of course its 
use as a question. A genuine wh-question reflects the speaker's wish to elicit information 
about a relevant referent. With a control question, as used by, say, teachers in class 
situations, the speaker wants to be sure whether the person replying can fill in the 
proposition correctly. For example: 

Mitä täällä tapahtuu? What is happening here?' 
Kuka hävisi Porrassalmen taistelun? Who lost the battle of Porrassalmi?' 

Interrogative clauses are also used in a few secondary discourse functions. In an 
expressive discourse function rhetorical questions are used, along with questions 
expressing surprise and interjections. The boundaries between these are fuzzy, but what 
expressive interrogative clauses do share is the fact that they reflect an attitude on the part 
of the speaker, e.g. surprise, confusion or indignation, and that they are not meant to be 
answered. For example: 

Kuka sotaa haluaisi? "Who wants war?' 
Mitä? Onko Nordeli lähtenyt ulkomaille? 'What? Has Nordell gone abroad?' 
Voi miten korkea huone! Wow what a high ceiling (lit. room) !' 
Kuinka hullu ajatus! What a crazy idea!' 
Mikä ihana aamu ! What a lovely morning ! ' 

A Finnish inteijectional clause with interrogative clausal syntax often contains an 
enclitic particle -kAAn, but this can also be left out. In context, the interjectional sense 
can also be expressed by prosodie means. For example: 

Miten hyvältä se maistuikaan! 'Boy did it taste good!' 
Miten sinä olet muuttunut! My how you've changed!' 
Miten KORKEA tämä huone on! 'The ceiling is so high!' 
cf. MITEN korkea tämä huone on? 'How high is this ceiling?' 

A wh-interrogative clause can also be used secondarily in an imperative discourse 
function and in suggestions. For example: 

Miten olisi, jos ottaisit lakin päästäsi? 'How about taking off you r hat?' 
Mitä jos ei odoteltaisi Euroopan 'But say if we didn't wait for the integration of Europe 
yhdentymistä vaan avattaisiin rajat but opened the borders now?' 
jo nyt? 

(Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 285-58, 292-93; Kangasniemi 1991: 129-40, 224, 231-
33, 236-41; Matihaldi 1979: 130, 149-53, 165-68, 174-75, 182-86). 

Piaget (1973: 12) divides child language into a social discourse function and an 
egocentric discourse function. A child uses language socially when it directs its speech at 
an interlocutor, whereas egocentric discourse isn't directed at anybody. 

Egocentric speech occurs when a child is alone and carries on a monologue with 
itself, but also in social situations with other persons around. The latter method of 
application is called by Piaget collective monologue. In a collective monologue the child 
is aware of the presence of others but doesn't seem to care if anyone really hears or 
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understands what it is saying. The interlocutor functions in a collective monologue as a 
stimulant, but his or her viewpoints have no meaning for the child (ibid). 

According to Piaget children most often use questions in conversational situations, 
where they expect that their questions will be answered. A relatively large amount of the 
children's interrogative utterances are in fact not directed at the interlocutor; the child 
doesn't seem to expect any reply, but answers its own question or leaves it hanging. 
Piaget doubts whether these utterances can be considered as questions. According to 
him, this kind of egocentric use of the interrogative is very common among children at 
the age of three (Piaget 1973:13, 26). 

Berninger & Garvey (Berninger & Garvey 1981; 1982; Garvey 1975) and James & 
Seebach (1982) have studied the use of interrogative clauses in different pragmatic 
functions by English-speaking children. Berninger & Garvey's studies consist of 
language samples in conversational situations involving in all 36 dyads of children 
between the ages of 2.10 and 5.7, and James & Seebach's study presents the use of 
interrogative clauses by 24 children at the ages of 2 - 5 years (Berninger & Garvey 1981: 
288; 1982:158; Garvey 1975: 43-44; James & Seebach 1982: 3). 

Berninger & Garvey distinguish between six different functions for wh-interrogative 
clauses among the English-speaking children in their studies (Berninger & Garvey: 1981: 
300-301; 1982: 159). These functions are: 

(1) Request for a repetition of an earlier utterance. For example: What? 
(2) The repetition of a previous question. 
(3) Request for an explanation of an earlier utterance 

- request for specification. For example: What truck? 
- request for continuation. For example: Why? 

(4) Request for information. For example: Why does this truck have four wheels? 
(5) Indirect request for action. For example: Why don't you trickle me? 
(6) Testing. 
(7) Request for attention. 

Berninger & Garvey give no examples for functions (2), (5) and (6) but claim that 
wh-questions also occur in these. 

James & Seebach (1982: 4) divide the pragmatic functions of wh-interrogative 
clauses into three categories: information-seeking questions, conversational questions 
and directive questions. 

Information-seeking wh-questions in James & Seebach's study are those questions 
with which a child requests new information, e.g. questions of the type What's this for? 
where the question refers to a referent whose name isn't known to the child. The term 
conversational questions refers in the study to questions which initialize a verbal 
interaction, e.g. How are you? Conversational questions also include questions which 
the child asks despite already knowing the particular information. Children ask e.g. 
What's that? about referents whose designation they already know. When the adult 
interlocutor points out that the child most certainly knows the object's name the child 
starts giggling and says the right answer. Directive wh-questions in the study cover those 
questions with which a child asks the listener about a certain action, e.g. Why don't we 
read this? (ibid). 

Most of the wh-interrogative clauses in James & Seebach's study are used in the 
information-seeking function. The next most common function is the conversational 
function, while the directive function occurs less often. In the information-seeking 
questions and conversational questions all wh-question words are used; in the directive 
questions all wh-question words are used excepting what (James & Seebach 1982: 5). 

Children in the Sundsvall corpus use wh-interrogative clauses in several of the above-
mentioned discourse functions. I have divided wh-interrogative clause discourse 
functions in the corpus into three main categories. These are (1) an information-eliciting 
function, (2) a conversational function and (3) an expressive function. Questions within 
respective functions are called information questions, conversational questions and 
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expressive questions. Mapping the boundaries between the different discourse functions 
is no easy task, of course; needless to say, the danger of inaccuracies is ever-present. 

(1) I have further divided information questions into two subgroups: questions which 
are part of social speech and questions which are used in collective monologue. In 
information questions both interrogative pronouns, interrogative adjectives and 
interrogative adverbs are used. 

I consider social information questions to be those questions which are asked in a 
social situation with other people, questions which children put to an interlocutor and to 
which they also expect an answer. A social information question most often refers to 
new information, but is also used to elicit a specification of p revious discourse- or a 
continuation (cf. Berninger & Garvey 1981: 300-301; James & Seebach 1982: 4). For 
example: 

C: mikä toi? What is that?' 
S: koira. (Li 1.9:089) 'A dog.' 

C: mitä nuo tekkee? What are they doing?' 
I: — ne on kilpasilla. (Mi 3.0:244) 'They're competing.' 

C: kuka toi on? Who is that?' 
S : semmonen tati. (Ma 2.0B :673) 'One of those ladies.' 

I: kaikki nää on piirretty. 
C: onkotää? 
I: joo. 
C: tää sit? 
I: joo. (Pe 3.7:127) 

'All these are drawn.' 
'Is this?' 
'Yes.' 

This then?' 
'Yes.' 

C: minkä värinen se on? 
I: ruskea. (Pe 3.7:293) 

S : Robotti Ruttunen. 
C: missa? 

mikä robotti? 
S : on kato. (Ti 3.3:124) 

C: mihin mä piirrän? 
M piirrä tohon. (Ma 2.9:403) 

What color is this?' 
'Brown.' 

'Robot Ruttunen.' 
Where? 
What robot?' 

'It's that one you see.' 

Where shall I draw?' 
'Draw there.' 

C: miten lääkäri tekee? 
I: — täältä se koittaa että tuntuuko mitään. 

(Li 2.3:053) 

I: 

How does the doctor do?' 
He checks here to see if you can feel anything.' 

C: miksi? Why?' 
se meinas että hänetkin pitäs päästää sisälle. 'He thought that he too ought to be 
(Ee 3.1:188) let in.' 

C: millon se tulee? 
I: saapas nähdä. (Ee 2.9:474) 

When will it come?' 
'We'll have to see.' 

Many social information questions among children have an affective and intensive 
character and express an enormous curiousity with children. The questions are often 
pronounced with a raised voice and quickly, many times beginning with an inteijection. 
The difference between an affective information question and an interjection is in certain 
cases very little indeed. I consider as information questions those interjection-like 
questions which children expect an answer to. For example: 

C: ohoh mitä täällä? itr what here'Oh ho, what is this here?' 
I: — koira. (Li 1.7:168) 'A dog.' 
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C: ii mikä tuossa on? itr what there is 'Wow, what's that there?' 
I: housut oli siinä. (An 2.7:029) 'There were trousers there.' 

C: hei mikä tuossa? — itr what there'Wow, what's that there?' 
I: näytäpä kun katotaan. (Tu 2.9:104) 'Let's see, we'll have a look.' 

C: oi mitä kissa tekkee? itr what cat do *Wow, what's the cat doing?' 
I: — se odottaa että kun saispas sitä maitoa. 'It's waiti ng to get some milk.' 

(Li 2.9:037) 

I also consider as information questions those questions which according to Piaget's 
terminology can be part of a collective monologue. The questions in a collective 
monologue have, in my opinion, an obviously genuine interrogative character despite the 
fact that they don't seem to be directed at any interlocutor. The child asks itself the 
question and either answers it or changes the subject of conversation without bothering 
to answer. The intensity of questions in a collective monologue is most often lower than 
that of social information questions and interjections (cf. Piaget 1973: 12, 26). For 
example: 

C: mitä tuo? mittari (Li 1.7: 416) What is that? A gauge.' 
C: kuka ajaa veteen? norsu kaatu. Who's going into the water? The elephant fell.' 

(Sa 2.0:311) 
C: mikä tää on? setä. (Ma 2.7:201) What is this? A man.' 
C: mihin tää kuuluu? tähän. Where does this belong? Here.' 

(Ma 2.7:113) 
C: ups! piiskaa pepulle. miksi? 'Oops! Smack on the rear. Why?' 

(Ka 4.1:899) 

When Meiju is playing with a toy horse and a barbie doll she speaks for both the 
horse and the doll: 

Horse: kuka haluaa tulla mun kyytiin? 'Who wants to ride with me?' 
Doll: minä. (Me 3.2:040) 'Me.' 

Liisa at the age of 2.0 carries on a long collective monologue containing wh-
questions. In her monologue she recounts an episode when she got lost in the 
playground. However, Liisa doesn't direct her speech at the interlocutor but talks to 
herself: 

C: ku sitten illalla papan kans. 
mennään sanloonaan mamman kans. 
se tekkee. ei saa leikkiä hepan kans 
sillon, ku äiti sanoo kun on leikkiny. 
aiti! äiti! minä haluun huua äiti. 
tuu hakkeen! 
missä minä oon? 
tuu hakkeen! ja kun sitten. 
mennäänkö sitten ostamaan? 
sitte mennään tuonne ettiin. 
mitä siellä on? 
tuu hakkeen minä huuan. (Li 2.0:420-

'When we then on in the evening with daddy. 
Go to the sandbox with mommy. 
She does. Mustn't play with the horse then. 
For mommy says because have played. 
Mommy! Mommy! I want to sh out mommy. 
Come and get me! 

Where am I? 
Come and get me! And when later. 
Shall we go and shop then? 
Then we go there in order to search. 

What's that there? 
47) Come and get me I shout.' 

(2) I have added to the questions in conversational function those questions with 
which children stimulate verbal communication and commence a new sequence in the 
discourse without the same information-gathering purpose presented above. I consider as 
conversational questions echo questions, question games and conversational phrases. 

With an echo question the child asks the interlocutor to repeat or to specify his or her 
previous utterance or to explain its content. The echo question used in the corpus is the 
one-word ellipsis mitä? meaning 'What did you say?' (cf. Berninger & Garvey 1981: 
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300; see Iivonen & al. 1987: 240-44; Kearsley 1976: 360; Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 
17). For example: 

olipas kiva kun se sai laivan. 'Nice that he got a boat.' 
C: mitä? mat?' 

sai laivan tuo poika. kiva juttu. 'The boy there got a boat. Nice.' 
(Ee 3.0:476) 
mitenkäs kupin on käyny? 'What happened to the cup?' 

C: mitä? mat?' 
lattialla kuppi. (Me 2.11:214) 'The cup is lying on the floor.' 

Question games in the corpus include the use of wh-interrogative clauses to entertain. 
In a question game the child asks questions about referents whose names it already 
knows. The child repeats its question time and time again, trying in this way to trick the 
interlocutor, which amuses them both. Berninger & Garvey call a similar use of the 
interrogative "testing". In question games in the Sundsvall corpus only the interrogative 
pronoun mikä 'what' is used (cf. Berninger & Garvey 1981: 301; James & Seebach 
1982: 4). For example: 

C: mikä tämä on? What is this?' 
I: se on teippiä. 'It's tape.' 
C: mikä tämä on? What is this?' 
I: se on semmonen muovinpalanen. 'It's one of those pieces of plastic.' 
C: ei oo. 'No it isn't.' 
I: eikö? mikäs se on? 'No? What is it then?' 
C: mikä tämä on? What is this?' 
I: mikä? se on muovia. 'What? It's plastic.' 
C: mikä tämä on? What is this?' 
I: älä hupsi. tiedät. se on muovia. 'Stop joking. You know. It's plasti c.' 
C: mikä tämä on? What is this?' 
I: sekö? 'That?' 
C: joo. 'Yes.' 
I: — tiedät sinä. yrität huiputtaa minua. 'You know. You're trying to fool me.' 

(Li 3.1:187-95) 

As a conversational phrase in the Sundsvall corpus we find a stereotypical question 
mitä kuuluu? How are you feeling?' (cf. James & Seebach 1982: 4). For example: 

C: haloo! mitä sinulle kuuluu? 'Hello! How are you feeling? 
haloo! mitä sulle kuuluu? Hello! How are you feeling?' 
(Me 2.9:264) 

(3) As an expressive use of wh-interrogative clauses I include those clauses with 
which children express a certain attitude, either positive or negative, towards the relevant 
state of affairs (Matihaldi 1979: 29). I have divided the expressive function into 
interjections and contradictions. 

Interjections in the corpus are often marked by a raised voice, quick tempo and high 
level of intensity. Despite the interrogative clause syntax the inteijectional clauses are not 
meant to be answered, rather they only constitute a means of expression e.g. surprise or 
admiration. In interjections in the corpus we find interrogative pronouns, interrogative 
adjectives and modal and causal interrogative adverbs being used. The question word in 
an interjectional clause is often in adnominal position and the clause is often elliptical and 
contains an interjection (cf. Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 286, 292-93; Matihaldi 1979: 
182-86). For example: 

C: uh mikä! (Me 2.10:383) Wow what a...!' 
C: mitä? "What?' 

onko täällä vieläki? (Pe 3.7:325) Is there more here?' 
C: minkälainen kieli! (Pe 3.6:317) What a tongue!' 
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C: ui ku hienot simmut sillä on! Wow what pretty eyes she has!1 

(Li 3.1:152) 
C: voi miten vahva tuo Pippi! Wow Pippi is really strong!' 

(Me 3.2.n.20) 
C: mitä sä siellä pöykkyilet? Why are you shoving?' 

aa! se painaa mua selkään (Me 3.0:088) Ow! She's pushing my back.' 

Clauses which I call contradictory clauses lie between information questions and 
interjections. They have an inteijectional feel about them but are often answered by the 
interlocutor. With a contradiction the child opposes the particular situation or what was 
previously said. With contradictions in the corpus we most often have the interrogative 
adverb miksi 'why', but miten 'how' also occurs sporadically (cf. Piaget 1973: 149). 
For example: 

I: se oli ilkeä se hedelmäkauppias. 'He was mean that fruit seller.' 
C: mitä varten? Why?' 
I: — se halus vaan rahaa. (Ka 3.10:193) 'He only wanted money.' 

M: katonelaittaalehmiäjunaan. 'Look they're loading cows onto the train.' 
C: —hevosia miksei? (Pe 3.4:218) Why not horses?' 

C: miksi ei oo kattonu? 
kun nyt haluu kattoo teeveetä 
(Tu 2.11:078) 

C: en mä üenny sitä. 
I: etkö? — 
C: miten mä tiesin sen? 
I: niin. mitenkä sinä olisit sen tienny? 

(Me 3.11:019) 

Why haven't we been watching?' 
Because now I want to watch TV.' 

'I didn't know that' 
'No?' 

'How could I know?' 
'Yes. How could you know?' 

Some of the miksi 'why-questions in this group also carry an imperative nuance (cf. 
Berninger & Garvey 1981: 301; Garvey 1975: 58; Matihaldi 1979: 149-53). For 
example: 

C: mikset sää pane? (Me 3.2:n2) Why don't you put (it)?' 

C: miksi teillä on tuommonen värinen tuo? 'Why is it that color?' 
I: — kaupassa ei ollu muun värisiä. "There weren't any others with a different color 

in the stor e.' 
C: miksi te että kysyny? Why didn't you ask?1 

(Me 3.2: n26) 

In table 42 the order of acquisition for the above-mentioned discourse functions in 
the Sundsvall corpus is presented. The table gives the average acquisition ages and 
intervals for the three youngest children and the number of children using each function. 
The first appearances of discourse functions which are produced by fewer children than 
three are given in parentheses. 

Information questions occur both in social discourse and in collective monologue in 
the first recordings of the three youngest children in the corpus. They have an average 
age of acquisition of 1.9, but both functions may already have been used earlier. 
Information questions are produced by all children in the corpus (see table 42). 

Conversational questions start being used on average at the age of 2.5. The earliest 
conversational question is the echo question mitä? What did you say?', produced by ten 
children in the corpus. Wh-questions in language games and in conversational phrases 
are both used by one child, from the age of 2.3 and 2.9 respectively (see table 42). 

The expressive function starts being used on average at the age of 2.6 in the corpus. 
Wh-interrogative clauses are used as interjections from the age of 2.6 onwards, and are 
produced by ten children. The use of contradictions begins on average at the age of 3.0; 
they are produced by five children (see table 42). 
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Table 42. Acquisition of wh-interrogative clauses in discourse functions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Average acquisition age Acquisition interval for Number of children 
for the three youngest Discourse function the three youngest using each clause 

Information-
1.9 eliciting 1.7 - 1.10 11 
1.9 in social discourse 1.7 -1.10 11 
1.9 in collective monologue 1.7 -1.10 11 
2.5 Conversation 2.3 - 2.7 10 
2.6 as echo question 2.5 - 2.7 10 
- in language games (2.3)* 1 

in conversational 
- phrases (2.9)* 1 

2.6 Expressive 2.3 - 2.9 10 
2.6 as inteijection 2.3 - 2.9 10 
3.0 as contradiction 2.11 - 3.2 5 

N = 11 *Used by fewer than three children. 

Appendix 59 presents the frequency distribution of wh-interrogative clauses in the 
different discourse functions in the Sundsvall corpus. 

Wh-interrogative clauses are most often used as social information questions; these 
constitute 76 % of all wh-interrogative clauses in the corpus. The percentage of 
information questions in collective monologue and echo questions both amount to 9 %, 
while the use of wh-interrogative clauses in the other functions occurs far less often in 
the corpus (see appendix 59). 

During the first period only information questions are used, after which their 
percentage decreases in a relatively constant fashion as the children grow older. The use 
of echo questions begins during the period 2.0 - 2.5 and shows relatively high 
frequencies during the last two periods. Language games and conversational phrases 
start turning up from periods 2.0 - 2.5 and 2.6 - 2.11 respectively. Wh-interrogative 
clauses start being used as interjections during the period 2.0 - 2.5, and their use shows 
a tendency to increase as the children grow older. Contradictory questions are only used 
during the last two periods (see appendix 59). 
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3.4.9 Syntactic overview 

3.4.9.1 Interrogative pronouns and interrogative adjectives in 
clauses 
Table 43 presents the order of acquisition for interrogative pronouns and interrogative 
adjectives in different clausal types in the Sundsvall corpus. The table gives the periods, 
the average order of acquisition and acquisition intervals for the three youngest children 
and the number of children using each clause. Clausal types which are used by fewer 
than three children in the corpus are reviewed at the bottom of the table. The table is only 
relevant for syntactically correct uses of interrogative pronouns and interrogative 
adjectives. 

The earliest wh-questions with interrogative pronouns in the Sundsvall corpus are 
ellipses. The term "ellipsis" here refers to wh-interrogative clauses which lack predicates 
and where the question word is in non-adnominal position. The earliest question word 
form in ellipses is mikä 'what' nom. sg. which in the study has an average age of 
acquisition of 1.9. Mikä-tllipses are produced in the first recordings by the three 
youngest children in the corpus, which is why one can assume that they have already 
been used before the beginning of the recording period. We also find that ellipses with 
the partitive form mitä 'what' start being used relatively early, on average at the age of 
1.11. The use of ellipses with the interrogative pronoun form kuka 'who' nom. sg. 
begins on average at the age of 2.4 (see table 43). 

A characteristic of these early ellipses is that they often replace a complete wh-
interrogative clause or are a repetition of the question word used previously in a complete 
interrogative clause; this is incorrect according to adult norms. For example: 

C: mikä? what-nom.sg 'What is it? 
mikä? what-nom.sg What is it? 
mikä se on? What is it? 
mikä? what-nom.sg What is it? 
mikä se on? (Sa 1.10:233-34) What is it?' 

C: kuka toi on? 'Who is that? 
kuka se? (Ma 1.10:290) who-nom.sg it Who is it?' 

Wh-questions complete with predicates are already produced a few times by one-
year-olds in the corpus, but start being used more widely during the period 2.0 - 2.5. 
The first complete wh-interrogative clauses are equative clauses and existential on-
clauses (see table 43). 

The first equative clauses constitute so-called simple Xcompl-equative clauses, where 
the interrogative pronoun is the complement, and the subject phrase consists of a 
demonstrative pronoun. As question words in the early equative clauses we find either 
mikä 'what' nom. sg. or kuka 'who' nom. sg. both of w hich are acquired at the age of 
2.0 on average. The use of the partitive form mitä 'what' in simple Xcompl-equative 
clauses begins on the other hand half a year later. In the singular function mitä refers in 
equative clauses to a referent whose designation is understood as a material word; this 
use is acquired on average at the age of 2.6. With plural content mitä starts being used at 
the age of 2.9 (see table 43). For example: 

C: mikä toi on? (Sa 1.10:172) what-nom.sg-compl that-subj is 'What is that?' 
C: kuka toi on? (Ma 1.10:290) who-nom.sg-compl that-subj is 'Who is that?' 

C: mitä toi on? what-part.sg-compl that-subj is What is that?' 
I: se on sitä astianpesuvettä. (Sa 2.5:109) 'It's dishwater.' 

C: mitä ne on? what-part.pl-compl those-subj is 'What are those?' 
I: — ne taitaa olla flamingoja. (Ee 2.7:207) 'They're flamingos maybe.' 
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Table 43. Acquisition of interrogative pronouns and adjectives in different clausal types in the 
Sundsvall corpus  
Period, average Acquisition interval for the 
acq. age for the Question words, clausal type three youngest, number of 
three youngest children using clause 
1.7 - 1.11 Interval n 

1.9 Interrogative pronouns in ellipses 1.7 - 1.10 11 
1.9 mikä 'what' nom. sg. in ellipses 1.7 - 1.10 11 

1.11 mita 'what' part, sg./pl. in ellips es 1.7 - 2.5 9 
2.0 - 2.5 

Interr. pronoun as compi in simple Xcompl-
1.11 equative clauses 1.10 - 2.2 11 
2.0 mikä 'what' nom. sg. 1.10 - 2.2 11 
2.0 kuka 'who' nom. sg. 1.10 - 2.3 6 

1.11 Interr. pronouns as subj. in exist, on-clauses 1.10 - 2.2 10 
2.1 mikä 'what' nom. sg. 1.10 - 2.5 9 
2.2 mita 'what' part, sg./pl. 2.0 - 2.5 7 
2.4 kuka 'who' nom. sg. 1.10-3.1 4 
2.1 Interr. pronouns as subj. in simple V-clauses 1.10 - 2.5 9 
2.4 kuka 'who' nom. sg. 1.10 - 3.1 5 
2.3 mikä 'what' nom. sg. as attribute 1.10 - 2.7 9 
2.4 mitä 'what' part, sg./pl. as obj. in simple V-cl. 2.0 - 2.7 10 
2.4 kuka 'who' nom. sg. in ellipses 1.10-3.1 4 

2.6 - 2.11 
mitä 'what1 part, as compi in simple Xcompl-

2.6 equative clauses 2.2 - 2.7 10 
2.6 mitä 'what' part. sg. 2.2 - 2.10 7 
2.9 mitä 'what' part. pi. 2.7 - 2.10 7 
2.6 mitä 'what' part, sg./pl. in echo questions 2.5 - 2.7 10 
2.6 mikä 'what' as subject in simple V-clauses 2.5 - 2.9 8 
2.6 mikä 'what' nom. sg. 2.5 - 2.9 8 
2.9 mitä 'what' part, sg./pl. 2.9 - 2.9 5 

mikä 'what' nom. sg. as compi in complex 
2.9 Xcompl-equative clauses 2.5 -2.11 5 
2.10 Multiple-word ellipses without quest, words 2.10-2.11 5 
2.11 Interr. pron. as subject in the habitive constr. 2.3 - 3.4 3 
2.11 mikä 'what' nom. sg., mitä 'what' part. sg. 2.3 - 3.4 3 
2.11 Accusative object 2.5 - 3.6 4 
2.11 minkä, mikän 'what' acc. 1 in ellipses/simple V-clauses 2.5 - 3.6 3 

3.0 - 3.5 
3.2 Interr. pron. in Xsubj-equative cl. on aver. 3.0 - 3.7 4 
3.3 Other forms of mikä 'what' and kuka 'who' 2.8 - 3.8 5 

kenen, kukan 'who' gen. sg. in ellipses, as compi, or 
3.3 attr. 2.8 - 3.8 3 
3.4 mitkä 'what', ketkä 'who' nom. pl. as subj. or attr. 2.8 - 3.10 3 
3.5 Interrogative adjectives as compi., subi, or attr. 2.9 - 3.6 4 

3.6 - 4.1 
3.7 mikä 'what' nom. sg. as subject in Xsubj-equ. clauses 3.0-3.11 3 
3.8 va 'what'-ellipses 3.3-4.1 3 

- mikä 'what' acc. 2 as object or attribute (2.5, 3.10)* 2 
- mitä 'what' part. sg. as attribute (2.8, 2.11)* 2 
- Interrogative pronouns in Aux+V-clauses (2.10, 3.1)* 2 
- mitä 'what' part. sg. as object in Aux+V-clauses (2.10, 3.1)* 2 
- mikä 'what', kuka 'w ho' nom. sg. as subj. in Aux+V-cl. (2.10, 3.2)* 2 

mitä 'what' part, sg./pl. as compi in complex Xcompl-
- equ.clauses (2.10, 4.1)* 2 
- mihin, mikän 'what' ill. sg. as attrib ute (2.11, 3.8)* 2 

kenelle, keneltä, kenellä 'who' all./abl./adess. sg. as 
- habitive adverbial in the habitive construction (2.10, 3.1, 3 .2)* 1 
- kumpi 'which of two' as subje ct or att ribute I (3.7)* 1 

N = 11 *Used by fewer than three children 
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Mix-ups between the forms mikä 'what' nom. sg. and mitä 'what' part. sg./pl. in 
equative clauses are produced by a few children in the coipus. 

In existential clauses both mikä 'what' nom. sg., mitä 'what' part. sg./pl. and kuka 
'who' nom. sg. are used, of which mikä is acquired first, on average at the age of 2.1, 
followed by mitä at the age of 2.2 and kuka at the age of 2.4 (see table 43). For example: 

C: mikä siinä on? (Sa 1.10:228) what-nom.sg-subj there is 'What's that there?' 
C: mitä siellä on? (Ee 2.5:356) what-part.sg-subj there is 'What's that there?' 
C: kuka tässä on? (Ma 1.10:230) who-nom.sg-subj here is 'Who is here?' 

V-clauses with interrogative pronouns are used a few times by one-year-olds in the 
corpus. Their use starts to grow from the period 2.0 - 2.5 onwards. The early V-clauses 
are of the simple V-clause type, where the verb phrase consists of a verb in finite form 
and doesn't contain any verb chains (see table 43). 

The subject slot in simple V-clauses is first occupied by the interrogative pronoun 
kuka 'who' nom. sg., which is acquired on average at the age of 2.4. The use of the 
forms mikä 'what' nom. sg. and mitä 'what' part, sg./pl. as subjects begins a few 
months later, at the ages of 2.6 and 2.9 respectively (see table 43). For example: 

C: kuka menee kiijan päälle? who-nom.sg-subj book+on Who is going on the book?' 
(Ma2.0B:138) 

C : mikä täältä tulee? (Ee2.5:293) what-nom.sg-subj from here come *What comes here?' 
C: mitä siellä tapahtuu? (Me 2.9:108) what-partsg-subj there happen What's happening there?' 

The earliest object form of interrogative pronouns is the partitive mitä 'what', whose 
use begins at an average age of 2.4. Accusative objects start being used on average at the 
age of 2.11. The longer adult accusative form minkâ 'what' and an analogous, non-adult 
form mikän 'what' occur in simple V-clauses and ellipses, where the form in deep 
structure is the object. The shorter accusative form mikä 'what' occurs as an object and 
attribute (see table 43). For example: 

C: mitä nyt teketään? (Li 2.3:165) what-part.sg-obj now do-pass What shall we do now?' 
C: mikän se antaa? (Ee 2.5:257) what-acc.l sg-obj it give 'What's he giving?' 
instead of: minkâ se antaa? what-acc.l sg-obj it give 
C: minkä sä haluut? (Ti 3.6:080) what-accl you want Which one do you want?' 
C: mikä väri otetaan tästä ? what-acc2-attr+color-obj take-pass from here 

(Ka 3.10:776) Which color should we take from here?' 

Misusages of the form mikä 'what' as object instead of the partitive form mitä 'what' 
are produced by a few of the children in the corpus. The accusative form kenet 'who' 
acc. sg./pl. isn't used in the corpus. On the other hand, the nominative form kuka 'who' 
is incorrectly used as an object by one child. 

The first interrogative pronouns in Adnom-clauses show up in the corpus during the 
period 2.0 - 2.5. The earliest interrogative pronoun form in Adnom-clauses is mikä 
'what' nom. sg., which is acquired on average at the age of 2.3, while the use of other 
forms begins approximately half a year later, on average at the age of 3.0 (see table 43). 
For example: 

C: mikä massu? (Li 2.3:274) what-nom.sg-attr+tummy What tummy?' 
C: ai mitä nättiä! (Me 2.10:329) itr what-part.sg-attr+nice Wow what a nice one!' 

Misusages of the form mikä 'what' in Adnom-clauses instead of other case forms or 
question words are produced by a few of the children in the corpus. 

During the period 2.6 - 2.11 the use of ellipses with interrogative pronouns starts to 
change character and approaches adult norms. The use of ellipses as substitutes for 
complete interrogative clauses or as repeat questions diminishes, and they start being 
used correctly as continuative questions or interjections. For example: 
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C : mikä lintu se on? 'What kind of bird?' 
I: oiskohan se harakka? 'Could it be a magpie?' 
C : — mikäs täällä? (Ee 2.10:030) what-nom.sg+encl here What's here then?' 

C: mitä? what What?' 
onko täällä vieläki? (Pe 3.7:325) Is there more here?' 

Even completely new types of ellipses start showing up from the period 2.6 - 2.11 
onwards. The use of the echo question mitai meaning 'What did you say?' as a request 
for a repetition of an utterance begins on average at the age of 2.6, and multiple-word 
ellipses which lack question words start being used at the age of 2.10 (see table 43). For 
example: 

I: se puhdistaa savupiippua. 'She's cleaning the chimney.' 
C : tä? what-part.sg What (did you say)?' 
I: nuohoaa. 'Sweeping.' 
C : tä? what-part.sg What (did you say)?' 
I: se puhdistaa savupiippua (Me 2.11:114) 'She's cleaning the chimney.' 

M: mikäs tämä on? tiiäksä? 'What is this then? Do you know?' 
C: bussi. — 'A bus. 

tuo sit? (Pe 3.7:045-46) that then That then?' 

The use of the Swedish one-word ellipsis va'what', which replaces the Finnish form 
mitä 'what' part. sg. and is used as a supplementary question, begins on average at the 
age of 3.8 (see table 43). Va-ellipses are an obvious example of linguistic interference 
from Swedish. But, again, they are a fine proof of a child's linguistic creativity. For 
example: 

C : otaksä pois nää? 'Are you going to take these away? 
va? (Ti 3.10:235) what Huh? ' 

C : sen pitää olla tuolla. 'It's supposed to be there. 
va? (Ka 4.1:298) what Right?' 

Other interrogative pronoun forms are used elliptically a few times, at the very 
earliest during the period 2.6 - 2.11 (see table 43). For example: 

I: katopa se heittää tuolla paistinpannulla 'Look she's tossing that pancake up in 
ilmaan tuon räiskäleen. the air with that frying pan.' 

C : minkä? (Me 2.11:082) what-accl 'A what?' 

C: ja kenen tää? (Me 3.5:362) and who-gen.sg this 'And whose is this?' 

During the period 2.6 - 2.11 a new type of predicative clause is acquired, the so-
called complex Xcompl-equative clause, which refers to clauses where the interrogative 
pronoun is complement and the subject phrase consists of a noun or an attribute 
construction. The form mikä 'what' nom. sg. starts being used in complex Xcompl-
clauses on average at the age of 2.9, and the partitive form mitä 'what' in the singular or 
plural function is first seen at the age of 2.10 (see table 43). For example: 

C: mikä tuo auto on? (Tu 2.11:225) what-nom.sg-compl that-attr+car-subj is 
What kind of car is that?' 

C: mitä nämä vaatteet on? what-part.pl-compl these-attr+clothes-subj is 
(Mi 2.10:123) What kind of clothes are these?' 

Interrogative pronouns start being used as subjects in the cw-habitive construction on 
average at the age of 2.11. The interrogative pronoun is in the form mikä 'what' nom. 
sg. or mitä 'what' part. sg./pl. Both forms are only used by a few children (see table 
43). For example: 
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C: mikä sulla on? (Li 2.3:018) what-nom.sg-subj you-adess-hab.advl is "What do you have?' 
C: mitä sillä mammalia on? what-nom.sg-subj it+mommy-adess-hab.advl is 

(Li 2.9:115) "What does mommy have?' 

During the period 3.0 - 3.5- on average at the age of 3.3- the other case forms of the 
interrogative pronouns mikä 'what' and kuka 'who' are acquired. The adult genitive 
form kenen or an analogous, non-adult form kukan 'who' gen. sg. start being used on 
average at the age of 3.3, and the forms are used in ellipses, as a complement in simple 
Xcompl-equative clauses and as an attribute (see table 43). For example: 

C: kukan tuo on? (Ee 3.8:374) who-gen.sg-compl that-subj is'Whose is that?' 
instead of: kenen tuo on? who-ge.sg.-compl that is 
C: kenen käsi? (Pe 3.4:306) who-gen.sg-attr+hand Whose hand is it?' 

The last type of equative clause to be learned in the corpus is the so-called Xsubj-
equative clause, where the interrogative pronoun is the subject and the complement 
phrase most often consists of a noun. Xsubj-equative clauses are acquired on average at 
the age of 3.2. The earliest question word in Xsubj-equative clause is mikä 'what* nom. 
sg., which is acquired on average at the age of 3.7. We also find mitkä 'what', nom. pl. 
and kumpi 'which of two' nom. sg. occurring in Xsubj-predicative clauses with a few of 
the children (see table 43). For example: 

C: mikä on Ringo? (Ee 3.0:095) what-nom.sg-subj is Ringo-compl 'Which one is Ringo?' 
C: mitkä oli marjoja? (Me 3.0:n5) what-nom.pl-subj was berries-compl 

•Which ones were the berries?' 

The plural forms mitkä 'what' nom. pl. and ketkä 'who' nom. pl. start being used on 
average at the age of 3.4, and they occur in Xsubj-equative clauses, as subjects in simple 
V-clauses and as attributes (see table 43). For example: 

C: mitkä lapset? (Ti 3.10:237) what-nom.pl-attr+children What children?' 
C: ketkä ne syö kaloja? (Me 3.1:n7) who-nom.pl+they-subj eat fish Which ones eat fish?' 

The correct illative form mihin and an analogous, non-adult form mikän 'what' ill. 
sg. are used by a few children, earliest at the age of 2.11 and occurring as attributes (see 
table 43). For example: 

C: mihin tyynylle? (Me 2.11:173) what-ill.sg-attr+pillow-all'On what pillow?' 
C: mikän paikan? (Ka 3.8:350) what+n-attr+place+n'On what place?' 
instead of: mihin paikkaan? what-ill.sg-attr+place-ill.sg 

The forms kenelle 'who' all. sg., keneltä 'who' abl. sg. and kenellä 'who' adess. sg. 
are all produced by one and the same child, who uses them from the age of 2.10 
onwards. All forms are habitive adverbials in the habitive construction (see table 43). For 
example: 

C: kelle tämä kuuluu? (Me 2.10: n5) who-all-hab.advl this-subj belong Whose is this?' 
C: keltähän tuo on jääny? who-abl.sg-hab.advl+encl that-subj is become 

(Me 3.1:401) Who has left that behind?' 
C: kenellä on se? (Me 3.2:217) who-adess.sg-hab.advl is it Who has it?' 

The use of the interrogative adjectives minkä värinen 'of what color' and minkälainen 
'what kind of begins on average at the age of 3.5. The interrogative adjectives occur as 
complements in characterizing clauses, as subjects in the habitive construction and as 
attributes (see table 43). For example: 

C: minkä värinen se on? what color-nom.sg-compl it-subj is What color is it?' 
(Pe 3.7:293) 

C: minkä väriset sulla on tämmöset? what color-nom.pl-subj you-adess is these 
(Me 2.11 :n4) What color are these things of yours?' 
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C: minkälaisia autoja! (Tu 2 .9:070) what kind of-part.pl-attr+cars What cars!' 

The interrogative pronoun kumpi 'which of two' is produced by only one child in the 
corpus. The pronoun is always in the nom. sg. form kumpi and occurs as a subject in 
Xsubj-equative clauses and as an attribute (see table 43). For example: 

C: kumpi oli se joka ajaa? which of two-nom.sg-subj was it who drive-pred 
(Pe 3.9:073) 'Which of those (two) was driving?' 

C: kumpi hattu? (Pe 3.6:360) which of two-nom.sg-attr+hat "Which of (those two) hats?' 

3.4.9.2 The partitive form mitä 'what' in clauses 

The interrogative pronoun form mitä 'what' part, sg./pl. is used in a number of syntactic 
functions and with several references in the Sundsvall corpus. 

Included in my category of mitä-questions are cases where mitä is used as a general 
question word with a wide field of reference. In other words, mitä denotes either a single 
referent or all referents within the field of reference (Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 283). I 
call this the "general function". Mitä occurs in general function in clauses with existential 
content, where the form in the surface or deep structure is the subject. 

I decided to put interrogative clauses where mitä is an object into a separate category, 
although mitä as an object can also be seen as part of the general function. Mitä as an 
object, either in surface or deep structure, is called the "object function". 

I consider as two different ra/tö-categories those functions where the form obviously 
has partly a singular and partly a plural content. Number is made clear by other nominal 
phrases in the clause. I call these functions mitä in the "singular function" and mitä in the 
"plural function". 

The order of acquisition for mitä 'what' part, sg./pl. in these four functions is 
presented in table 44. The table gives periods, the average order of acquisition and 
acquisition intervals for the three youngest children, and the number of children using 
each clause. The first appearances of clausal types produced by fewer children than three 
are given in parentheses. The table is valid only for correct uses of mitä. 

Table 44. Acquisition of the partitive form mitä 'what' in different syntactic functions in the Sundsvall 
corpus*  

Acquisition interval for the 
Average age of three youngest, number of 

acquisition for the mitä 'what' sg./pl., func tion, clausal type children using clause 
three youngest 

mitä 'what' sg./pl., func tion, clausal type 
Interval n 

1.11 mitä 'what' part. sg./pl. on average 1.7 - 2.0 11 
2.0 mitä in general function 1.7 - 2.5 10 
1.11 in ellipses 1.7 - 2.5 9 
2.2 as subject in existential on-clauses 2.0 - 2.5 7 
2.9 as subject in simple V-clauses 2.9 - 2.9 5 
- as subject in the habitive construction (2.9)** 1 

2.3 mitä in object function 2.0 - 2.5 11 
2.4 as object in simple V-clauses 2.0 - 2.7 10 
2.6 in echo questions 2.5 - 2.7 10 
2.6 in multiple-word ellipses 2.4 - 2.7 4 
- as object in Aux+V-clauses (2.10, 3.1)** 2 

2.6 mitä in the singular function 2.2 - 2.10 7 
2.6 as a complement in simple Xcompl-equative cl. 2.2 - 2.10 7 

- as an attribute in Adnom-clauses (2.8, 2.11)** 2 
- as a complement in complex Xcompl-equative cl. (4.1)** 1 

2.9 mitä in the plural function 2.7 - 2.10 7 
2.9 as a complement in simple Xcompl-equative cl. 2.7 - 2.10 7 
- as a complement in complex Xcompl-equative cl. (2.10)** 1 

N = 11 *Correct use of the form mitä only. **Used by fewer than three children. 
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The form mitä first starts being used in the general function, and is produced in this 
function by ten of eleven children in the corpus. The earliest questions with mitä in the 
general function are ellipses where mitä is the subject. These ellipses are acquired on 
average at the age of 1.11 (see table 44). For example: 

C: mitä siellä? (Li 1.7:077) what-part.sg there What's that there?' 

Complete existential cm-clauses with mitä as the subject start being used at the 
average age of 2.2. As a subject in simple V-clauses mitä appears approx. half a year 
later, on average at the age of 2.9. Mitä is produced as a subject in the habitive 
construction by one child (see table 44). For example: 

C: mitä on tässä? (Li 2.0:230) what-part.sg-subj is here What is this here?' 
C: mitä tuolta putoo? (Ma 2.9:184) what-part.sg-subj from there fall What is falling down there?' 
C: mitä sillä on? (Li 2.9:117) what-part.sg-subj it-adess-hab.advl is What does she have?' 

The use of mitä in the object function begins at the age of 2.3 on average; this 
function is produced by all the children in the corpus. The object function is first 
acquired in a simple V-clause, on average at the age of 2.4. The echo question mitä? 
What did you say?' and multiple-word ellipses where mitä is an object in deep structure 
start being used on average at the age of 2.6. As an object in Aux+V-clauses we find 
mitä being produced by two children in the corpus (see table 44). For example: 

C: mitä tuo tekkee? (Li 2.0:237) 

I: väritetäänkö koira? — 
C: mitä? 
I: väritetään koira. (Li 2.7:307) 

I: pyörällä ajelee. 
C: mitä se? 

se ottaa ompun sieltä. (Sa 2.4:074) 

C: mitä pitää sinne laittaa? 
(Mi 2.10:312) 

what-part.sg-obj that do 'What's that doing?' 

'Shall we color in the dog?' 
what-part.sg What (did you say)?' 

'Let's color in the dog.' 

'He's riding a bike.' 
what-part.sg it 'What's he doing (then)?' 

'He's taking an apple from there.' 

what-part.sg-obj should put there 
What should we put there?' 

The use of mitä in the singular function starts on average at the age of 2.6, and is 
produced by seven of eleven children in the corpus. Simple Xcompl-equative clauses 
with mitä in the singular function start being used on average at the age of 2.6, and the 
singular function also occurs in complex Xcompl-equative clauses with one child. As an 
attribute, mitä is produced in the singular function by two children (see table 44). For 
example: 

C: mitä se on? what-part.sg-compl it-is What (color) is it? 
punasta. (Ma 2.2:102) Red.' 

C: mitä kalkkuna on? (Ka 4.1:045) what-part.sg-compl turkey-subj is What is kalkkuna?' 
C: ai mitä nättiä! (Me 2.10:329) itr what-part.sg-attr+nice Wow what a nice one!' 

Last in the order of acquisition, on average at the age of 2.9, is the use of mitä in the 
plural function. In this function mitä is always a complement in the clause. The use of 
mitä in the plural function is first acquired in simple Xcompl-equative clauses, on 
average at the age of 2.9, and is also produced in complex Xcompl-equative clauses by 
one child (see table 44). For example: 

C: mitä on nämä? (Mi 2.10:094) what-part.pl-compl is these-subj What are these?' 
C: mitä nämä vaatteet on? what-part.pl-compl these clothes-subj is 

(Mi 2.10:123) What kind of clothes are these?' 
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The use of mitä in different functions in the Sundsvall corpus would thus seem to 
develop along the following order of acquisition: 

general function > object function > singular function > plural function. 

3.4.9.3 Local interrogative adverbs in clauses 

Table 45 presents the order of acquisition for the local interrogative adverbs in different 
clausal types in the Sundsvall corpus. The table gives the periods, the average order of 
acquisition and the acquisition intervals for the three youngest children, and the number 
of children using each clause. Clausal types used by fewer than three children in the 
corpus are reviewed at the bottom of the table. 

Table 45. Acquisition of local interrogative adverbs in different clausal types in the Sundsvall corpus 
Period, average Acquisition interval for the three 

acquisition age for Question words, clausal type youngest, number of children 
the three youngest using each clause 

1.7 - 1.11 Interval n 
1.9 missä 'where' in ellipses 1.7 -1.10 9 
1.10 missä 'where' in on -clauses 1.9 - 2.0 9 
1.10 missä 'where' in intransitive on-clauses 1.9 - 2.0 8 

2.0 - 2.5 
2.1 missä 'where' in existential on-clauses 1.9 - 2.6 8 
2.1 Local interrogative adverbs in 1.9 - 2.5 7 

simple V-clauses 
2.2 mihin 'where to' in simple V-clauses 2.0 - 2.5 7 
2.3 missä 'where' in simple V-clauses 1.9 - 3.0 6 

2.6 - 2.11 
2.8 mistä 'where from' in simple V-clauses 2.5 - 2.10 3 

3.0 - 3.5 
mihin 'where to', mistä 'where from' in 

3.2 ellipses 2.10 - 3.8 3 
3.6 - 4.1 

- mihin 'where to', mistä 'where from' in (2.11, 3.3)* 2 
Aux+V-clauses 

- missä 'where' in the habitive construction (2.9)* 1 
- mihin 'where to' in intransitive on-clauses (3.1)* 1 
- mihin päin 'in which direction' in ellipses (4.0)* 1 

N = 11 *Used by fewer than three children 

The first wh-questions with local interrogative adverbs in the corpus consist of 
ellipses with the interrogative adverb missä 'where1, which in the study have an average 
age of acquisition of 1.9. Missä-ellipses occur in the first recordings of the three 
youngest children in the corpus, which indicates that they have already been used before 
the beginning of the recording period (see table 45). The early m/^ä-ellipses are often 
used as substitutes for a complete missä-question or as repeat questions after a complete 
interrogative clause; these methods of application have been judged as incorrect 
according to adult norms. For example: 

C: missä kisu? where cat "Where is there a cat? 
tuossa. (Li 1.9:010) There.' 

C : missä pimee on? 'Where is it dark?' 
missä? (Sa 1.10:278) where Whe re?' 

During the period 2.6 - 2.11 missä-tllipses start being used more in accordance with 
adult norms. For example: 
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I: katopa kun siinä on kisukirja sulle. 'Look there is a cat book for you.' 
C: missä? (Li 2.9:024) where'Where?' 

S : tässä oli Mikael ja tässä Mari oli 'Here is Mikael and here is Mari 
ja tässä oli... and here is...' 

C: missäs Sanna? (Sa 3.7:068) where+encl Sanna "Where is Sanna then?' 

Even on-clauses with missä 'where' show up relatively early in the corpus. 
Intransitive ow-clauses with missä are acquired on average at the age of 1.10, and 
existential ^-clauses start being used at the age of 2.1 (see table 45). An intransitive 
missä cw-question most often has a straight word order and a definite subject, while an 
existential missä cw-question is characterized by inverted word order and non-definite 
subjects. For example: 

C: missä silmät on sitten? where eyes-subj is-pred then'Where are the eyes then?' 
(Li 1.9:020) 

C: missä on karhu? (Li 2.1:202) where is-pred bear-subj Where is there a bear?' 

In simple V-clauses the local interrogative adverbs start being used on average at the 
age of 2.1. On average the earliest local interrogative adverb in simple V-clauses is the 
directional interrogative adverb mihin 'where to' which is acquired at the age of 2.2, a 
little earlier than the stative interrogative adverb missä 'where', which shows up on 
average at the age of 2.3. The use of the directional interrogative adverb mistä 'where 
from' begins later on, at the average age of 2.8 (see table 45). For example: 

C: mihin ajaa tossa? (Ma 2.0A:003) where to ride there 'Where is he riding off to?' 
C: missä minä ajan pyörällä? where I ride bike-adess Where am I biking?' 

(Li 1.9.068) 
C: mistäkä se tulee? (Ee 2.5:297) where from+encl it come 'Where is he coming from?' 

Ellipses with interrogative adverbs mihin 'where to' and mistä 'where from' start 
being used on average at the age of 3.2 (see table 45). These ellipses are mainly used as 
in adult speech. For example: 

C : mistä mennään nyt? tästäkö? Where do you go now? Here?' 
I: siitä. joo. "There. Yes.' 
C: mistä nyt? where from now Where do you go now?' 
I: ™ tästä mennään näin tuonne päin. — 'Here you go that way like this.' 
C: mihin nyt? (Me 2.10:086-91) where to now Where do you go now?' 

Other clausal types with local interrogative adverbs are used by a few children in the 
corpus (see table 45). For example: 

C: mihin ne voi laittaa? where to they can-Aux put-inf Where can you put them?' 
(Ee 2.11:399) 

C: missä sillä on pimppa? where it-adess-hab.advl is rear end-subj Where is her rear end?' 
(Li 2.9:106) 

C: mihin tää on? (Ee 3.1:274) where to this is Where does this belong?' 
C: mihinkä päin? (Ti 4.0:064) where to+encl+towards 'In which direction?' 

3.4.9.4 Modal, causal and temporal interrogative adverbs in 
clauses 

Table 46 presents the order of acquisition for the modal, causal and temporal 
interrogative adverbs in different clausal types in the Sundsvall corpus. The table gives 
the periods, the average order of acquisition and the acquisition interval among the three 
youngest children as well as the number of children using each question. Clausal types 
used by fewer than three children are reviewed at the bottom of the table. 
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Table 46. Acquisition of modal, causal and temporal interrogative adverbs in different clausal types in the 
Sundsvall corpus  

Period, average Acquisition interval for the 
acquisition age for Question words, clausal type three youngest, number of 
the three youngest children using clause 

2.6 - 2.11 Interval n 
2.6 Simple V-clauses 2.3 - 2.8 8 
2.6 miten 'how' in simple V-clauses 2.3 - 2.8 6 
2.6 miksi 'why' in simple V-clauses 2.3 - 2.8 6 
2.6 Ellipses 2.2 - 2.9 8 
2.7 miksi 'why' in ellipses 2.2 - 2.10 8 
2.6 on-clauses on average 1.11-2.10 3 

3.0 - 3.5 
3.0 miksi 'why' in Neg-clauses 2.11 - 3.2 7 
3.0 miksi 'why' in simple Neg+V-clauses 2.11 - 3.7 5 
3.4 miksi 'why' in Neg+Aux+V-clauses 3.0 - 3.10 4 
3.0 Aux+V-clauses 2.11-3.1 6 
3.1 miten 'how' in Aux+V-clauses 2.11 - 3.3 4 
3.1 milloin 'when' in simple V-clauses 2.9 - 3.7 3 
3.3 miten 'how' in A dnom-clauses 3.1 - 3.5 4 
3.3 miksi 'why' in affirmative habitive constr. 2.10-3.11 3 

3.6 - 4.1 
miten päin 'how, in which direction' in 

- ellipses/simple V-clauses (2.3, 2.10)* 2 
- miksi 'why' in other on-clauses** (2.10, 3.0)* 2 
- miksi 'why' in Neg-ellipses (3.2, 3.4)* 2 
- miksi 'why' in Aux+V-clauses (3.8, 4.1)* 2 
- miten 'how' in on-clauses (1.11)* 1 
- miten monta 'How many' in Adnom-clauses (2.7)* 1 
- milloin 'when' in on-clauses (2.9)* 1 
- milloin 'when' in ellipses (2.9)* 1 
- milloin 'when' in Aux+V-clauses (3.0)* 1 
- miksi 'why' in negative habitive construction (3.2)* 1 

N = 11 *Used by fewer than three children. **miksi 'why* in intransitive and existential on-clauses, 
characterizing clauses and the ptt/jfa-construction. 

Modal, causal or temporal interrogative adverbs start being used at the same time in 
simple V-clauses, ellipses and on-clauses, all being acquired on average at the age of 
2.6. Simple V-clauses and ellipses with the relevant question words are however more 
common, seeing as how they are produced by most of the children in the corpus, 
whereas on-clauses are used by only three children (see table 46). 

In simple V-clauses the question words miten 'how' and miksi 'why' are used first, 
both being acquired on average at the age of 2.6, while milloin 'when' shows up approx. 
half a year later, at the age of 3.1. Miten päin 'how, in which direction' is produced in 
simple V-clauses by one child in the corpus (see table 46). For example: 

C: miten lääkäri tekee? (Li 2.3:053) how doctor do 'How does the doctor do?1 

C: miksi sinä teket possulle omenan? why you make piggy-all apple 
(Ee 2.11:083) Why are you making an apple for piggy' 

C: millon se tulee? (Ee 2.9:401) when it come 'When does it come?' 
C: miten päin tämä pannaan? how+towards this put-pass 

(Me 2.10:174) 'In which direction do you put this?' 

The first of th e interrogative adverbs used in ellipses is miksi 'why', beginning on 
average at the age of 2.7. Milloin 'when' and miten päin 'how, in which direction' are 
produced in ellipses by a few of the children in the corpus (see table 46). Put in context, 
these ellipses are used mainly in accordance with adult norms. For example: 

I: laittanu sen päähänsä. 'She has put it on her head.' 
C: miksi? (Me 2.11:053) why 'Why?' 
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I: sitten kun se naksahtaa. 
C: millon? (Ee 2.9:456) 

"When it cracks.' 
when When?' 

C: miten pätn? (Li 2.3:223) how+towaids'In which direction?' 

The use of o/z-clauses with a modal, causal or temporal question word begins on 
average at the age of 2.6. These clauses represent several different types of on-clauses. 
The most common on-clausal type in the corpus is the affirmative habitive construction 
with the question word miksi 'why 1, beginning at the average age of 3.3. Other types of 
on-clauses with one of the relevant interrogative adverbs are used by a few children in 
the corpus (see table 46). For example: 

C: miksi teillä on kynttilä? why you-adess is candle Why do you have a candle?' 
(Me 2.10:n3) 

C: miksi ne on kannun sisällä? why they is pot in 'Why are they in the pot?' 
(Mi 2.10:304) 

C: miksi on pimeetä? (Ee 3.0:300) why is dark 'Why is it dark?' 
C: miksi ne on loppu? (Ee 3.0:226) why they is finished Why are they finished?' 
C: miksi ne on niin vanhoja? why they is so old "Why are they so old?' 

(Ee 3.8:207) 
C: miten oli? (Li 1.11:405) how was What happened?' 
C: millon se on? (Ee 2.9:461) when it is When is it?' 

In negative wh-questions only the question word miksi 'why' is used in the corpus. 
For most of the children using negative questions these are of the simple Neg+V-clause 
type, i.e. clauses where the verb phrase consists of the verb of negation and the stem of 
the main verb. The simple Neg+V-clause is acquired on average at the age of 3.0 (see 
table 46). For example: 

C: miksi se ei leiki? (Me 3.2:n 28) why it Neg+play-stem 'Why isn't she playing?' 

Neg+Aux+V-clauses, which refer to clauses where the verb phrase consists of the 
stem of an auxiliary and a nominal form of the main verb, start being used on average at 
the age of 3.4 (see table 46). For example: 

C: miksi ei voi laittaa kiinni? why Neg+can-Aux+put-inf shut Why can't it shut?' 
(Ee3.0:352) 

Elliptical Neg-questions, i.e. interrogative clauses whose verb phrase only contains 
the verb of negation, and a negative habitive construction are both used by a few children 
in the corpus (see table 46). For example: 

S : en mää halua. 'I don't want to.' 
C: mikset? (Me 3 .2:nl4) why+Neg'Why not?' 

C: miksi teillä ei oo paatileluj a? why you-adess Neg is bathing toys-subj 
(Me 3.2:n27) Why don't you have any bathing toys?' 

The use of modal, causal or temporal interrogative adverbs in Aux+V-clauses, i.e. 
clauses where the verb phrase consists of an auxiliary and a nominal form of the main 
verb, begins on average at the age of 3.0. On average the earliest interrogative adverb in 
Aux+V-clauses is miten 'how', acquired at the age of 3.1. Miksi 'why* and milloin 
'when' occur in Aux+V-clauses with a few of the children (see table 46). For example: 

miten mä voin kaatua näin? how I can fall like this 'How can I fall like this?' 
(Ti 3.3:062) 
miksi pitää olla punasta? why should be red Why should it be red?' 
(Ee 3.8:253) 
millon meidän pitää laulaa nytte? when we should sing now When should we sing now?' 
(Ee 3.0:119) 
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The adnominal use of mi t en 'how' begins on average at the age of 3.3. One child 
even uses the question word miten monta 'How many' in adnominal position (see table 
46). For example: 

C: miten pitkä koira! (Ma 3.3:117) how-adnom+long-attr+dog What a long dog!' 
C: miten monta palaa! (Sa 2.7:382) how-adnom+many-attr+piece What a lot of pieces!' 

3.4.9.5 Summary 

Table 47 provides an overview of the acquisition of all question words in different 
clausal types during the different periods in the Sundsvall corpus. The table only gives 
the acquisition of the clausal types used by a t least three children in the corpus, i.e. 
clauses whose average ages of acquisition have been calculable. 

Table 47. Overview of the acquisition of question words in different clausal types in the Sundsvall 
corpus*  
Period, clausal type, 
question words 1.7 - 1.11 2.0 - 2.5 2.6-2.11 3.0 - 3.5 3.6 - 4.1 
Ellipses mikä, mita kuka mita?-echo mihin va 'what'-Ellipses 

missä question 
miksi 
Multiple-
word ellipses 
without 
quest words 

suppl. 
question 

on-clause 
- subject 

- existential clauses mikä, mitä, 
kuka 

- the habitive construction 
- Xsubj-equative clauses 

- complement 
- simple Xcompl-equative 

clauses 
- complex Xcompl-

equative clauses 
- adverbial missä 

in intransit, 
clauses 

mikä, kuka 

missä 
in existential 
clauses 

mikä 

mitä sg. 
mitä pl. 

mikä 
miksi 
in habitive 
construction 

mikä 

V-clauses 
Simple V-clauses 
- subject 
- object 
- adverbial 

kuka 
mitä 
missä, mihin 

mikä, mitä 
minkä 
miten, 
miksi 

milloin 

Aux+V-clauses miten 
Neg-clauses miksi 
Adnom-clauses mikä miten 
Other mikä, mitä 

'what/who' 
nom./part. 

kuka 
'who/what' 
mikä 'what' 

kuka 'who' Other forms of interrogative 
pronouns; 
interrogative adjectives in 
different forms 

*milcä 'what* nom. sg., rnitä 'what' part. sg./pl., minkä 'what' acc. 1 sg., kuka 'who1 nom. sg., missä 
'where', mihin 'where t o', miksi 'wh y', miten 'how', milloin 'when'. 

Using table 47 as a point of departure, the syntactic development of wh-interrogative 
clauses during different periods in the Sundsvall corpus can be summarized in the 
following manner: 
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Period 1.7 - 1.11: 
- mikä 'what' nom. sg. and mitä 'what' part. sg. and missä 'where' are used in ellipses. 
- missä 'where' is used in intransitive on-clauses. 
- mikä and mitä are often used non-differentially, meaning 'what' and 'who', and 
without case opposition. 

Period 2.0 - 2.5: 
- The use of kuka 'who' begins. However, this interrogative pronoun is often used in the 
incorrect sense 'what'. 
- Interrogative pronouns start being used as subjects in existential on-clauses and as 
complements in simple Xcompl-clauses. 
- Interrogative pronouns start being used as subjects in simple V-clauses. 
- The use of the partitive object mitä 'what' begins. 
- Local interrogative adverbs start being used in simple V-clauses. 
- Interrogative pronouns start being used as attributes. 

Period 2.6-2.11: 
- The use of the echo question mitä? 'What did you say?' begins. 
- The use of multiple-word ellipses lacking question words and the use of m iksi 'why'-
ellipses begins. 
- Interrogative pronouns start being used as subjects in the habitive construction. 
- The use of the partitive form mitä 'what' in differentiated singular and plural functions 
begins. 
- Interrogative pronouns start being used as complements in complex Xcompl-clauses. 
- The use of accusative object minkä 'what' begins. 
- miten 'how' and miksi 'why' start being used in simple V-clauses. 
- The consistent use of kuka meaning 'who' begins. 

Period 3.0 - 3.5: 
- mihin 'where to' starts being used in ellipses. 
- miksi 'why' starts being used in the habitive construction. 
- The use of milloin 'when' begins. 
- miten 'how' starts being used in Aux+V-clauses and in Adnom-clauses. 
- The use of other inflected forms of interrogative pronouns begins. 
- The use of interrogative adjectives begins. 

Period 3.6 - 4.1: 
- The use of va 'what'-ellipses begins. 
- mikä 'what' nom. sg. starts being used as a subject in Xsubj-equative clauses. 

Toivainen (1984) has set out an order of acquisition for question words in different 
functions among Finnish-speaking children. Toivainen's presentation is based on studies 
of the Oulu corpus (Kangassalo 1980, Toivainen 1980) and on other observations made 
within the area (Toivainen 1961, Itkonen 1977, Toivainen's observations of other 
Finnish-speaking children). The total number of children whose use of question words 
serves as a basis for Toivainen's schema is 29 (Toivainen 1984: 23-26). 

Toivainen's presentation uses Wode's (1976) preliminary scenario of a universal 
order of acquisition for question words as a point of departure. Wode presents five 
different question word functions, of which the localizing function is acquired first, 
followed by the identifying, modal, causal and temporal functions. In Toivainen's 
schema of question word acquisition in Finnish the localizing and identification functions 
have switched places so that the identifying function is acquired first (Toivainen 1984: 
25-30; cf. Wode 1976: 306-7). 

Toivainen has added some interrogative functions to Wode's schema, several of 
which are language-specific to Finnish. These are the possessive function, the 
instrumental function and the object function (ibid). 

Table 48 is a modified presentation of Toivainen's schema compared with the most 
important data from the Sundsvall corpus. Like Wode, Toivainen uses five 
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developmental stages, while the development in the Sundsvall corpus is presented over 
the five periods used in the study. The results are thus not directly comparable, but do 
however provide some insight into the general order of acquisition (Toivainen 1984: 25-
30). 

Table 48. Order of acquisition för question word functions in Toivainen (1984) and in the Sundsvall 
corpus*  

Toivainen 1984 N = 29 Sundsvall N = 11 
Stage Functional category, question words Period Functional category, question words 

I Identification 
- non-differentiated mikä and mitä 

I 
1.7-1.11 

Identification 
- non-differentiated trükä and mitä 
Localizing 
- stative: missä 

n Identification 
- indivisible: mikä 
- divisible: mitä 
Localizing 
- stative: missä 

n 
2.0 - 2.5 

Identification 
- non-differentiated kuka 
- mikä in the singular function 
- mitä in general function 
Object 
- miftf-partitive objekt 
Localizing 
- directional: mihin 
Modality: miten 

m Identification 
- personified: kuka 
Localizing 
- directional: mihin, mistä 
Modality: miten 

m 
2.6 - 2.11 

Identification 
- mitä in differentiated singular and 
plural functions 
- personified: kuka 
Object 
- mitä?-echo question 
- mmfaZ-accusative object 
Localizing 
- directional: mistä 
Causality: miksi 

IV Possession: kenen 
Causality: miksi 

IV 
3.0 - 3.5 

Identification 
- plural: mitkä, ketkä 
Possession 
- genitive: kenen 
Time: milloin 
Quality 
- interrogative adjectives 
- miten in Adnom-clause 

V Identification 
- plural: mitkä, ketkä 
- person, part.: ke(i)tä 
Possession: kenellä, kenelle 
Instrument: millä 
Object: ketä, minkä 
Time: milloin 

V-
3.6-

Identification 
- selective: kumpi 
Object 
- m/M-accusative object 
Possession: 
- local case: kenellä, keneltä, kenelle 
Quantity: miten monta 

* mikä 'what' nom./acc. 2 sg., mitä 'what' part. sg./pl., minkä 'what' acc. 1 sg., mitkä 'what' nom. pl., 
millä 'what' adess. sg./pl., kuka 'who' nom. sg., kenen 'who' gen. sg., ketä 'who' part, sg., ketkä 'who' 
nom. pl., keita 'who' part, pl., kenellä 'who' adess. sg., kenelle 'who' all. sg., keneltä 'who' abl. sg., 
kumpi 'which of two' nom. sg., missä 'where1, mihin 'where to', mistä 'where from', miten 'how', miksi 
'why', milloin 'when ', miten monta 'how many'. 

Toivainen's schema for the acquisition of question word functions and the results 
from the Sundsvall corpus are quite similar. One principal difference is that the 
identification function in Toivainen's results is acquired before the localizing function, 
while both functions in the Sundsvall corpus are acquired at the same time. The 
acquisition order in the two sets of results is also different on a few other points (see 
table 48). 

Within the identification function I have distinguished more developmental stages 
than in Toivainen's presentation. In the Sundsvall corpus, we first have the non-
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differentiated function, where mikä and mitä are in free variation, and are used with the 
meanings 'what* and 'who' without case differentiation. A non-differentiated kuka starts 
being used during the second period. Also taking place during the second period is the 
differentiation of mikä 'what' in the singular function and mitä 'what' in the general 
function. The differentiation of mitä 'what' in the singular and plural functions takes 
place during the third period, and at the same time kuka starts being used consistently in 
its correct personified function 'who'. During the fourth period the use of the nominative 
forms in the plural is acquired. The selective function of the interrogative pronoun kumpi 
'which of two* is acquired at the earliest during the last period (see table 48). 

Within the localizing function the stative question word is acquired before the 
directional in both studies. According to Toivainen both directional question words are 
acquired at the same time, whereas mihin 'where to' in the Sundsvall corpus is acquired 
before mistä 'where from' (see table 48). 

As concerns the object function, I have again found it necessary to establish more 
developmental stages than are found in Toivainen's presentation. In the Sundsvall coipus 
the partitive object mitä 'what' is acquired first, showing up during the second period, 
followed by the echo question mitäl 'What did you say?' and the accusative object minkä 
'what' during the third period. The accusative object mikä 'what' starts being used at the 
earliest during the last period. On the other hand, no correct object forms of the 
interrogative pronoun kuka 'who' occur in the Sundsvall corpus, contrary to the data in 
Toivainen's schema (see table 48). 

Within the possessive function the order of acquisition is the same in both studies. 
The genitive form kenen 'whose' is acquired first, during the fourth stage and period. 
The local case forms in the habitive construction show up during the final stage or period 
at the earliest (see table 48). 

I have added a couple of new functions to the order of acquisition: "quality" and 
"quantity". The quality function shows up in the Sundsvall corpus during the fourth 
period and the quantity function no earlier than the last period. On the other hand, the 
instrumental function is completely absent in the Sundsvall corpus. In Toivainen's 
schema the instrumental function is acquired during the final stage (see table 48). 
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4 THE ACQUISITION OF YES/NO-QUESTIONS 

4.1 Different yes/no-questions 

Yes/no-questions in the Sundsvall corpus have been divided into three basic categories. 
Two of these categories encompass yes/no-questions where the interrogative morpheme 
is attached to a constituent in the clause as an enclitic interrogative particle. 

One group of yes/no-questions (1) consists of questions which contain an enclitic 
interrogative particle -kO. These have been divided into two subcategories, (la) neutral 
-kO-questions, where the interrogative particle is joined to a verb, and (lb) focused -kO-
questions, where the interrogative particle is joined to some other constituent in the 
clause. 

In a neutral -kO-question the question most often refers to the whole proposition, 
while the question in a focused -kO-question only refers to one constituent in the clause, 
which thereby is brought into focus. The constituent which the interrogative particle -kO 
is joined to is practically always clause-initial in the corpus, irrespective of whether it is a 
matter of a neutral or a focused -kO-question or not (see Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 
281-82; Karlsson 1979: 81-83; Matihaldi 1979: 172-74; Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 8-
9). For example: 

To a second basic category of yes/no-questions (2) have been added those yes/no-
questions which contain an enclitic interrogative particle -hAn. 

In most of the Finnish grammar books the particle -hAn is only considered as a 
modulating particle, used as a supplementary particle partly in interrogative clauses 
combined with other question markers, and partly in declarative clauses, where it imparts 
an interrogative sense (see Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 288; Karlsson 1979: 225; 
Penttilä 1963: 555). Sulkala & Karjalainen (1992: 9-11) present the -hAn- particle as an 
independent enclitic interrogative particle which is used in leading questions to which 
either an affirmative or a negative answer is expected. The expected answer depends on 
which clause constituent the interrogative particle is attached to. Following Sulkala & 
Karjalainen, I consider the particle -hAn as an independent enclitic interrogative particle in 
clauses used interrogatively in context and where no other question markers are found. 
For example: 

C: onhan se suihku? (Me 3.5:406) is+hAn it shower 'It's a shower, isn't it ?' 
C: eihän se saa mennä ulos? Neg+hAn it may go out 'It's not allowed to go out, is it?' 

(Ma 2.11:067) 

If, on the other hand, a yes/no-question contains both the enclitic interrogative 
particles -kO and -hAn, it is considered to be a -kO-question; the other particle -hAn is 
seen only as a modulating supplement, giving the question a wondering character (cf. 
Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 288; Karlsson 1979: 225; Penttilä 1963: 555). For example: 

(la) 
C: onko se siellä? (Li 2.3:353) 
C: luetaanko kirjaa? (Sa 2.5:002) 
(lb) 
C: tämäkö on kaffimylly? 

is+kO it there 'Is it there?' 
read-pass+kO book 'Shall we read from a book?' 

this+kO is coffee grinder 'Is this the coffee grinder?' 

from there+kO only 'Only from there?' 
(Me 2.11:030) 

C: tuoltako vaan? (Ee 3.8:255) 
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C : onkohan? (Ee 2.5:105) is+kO+hAn 'Wonder if he is (sick)?' 
C: vääntyyköhän? (Me 3.2:045) bend+kO+hAn 'Wonder if they can be twisted?' 

As with the -kO-questions, I have also divided -hAn-questions into two 
subcategories, (2a) neutral -hAn-questions, where the interrogative particle is joined to a 
verb, and (2b) focused -hAn-questions where the interrogative particle is combined with 
an adverb. For example: 

(2a) 
C: onhan siinä Niinan vehkeitä? 

(Me 3.0:013) 
C: eihän ne saa nuita? (Tu 3.8:138) 
(2b) 
C: ettei mittää pääse. 

— niihän? (Me 2.10:241) 

is+hAn there Niina's things 
'Niina's things are there, aren't they?' 
Neg+kO they get those 'They don't get those ones, do they?' 

'So that nothing comes out. 
so+hAn Right?' 

In both -kO- and -hAn-questions the enclitic interrogative particle in Finnish is most 
often joined to the first constituent in the clause. When it is a matter of neutral questions, 
i.e. questions where the interrogative particle is joined to a verb, the verb comes first in 
the clause and the word order is thus inverted. A neutral question most often 
encompasses the whole proposition. A neutral question can however be focused by 
prosodie means (Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 282; Matihaldi 1979: 173-74; Sulkala & 
Karjalainen 1992: 9). For the sake of s implicity I call all yes/no-questions where the 
interrogative particle is joined to a verb "neutral questions", whether the clause contains 
an element of focus or not. 

Vowel quality in both the enclitic interrogative particles -kO and -hAn varies 
according to the principle of vowel harmony in Finnish. If the word stem contains one of 
the back vowels /a/, loi or lui the interrogative particle must also have a back vowel, the 
interrogative particles thus taking the forms -ko and -han. If the word stem on the other 
hand doesn't contain any of the back vowels, the interrogative particle must have a front 
vowel, the interrogative particles taking the forms -kö and -hän (Karlsson 1979: 25-26; 
Sulkala & Kaijalainen 1992: 378-79). For example: 

C: onko se tätin? (Mi 2.10:438) 
C: onhan? (Me 3.0:013) 
C: vetääkö se sitä? (Ee 2.10:128) 
C: eihän saa? (Tu 3.8:123) 

is+kO it the lady's 'Is it the lady's?' 
is+hAn 'There is one, isn't there?' 
pull+kö it that ' Is it pulling that?' 
Neg+hAn may 'It's not allowed to, is it?' 

As a third basic category of yes/no-questions in the Sundsvall corpus I consider (3) 
those clauses where the interrogative sense is expressed by other means than an enclitic 
particle. These questions have been divided into two groups. The one group (3a) consists 
of interrogative clauses which contain the conjunction jos 'if or a combination of the 
particle entä 'then, and' as well as the conjunction jos 'if, i.e. entä jos. The second 
group (3b) consists of declarative clauses lacking syntactic question markers but which in 
context are used interrogatively. 

The interrogative nature of {entä) joy-questions (3a) is not as obvious as in -kO- and 
-hAn-questions; rather they constitute suggestions where an interrogative sense can at the 
same time be discerned (Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 284; Iivonen 1980: 103; 
Kangasniemi 1992: 230; Penttilä 1963: 554-55; Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 8). For 
example: 

C: jos otetaan sama väri? If take-pass the same color 'If we were to take the same color?' 
(Ka 3.10:639) 

C: entä jos tehdään yks vielä kana? and if make-pass another hen 
(Mi 3.3:128) 'And if we were to make another hen?' 

The interrogative declarative clauses (3b) lack syntactic question markers but function 
as questions in context. An interrogative declarative clause in Finnish is often pronounced 
with a distinctive rising-falling intonation. A declarative clause which doesn't contain any 
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question markers can be understood in context as a guess about some situation (Hirvonen 
1970: 39, 46-47; Iivonen 1980: 103; Iivonen & al. 1987: 242-43; Matihaldi 1979: 176-
77). I have not examined interrogative clause intonation in this study. I have defined an 
interrogative declarative clause as a complete declarative clause lacking question markers 
but used interrogatively. Word order in these clauses is straight and one constituent is 
prosodically focused. For example: 

I: sitten kun laiva on menny niin 'When the boat has left they lower it.' 
se lasketaan alas. 

C: ne EI oo vedessä? — they Neg is water-iness They aren't in the water?' 
I: ei autot oo vedessä. (Ee 2.5:404) 'The cars aren't in the water.' 

Drawing a line between an interrogative declarative clause and a -kO-question is 
sometimes difficult, as the interrogative particle -kO is often left out in colloquial Finnish. 
The interrogative particle -kO is most often left out in neutral -kO-questions when the 
verb is in the 2 pers. sg. Otherwise the interrogative particle is rarely dropped (Forsberg 
1994: 62-66). If the particle -kO is dropped in a neutral question the word order remains 
inverted, whereas word order in an interrogative declarative clause is straight. 
Consequently, I consider as -kO-questions those interrogative clauses in the Sundsvall 
corpus where a clause-initial verb is in 2 pers. sg., despite the verb lacking a -kO-
particle. For example: 

C: haluut sä kattoo? (Ti 3.3:192) want+0 you look 'Do you want to look?' 

Two questions where the verb isn't in 2 pers. sg. but lacks the -kO- particle are 
considered by me as -kO-questions anyway, as the verb is in clause-initial position. The 
one question is a correctly constructed supplementary question, while the other question 
is influenced by Swedish: 

C ne ei oo vedessä? 'They aren't in the water? 
ei oo? (Ee 2.5:404) Neg+0 is Are they?' 

C: saa nähä onko siila jalkoja? may+0 see is+it one+legs-subordinate clause 
(Me 3.2:022) 'Can I see if it has any legs?' 

instead of: saanko katsoa onko siila jalkoja? may-lsg+kO look is+it+legs-subordinate clause 

The dropping of the -kO-morpheme also takes place in questions which I consider as 
focused -kO-questions in the corpus. These consist of those elliptical interrogative 
clauses which lack -kO-particles and verb phrases and which thus only contain a nominal 
or adverbial phrase. These questions function as echo questions in context, i.e. they are a 
reaction to what was previously said and act as requests for the specification of a 
constituent in the interlocutor's previous utterance (Iivonen & al. 1987: 244; Sulkala & 
Karjalainen 1992:17-18). For example: 

S : tiäkkö voi tehdä ukon siitä. 'You know you can make a little funny fellow 
from that.' 

C: ukon? (Ee 2.11:006) funny fellow+0 'A funny fellow?' 

I: se asuu siellä kuistilla. — 'It lives there on the veranda.' 
C: tuo hevonen? (Ka 3.10:522) that horse+0'That horse?' 

An overview of the acquisition order for basic types of yes/no-questions in the 
Sundsvall corpus is presented in table 49. The table gives the average acquisition ages 
and intervals for the three youngest children in the corpus, the number of children using 
respective types of questions and the recording where the question is produced for the 
first time by each child. The first appearances of question types used by fewer than three 
children are given in parentheses. 
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Table 49. An approximate order of acquisition for different yes/no-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 

Type of question 
Average acq. 
age for the 

three 
youngest 

Acquisition interval for the 
three youngest, number of 

children using clause 
First occurrence in a recording Type of question 

Average acq. 
age for the 

three 
youngest Interval n 

First occurrence in a recording 

-kO on average 1.10 1.7 - 2.0 11 

in neutral questions 1.10 1.7 - 2.0 11 
*Liisa 1.7, Mari 2.0, Sanna 2.0, 
*Eero 2.5,*Tuomo 2.7,*Meiju 2.8, 
*Mikko 2.10, Antti 2.11, 
*Timo 3.3,*Pekka 3.4,*Kaiia 3.8 

in focused questions 2.3 1.11 - 2.9 8 
Liisa 1.11, Mari 2.0, Meiju 2.9, 
Eero 2.10,*Mikko 2.10, Timo 3.6, 
Pekka 3.9,*Kaiia 3.8 

-hAn on average 2 .5  2.0 - 2.10 6 

in neutral questions 2.5 2.0 - 2.11 6 
Sanna 2.0, Liisa 2.5, Mari 2.11, 
Meiiu 3.0, Antti 3.1, Tuomo 3.8 

in focused questions - (2.10)** 1 Meiiu 2.10 
Others on average 
(entä) jos 'if 
Declarative clauses 

3 . 2  2.5 - 3.10 
(3.3, 3.10)** 

(2.5)** 

3 
2 
1 

Mikko 3.3, Kaija 3.10 
*Eero 2.5 

N = 11 *The child's first recording. **Used by fewer than three children. 

As can be seen in table 49, the neutral -kO-question is acquired first in the corpus. 
The average acquisition age is 1.10, and these types of questions are used by all eleven 
children in the corpus. Focused -kO-questions start being used on average at the age of 
2.3, but the acquisition interval for the three youngest children is relatively big, 1.11 -
2.9. The focused -kO-question is produced by eight children in the corpus. 

Yes/no-questions where the interrogative particle -hAn is the only question marker 
start being used on average at the age of 2.5. -hAn is produced in neutral questions by six 
children and is used in focused questions by only one child in the corpus (see table 49). 

The other yes/no types of questions start being used considerably later, on average at 
the age of 3.2, and they are produced by three children in the corpus. (Entä) jos-
questions are used by two children, earliest at the age of 3.3, and an interrogative 
declarative clause is produced by one child from the age of 2.5 (see table 49). 

The frequency distribution of the different yes/no-questions in the corpus is presented 
in appendix 60. Figure 5 provides an overview of the use of yes/no-questions in the 
corpus. 

loo n Neutral -kO 
Focused -kO 
-hAn 
Other 

8 0 -

6 0 -

2 0 -

1.7-1.11 2.0-2.5 2.6-2.11 3.0-3.5 3.6-4.1 Onaverage 

Age periods 
Figure 5. Distribution of different yes/no-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
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By far the most common yes/no type of question in the corpus- during all periods- is 
the neutral -kO-question. Focused -kO-questions are used sporadically already during the 
first period and declarative clauses during the period 2.0 - 2.5. (Entä) jar-questions start 
being used during the period 3.0 - 3.5. Neutral -kO-questions constitute 89 % of all 
yes/no-questions in the corpus, the percentage of focused -kO-questions is 7 %, the 
percentage of -hAn-questions is 3 %; other questions constitute only 1 % (see figure 5 
and appendix 60). 

The frequency distribution of different yes/no types of questions in the Radio corpus, 
which, the reader will remember, consists of samples of Finnish-speaking adults, is 
presented in appendix 61. Figure 6 presents a comparison of the use of different yes/no-
questions in the Sundsvall corpus and in the Radio corpus. 

100 "I 

80 

60 • 

40" 

2 0 "  

o-
Sundsvall corpus 

Q Neutral -kO 
H Focused -kO 
fÜ -hAn 
0 Other 

Radio corpus 

Figure 6. Distribution of different yes/no-questions in the Sundsvall corpus and in the 
Radio corpus 

The neutral -kO-question is the most common yes/no interrogative clausal type both 
among children in the Sundsvall corpus and among adults in the Radio corpus, although 
its proportion is somewhat bigger among children. Focused -kO-questions are used 
equally often in both of the corpora. On the other hand, -hAn-questions where -hAn 
alone functions as a question marker aren't produced by adults in the Radio corpus, 
whereas they are used- if rarely- by children. An important difference here in the 
respective uses of yes/no-questions is that adults use interrogative declarative clauses far 
more often than children do (see figure 6 and appendix 60 and 61). 

Halme (1984), who studied the use of yes/no-questions in the Oulu corpus, presents 
results which pretty much dovetail with the data from the Sundsvall corpus. Halme's 
division of y es/no question types in the Oulu corpus departs somewhat from the one I 
apply in the Sundsvall corpus, but the general lines of development in both studies can be 
compared. A clear majority of yes/no-questions in the Oulu corpus (70 %) consist of 
neutral -kO-questions (fo-questions and eikö-qxx&stions in Halme). The proportion of 
focused -kO-questions (constituent questions and jooko? 'Right?'-questions in Halme) 
amounts to 21 %, and -hAn-questions and intonational questions in Halme each 
constitute 4 %. Included in Halme's category "intonational questions" are those questions 
which I defined as interrogative declarative clauses, as well as focused -kO-questions 
lacking the interrogative particle (Halme 1984: 23-69,121; Kaijalainen 1986: 20-27). 

In the Sundsvall corpus the proportion of neutral -kO-questions is somewhat larger 
than in the Oulu corpus, 89 % versus 70 % of al l yes/no-questions. The percentage of 
focused -kO-questions is on the other hand lower in the Sundsvall corpus than in the 
Oulu corpus, 7 % as opposed to 21 %. The percentage of -hAn-questions is about the 
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same in both corpora, 3 % in the Sundsvall corpus and 4 % in the Oulu corpus (see 
appendix 60; Halme 1984: 121; Karjalainen 1986: 22). Despite the differences in the 
proportional use of different yes/no-questions, the results from both the child language 
corpora show a common pattern. Most of the yes/no-questions among Finnish-speaking 
children consist of neutral -kO-questions. Focused -kO-questions are the next most 
common category, and -hAn-questions and interrogative declarative clauses are used less 
often. 
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4.2 -kO-questions 

4.2.1 The interrogative particle in -kO-questions 

The enclitic interrogative particle -kO is used in a number of forms in spoken Finnish. 
Most often the particle is found in the standard form -kO. The variant -ks is also 
widespread, and the dropping of the interrogative particle occurs as well. 

The interrogative particle -kO originates from a dialectal pronoun form ko 'who, 
which' turned enclitic. The form -ks is derived through a combination of -kO and -s 
where -s is an abbreviation of either the pronoun sinä 'you' or se 'that (one), it' (L. 
Hakulinen 1979: 88-89; Forsberg 1994: 64). 

Forsberg (1994: 60-68) has summarized observations made about the use of different 
variants for the interrogative particle -kO in neutral -kO-questions. Data has been culled 
from the Morphology Archives (Muoto-opin arkisto) and from the research of, among 
others, Hämäläinen (1970), Karttunen (1989), Leskinen (1980), Liuttu (1951), 
Mielikäinen (1982), Ojansuu (1901) and Paunonen (1982). 

The use of -ks is often mentioned as a characteristic of colloquial Finnish. In recent 
years, however, the interrogative particle has been dropped with increasing frequency. 
This "zero form" of the interrogative particle has its origin in East Finnish usage, whence 
it has subsequently spread to the Helsinki area and from there to other dialects. The -ks 
variant is used in all person forms, whereas the dropping of the interrogative particle 
takes place primarily when the verb is in 2 pers. sg. For example: 

otanks mä? take-lsg+ks I 'Shall I take?' 
mennäänks me? go-pass+ks we 'Shall we go?' 
otaks sä? take+ks you 'Are you going to t ake?1 

otat sä? take-2sg+0 you 'Are you going to take?' 
no tuutta työ meille? itr come-2pl+0 you we-all 'Will you come to us?' 

Forsberg doesn't discuss the use of the -ks variant and the dropping of the 
interrogative particle in focused -kO-questions, but in my opinion both variants are 
acceptable there as well, as examples from my own notes of adult speech and from the 
Sundsvall corpus show: 

tänks sä haluut? (own.n) this+ks you want 'I s it this you wa nt?' 
näinks tää tulee? (own.n) like this+ks this come 'Is it supposed to be like thi s?' 

T: siihen. 'There.' 
C: tähän? here+0 'Here?' 
T: mm. (Ka 3.8:427) 'Mm.' 

An additional dialectal variant of the interrogative particle -kO is -kk where the N is 
assimilated to the Ikl. Assimilations are used in the western dialects with verbs in 2 pers. 
sg. (Forsberg 1994: 60-64). 

All these variations of the interrogative particle -kO occur in the Sundsvall corpus. 
Appendix 62 presents frequencies for the use of the different variants in the corpus. The 
assimilatory type -kk has been included in the -kO group, as the assimilation doesn't 
influence the quality in the interrogative particle itself. 

The most common variant of the interrogative particle in the corpus, both in neutral 
and focused questions, is the standard variant -kO (see appendix 62). For example: 

C: pelataanko me tätä? (Me 3.2:n3) play-pass+kO we this 'Shall we play th is?' 
C: pitääkö laittaa? (Ma 3.0:065) should+kO put 'Shall we put it (here)?' 
C: kotonako? (Ti 3.10:074) home-ess+kO'At home?' 
C: näinkö? (Ti 3.8:210) like this+kO 'Like this?' 

The assimilatory form -kk- is produced by six of eleven children in neutral -kO-
questions where the verb is in 2 pers. sg. For example: 
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C: tiiäkkö mikä mulla on kädessä? 
(Me 2.10:n2) 

C: voikko ottaa Veronican? 
(Li 2.11:283) 

C: ekkö luje täältä? (Mi 3.3:512) 

know-2sg-t>k+kO what I-adess is hand-iness 
Do you know what I have in my hand?' 
can-2sg-t>k+kO take Veronica 'Can you take Veronica?' 

Neg-t>k+kO read from here 'Aren't you going to read here?' 

The variant -ks is used in neutral -kO-questions by six children. It occurs a few times 
at the age of two and is increasingly common by the age of three. In focused -kO-
questions, on the other hand, -ks is not used (see appendix 62). For example: 

C : onks siinä joutsenkuvia? 
(Me 3.2:078) 

C: tiiäks mitä nää on? (Ti 3.3:262) 
C: saaks näin panna? (Sa 3.7:421) 

is+ks there swan pictures 'Are there pictures of swans there?' 

know+ks what these are "Do you know what these are?' 
may+ks like this put 'Are you allowed to put it like this?1 

When -ks occurs before a word beginning with /s/ the particle and the following word 
sometimes merge, and word boundaries cannot be distinguished. For example: 

C: onkse memorya? (Ti 4.0:003) 
C: Iujeksää? (Me 3.9:218) 
C: haluuksä nähä? (Me 3.11:141) 
C: eksä nää? (Ti 3.8:022) 

is+ks+it memory 'Is it memory?' 
read+ks+you 'Are you going to read?' 
want+ks+you see 'Do you want to see?' 
Neg+ks+you see 'Don't you see?' 

The interrogative particle is left out relatively often in focused -kO-questions starting 
from the period 2.6 - 2.11, and a few times in neutral -kO-questions from the period 3.0 
- 3.5 onwards (see appendix 62). It is dropped in neutral questions only when the verb is 
in 2 pers. sg. In all, zero-forms of the interrogative particle are produced by six children 
in the corpus. For example: 

I: minkäs vännen kisu tehdään? 'What color should the cat be?' 
C: kisu? (Ee 2.10:242) cat+0 The cat?' 

I: tänne. 'Here.' 
C: tänne? here+0 'Here?' 
I: mm. (Me 2.10:106) 'Mm.' 

C: haluut sä kattoo? (Ti 3.3:192) want-2sg+0 you look T>o you want to look?' 

The development in the use of different interrogative particle variations among the 
children thus seems to take the standard variant -kO as a point of departure, the -ks 
variant first coming into play when the use of -kO has stabilized. The use of questions 
with zero-form interrogative particles is acquired last (see appendix 62). 
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4.2.2 Neutral -kO-questions 

4.2.2.1 Different neutral -kO-questions 

The term "neutral -kO-questions" refers to those -kO-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
where the enclitic interrogative particle is joined to a verb, irrespective of whether or not 
the question exhibits prosodie or syntactic focusing. 

The use of different verbs as main verb in neutral -kO-questions in the corpus is 
presented in appendix 63. By far the most common verb in neutral -kO-questions is the 
verb olla 'be, exist, have'. The next most common verbs are lukea 'read', tietää 'know', 
katsoa 'look', ottaa 'take', the synonyms panna and laittaa 'put, place' and the verbs 
piirtää 'draw', värittää 'color' and maalata 'paint'. The latter three are often used 
synonymously in the corpus. The verbs nähdä 'see', tehdä 'do1, tulla 'come', syödä 
'eat', mennä 'go' and saada 'get, may, be allowed to' are used relatively often. The verb 
lukea 'read' is often used to mean 'look' when perusing a picture book. 

The ten most common verbs written by Finnish schoolchildren- besides the verb olla 
'be, exist, have' and the verb of negation ei- are tulla 'come', mennä 'go', lähteä 'go, 
leave', saada 'get, may, be allowed to', sanoa 'say', käydä 'go, visit', nähdä 'see', tehdä 
'do', syödä 'eat' and alkaa 'begin'. The verb ottaa 'take' is ranked the 14th, the verb 
katsoa 'look' the 16th, the verbs panna and laittaa 'put, place' the 20th and the 21st, 
lukea 'read' the 24th, tietää 'know' the 34th and the verb piirtää 'draw' the 94th in order 
of frequency (OS 1970). 

The most common verbs in spoken Finnish besides olla 'be, exist, have' and the verb 
of negation ei are tulla 'come', mennä 'go', sanoa 'say', tehdä 'do', saada 'get, may, be 
allowed to', pitää 'hold, like, should, must', käydä 'go, visit', panna 'put, place', ottaa 
'take' and lähteä 'go, leave'. The verb tietää 'know' occupies the 14th place in the 
dialects, syödä 'eat' the 16th, nähdä 'see' the 20th, katsoa 'look' the 33rd place and the 
verb lukea 'read' the 83th place in order of frequency (SMT 1992). 

The children in the Sundsvall corpus thus use the verbs lukea 'read', tietää 'know', 
katsoa 'look' and piirtää 'draw', värittää 'color' or maalata 'paint' far more often in 
neutral -kO-questions than is otherwise the case in Finnish, which is almost certainly due 
to the types of activities and subjects of conversation naturally arising in recording 
situations. 

The neutral -kO-questions in the study have been divided into four subcategories 
according to the structure in the verb phrase, (1) onko 'Is it?'-questions, (2) simple 
V+kO-questions, (3) Aux+kO+V-questions and (4) Neg+kO+V-questions. 

(1) o/z&o-questions consist of clauses which have the verb olla 'be, exist, have' as a 
predicate and which don't contain any verb chains. As the verb olla is most often in the 3 
pers. sg. form onko, all questions in this group are called onko-questions. For example: 

C: onko se lehmä? (Sa 2.0B:596) be-3sg+kO it cow 'Is it a cow?' 
C: onko se siellä? (Li 2.3:353) be-3sg+kO that 'Is it there?' 

(2) The verb phrase in a simple V+kO-question consists of a finite form of some other 
verb than olla 'be, exist, have' and the interrogative clause contains no verb chains. For 
example: 

C: luetaanko kiijaa? (Sa 2.5:002) read-pass+kO book 'Shall we read from a book?' 
C: haluatko tämän? (Li 2.9:370) want-2sg+kO this Do you want to have this?' 

(3) The verb phrase in an Aux+kO+V-question contains an auxiliary- and most often 
a nominal form of a verb as well. For example: 

C: voiko tään avata? (Sa 2.11:317) can+kO this +open-inf 'Can this be opened?' 
C: saako tähän piirtää? (Ma 2.9:274) may+kO here +draw-inf 'Is it allowed to draw here?' 
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(4) In Neg+kO-questions the verb phrase includes the verb of negation ei, most often 
combined with one or more verbs. For example: 

C: eikö panna radio päälle? Neg+kO+put-stem radio on 
(Tu 2.9:198) 'Aren't we going to put the radio on?' 

C: eikö noin saa tehdä? (Ma 3.0:456) Neg+kO like that+may-stem-Aux+do-inf 
'Aren't you allowed to do that?' 

Table 50 presents the order of acquisition for the different neutral -kO-questions in the 
—Sundsvall corpus. The table gives the average acquisition age, the acquisition interval 

among the three youngest children and the number of children using each type of 
question, as well as the question's first occurrence per child. 

Table 50. Acquisition of different neutral -kO-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 

Type of question 
Average 

acquisition age 
for the three 

youngest 

Acq. interval for the three 
youngest, number of 
children using clause 

First occurrence in a recording Type of question 
Average 

acquisition age 
for the three 

youngest Interval n 

First occurrence in a recording 

-kO in neutral 
questions on 
average 

1.10 1.7 - 2.0 11 

onko 'Is it ?' 1.10 1.7 - 2.0 11 
*Liisa 1.7, Mari 2.0, Sanna 2.0, 
*Eero 2.5, Meiju 2.9,*Mikko 2.10, 
Antti 2.11, Tuomo 3.1,*Timo 3.3, 
*Pekka 3.4, Kaiia 3.10 

Simple V+kO 2.0 2.0 - 2.0 11 
Liisa 2.0, Mari 2.0, Sanna 2.0, 
*Eero 2.5, *Meiju 2.8,*Mikko 2.10, 
Antti 2.11, Tuomo 3.1,*Timo 3.3, 
*Pekka 3.4, Kaiia 3.10 

Aux+kO+V 2.5 2.4 - 2.7 10 
Sanna 2.4,*Eero 2.5, Liisa 2.7, 
Tuomo 2.7, Mari 2.8, Meiju 2.10, 
*Mikko 2.10,*Timo 3.3, 
*Pekka 3.4, *Kaiia 3.8 

Neg+kO+V 2.6 2.3 - 2.8 10 
Liisa 2.3,Tuomo 2.7, Mari 2.8, 
Meiju 2.9,*Mikko 2.10, Sanna 3.0, 
*Pekka 3.4, Timo 3.6, Eero 3.8, 
Kaiia 3.10 

N = 11 *The child's first recording. 

As table 50 shows, the onko-question is the earliest neutral -kO-question type in the 
corpus. Onko is acquired on average at the age of 1.10 and is used by all eleven children 
in the corpus. 

Simple V+kO-questions also start being used early on in the corpus. Their average 
acquisition age is 2.0, and they, too, are produced by all children in the corpus (see table 
50). 

Aux+kO+V-questions start being used on average at the age of 2.5 and Neg+kO+V-
questions one month later, at the age of 2.6. Both Aux+kO+V- and Neg+kO+V-
questions are produced by ten children in the corpus (see table 50). The spread of th e 
different types of neutral -kO-questions is thus quite big. All four types of questions are 
produced by practically all the children in the corpus. 

Table 51 presents a comparison between the acquisition of neutral -kO-questions and 
wh-questions in the four clausal types, ö/i-clauses, simple V-clauses, Aux+V-clauses and 
Neg+V-clauses in the corpus (for wh-questions see table 14 and 24). 

As table 51 shows, the four clausal types are acquired in the same order for both -kO-
questions and wh-questions in the corpus. Both question markers, the -kO- particle and 
the wh-question words, are first used in on-clauses and thereafter in simple V-clauses 
and Aux+V-clauses and lastly in Neg+V-clauses. 

Wh-question words start being used in on-clauses and in simple V-clauses two 
months earlier than -kO in the corpus. On the other hand, -kO is acquired earlier in 
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Aux+V-clauses and Neg+V-clauses, and the difference between the average ages of 
acquisition is relatively big: half a year (see table 51). 

Table 51. Acquisition of neutral -kO-questions and wh-questions in different clausal types in the 
Sundsvall corpus  
Type of question Neutral -kO-questions Wh-questions 

Average acquisition age for the Average acquisition age for the 
Clausal type three youngest three youngest 
on-clause 1.10 1.9 
Simple V-clause 2.0 1.10 
Aux+V-clause 2.5 2.11 
Neg+V-clause 2.6 3.0 
N= 11 

The frequency distribution of the different neutral -kO-questions in the corpus is 
presented in appendix 60. Figure 7 provides an overview of the usage. 

Ö onko 
H Simple V+kO 
Ü Aux+kO 
E3 Neg+kO 

1.7 - 1.11 2.0-2.5 2.6-2.11 3.0- 3.5 3.6-4.1 Onaverage 

Age periods 
Figure 7. Distribution of different neutral -kO-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 

At the age of one, only onfcö-questions are used in the Sundsvall corpus. The 
percentage of <3«fco-questions decreases constantly thereafter, during all later periods. 
During the period 2.0 - 2.5 the use of simple V+kO-questions begins, and is then the 
most common type of neutral -kO-questions. The percentage of simple V+kO-questions 
decreases somewhat during the two following periods but shows a considerable increase 
during the last period (see figure 7 and appendix 60). 

Aux+kO+V-questions start being used during the period 2.0 - 2.5 and their 
proportion of all neutral -kO-questions during the remaining periods is approx. 20%. We 
also find Neg+kO+V-questions occurring sporadically during the period 2.0 - 2.5. The 
percentage of Neg+kO+V-questions increases considerably during the two following 
periods, only to fall off somewhat during the last period (see figure 7 and appendix 60). 

The most common type of neutral -kO-question in the whole corpus is the simple 
V+kO-question, which constitutes 40 % of all neutral -kO-questions. The percentage of 
onko-questions and Aux+kO+V-questions is 24 % and 22 % respectively, and 
Neg+kO+V-questions weigh in at 14 % on average (see figure 7 and appendix 60). 
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Figure 8 presents a comparison between the use of different neutral -kO-questions in the 
Sundsvall corpus and the Radio corpus. 

501 

40" 

onko 
Simple V+kO 
Aux+kO 
Neg+kO 

30-

10 -

Sundsvall corpus Radio coipus 
Figure 8. Distribution of different neutral -kO-questions in the Sundsvall corpus and in the 
Radio corpus 

The simple V+kO-question is the most common neutral -kO-question both among 
children in the Sundsvall corpus and among adults in the Radio corpus, making up 
approx. 40 % of all neutral -kO-questions in both corpora. On the other hand, the 
proportion of onko-questions is appreciably bigger in the Radio corpus, where the 
percentage is 37 %, as opposed to 24 % in the Sundsvall corpus. The proportion of 
Aux+kO+V- and Neg+kO+V-questions is consequently greater for the children in the 
Sundsvall corpus than the adults in the Radio corpus (see figure 8, appendix 60 and 61). 
The discrepancies in the frequencies of t he respective question types may have been 
caused by the different discourse situations in the two corpora. 
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4.2.2.2 o/i&o-questions 

4.2.2.2.1 Verb farm in a/i^o-questions 

Oft&o-questions in the corpus consist of questions which have a finite form of the verb 
olla 'be, exist, have' as a predicate and which don't contain any verb chains. As the verb 
in these questions is most often in the 3 pers. sg. form on, all questions with olla as a 
predicate are called -questions. Questions whose verb phrase consists of a perfect 
form of some other verb and where the verb olla functions as an auxiliary are considered 
to be simple V+kO-questions. The use of different verbs forms in ^«/»-questions in the 
corpus is presented in appendix 64. 

The verb in cw&oquestions is always in the indicative, and almost always, with 95 % 
of questions, in the 3 pers. sg. present tense onko. The form most often occurs in its 
function as 3 pers. sg., but is also used a few times in the function of 3 pers. pl.- from 
the period 2.6 -2.11 onwards- a common practice in adult speech as well. The verb is in 
the 2 pers. sg. present tense ooksä (instead of the standard language's oletko) once 
during the period 3.0 - 3.5 (see appendix 64). For example: 

C: onko se mopo? (Ma 2.0A:098) be-3sg+kO it moped Is it a moped?' 
C: onko nämä sinun kyniä? be-3sg+kO these your pens 'Are these your pens?' 

(Me 2.10:nl) 
C: ooksä siellä? (Me 3.3:406) be-2sg+ks+you there 'Are you there?' 

The imperfect 3 pers. sg. oliks (instead of standard Finnish oliko) is used a few times 
during the period 3.0 - 3.5, and the perfect 2 pers. sg. ooksä ollu (instead of the standard 
oletko ollut) once during the final period. In the perfect the interrogative particle is 
attached to the auxiliary (see appendix 64). For example: 

C: oliks se norsu vihanen? was-3sg+ks it elephant angry "Was the elephant angry?' 
(Me 3.2:n6) 

C: ooksä ollu Tarzan-stigenissä? have-2sg+ks+you been Tarzan-trail-iness 
(Ti 3.8:261) 'Have you been on the Tarzan-trail?' 

4.2.2.2.2. Different onko-questions 

Onko occurs in the corpus in a number of the clausal types which I categorized as (1) 
equative clause, (2) characterizing clause, (3) the /?wMz-construction, (4) existential or 
intransitive clauses and (5) the habitive construction. The three first clausal types are 
predicative clauses. 

(1) An equative onko-clause most often contains two nominal phrases, of which the 
one is the subject and the other an identification complement (cf. Hakulinen & Karlsson 
1979: 93-95; Larjavaara 1993: 638-39). Equative onko-questions refer to the 
identification or specification of referents. For example: 

C: onko se Babar-norsu? 
(Ma 2.0A:183) 

C: onko tämä sun? (Li 2.11:336) 
C: onko tuo auto? (An 2.11:204) 
C: onko se mehua? (Me 2.9:278) 
C: onko tämä sinun lehti? 

(Me 3.11:014) 

is+kO it-subj Babar-elephant-compl Is it Babar the elephant?' 

is+kO this-subj your-compl 'Is this yo urs?' 
is+kO that-subj car-compl 'Is that a car?' 
is+kO it-subj juice-compl 'Is it juice?' 
is+kO this-subj your+newspaper-compl 
Is this your newspaper?' 

(2) A characterizing onko-qnesiion also contains two nominal phrases, of which the 
one is subject and the other a classifying complement (cf. Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 
93-95). Characterizing önfcoquestions entail a characterization of the referent. For 
example: 
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C: onko hyvää kahvia? (Li 2.9:267) is+kO good+coffee-compl 'Is it good coffee?' 
C: onko tämä ny val mis? is+kO this-subj now finished-compl 'Is this finished now?' 

(Mi 3.3:092) 

(3) The /?«/i£/-construction in Finnish contains a nominal phrase as a subject and a 
stative adverb as a complement, also called a predicative adverbial. In the corpus, an 
öAz&tf-question with /?wM/-construction most often contains a nominal phrase as a subject 
and a stative adverb as a complement (cf. Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 98). The puhki-
construction concerns the characterization of the referent. For example: 

C: onko tää kiinni? (Pe 3.6:301) is+kO this-subj shut-compl 'Is this s hut?' 
C: onko tämä rikki? (Mi 3.3:511) is+kO this-subj broken-compl 'Is this broken?' 
C: onko loppu? (Li 2.2:nl) is+kO finished-compl 'Is it finished?' 

(4) Existential or intransitive onko-qucstions contain only one nominal phrase as the 
subject and most often an adverb of place as an adverbial (cf. Hakulinen & Karlsson 
1979: 93-96). Existential ö«fa?-questions deal with the identification or specification of 
referents. For example: 

C: onko siinä kissa? (Li 2.9:065) is+kO there-advl cat-subj 'Is there a cat there?' 
C: onko siinä popkorni? is+kO there-advl popcom-subj 'Is there popcorn there?' 

(Mi 3.3:501) 

The intransitive ön&o-questions are localization questions which refer to the 
specification of the referent's position. For example: 

C: onko se siellä? (Li 2.3:353) is+kO it-subj there-advl 'Is it there?' 
C: onko nuo ulkona? (Mi 2.10:335) is+kO those-subj out-advl 'Are those outside?' 
C: onko tuolla vetta? (Ma 2.9:189) is+kO there-advl water-subj 'Is there water there?' 

(5) The onko-habitive construction most often contains two nominal phrases, of 
which the one is a habitive adverbial and the other a subject (cf. Hakulinen & Karlsson 
1979: 93, 96-97). In the habitive construction the verb olla is used meaning 'have'. With 
a habitive onfo-question an identification or characterization of a referent is elicited. For 
example: 

C: onko sulla tommoset? is+kO you-adess-hab.advl those kinds-subj 
(Ma 2.11:348) Do you have those kinds of things?' 

C: onko sulla yks kir ja? is+kO you-adess-hab.advl one+book-subj 
(Mi 3.3:273) Do you have a book?' 

C: onko sulla Unimatti-kirjaa? is+kO you-adess-hab.advl Sandman-book-subj 
(Me 3.11:085) Do you have a Sandman book?' 

C: onko sulla semmoset isot kirj at? is+kO you-adess-hab.advl those kinds+big+books-subj 
(Sa 2.11:156) Do you have those big kind of books?' 

C: onko sulla semmonen? is+kO you-adess-hab.advl kind of-subj 
(Mi 3.5:170) Do you have one of those?' 

Table 52 presents the order of acquisition for the different on&o-questions in the 
Sundsvall corpus. The table gives the average order of acquisition and acquisition 
intervals for the three youngest children, as well as the number of children using each 
type of question. 

The earliest onko-questions in the corpus are equative clauses. They start being used 
on average at the age of 1.10 and are produced by ten of eleven children. Existential or 
intransitive on&o-questions are acquired on average at the age of 2.5 and are also used by 
ten children (see table 52). 

The 0«£ö-habitive construction also starts being used at an average age of 2.5. The 
habitive construction is produced by eight children. Characterizing ö«£oquestions show 
up on average at the age of 2.7 and are used by seven children. Last in the order of 
acquisition, on average at the age of 2.9, are o«fctf-questions with pw/ifci-constructions, 
used by four children (see table 52). 
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Table 52. Acquisition of different onfo-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Average acquisition age Acquisition interval for Number of children 

Type of question for the three youngest the three youngest using clause 
onko on average 1.10 1.7 - 2.0 11 
in equative clauses 1.10 1.7 - 2.0 10 
in existential/ 
intransitive clauses 2.5 2.2 - 2.9 10 
in the habitive constr. 2.5 2.0-2.11 8 
in characterizing clauses 2.7 2.3 - 2.9 7 
in the paMi-constr. 2.9 2.2 - 3.3 4 
N = 11 

The frequency distribution of different onfco-questions in the corpus is presented in 
appendix 65. 

The most common onko-question during all periods in the corpus is the equative 
tfft&o-question; it is the only onko-question produced by one-year-olds in the corpus. The 
other ö«&ö-questions are used during the period 2.0 - 2.5 at the very earliest. Existential 
or intransitive ön&o-questions and on&ö-habitive constructions are used a few times 
during the period 2.0 - 2.5, and their use increases during the two following periods, 
only to drop off during the last period. Characterizing onfco-questions occur sporadically 
during the period 2.0 - 2.5 and are used relatively often during the period 2.6 - 2.11, but 
their use diminishes during the last two periods. The puhki-constrxxction is used a few 
times from the period 2.0 - 2.5 onwards (see appendix 65). 

The use of different structures in subject and complement phrases in onko-questions 
in the corpus is presented in appendix 66. 

The subject phrase in onfco-questions most often consists of a demonstrative 
pronoun, and it is used during all periods in the corpus (see appendix 66). For example: 

C: onko se kana? (Ma 2.0A:178) is+kO it-subj hen 'Is it a hen?' 
C: onko tää mustaa? (Ee 2.10:168) is+kO this-subj black 'Is this black?' 

Nouns start being used as subjects during thè period 2.0 - 2.5 and are used a few 
times during the later periods (see appendix 66). For example: 

C: onko siinä hius? (Sa 2.2:019) is+kO there a hair-subj 'Is there a hair there?' 
C: onko sillâki hame? (Li 3.1:224) is+kO it+encl skirt-subj 'Does she also have a skirt?' 

Other pronouns, pronominal adjectives and attribute constructions start being used 
during the period 2.6-2.11. As attributes we find an article-like se 'that (one), it', other 
pronouns, a noun, a pronominal adjective and once even a relative clause being used (see 
appendix 66; Larjavaara 1990: 146-47; Laury 1991: 115-16). For example: 

C: ooks sä siellä? (Me 3.3:406) is+ks you-subj there 'Are you there?' 
C: onko sinulla semmonen? is+kO you-adess kind of-subj 'Do you have one of these?' 

(Ee 3.1:148) 
C: onko tuolla se tiski? (Ee 2.9:270) is+kO there it-art+dishes-subj 'Are the dishes there?' 
C: onko tässä kaksi piikkiä? is+kO here two-subj+quills-attr'Are there two quills here?' 

(Sa 2.11:370) 
C: onko sulla tämmönen kukko is+kO you-adess this kind-attr+rooster-subj+which put-

mikä panetaan? (Ee 3.1:082) pass-attr Do you have one of these roosters which are 
put here?' 

The subject is missing a few times in onko-questions (see appendix 66). 
Liisa uses onfco-questions very early on, at the age of 1.7. In her first recording she 

asks three o«£tf-questions, one of which contains two nominal phrases and can be 
interpreted as an equative clause- despite non-adult word order: 

C: se onko kello? (Li 1.7:094) det-subj is+kO watch-compl 'Is it a watch?' 
instead of: onko se kello? is+kO it-subj watch-compl 
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The other onko-questions produced by Liisa at the age of 1.7 contain only one 
nominal phrase. These, too, I interpret as equative clauses, since Liisa hasn't yet used 
any of the other clausal types; I view the nominal phrases in the clauses as being 
complements. In other words, the clauses lack a subject and are thus used incorrectly, as 
the subject cannot be retrieved from the context: 

C: kello. 'A watch.' 
I: kelloko se onkin? — 'Oh is it a watch?' 
C: onko orava? (Li 1.7:058) is+kO squirrel-compl 'Is that a squirrel?' 
instead of e.g.: onko se orava? is+kO it-subj squirrel-compl 

I: kenen kukkia? 'Whose flowers are they?' 
C: vauva. 'A baby.' 

onko vauva? (Li 1.7:455) is+kO baby-compl 'Is it a baby?' 
instead of e.g.: onko se vauva? is+kO it-subj baby-compl 

Even at the age of 2.3 we find Liisa using önfco-questions with only one nominal 
phrase. These I view as intransitive clauses, as Liisa uses intransitive clauses in context: 

C: onko kuppi? is+kO'Is the cup (there)? 
onko kuppi? is+kO Is the cup (there)? 
onko? Is it? 
onko se siellä? (Li 2.3:351-53) is+kO it-subj Is it there?' 

The subject phrase is sometimes missing in o«fo?-questions in the other clausal types 
with a few of the children, but the questions are nonetheless used correctly in context. 
For example: 

I: tuossa on sinun kisu. 'There's your cat.' 
C: — onko nyt? (Tu 3.1:101) is+kO now 'Is it (there) now?' 

S : se ei oo Meijullakaan. 'Meiju doesn't have it either.' 
C: onko Tanjalla? (Me 3.2:209) is+kO Tanja-adess Does Tanja have it?' 

The complement phrase in equative onfo-questions most often consists of a noun or a 
personal pronoun. The complement is most often in the nominative. The genitive and 
partitive start being used during the period 2.6 - 2.11 (see appendix 66). For example: 

C: onko tuo Vlivi? (Li 2.3:033) is+kO that Viivi-nom-compl 'Is that Viivi?' 
C: onko tämä kasetti? (Mi 3.5:689) is+kO this cassette-nom-compl 'Is this a cassette?' 
C: onko se tätin? (Mi 2.10:438) is+kO it the lady's-gen-compl 'Is it the lady's?' 
C: onko tuo rahaa? (Mi 2.10:308) is+kO that money-part-compl 'Is that money?' 

The use of attribute constructions in the complement phrase in equative onko-
questions begins during the period 2.6 - 2.11 (see appendix 66). As attributes we find a 
genitive attribute or an article-like pronoun se 'that (one), it' being used (see Larjavaara 
1990: 146-47; Laury 1991: 115-16). For example: 

C: onko tämä minun jalka? is+kO this-subj my+leg-compl 'Is this my leg?' 
(Mi 3.3:205) 

C: oliko se sun väri? (Li 3.1:n2) was+kO it your-attr+color-compl 'Was it your color?' 
C: onko tuo se lasilintu? is+kO that it-art+glass bird-compl 'Is that the glass bird?' 

(Ee 3.5:397) 

Onko-clauses which lack complement phrases but which in context function as 
equative clauses are used a few times from the period 3.0 - 3.5 onwards (see appendix 
66). For example: 

C: se on kissa. — 'It's a cat 
onkohan se? (Me 3.5:367) is +kO+hAn det 'Wonder if it is?' 
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I: Pete ja Veera. 
C: onko TÄMÄ? 
I: minä luulen että TÄMÄ on Veera. 

'Pete and Veera.' 
is+kO this 'Is this (Veera)?' (Points to another picture). 

'I think that this is Veera.' 
(Me 3.7:288) 

One child uses onko a couple of times as a repeat question in direct connection with a 
complete onko-tquative clause, which has also been observed among Finnish-speaking 
adults when they speak to children (Karjalainen 1991:14). For example: 

The complement phrase in characterizing onko-qatsûons most often consists of an 
adjective or a pronominal adjective. The complement is in the nominative or in the 
partitive. The use of attribute constructions in the complement phrase of characterizing 
onfco-questions begins during the period 2.6 - 2.11 (see appendix 66). The attribute is a 
pronominal adjective or an adjective. For example: 

C: onko se valmis? (Li 2.3:000) is+kO it finish-nom-compl 'Is it finished?' 
C: onko ne semmosia kyniä? is+kO they those kinds-attr pens-compl 

(Ee 2.10:166) 'Are they those kinds of pens?' 
C: onko hienoja värejä? (Ti 3.8:305) is+kO pretty-attr+colors-compl'Are they pretty colors?' 

A couple of times the complement in characterizing onko-questions is incorrectly in 
the nominative instead of the partitive: 

C: onko nämä pikkuset reiät? is+kO these smaH-nom.pl-attr+holes-nom.pl-compl 
(Mi 3.3:032) 'Are these small holes?' 

instead of: ovatko nämä pikkuisia reikiä? are+kO these small -part.pl-attr+holes-part.pl-compl 
C: onko nämä parempi? (Mi 3.3:217) is+kO these better-nom.sg-compl 'Are these better?' 
instead of: ovatko nämä parempia? are+kO these better-part.pl-compl 

The complement phrase is missing a couple of times in repeat questions, which 
function in context as characterizing clauses (see appendix 66): 

C : oliks se norsu vihanen? 'Was the elephant angry?' 
S: - (No answer). 
C: oliko? (Me 3.2:n7) was+kO Was it?' 

C: se on kipee. — 'It's sick. 
onkohan? (Ee 2.5:105) is+kO+hAn 'Wonder if it is.' 

As a predicative (adverbial) in cw&o-questions with the /?w/ifc/-construction we have 
the stative adverbs kiinni 'shut, closed', loppu 'finished', rikki 'broken' and päällä 'on' 
being used in the corpus. For example: 

C: onko kiinni? (Li 2.2:168) is+kO shut-compl 'Is it sh ut tight?' 
C: onko se loppu täällä? (Ee 2.9:388) is+kO it finished-compl here 'Is it finished here?' 
C: onko tämä rikki? (Mi 3.3:511) is+kO this broken-prev 'Is this broken?' 
C: onko päällä? (Pe 3.4:037) is+kO on-compl 'Is (the recorder) on?' 

The stative adverb is lacking in one owfco-question which in context functions as a 
/?wM/-construction: 

C: onko kiinni? is+kO shut-compl 'Is it sh ut tight?' 
I: on kiinni. 'Yes, it's shut tight.' 
C: onko tämä? (Li 2.2:169) is+kO this 'This then?1 

The use of adverbial phrases in onko-questions in the corpus is presented in appendix 
67. 

C: onko tää paperia onko? 
(Sa 2.9: 278) 

is+kO this paper-compl is+kO 'Is this paper- is it?' 
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Habitive adverbials in onfcohabitive constructions are most often a personal or a 
demonstrative pronoun, once even a noun. The habitive adverbial is most often in the 
adessive, during the final period once in the allative (see appendix 67). For example: 

C: onko sulla pieniä? (Sa 2.11:157) is+kO you-adess-hab.advl small 'Do you have small (books)?' 
C: onks sillä tämmösiä? (Me 3.1:027) is+kO it-adess-hab.advl these things 

Does she have these kinds of things?' 
C: onko leijonalla kädet? is+kO lion- adess-hab.advl hands Does a lion have hands?' 

(Sa 2.11:024) 
C: onks se vaan minulle? is+ks it only I-all-hab.advl 'Is it only for me?' 

(Me 3.11:590) 

Most of the existential and intransitive onko-questions have a deictic adverb of place 
as an adverbial phrase. Other adverbs and nominal phrases are used a few times, earliest 
during the period 2.6 - 2.11 resp. 3.0 - 3.5 (see appendix 67). For example: 

C: onko siellä Rolli? (Li 2.9:138) is+kO there-advl Rolli 'Is it Rolli there?' 
C: onko sun massu tässä? (Li 3.1:324) is+kO your tummy here-advl 

Do you have your tummy here?' 
C: onko tämäki lainasta? is+kO this+encl loan-elat-advl 

(An 3.8:079) 'Is this also from the library?' 
instead of: onko tämäkin lainastosta? is+kO this+encl library-elat-advl 

All equative and most of the characterizing -questions in the corpus lack 
adverbial phrases. From the period 2.6 - 2.11 onwards adverbial phrases are used a few 
times in characterizing wifco-questions (see appendix 67). For example: 

onko tää kylmä täältä? (Ee 2.9:009) is+kO this cold from here-advl 'Is this cold here?' 
onko tämä ny valmis? (Mi 3.3:092) is+kO this now-advl finished 'Is this finished now?' 
onko se vähän tuhma? is+kO it a little-advl+naughty 'Is it a little naughty?' 
(Ma 3.0:457) 

In the other onAro-questions an extra adverbial phrase is used a few times from the 
period 2.6 - 2.11 onwards (see appendix 67). For example: 

C: onko sulla kotona tämmönen? is+kO you-adess-hab.advl at home-advl this kind 
(Ma 2.11:338) Do you have one of these at home?' 

C: onko täällä vieläki? (Pe 3.7:325) is+kO here-advl more-advl 'Are there more here?' 
C: onko sulla lisää tämmöstä? is+kO you-adess-hab.advl more-advl this kind 

(Ti 3.10:179) Do you have more of these?' 

A number of adverbials are used occasionally in öw&ö-questions from the period 2.6 -
2.11 onwards. For example: 

C: onko siinä yksi vielä kassissa? is+kO that-ess-attr one more-advl bag-iness-advl 
(Mi 2.10:130) 'Is there another one in the bag?' 

instead of: onko siinä kassissa vielä yksi? is+kO that-ess-attr+bag-iness more-advl one 
C : onko tuommosia junia tuolla ulkona? is+kO those kinds trai ns there-advl out-advl 

(Mi 3.3:520) 'Are there some of those trains out there?' 

Most of the onfo-questions are used in the corpus as genuine questions with which the 
children elicit information about a particular referent. We can separate these information 
questions into two groups: questions which refer to new information for the child and 
questions with which the child seeks confirmation of information it already knows. 
Contexts not always being clear, the difference between a question about new 
information and a confirmational question is often hard to define. 

The following examples would come under my definition of questions about new 
information: 
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I: se on mun rahapussi. 
C: onko TÄMÄ sun? 
I: on. muistikiija. (Li 2.11:337) 

M: se on valas tämä. — 
C: onko sulla tämmönen? 
I: ei oo mulla semmosta. (Ti 3.3:247) 

I: entäs siellä? — 
C: onko tuo robotti? 
I: se on ötykkä. (Me 3.9:286) 

'It's my wallet.' 
'Is this yours?' 

'Yes. My notepad.' 

'This is a whale.' 
Do you have one of these here?' 

'No, I don't have that sort of thing.' 

'There then?' 
'Is that a robot?' 

'It's a doodle.' 

Confirmational questions designate referents which have already been actualized in 
context before the question, and whose identity or specification the child wants to be sure 
of. For example: 

C: kello. 
M: juu. — 
C: se onko kello? 
M: — on. (Li 1.7:094) 

C: seonkipee.— 
onkohan? (Ee 2.5:105) 

I: Albin, ja taikasauva. — 
C: onko tämä Albin? 
I: se on Albin (Me 3.9:007) 

'A watch.' 
'Yes.' 

'Is it a watch?' 
'Yes.' 

'He is sick. 
Wonder if he is.' 

'Albin. And the magic wand.' 
'Is this Albin?' 

'That's Albin.' 

Sometimes the children want to be praised for their accomplishments and expect an 
affirmative answer to their confirmational question. For example: 

C: onko hyvää kaffia? 
I: on hyvää. (Li 2.9:267) 

C: onko tämä hieno? 
I: — voi kun nätti! (Mi 3.5:027) 

'Is it good coffee?' 
'Yes, it's good .' 

'Is this nice?' 
'Wow it's really nice!' 

On&tf-questions are used a few times in a rhetorical function as well, as interjections. 
With these it seems that the child just wishes to express a sense of wonder; no response 
is expected. For example: 

I: katopa. tämmöset lasten värit. ™ 'Look. Some kiddie colors.' 
C: onko ne SEMMOSIA kyniä? 'Are they those sorts of pens?' 
I: joo. nämä on semmosia lasten kyniä. (Ee 2.10:166) 'Yes. These are some of those children's pens.' 

C: mitä? What? 
onko täällä vieläki? (Pe 3.7:325) Are there more here?' 
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4.2.2.3 Simple V+kO-questions 

The term "simple V+kO-question" refers to those -kO-questions in the study where the 
interrogative particle is joined to some other verb than olla 'be, exist, have' and where the 
verb phrase doesn't contain a verb chain. For example: 

C: tykkääkö tuo kakusta? 
(Mi 2.10:267) 

C: luetaanko kiijaa? (Sa 2.5:002) 

like+kO that cake-elat 'Does that one like cake?' 

read-pass+kO book 'Shall we read from a book?' 

As simple V+kO-questions we also find questions where the verb phrase is in the 
perfect; then the interrogative particle is joined to the auxiliary olla 'be'. For example: 

C: ookko syöny jo kaffia? 
(Li 2.11:226) 

is+kO+eaten-perf already coffee 
Have you eaten coffee already?' 

In simple V+kO-questions both transitive and intransitive verbs are used. Table 53 
presents the acquisition of simple V+kO-questions with transitive and intransitive verbs 
in in the corpus. The table gives the average acquisition ages and intervals for the three 
youngest children and the number of children using each type of question. 

Table 53. Acquisition of different simple V+kO-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Average acquisition age Acquisition interval for Number of children 

Type of question for the three youngest the three youngest using clause 
Simple V+kO on 
average 2.0 2.0 - 2.0 11 
Transitive verbs+kO 2.1 2.0 - 2.2 11 
Intransitive verbs+kO 2.4 2.0 - 2.7 10 
N = 11 

As can be seen in table 53 the interrogative particle -kO starts being used with 
transitive verbs three months earlier than with intransitive verbs. Transitive verbs+kO are 
acquired on average at the age of 2.1 and are produced by all eleven children in the 
corpus. Intransitive verbs+kO are acquired on average at the age of 2.4 and are used by 
ten children. For example: 

piirretäänkö Sannalle norsu? 
(Sa 2.4:234) 
haluatko ruokaa pikkusen? 
(Li 2.11:077) 
tuleeko tästä mustaa väriä? 
(Sa 2.8:510) 
meneekö se? (Me 2.8:nl0) 

draw+pass+kO Sanna-all elephant 
'Shall we draw an elephant for Sanna?' 
want+kO food some Do you want to have some food?' 

come+kO this-elat black color 
Do you get a black color with this?' 
go+kO it 'Is she going?' 

Appendix 68 presents the use of transitive verbs+kO and intransitive verbs+kO in the 
corpus. Questions with transitive verbs+kO constitute 86 % of all simple V+kO-
questions in the corpus and is thus far more common than questions with intransitive 
verbs+kO during all periods. Intransitive verbs+kO make up only 12 - 20 % of simple 
V+kO-questions during different periods. 

The use of different verbs in simple V+kO-questions in the corpus is presented in 
appendix 69. The most common verbs during the periods 2.0 - 2.5 and 2.6 - 2.11 are 
lukea 'read' and katsoa 'look', most often used synonymously when looking at picture 
books. During the final period the most common verbs are ottaa 'take' and tietää 'know'. 

The use of different verb forms in simple V+kO-questions is presented in appendix 
70. 

The verb in a simple V+kO-question is most often in the active voice- 62 % of the 
cases to be exact. The passive is very often used during the period 2.0 - 2.5, but its 
proportion drops off during the later periods (see appendix 70). For example: 
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C: haluatko sää lisää? (Li 2.11:009) want-2sg+kO you more T)o you want to have more?' 
C : tanssiiko Mika siellä? dance+kO Mika there Is Mika going to dance there?' 

(Ma 2.7:462) 
C: katotaanko tätä? (Ma 2.2:141) look-pass+kO this 'Shall we look at t his?' 
C : tehdäänkö a tosta? (Sa 2.8:511) do-pass+kO a that-elat 'Shall we make an a of that?' 

In questions with the verb in the active voice only the indicative forms are used. The 
verb is most often in the present tense (see above examples). The imperfect and the 
perfect are used a few times from the period 2.0 - 2.5 onwards (see appendix 70). For 
example: 

C: tuliko paloauto? (Ee 2.5:425) came+kO fire engine Did a fire engine come?' 
C: paloko niien katto? (Ee 3.5:118) burned+kO their roof Did their room burn down?' 
C : onko siellä loppunu ? is+kO there +finished-perf Is it finished there?' 

(An 2.11:465) 
C: ootko sinä laittanu tähän? is+kO you +put-perf here 'Did you put (this) here?' 

(Ee 3.11:047) 

In active interrogative clauses the verb is most often in the 2 pers. sg. The use of 2 
pers. sg. begins however during the period 2.6 - 2.11 (see appendix 70). For example: 

C: haluatko tämän? (Li 2.9:370) want-2g+kO this 'Do you want to have this?' 
C: teekkö jalat? (Mi 3.3:165) do-2 sg+kO legs 'Are you going to make the legs?' 

The use of 3 pers. sg. begins during the period 2.0 - 2.5. The form most often 
functions as 3 pers. sg. but is also used a few times in the plural from the age of three, 
something which also occurs in adult speech. The plural ending -vAt 3 pers. pl. doesn't 
occur in the corpus (see appendix 70). For example: 

C: vetääkö se sitä? (Ee 2.10:128) pull-3sg+kO it that 'Is it pulling that?' 
C: pelottaako sinua Tanja? scare-3sg+kO you Tanja 'Are you afraid Tanja?' 

(Me 3.2:nl7) 
C: syökö nekin? (Ee 3.0:152) eat-3sg+kO they+encl 'Are they also eating?' 

In the perfect, the 3 pers. sg. form of the auxiliary is used a few times in the function 
of 2 pers. sg., which isn't correct according to adult norms. A couple of times the child 
uses the 3 pers. sg. to refer to itself, using its name (see appendix 70). For example: 

C: onko sinä piirtäny tänne kissan? be-3sg+kO you +drawn-perf here cat 
(Li 2.2:n5) 'Have you drawn a cat here?' 

instead of: oletko sinä piirtänyt tänne kissan? be-2sg+kO you +draw n-perf here cat 
C: onko sinä pannu teippiä tänne? be+3sg+kO you +put-perf tape here 

(Ee 2.9:059) 'Have you put tape here?' 
instead of: oletko sinä pannut teippiä tänne? be-2sg+kO +put-perf tape here 
C: piirtääkö Sanna tytön? draw-3sg+kO Sanna girl 'Shall Sanna (I) draw a girl?' 

(Sa 2.8:321) 

The perfect form is once incorrectly constructed: 

C: onko se sai tommonen? is+kO it +got-imperf that kind 'Has it got one of those?' 
instead of: onko se saanut tuommoisen? 

(Ee 2.9:069) is+kO it +got-perf that kind 

The use of 1 pers. sg. begins during the period 2.6 - 2.11 (see appendix 70). For 
example: 

C: näytänkö mä missä on se toinen? show-lsg+kO I where is the other 
(Ma 2.11:295) 'Shall I show where the other one is?' 

C: haenko mä sen? (Ma 3.0:269) fetch-lsg+kO I it 'Shall I get it?' 
C: saanko mä vauvan tänne? get-1 sg+kO I baby here May I have the baby here?' 

(Ka 4.1:422) 
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The 2 pers. pl. form oletteko of the auxiliary olla 'be' is used a few times by a three-
year-old in questions with the verb in the perfect form (see appendix 70). The auxiliary is 
the dialectal form oottako. For example: 

C: oottako tuonu tämän? be-2pl+kO+brought-perf this Did you bring this?' 
(Me 3.0:324) 

C: oottako työ tuonu tämän? be-2pl+kO you +brought-perf this Did you bring this?' 
(Me 3.0:325) 

The verb in passive interrogative clauses is most often in the indicative. The 
conditional is produced a few times by a three-year-old. The passive is most often used in 
the function of 1 pers. pl. In the passive function proper the passive starts being used 
during the period 2.6-2.11. The ending -mme 1 pers. pl. doesn't occur in the corpus 
(see appendix 70). For example: 

C: katotaanko tämä? (Ma 2.0B:475) look-pass-ind+kO this 'Shall we look at thi s?' 
C: luettasko me joku toinen? read-pass-cond+kO we some other one 

(Sa 3.0:256) 'Shall we read some other (book)?' 
C laitetaanko tääkin tukkaan? put-pass-ind+kO this+encl hair-ill 

(Ma 2.11:251) 'Should this also be put in the hair?' 
C: pannaanko ensin noin? put-pass-ind+kO first like that 

(Ee 3.1:072) 'Should it be put like that first?' 

The passive interrogative clauses are most often in the present tense (see above 
examples). The perfect is used a few times by one of the children during the last period 
(see appendix 70). For example: 

C: onko tää piirretty? (Pe 3.7:127) is+kO this +drawn-pass-perf 'Is this drawn?' 

The perfect form- in both active and in passive voices- is used a couple of times 
elliptically in intensifying questions, i.e. only containing the auxiliary; this also occurs in 
adult speech. For example: 

C: oottako työ tuonu tämän? is+kO you +brought-perf this 'Was it you who brought this? 
oottako? (Me 3.0:326) is+kO Was it?' 

C : onko tää piirretty? is+kO this +drawn-perf 'Is this drawn?' 
I: on. kaikki nää on piirretty. 'Yes. All these are drawn.' 
C: onko tää? (Pe 3.7:127) is+kO this 'Is this? ' 

One of the children repeats the verb in the present tense without any pause in the flow 
of speech, which has also been observed among Finnish-speaking adults when talking to 
children (Kaijalainen 1991: 14): 

C: tuleeko tästä tuleeko? come+kO this-elat come+kO 'Will it be with this, will it?' 
(Ma 2.9:314) 

In 1 pers. sg., 2 pers. sg. and in the passive voice the strong grade of the verb stem is 
sometimes used instead of the weak adult grade. For the verb lukea 'read' the stem luke-
is used instead of adult lue-, for the verb piirtää 'draw' the stem piirtä- is used instead of 
piirrä-, and for tehdä 'do' the stems teke- and tehe- are used instead of teh-. For example: 

C: luketaanko tätä? (Ma 2.5:174) read-pass+kO this 'Shall we read from this?' 
instead of: luetaanko tätä? 
C : lukenko mä sitä? (Sa 2.11:468) read-1 sg+kO I it 'Shall I read from it?' 
instead of: luenko minä sitä? 
C: piirtäks sä tällä? (Sa 2.9:349) draw-2sg+ks you this-adess Do you draw with this?' 
instead of: piirrätkö sinä tällä? 
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C: teketäänkö ruokaa leikisti? make-pass+kO food pretend 
(Ka 4.1:177) 'Shall we play cook the food?* 

instead of: tehdäänko ruokaa leikisti? 
C: tehetäänkö batmanin merkkejä? make-pass+kO Batman's stamps 

(Ti 3.8:464) 'Shall we make Batman stamps?' 
instead of: tehdäänkö batmanin meikkejä? 

Subject, object and adverbial phrase structure in simple V+kO-questions in the corpus 
is presented in appendix 71. 

The subject in simple, active V+kO-questions most often consists of a personal 
pronoun. Nouns are used as subjects a few times (see appendix 71). For example: 

saanko mä semmosia? (Sa 2.9:012) get+kO I-subj these kinds 'Can I have some of these?' 
lujeksää? (Me 3.9:218) read+ks+you-subj 'Are you going to read?' 
vääntyykö jalat tältä irti? twist+kO legs-subj this-abl off 
(Me 3.2:045) 'Can you twist th e legs off on this?' 

Demonstrative pronoun and attribute constructions start being used as subjects during 
the period 2.6-2.11. Demonstrative pronouns occur relatively often as subjects, while 
attribute constructions are only used a few times. One demonstrative pronoun is qualified 
by the article-like pronoun se 'that (one), it' (see Larjavaara 1990: 146-47; Laury 1991: 
115-16). Noun attributes include a demonstrative pronoun and an adjective (see appendix 
71). For example: 

C: käykö se toi? (Ma 2.9:061) fit+kO it+that-subj 'Does that fit?' 
C: tykkääkö tuo kalasta? (Mi 3.3:685) like+kO that-subj fish-elat 'Does that one like fish?' 
C: raapiiko tuo hiiri tuota? tear+kO that-attr+mouse-subj that 

(Ka 3.10:080) 'Is the mouse tearing at that?' 
C: tuleeko tästä mustaa väriä? come+kO this-elat black-attr+color-subj 

(Sa 2.8:510) T)o you get a black color with this?' 

Subjects are missing relatively often in active simple V+kO-interrogative clauses (see 
appendix 71). The subject is most often made clear by the verb form, and the 
subjectlessness is also correct according to adult norms. For example: 

C: korjaakko? (Me 2.10:221) pick-2sg+kO 'Are you going to pick up?' 
C: mutta tiäkkö? (Pe 3.4:439) but know-2sg+kO 'But do you know? 

I: löytyyköhän täältä? Wonder if there's any here?' 
C: löytyykö? (Li 2.5:412) exist-3sg+kO'Is there?' 

I: ei tuu tuolta nauhalta musiikkia. — 'There's no music on that tape.' 
C: tuleeko tuolta? (Me 2.9:088) come+kO from there 'Is there any on this one?' 

C: saako vettä päälle? (Tu 3.1:261) get-3sg+kO water on 'Can you get water on this?' 

The lack of subject is only incorrect in an active interrogative clause where the child 
uses an idiom influenced by Swedish: 

C: paloko niien kotona? (Ee 3.5:118) burned+kO their at home 'Did they have a fire in their house?' 
instead of: oliko heidän kotonaan tulipalo? was+kO their at home blaze-subj 

In passive simple V+kO-questions the subject is also most often missing when the 
passive is used in the 1 pers. pl. function, something which also occurs in adult speech 
(see appendix 71). For example: 

C: luketaanko tämä? (Sa 2.0B:359) read-pass+kO this 'Shall we read this?' 
C : katotaanko toista kiijaa? look-pass+kO other book 'Shall we read from another book?' 

(Ma 2.7:254) 
C: leikitäänkö tällä? (Me 3.2:nl3) play-pass+kO this-adess 'Shall we play with this?' 
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C: pannaanko musiikkia? 
(Tu 3.8:376) 

put-pass+kO music 'Shall we put on some music?' 

From the period 3.0 - 3.5 onwards personal pronouns are used a few times as 
subjects in passive interrogative clauses with active function (see appendix 71). For 
example: 

C : luettasko me toinen kiija? read-pass+kO we-subj other book 'Shall we read another book?' 
(Sa 3.0:257) 

C: pelataanko me tätä? (Me 3.2:n3) play-pass+kO we-subj this 'Shall we play this?' 

Most of the transitive simple V+kO-questions contain an object phrase. Objects are 
most often demonstrative pronouns or nouns, sometimes other pronouns or pronominal 
adjectives (see appendix 71). For example: 

C: laitetaanko tääkin? (Sa 2.11:251) put-pass+kO this-obj+encl 
'Should this also be put (somewhere)?' 

C: otaksä pois nää? (Ti 3.10:234) take+k+you away these-obj 
'Are you going to take these away?' 

C: katotaanko patsaita? (Sa 3.0:152) look-pass+kO statues-obj 'Shall we look at some statues?' 

C: otetaanks pöytä sinne? (Sa 3.7:n3) take-pass+ks table-obj there 'Shall we move the table here?' 
C: puhunko jottai tänne? speak+kO something-obj here 'Should I talk into this?' 

(Me 3.1:478) 
C: haluuks sääki tämmöset? want+ks you+encl these things-obj 

(Me 3.2:nl2) Do you also want these kinds of things?' 

Attribute structures in the object phrase start being used during the period 2.6 - 2.11 
(see appendix 71). Attributes in the object phrase include an article-like pronoun se 'that 
(one), it' (see Larjavaara 1990: 146-47; Laury 1991: 115-16), other pronouns, 
pronominal adjectives, adjectives or nouns. For example: 

C: löydänkö mä sen kettukirjan vaikka? find+kO I th at-art+fox book-obj prt 
(Ma 3.0:344) 'Can I find the fox book for instance?' 

C: luetaanko toi kirja? (Sa 2.6:190) read-pass+kO that-attr+book-obj 'Shall we read that book?' 
C: katsotaanko semmosta iik-kirjaa? look-pass+kO kind of-attr+itr-book-obj 

(Ma 2.11:129) 'Shall we look at one of those yelling books?' 
C: ottiko se pois siltä toisen ison took-kO it away it-abl other-attr+big+tooth-obj 

hampaan? (Me 3.11:241) Did he pull out one of his big teeth?' 
C: tehetäänkö batmanin merkkejä? make-pass+kO Batman's-attr+stamps-obj 

(Ti 3.8:464) 'Shall we make Batman stamps?' 

The object phrase in simple V+kO-questions is most often in the right case form (see 
above examples). Faulty case forms occur a few times: 

C: piirretäänkö nallen? (Sa 2.4:257) draw-pass+kO teddy-accl-obj 'Shall we draw a teddy?' 
instead of: piirretäänkö nalle? draw-pass+kO teddy-acc2-obj 
C: onko hieno pulkka Antti rakentanu? is+kO nice-acc2+sled-acc2-obj Antti +built 

(An 3.1:134) 'Has Antti built a nice sled?' 
instead of: onko Antti rakentanut hienon pulkan? is+kO Antti +built nice-accl+sled-accl-obj 

Interrogative subordinate clauses are already used as objects a few times during the 
period 2.6-2.11, and their use increases during the last period (see appendix 71; for the 
difference between an interrogative subordinate clause and a relative clause, see 
Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 284, 354-56; Pääkkönen 1988: 56-58). For example: 

C: tiäkkö mikä mulla on kädessä? know+kO what+I+is+hand-obj 
(Me 2.10:n2) T>o you know what I have in my hand?' 

C: tiiäks mitä nää on? (Ti 3.3:262) know+ks what+these+is-obj Do you know what these are?' 
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C: tiiäks millä synttäreillä mä know+ks which+birthday party+I+am+visited-obj 
oon käyny? (Ti 3.10:029) Do you know which birthday party I've been to?' 

C: tiäkkö miten mää tiesin? know+kO how+I+knew-obj 
(Pe 3.9:026) T>o you know how I knew?' 

C: tiäkkö miksi se on iso? know+kO why+it+is+big-obj Do you know why it's big?' 
(Me 3.11:545) 

Most of the simple V+kOquestions lack adverbial phrases. Adverbial phrases already 
occur a few times during the period 2.0 - 2.5, and their use increases during the later 
periods. In all, approx. 40 % of the simple V+kO questions contain one or several 
adverbial phrases (see appendix 71). 

Adverbial phrases are most often deictic adverbs of place (see appendix 71). For 
example: 

C : luetaanko toista täältä? read-pass+kO other from here-advl 
(Ma 2.11:153) 'Shall we read from another (book) here?' 

C : tuonko mäkin täältä? (Sa 3.0:191) take+kO I+encl from here-advl 'Shall I also take from here?' 
C : teenks mä tähän? (Ti 3.8:101) do+ks I here-advl 'Shall I do (it) here?' 

Nouns also occur relatively often as adverbial phrases (see appendix 71). Adverbial 
phrases are made up of nouns and demonstrative pronouns, constituting adverbials of 
place, predicative adverbials, habitive adverbials, and expressions of instrument. For 
example: 

C: kaajetaanko kaikki la ttialle? pour-pass+kO all floor-all-advl 
(Me 2.10:220) 'Shall we pour everything out on the floor?' 

C: mennäänkö sänkyyn? (Me 3.5:167) go-pass+kO bed-ill-advl 'Shall we go to bed?' 
C: putooko siltä hattu? (Sa 3.7:219) fall+kO it-äbl-advl hat T>id his hat fall off?' 
C : maalaako se sormeilla? paint+kO it fingers-adess-advl 'Does he paint with his fingers?' 

(Ee 3.5:198) 
instead of: maalaako se sormilla? paint+kO it fingers-adess-advl 
C: saahaanko me tuo ikiomaksi? get-pass+kO we that own-transl-advl 

(Me 3.11:017) T>o we get to keep that forever?' 
C: maistuuko se spraitilta? taste+kO it Sprite-abl-advl Does it taste like Sprite?' 

(Ka 3.10:586) 

Adverbs of time and conjunctional clauses are used a few times as an adverbial. For 
example: 

C : ookko syöny jo kaffia? is+kO eaten alrcady-advl coffee 'Have you eaten coffee already?' 
(Li 2.11:225) 

C: otetaanko se sitten? (Mi 3.3:510) take-pass+kO it later-advl 'Shall we do it later?' 
C: muistitko kun meillä oli niin remembered+kO when+we+was+so+many+beds-advl 

paljon sänkyjä? (Pe 3.4:021) Do you remember when we had so many beds?' 
C: muistatko ku myö tultiin remember+kO when+we+came+you+visit-advl 

teille kyllään? (Me 3.11:482) Do you remember when we came and visited you?' 

The conjunction is missing in one conjunctional clause: 

C: katotaanko se huutaa iikl look-pass+kO it+yell+itr-advl 
(Ma 2.11:143) 'Shall we have a look when she screams eekT 

instead of: katsotaanko kun se huutaa iikl look-pass+kO when+it+yell+itr-subordinate clause-advl 

Adverbials often include other adverbs as well (see appendix 71). Several adverbial 
phrases in a clause occur sporadically during the period 2.0 - 2.5 and somewhat more 
often during the later periods. For example: 

C: katotaanko vähän kiijaa? look-pass+kO a little-advl book 
(Ma 3.0:132) 'Shall we have a look at a book?' 

C: peseekö se pippelin niin? wash+kO it willie like that-advl 
(Ee 3.8:151) Does it wash its willie like that?' 
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C: mennäänkö vähän pihalle? 
(Sa 2.7:nl) 

C: hei saako nuo jo stakin kiinni? 
(Tu 3.1:121) 

C ottaako se sitte takasin kun 
se lähtee? (Me 3.0:329) 

C: mennäänkö tä nne Piitan 
huoneeseen? (Tu 3.8:386) 

go-pass+kO a little-advl yard-all 
'Shall we go out in the yard for a while?' 
itr get-kO those anything-elat-advl hold-advl 
*Do those get hold of anything?' 
take-kO it then-advl back-advl when+it+go-advl 
Will she take it back when she leaves?' 
go-pass+kO here-advl Piitta's+room-ill-advl 
'Shall we go this way till Piit ta's room?' 

Simple V+kO-questions are used in a number of discourse functions in the corpus. Most 
of t he simple V+kO-questions are used with an interrogative purpose. Simple V+kO-
questions which are used interrogatively have been divided into information questions, 
directive questions and introductory questions. 

The information-eliciting simple V+kO-questions consist of questions with which the 
child seeks information about a pertinent referent; information questions most often refer 
to new information. Answers to such questions can be either affirmative or negative. For 
example: 

C: itkeekö tämä? 
I: joo. itkee se. (Mi 2.10:342) 

I: kissako se onkin? 
C: löytyykö? 
I: missähän on kissa? (Ee 3.1:245) 

'Is this one crying?' 
'Yes. He's crying.' 

'Oh, it's a cat?' 
'Is there (another cat)?' 

Wonder where there is a cat?' 

C: ajaako juna tonne? Does the train go that way?' 
I: joo. see tätä rautatietä myöten ajaa. (Sa 3.7:216) 'Yes. It goes along the railroad here.' 

C: meeksää vielä tänne? 'Are you going here any more? 
sänkyyn. (Me 3.7:211) To the bed.' 

Only one simple V+kO-question occurs as a confirmational question. With 
confirmational questions the child seeks praise for its accomplishments and expects an 
affirmative answer: 

C: onko hieno pulkka Antti rakentanu? 'Has Antti built a nice sled?' 
I: oot rakentanu pulkan! (An 3.1:134) 'My but you've built a sled!' 

I consider as directive simple V+kO-questions those with which children take the 
initiative in a social situation. These questions often have an imperative content, or elicit 
opinions. Among the directive questions I have distinguished are suggestions, offers and 
requests. 

Suggestive questions consist of questions with which the child proposes an activity 
which either involves others in the discourse situation or only the child itself. A 
characteristic of suggestive questions involving others is that the verb is in the passive 
voice but is used in an active function. The most common verbs in such questions are 
katsoa 'look' and lukea 'read'. For example: 

C: luketaanko tämä? 
S: joo. (Sa2.0B:359) 

C: katotaanko tätä? 
I: luetaan vaan. (Ma 2.2:141) 

C: piirretäänkö tähän? 
I: piirretään siihen. (Li 2.9:182) 

C: etitäänkö koirakirja? 
I: —joo. (Ma 3.3:027) 

'Shall we read this?' 
'Yes.' 

'Shall we look at this?' 
'Good idea.' 

'Shall we draw on this?' 
'Yes, let's draw on th at.' 

'Shall we go and find the dog book?' 
'Yes.' 
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C: mennäänks makuuhuoneen? 'Shall we go to the bedroom?' 
I: ei me makuuhuoneen. (Sa 3.7:n2) 'Not to the bedroom.1 

The verb in suggestive questions only involving the child itself is in the 1 pers. sg.. 
For example: 

C: avaanko mä tän? 'Shall I open th is?' 
M: älä avaa sitä. (Ma 2.9:429) 'Don't open it.' 

C: otanko pois? 'Shall I take it away?' 
I: joo. (Me 3.1:416) 'Yes.' 

C: teenks mä tähän? 'Shall I make (a stamp) here?' 
I: älä tee käteen. (Ti 3.8:101) 'Not on your arm.' 

C: piirränkö mä yhden kasetin? 'Shall 1 draw a cassette.' 
I: no piirrä. (Pe 3.7:247) 'Yes, draw one.' 

Offering-questions consist of questions with which the child offers an object or 
service to the interlocutor. The only verb in offering-questions is haluta 'want', and it is 
always in 2 pers. sg. For example: 

C: haluatko tämän? Do you want to have this?' 
I: joo. (Li 2.9:370) 'Yes.' 

C: haluuks sääki tämmöset? *Do you also want these kinds of things?' 
(Me 3.2:nl2) 

C: haluukko sää lisää? Do you want to have more?' 
I: — puoli kuppia vain nyt. (Ka 3.10:383) 'Only half a cup now.' 

Request-questions are questions with which children request an object, action or 
instruction from the interlocutor. The most common verb in questions functioning as 
requests for an object or action is saada 'get'; the verb is always in the active voice. For 
example: 

C: saanko mä semmosia? May I have some of those?' 
I: haluatko semmosen? (Sa 2.9:012) 'Do you want to have one?' 

(Gives crayons to the child). 

C: saanko mä tuon kuminauhan? 'May I have that rubberband?' 
I: joo. (Ee 3.3:251) 'Yes.' (Gives the rubberband to the child). 

C: saanko mä vauvan tänne? May I have the baby here?'(The I. gives the doll to the child). 
(Ka 4.1:422) 

C: teekkö jalat? 'Are you going to make the legs?' 
I: joo. mina teen jalat. (Mi 3.3:165) 'Yes. I'm going to make the legs.' 

In questions which are used as requests for instructions the verbs panna and laittaa 
'put, place' and ottaa 'take' are used; the verb is always in the passive voice and used in 
that function. For example: 

C: laitetaanko tääkin tukkaan? 'Should this also be put in the hair?' 
I: joo. (Ma 2.11:251) 'Yes.' 

C: pannaanko sit kiinni se? Do you close it later?' 
I: sitten. (Ee 3.3:101) 'Later.' 

C: otetaanko se sitten? 'Shall we do it later?' 
I: sitten. joo. (Mi 3.3:510) 'Later. Yes.' 
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Introductory questions are questions which are only used in order to get the 
interlocutor's attention. These questions function as an introduction to a new subject of 
conversation. The verb in introductory questions is always in 2 pers. sg., and the most 
common verb is tietää Tcnow'. 

Typical for introductory questions is that they contain a subordinate clause. After this 
kind of interrogative clause the child sometimes waits for the interlocutor to reply, after 
which it continues to talk about the subject it wants the conversation to deal with. For 
example: 

C: tiäkkö mikä sen linnun 
nimi on? 

I: no? 
C: — kanapana. (Me 3.7:115) 

T>o you know the bird's name?' 

'Yes?' 
'Hennypenny.' 

C: nääkkö mitä oli nyt? 
M: joo. — 
C: postit. (Pe 3.7:056) 

'You see what was (here) now?' 
'Yes.' 
'The mail.' 

Another characteristic of introductory questions is that the child begins with a short 
interrogative clause containing only the verb, and perhaps the subject, after which the 
child often continues to speak without waiting for an answer. For example: 

C: mutta tiäkkö? 'But do you know? 
mä oon uinu itte. (Pe 3.4:439) I have swum myself.' 

C: mutta tiiäks? 'But do you know? 
meijän joulupukki. se istu tuolis. Our Santa Claus. He sat on the chair.' 
(Ti 3.8:034) 

C: mut tiätkö sinä? 'But do you know? 
se ei jaksanu enää juosta. (Ee 3.11:038) It couldn't run any more.' 

C: tiiäks? Do you know?' 
I: no? 'Yes?' 
C: meillä on kananmunia. (Ti 3.8:058) 'We have some eggs.' 

A couple of times the introductory question is in the middle of a declarative clause: 

C: meillä on tiäkkö minkälainen? We have do you know what? 
(Pe 3.6:209) 

C: tässä on hei tiätsä ruskee. 'Here is you know a brown one.' 
(Ti 3.8:001) 

Simple V+kO-questions are used rhetorically only once in the corpus. The 
interrogative clause constitutes an interjection to which the child doesn't seem to expect 
an answer: 

C: toiksä sen pikkuviulun? Did you come with the little violin?' 
M: kerrotteks te kuka on antanu tän viulun? 'Are you going to tell who gave away this 

(Sa 3.7:437) violin?' 
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4.2.2.4 Aux+kO+y-questions 

The term "Aux+kO+V-questions" refers to interrogative clauses in the study where the 
enclitic particle -kO is joined to an auxiliary and where the auxiliary is most often 
followed by an infinitive. For example: 

C: voiko maistaa? (Ee 2.5:203) can+kO+taste-inf'Can you taste it?1  

C : saako tähän piirtää? (Ma 2.9:274) may+kO here +draw-inf Is it allowed to draw here?' 

In Aux+kO+V-questions in the Sundsvall corpus we find eight different auxiliaries 
being used, voida 'can', saada 'may, be allowed to', haluta 'want', the synonyms pitää 
and täytyä 'should, must' and the verbs osata 'be able to', panna 'put, place' and meinata 
'intend to'. Table 54 presents the acquisition of these auxiliaries in Aux+kO+V-questions 
in the corpus. The table gives the average acquisition ages and intervals for the three 
youngest children and the number of children using each auxiliary in the corpus. The first 
appearances of t hose verbs used by fewer than three children are given in parentheses. 
Tlie table only applies to semanticaüy correct uses of auxiliaries. 

Table 54. Acquisition of different auxiliaries in Aux+kO-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Average acquisition age Acquisition interval for Number of children 

Type of question for the three youngest the three youngest using clause 
Aux+kO on average 2.5 2.4 - 2.7 10 
voida+kO 'can' 2.6 2.4 - 2.10 8 
saada+kD 'may' 2.8 2.7 - 2.10 9 
haluta+kO 'want' 3.1 2.11 - 3.3 5 
pitaa+kO, täytyä+kO 
'should, must' 3.2 111 - 3.8 3 
osata+kO 'be able to' - (2.7)* 1 
panna+kO 'put' - (2.7)* 1 
meinata+kO 'intend to' - (3.8)* 1 
N = 11 *Used by fewer than three children. 

Aux+kO+V-questions start being used in the corpus at an average age of 2.5, and are 
produced by ten of eleven children. The earliest auxiliary in Aux+kO+V-questions is 
voida 'can' which is acquired on average at the age of 2.6 and is produced by eight 
children. The verb saada 'may, be allowed to' starts being used on average at the age of 
2.8 and is used by nine children (see table 54). For example: 

C: voiksä lukee? (Sa 2.4:nl) 
C : voiko tään laittaa? (Sa 2.11:252) 
C: voikko sä piirtää siihen koiran? 

(Li 3.1:n3) 
C: saako tähän panna? (Sa 2.7:117) 
C: saanko mä ottaa vähän? 

(Sa 3.0:029) 
C: saako leipoo näistä? (Ti 3.10:016) 

can+ks+you +read 'Can you read?' 
can+kO this +put 'Can you put this?' 
can+kO you +draw there dog 
'Can you draw a dog there?' 
may+kO this way +put 'Is it allowed to put here?' 
may+kO I +take a little 'May I take a little?' 

may+kO+bake these-elat 'Is it allowed to bake with these?' 

The verb haluta 'want' shows up at the age of 3.1 and is used by five children, and 
the synonyms pitää and täytyä 'should, must' start being used on average at the age of 
3.2 and are produced by three children (see table 54). For example: 

haluuksä nähä? (Me 3.1:n8) 
haluuksä kattoo? (Ti 3.6:031) 
pitääkö laittaa? (Ma 3.0:065) 
täytyykö pitää näin? (Ka 3.8:276) 

want+ks+you+see 'Do you want to see?' 
want+ks+you+look 'Do you want to look?' 
should+kO+put 'Shall we put it (there)?' 
should+kO+hold like this Do you have to hold on like this?' 

The verb osata 'be able to' is used correctly by only one child, from the age of 2.7 
onwards, and the verbs panna 'put, place' and meinata 'intend to' are both produced by 
one child, at ages 2.7 and 3.8 respectively (see table 54). For example: 
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C: osaanko mennä tästä? (Li 2.7:425) can+kO+go from here 'Can I (am I able to) go here? 
C: meinaako ne tehdä? (Ee 3.8:269) intend+kO they +do 'Are they going to do?' 
C: pannaanko kaatu? (Tu 2.7:024) put-pass+kO+overturn 'Are they going to overturn (the boat)?' 

Appendix 72 presents the frequencies for different verbs in Aux+kO+V-questions in 
the corpus. 

The most common auxiliary in Aux+kO+V-questions in the corpus is voida 'can' and 
the next most common are saada 'may, be allowed to* and haluta 'want'. Osata 'can, be 
able to' and pitää and täytyä 'should, must' are used a few times and meinata 'intend to' 
and panna 'put, place' once each (see appendix 72). 

During the period 2.0 - 2.5 only the auxiliary voida 'can' is used, the other verbs 
being used at the earliest during the period 2.6 - 2.11. The verb haluta 'want' occurs once 
during the period 2.6 - 2.11, but its use increases considerably during the last two 
periods (see appendix 72). 

For the most part, auxiliaries occur in the corpus with the full range of adult language 
semantics. The use of the verb osata 'can, be able to' and voida 'can, want to' would 
seem to cause problems with a few of the children, however. 

The verb osata is produced by four children in the corpus. Three of these children, 
Eero, Mikko and Timo, use the verb solely in the incorrect sense 'can, want to'- instead 
of voida in other words. For example: 

C: osaaksä lukea sen? (Ee 2.9:369) can+ks+you+read it 'Can (be able to) you read it?' 
instead of: voitko sinä lukea sen? can+kO you +read it 'Can (want to) you read it?' 
C: osaakko sä lukea tämän? can+kO you read this 'Can (be able to) you read this?' 
instead of: voitko sinä lukea tämän? can+kO you +read this 'Can (want to) you read this?' 

(Mi 3.5:nl) 
C: osaaksä piirtää mulle tommonen? can+ks+you+draw I-all that kind 

(Ti 3.10:411) 'Can (be able to) you draw one of those for me?' 
instead of: voitko sinä piirtää minulle tuommoisen? can+kO you +draw I-all that kind 

'Can (want to) you draw one of those for me?' 

One child, Liisa, uses the verb osata both correctly and incorrectly. For example: 

C: osaakko sanoa läxal (Li 2.9:194) can+kO+say läxa 'Can (be able to) you say läxa? 
C: osaakko taas piirtää? (Li 2.9:197) can+kO again draw 'Can (be able to) you draw again?' 
instead of: voitko taas piirtää? can+kO again draw 'Can (want to) you draw again?' 

The auxiliary voida 'can, want to' is most often used in a semantically correct way. 
With one child, Kaija, the verb appears once with an incorrect meaning 'be able to' 
instead of the verb osata: 

C: voiko sinä sanoa noin? can-3sg+kO you +say like that 
(Ka 3.10:826) 'Can (want to) you say like that?' 

instead of: osaatko sinä sanoa noin? can-2sg+kO you +say like that 
'Can (be able to) you say like that?' 

The misusage of the verbs osata and voida is possibly caused by semantic interference 
from Swedish, where the verb kunna is used to mean both 'can, want to' and 'can, be 
able to'. 

The most common verbs in nominal form in Aux+kO+V-questions are nähdä 'see' and 
katsoa 'look', which are often used synonymously, the verb lukea 'read', the verbs 
piirtää 'draw' and värittää 'color', often used synonymously, and the synonyms panna 
and laittaa 'put, place'. The use of lukea 'read', piirtää 'draw' and värittää 'color' begins 
during the periods 2.0 - 2.5 or 2.6 - 2.11. The verbs nähdä 'see' and katsoa 'look' first 
start being used during the period 3.0-3.5, but are the most common verbs in nominal 
form during the last two periods (see appendix 72). For example: 

C : haluuksä nähä? (Me 3.11:141) want+ks+you+see-infl lat 'Do you want to see?' 
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C: haluut sä kattoo? (Ti 3.3:192) want+0 you +look 'Do you want to l ook?' 
C : voikko sää lukee ny? (Li 2.11:212) can+kO you +read now 'Can you read now?' 
C: saako piirtää tässä? (Sa 2.8:282) may+kO+draw here 'Is it allowed to draw here?' 
C: voitko värittää tällä? (Li 3.1:181) can+kO+color this-adess 'Can you color with this?' 
C: voiko tän panna näin? (Sa 2.11:329) can+kO this +put like this 'Can you put like this?' 
C: voiko tätä laittaa tukkaan? can+kO this +put hair-ill 'Can you put in the hair?' 

(Ma 2.11:246) 

Appendix 73 presents the use of different verb forms in Aux+kO+V-questions in the 
corpus. 

Auxiliaries are only used in the present indicative. The auxiliary is most often in 2 or 
3 pers. sg., and both the forms start being used during the period 2.0 - 2.5. The 2 pers. 
sg. form is always used correctly in 2 pers. sg. function (see appendix 73). For example: 

C: haluut sä kattoo? (Ti 3.3:269) want-2sg+0 you look Do you want to look?' 
C: voiks sinä pitää kiinni siitä? can-2sg+ks you +hold tight it 'Can you hold onto it?' 

(Ka 4.1:428) 

The 3 pers. sg. form is used in a number of functions. Most often the form is used 
correctly, either generically, in the function of 3 pers. sg./pl., or in necessive clauses (see 
appendix 73). For example: 

C: voiko leikata sitä? (Ee 2.5:365) can-3sg+kO+cut it 'Can you cut this?' 
C: pitääkö kans klistrata? must-3sg+kO also paste'Do you have to paste it too?' 

(Ka 4.1:519) 
C: voiko tähän tulla tää? (Sa 2.7:086) can-3sg+kO here +come this 'Can this come here?' 
C: voiko ne puraista? (Sa 2.11:301) can-3sg+kO they bite 'Can they bite?' 

The 3 pers. sg. form is also used a few times in 1 pers. sg. function (see appendix 
73). The child then refers to itself by name. For example: 

C: saako Sanna ottaa sen? may-3sg+kO Sanna +take it May Sanna take it?' 
(Sa 2.8:507) 

C: saako Mari ottaa oman liidun? may-3sg+kO Mari+take own crayon 
(Ma 2.8:499) "May Mari take a crayon for herself?' 

One time, the 3 pers. sg. refers to the child itself, despite the subject consisting of a 
personal pronoun minä T; this cannot be considered correct: 

C: saako minä kattoo sinun kassista? may-3sg+kO I +look your bag-elat 
(Tu 3.1:233) May I look in your bag?' 

instead of: saanko minä katsoa sinun kassista? may-lsg+kO I +look your bag-elat 

One Aux+kO+V-question lacks inflection for person, interrogative particle and 
subject, and the verb phrase is constructed on the basis of a corresponding Swedish 
construction: 

C: saa nähä onko siila jalkoja? may+0+see is+it+legs-sub.cl 'Can I see if it has any le gs?' 
instead of: saanko katsoa onko siila jalkoja? may-lsg+kO+look is+it+legs-sub.cl 

(Me 3.2:022) 

A few times the 3 pers. sg. form also occurs in 2 pers. sg. function (see appendix 
73), which isn't correct according to adult norms. For example: 

C: voiko sinä teippaa? (Ee 2.10:316) can-3sg+kO you +tape 'Can you tape?' 
instead of: voitko sinä teipata? can-2sg+kO you +tape 

The passive of auxiliaries occur in the corpus (see appendix 73). For example: 

C: voiaanko lukia tämä? (Mi 3.3:394) can-pass+kO+read this 'Can we read this?' 
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C: voiaanko lukea sohvassa? can-pass+kO+read sofa-iness 'Can we read on the sofa?' 
(Mi 3.3:385) 

Nominal forni in Aux+kO+V-questions most often consists of infinitive I in the lative 
(see appendix 73). For example: 

C: voiko syödä? (Ee 2.5:203) can+kO+eat-infl-lat 'Can you eat (it)?' 
C: saako nyt kattoa? (Tu 3.1:063) may+kO now +look-infl-lat Ma I look now?' 

One Aux+kO+V-question contains two infinitive I lative-forms (see appendix 73): 

C: voiko tuolla saada kävellä? can+kO there +be may-infl-lat+go-infl-lat 
(Ma 3.7:309) 'Can you walk there?' 

One Aux+kO+V-question contains both an infinitive I in the lative and an infinitive HI 
in the inessive (see appendix 73): 

C: voikko sinä olla istumassa can+kO you +be-infl-lat+sit-inflll-iness 
tässä sohvassa? (Me 3.2:nl9) 'Can you sit here on the sofa?' 

The stem in infinitive I lative-forms is incorrectly constructed a few times. Similar 
faulty stems have also been observed among monolingual Finnish children (Karlsson 
1983: 208-9; Niemi & Niemi 1987: 79). For example: 

C: voiko sinä lujee tämän? can+kO you +read-infl-lat this 'Can you read this?' 
instead of: voitko sinä lukea tämän? (Mi 3.3:566) 
C: voikko sinä leikkaa? can+kO you +cut-infl-lat 'Can you cut?' 
instead of: voitko sinä leikata? (Mi 3.3:377) 
C: voiko vähän liimaa tähän? can+kO a little +paste-infl-lat here 
instead of: voiko vähän liimata tästä? 'Can we paste a little here?' 

(Mi 3.3:345) 

The auxiliary is once combined with the verb stem (see appendix 73), which isn't 
correct according to adult norms: 

C: pannaanko kaatu? (Tu 2.7:024) put-pass+kO+fall-stem 'Are they going to overturn (the boat)?' 
instead of: pannaanko kaatumaan? put-pass+kO+fall-inflll-ill 

Nominal forms are lacking a few times in Aux+kO+V-questions and the clauses are 
thus elliptical (see appendix 73). This use of ellipses follows adult contextual norms. For 
example: 

C: siila voi seisoa. 'You can stand on it. 
voiko? (Ee 2.5:280) can+kO Can you?' 

S : mihin mä piirrän? "Where shall I draw?' 
M: piirrä tohon. — Draw there.' 
C: saanko mlnä tänne? (Ma 2.9:405) may+kO I this way 'M ay I (draw ) here?' 

Aux+kO occur in the corpus combined with nominal forms of both transitive verbs 
(Aux+kO+TransV) and intransitive verbs (Aux+kO+IntrV), and as ellipses lacking 
nominal form (Aux+kO-ellipses); see above examples. 

Following clause structure and verb use, I have additionally divided Aux+kO+V-
questions into separate types, which I call (1) active, (2) generic, (3) passive and (4) 
necessive Aux+kO+V-questions. This categorization does not completely follow the 
clausal typology of Hakulinen & Karlsson but it has proved to be practical when 
examining Aux+kO+V-questions in the corpus (cf. Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 93-
100, 253-54). 

By active Aux+kO+V-questions I mean (1) clauses where the verb is not used 
generically or in the passive. For example: 
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C: voiko nuo puraista? (Sa 2.11:302) can-3sg+kOthose-subj +bite 'Can they bite? 
C : haluakko syyä? (Li 2.11:144) want-2sg(-subj)+kO+eat 'Do you want to eat?' 

A generic Aux+kO+V-question (2) contains other auxiliaries than pitää or täytyä 
'should, must', the clause lacks a subject and the auxiliary is in the 3 pers. sg. For 
example: 

C: voiko sivusta kääntää? (Sa 2.5:055) can+kO page-elat +turn 'Can you turn the page?' 
C: saako kiijottaa? (Tu 3.1:067) may+kO+write 'Is it allowed to write?' 

Passive Aux+kO+V-questions (3) have the auxiliary in the passive voice and the 
clauses lack subjects. For example: 

C : voiaanko hakee joku mun kiija sitten? can-pass+kO+get one of my book later 
(Mi 3.3:752) 'Can we get one of my books later?' 

Necessive Aux+kO+V-questions (4) contain a necessive verb pitää or täytyä 'should, 
must'. For example: 

C: pitääkö kans klistrata? must-3sg+kO also paste 'Do you have to paste it too?' 
(Ka 4.1:519) 

C: täytyykö pitää näin? (Ka 3.8:276) must+kO+hold like this 'Do we have to hold on like this?' 

If a Finnish necessive clause contains a subject it should most often be in the genitive. 
In the spoken language, however, the subject can be in the nominative, if it refers to an 
inanimate referent. Personal pronoun subjects in necessive clauses are always in the 
genitive (Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 100; Laitinen 1993: 160-61). 

The subject appears only twice in necessive Aux+kO+V-questions in the corpus, and 
in both clauses it is incorrectly in the nominative instead of the genitive : 

C: pitääkö se kissa istuu kunnolla? must+kO it+cat-nom-subj +sit properly 
(Tu 2.11:284) 'Does the cat have to sit properly?' 

instead of: pitääkö sen kissan istua kunnolla? must+kO it+cat-gen-subj +sit properly 
C: pitääkö sinä pitää kiinni sitä? must+kO you-nom-subj +hold tight it 

(Ka 4.1:589) T)o you have to hold onto it?' 
instead of: pitääkö sinun pitää kiinni sitä? must+kO you-gen-subj +hold tight it 

Similar errors have also been observed among Sweden-Finnish schoolchildren 
(Nesser 1982: 47-49), and I myself have observed the like among monolingual Finnish 
children. 

In table 55 the acquisition of Aux+kO+TransV, Aux+kO+IntrV and Aux+kO-ellipses 
is presented, as well as the acquisition of Aux+kO+V-questions with the above-
mentioned clausal types. The table gives the average acquisition ages and intervals for the 
three youngest children and the number of children using each type of question. The first 
appearances of question types used by fewer than three children are in parentheses. 

Table 55. Acquisition of different clausal types in Aux+kO+V-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Average acquisition age Acquisition interval for Number of children 

Type of question for the three youngest the three youngest using each clause 
Aux+kO+TransV 2.6 2.4 - 2.8 10 
Aux+kO+IntrV 2.6 2.5 - 2.7 8 
Aux+kO-ellipses - (2.5, 2.9)* 2 
in active clauses 2.5 2.4 - 2.7 10 
in generic clauses 2.6 2.5 - 2.9 6 
in necessive clauses 3.2 2.11 - 3.8 3 
in passive clauses - (2.7, 3.3)* 2 
N = 11 *Used by fewer than three children. 

As table 55 shows, the use of Aux+kO in combination with transitive and intransitive 
verbs begins at the same time in the corpus, on average at the age of 2.6. 
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Aux+kO+TransV are produced by ten children and Aux+kO+IntrV by eight of eleven 
children in the corpus. Aux+kO-ellipses are produced by only two children, at the ages of 
2.5 and 2.9 respectively. That the elliptical questions show up last in the order of 
acquisition indicates that the use of ellipsis requires a certain degree of maturity, the child 
needing time to become cognizant of the language's reductional mechanisms. 

The use of active Aux+kO+V-questions begins on average at the age of 2.5; they are 
produced by ten children. Generic Aux+kO+V-questions start being used one month 
later, on average at the age of 2.6, and these types of questions are produced by six 
children. Passive and necessive Aux+kO+V are used by only two children, earliest at the 
ages of 2.7 and 2.11 (see table 55). 

Appendix 74 presents the use of the different Aux+kO+V-types of questions in the 
corpus. 

Aux+kO is most often combined in the corpus with a transitive verb. Intransitive 
verbs constitute the nominal phrase in only 10 % of Aux+kO+V-questions. Aux+kO-
ellipses are only used a few times (see appendix 74). The tendency in verb use in 
Aux+kO-questions thus resembles that in simple V+kO-questions: transitive verbs are 
used far more often than intransitive verbs (see section 4.2.2.3). 

Most of the Aux+kO+V-questions are active, making up approx. two thirds of a ll 
Aux+kO+V-questions. The proportion of generic questions is approx. a third, while 
passive and necessive questions are only used in a few instances (see appendix 74). 

Appendix 75 presents the use of different structures in subject, object and adverbial 
phrases in Aux+kO+V-questions in the corpus. 

The subject phrases in active Aux+kO+V-questions most often consist of a personal 
pronoun from the period 2.0 - 2.5 onwards. A demonstrative pronoun is used as subject 
a few times from the period 2.0 - 2.5 onwards (see appendix 75). For example: 

C: saanko mä kuulla totakin? may+kO I-subj hear that+encl May I listen to that also?' 
(Pe 3.4:301) 

C: voitko sinä pitää kiinni sitä? can-kO you-subj +hold tight it 'Can you hold onto it?' 
(Ka 4.1:226) 

C : voiko nää hei pistää? (Sa 2.11:323) can+kO these-subj itr prick 'Are these prickly?' 

Nouns, at times qualified by an article-like pronoun se 'that (one), it' or another 
demonstrative pronoun, are used occasionally as subjects from the period 2.6 - 2.11 
onwards (see appendix 75; Larjavaara 1990: 146-47; Laury 1991: 115-16). For example: 

C: saako ottaa tämän Sanna? may+kO+take this Sanna-subj May Sanna take this?' 
(Sa 2.9:006) 

C: voiko noi kissat purasta? can+kO those-attr+cats-subj +bite 'Can those cats bite?' 
(Ma 3.0:161) 

The subject is left out relatively often in active Aux+kO+V-questions (see appendix 
75). This subjectlessness is for the most part correct, the subject being made clear by the 
verb form. For example: 

C: voikko ottaa Veronican? can-2sg+kO+take Veronica 'Can you take Veronica?' 
(Li 2.11:283) 

C: voikko lukea täältä? (Mi 3.3:939) can-2sg(-subj)+kO+read from here 'Can you read here?' 

Approximately half of the transitive Aux+kO+V-questions contain an object phrase. 
The object is most often a demonstrative pronoun, a few times a noun. Both start being 
used during the period 2.0 - 2.5 (see appendix 75). For example: 

C: voikko sä ottaa sen? (Li 2.11:285) can+kO you +take it-obj 'Can you take it?' 
C: voiko nyt kuunnella musiikkia? can+kO now listen music-obj 

(Tu 3.1:032) 'Can we listen to music now?' 
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Nouns with attributes are used as objects a few times from the period 2.6 - 2.11 
onwards (see appendix 75). For example: 

C: voikko sä piirtää tänne Pipin talon? can+kO you +draw here Pippi's-attr+house-obj 
(Li 3.1:357) 'Can you draw Pippi's house here?' 

C: haluuksä nähä yhen asian? want+ks+you+seea-attr+thing-obj 
(Me 3.11:506) Do you want to see something?' 

The object-NP is most often in right case form. Faulty case usage occurs a few times. 
For example: 

C: voiksä ettii mikään muu nalle? can+ks+you+look for one-acc2+other-acc2+teddy-acc2-
(Me 2.10:379) obj 'Can you find some other teddy?' 

instead of: voitko sinä etsiä jonkin can+kO you look for one- accl+other-accl+teddy-
muun nallen? accl-obj 

C: saako panna poikki käärme? may+kO+put in two snake-acc2-obj 
(Tu 3.1:224) 'Is it allowed to break off the snake?' 

instead of: saako panna poikki käärmeen? may+kO+put in two snake-accl-obj 

Interrogative subordinate clauses start being used as objects during the period 3.0 -
3.5 (see appendix 75; for the difference between an interrogative subordinate clause and a 
relative clause see Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 284, 354-56; Pääkkönen 1988: 56-58). 
For example: 

haluaksää nähä kui paljo mää? want+ks+you +see how+much+I-obj 
(Me 3.1:440) Do you want to see how much (many years) I am?' 
haluut sä kattoo minkä mä want+0 you +look which+I+want+from here-obj 
haluun täältä? (Ti 3.3:195) Do you want to look at the one I want here?' 
haluuks nähä mitä se löysi? want+ks+see what+it+found-obj 
(Me 3.11:511) Do you want to see what it found?' 
haluuks sä kattoo mitä mä sain want+ks you +look what+I+got+Santa Claus-obj 
joulupukilta? (Ti 3.8:042) Do you want to see what I got from Santa Claus?' 

Approximately half of the Aux+kO+V-questions contain an adverbial phrase. We 
most often find a nominal phrase or a deictic adverb of place occurring as an adverbial 
phrase (see appendix 75). The nominal phrase is most often an adverbial of place or an 
expression of instrument. For example: 

voiksää tälle puolelle jonkun can+ks+you this-all-attr+page-all-advl a cat +draw 
kissan piirtää? (Me 2.10:180) 'Can you draw a cat on this page?' 
voiksä tällä piirtää norsun? can+ks+you this-adess-advl +draw elephant 
(Sa 2.4:239) 'Can you draw an elephant with this?' 
voiko tuokin kiipeillä tosta? can+kO t^at+encl climb from there-advl 
(Ee 3.3:311) 'Can that also climb there?' 

Adverbs of time and manner are used a few times from the period 2.6 - 2.11 onwards 
(see appendix 75). For example: 

C: voiko nyt kuunnella musiikkia? can+kO now-advl +listen music 
(Tu 3.1:032) 'Can we listen to music now?' 

C: voiko sen avata sit? (Ee 3.5:370) can+kO it +open later-advl 'Can we open it later?' 
C: saaks näin panna? (Sa 3.7:421) may+kO like this-advl +put 'Is it allowed to put it like this?' 

Other adverbial phrase structures start being used during the period 3.0 - 3.5 (see 
appendix 75). For example: 

C: voiko tätä lukea kans? (Mi 3.3:611) can+kO this +read also-advl 'Can we also read this?' 
C: haluut sä nähä kun mä want+0 you +watch when+I+punch+a little+ball-advl 

nyrkkeilen vähän palloo? Do you want to watch when I punch the ball around a 
(Pe 3.7:394) litUe?' 
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Two or more adverbial phrases per clause occur a few times during the last two 
periods. For example: 

C: voiko vähän liimaa tähän? can+kO a little-advl +paste here-advl 
(Mi 3.3:345) 'Can we paste a little here?' 

C: voiks sinä pitää kiinni siitä? can+kO you+hold tight-advl there-advl 
(Ka 4.1:428) 'Can you hold on there?' 

Aux+kO+V-questions are used in the corpus in a number of discourse functions. All 
Aux+kO+V-questions are used in context with an interrogative aim. I have divided the 
functions into three categories: information questions, directive questions and 
introductory questions. 

With information-eliciting Aux+kO+V-questions children seek information about 
relevant in-context referents. All information-eliciting Aux+kO+V-questions in the corpus 
refer to new information. In information questions the auxiliary voida 'can' is most often 
used, and the interrogative clause is most often active or generic. For example: 

I: se on kuule semmonen asuntovene. — 'It's one of those houseboats you know.' 
C: voiko ajaa? 'Can you travel (with it)?' 
I: joo. voi silläkin ajaa. (Ee 2.5:248) 'Yes. You can go with it also .' 

C: osaakko sanoa läxa? 'Can you say läxa?' 
I: — läxa.(Li 2.9:194) 'Läxa' 

C: voiko noi kissat purasta? 'Can those cats bite?' 
I: voi ne purasta mut ne yleensä puree ruokaa. 'They can bite but most often they bite 

(Ma 3.0:161) their food.' 

C: voiko täilä taikoa? 'Can you do magic with this?' 
I: voi. (Me 3.9:158) 'You can.' 

With directive Aux+kO+V-questions the children take the initiative in the discourse 
situation. The reader will remember that I have further divided directive questions into 
requests, suggestions and offers. 

With request-questions the child asks the interlocutor to execute an action, requests 
permission for carrying out an action of its own, or asks for instructions on how to carry 
out an action. 

In requests for action the auxiliary voida 'can' is most often used, and a few times 
osata, used incorrectly in the same sense as voida. The auxiliary is most often in the 2 
pers. sg., once in 3 pers. sg. but used in a 2 pers. sg. function. For example: 

C: voikko sä piirtää skorna 
siile Tommille? 'Can you draw some shoes for Tommi?' 

I: kengätkö? onhan sillä kengät. (Li 3.1:254) 'Shoes? He has shoes.' 

C: voikko sinä ottaa tämän? 'Can you take this?' 
I: joo. (Ka 4.1:526) 'Yes.' 

C: ossaakko tämän lukia? 'Can (be able to) you read this?' 
instead of: voitko tämän lukea? 'Can (want to) you read this?' 
I: tässäpä ei ookaaii tekstiä tallä sivulla. (Mi 3.3:750) 'There is no writing on this page.' 

In requests for permission only the auxiliary saada 'may, be allowed to' is used, and 
the interrogative clauses are generic or active. In the active clauses the auxiliary is in 1 
pers. sg. or 3 pers. sg.- which then has the function of 1 pers. sg. For example: 

C: saanko mä pelata näillä? May I play with these?' 
I: saat pelata. (Sa 2.9:013) 'You may/ 

C: saako pelata niitä laivassa? 'Is it allowed to play them on the boat.' 
M voidaan pelata. (Ee 3.3:411) 'We can do that.' 
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C: saako ottaa yhen? Is it allowed to take one?' 
I: joo. ota vaan. (Ti 3.10:016) 'Yes. Just help yourself.' 

In requests for instructions the auxiliary voida 'can' is used in generic questions and 
the auxiliaries pitää and täytyä 'should, must' in necessive questions. For example: 

C: voiko tään avata? 'Can this be opened?' 
I: voi sen. tästä. (Sa 2.11:317) 'It can. Here.' 

C: pitääkö kans klistrata? T)o we have to paste it too.' 
I: liimata pitää myös. joo. (Ka 4.1:519) 'We also have to paste. Yes.' 

With Aux+kO+V-suggestive questions children propose a mutual activity for those 
participating in the discourse situation. In suggestive questions only the auxiliary voida 
'can' is used, in the passive or genetically. For example: 

C: voiaanko hakee joku mun 'Can we get one of my books later?' 
kirja sitten? 

I: —joo. (Mi 3.3:752) 'Yes.' 

C: voiko lukea sohvassa? 'Can we read on the sofa?' 
I: —joo. (Mi 3.3:385-86) 'Yes.' 

Offering-questions consist of questions with which the child offers the interlocutor a 
service or activity and asks for the listener's opinion. Only the auxiliary haluta 'want* is 
used in these offers, which are always in the 2 pers. sg. For example: 

C: haluakko syyä? Do you want to eat?' 
I: pitäskö taas syyä? (Li 2.11:144) 'Are we going to eat again?' 

C: haluatko sää kokkeilla? Do you want to try?' 
I: —joo. (Me 3.5:427) 'Yes.' 

Introductory questions are used in order to get the interlocutor to attend to a new 
subject of conversation which the child wants to bring into the conversation. The 
introductory Aux+kO+V-questions in the corpus always have the construction haluatko 
nähdä 'do you want to see' or haluatko katsoa 'do you want to look', where the auxiliary 
is in 2 pers. sg., and the question often contains an interrogative subordinate clause. 

After an introductory question the child sometimes awaits an answer from the 
interlocutor and then follows with a declarative clause. The answer to an introductory 
question is always affirmative. For example: 

C: haluuksä nähä? Do you want to see?' 
I: joo. 'Yes.' 
C : tossa on isi. isi-Barbapapa. (Me 3.1 :nl 1) 'Here is daddy. Daddy-Barbapapa.' 

C: haluakko nähä minun Do you want to see my black cap?' 
musta myssyä? 

I: no näytäpäs. 'Let's have a look.' 
C: se on täällä laatikossa. — kesähattu. 'It's here in this box. A summer hat.' 

(Mi 3.5:023) 
C: haluuks sä kattoo sita? Do you want to look at it ?' 
I: joo. 'Yes.' 
C: tuu. se on täällä. (Ti 3.8:040) 'Come. It's here.' 

Sometimes after an introductory question the child continues to talk without waiting 
for an answer. For example: 

C: haluakko nähä maahan? Do you want to look down to the ground? 
siellä on asfaltti. (Me 3.1:226) There's asphalt there.' 
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C: haluut sä kattoo minkä Do you want to see the one which I want? 
mä haluun? 
tän junan ja tän kaboinksin ja tän ja tän. This train and this cowboy and this and this.' 
(Ti 3.3:397) 

C: haluuksä nähä? T>o you want to see? 
tämä ja tämä on samoja kissoja. This one and this one are the same cats.1 

(Me 3.11:141) 

A couple of times the child asks an introductory question after a declarative clause 
which it wants to highlight. For example: 

C : mulla on jo kitara. 
haluut sä kattoo? 

I: joo. näytäpäs. (Ti 3.3:269) 

C: mä osaan värittää yks poikanen. 
haluuksä kattoo? 

I: joo. näytäpäs. (Ti 3.8:186) 

'I already have a guitar. 
Do you want to look?' 

'Yes. Let's have a look.' 

'I can color a nestling. 
Do you want to look?' 

'Yes. Let's see.' 
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4.2.2.5 Neg+kO+V-questions 

The term "Neg+kO+V-question" refers to those -kO-questions in the study where the 
enclitic interrogative particle is joined to the verb of negation ei. Neg+kO+V-questions in 
the Sundsvall corpus have been divided into four clausal types according to verb phrase 
structure, (1) Neg+kO+o/e-questions, (2) simple Neg+kO+V-questions, (3) 
Neg+kO+Aux+V-questions and (4) Neg+kO-ellipses. 

(1) In Neg+kO+tf/e-questions the verb of negation ei is combined with the verb olla 
'be, exist, have', which is either in the standard language form ole or the colloquial form 
oo. For example: 

C: eikö ole kiva tämä? (Li 2.9:328) Neg+kO+is-stem nice this 'Isn't this nice?' 
C: eikö se oo sen koti? (Ee 3.0:453) Neg+kO it +is-stem its home 'Isn't it his home?' 

(2) In simple Neg+kO+V-questions the verb of negation ei is combined with a 
different verb than olla 'be, exist, have', the stem most often being used in the active 
present tense. For example: 

C: eikö se mene auki? (Me 2.10:170) Neg+kO it +go-stem open Doesn't it get open?' 
C: eikö pysy missään? (Sa 3.0:075) Neg+kO+stay-stem somewhere 

Doesn't it want to remain somewhere?' 

(3) The verb phrase in a Neg+kO+Aux+V-question contains the verb of negation ei, 
the stem of an auxiliary and most often an infinitive as well. For example: 

C: eikönoinsaa tehdä? (Ma 3.0:456) Neg+kO like that+may-Aux-stem+do-inf 
'Isn't it allowed to do that?' 

C: eikö voi ostaa palloja? Neg+kO+can-Aux-stem+buy-inf balls'Can't we buy balls?' 
(Mi 3.3:131) 

(4) The verb phrase in Neg+kO-ellipses only contains the verb of negation ei. For 
example: 

C : eikö noin saanu tehdä? 'Wasn't it allowed to do that? 
eikö? (Sa 3.0:288) Neg+kO Wasn't it?' 

Table 56 presents the acquisition of the four Neg+kO+V-types of questions in the 
corpus. The table gives the average acquisition ages and intervals for the three youngest 
children and the number of children using each clausal type. 

Table 56. Acquisition of different Neg+kO+V-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Average acquisition age Acquisition interval for Number of children 

Type of question for the three youngest the three youngest using clause 
Neg+kO+V on average 2.6 2.3 - 2.8 10 
Simple Neg+kO+V 2.7 2.3 - 2.9 9 
Neg+kO+tf/e 2.8 2.5 - 2.10 6 
Neg+kO+Aux+V 2.10 2.9-2.11 6 
Neg+kO-ellipses 2.11 2.7 - 3.1 3 
N = 11 

Neg+kO+V-questions start being used in the corpus on average at the age of 2.6, and 
are produced by ten of eleven children. The earliest Neg+kO+V-question is on average 
the simple Neg+kO+V-question. It starts being used at the average age of 2.7 and is 
produced by nine children (see table 56). 

Neg+kO+o/e-questions show up on average at the age of 2.8 and Neg+kO+Aux+V-
questions at the age of 2.10, and both are used by six children. Neg+kO-ellipses start 
being used on average at the age of 2.11 and they are produced by three children (see 
table 56). That the elliptical questions show up last in the order of acquisition indicates 
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that the use of ellipsis requires a certain degree of maturity, the child needing time to 
become cognizant of the language's reductional mechanisms. 

The frequency distribution of different types of Neg+kO+V-questions and the 
frequencies for different verbs in Neg+kO+V-questions in the corpus are presented in 
appendix 76. 

Neg+kO+V-questions are only used a few times during the period 2.0 - 2.5 but their 
use increases during the later periods. Simple Neg+kO+V-questions and Neg+kO+ole-
questions are already used a few times during the period 2.0 - 2.5, while 
Neg+kO+Aux+V and Neg+kO-ellipses first start being used during the period 2.6 -
2.11. Simple Neg+kO+V-questions make up approx. two thirds of all Neg+kO+V-
questions in the corpus, the next most common types of questions being Neg+kO+ole 
and Neg+kO+Aux+V. Ellipses are used in a few instances (see appendix 76). 

In the simple Neg+kO+V-questions and Neg+kO+Aux+V-questions both transitive 
and intransitive verbs are used, the proportions being approx. two thirds transitive verbs 
and one third intransitive (see appendix 76). Verb use in Neg+kO+V-questions thus 
shows the same tendency as in the simple V+kO questions and Aux+kO+V-questions: 
transitive verbs are used more often than intransitive (see sections 4.2.2.3 and 4.2.2.4). 

A simple Neg+kO+V-question contains two verb stems: 

C: eikö se pyöri tuo eikä laula? Neg+kO det +spin-stem that and+encl sing-stem 
(Mi 2.10:400) Doesn't that spin round and sing?' 

The main verb is missing in one simple Neg+kO+V-question and in a 
Neg+kO+Aux+V-question, and the clauses are thus elliptical. The one elliptical question 
is used correctly, as the main verb can be understood from the context, while the other is 
used incorrectly: 

C: minä oon joskus ajanu. I is sometimes +driven-perf 'I have driven sometimes. 
enkö ookki? (Pe 3.7:304) Neg+kO+is+encl Haven't I?' 

M: mitä varten se katsoo ikkunast sisälle?' — 'Why is he looking in through the window?' 
C: mut eikö se tonttu pitä sitä? but Neg+kO it elf-nom +must-Aux-stem it 

(Ee 3.8:453) 'But doesn't the elf have to do it?' 
instead of: eikö tontun pidä tehdä niin? Neg+kO elf-gen +should-Aux+do-inf so 

The real Neg+kO-ellipses, i.e. clauses where the verb phrase only contains the verb 
of negation, are used as intensifying questions to the child's own interrogative clause 
when an answer is slow in coming, or as continuative questions to the child's or the 
interlocutor's declarative clause. The use of ellipses is in other words contextually 
correct. Three of the four Neg+kO-ellipses contain only the interrogative verb of 
negation, and one question consists of the phrase Eikö niinl 'Isn't that so?' which 
contains an adverb of manner niin 'so': 

C : ekkö sä halua enää? 
ekkö? (Li 2.11:223) 

I: en minä osaa sitä. 
C: ekkö? (Li 2.7:418) 

M: höpötätpäs. 
C: ei. 

eikö niin? (Tu 3.1:274) 

'Don't you want any more? 
Neg+kO Don't you want (some)?' 

'I can't.' 
Neg+kO 'Can't you?' 

'Now you're talking nonsense.' 
'No. 

Neg+kO so Right?' 

Appendix 77 presents the use of different verbs in Neg+kO+V-questions in the 
corpus. The most common main verbs in Neg+kO+V-questions are olla 'be, exist, have' 
and lukea 'read'. The synonyms panna and laittaa 'put, place' and the verb tehdä 'do' are 
used a few times. As auxiliaries in Neg+kO+Aux+V-questions we find the verbs voida 
'can', saada 'get, may, be allowed to', osata 'be able to' and pitää 'should, must' (see 
appendix 77, see above examples). 
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The use of dif ferent verbs forms in Neg+kO+V-questions in the corpus is presented 
in appendix 78. 

llie verb of negation is most often in the 3 pers. sg. form ei. The form is most often 
used in 3 pers. sg. function or verb use is generic (see appendix 78). For example: 

C: eikö ookaan? (Li 2.9:178) Neg-3sg+kO+is+encl 'Isn't it?' 
C: eikö tuo kato tätä? (Me 3.0:287) Neg-3sg+kO that +look this 'Isn't that looking at this one?' 

The standard language forms emme 1 pers. pl. and eivät 3 pers. pl. aren't used in the 
corpus; the colloquial form ei also assumes these functions, something that is common in 
adult speech as well. The form ei is used a few times in one of these functions from the 
period 2.6 - 2.11 onwards (see appendix 78). For example: 

C: eikö me oo mukana? (Ti 4.0:040) Neg-3sg+kO we +is with 'Aren't we there too?' 
C: eikö noi oo menny rikki? Neg-3sg+kO those+is+gone broken 

(Sa 3.7:468) 'Haven't those been broken?' 

The form ei occurs once in 2 pers. sg. function as well (see appendix 78), which isn't 
correct according to adult norms: 

C: eikö laita nenän mulle? Neg-3sg+kO+put nose I-all 
(Mi 3.3:096) 'Aren't you going to draw a nose for me?' 

instead of: etkö piirrä nenän minulle? Neg-2sg+kO+draw nose I-all 

In approx. a third of Neg+kO+V-questions the verb of negation is in the 2 pers. sg. 
form et. The use of 2 pers. sg. begins during the period 2.6 - 2.11 (see appendix 78). 
For example: 

C : ekkö sä halua enää? (Li 2.11:223) Neg-2sg+kO you +want more "Don't you want any more?' 
C: eksä nää? (Ti 3.8:022) Neg-2sg+ks+you +see 'Don't you see?' 

The use of 1 pers. sg. form begins during the period 3.0 - 3.5 (see appendix 78). For 
example: 

C: enkö minä saa sen? (Mi 3.0:257) Neg-lsg+kO I +get it 'Can't I have it?' 

The verb phrase in Neg+kO+V-questions is most often in the active voice. The active 
questions are most often in the present tense (see above examples). The imperfect is 
already used once during the period 2.0 - 2.5 and a couple of times during the period 3.0 
- 3.5 (see appendix 78). For example: 

C: eikö tuUukaan kissa? Neg+kO+come-imperf+encl cat'Didn't it turn out to be a cat?' 
(Li 2.3:287) 

C: eikö noin saanu tehdä? Neg+kO like that+may-imperf+do 
(Sa 3.0:288) Wasn't it allowed to do that?' 

The perfect form is used in active clauses a few times from the period 3.0 - 3.5 
onwards (see appendix 78). For example: 

C: eksä ole tienny? (Me 3.0:096) Neg+ks+you +is-stem+known-perf 'Haven't you known?' 
C: eikö toi oo ollu? (Sa 3.0:159) Neg+kO that+is-stem+been-perf'Hasn't that one been?' 

The passive, which is always used in 1 pers. pl. function, occurs a few times from 
the period 2.6 - 2.11 onwards (see appendix 78). For example: 

C: eikö panna radio päälle? Neg+kO+put-pass-stem on 
(Tu 2.9:198) 'Aren't we going to put the radio on?' 

C: eikö lujeta? (Mi 3.0:022) Neg-3sg+kO+read'Aren't we going to read?' 
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The verb stem or nominal form in Neg+kO+V-questions is incorrectly constructed a 
few times. For example: 

C: eikö kohta alka? (Ka 3.10:267) Neg+kO soon +start-stem 'Isn't it going to sta rt soon?' 
instead of: eikö kohta ala? 
C: enkö minä saa kuuntela musiikkia? 

(Mi 3.3:917) Neg+kO I +may+listen-inf music 'Can't I listen to music?' 
instead of: enkö minä saa kuunnella musiikkia? 

The use of different subject, object and adverbial phrase structures in Neg+kO+V-
questions in the coipus is presented in appendix 79. 

The subject in active, non-generic Neg+kO+V-questions is most often a 
demonstrative or personal pronoun (see appendix 79). For example: 

C: eikö se laula? (Mi 2.10:067) Neg+kO it-subj +sing 'Doesn't it sing?' 
C: eksä käännäkään sivua? Neg+ks+you-subj+turn+encl page 

(Me 3.0:056) 'Aren't you going to turn the page?' 

A movement to the right by the subject takes place a couple of times (Hakulinen & 
Karlsson 1979 :307-8): 

C: eikö tämä leiki tuo? (Tu 2.9:116) Neg+kO this-subj +play that-subj 'Doesn't this one play?' 

Nouns, at times qualified by an article-like pronoun se 'that (one), it' or an attribute, 
are occasionally used as subject (see appendix 79; Larjavaara 1990: 146-47; Laury 1991: 
115-16). For example: 

C: eikö ookaan kissa hy vä? Neg+kO+is+encl cat-subj good 'Isn't this a good cat?' 
(Li 2.9:176) 

C: eikö toi iso lintu mah du? Neg+kO that-attr+big+attr+bird-subj +fit 
(Sa 3.0:317) Doesn't that big bird fit?' 

In one necessive Neg+kO+Aux+V-question the subject- denoting an animate referent-
is incorrectly in the nominative instead of the genitive (see Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 
100; Laitinen 1993: 160-61): 

C: mut eikö se tonttu pitä sitä? but Neg+kO it-art+elf-nom-subj +should it 
(Ee 3.8:453) 'But doesn't the elf have to do it?' 

instead of: mutta eikö tontun pidä tehdä niin? but Neg+kO elf-gen-subj +should+do so 

The subject is missing relatively often in active, non-generic clauses (see appendix 
79) as it is made clear by the verb form or has been mentioned earlier in context. For 
example: 

C : ekkö luje täältä? (Mi 3.3:600) Neg-2sg+kO+read from here 'Aren't you going to read here?' 
C: kohtako tulee levy? — 'Is a record coming soon?' 

mutta eikö tuie? (Ti 3.6:140) but Neg-3sg(-subj)+kO+come 'But isn't it coming?' 

The generic clauses most often lack a subject. A particle-like pronoun sitä 'it' is used 
once as a subject marker in a generic clause (see appendix 79; A. Hakulinen 1975: 27; 
Vilkuna 1989: 145). For example: 

C: eikö sitä voi laulaa? (Tu 2.9:039) Neg+kO it-prt +can+sing 'Can't we sing?' 

The nominal phrase object in a negative clause most often takes the partitive in 
Finnish. The object in a negative interrogative clause where an affirmative answer is 
expected can nonetheless take the accusative, such clauses constituting the exception from 
the partitive rule (Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 182). Almost half of the transitive 
Neg+kO+V-questions in the corpus contain an object phrase. Objects start being used 
during the period 2.6-2.11. They are most often a noun, a demonstrative or an indefinite 
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pronoun, a couple of times an interrogative subordinate clause as well (see appendix 79; 
for the difference between an interrogative subordinate clause and a relative clause see 
Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 284, 354-56; Pääkkönen 1988: 56-58). For example: 

C: ekkö tee suiin? (Mi 3.3:168) Neg+kO+makemouth-accl-obj 
'Aren't you going to make the mouth?' 

C: eikö lueta tuo? (Mi 3.3:577) Neg+kO+read that-accl-obj 'Aren't we going to read that?' 
C: eikö tuo tee mitään tossa? Neg+kO that +do anything-part-obj there 

(Pe 3.6:275) Doesn't that thing there do anything?' 
C: etkö tiiä mikä se on? (Li 2.9:170) Neg+kO+know what+it+is-obj 'Don't you know what it is?' 

Approximately half of the Neg+kO+V-questions contain an adverbial phrase. The use 
of adverbial phrases begins during the period 2.6 - 2.11 (see appendix 79). 

Most often found occurring as an adverbial phrase is a deictic adverb of place. A few 
times the adverbial phrase consists of an adverb of time, a nominal phrase or an adverb of 
manner, and other structures in the adverbial phrase occur as well (see appendix 79). A 
number of adverbial phrases in a clause are used a few times from the period 2.6 - 2.11 
onwards. For example: 

C: eikö se hypi tuo Ita? (Ka 3.10:095) Neg+kO it-subj +jump from there 
Doesn't it jump from there?' 

C: ekkö luje siitä? (Mi 3.3:517) Neg+kO+read from there-advl 'Aren't you going to read there?' 
C: eksää sängyssä lue? (Me 3.7:212) Neg+ks+you bed-iness-advl +read 

'Aren't you going to read in bed?' 
C: ekkö sää jaksa ennää? (Li 2.11:018) Neg+kO you-subj +go on more 'Are you too tired to go on?' 
C: eikö tämä kohta alka? Neg+kO this soon-advl +start 'Isn't this going to start soon?' 

(Ka 3.10:177) 
C: eikö ne saa tulla tänne jos haluaa? Neg+kO they +may+come here-advl if+want-advl 

(Me 2.10:243) 'Can't they come here if they want to?' 
C: ekkö luje nyt tämän näin? Neg+kO+read now-advl this like this-advl 

(Mi 2.10:074) 'Aren't you going to read this now?' 
C: eikö tästä mene poikki tää kynä? Neg+kO from here-advl +come off-advl this pen 

(Ma 2.8:290) Doesn't this pen come off here?' 
C: eksä voi tässä lukkee vaan? Neg+kO+you +can here-advl +read only-advl 

(Me 3.0:020) 'Can't you just read here?' 

Mikko uses a Swedish adverb då in a Neg+kO+V-question which otherwise is in 
Finnish (see also section 3.4.7): 

C : eikö mamma leipä oo jo valmista då? Neg+kO mommy bread +is already finished then-advl 
(Mi 2.10:200) 'Isn't the sandwich ready already mommy?' 

Neg+kO+V-questions are used in the corpus in several different discourse functions. 
Most of the Neg+kO+V-questions are used in an interrogative function. Neg+kO-
questions which occur in the interrogative function have been divided into information-
eliciting questions, directive questions and introductory questions. 

The information-eliciting Neg+kO+V-question is most often in 3 pers. sg., 
sometimes in 2 pers. sg., and a number of d ifferent verbs are used in such questions. 
With information-eliciting Neg+kO+V-questions the children most often want to get new 
information about referents not previously mentioned before the question. For example: 

C: eikö tuu musiikkia? 
I: ei tuu tuolta nauhalta musiikkia. 

(Me 2.9:087) 
C: ekkö sää pelaa? 
S: en. (Me 3.2:n4) 

'Isn't there any music?' 
'There isn't any music on that tape.' 

'Aren't you going to play (it)?' 
'No.' 

I: noin ne laittaa linnuille ponton. 
että linnut pää sinne asumaan. 

C: eikö toi iso lintu mahdu? 
I: ei se taida mahtua. (Sa 3.0:317) 

"That way they set up a bird house for 
the birds. So that the birds can nest there.' 

Doesn't that big bird fit?' 
'It doesn't seem to be able to fit.' 
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Information-eliciting questions are also used as confirmational questions. With 
confirmational questions children check the truth value of a proposition stated prior to the 
question. For example: 

C: ne ei oo vedessä? 'They aren't in the water? 
ei oo? Are they?' 

I: ei autot oo vedessä. (Ee 2.5:404) "The cars aren't in the water.' 

I: en minä osaa sitä. 'I can't.' 
C: ekkö? (Li 2.7:418) 'Can't you?' 

C: minä oon joskus ajanu. 'I have driven sometimes. 
enkö ookki? (Pe 3.7:304) Haven't I?' 

The directive Neg+kO+V-question consists of questions with which children initiate 
an action in the discourse situation. The directive questions consist of requests, 
suggestions and offers. 

With request-questions children ask the interlocutor to execute an action, request 
permission for carrying out an action of their own, or ask for a general rule as to what is 
permitted. 

In requests for action the interrogative clause is most often in 2 pers. sg., sometimes 
in 1 pers. sg. or 3 pers. sg. The most common verbs in the action-requesting questions 
are lukea 'read' and laittaa 'put, place*. For example: 

C: ekkö luje täältä? (Mi 3.3:908) 'Aren't you going to read here?'(The I. starts reading). 
C: ekkö laita tulin tuohon? 'Aren't you going to light that?' (The I. lights the candle.) 

(Mi 3.3:148) 
C: eksää sängyssä lue? — 'Aren't you going to read in bed?' 
I: joo. (Me 3.7:212) 'Yes.' 

In requests for permission to act only 1 pers. sg. is used, and the questions contain 
the auxiliary saada 'may, be allowed to': 

C: enkö minä saa syyä banaania? 'Can't I eat a banana?' 
I: haluaisitko sinä banaania? (Mi 3.0:446) 'Do you want a banana?' 

C: enkö minä saa kuuntela musiikkia? 'Can't I listen to music?' 
I: -ei tuie musiikkia. (Mi 3.3:917) 'There is no music.' 

Questions about general rules are in 3 pers. sg. and contain the auxiliary saada 'may, 
be allowed to'. For example: 

C: eikö noin saanu tehdä? Wasn't it allowed to do that?' 
(Sa 3.0:288) 

C: eikö ne saa tulla tärnie jos haluaa? 'Can't they come here if they want to?' 
(Me 2.10:243) 

With Neg+kO+V-suggestive questions children propose some mutual activity. 
Suggestive questions are in the passive voice in 1 pers. pl. function, or verb use is 
generic. For example: 

C: eikö sitä voi laulaa? 'Can't we sing?' 
I: — lauletaan sitten kohta. (Tu 2.9:039) 'We'll sing soon.' 

C: eikö panna radio päälle? 'Aren't we going to put the radio on?' 
I: joo. sitte kohta. (Tu 2.9:198) 'Yes. Soon.' 

C: eikö voi ostaa palloja? 'Can't we buy balls?' 
I: pitäs kaupasta ostaa. (Mi 3.3:131) 'We should buy (them) in a store.' 
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With offering Neg+kO+V-questions the child proposes an activity to the listener and 
asks for his or her opinion. The offering questions are in 2 pers. sg., and the only verb in 
these questions is haluta 'want1. For example: 

C: ekkö sä halua enää? Don't you want any more? 
ekkö? Don't you want?' 

I: mitä? 'What?' 
C: ekkö halua ennää kaffia? Don't you want any moie coffee?' 
I: en minä enää jaksa. (Li 2.11:223-24) 'I'm full.' 

Neg+kO+V-introductory questions are used in order to get the interlocutor's attention 
and start up a new subject of conversation. Introductory questions are in 2 pers. sg. and 
contain the verb nähdä 'see'. The introductory question is put either before or after a 
declarative clause containing the new subject of conversation. 

C: eksä nää mikä sen nimi? Don't you see it's name? 
tuon nimi on elefantti. (Me 3.1:323) That's an elephant.' 

C: poliisiauto. 'A police car. 
eksä nää? Don't you see?' 

I: missä? (Ti 3.8:022) meie?' 

Neg+kO+V-questions are sometimes used rhetorically, as interjection-like 
contradictions with which children express displeasure at a situation. No answer is 
expected, and the question is in 3 pers. sg. For example: 

C: eikö voi aueta? 'Can't this be opened?' 
I: ootapas. (Li 2.11:208) 'Wait.' 

C: eikö se mene auki? Doesn't it open? 
— tästä. (Me 2.10:170) Here.' 
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4.2.3 Focused -kO-questions 

The term "focused -kO-question" refers to those -kO-questions in the study where the 
enclitic particle is joined to a different constituent than the verb phrase. 

I have divided the focused -kO-questions in the corpus into two groups, (1) questions 
where the interrogative particle is joined to a noun (Noun+kO) and (2) questions where 
the interrogative particle is joined to an adverb (Adverb+kO). For example: 

(1) 
C: tuotako se syö? (Li 2.7:189) 
C: autoko? (Pe 3.9:119) 
(2) 
C: tuoltako se tulee? (Me 2 .9:088) 

that+kO it eats 'Is it this it eats?' 
car+kO 'A car?' 

from there+kO it come 'Is that where it comes from?' 
C: kohtako tulee levy? (Ti 3.6:134) soon+kO come song 'Isn't a record coming soon?' 

Table 57 presents the acquisition of focused -kO-questions in the Sundsvall corpus. 
The table gives the average acquisition ages and intervals for the three youngest children 
and the number of children using each clausal type. 

Table 57. Acquisition of different focused -kO-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 

Type of question 
Average acquisition age 
for the three youngest 

Acquisition interval for 
the three youngest 

Number of children 
using clause 

-kO in focused questions 
on average 2.3 1.11 -2.10 8 
Noun+kO 2.6 2.0 - 2.10 8 
AdverbfkO 2.9 1.11-3.5 5 
N = 11 

As table 57 shows, focused -kO-questions start being used on average at the age of 2.3, 
and are produced by eight of eleven children in the corpus. Noun+kO-questions start 
being used on average at the age of 2.6, and they are used by eight children. Adverb+kO-
questions show up on average at the age of 2.9, and are produced by five children. 

The distribution of focused -kO-questions in the corpus is presented in appendix 60. 
Noun+kO-questions constitute over 60 % of all focused -kO-questions in the corpus 

and are thus more common than Adverb+kO-questions. Noun+kO-questions occur a 
couple of times during the period 2.0 - 2.5, and their number increases somewhat during 
the. later periods. Adverb+kO-questions are already used once during the period 1.7 -
1.11 and occur more often during the periods 2.6 - 2.11 and 3.6 - 4.1, but are lacking 
during the periods 2.0 - 2.5 and 3.0 - 3.5 (see appendix 60). 

The clause structure of the focused -kO-questions in the corpus is presented in 
appendix 80. 

Most of the focused -kO-questions lack predicates and are thus elliptical. The question 
only contains the focused constituent and perhaps an adverbial phrase (see appendix 80). 
For example: 

C : mistä mennään nyt? 'Where do you go now? 
tästäkö? (Me 2.10:085) £romhere+kO Here ?' 

I: mitä noi vihreet on? 'What are those green ones?' 
C: nääkö? (Ti 3.10:392) these+kO 'These?' 

I: muuten se ottaa vain täältä. — 'Otherwise it only takes from here.' 
C: tuoltako vaan? (Ee 3.8:255) from there+kO only 'Only from there?' 

Complete interrogative clauses which contain a predicate are used a few times during 
different periods (see appendix 80). For example: 

C: tuoko Tipi korjaa? (Ma 2.0B:254) that-acc2+kO Tipi fix 'Is that what Tipi is going to fix?' 
instead of: tuonko Tipi koijaa? that-accl+kO Tipi fix 
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C: tämäkö on kaffîmylly? this+kO is coffee grinder 'Is this the coffee grinder?' 
(Me 2.11:208) 

C: siinäkö se häntä oli? (Li 1.11:413) there+kO it tail was 'Was that where the tail was?' 

Many elliptical focused -kO-questions lack the interrogative particle. For example: 

I: tänne. 'Here.' 
C: tänne? (Me 2.10:106) here+0 'Here?' 

S : tiäkkö voi tehdä ukon siitä. 'Do you know you can make a funny figure from 
that.' 

C : ukon? (Ee 2.11:006) funny fellow+0 'A funny figure?' 

M: mut jos se tonttu katsoo ikkunasta 'But if the elf looks in thro ugh 
sisälle mitä se sillon katsoo? windows what does he look at then?' 

C: tonttu? (Ee 3.8:452) elf+0 The elf?' 

One Noun+kO-question incorrectly contains two interrogative particles: 

C: tuonko tätinkö? (Mi 2.10:441) that+kO lady-+kO That lady's?' 
instead of: tuonko tädin? that+kO lady 
or: tuon tädinkö? that lady+kO 

Vowel harmony in the interrogative particle is lacking a couple of times in Noun+kO-
questions produced by one child: 

C : pellenko? (Ee 3.8:111) clown+ko 'The clown's?' 
instead of: pellenkö? clown+kö 
C: vihreetäko? (Ee 3.8:089) green+ko'Green?' 
instead of: vihreätäkö? green+kö 

The elliptical focused -kO-questions most often function correctly as continuative 
questions in context, i.e. the focused constituent refers to a clausal element in an utterance 
stated prior to the question (see above examples). The focusing is faulty only in one case, 
where the child uses a Noun+kO-question instead of an onko-question: 

I: teit koko palapelin. 
C: joo. 

hienoko? 
instead of: onko se hieno? 
I: on hieno. (Ee 3.8:087) 

'You did the whole puzzle.' 
'Yes. 

nice+kO Is it nice?' 
is+kO it nice 

'Yes, it's nice.' 

In Noun+kO-questions a demonstrative pronoun is most often the subject of focus; a 
pronominal adjective and a personal pronoun are each focused once (see appendix 80). 
For example: 

C: tämäkö? (Me 3.2:440) 
C: tästäkö? (Pe 3.9:191) 
C: tämmönenkö? (Me 2.11:030) 

S : miks sä otat minun? — 
C: minun kans? (Mi 3.5:508) 

this+kO 'This? 
this-elat+kO "From this?' 
this kind+kO 'One of these?' 

'Why are you taking mine (cards)?' 
mine-gen+0 too 'Mine too?' 

Nouns as focused constituents are used a few times from the period 2.6 - 2.11 
onwards. Adjectives and nouns with attributes start being used during the period 3.6 -
4.1 (see appendix 80). For example: 

I: minkäsvärinen kisu tehdään? 
C: kisu? (Ee 2.10:242) 

'What shall we color the cat?' 
cat+0 'The cat?' 
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I: seuraavan nimi on kenguru ja Next we have the kangaroo and the jumping 
hyppivä hiiri. mouse.' 

C: hyppivä hiiri? (Ka 3 .10:086) jumping-attr+mouse+0 'The jumping mouse?' 

I: se asuu siellä kuistilla. — 'It lives there on the veranda.' 
C: tuo hevonen? (Ka 3.10:522) that-attr+horse+0 That horse?' 

I: sitä voi syödä sita kalkkunan lihaa. 'You can eat turkey.' 
C: nuota lintuja? (Ka 4.1:048) those-attr+birds+0 Those birds?' 

One time the interrogative particle in a Noun+kO-question is joined to a postposition 
which is combined with a personal pronoun (see appendix 80): 

C: sinun viereenkö? (Me 2.11:n3) you-gen+beside+kO Next to you?' 

In Adverb+kO-questions a deictic adverb of place is most often focused (see appendix 
80). For example: 

C: tästäkö? (Me 2.10:079) from here+kO 'Here?' 

T: laitatko tuonne? 'Are you going to put it there?' 
C: minne? •Where? 

tänne? here+0 Here?' 
T: siihen reunaan. (Ka 3.8:371) "There on the edge.' 

T: siihen. 'There.' 
C: tähän? here+0 'Here?' 
T: mm. (Ka 3.8:427) 'Mm.' 

Adverbs of manner and time are used in Adverb+kO-questions a few times during the 
last period (see appendix 80). For example: 

I: hänesta on hauskaa saada vetta korviinsa. 'She thinks it's fun to get water in her ears.' 
C: nuonko? (Ka 3.10:544) like that+kO 'Like that?' 

C: näinkö? (Ti 3.8:210) 
C: kohtako tulee levy? (Ti 3.6:134) 

like this+kO Like this?' 
soon+kO come song 'Isn't a record coming soon?' 

The focused -kO-questions are used in the corpus most often as confirmational 
questions, i.e. questions children use to make sure of the reference in a previous 
utterance. For example: 

I: joo. mitähän se syö? 
C: tuotako se syö? (Li 2.7:189) 

I: minäpä olin sairaana. 
C: kotonako? (Ti 3.10:074) 

'Yes. Wonder what it eats.' 
'Is this what it eats?' 

'I was sick.' 
'At home?' 

Most of the elliptical focused -kO-questions can also be viewed as echo questions 
with which the child asks for specification of an utterance (Iivonen & al. 1987: 244; 
Sulkala & Karjalainen 1992: 17-18). For example: 

I: meillä on semmonen hamsteri. 
C: hamsteri? 
I: niin. (Ee 2.11:324) 

I: hänen silmänsä olivat kiinni aivan 
kuin hän olisi nukkunut syvää unta. 

C: tämänkö? 
tämänkö? 

I: Lumikin silmät. (Me 3.5:272-73) 

'We have one of those hamsters.' 
'A hamster?' 

'Yes.' 

'Her eyes were shut as if she had 
slept deeply.' 

'Hers there? 
Hers there?' 

'Snow White's eyes.' 
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M: taas uuestaan ja uuestaan. 'Again and again.' 
C: uuestaan? 'Again?' 
M: niin. (Ti 3.10:181) 'Yes.' 

Completely new information was elicited only once with a focused -kO-question: 

C: joko tämä kohta on loppu? 'Is this over soon?' 
I: kohta loppuu. (Ka 3.10:167) '(It's) soon over.' 
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4.3 -hAn-questions 

The term "-hAn-questions" refers to those yes/no-questions where the enclitic 
interrogative particle -hAn is the lone question marker. If the interrogative clause on the 
other hand contains both the interrogative particles, -kO and -hAn, the question is 
considered to be a -kO-question. 

The -hAn-questions have been divided into (1) neutral -hAn-questions where the 
interrogative particle is joined to a verb and (2) focused -hAn-questions where the 
interrogative particle is joined to the adverb niin 'so'. For example: 

(l) 
C: onhan rotta? (Sa 2.0A:299) is+hAn rat 'It's a rat, isn't it?' 
C: eihän se saa mennä ulos? Neg+hAn it +may+go out 'It's not allowed to go out, is it?' 

(Ma 2.11:067) 
(2) 
C: ettei mittää pääse. 'So that nothing comes out. 

niihän? (Me 2.10:241) so+hAn Right?' 

The neutral -hAn-questions (1) have been divided into (la) onhan-questions, (lb) 
simple V+hAn-questions and (lc) Neg+hAn+V-questions. 

(la) onhan-questions consist of questions where the -hAn is attached to the verb olla 
'be, exist, have', which is most often in 3 pers. sg. present tense on. For example: 

C: siinä on Niinan vehkeitä. 
onhan? 

I: joo. 
C: onhan siinä Niinan vehkeitä? 

I: joo. (Me 3.0:013) 

'Niina's things are there. 
is+hAn Right?' 

'Yes.' 
is+hAn there Niina's things 
"Niina's things are there, aren't they?' 

'Yes.' 

(lb) In a simple V+hAn-question the predicate consists of a different verb than olla 
'be, exist, have' and the verb phrase contains no verb chain: 

C: minä voin syyä mutta nyt minä en halua. 'I can eat but just now I don't want to. 
tulihan seleväks? (Me 3.2:nl6) came+hAn finish-transl Did you understand?' 

(lc) Neg+hAn+V-questions consist of questions where the -hAn is joined to the verb 
of negation ei, and the questions most often also feature one or more verbs. For example: 

C: eihän tuie musiikkia? Neg+kO+come music 'There won't be music, will it?' 
I: ei tuu muuta musiikkia. (An 3.1:277) 'There is no other music.' 

C: eihän tuolleen saa autotiellä tehä? Neg+kO like that +may highway-adess +do 
'You're not allowed to do that on the highway, are you?' 

I: ei. (Me 3.0:043) 'No.' 

The acquisition of the different -hAn-questions in the Sundsvall corpus is presented 
in table 58. The table gives the average acquisition ages and intervals for the three 
youngest children and the number of children using each type of q uestion. The first 
appearances of types of questions used by fewer than three children are given in 
parentheses. 

-hAn-questions start being used on average at the age of 2.5, and are produced by six 
of eleven children in the corpus. Neutral -hAn-questions start being used on average at 
the age of 2.5, and are used by six children, while the focused -hAn-question is only 
produced by one child, at the age of 2.10 (see table 58). 

Of the neutral -hAn-questions, onhan-questions are acquired first, on average at the 
age of 2.6, produced by three children in the corpus. Neg+hAn+V-questions start being 
used on average at the age of 3.0, and are used by four children. The simple V+hAn-
question is produced by only one child, at the age of 3.2 (see table 58). 
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Table 58. Acquisition of different -hAn-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Average acquisition age Acquisition interval for Number of children 

Type of question for the three youngest the three youngest using clause 
-hAn on average 2.5 2.0 - 2.10 6 
In neutral questions on 
average 2.5 2.0 - 2.11 6 
onhan 'Is it?' 2.6 2.0 - 3.0 3 
Neg+hAn+V 3.0 2 .11 -3 .1  4 
Simple V+hAn - (3.2)* 1 
In focused questions - (2.10)* 1 
N = 11 *Used by fewer than three children. 

The use of different -hAn-questions in the corpus is presented in appendix 81. 
-hAn-questions are used only 18 times in the corpus. Most of the -hAn-questions are 

neutral questions. A focused -hAn-question occurs only once in the corpus (see above 
examples) (see appendix 81). 

Of the neutral -hAn-questions, Neg+h An+V-questions and onhan-questions are most 
often used. The onhan-questions start being used during the period 2.0 - 2.5 and 
Neg+hAn+V-questions during the period 2.6 - 2.11. A simple V+hAn-question is only 
used once in the corpus (see above examples) (see appendix 81). 

The onhan- and Neg+hAn+V-questions are used a few times in different clausal 
types in the corpus. We find onhan occurring in equative and characterizing predicative 
clauses, existential clauses and the habitive construction, and it is also used elliptically, 
whereupon the question only contains the interrogative verb onhan (see appendix 81; cf. 
Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 93-97). For example: 

S: suihku. — 'A shower.' 
C: onhan se suihku? is+hAn it shower 'It's a shower, isn't it?' 
I: on. (Me 3.5:406) 'Yes.' 

C: kato täällä se linna. — 'Look here's the palace. 
onhan nätti linna? is+hAn nice palace It's a nice palace, isn't it.' 

I: on. tosi sievä. (Me 3.5:088) 'Yes. Really nice.' 

C: onhan niillä sama huone ku meillä? is+hAn they-adess the same room as we-adess 
'They have the same kind of room as we do, don't they?' 

I: mm. melkein samanlainen. (Me 3.11:038) 'Mm. Almost the same.' 

C: siinä on Niinan vehkeitä. 'Niina's things are there. 
onhan? is+hAn Right?' 

I: joo. 'Yes.' 
C: onhan siinä Niinan vehkeitä? is+hAn there Niina's things 

Niina's things are there, aren't they?' 
I: joo. (Me 3.0:013) 'Yes.' 

The verb olla 'be, exist, have' is most often in 3 pers. sg. present tense on in onhan-
questions (see above examples). The imperfect form in 3 pers. sg. is used once: 

C: kiija. — tämmönen. 'A book. One of these. 
olihan tuommonen palio? was-3sg+hAn that kind ball 

It was that kind of ball, wasn't it?' 
I: joo. pallokirja (Li 2.5:040) 'Yes. A ball book.' 

Neg+hAn+V-questions are most often of the type Neg+hAn+Aux+V where the verb 
of negation is followed by an auxiliary and most often by a nominal form as well (see 
appendix 81). The verb saada 'may, be allowed to' is used as auxiliary. For example: 

C: eihän saa mennä vinnoon? Neg+hAn+may-Aux-stem+go-inf crooked 
'It's not supposed to be crooked, is it?' 

I: ei. (Me 3.0:333) 'No.' 
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C: eihän tuota saa ottaa autotielle? 
Neg+hAn that +may-Aux-stem+take-inf 
highway-all 'You can't take that to the highway, can you?' 

I: ™ ei saa autotiellä hyppiä. (Me 3.0:043) 'You're not supposed to jump on the highway.' 

C: tämä ei saa tehä nui. 'This is not allowed to do that. 
eihän saa? (Tu 3.8:123) Neg+hAn+may-Aux-stem It's not allowed to, is it?' 

Neg+hAn is once combined with the verb olla 'be' and a couple of times with other 
verbs, and even occurs elliptically once, when the question contains only the 
interrogative verb (see appendix 81). For example: 

S: tuoontyhmää. "That's stupid.' 
C: eihän oo tämä tyhmää? Neg+hAn+is-stem this stupid "This isn't stupid, is it?' 

(Me 3.0:138) 
C: eihän tuie musiikkia? Neg+kO+come music "There won't be music?' 
I: ei tuu muuta musiikkia. (An 3.1:277) 'There isn't any other music.' 

C : ei sulla tarvii olla hevosta. 'You don't need the horse.' 
eihän? (Me 3.3:056) Neg+hAn Right?' 

The verb of negation is always in the 3 pers. sg. form ei and is most often used 
generically or in 3 pers. sg. function (see above examples). One time the form ei takes 
the 3 pers. pl. function: 

I: kalat syö lätyt. The fish are eating up the pancakes.' 
C: eihän ne saa nuita? (Tu 3.8:138) Neg-3sg+hAn they get those 

They don't get those ones, do they?' 

The -hAn-questions are always used as confirmational questions in the corpus, with 
which children request confirmation of the proposition stated prior to the question or 
which is part of the question itself. Affirmative questions are expected to receive an 
affirmative answer and negative questions a negative one. 
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4.4 Other yes/no-questions 

The other yes/no-questions in the Sundsvall corpus consist of questions which contain 
the question marker jos 'if or entä jos 'and if and declarative clauses lacking question 
markers. The acquisition and frequencies of {enta) /^-questions and interrogative 
declarative clauses in the corpus is presented in table 49 and appendix 60. 

Questions with the question marker {entä) jos are used by two three-year-olds in the 
corpus. The questions occur only four times in the corpus, first during the period 3.0 -
3.5 (see table 49 and appendix 60). 

All {entä) yay-questions contain a transitive verb and an object. The predicate is in the 
passive with 1 pers. pl.-function. The questions function in context as suggestive 
questions: 

C: entä jos tehdään yks vielä kana? 
and if do-pass another hen 
'And if we were to make another hen?' 

I: ei oo enää. (Mi 3.3:128) "There aren't any (materials) left.' 

C: jos otetaan sama vari? if take-pass the same color 
'And if we were to take the same color?' 

I: ei oteta samaa väriä. (Ka 3.10:639) 'Let's not take the same color.' 

C: jos tehdään tähän yks tassukin? if make-pass here a paw+encl 'L et's make a paw here too.' 
I: joo. (Ka 3.10:700) 'Yes.' 

C: jos ei luketa tätä? if Neg read-pass-stem this'How about not reading this?' 
I: mitä? What?' 
C: ei haluu luketa tätä. (Ka 3.10:199) 'I don't want to read this.' 

Interrogative declarative clauses in the corpus are those complete clauses which lack 
formal question markers, but which in context are used as questions. The clauses contain 
a verb phrase and word order is straight. Prosodie focusing is used in the clauses, but 
the focused constituent is not clause-initial, and thus the questions cannot be understood 
as -kO-questions lacking the interrogative particle. The interrogative character of these 
declarative clauses is made clear by the fact that the child obviously expects a reply from 
the listener. 

Interrogative declarative clauses are used by only one child in the corpus, and the 
questions occur at the ages of 2.5 and 3.8 (see table 49 and appendix 60). The questions 
are used in context as confirmational questions, i.e. the child uses them to confirm an 
understanding about a certain state of affairs: 

I: katsopa kun tästä kulkee laiva niin sillon 'When a boat goes by here they lift 
nostetaan tämä silta ylös. — up this bridge. 
sitten kun laiva on menny niin se When the boat has passed they 
lasketaan alas. lower it again.' 

C: ne EI oo vedessä? they Neg is water-iness'They aren't in the water? 
ei oo? Are they?' 

I: ei autot oo vedessä. (Ee 2.5:404) "The cars aren't in the water.' 

I: siellä on maitoauto. 
C : antaako se maitoa? 
I: joo. sieltä saa ostaa maitoa. 
C: jaha. 

sieltä saa VAIN maitoa? from 
I: joo. sieltä saa ostaa vain maitoa. (Ee 3.8:12 

"There's a milk truck.' 
Does it give milk?' 
'Yes. You can buy milk there.' 
'Aha. 
here get only milk Can you only get milk there?' 
:) 'Yes. You can only buy milk there.' 
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4.5 Interference in yes/no-questions 

The term "interference" refers to those deviations from a language's conventions which 
are due to the influence from another language's lexis, syntax and phonology. Language 
mixing means a blending of elements from two languages within the same utterance, 
without the speaker noticing that the words belong to different languages. The concept of 
code switching refers to a conscious changeover to another language. Code switching 
can be triggered by different causes, among other things by certain words being simpler 
or more common in the one language (Arnberg 1988:42-43; Stedje & Trampe 1978: 25-
30). 

As the children in the Sundsvall corpus live in a bilingual Sweden-Finnish 
environment, it is not unreasonable to assume that the majority language, Swedish, 
influences the linguistic development of the Finnish-speaking children. As previously 
mentioned, my general impression is that the degree of in terference is related to the 
children's supervision. Those children in the corpus cared for at home speak better 
Finnish, while the children attending Swedish-speaking daycare centers who only use 
Finnish when at home show a greater tendency to borrow elements from Swedish. The 
Finnish of the three children cared for at home by their Finnish-speaking mothers is all 
but free from interference, in my view. The six children attending Swedish-speaking 
preschools exhibit varying degrees of interference, while the proportion of interference 
from Swedish increases considerably for two children at the age of three. 

Presented below is the phenomenon of interference in the Sundsvall corpus specific 
to yes/no-questions, divided into morphological, syntactical, lexical and semantical 
categories. Phonological interference has not been studied here (see Stedje & Trampe 
1978: 25-27). 

Interference from Swedish to Finnish specific to yes/no-questions in the corpus is 
very hard to trace, as the interrogative syntax and the use of yes/no-questions largely 
corresponds in both languages. Signs of interference can only be discerned in a small 
number of cases. 

One child constructs a couple of Aux+kO+V-questions which are obviously 
influenced by Swedish. In the one question the -kO- particle is erroneously left out, and 
the verb semantics in both questions is influenced by Swedish: 

C: saa nähä onko siila jalkoja? may+0 see is+kO it-adess legs 
(Me 3.2:022) 'Can (I) see if it has any legs?' 

instead of: saanko katsoa onko siila jalkoja? may-lsg+kO look if it has any legs 
C: saanko nähä onko se nätti? may+kO+see is+kO it nice Can I see if it is nice?' 

(Me 3.2:n5) 
instead of: saanko katsoa onko se nätti? may+kO+look is+kO it nice 

In the use of the auxiliaries osata 'can, be able to' and voida 'can, want to' in 
Aux+kO+V-questions, semantic interference is noted for a few of the children. The 
confusion of these verbs may be caused by the Swedish verb kunna, which is used to 
mean both 'be able to' and 'want to'. 

Four children in the corpus use the auxiliary osata 'be able to' incorrectly to mean 
'want to' instead of the correct verb voida. Only one child in the corpus uses the verb 
osata in Aux+kO+V-questions with the correct meaning 'be able to' as well. For 
example: 

C: osaaksä lukea sen? (Ee 2.9:369) Can (be able to) you read it?' 
instead of: voitko sinä lukea sen? Can (want to) you read it?' 
C: osaakko sä lukea tämän? Can (be able to) you read this?' 

(Mi 3.5:nl) 
instead of: voitko sinä lukea tämän? Can (want to) you read this?' 
C: osaaksä piirtää mulle tommonen? Can (be able to) you draw me one of those?' 

(Ti 3.10:411) 
instead of: voitko piirtää minulle tuommoisen? 'Can (want to) you draw me one of those?' 
C: osaakko taas piirtää? (Li 2.9:197) 'Can (be able to) you draw again?' 
instead of: voitko taas piirtää? 'Can (want to) you draw again?' 
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C: osaanko mennä tästä? 'Can (be able to) I go here?' 
I: minäpä en osaa. — 'I can't.' 
C: näin vain (Li 2.7:425) 'Like this only.' 

It is worth noting that the verb osata in declarative clauses produced by these children 
always carries the correct meaning 'be able to'. For example: 

C : laita tämä mulle ko en mä osaa. 'Put this on me because I can't (not able to).' 
(Li 2.9:457) 

C: mä en osaa maalaa. (Ee 2.10:159) 'I can't (not able to) paint.' 
C: kanat ei osaa lentää. (Mi 3.3:081) 'The hen can't (not able to) fly.' 
C: mä osaan värittää yks poikanen. 'I can (be able to) paint a nesUing.' 

(Ti 3.8:184) 

The fact that the misusage of the verb osata only occurs in questions indicates that we 
are dealing with a semantic interference specific to interrogative clauses. 

Now and again, one child in the corpus uses the auxiliary voida 'can, want to' in 
Aux+kO+V-questions to incorrectly mean 'be able to': 

C: voiko sinä sanoa noin? (Ka 3.10:826) 'Can (want to) you say like tha t?' 
instead of: osaatko sinä sanoa noin? 'Can (be able to) you say like that?' 

However, this misusage of voida meaning 'be able to' also occurs in declarative 
clauses, which is why the misusage in interrogative clauses can't be considered as an 
interference phenomenon specific to interrogative clauses. For example: 

C: Muru vol vain piirtää tällasia lintuja. 
(Ka 3.10:718) 'Crumb can (want to) only draw these kinds of birds.' 

instead of: Muru osaa piirtää vain tällaisia lintuja. 
'Crumb can (be able to) only draw these kinds of birds.' 

Lexical interference in yes/no-questions can only be pinned down for one child in the 
corpus, Mikko, who once uses the Swedish adverb då 'then' as a supplementary adverb 
in a Finnish yes/no-question: 

C : eikö mamma leipä oo jo valmista då? 'Isn't the sandwich finished yet mommy?' 
(Mi 2.10:200) 

Use of då 'then' also occurs in wh-questions produced by Mikko (see section 3.4.7). 
What makes it clear that we are dealing with interference specific to interrogative clauses 
is the fact that he otherwise uses the Finnish adverb sitten 'later', both in declarative 
clauses and yes/no-questions, where the adverb occurs as an adverb of time and not as a 
supplementary one. For example: 

C: minä haluan sitten tuon. 'I want to have that one later.' 
(Mi 3.0:450) 

C: laitanko nää tuonne sitte? 'Shall I put these here later?' 
(Mi 3.5:494) 

An overview of interference phenomena specific to yes/no-questions in the corpus is 
presented in table 59. 
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Table 59. Interference specific to yes/no-questions in the Sundsvall corpus* 
Type of interference, 
child Morphological-syntactic Semantic Lexical 
Liisa X 
Sanna 
Mari 
Eero X 
Tuomo 
Antti 
Meiju X X 
Mikko X X 
Timo X 
Pekka 
Kaiia 
*x = Interference occurs. 

As table 59 shows, some form of interference specific to yes/no-questions from 
Swedish is evinced by five of eleven children in the corpus. Cases of interference are 
however very sporadic even among these five children, traceable only in a small number 
of questions. 
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4.6 Yes/no-questions in discourse functions 

In pragmatics one distinguishes between different discourse functions depending on how 
the clauses are used in the speech act. Each discourse function has a favorite clausal type 
in the language. Interrogative utterances are most often formed as interrogative clauses, 
and the primary discourse function of these clauses is to pose a question. Each clausal 
type can also contain some extra illocutionary nuances, however, with the result that the 
clause is used in a secondary discourse function (Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 260-61; 
Matihaldi 1979: 28-29). 

The primary discourse function in an interrogative clause in Finnish is its use as a 
question. With a genuine yes/no-question the speaker wants to elicit information about 
the referent to whom the question refers. For example: 

Oliko sinulla niin paljon rahaa? Did you have so much money?' 
Tuleeko Matti huomenna? 'Is Matti coming tomorrow?' 
Osaako Mirja leikkiä? 'Can Miija play?' 
Etkö sinä pelkää? 'Aren't you scared?' 
Se on meduusa, eikö niin? 'It's a medusa, right?' 
Te asutte tässä sisarenne kanssa? 'You live here with your sister?' 

- Tuie, lähdetään. 'Come on, let's go.' 
- Meillekö? 'Home?' 

Interrogative clauses are also used in a few secondary discourse functions. In an 
expressive discourse function we find rhetorical questions, questions of wondering and 
interjections. The boundaries between these are fuzzy, but common to all expressive 
interrogative clauses is that they express an attitude, e.g. surprise, confusion or 
indignation, and that they aren't supposed to be answered. For example: 

Onko sopivampaa hetkeä kuin tämä? 'Is there a better time than this?' 
Eikö sieltä tuie isäntä itse? 'Isn't that the master of the house himself coming?' 
Klovniko surisi vaimoaan? Would a clown mourn his wife?' 

A yes/no-question can also be used secondarily in an imperative discourse function, 
in suggestions and requests and as introductory questions aimed at getting the listener's 
attention. For example: 

Suljetko sen oven? 'Close the door, will you ?' 
Voitteko sanoa esimerkkejä? 'Can you give examples?' 
Ettekö voisi tehdä jotakin? 'Couldn't you possibly do something?' 
Saanko minä lukea esitelmäsi? May I read the paper (you wrote)?' 
Tiedätkös sinä mitä: sinä rakastat miestäsi. 'Do you know what: you love your husband.' 

(Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 285-88; Kangasniemi 1991: 130-34, 136, 224-27, 229-
30, 236-41; Matihaldi 1979: 149-53, 171-74,182-86; Yli-Vakkuri 1986: 227-28). 

Piaget (1973) divides child language into a social discourse function and an egocentric 
discourse function. A child uses language socially when it directs its speech at an 
interlocutor, whereas egocentric discourse isn't directed at anybody. Egocentric speech 
occurs when a child is alone and carries on a monologue with itself, but also in social 
situations with other persons around. The latter method of application is called by Piaget 
collective monologue. In a collective monologue the child is aware of the presence of 
others but doesn't seem to care if anyone really hears or understands what it is saying. 
The interlocutor functions in a collective monologue as a stimulant, but his or her 
viewpoints have no meaning for the child (Piaget 1973: 12). 

According to Piaget children most often use questions in conversational situations, 
where they expect that their questions will be answered. A relatively large amount of the 
children's interrogative utterances are in fact not directed at the interlocutor; the child 
doesn't seem to expect any reply, but answers its own question or leaves it hanging. 
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Piaget doubts whether these utterances can be considered as questions. According to 
him, this kind of egocentric use of the interrogative is very common among children at 
the age of three (Piaget 1973: 13, 26). 

Berninger & Garvey (Berninger & Garvey 1981, 1982; Garvey 1975) and James & 
Seebach (1982) have studied the use of interrogative clauses in different pragmatic 
functions by English-speaking children. Berninger & Garvey's studies consist of 
language samples in conversational situations involving in all 36 pairs of children 
between the ages of 2.10 and 5.7, and James & Seebach's study presents the use of 
interrogative clauses by 24 children at the ages of 2 - 5 years (Berninger & Garvey 1981: 
288; Berninger & Garvey 1982: 158; Garvey 1975: 43-44; James & Seebach 1982: 3). 

Berninger & Garvey distinguish ten different functions for yes/no-questions among 
the English-speaking children in their studies (Berninger & Garvey: 1981: 300-301; 
Berninger & Garvey 1982: 159). These functions are: 

(1) Repetition of an earlier question. 
e.g. : -Do I need a lunchbox really ? -Huh ? -Do I really need a lunchbox? 
(2) Requests for information, e.g.: They didn't put a hole anywhere to keep our good 
stuff in, right? 
(3) Requests for permission, e.g.: I'll drive, OK?, Cani see it? 
(4) Suggestions, e.g.: You want to play mothers and fathers? 
(5) Requests for attention, e.g.: Do you know what? 
(6) Indirect requests for action, e.g.: Can you hand me that? 
(7) Requests for compliance, e.g.: Pretend you're driving in your truck, OK? 
(8) Requests for agreement, e.g.: We're going to save this, aren't we? 
(9) Testing, e.g.: -Anyway, do they have a hospital in here? -Huh? -They don't have 
a hospital here. 
(10) Noticing a missing response, e.g.: I go somewhere with the phone. Okay? 

James & Seebach (1982: 4) divide these pragmatic functions into three categories: 
information-seeking questions, conversational questions and directive questions. 
Information-seeking questions are considered to be questions with which the child 
requests new information. The term "conversational questions" refers to questions 
dealing with the initiation of a verbal interaction. Directive questions include those 
questions with which the child asks the listener to act or asks for permission to act on its 
own. 

Most of the yes/no-questions in James & Seebach's study (52 %) are used in the 
information-seeking function. The next most common function is the directive function 
(41 %), while conversational questions occur more rarely (7 %). The proportion of 
yes/no-questions in different functions changes however as the children grow older. The 
youngest children in the study use yes/no-questions solely as information questions, but 
the percentage of information questions decreases constantly as the children grow older. 
Directive questions start being used in the study by children at the age of three, and their 
percentage increases constantly with age. Conversational questions are only produced by 
three- and foUr-year-olds in the study, for some reason lacking among the two- and five-
year-olds (James & Seebach 1982: 5). 

Hekken and Roelofsen (1982) have studied the use of the interrogative by Dutch-
speaking children between the ages of 5 and 11. The number of children in the study is 
76. Hekken & Roelofsen divide the discourse functions for the children's yes/no-
questions into three groups, (1) questions which are used in order to elicit information or 
knowledge, (2) questions which are used in order to influence the interlocutor and (3) 
feedback questions. This last group is not presented in any detail by Hekken & 
Roelofsen (Hekken & Roelofsen 1982: 449-50). 

Information questions constitute 51 % of all yes/no-questions, and are the most 
frequently used interrogatives in all age groups in Hekken & Roelofsen's study. The 
percentage of influencing questions is 30 % and feedback questions constitute 19 %. The 
percentage of information questions in the study increases with the children's age, to the 
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disadvantage of influencing questions, the most frequent functional group among the 
youngest children (Hekken & Roelofsen 1982: 450, 452). Hekken & Roelofsen's study 
thus directly contradicts James & Seebach's results, where the percentage of information 
questions decreases as the children grow older. 

Yes/no-information questions are divided by Hekken & Roelofsen into the following 
groups (Hekken & Roelofsen 1982: 451): 

(1) Questions about the social world: 
- Questions about a person's inner state, e.g.: Do you like it here? 
- Questions about social rules, e.g.: May we play with clay on the table? 
- Questions about a person's behavior, conditions of ownership or other facts. 
e.g.: Do you have a bicycle? 
(2) Questions about the physical world: 
- Questions about facts and laws, e.g.: Do they go together? 

Yes/no-questions which are used in order to influence others in the discourse 
situation are divided by Hekken & Roelofsen into the following functional groups 
(ibid).: 

- Attention-getting questions, e.g.: Do you know... ? 
- Questions with which children ask for permission, e.g.: May I have that? 
- Questions seeking agreement, suggestions in question form, e.g.: Shall we play 
with dolls? 
- Questions soliciting instructions, e.g.: Should we take that doll with us? 

Halme's (1984) study of the Oulu corpus divides discourse functions for the yes/no-
questions of Finnish-speaking children into information questions, confirmational 
questions and influencing questions. 

The term "information questions" in Halme's study refers to yes/no-questions with 
which the child wants to obtain new information about a referent. The term 
"confirmational questions" has been used by Menn (1978), whom Halme follows. 
Confirmational questions in Halme's study consist of questions with which the child 
asks the interlocutor to confirm its own understanding of a referent. As for the definition 
of influencing questions, Halme largely follows Hekken & Roelofsen's (1982) division. 
Most of the yes/no-questions in the Oulu corpus, 51 %, are used as confirmational 
questions, the percentage of information questions is 38 %, and influencing questions 
constitute 11 % (Halme 1984: 77-89; Kaijalainen 1986: 27-32). 

Children in the Sundsvall corpus use yes/no-questions in several of the above-mentioned 
discourse functions. I have divided the discourse functions for yes/no-questions in the 
corpus into four main categories. These are (1) an information-eliciting function, (2) a 
directive function, (3) a conversational function and (4) an expressive function. 
Similarly, the respective questions are called information-eliciting questions, directive 
questions, conversational questions and expressive questions. 

(1) With information-eliciting questions children seek information about a relevant 
referent. The information-eliciting questions have been divided into (la) questions which 
are used in social discourse and (lb) questions which are used in collective monologue. 

(la) Social information questions are those questions which are posed in a social 
situation; the child directs them at an interlocutor and expects them to be answered. A 
social information question most often refers to new information, but is also used in 
order to elicit a specification or a continuation of what was previously said, or, too, as a 
confirmation of information to which the child is already privy. All types of yes/no-
questions are used as information questions in social discourse except {enta) jos-
questions (cf. Berninger & Garvey 1981: 300-1; James & Seebach 1982: 4). For 
example: 
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I: se on mun rahapussi. 
C: onko TÄMÄ sun? 
I: on. muistikiija. (Li 2.11:337) 

C: itkeekö tämä? 
I: joo. itkee se. (Mi 2.10:342) 

C: voiko tällä taikoa? 
I: voi. (Me 3.9:158) 

C: ekkö sää pelaa? 
S : en. (Me 3.2:n4) 

C: joko tämä kohta on loppu? 
I: kohta loppuu. (Ka 3.10:167) 

'It's my wallet.' 
'Is this yours?' 

'Yes. The notepad.' 

'Is this one crying?' 
'Yes. He's crying.' 

'Can you do magic with this?' 
'You can.' 

'Aren't you going to play?' 
'No.' 

'Is this over soon?' 
'Soon it'll be over.' 

Many social information questions in the corpus can also be called confirmational 
questions, since they refer to a contextually known referent (cf. Halme 1984: 90; 
Karjalainen 1986: 29-30). The difference between a confirmational question and a 
question which refers to a new referent is often hard to discern, however, as not all 
contexts lend themselves to easy interpretation, and therefore confirmational questions 
have not been distinguished as an independent functional group in this study. In many 
cases, however, yes/no-questions are used with obvious confirmational intent. 

Children most often use confirmational questions in order to be sure about the truth 
of a proposition stated prior to the question- or in order to check the reference of a 
previous utterance (cf. Halme 1984: 90). Answers to this kind of question can be either 
affirmative or negative. For example: 

C: kello. 'A watch.' 
M: juu. — 'Yes.' 
C: se onko kello? 'Is it a watch?' 
M: — on. (Li 1.7:094) 'Yes.' 

I: en minä osaa sitä. 'I can't.' 
C: ekkö? (Li 2.7:418) 'Can't you?' 

I: ei tuu tuolta nauhalta musiikkia. — 'There's no music on that 
toiselta nauhalta. — tape. (But) on another tape.' 

C: tuoltako se tulee? "Is that where it comes from?' 
I: niin. tuolta teidän nauhalta. (Me 2.9:088) 'Yes. On your tape.' 

M: on laitettu semmonen suoja kato siihen. 

C : ettei mittää pääse. 
niihän? (Me 2.10:241) 

C: onhan nätti linna? 
I: on. tosi sievä. (Me 3.5:088) 

C : tämä ei saa tehä nui. 
eihän saa? (Tu 3.8:123) 

'One of those protective devices has been put there, 
you see.' 
'So that nothing comes out. 

Right?' 

It's a nice palace, isn't it.' 
'Yes. Really nice.' 

'This is not allowed to do that. 
It isn't allowedto, is it?' 

I: sieltä saa ostaa maitoa. 'You can buy milk there.' 
C: jaha. 'Aha. 

sieltä saa VAIN maitoa? You can only get milk?' 
I: joo. sieltä saa ostaa vain maitoa. (Ee 3.8:122) 'Yes. You can only buy milk there.' 

Sometimes children use confirmation questions to solicit praise for their 
accomplishments and expect an affirmative answer. For example: 

C: onko hyvää kaffia? 'Is it good coffee?' 
I: on hyvää. (Li 2.9:267) 'Yes, it's good.' 
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C: onko hieno pulkka Antti rakentanu? 'Did Antti build a nice sled?' 
I: oot rakentanu pulkan! (An 3.1:134) 'My but you've built a sled!' 

Many focused -kO-questions which are used as confirmational questions can also be 
called echo questions (see Iivonen & al. 1987: 244; Sulkala & Kaijalainen 1992:17-18). 
For example: 

I: meillä on semmonen hamsteri. 'We have one of those hamsters.' 
C: hamsteri? 'A hamster?' 
I: niin. (Ee 2.11:324) 'Yes.' 

M: taas uuestaan ja uuestaan. 'Again and again.' 
C: uuestaan? 'Again?' 
M: niin. (Ti 3.10:181) 'Yes.' 

(lb) I also consider as information questions those questions which in Piaget's 
terminology can be thought of as belonging to a collective monologue. The questions in a 
collective monologue have in my opinion an obviously genuine interrogative character, 
despite them not being directed at an interlocutor. The child asks itself the question and 
either answers it or changes the subject of conversation without further ado. All types of 
neutral -kO-questions are used in collective monologue (cf. Piaget 1973: 12, 26). For 
example: 

C: onko tässä kaksi piikkiä? 'Are there two quills here? 
on kaksi piikkiä. (Sa 2.11:370) Yes, there are two quills.' 

C: löydänkö mä sen kettukirjan vaikka? 'Can I find the fox book, for example? 
semmonen. meillä on semmonen kiija. (Ma 3.0:344) One of these. We have one of these books.' 

C: osaanko mennä tästä? 'Can I go here? 
--- näin vain. (Li 2.7:425) Only like this.' 

C: eikö ookaan kissa hy vä? eikö ookaan? 'Isn't the cat clever? Isn't it?' 
I: eikö ookaan? mm. (Li 2.9:178) 'Isn't it? Mm .' 

Liisa at the age of 2.0 carries on a long collective monologue containing one yes/no-
question. In her monologue she recounts an episode when she got lost in the 
playground. However, Liisa doesn't direct her speech at the interlocutor but talks to 
herself: 

C: ku sitten illalla papan kans. 
mennään sanloonaan mamman kans. 
se tekkee. ei saa leikkiä hepan kans 
sillon, ku äiti sanoo kun on leikkiny. 
äiti! äiti! minä haluun huua äiti. 
tuu hakkeen! missä minä oon? 
tuu hakkeen! ja kun sitten. 
mennäänkö sitten ostamaan? Shall 
sitte mennään tuonne ettiin. 
mitä siellä on? tuu hakkeen minä huuan 
(Li 2.0:420-47) 

'When we then on in the evening with daddy. 
Go to the sandbox with mommy. 
She does. Mustn't play with the horse then. 
For mommy says because have played. 
Mommy! Mommy! I want to shout for 
mommy. Come and get me! Where am I? 
Come and get me! And when later. 

we go and shop later? 
Then we go there in order to search. 
What's that there? 
Come and get me I shout.' 

(2) Directive questions in the corpus include the questions with which children start 
up a new action in the discourse situation (cf. Berninger & Garvey 1981: 301; Hekken & 
Roelofsen 1982: 451). They have been divided into (2a) suggestions, (2b) offers and 
(2c) requests. 

(2a) Suggestive questions are yes/no-questions with which the child proposes an 
activity for the participants in the discourse situation, or for itself only. Suggestive 
questions in the corpus include simple V+kO-, Aux+kO+V-, Neg+kO+V- and (enta) jos-
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questions. The most common verbs in suggestive questions are katsoa 'look' and lukea 
'read' and the verb is most often in the passive. For example: 

C: katotaanko tätä? 'Shall we look at this? ' 
I: luetaan vaan. (Ma 2.2:141) 'We can do that.' 

C: voiko lukea sohvassa? 'Can we read on the sofa?' 
I: — joo. (Mi 3.3:385-86) 'Yes.' 

C: eikö panna radio päälle? 'Aren't we going to put the radio on?' 
I: joo. sitte kohta. (Tu 2.9:198) 'Yes. Soon.' 

C: entä jos tehdään yks vielä kana? 'And if we were to make anoth er hen?' 
I: ei oo enää. (Mi 3.3:128) 'There aren't any (materials) left.' 

(2b) With offering-questions the children offer the interlocutor an object or a service 
and ask for the interlocutor's opinion. In offering-questions simple V+kO-, Aux+kO+V-
and Neg+kO+V-questions are used. The verb is always haluta 'want'. For example: 

C: haluatko tämän? Do you want to have this?' 
I: joo. (Li 2.9:370) 'Yes.1 

C: haluukko sinä kans syyä? T>o you also want to eat?' 
I: en minä. kun minä syön sitten kotona. (Mi 3.5:673) 'No. I'll e at at home later.' 

C: ekkö halua ennää kaffia? "Don't you want any more coffee?' 
I: en minä enää jaksa. (Li 2.11:223-24) 'I'm full.' 

(2c) Request-questions in the corpus are considered to be those yes/no-questions 
with which children ask the interlocutor to act or for instructions or permission to act on 
their own. Requests for action or instructions involve the use of simple V+kO-questions, 
Aux+kO+V-questions and Neg+kO+V-questions. For example: 

C: lueksää tään kirjan? 'Are you going to read this book?' 
I: oota vähän. (Me 3.5:176) 'Wait a little.' 

C: voiksä tällä piirtää norsun? 'Can you draw an elephant with this?' 
I: joo. (Sa 2.4:239) 'Yes.' 

C: ekkö luje täältä? (Mi 3.3:908) 'Aren't you going to read here?' (The I. starts to read). 

C: pannaanko sit kiinni se? Do you close it afterwards?' 
I: — sitten. (Ee 3.3:101) 'Later.' 

C: pitääkö kans klistrata? Do we have to paste it too.' 
I: liimata pitää myös. joo. (Ka 4.1:519) 'You also have to paste. Yes.' 

C: eikö noin saanu tehdä? (Sa 3.0:288) 'Were you not allowed to do that?' 

In requests for permission we only find Aux+kO+V- and Neg+kO+V-questions. The 
auxiliary saada 'may, be allowed to' is always used here. For example: 

C: saanko mä pelata näillä? May I play with these here?' 
I: saat pelata. (Sa 2.9:013) 'Yes you may.' 

C: enkö minä saa syyä banaania? 'Can't I eat a banana?' 
I: haluaisitko sinä banaania? (Mi 3.0:446) 'Would you like to have a banana?' 

(3) Yes/no-conversational questions in the corpus consist of questions which I call 
introductory questions but which also could be called attention-getting questions (cf. 
Berninger & Garvey 1981: 301; Hekken & Roelofsen 1982: 451). Introductory 
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questions are used to get the interlocutor's attention, and at the same time introduce a 
new subject of conversation. Introductory questions in the corpus come in the form of 
simple V+kO-, Aux+kO+V- and Neg+kO+V-questions. For example: 

C: ookko kattonu? Did you see? 
täällä on paljon laivoja. (Mi 2.10:078) How many boats there are here?' 

C: haluuksä nähä? Do you want to see?' 
I: joo. 'Yes.' 
C: tossa on isi. isi-Barbapapa. (Me 3.1:nll) 'Hereis daddy. Daddy-Barbapapa.' 

C: eksä nää mikä sen nimi? 'Can't you see what it's called? 
tuon nimi on elefantti. (Me 3.1:323) It's called an elephant.' 

(4) Expressive yes/no-questions in the corpus comprise questions used rhetorically, 
i.e. they are not supposed to be answered. Expressive questions reveal a certain attitude, 
either positive or negative, to a state of affairs (see Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979: 286, 
292-93; Matihaldi 1979: 29, 182-86). I have divided the expressive questions into (4a) 
interjections and (4b) contradictions. 

(4a) Interjections in the corpus are often marked by a raised voice, quick tempo and 
high degree of intensity. Despite the interrogative syntax, interjectional clauses are not 
supposed to be answered, being but a means to express, say, surprise or wonder. 
Interjections in the corpus most often are onko-questions, and now and again a simple 
V+kO-question. For example: 

I: katopa. tämmöset lasten varit. — 'Look. Some kiddie colors.' 
C: onko ne SEMMOSIA kyniä? 'Is it those kinds of pens?' 
I: joo. nämä on semmosia lasten kyniä. (Ee 2.10:166) 'Yes. These are some of those children's pens.' 

C: mitä? What? 
onko täällä vieläki? (Pe 3.7:325) Is there more here?' 

C: toiksä sen pikkuviulun? Did you come with the little violin?' 
M: kerrotteks te kuka on antanu tän viulun? 'Are you going to tell who gave away this 

(Sa 3.7:437) violin?' 

(4b) With a contradiction the child expresses displeasure at a situation. Contradictions 
in the corpus only involve Neg+kO+V-questions. For example: 

C: eikö voi aueta? 'Can't this be opened?' 
I: ootapas. (Li 2.11:208) 'Wait.' 

C: eikö se mene auki? 'Aren't you allowed to open it? 
---tasta. (Me2.10:170) Here.' 

Appendix 82 presents the use of different yes/no-questions in the different discourse 
functions in the corpus. A specification of the directive questions is presented at the 
bottom of the appendix. Most of the yes/no-questions in the corpus are used as 
information questions. Social information questions constitute 51 % of all yes/no-
questions in the corpus, and the percentage of questions in collective monologue is 2 %. 
Directive questions make up in all 35 % of the yes/no-questions. Among these it would 
seem that suggestive questions are the most frequent, while requests and offers are used 
less often. Interjectional or contradictory yes/no-questions show up only a few times in 
the corpus (see appendix 82). 

Table 60 presents the order of acquisition for the above-mentioned discourse functions of 
yes/no-questions in the Sundsvall corpus. The table gives the average acquisition ages 
and intervals for the three youngest children and the number of children using questions 
in each function. 
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Average acq. age for the Acq. interval for the 
UA WA^/UÜ 

Number of children 
three youngest Discourse function three youngest using clause 

1.10 Information- 1.7 - 2.0 11 
eliciting 

1.10 in social discourse 1.7 - 2.0 11 
2.7 in collective monologue 2.0 - 3.0 6 
2.0 Directive 2.0 - 2.0 10 
2.0 Suggestions 2.0 - 2.0 10 
2.7 Requests for action 2.4 - 2.9 9 
2.8 Requests for permission 2.7 - 2.10 9 
3.0 Requests for instructions 2.11 - 3.1 7 
3.1 Offers 2.9 - 3.5 5 
3.0 Conversational 2.10 - 3.3 6 
3.0 Introductory questions 2.10 - 3.3 6 

2.10 Expressive 2.10 - 2.11 6 
2.11 Contradiction 2.10 - 3.0 3 
3.1 Interjection 2.10 - 3.3 5 

N = 11 

The first discourse function exhibiting yes/no-questions in the corpus is the 
information-eliciting function. The first information questions occur in social discourse. 
They start being used on average at the age of 1.10 and are produced by all eleven 
children in the corpus (see table 60). 

Yes/no-information questions in collective monologue start being used considerably 
later, on average at the age of 2.7 and by six children. As a matter of comparison, the 
reader may remember that wh-questions in collective monologue and social discourse 
start being used at the same time, and that the use of wh-questions in collective 
monologue begins very early on in the corpus (see table 42 and 60). I have yet to find a 
reason for this glaring contrast in the use of yes/no-questions and wh-questions in 
collective monologue. 

The use of directive yes/no-questions in the corpus begins relatively early, on average 
at the age of 2.0. The first directive questions consist of suggestive questions. They start 
being used on average at the age of 2.0 and are produced by ten children in the corpus 
(see table 60). 

The other directive yes/no-questions appear much later. Requests for action start 
being used on average at the age of 2.7 and requests for permission at the age of 2.8. 
Both functions are produced by nine children. Requests for instructions start being used 
on average at the age of 3.0, and are produced by seven children. Offering-questions 
start being used on average at the age of 3.1 and are produced by five children (see table 
60). 

Yes/no-introductory questions are acquired on average at the age of 3.0, and are 
produced by six children. The use of contradictory questions commences on average at 
the age of 2.11 and that of inteijectional questions at the age of 3.1, and these questions 
are produced by three and five children respectively (see table 60). 

Appendix 83 presents the use of yes/no-questions in different discourse functions 
across different periods in the corpus. 

During the period 1.7 - 1.11 yes/no-questions are used only as information 
questions. During the period 2.0 - 2.5 the use of yes/no-questions as suggestions 
begins, as does that of requests for action. Yes/no-questions start being used in the other 
discourse functions during the period 2.6 - 2.11 (see appendix 83). 

The proportion of yes/no-questions in different discourse functions varies during 
different periods in the corpus. The percentage of information questions decreases 
constantly from the first period onwards, only to nudge upwards during the last period. 
The percentage of directive questions increases from period 2.0 - 2.5 up through period 
3.0 - 3.5 but drops off at the end. The proportion of introductory questions is low during 
periods 2.6 - 2.11 and 3.0 - 3.5 but their use increases considerably during the last 
period. Interjection and contradictions are only rarely used from the period 2.6 - 2.11 
onwards (see appendix 83). 
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4.7 Syntactic overview 

Table 61 presents a detailed order of acquisition for yes/no-questions in the Sundsvall 
corpus. The table gives the periods, the average acquisition ages and intervals for the 
three youngest children and the number of children using each question. The first 
appearances of question types produced by fewer children than three are given in 
parentheses at the bottom of the table. The table is only valid for correctly used types of 
questions. 

Table 61. A detailed order of acquisition for yes/no-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Period, average Acquisition interval for the three 

acquisition age for the Type of question youngest, number of children using 
three youngest clause 
1.7 - 1.11 Interval n 

-kO in neutral questions on 
1 .10  average 1.7 - 2.0 11 
1 . 10  onko on average 1.7 - 2.0 11 
1.10 onko in equative clauses 1.7 - 2.0 10 

2.0 - 2.5 
2 . 0  Simple V+kO on average 2.0 - 2.0 11 

-kO in focused questions on 
2 . 3  average 1.11 -2.9 8 
2.5 onko in existent, or intrans, clauses to

 
'to

 
to

 
vo

 

10 
2.5 onko in the habitive construction 2.0-2.11 8 
2 . 5  Aux+kO+V on average 2.4 - 2.7 10 
2 . 5  -hAn on average 2.0 - 2.10 6 
2.5 -hAn in neutral questions 2.0 - 2.11 6 

2.6 - 2.11 
2.6 voida 'can* in Aux+kO+V 2.4-2.10 8 
2 . 6  Neg+kO+V on average 2.3 - 2.8 10 
2.6 Noun+kO 2.0 - 2.10 8 
2.6 onta-questions 2.0 - 3.0 3 
2.7 onko in characterizing clauses 2.3 - 2.9 7 
2.7 Simple Neg+kO+V 2.3 - 2.9 9 
2.8 saada 'may' in Aux+kO+V 2.7 - 2.10 9 
2.8 Neg+kO+o/e 2.5 - 2.10 6 
2.9 onko in the /?wM/-construction 2.2 - 3.3 4 
2.9 Adverb+kO 1.11-3.5 5 
2.10 Neg+kO+Aux+V 2.9-2.11 6 
2.11 Neg+kO-ellipses 2.7 - 3.1 3 

3.0 - 3.5 
3.0 Neg+hAn+V 2.11-3.1 4 
3.1 haluta 'want' in Aux+kO+V 2.11 -3.3 5 
3.2 pitaa, täytyä 'should, must' 

in Aux+kO+V 2.11 - 3.8 3 
3.6 - 4.1 

- Aux+kO-ellipses (2.5, 2.9)* 2 
- (enta) jos 'and if (3.3, 3.10)* 2 
- Interr. declarative clauses (2.5)* 1 
- osata 'be able to' in Aux+kO+V (2.7)* 1 
- panna 'put' in Aux+kO+V (2.7)* 1 
- -hAn in focused questions (2.10)* 1 
- Simple V+hAn (3.2)* 1 
- meinata 'intend to' in Aux+kO+V (3.8)* 1 

N = 11 *Used by fewer than three children. 

Yes/no-questions start being used in the corpus on average at the age of 1.10, and are 
produced by all eleven children in the corpus (see table 61). 

The first yes/no-questions in the corpus are neutral -kO-questions, i.e. questions 
where the enclitic interrogative particle -kO is joined to a verb. During the period 1.7 -
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1.11 only onko-questions are used in the corpus, i.e. questions where the interrogative 
particle -kO is attached to the verb olla 'be, exist, have'. Onfco-questions are acquired on 
average at the age of 1.10 and are used by all children in the corpus (see table 61). 

The earliest ön&o-questions are equative clauses, i.e. clauses which contain two 
nominal phrases of which the one is the subject and the other an identifying complement 
. Equative 0«£ö-questions start being used on average at the age of 1.10, and are 
produced by ten children (see table 61). For example: 

C: se onko kello? (Li 1.7:094) it-subj is+kO watch 'Is it a watch?' 
C: onko se Babar-norsu? is+kO it-subj Babar-elephant-compl 

(Ma 2.0A: 183) 'Is it Babar the elephant?' 

During the period 2.0 - 2.5 the use of simple V+kO-questions, focused -kO-
questions, Aux+kO+V-questions and -hAn-questions begins, and öw&o-questions start 
being used in new clausal types (see table 61). 

Simple V+kO-questions consist of interrogative clauses with a different verb than olla 
as predicate and no verb chains. Simple V+kO-questions start being used on average at 
the age of 2.0, produced by all children in the corpus (see table 61). The verb phrase in 
the earliest simple V+kO-questions is in the passive which is used in the 1 pers. pl. 
function. Other verb forms start being used later. For example: 

otetaanko tämä? (Ma 2.0B.294) take-pass+kO this 'Shall we take t his?' 
luketaanko tämä? (Sa 2.0B:359) read-pass+kO this 'Shall we read this?' 
tuliko paloauto? (Ee 2.5:425) came-3sg+kO fire engine Did a fire engine come?' 
piirräkkö nenän? (Li 2.7:294) draw-2sg+kO nose 'Are you going to draw the nose?' 

Focused -kO-questions comprise interrogative clauses where the interrogative particle 
-kO is joined to a noun or adverb. The use of focused -kO-questions begins on average 
at the age of 2.3, in all by eight children in the corpus. Focused questions of th e type 
Noun+kO start being used at the average age of 2.6, and are produced by eight children. 
Questions of the type Adverb+kO appear on average at the age of 2.9 and are used by 
five children (see table 61). For example: 

C: tuotako se syö? (Li 2.7:189) that+kO it eats 'Is that what it eats?' 

I: minkäsvärinen kisu tehdään? 'What color shall we use for the cat?' 
C: kisu? (Ee 2.10:242) cat+0'The cat?' 

C: siinäkö se häntä oli? (Li 1.11:413) there+kO it tail was 'Was that where the tail was?' 

I: täältä alotetaan. — tuosta. 'You start here. There.' 
C: tästäkö? (Me 2.10:079) from here+kO'Here?' 

At the average age of 2.5 onko starts being used in existential or intransitive clauses 
and in the habitive construction. These types of questions are produced by ten and eight 
children respectively in the corpus (see table 61). Existential and intransitive onko-
questions contain a nominal phrase as subject and most often an adverbial phrase. The 
onko-habitive construction has two nominal phrases, one being the habitive adverbial 
and the other the subject. For example: 

onko siinä hius? (Sa 2.2:019) is+kO there a hair 'Is there a hair there?' 
onko se siellä? (Li 2.3:353) is+kO that 'Is it there?' 
onko sulla tommoset? is+kO you-adess-hab.advl those kinds-subj 
(Me 2.11:348) Do you have some of those?' 

Aux+kO+V-questions also start being used on average at the age of 2.5. Aux+kO+V-
questions are interrogative clauses which contain an auxiliary and most often an infinitive 
verb form. Aux+kO+V-questions are produced by ten children in all (see table 61). 
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The earliest auxiliary in Aux+kO+V-questions is voida 'can' which starts being used 
on average at the age of 2.6 and are produced by eight children (see table 61). For 
example: 

C: voiko maistaa? (Ee 2.5:203) can-Aux+kO+taste-inf 'Can you taste it?' 
C: voikko sä lukee ny? (Li 2.11:212) can+kO you +read-inf now 'Can you read now?' 

The use of saada 'may, be allowed to' in Aux+kO+V-questions begins on average at 
the age of 2.8; such questions are produced by nine children (see table 61). For example: 

C : saako tähän panna? (Sa 2.7:117) may+kO here +put-inf 'Is it allowed to put it here?' 
C: saako siinä istua? (Mi 2.10:236) may+kO there +sit-inf 'Is it allowed to sit there?' 

The auxiliary haluta 'want' starts being used on average at the age of 3.1 and is 
produced by five children. One or the other of the synonyms pitää and täytyä 'should, 
must' appears at the average age of 3.2; together these are used by three children in the 
corpus (see table 61). For example: 

haluakko syyä? (Li 2.11:144) want+kO+eat-inf 'Do you want to eat?' 
haluuksä nähä? (Me 3.1:n8) want+kO+you+see-inf 'Do you want to see?' 
pitääkö laittaa? (Ma 3.0:065) should+kO+put-inf 'Do you have to put it?' 
täytyykö pitää näin? (Ka 3.8:276) should+kO+hold-inf like this 

Do you have to hold on like this?' 

The auxiliary osata 'be able to' is used correctly semantically by one child from the 
age of 2.7 onwards, and panna 'put' and meinata 'intend to' both are produced by one 
child, at ages 2.7 and 3.8 respectively (see table 61). For example: 

C: osaanko mennä tästä? (Li 2.7:425) can+kO+go-inf from here 'Can I go here?' 
C: pannaanko kaatu? (Tu 2.7:024) put-pass+kO+overturn-infl 

'Are they going to overturn (the boat)?' 
C: meinaako ne tehdä? (Ee 3.8:269) intend to+kO they +do 'Are they going to?' 

Aux+kO-ellipses, where the verb phrase only contains the auxiliary, are used by two 
children, earliest at the age of 2.5 (see table 61). For example: 

C: sillä voi seisoa. 'You can stand on it. 
voiko? (Ee 2.5:280) can+kO Can you?' 

S : mihin mä piirrän? "Where shall I draw?' 
M: piirrätohon.— 'Draw there.' 
C: saanko mina tänne? may+kO I this way 'May I (draw) here?' 

(Ma 2.9:405) 

-hAn-questions, i.e. interrogative clauses where the enclitic interrogative particle is 
the lone question marker, appear on average at the age of 2.5 and are produced in all by 
six children in the corpus. The first -hAn-questions are neutral questions, i.e. questions 
where the interrogative particle is joined to a verb. Neutral -hAn-questions start being 
used on average at the age of 2.5 and are produced by six children (see table 61). 

The earliest neutral -hAn-questions in the corpus are onhan-questions where the 
interrogative particle -hAn is attached to the verb olla 'be, exist, have'. On/zan-questions 
start being used on average at the age of 2.6, and are produced by three children in the 
corpus (see table 61). For example: 

C: onhan rotta? (Sa 2.0A:299) is+hAn rat 'It's a rat, isn 't it?' 
C: onhan siinä Niinan vehkeitä? is+hAn there Niina's things 

(Me 3.0:013) 'It's Niina's things there, aren't they?' 

Neg+hAn+V-questions, where -hAn is joined to the verb of negation ei, start being 
used on average at the age of 3.0 and are produced by four children (see table 61). 
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Neg+hAn+V-questions are most often of the type Neg+hAn+Aux+V and contain the 
stem of an auxiliary and an infinitive. For example: 

C: eihän se saa mennä ulos? Neg+hAn it may-Aux-stem+go-inf out 
(Ma 2.11:067) 'It's not allowed to go out, is it?' 

C: eihän tuolleen saa autotiellä tehä? Neg+kO like that +may-Aux-stem highway-adess +do 
(Me 3.0:043) 'You can't do that on the highway, can you?' 

C: eihän tuie musiikkia? (An 3.1:277) Neg+kO+come-stem music 'There won't b e any music?' 

Other -hAn-questions are used by one child only in the corpus. The interrogative 
particle -hAn occurs in a focused question at the age of 2.10, attached to an adverb. A 
simple V+hAn-question, i.e. an interrogative clause with a different verb than olla and no 
verb chain, is used at the age of 3.2 (see table 61). 

C: ettei mittää pääse. 'So that nothing comes out. 
niihän? (Me 2.10:241) adv+hAn Right?' 

C: minä voin syyä mutta nyt minä en halua. 'I can eat but just now I don't want to. 
tulihan seleväks? (Me 3.2:nl6) came+hAn finished-transl Did you understand?' 

The period 2.6 - 2.11 is characterized by the acquisition of N eg+kO+V-questions. 
We also find new onko-types of questions showing up during this period (see table 61). 

The term "Neg+kO+V-questions" refers to interrogative clauses where the 
interrogative particle -kO is joined to the verb of negation ei. Neg+kO+V-questions start 
being used in the corpus on average at the age of 2.6, in all by ten of eleven children (see 
table 61). 

The earliest Neg+kO+V-questions consist of simple Neg+kO+V-questions, i.e. 
questions where the verb phrase consists of the verb of negation and a stem of a different 
verb than olla. The simple Neg+kO+V-question starts being used on average at the age 
of 2.7 and is produced by nine children (see table 61). For example: 

C: eikö tuu musiikkia? (Me 2.9:087) Neg+kO+come-stem music 'Isn't there any music?' 
C: eikö tullukaan kissa? (Li 2.3:287) Neg-3sg+kO+come+encl cat 'Wasn't it supposed to be a cat?' 

Neg+kO+o/e-questions start being used on average at the age of 2.8 and are 
produced by six children (see table 61). The verb phrase in a Neg+kO+o/e-question 
contains the verb of negation and the stem ole (in the colloquial form oo) of the verb olla 
'be, exist, have'. For example: 

C : ne ei oo vedessä? 'They aren't in the water? 
ei oo? (Ee 2.5:404) Neg+0 is Are they?' 

C: eikö ole kiva tämä? (Li 2.9:328) Neg+kO+is-stem nice this 'Isn't this nice?' 

The use of Neg+kO+Aux+V-questions begins on average at the age of 2.10; these 
questions are produced by six children (see table 61). The verb phrase in an Aux+kO+V-
question consists of the verb of negation, the stem of an auxiliary and an infinitive. For 
example: 

C: eikö ne saa tulla tänne jos haluaa? Neg+kO they +may-Aux-stem+come-inf here if want 
(Me 2.10:243) 'Can't they come here if they want?' 

C: eikö voi aueta? (Li 2.11:208) Neg+kO+can-Aux-stem+open-inf'Can't that be opened?' 

Neg+kO-ellipses, where the verb phrase only contains the verb of negation, start 
being used on average at the age of 2.11 and are produced by three children in the corpus 
(see table 61). For example: 

I: en minä osaa sitä. 'I can't.' 
C: ekkö? (Li 2.7:418) Neg+kO'Can't you?' 
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M: höpötätpäs. 
C: ei. 

eikö niin? (Tu 3.1:274) 

'Now you're talking nonsense.' 
'No. 

Neg+kO so Right?' 

The use of onko in characterizing clauses begins on average at the age of 2.7, and 
these types of questions are produced by seven children in the corpus. In the puhki-
construction onko starts being used on average at the age of 2.9; these types of questions 
are produced by four children (see table 61). Characterizing clauses contain a classifying 
complement, and the /?«M/-construction has a stative adverb as a complement. For 
example: 

C: onko tää keltasta? (Sa 2.9:317) is+kO this-subj yellow-compl 'Is th is yellow?' 
C: onko se loppu täällä? (Ee 2.9:388) is+kO it finished-compl here 'Is it finished here?' 

Yes/no-questions with {entä) jos 'and if as question marker are produced by two 
children in the corpus, at the ages of 3.3 and 3.10, and interrogative declarative clauses 
which lack syntactical question markers are used by one child from the age of 2.5 (see 
table 61) onwards. For example: 

C: entä jos tehdään yks vielä kana? and if do-pass another hen 
(Mi 3.3:128) 'And if we were to make another hen?' 

C: jos ei luketa täta? (Ka 3.10:199) if Neg read-pass-stem this 'Say if we didn't read this?' 
C: ne EI oo vedessä? (Ee 2.5:404) they Neg is water-iness They aren't in the water?' 

The lines of development in the acquisition of yes/no-questions in the Sundsvall 
corpus can be summarized in the following manner: 

The first question marker in yes/no-questions is the enclitic interrogative particle -kO. 
Next acquired is the enclitic interrogative particle -hAn. Questions with the question 
marker (entä) jos and interrogative declarative clauses are acquired last. Thus: 

-kO-question > -hAn-question > (entä) ̂ -question > interrogative declarative 
clause. 

Neutral yes/no-questions with enclitic interrogative particle are acquired first, i.e. 
questions where the interrogative particle is joined to a verb, and thereafter focused 
questions, i.e. questions where the interrogative particle is joined to a noun or an adverb. 
In other words: 

neutral -kO/-hAn-question > focused -kO/-hAn-question. 

Turning to neutral -kO/-hAn-questions, we find that questions where the interrogative 
particle is attached to the verb olla 'be, exist, have' are acquired first, and thereafter 
questions with other verb phrase structures: 

onko-lonhan-qxxtsiiovi > other V+kO/-hAn-question. 

The internal order of acquisition among neutral -kO-questions and neutral -hAn-
questions is on the other hand different. Neutral -kO-questions develop in the following 
way: 

onko > simple V+kO > Aux+kO+V > Neg+kO+V 

where onko-questions are followed by simple V+kO-questions, Aux+kO+V-questions 
and Neg+kO+V-questions in that order. 

The -hAn-questions, on the other hand, develop like this: 

onhan > Neg+hAn+V > simple V+hAn 
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where Neg+h An-questions are acquired before simple V+hAn-questions and where 
questions with auxiliaries are conspicuous by their absence. 

Looking at Aux+kO+V-questions and Neg+kO+V-questions, one can discern a 
general tendency for complete interrogative clauses to be acquired before elliptical 
interrogative clauses, i.e.: 

complete Aux/Neg+kO+V-question > Aux/Neg+kO-ellipses. 

The fact that the elliptical questions are acquired later than the complete questions 
indicates that the use of ellipses requires a certain degree of linguistic maturity, as the 
child must first learn the correct mechanisms of reduction. 

As for Neg+kO+V-questions, the use of other verbs is acquired a little earlier than the 
use of olla 'be, exist, have' followed by auxiliaries and ellipses. Seen schematically: 

Simple Neg+kO+V > Neg+kO+ole > Neg+kO+Aux+V > Neg+kO-ellipses. 

First of the focused -kO-questions to be acquired are questions where the interrogative 
particle is joined to a noun, before questions where the interrogative particle is joined to 
an adverb, i.e.: 

Noun+kO > Adverb+kO. 
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5 SUMMARY 

The aim of this dissertation is to chart the development of interrogative syntax-
acquisition ages, orders of acquisition and usage frequencies for different types of 
questions among young Finnish-speaking children between the ages of one to four. The 
material in the study consists of language samples from eleven Sweden-Finnish children, 
who speak Finnish as their first language. The samples were collected longitudinally. 
The material is called the Sundsvall corpus. 

A type of question is considered to have been acquired in the corpus if it is produced 
by at least three of the eleven children. The average acquisition age for each type of 
question is calculated from the first productions by the three youngest children using it. 
The number three is used as a criterion because the corpus contains language samples 
from at least three children at the ages of one, two and three. For the purpose of studying 
usage frequency the corpus is divided into five periods, each covering a period of around 
six months. These are: period I: the age of 1.7 - 1.11, period II: the age of 2.0 - 2.5, 
period III: the age of 2.6-2.11, period IV: the age of 3.0 - 3.5 and period V: the age of 
3.6 - 4.1. 

The results from the Sundsvall corpus are compared with other studies in 
interrogative acquisition by Finnish-speaking children, above all with data from the Oulu 
corpus, which consists of language samples from monolingual Finnish children collected 
at Oulu University, Finland. Frequencies for different types of questions are compared 
with usage frequencies in the Radio corpus, consisting of questions produced by 
Finnish-speaking adults which I collected for this study from recordings of the Swedish 
Broadcasting Västernorrland. The results from the Sundsvall corpus are also compared 
with studies of interrogative development among children with other languages than 
Finnish. 

An interrogative clause in the Sundsvall corpus is defined as a clause with interrogative 
clausal syntax, irrespective of whether the clause is used in an interrogative function or 
not, as well as a clause lacking a question marker but used interrogatively in context. 
Interrogative clauses have been divided into (1) wh-questions, (2) yes/no-questions and 
(3) disjunctive questions. 

The earliest questions in the corpus are wh-questions, with an average acquisition age 
of 1.9. As all of the youngest children in the corpus use wh-questions in their first 
language samples, it may be assumed that these have already been used before the 
language follow-up and that the real acquisition age is somewhat lower. Yes/no-
questions start being used on average at age 1.10, i.e. a little later than wh-questions. 
Both types of questions are produced by all eleven children in the corpus. On the other 
hand, only one child uses a disjunctive question, at the age of three; these are obviously 
acquired at a much later date than wh- and yes/no-questions. 

These results support previously made observations and assumptions (e.g. 
Bowerman 1973; Brown 1970; Halme 1984; Toivainen 1984; Wode 1976) that the first 
questions in a language lacking a distinctive interrogative intonation (like Finnish) are 
wh-questions, whereas in languages exhibiting such an intonation (e.g. English) yes/no-
questions come first. 

Wh-questions make up around two thirds of all interrogative clauses in the corpus, 
and yes/no-questions about a third; only one disjunctive question is used. The 
proportions of wh-questions and yes/no-questions change however with the children's 
age: the youngest children in the corpus use wh-questions almost exclusively, but the 
percentage of wh-questions decreases to the advantage of yes/no-questions the older the 
children get. A similar trend has been noted in the Oulu corpus (Halme 1984; Kangassalo 
1980) and in a few studies of interrogative usage among children with other languages 
(Meyer & Shane 1973; Savie 1975), although some contradictory evidence has also been 
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presented (Tyack & Ingram 1977). The proportions of wh-questions, yes/no-questions 
and disjunctive questions in the Sundsvall corpus and in the Radio corpus differ 
considerably from each other. For the children in the Sundsvall corpus wh-questions 
predominate, while an equal percentage of wh-questions and yes/no-questions is noted 
for the adults in the Radio corpus. Furthermore, disjunctive questions are used in the 
Radio corpus far more often than in the Sundsvall corpus. 

The earliest wh-question words in the corpus are mikä 'what' nom. sg. and missä 
'where', both with average acquisition ages of 1.9. Both mikä and missä occur in the 
first language samples of the youngest children in the corpus, which indicates that they 
have already been used before the language follow-up. One month later, at the average 
age of 1.10, the partitive form mitä 'what' part, sg./pl. is acquired. During the period 2.0 
- 2.5 kuka 'who' (on average at the age of 2.0), mihin 'where to' (2.2) and miten 'how' 
(2.5) show up. During the period 2.6 - 2.11 miksi 'why' (2.6) and mistä 'where from' 
(2.10) are acquired, along with the adult accusative form minkä 'what' acc. 1 sg.- or a 
morphotactically faulty form mikän which is used in the accusative (2.11)- and elliptical 
continuative questions which lack the question word (2.11). During the period 3.0 - 3.5 
the use of milloin 'when' (on average at the age of 3.1) starts, as well as that of the adult 
genitive form kenen 'whose' gen. sg.- or a morphotactically faulty form kukan which is 
used in the genitive (3.3)- and the interrogative adjective minkä värinen 'of what color' in 
different case forms (3.5). During the final period the use of mitkä 'what' nom. pl. (3.6) 
and an elliptical Swedish supplementary question vai (3.8) begins. 

Some question words are produced by fewer than three children in the corpus; no 
average ages of a cquisition can be calculated for these. Earliest at the age of two are 
mitenpäin 'how, in which direction', mikä 'what' acc. 2 sg., minkälainen 'what kind of 
in different case forms, mihin 'what' ill. sg., miten monta 'how many', ketkä 'who' 
nom. pl. and kenelle 'who' all. sg. Earliest at the age of three occur keneltä 'who', abl. 
sg., kenellä 'who' adess. sg., kumpi 'which of two' nom. sg. and a morphotactically 
faulty illative form mikän 'what'. Mihin päin 'in which direction' is used for the first 
time at the age of four. 

The order of acquisition for question words in the Sundsvall corpus is- apart from 
minor exceptions- the same as has been observed among Finnish-speaking children in 
other studies (Itkonen 1977; Kangassalo 1980; Lieko 1992; Toivainen 1984) and in 
studies of question word acquisition in a few other languages (Bloom, Merkin & 
Wootten 1982; Lange 1975; Lange & Larsson 1973; Larsson 1977; Savie 1975; Stern & 
Stern 1965; Tyack & Ingram 1977; Vestergaard 1984; Wode 1982). A common feature 
of the results from different languages is that children first acquire identifying and 
localizing question words. For identifying question words the sense 'what' is acquired 
before 'who', and if a language has several local question words it is the stative question 
word 'where' which is acquired first, before the directional question words 'where to' 
and 'where from'. Among the last to be acquired are the question words 'how', 'why' 
and 'when'. A rough order of acquisition for the question words in the Sundsvall corpus 
is 

'what', 'where' > 'who', 'where to' > 'how' > 'why' > 'where from' > 'when'. 

The most common question word in the Sundsvall corpus is mikä 'what' nom. sg., it 
being the question word in approx. a third of wh-questions. Then come mitä 'what' part, 
sg./pl., missä 'where', miksi 'why', kuka 'who' nom. sg., mihin 'where to' and miten 
'how', in that order. The frequency distribution of question words in the Oulu corpus is 
pretty much the same as in the Sundsvall corpus. Usage frequencies for question words 
among adults in the Radio corpus, on the other hand, are different from the Sundsvall 
data. The nominative form mikä 'what' occurs less often in the Radio corpus, while 
miten 'how' and inflected forms of interrogative pronouns (besides mitä 'what' part. 
sg./pl.) are used to a greater extent than in the Sundsvall corpus. 

Frequency studies of question words used by children speaking another language 
than Finnish (Hekken & Roelofsen 1982; Savie 1975; Tyack & Ingram 1977) largely 
show the same results as those in the Sundsvall corpus. Question words meaning 'what' 
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always exhibit the highest frequencies, followed by local and causal question words; 
other question words are used less often. Other developments common to the different 
data are (1) the percentage of questions with the question word 'what* remains very high 
throughout the whole course of the study, (2) the percentage of questions with local 
interrogative adverbs decreases, (3) the percentage of questions with causal and modal 
question words increases and (4) the percentage of questions with temporal question 
words remains low during the whole course of the study. 

Wh-interrogative clauses in the Sundsvall corpus have been divided into four main 
groups: (1) ellipses, (2) on-clauses, (3) V-clauses and (4) Adnom-clauses. In the first 
three clausal types the question word is in non-adnominal position. Ellipses lack 
predicates, on-clauses have the verb olla 'be, exist, have' as a predicate and V-clauses 
have a different verb than olla as a predicate. Adnom-clauses contain an adnominal 
question word and possibly a predicate as well. 

All the above-mentioned clausal types are acquired early on in the corpus. The 
ellipses and on-clauses have an average acquisition age of 1.9, but as they occur in the 
first language samples of the youngest children in the corpus, one can assume that they 
have already been used earlier. V-clauses are acquired a couple of months later, on 
average at the age of 1.11, and Adnom-clauses at the age of 2.3. Both ellipses, on-
clauses and V-clauses are produced by all eleven children in the corpus, and Adnom-
clauses are used by ten children. 

On-clauses are the most common clausal type, making up approx. 40 % of all wh-
interrogative clauses in the corpus. The percentage of ellipses is approx. a third and V-
clauses approx. a fourth, while Adnom-clauses are used to a lesser degree. The 
proportions change, however, as the children grow older. During the period 1.7-1.11 
ellipses are used most often; their percentage decreases greatly during the period 2.0 -
2.5, only to bounce back during the later periods. The increase is primarily due to the 
fact that more and more children start using the echo question mitä? 'What did you say?' 
On-clauses constitute the majority of wh-interrogative clauses from the period 2.0 - 2.5 
onwards, but their share decreases during the later periods, at the same time as the 
percentage of V-clauses and Adnom-clauses increases. 

The distribution of the four clausal types in the Sundsvall corpus differs considerably 
from the one noted for the adults in the Radio corpus. In the Radio corpus the V-clauses 
are in the majority, followed by on-clauses and Adnom-clauses, pretty much on a par, 
and finally ellipses, which are used to a lesser degree. 

The earliest elliptical question words in the Sundsvall corpus are mikä 'what' nom. 
sg., missä 'where' and mitä 'what' part. sg./pl., all acquired before the age of two, in 
that order. The most common elliptical question word is mitä 'what' part, sg./pl., while 
other question words are used far less often. 

Ellipses in the corpus have been divided into (1) one-word ellipses, which only 
contain the question word, and (2) multiple-word ellipses, which in addition to the 
question word contain a nominal or adverbial phrase. Multiple-word ellipses also include 
interrogative clauses lacking the question word (and thus containing only a nominal or 
adverbial phrase) but which in context are used as continuative questions. Both one-
word and multiple-word ellipses are acquired very early on, on average at the age of 1.9, 
and as they occur in the first language samples of the youngest children in the coipus, 
one can assume that they have been in use even earlier. Among one-year-olds multiple-
word ellipses are commonest, while one-word ellipses are more popular during the later 
periods and make up approx. 60 % of all ellipses in the corpus. 

The use of ellipses in different syntactic and contextual functions changes as the 
children grow older. The use of ellipses by the youngest children in the corpus often 
seems non-adult in context, but approaches adult norms the older the children get. 

The use of ellipses as repeat questions, i.e. the child repeats its or the interlocutor's 
complete wh-interrogative clause elliptically, constitutes one such departure from adult 
convention, in my judgement, as does the use of ellipses as introductory questions in a 
sequence of discourse, when the ellipses substitute for a complete on- or V-clause. These 
applications are not unusual during the two first periods. Incorrect, too, in my view, is 
the use of a Swedish va 'what'-ellipsis in the middle of a Finnish string of speech. This 
ellipsis only occurs during the final period. 
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Correct applications, in my judgement, include the use of ellipses as mitä-ccho 
questions meaning 'What did you say?' and with which the child asks the interlocutor to 
repeat a previous utterance, the use of ellipses as continuative questions, the child asking 
for further information about the subject of conversation and adding a new dimension to 
what was previously said, the use of ellipses as specification questions, with which the 
child requests the interlocutor to specificy the reference in a previous utterance, and the 
use of ellipses as interjections, the child here only expressing its surprise, no answer to 
the interrogative clause being expected. Among one-year-olds ellipses are used correctly 
only 30 % of the time; during the period 2.0 - 2.5 the percentage of correct ellipses is 
over 60 %, and among three-year-olds ellipses are used correctly in over 90 % of the 
cases. 

An obvious example of the development in the use of ellipses is the occurrence of the 
partitive form mitä 'what' in elliptical clauses. Before the age of two mitä is only used in 
incorrect repetitive and introductory questions as a substitute for a complete wh-
interrogative clause. The use of mitä-echo questions meaning 'What did you say?', 
where the partitive form can be understood as an object to the verb sanoa 'say', first 
begins in the corpus on average at the age of 2.6. The use of the mitä echo question 
requires knowledge about the correct reductional mechanisms in the language; this 
knowledge would seem to mature in children around the time of the first acquisitions. 

The earliest question words in on-clanses in the corpus are missä 'where' and mikä 
'what' nom. sg., both of which are acquired before the age of two. The most common 
question word in ^«-clauses is mikä 'what' nom. sg., followed by missä 'where' and 
mitä 'what' part. sg./pl. In these clauses, the verb olla 'be, exist, have' is practically 
always in the 3 pers. sg. form on (hence the term "on-clauses") in the corpus. The 
negative form and the imperfect form are used a few times. 

Ow-clauses with question words in the corpus have been divided into (1) equative 
clauses, which contain two nominal phrases, the one being the subject and the other an 
identification complement, (2) characterizing clauses, which also contain two nominal 
phrases of which the one is the subject and the other a classification complement, (3) the 
;?«M/-construction, which contains a stative adverb as a complement (predicative 
adverbial), (4) existential or intransitive clauses, which contain a nominal phrase as 
subject and an adverb of place as an adverbial phrase and (5) the habitive construction, 
which contain two nominal phrases of which the one is the subject and the other a 
habitive adverbial, and where the verb olla is used in the sense of 'have'. 

Interrogative pronouns are used in three types of on-clauses in the corpus, in equative 
clauses and in existential clauses, both of which start being used on average at the age of 
1.11, and in the habitive construction, whose use begins at the age of 2.9. Equative 
clauses are by far and away the most common type of on-clause appearing with 
interrogative pronouns. 

Equative clauses with interrogative pronouns have been divided into two basic types: 
(1) Xcompl-equative clauses, where the interrogative pronoun is a complement, and (2) 
Xsubj-equative clauses, where the interrogative pronoun is subject. Xcompl-clauses 
have been further divided into (la) simple Xcompl-equative clauses, which have a 
demonstrative pronoun as subject, and (lb) complex Xcompl-clauses, whose subject 
phrase consists of an attribute construction. Word order in both Xcompl-clauses is most 
often straight. The simple Xcompl-equative clause has to do with the identification of a 
new referent, and with a complex Xcompl-equative clause children ask for further 
information about a known referent. Question words in Xcompl-equative clauses include 
mikä 'what' nom. sg., kuka 'who' nom. sg., mitä 'what' part.sg./pl. and kukan (instead 
of adult kenen) 'whose' gen. sg. (2) An Xsubj-equative clause has a noun or an attribute 
construction as a complement, and the complement phrase is always clause-final. Xsubj-
equative clauses specify a referent. Question words in Xsubj-equative clauses include 
mikä 'what' nom. sg., mitkä 'what' nom. pl. and kumpi 'which of two' nom. sg. 

The simple Xcompl-equative clause is acquired on average at the age of 1.11. The 
other equative clauses are acquired considerably later. The complex Xcompl-equative 
clause starts being used at the age of 2.9, and the use of Xsubj-equative clauses begins at 
the age of 3.3. 
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In existential ön-clauses the interrogative pronouns are the subjects; question words 
in existential clauses in the corpus include mikä 'what' nom. sg., mitä 'what' part. 
sg./pl. and kuka 'who' nom. sg. 

In the cw-habitive construction the interrogative pronouns occur as subjects and 
habitive adverbials. The use of in terrogative pronouns as subjects in the on-habitive 
construction begins on average at the age of 2.9. Occupying the subject slot are mikä 
'what' nom. sg., mitä 'what' part, sg./pl. and kuka 'who' nom. sg. Only one child, a 
three-year-old, produces an interrogative pronoun as a habitive adverbial, taking the 
adess. sg. form kenellä 'who'. 

Interrogative adjectives are used in two types of on-clauses in the corpus, in 
characterizing clauses and in the habitive construction. In characterizing clauses the 
interrogative adjective is a classification predicative and in the habitive construction a 
subject. Both clausal types are produced by fewer children than three in the corpus, 
which is why no average age of acquisition could be calculated for them. Characterizing 
clauses are used by two children at the age of three and the habitive construction by one 
child at the age of two. As question words in these clauses we find the adjective minkä 
värinen 'of which what color' in the forms minkä värinen nom. sg., minkä väriset nom. 
pl. or minkä väri, the latter lacking adjectival derivation and case ending. 

The interrogative adverb missä 'where' occurs in three on-clauses in the corpus, in 
intransitive clauses, in existential clauses and in the habitive construction. Intransitive 
missä on-clauses have a definite subject, the predicate agrees with the subject and word 
order is most often straight, while existential clauses are marked by an indefinite subject, 
lack of agreement between predicate and subject and an inverted word order. Intransitive 
missä on-clauses start being used on average at the age of 1.10 and the use of existential 
clauses begins at the age of 2.1. In the habitive construction missä is produced by only 
one child at the age of two. Most of the missä on-clauses in the corpus are intransitive. 

The interrogative adverb miksi 'why' is used in five on-clauses in the corpus, in 
affirmative and negative habitive constructions, in intransitive clauses, in existential 
clauses, in the puhki-construction and in characterizing clauses. The use of miksi in the 
affirmative habitive construction begins on average at the age of 3.3. The other miksi on-
clauses are used by only one child in the corpus, the intransitive clause at the age of two 
and the other clausal types at the age of three. 

The interrogative adverbs miten 'how', milloin 'when' and mihin 'where to' are all 
used in on-clauses by only one child in the corpus, and no average ages of acquisition 
have been calculated for them. Miten 'how' is produced by a one-year-old, milloin 
'when' by a two-year-old and mihin 'where to' by a three-year-old. 

The earliest question words in V-clauses in the corpus are mihin 'where to', missä 
'where', mitä 'what' part, sg./pl. and kuka 'who' nom. sg., all acquired during the 
period 2.0 - 2.5 in that order. The most common question words in V-clauses are mitä 
'what' part, sg./pl, miksi 'why', mihin 'where to', mikä 'what' nom. sg. and miten 
'how'; all are question words in at least 10 % of the V-clauses in the corpus. 

V-clauses with question words in the corpus have been divided into three basic types, 
(1) simple V-clauses, where the verb phrase doesn't contain any verb chains, (2) 
Aux+V-clauses, where the verb phrase contains an auxiliary and an infinitive form of the 
main verb and (3) Neg+V-clauses, which contain the verb of negation ei and most often 
other verbs as well. The simple V-clause starts being used early on in the corpus, on 
average at the age of 1.11, while the other clausal types are acquired considerably later, 
Aux+V-clause on average at the age of 2.11 and Neg+V-clause at the age of 3.0. The 
simple V-clause is by far and away the most common type of V-clause in the corpus. 

The simple V-clauses in the corpus have been divided into (1) intransitive or 
existential clauses, which contain an intransitive verb and most often a nominal subject, 
(2) transitive clauses, which have a transitive verb and possibly an object, (3) the 
habitive construction, which contains two nominal phrases of which the one is the 
subject and the other a habitive adverbial, (4) the resultative construction, which contains 
two nominal phrases; the clause expresses a change whose result is given in the second 
nominal phrase, and (5) experiential clauses, which contain a clause-initial nominal 
phrase in some other case than the nominative. 
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Interrogative pronouns are used in simple wh-clauses in the corpus as subjects, 
objects and habitive adverbials. As subjects interrogative pronouns start being used on 
average at the age of 2.1 and as objects at the age of 2.4. Interrogative pronouns are 
produced as habitive adverbials by only one child at the age of two. Interrogative 
pronouns most often occur in simple V-clauses as objects. 

As subjects, interrogative pronouns first start being used in intransitive or existential 
clauses at the average age of 2.1, and in transitive clauses at 2.4. In the resultative 
construction interrogative pronouns are produced as subjects by two children at the age 
of three, and in experiential clauses by one child at the age of two. Most of the simple V-
clauses with interrogative pronouns as subjects are intransitive or existential clauses. 
Used as subjects are kuka 'who' nom. sg., mikä 'what' nom. sg., mitä 'what' part. 
sg./pl. and ketkä 'who' nom. pl. 

Correctly used question word objects in simple V-clauses include mitä 'what' part. 
sg./pl. and the accusative forms minkä and mikän (instead of minkä) 'what' acc. 1 sg. 
and mikä 'what' acc. 2 sg. 

Habitive adverbials in simple V-clauses include the question words kenelle 'who' all. 
sg. and keneltä 'who' abl. sg. both of which are produced by only one child in the 
corpus, at the ages of two and three respectively. 

As interrogative adverbs in simple V-clauses in the corpus we find mihin 'where to', 
missä 'where', miten 'how' and miksi 'why', mistä 'where from' and milloin 'when', 
acquired in that order. It is worth noting that apart from missä 'where' and mistä 'where 
from' these interrogative adverbs start first being used in intransitive clauses, on average 
at the age of 2.1, while their use in transitive clauses begins half a year later, at the age of 
2.7. Most of the simple V-clauses in the corpus are intransitive. 

The most common verbs in simple V-clauses are tehdä 'do', tulla 'come' and the 
verbs mennä and lähteä which are used as synonyms meaning 'go, travel'. The verb is 
most often in the 3 pers. sg. The 1 pers. sg. is already used sporadically at the age of 
one, the passive starts being used during the period 2.0 - 2.5, and the use of 2 pers. sg. 
begins during the period 2.6 - 2.11. The verb is always in the indicative and most often 
in the present tense. The imperfect and the perfect start being used during the period 2.0 -
2.5 and the pluperfect during the period 2.6 - 2.11. 

Aux+V-clauses with question words in the corpus have been divided into four types, 
(1) a generic Aux+V-clause, where verb use is generic, (2) an active Aux+V-clause, 
which contains a nominal subject in the nominative case and where the predicate agrees 
with the subject, (3) Aux+V-necessive clauses, which contain a modal auxiliary meaning 
'should, must, ought to* and where the subject in standard Finnish is in the genitive, and 
(4) the Aux+V-habitive construction, which contain two nominal phrases of which the 
one is subject and the other habitive adverbial. 

The generic Aux+V-clause starts being used in the corpus on average at the age of 
2.11, necessive clauses and the active clause at the age of 3.4, and the Aux+V-habitive 
construction is used by one child at the age of three. The generic Aux+V-clause is most 
common in the corpus. As question words in Aux+V-clauses we find miten 'how', mitä 
'what' part, sg./pl., mistä 'where from', miksi 'why', mikä 'what' nom. sg., mihin 
'where to', milloin 'when' and kuka 'who' nom. sg. 

The most common auxiliaries in Aux+V-clauses are voida 'can', pitää 'should, must' 
and kuulua 'should'. The auxiliary is most often in the 3 pers. sg., a few times in the 
passive and 1 pers. sg. as well. The auxiliary is always in the present tense and almost 
always in the indicative. The conditional is used once in the corpus. The nominal form in 
Aux+V-clauses is most often infinitive I in the lative. 

Neg+V-clauses with question words in the corpus have been divided into (1) simple 
Neg+V-clauses, which contain the verb of negation and a verb stem, (2) Neg+Aux+V-
clauses, which contain the verb of negation, an auxiliary and an infinitive form, and (3) 
Neg-ellipses, which only contain the verb of negation. Simple Neg+V-clauses start being 
used on average at the age of 3.0 and Neg+Aux+V-clauses at the age of 3.4. Neg-
ellipses are produced by only two children at the age of three. The only question word in 
Neg+V-clauses in the corpus is miksi 'why'. 
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The verb of negation in Neg+V-clauses in the corpus is most often in the 3 pers. sg. 
form ei. 2 pers. sg. form et and 2 pers. pl. form ette are used a few times. The Neg+V-
clauses are always in the indicative and the tense is most often the present. 

The first question words in Adnom-clauses in the corpus are mikä 'what for, which', 
which starts being used on average at the age of 2.3, and miten 'how, what' which 
starts being used at the age of 3.3. Other question words used include mitä 'what kind 
of, which' part, sg., kenen 'whose' gen. sg., the interrogative adjective minkälainen 
'what kind of in the forms minkälainen nom. sg. and minkälaisia part, pl., the correct 
illative form mihin 'which' ill. sg. and an analogous, faulty form mikän used in illative 
function, mitkä 'what for, which' nom. pl., miten monta 'how many', kumpi 'which of 
two' nom. sg. and mikä 'which' acc. 2 sg. All these are produced by only one or two 
children in the corpus, earliest at the age of two and three. 

Adnom-clauses in the corpus have been further divided into (1) ellipses, (2) on-
clauses and (3) simple V-clauses. Adnominal question words start being used in on-
clauses first, on average at the age of 2.5; their use in ellipses commences at the age of 
2.6. In simple V-clauses adnominal question words are produced by only one child at the 
age of three. 

A characteristic of the contextual use of Adnom-clauses is that they often appear as 
interjections. Adnom-clauses with interrogative pronouns function most often as 
questions in context, but are also used as interjections, and Adnom-clauses with 
interrogative adjectives and interrogative adverbs function only as interjections. 

Question words are most often used correctly semantically in the corpus, exhibiting the 
same references as in adult speech, but a few deviations from adult norms do occur. 

The interrogative pronoun mikä is used correctly almost without exception, meaning 
'what, which, what kind of, and having to do with the identification, characterization or 
specification of non-human referents, definition of concepts, or specification of 
activities. 

A semantic misusage of mikä has been detected in 2 % of the pronoun's occurrences, 
when it most often refers to the identification of people, i.e. is used to mean 'who'. This 
misusage is produced by four of eleven children in the corpus, but disappears at the age 
of three at the very latest. 

In Adnom-clauses, the following isolated misusages of mikä have been noted: instead 
of the interrogative adjective minkälainen 'what kind of by one child, instead of the 
interrogative adverb miten 'how, what' by two children and instead of the interrogative 
pronoun kumpi 'which of two' by one child. 

The interrogative pronoun kuka is used in the corpus most often in accordance with 
its conventional meaning 'who'. The use of kuka is considered as semantically correct 
when referring to people or toys and picture-book characters exhibiting human 
properties. 

However, kuka is used incorrectly relatively often: 38 % of its corpus uses have been 
judged as erroneous as the referents lack human properties and the pronoun is 
presumably used to mean 'what'. Three children misuse kuka until the age of two, while 
one child continues until the age of three. The misusage occurs primarily in ellipses and 
ön-clauses, and sometimes in V-clauses as well. 

The interrogative pronoun kumpi 'which of two' and the interrogative adjectives 
minkä värinen 'of what color' and minkälainen 'what kind of are always used 
semantically correctly in the corpus. The use of the supplementary Swedish va 'what'-
ellipsis in a Finnish flow of speech is viewed as incorrect. 

The different case forms of interrogative pronouns and interrogative adjectives are on 
the whole used correctly in the corpus, but a few deviations from adult norms do occur. 

Nominative sg. mikä is the form most often used incorrectly, usually as a 
complement in an equative clause or as an object in transitive clauses, instead of the 
partitive form mitä. We also find mikä used erroneously instead of millä adess. sg., mille 
all. sg., minkä gen. sg. or mitkä nom. pl. in a few isolated instances. The partitive form 
mitä is sometimes mistakenly used instead of the nominative sg. form mikä in various 
clausal types. 
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Morphotactically faulty case forms mikän, used in place of adult minkä 'what' acc. 1 
sg. and mihin 'what' ill. sg., and kukan instead of kenen 'whose' gen. sg. are produced 
by two children in the corpus. Despite the faulty morphotaxis the forms are used 
correctly in the clauses. The interrogative adjective minkä värinen 'of what color' is used 
in the corpus once in an incorrect form minkä väri lacking adjectival derivation and case 
ending. 

A sporadic syntactic misusage of interrogative pronoun and the interrogative adjective 
case forms is evinced by two children at the ages of one and two and by five children at 
the age of three. For two of the children the misusage is a relatively common occurrence, 
continuing until the end of the follow-ups. 

The local interrogative adverbs are used almost without exception correctly in the 
corpus. The interrogative adverb missä 'where' is used with stative verbs and expresses 
non-directional localizing, and mihin 'where to', mistä 'where from' and mihin päin 'in 
which direction' are used with non-stative verbs and express directional localizing or 
with verbs whose government in Finnish requires a directional adverb. Misusage of the 
local interrogative adverbs is very sporadic in the corpus, noted in a few isolated 
instances for two children. A correct use of local forms by Sweden-Finnish children has 
also been observed by Nesser (1986). 

The modal and temporal interrogative adverbs are always used in the corpus in 
accordance with adult norms. Miten 'how' most often has to do with a description of a 
process or state, meaning 'in what way', and a few times with the cause of an action or a 
state, meaning 'why'. In adnominal position miten is used as an intensifying adverb for a 
noun. Miten päin is used to mean 'how, in which direction' and miten monta to mean 
'how many'. Milloin always occurs with the meaning 'when'. 

The causal interrogative adverb miksi 'why' is most often used in what are called by 
Piaget (1973) motivational questions and causal questions. Motivational questions refer 
to the motivation of a human action, and miksi is then used in the sense 'for what 
reason'. Causal questions either look for an explanation of the cause(s) behind an action 
or a process- here, too, miksi can have the meaning 'for what reason'- or an explanation 
for the effect(s) of an action or process; here miksi is used meaning 'for which purpose'. 
A number of m/foZ-questions in the corpus would seem however to have only an 
affective character, used to contradict a state of affairs. Many miksi-questions leave one 
with the impression that the children's understanding of causality lacks maturity, that the 
questions are non-systematic and non-intellectual, as stressed in earlier studies of the use 
of the interrogative among children, e.g. in Piaget (1973) and Stern & Stern (1965). 

The use of mitä 'what' part, sg./pl. in different syntactic functions has been the 
subject of a particular close examination in this study. Mitä is used in the corpus in four 
basic functions. The function acquired first- on average at the age of 2.0- is the general 
function, where mitä is used as a general question word with a wide field of reference. 
The "general" mitä occurs in clauses with existential import. The use of mitä in the object 
slot begins on average at the age of 2.3. Complete transitive clauses with mitä as object 
start being used at the age of 2.4, somewhat earlier than elliptical mitäl-ocho questions 
meaning 'What did you say?' where only the object appears in the surface structure. It is 
worth mentioning that the differentiated singular and plural functions for mitä are 
acquired last in the corpus, the singular function on average at the age of 2.6 and the 
plural at 2.9. 

Yes/no-questions in the corpus have according to the question marker been divided into 
(1) -kO-questions, which contain the enclitic interrogative particle -kO, (2) -hAn-
questions, which contain the enclitic -hAn, (3) (entä) jos-questions, which have the 
conjunction jos 'if, optionally combined with the adverb entä 'and, then' as question 
marker, and (4) interrogative declarative clauses, i.e. non-inverted clauses which lack 
syntactic question markers but are used interrogatively in context. 

The earliest yes/no-questions in the corpus are -kO-questions. They start being used 
on average at the age of 1.10 and are produced by all eleven children in the corpus. The 
use of -hAn-questions begins at the age of 2.5; these are produced by six children. The 
other types of questions are used by fewer than three children in the corpus, which is 
why no average ages of acquisition could be calculated for them. (Entä) y os-questions are 
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used by two children at the age of three, and interrogative declarative clauses are 
produced by one child. 

The -kO- and -hAn-questions have been further divided into (1) neutral questions 
where the interrogative particle is joined to a verb, and (2) focused questions where the 
interrogative particle is joined to a noun or an adverb. The earliest -kO-questions in the 
corpus are neutral -kO-questions which start being used on average at the age of 1.10; 
the use of focused -kO-questions begins at the age of 2.3. Neutral -hAn-questions start 
being used on average at the age of 2.5, while a focused -hAn-question is produced by 
one child only in the corpus, at the age of three. 

The neutral -kO-question wins the popularity contest hands down, making up 
approx. 90 % of all yes/no-questions in the corpus. The percentage of f ocused -kO-
questions is 7 %, and the other types of questions are used very rarely. 

The use of yes/no-questions in the Oulu corpus, presented in Halme (1984), shows a 
tendency similar to that in the Sundsvall corpus. As is also the case in the adult-language 
Radio corpus, the neutral -kO-questions are in majority, and the next commonest type of 
question is the focused -kO-questions. On the other hand, no -hAn-questions occur in 
the Radio corpus, while the percentage of entä-questions and interrogative declarative 
clauses is much greater in the Radio corpus than among the children in the Sundsvall 
corpus. 

The neutral -kO-questions have been further divided into (1) on/co-questions, where -kO 
is attached to the verb olla 'be, exist, have' which is most often in the 3 pers. sg. form 
on, (2) simple V+kO-questions, where the interrogative particle is joined to a different 
verb than olla and where the verb phrase doesn't contain any verb chain, (3) 
Aux+kO+V-questions, where -kO is joined to an auxiliary and the verb phrase most 
often contains an infinitive complement, and (4) Neg+kO+V-questions, where -kO is 
joined to the verb of negation ei and the verb phrase most often contains other verbs as 
well. 

The first neutral -kO-questions are on&o-questions, acquired in the corpus on average 
at the age of 1.10. Simple V+kO-questions start being used at the age of 2.0. The use of 
Aux+kO+V-questions begins at the age of 2.5 and'of Neg+kO+V-questions at the age of 
2 . 6 .  

During the first period only ön&ö-questions are used, but their proportion decreases 
constantly during the later periods. Simple V+kO-questions constitute the majority of the 
neutral -kO-questions from the period 2.0 -2.5 onwards. The percentage of Aux+kO+V-
questions is 20 %, and Neg+kO+V-questions are used less often. 

Onko is used in the corpus (1) in equative clauses, which contain two nominal 
phrases of which the one is the subject and the other an identification complement, (2) 
characterizing clauses, which contain two nominal phrases, the one being subject and the 
other a classification complement, (3) existential or intransitive clauses, which contain a 
nominal phrase as subject and an adverb of place as an adverbial, (4) the puhki-
construction, which contains a nominal phrase as subject and a stative adverb as a 
complement (predicative adverbial), and (5) the habitive construction, which contains 
two nominal phrases of which the one is the subject and the other a habitive adverbial. 

The first on&oquestions in the corpus are equative clauses, which start being used on 
average at the age of 1.10. The use of onko in existential or intransitive clauses and in the 
habitive construction begins at the age of 2.5, in characterizing clauses at the age of 2.7 
and in the /?«/*fc/-construction at the age of 2.9. Most of the onfo-questions in the corpus 
are equative clauses and existential or intransitive clauses. 

The verb olla 'be, exist, have' is in on&o-questions in the corpus almost always in the 
3 pers. sg. present tense form onko. The forms oletko 2 pers. sg. pres., oliko 3 pers. 
sg. imperf. and oletko ollut 2 pers. sg. perf. are used a few times from the period 3.0 -
3.5 onwards. 

In simple V+kO-questions in the corpus transitive verbs start being used on average 
at the age of 2.1, a bit earlier than intransitive verbs, which start being used at the age of 
2.4; questions with transitive verbs are far more usual than questions with intransitive 
verbs. 
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The most common verbs in the simple V+kO-questions produced by two-year-olds 
are lukea 'read* and katsoa 'look', which in the corpus are often used synonymously, 
while the most common verbs from the age of three onwards are ottaa 'take* and tietää 
'know'. The verb is most often in the active indicative present form, but the passive is 
not unusual. The conditional occurs once. The imperfect and the perfect are used a few 
times from the period 2.0 - 2.5 onwards. In active clauses the verb is most often in the 2 
or 3 pers. sg. The use of 1 pers. sg. and 2 pers. pl. begins during the periods 2.6 - 2.11 
and 3.0 - 3.5 respectively. 

Eight different auxiliaries are used in Aux+kO+V-questions in the corpus. The 
earliest verb is voida 'can' which starts being used on average at the age of 2.6. The use 
of saada 'may' begins at the age of 2.8, haluta 'want' at the age of 3.1 andpitää or täytyä 
'should, must' at the age of 3.2. Osata 'be able to' is used correctly semantically by one 
child at the age of two, and both panna 'put' and meinata 'intend to' by one child at the 
ages of two and three respectively. The most common auxiliaries in Aux+kO+V-
questions are voida 'can', saada 'may' and haluta 'want'. The auxiliary is most often in 
the 2 or 3 pers. sg. active indicative present form, although 1 pers. sg. and the passive 
occur a few times. 

Complete Aux+kO+V-questions, where the auxiliary is combined with a nominal 
form, start being used in the corpus on average at the age of 2.6. The nominal form is 
most often the infinitive I in the lative. Aux+kO-ellipses which lack a main verb are used 
by two children at the age of two. The use of ellipses is correct in context, and the main 
verb can be understood from the context. 

Neg+kO+V-questions in the study have been divided into (1) Neg+kO+o/e-
questions, where the verb of negation is combined with ole of the verb olla 'be, exist, 
have', (2) simple Neg+kO+V-questions, where the verb of negation is combined with 
some other verb than olla and where the verb phrase doesn't contain any auxiliaries, (3) 
Neg+kO+Aux+V-questions, where the verb of negation is combined with an auxiliary 
and a nominal form, and (4) Neg+kO-ellipses, where the verb phrase only contains the 
verb of negation. 

The earliest type of Neg+kO+V-question in the corpus is the simple Neg+kO+V-
question, which is acquired on average at the age of 2.7. Neg+kO+ole starts being used 
at the age of 2.8, Neg+kO+Aux+V at the age of 2.10 and Neg+kO-ellipses at the age of 
2.11. The use of ellipses is correct in context. The simple Neg+kO+V-question is the 
commonest of its kind in the corpus. 

The verb of negation in Neg+kO+V-questions is most often in the 3 pers. sg. form 
ei, and the 2 pers. sg. form et is also usual. The 1 pers. sg. form en is used a few times 
at the age of three. The verb phrase in Neg+kO+V-questions is most often in the active 
indicative present form. 

An overview of the acquisition of wh-questions and yes/no-questions in the 
Sundsvall corpus is presented below: 

1.7-1.11 
1.9 

1.10 

l . l l  

2.0 - 2.5 

2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 

Wh-questions 
Interrogative pronouns are used non-differentially 
Interrogative pronouns in ellipses 
missä 'where' in ellipses 
missä 'where' in on-clauses 
onko in equative clauses 
Interrogative pronouns as compi in simple 
Xcompl-equative clauses 
Interrogative pronouns as subj. in existential 
on-clauses 
Interrogative pronouns start being used differentially: 
mikä 'what' nom. sg., mita 'what' part, sg./pl. 
in general function, 
kuka 'who' nom. sg. 
Interrogative pronouns as subj. in simple V-clauses 
mihin 'where to' in simple V-clauses 
Interrogative pronouns in Adnom-clauses 
mita 'what' part, sg./pl. as obj. in simple V-clauses 

Yes/no-questions 

-kO in neutral question on average 

Simple V+kO 

-kO in focused question on average 
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2.5 

2,6-2,11 
2.6 

2.7 

2.8 
2.9 

2.10 
2.11 

3,0-3,3 
3.0 
3.1 

3.2 

3.3 

3.5 
3.6 - 4,1 
3.8 

mitai "What?'-echo questions 
mita 'what' part, in the singular function in Xcompl-
equative clauses 
miten 'how' and miksi 'why' in simple V-clauses 
miksi 'why' in ellipses 

mistä 'where from' in simple V-clauses 
Interrogative pronouns as compi in complex 
Xcompl-equalive clauses 
mita 'what' part, in the plural function 
in Xcompl-equative clause 
Multiple-won! ellipses without question words 
Interrogative pron. as subj. in the habitive consti*. 
Accusative forms of mikä 'what' as obj. 
in simple V-clauses 

miksi 'why' in Neg-clauses 
milloin 'when' in simple V-clauses 
miten 'how' in Aux+V-clauses 
mihin 'where to' or mista 'where from' in ellipses 
Question pronouns in Xsubj-equative clause 
Other forms of mikä 'what' and kuka 'who' in different 
clausal types 
miten 'how' in Adnom-clauses 
miksi 'why' in the habitive construction 
Interrogative adjectives in different clausal types 

va 'what'-ellipses 

onko in existential-/intransitive 
clauses and in the habitive constr. 
Aux+kO+V-question on average 
-hAn-question on average 

Neg+kO+V on average 
Noun+kO 

onko in characterizing clauses 
Simple Neg+kO+V 
Neg+kO+ofe 
onko in the /wMi-construction 
Adverb+kO 

Neg+kO+Aux+V 
Neg+kO-ellipses 

Children in the Sundsvall corpus live in a bilingual Finnish-Swedish environment, where 
Finnish is a minority language. Despite the fact that the children have learned Finnish as 
their first language and despite Finnish being the main or sole medium of communication 
at home, one can assume that the majority language Swedish influences to some extent 
the variant of Finnish which the children acquire. My impression is that the degree of 
interference is related to the children's form of supervision. The children cared for at 
home by their Finnish-speaking mothers and thus exposed to Finnish the whole day 
speak it more fluently, while children attending Swedish-speaking daycare centers and 
using Finnish almost exclusively at home show a greater propensity to borrow elements 
from Swedish. The Finnish of three of the eleven children in the corpus is in my opinion 
practically free from interference. For six children interference occurs somewhat more 
often, and for two children it increases markedly at the age of three. 

Following Stedje & Trampe (1978), interference specific to interrogative clauses in 
the corpus has been divided into syntactic, semantic and lexical interference 
(phonological interference hasn't been considered in this study). 

In wh-questions, syntactic interference occurs in the corpus in the form of faulty 
word order. In wh-interrogative clauses in Finnish the word order is most often straight, 
inversion occurring only for purposes of focus, while inversion in Swedish wh-
interrogative clauses is obligatory. Erroneously inverted word orders are occasionally 
produced by children in the corpus and are in fact a common occurrence with one child. 

Semantic interference in wh-interrogative clauses occurs sporadically in the choice of 
question words by three children in the corpus. Incorrect question words include the 
question word mikä 'what' used instead of minkälainen 'what kind of, kumpi 'which of 
two' or miten 'how' in references where Swedish vad 'what' or vilken 'which' are used 
in corresponding clauses. In the use of the local interrogative adverbs only one case of 
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misusage can be identified, despite verb government in Finnish and Swedish being 
different with a number of verbs. 

Lexical interference in wh-questions is evinced by three children in the corpus in the 
form of a supplementary Swedish va 'what'-ellipsis inserted in a Finnish flow of speech. 
However, the use of va-ellipses illustrates the linguistic creativity of children- not 
knowing any equivalent Finnish supplementary ellipsis they use an expressive element 
from the other available language, Swedish. 

Whether the confusion of the different case forms of the interrogative pronoun mikä 
'what', occurring primarily when choosing between the nominative form mikä and the 
partitive form mitä, has to do with interference from Swedish, where no equivalent case 
opposition exists, is impossible to determine. 

Interference phenomena in yes/no-questions in the corpus are very hard to pin down. 
A small number of cases showing syntactico-semantic interference can however be 
discerned in Aux+kO+V-questions. 

One child sporadically uses a non-idiomatic interrogative construction saa nähdai 
'May (I) see?' instead of saanko katsoai, in a word-for-word translation of Swedish får 
jag titta 'May I look?'. 

The auxiliary osata 'can, be able to' is produced by four children in the corpus with 
an incorrect meaning 'can, want to' instead of the standard language's voida, which may 
be due to the Swedish verb kunna meaning both 'can, be able to' and 'can, want to'. 
That this is a case of interference specific to interrogative clauses is made clear by the fact 
that in declarative clauses these children always use the verb osata with its correct 
meaning. 

Lexical interference both in wh-questions and yes/no-questions is evinced by one 
child who uses a Swedish supplementary adverb då instead of the Finnish adverb sitten 
'then'. That this, too, is a case of interference specific to interrogative clauses is obvious 
from the fact that the child otherwise uses sitten as an adverb of time meaning 'later'. 

Some form of interference specific to interrogative clauses is produced by eight of 
eleven children in the corpus. For seven of them interference is a very sporadic 
phenomenon. One child, on the other hand, evinces a fair deal of interference, primarily 
in the form of an incorrectly inverted word order in wh-interrogative clauses. 

Interrogative clauses are used in the corpus in a number of discourse functions. The 
functional breakdown for interrogative clauses in the corpus pretty much follows the 
divisions made in earlier studies of interrogative clause functions, whether for children or 
adults, Finnish or other languages (Berninger & Garvey 1981, 1982; Garvey 1975; 
Hakulinen & Karlsson 1979; Hekken & Roelofsen 1982; James & Seebach 1982; 
Kangasniemi 1991; Kearsley 1976; Matihaldi 1979; Piaget 1973; Yli-Vakkuri 1986). 

Interrogative clauses in the corpus have been divided according to their discourse 
function into (1) information-eliciting questions, (2) conversational questions, (3) 
expressive questions and (4) directive questions. 

Information-eliciting questions refer to those questions in the study with which 
children seek information about referents relevant to the discourse situation. Following 
Piaget (1973), the information-eliciting questions have been divided into social 
information questions, which children put to an interlocutor and to which they expect an 
answer, and information questions used in collective monologue, i.e. questions which 
belong to the egocentric language, when questions are not directed to any interlocutor 
and to which children expect no reply . Information-eliciting questions in the corpus 
include both wh-questions and yes/no-questions. 

Conversational questions include those questions in the corpus with which children 
stimulate verbal communication, introduce new subjects in the conversation or indicate 
that they wish that a sequence in the conversation be repeated. Wh-questions used in 
conversational function include the mitäl "What?'-echo question, the conversational 
phrase Mitä kuuluul 'How are you feeling?' and linguistic game-playing questions 
which aim to entertain. As yes/no conversational questions in the corpus we find 
introductory questions aimed at focusing the interlocutor's attention on a new subject of 
conversation. 
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Expressive questions are considered to be those questions in the corpus which 
express an affective attitude to the subject of conversation and aren't intended to be 
understood as questions. Interjections include questions which express a positive 
attitude, surprise or wonder, while questions which express a negative attitude, irritation 
or opposition to a state of a ffairs are called contradictory questions. In the expressive 
function we find wh-questions and yes/no-questions being used in the corpus, both as 
interjections and contradictions. 

Only yes/no-questions are used in an obvious directive function in the corpus. 
Directive questions are considered to be those questions with which children initiate new 
actions in the discourse situation. The directive questions have been divided into 
suggestions, offers and requests. Suggestive questions consist of questions with which 
children propose new activities. With offering-questions children offer the interlocutor an 
object or a service and ask for the interlocutor's opinion. Request-questions include 
those questions in the corpus with which children ask the interlocutor for an action, for 
instructions or permission to act on their own. 

The first questions in the corpus are information questions. The use of information-
eliciting wh-questions in social discourse begins on average at the age of 1.9 and yes/no-
questions at the age of 1.10. Wh-questions start being used very early on, on average at 
the age of 1.19, even in collective monologue, while the use of yes/no-questions in 
collective monologue first begins at the age of 2.7. 

The next discourse function to be acquired is the directive function, acquired in the 
corpus on average at the age of 2.0. Only yes/no-questions are used in the corpus in this 
function. Suggestive questions start being used at the age of 2.7., while the other 
directive questions start being used considerably later. Requests for action start being 
used at the age of 2.7, requests for permission at the age of 2.8 and requests for 
instructions at the age of 3.0. The use of offering-questions begins at the age of 3.1. 

The first conversational questions in the corpus are mitai 'What?'-echo questions, 
whose use begins on average at the age of 2.6. Yes/no-introductory questions start being 
used on average at the age of 3.0. Linguistic games-playing and conversational phrases 
are both produced by one child only at the age of two. 

In the expressive function interjections occur first. Wh-questions start being used as 
interjections on average at the age of 2.6 and yes/no-questions at the age of 2.10. 
Yes/no-questions start being used as contradictory questions at the age of 2.11, a little 
earlier than wh-questions, which occur as interjections at the average age of 3.0. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1. 
Uumajan yliopisto (Umeå University) 
Suomen kielen laitos (Finnish Department) 

Esikysely tutkimukn osallistuville perheille (Preliminary questions for the families participating in the study) 

1. Lapsen nimi (Child's name)  
2. Syntymäaika (Date of birth)  
3. Syntymäpaikka (Place of birth)  
4. Muut perheenjäsenet (Other family members) 

a. äidin nimi (mother's name) syntymävuosi (year of birth)  
b. isän nimi (father's name) syntymävuosi (year of birth)  
c. lapsen sisarusten nimet (names of the child's siblings) syntymävuosi (year of birth) 

5. Asuuko perheessä vanhempien ja lapsen/lasten lisäksi muita henkilöitä? (Is there anyone else living with the 
family besides the parents and child/children?) 

ei (no) kyllä (yes) ketä? (who?)  

6. Missä maissa lapsi on asunut? (In which countries has the child lived?) 
a. Hän on asunut koko ikänsä Ruotsissa (S/he has lived in Sweden for the whole of her/his life).  
b. Hän on asunut Suomessa -vuotiaaksi saakka (S/he has lived in Finland up to the age of ). 
c. Hän on asunut Ruotsissa -vuotiaasta lähtien (S/he has lived in Sweden since the age of ). 

7. Asuinympäristö (Living environment) 
a. kaupungin keskusta (city center)  
b. vanha lähiö (old suburb)  
c. uusi lähiö (new suburb)  
d. maaseututaajama (rural population center)  
e. haja-asutusalue (rural area)  

8. Asuintalon tyyppi (Type of residence) 
a. kerrostalo (apartment building)  
b. rivitalo (row house)  
c. omakotitalo (detached house)  
d. kahdenperheentalo (semi-detached house)  

9. Lapsen huoltajat (Has custody of the child) 
a. äiti (the mother) b. isä (the father) c. muu huoltaja (other)  

10. Muita tietoja vanhemmista ja isovanhemmista (Further information about the parents and grandparents) 
A. Äiti (Mother) 
Missä maassa lapsen äiti on asunut? (In which country has the child's mother lived?) 

a . vuotta Suomessa ( years in Finland) 
b . vuotta Ruotsissa ( years in Sweden) 
c. Äiti on asunut koko ikänsä Ruotsissa (The mother has lived in Sweden for the whole of her life).  

Millaisessa ympäristössä äiti on asunut? (What kind of environment has the mother lived in?) 
a. kaupungissa (city)  
b. muussa taajamassa (other population center)  
c. haja-asutusalueella (rural area)  

Asuvatko/asuivatko äidin vanhemmat Suomessa vai Ruotsissa ? (Are/were the maternal grandparents 
living in Finland or in Sweden ?) 
Kuinka usein lapsella on mahdollisuus tavata äidin vanhempia? (How often does the child get to meet its 
maternal grandparents?)  
B. Isä (Father) 
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Missä maassa lapsen isä on asunut? (In which country has the child's father lived?) 
a . vuotta Suomessa ( years in Finland) 
b . vuotta Ruotsissa ( years in Sweden) 
c. Isä on asunut koko ikänsä Ruotsissa (The father has lived in Sweden for the whole of his life).  

Millaisessa ympäristössä isä on asunut? (What kind of environment has the father lived in?) 
a. kaupungissa (city)  
b. muussa taajamassa (other population center)  
c. haja-asutusalueella (rural area)  

Asuvatko/asuivatko isän vanhemmat Suomessa vai Ruotsissa ? (Are/were the paternal grandparents 
living in Finland or in Sweden ?) 
Kuinka usein lapsella on mahdollisuus tavata isän vanhempia? (How often does the child get to meet its paternal 
grandparents?)  
Vanhempien ammatit (Parent's professions) 

äidin ammattì (mother's profession)  
isän ammattì (father's profession)  

11. Lapsen päivähoito (Child's supervision) 
a. Lapsi on kotihoidossa (Child is at home).  
b. Lapsella on ruotsinkielinen päivähoitaja (Child has a Swedish-speaking childminder).  
c. Lapsella on suomenkielinen päivähoitaja (Child has a Finnish-speaking childminder).  
d. Lapsi on ruotsinkielisessä päiväkodissa (Child attends a Swedish-speaking pre-school).  

Onko lapsella mahdollisuus hoitopäivän aikana kuulla ja puhua suomea, vaikka hän olisi ruotsinkielisessä 
päivähoidossa? (Has the child the opportunity to hear and speak Finnish even if s/he is cared for by a Swedish-
speaking adult?) kyllä (yes) ei(no)  

Perheen kieliolot (Language situation in the family) 
12. Vanhempien äidinkieli (Parent's native language) 

suomi (Finnish) ruotsi (Swedish) 
äiti (mother)  
isä (father)  

13. Osaavatko kaikki perheenjäsenet suomea? (Do all family members speak Finnish?) 
kyllä (yes) eivät (no)  

14. Vanhempien ruotsin kielen taito. Koskee vain niitä, joiden äidinkieli on suomi (Parents' 
knowledge of Swedish. Only for those with Finnish as a native language). 

äiti (mother) isä (father) 
erittäin hyvä (very good)  
melko hyvä (fairly good)  
melko huono (fairly bad)  
erittäin huono (very bad)  

15. Mitä kieltä vanhemmat käyttävät lapselle puhuessaan? (Which language do the parents use when they speak 
with their child?) äiti (mother) isä (father) 

aina suomea (always Finnish)  
enimmäkseen suomea (most often Finnish)  
molempia kieliä yhtä paljon 
(both languages equally often)  
enimmäkseen ruotsia (most often Swedish)  
aina ruotsia (always Swedish)  

16. Missä yhteyksissä lapsellanne on normaalin kotikeskustelun lisäksi mahdollisuus kuulla ja puhua 
suomea? (Besides daily conversation at home, when does the child have the chance to hear and speak Finnish?) 

a. Ruotsissa asuvien suomenkielisten tuttavien ja sukulaisten kanssa (With Finnish-speaking acquaintances 
and relatives living in Sweden)  
b. Seuraamme suomenkielisiä radio- ja televisiolähetyksiä (We listen to and watch Finnish programs on 
the radio and TV).  
c. Kuuntelemme suomalaista musiikkia ja katselemme suomenkielisiä videonauhoitteita (We listen to 
Finnish music and watch Finnish videos).  
d. Luemme lapselle suomenkielisiä lehtiä ja kirjoja (We read periodicals and books in Finnish for our 
child).  
e. Muulla tavalla. Miten? (In some other way. Which?)  
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17. Kuuleeko lapsenne mielestänne tarpeeksi suomea? (In your opinion, does your child hear enough 
Finnish?) kyllä (yes) ei (no)  

18. Lapsen leikkitoverit (Child's playmates) 
a. Kuinka monen lapsen kanssa lapsenne seurustelee keskimäärin päivittäin? (How many children does your 
child play with on a daily basis?)  
b. Onko lapsellanne suomenkielisiä leikkitovereita, sisarukset mukaan lukien? (Does your child have 
Finnish-speaking playmates, including siblings?) kyllä (yes) ei (no)  
c. Kuinka usein lapsellanne on mahdolllisuus leikkiä suomenkielisten tovereiden kanssa? (How often does 
your child have the opportunity to play with Finnish-speaking friends?)  

19. Lapsen lukutottumukset (Child's reading habits) 
a. Kuinka usein lapselle luetaan tai hanen kanssaan katsellaan kuvakiijoja? (How often do you read or look 
at picture books with your child?)  
b. Pitääkö lapsi kiijojen katselusta ja lukemisesta? (Does your child like to read and look at books?) 
erittäin paljon (very much)  

melko paljon (pretty much)  
ei juurikaan (not so much)  

20. Muista touhuista (Other activities) 
Kuinka monta tuntia lapsi katselee päivittäin televisiota? (How many hours a day does the child watch TV?)  

tuntia (hours) 
Missä paikoissa ja tilaisuuksissa lapsi on käynewt (What places and shows has the child been to?) 

kiijastossa (library) 
teatterissa (theater) 
huvipuistossa (amusement park) 
näyttelyssä (exhibition) 
kaupassa (shops) 
Suomessa (Finland) 
isovanhempien luona 
(with grandparents) 
leikkipuistossa (playground) 
Suomi-seuran juhlissa 
(Finnish Society parties) 
muissa juhlissa (other parties) 

Mistä puuhista lapsi on erityisen kiinnostunut? (What kinds of things does your child especially like to do?) 

21. Lapsen tämänhetkinen kielitaito (Child's language skills at present) 
Suomen ja ruotsin kielen taito (Knowledge of Finnish and Swedish) 

a. Lapsi ei osaa vielä puhua (Child cannot speak as of yet).  
b. Lapsi on oppinut tähän mennessä vain suomea (Child has only learned Finnish so far).  
c. Lapsi on oppinut tähän mennessä vain ruotsia (Child has only learned Swedish so far).  
d. Lapsi osaa molempia kieliä (Child speaks both languages).  

Lapsen puhe on kehittynyt mielestämme (We believe that our child's speech has developed) 
a. erittäin hyvin (very well)  
b. normaalisti (normally)  
c. melko huonosti (rather badly)  

Millä tavoin toivotte lapsenne kielitaidon iän mukana kehittyvän? (How do you wish your child's language 
skills to develop?) 

a. Toivomme, että hänestä tulisi kaksikielinen (We wish that s/he be bilingual).  
Miksi? (Why?)  

b. Pidämme hyvää suomen kielen taitoa tärkeimpänä (We believe that a good command of Finnish is 
most important). Miksi? (Why?)  
c. Pidämme hyvää ruotsin kielen taitoa tärkeimpänä (We believe that a good command of Swedish is 
most important). Miksi? (Why?)  

22. Tilaa kommenteille tai asioille, jotka haluatte tutkimuksen aikana ottaa huomioon mutta joita en ole 
huomannut kysyä (Space for comments, or requests to be taken under consideration during the study, which 
haven't been covered in the questionnaire). 

elokuvissa (movies) 
konsertissa (concert) 
museossa (museum) 
sirkuksessa (circus) 
kylässä (with acquaintances) 
muulla ulkomaanmatkalla 
(other trip abroad) 
urheilukilpailuissa 
(sporting events) 
kirkossa (church) 
muissa yleisissä tilaisuuksissa 
(other official events) 
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Appendix 2. Ages and recording lengths for each child in the Sundsvall corpus 
Mari, Antti, 

Child Liisa Sanna Eero Tuomo Meiju Mikko Timo Pekka Kaiia X 
Age Length of recording, min. 
1.7 30 30 
1.8 -

1.9 25 25 
1.10 25 25 
1.11 30 

(A) 30 
30 

2.0 30 (B) 45 105 
2.1 30 30 
2.2 30 30 60 
2.3 30 30 
2.4 30 30 
2.5 30 30 30 90 
2.6 30 30 
2.7 30 30 23 25 108 
2.8 35 30 65 
2.9 30 30 30 30 30 180 
2.10 30 30 30 90 
2.11 30 30 30 30 30 180 
3.0 30 30 30 30 120 
3.1 30 30 30 30 120 
3.2 30 30 
3.3 30 30 30 30 60 30 240 
3.4 30 30 
3.5 30 30 50 110 
3.6 21 25 45 
3.7 30 30 30 90 
3.8 30 30 30 30 120 
3.9 30 30 60 
3.10 30 30 60 120 
3.11 30 44 74 
4.0 30 30 
4.1 55 55 

6 h 7 h 5 h 2 h 6 h 2 h 2 h 1 h 2 h 37 h 
X 25 min 15 min 23 min 55 min 14 min 50 min 21 min 55 min 25 min 43 min 

Appendix 3. Distribution of wh-questions, yes/no-questions and disjunctive questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
and in the Radio corpus 
Type of question Wh-questions I Yes/no-questions | 1 Disi, questions 1 s 
Corpus Sundsvall corpus 
Period n % n % n % n % 
1.7-1.11 87 96 4 4 0 0 91 100 
2.0 - 2.5 205 79 55 21 0 0 260 100 
2.6-2.11 405 71 165 29 0 0 570 100 
3.0 - 3.5 388 65 209 35 0 0 597 100 
3.6 - 4. 1 263 60 176 40 1 <1 440 100 
X 1348 69 609 31 1 <1 1958 100 
Corpus Radio corpus 
X 252 48 1 1 248 47 1 28 5 1 1 528 100 
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Appendix 4. Distribution of wh-questions, yes/no-questions and disjunctive questions per child in the Sundsva 

Period 1.7 - 1.11 2.0 - 2.5 2.6 - 2.11 
Type of Wh- Yes/no- Disj. Wh- Yes/no- Disj. Wh- Yes/no- Disj. 
question question question question question question question question question question 
Child % % % % % % % % % 
Liisa 92* 8 0 81 19 0  53 47 0 
Mari 100 0 0 81 19 0  52 48 0 
Sanna 100 0 0 53 47 0  43 57 0 
Eero - - - 78 22 0 86 14 0 
Antti - - - - - - 91 9 0 
Tuomo - - - - - - 85 15 0 
Meiju 
Mikko 

- - - - - - 77 
78 

23 
22 

0 
0 

Timo - - - - - - - - -

Pekka - - - - - - - - -

Kaiia - - - - - - - - -

E 96 4 0 79 21 0 71 29 0 
Period 3.0 - 3.5 3.6 - 4 .1 X 
Type of Wh- Yes/no- Disj. Wh- Yes/no- Disj. Wh- Yes/no- Disj. 
question question question question question question question question question question 
Child % % % % % % % % % 
Liisa 65  35 0 - - 0 77 23 0 
Mari 1 6  84 0 55 45 0 65 35 0 
Sanna 37 63 0 21 79 0 51 49 0 
Eero 89 11 0 74 26 0 85 15 0 
Antti 7 5  25 0 60 40 0 85 15 0 
Tuomo 56  44 0 45 55 0 69 31 0 
Meiju 55  45 0 55 45 0 63 27 0 
Mikko 55  45 0 - - - 62 38 0 
Timo 57  43 0 41 58 1 45 55 1 
Pekka 81  19 0 82 18 0 82 18 0 
Kaiia - - - 57 43 0 57 43 0 
L 65 35 0 60 40 <1 69 31 <1 
*Bold type = question in the majority. 

Appendix 5. Distribution of interrogative content in information-eliciting questions in the Sundsvall 
corpus  
A«e lvr 2 yrs 3 - 4 yrs E 
Interrogative content % % % % 
^identifying 69 53 47 51 
Localizing 30 21 16 19 
Causal 0 3 11 7 
Characterizing 1 5 7 6 
What is X doing?' 0 6 3 4 
Temporal 0 5 1 2 
Possessive 0 1 2 2 
Instrumental 0 <1 <1 <1 
Non-focused ves/no-questions 0 7 12 9 
Z 100 100 100 100 

Appendix 6. Interrogative adverb variants meaning 'why', 'how', 'where to' and 'when' in the Sundsvall 
corpus   

Meaning Variant 1 n % Variant 2 n % Variant 3 n % n 
Z 

% 
'why' miksi 98 89 mita varten 10 9 mitä 2 2 110 100 
'how' miten 39 83 ku(in) 6 13 kuinka 2 6 47 100 
'where to' mihin 63 97 minne 2 3 65 100 
'when' milloin 19 76 koska 6 24 25 100 
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Appendix 7. Number of children using various question words in the Sundsvall corpus and in the Oulu 
corpus  
Corpus Sundsvall N = 11 Oulu1 N = 20 
Question words, no. of children using question 
word2 N % N % 
Interrogative pronouns 
mikä 'what' 11 100 20 100 
- mikä nom.sg. 11 100 20 100 
- mitä part.sg. 11 100 20 100 
Other inflect, forms of mikä 'what' 5 45 8 40 
- minkä, mikän acc. 1 sg. 3 27 5 25 
- mikä acc. 2 sg. 2 18 1 5 
- millä adess. sg. 0 0 4 20 
- mihin, mikän ill. sg.3 2 18 0 0 
- mistä elat. sg.3 0 0 1 5 
- mitkä nom. pl. 3 27 2 10 
kuka 'who' 8 73 17 85 
- kuka nom. sg. 7 64 14 70 
Inflected forms of kuka 'who' 3 27 11 56 
- keta part. sg. 0 0 5 25 
- kenen, kukan4 gen. sg. 3 27 5 25 
- kenellä adess. sg. 1 9 1 5 
- kenelle all. sg. 1 9 0 0 
- keneltä abl. sg. 1 9 0 0 
- ketkä nom. pl. 1 9 2 10 
kumpi 'which of two' 1 9 2 10 
- kumpi nom. sg. 1 9 0 0 
- kumpaan ill. sg. 0 0 1 5 
- kummat nom. pl. 0 0 1 5 
Interrogative adjectives 4 36 7 35 
minkålainen 'what kind of* 2 18 5 25 
- minkälainen nom. sg. 1 9 2 10 
- minkälaiset nom. pl. 0 0 1 5 
- minkälaisia part. pl. 1 9 1 5 
minkä värinen 'of what color' 3 27 2 10 
- minkä värinen nom. sg. 2 18 0 0 
- minkä väriset nom. pl. 1 9 1 5 
- minkä värisiä part. pl. 0 0 1 5 
minkä niminen 'what name' 0 0 1 5 
- minkä niminen nom. sg. 0 0 1 5 
Local interrogative adverbs 11 100 20 100 
missä 'where' 9 82 20 100 
mihin 'where to' 8 73 9 45 
mistä 'where from' 3 27 11 56 
Other interrogative adverbs 
miksi 'why' 9 82 14 70 
miten 'how' 8 73 14 70 
milloin 'when' 3 27 5 25 
miten monta 'how many' 1 9 4 20 
iOnly those 20 children whose language follow-up continued up to the age of three. 2The same terms are 
used for question words in the Oulu corpus as are used in the Sundsvall corpus, see appendix 6. Question 
words meaning 'how many/much' in the Oulu corpus are called miten monta 'how many'. 3Used in 
adnominal position. 4kukan only in the Sundsvall corpus. 
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Appendix 8. Distribution of question words in the Sundsvall corpus 
Period 1.7 - 1.11 2.0- 2.5 2.6- 2.11 3.0- 3.5 3.6- 4.1 z 
Ouestion words n % n % n % n % n % n % 
Interrog. pronouns 59 68 148 72 264 65 225 58 179 68 876 65 
mikä 'what* 46 53 117 57 261 64 191 49 161 61 777 58 
mikä nom. sg. 29 33 87 42 125 31 87 22 91 35 419 31 
mitä part, sg./pl. 17 20 28 14 134 33 103 27 66 25 348 26 
minkä, mikän acc. 1 sg. 0 0 1 <1 1 <1 0 0 1 <1 3 <1 
mikä acc. 2 sg. 0 0 1 <1 0 0 0 0 1 <1 2 <1 
mihin, mikän ill. sg.1 0 0 0 0 1 <1 0 0 1 0 2 <1 
mitkä nom. pl. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 <1 2 1 3 <1 
kuka 'who' 13 15 31 15 3 1 33 9 10 4 90 7 
kuka nom. sg. 13 15 31 15 0 0 26 7 9 3 79 6 
kenen, kukan gen. sg. 0 0 0 0 1 <1 2 1 1 <1 4 <1 
ketka nom. pl. 0 0 0 0 1 <1 2 1 0 0 3 <1 
keneile all. sg. 0 0 0 0 1 <1 0 0 0 0 1 <1 
kenella adess. sg. 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 <1 
keneltä abl. sg. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 <1 0 0 1 <1 
kumpi 'which of two' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 3 <1 
kumpi nom. sg. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 3 <1 
va 'what' 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 <1 5 2 6 <1 
Interrog. adjectives 0 0 0 0 2 <1 0 0 3 1 5 <1 
minkä värinen 
'of what color' 0 0 0 0 1 <1 0 0 2 1 3 <1 
minkä väriset nom. pl. 0 0 0 0 1 <1 0 0 0 0 1 <1 
minkä väri(nen) nom.sg. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 2 <1 
minkälainen 
'what kind of 0 0 0 0 1 <1 0 0 1 <1 2 <1 
minkälaisia part. pl. 0 0 0 0 1 <1 0 0 0 0 1 <1 
minkälainen nom. sg. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 <1 1 <1 
Loc. interr. adverbs 27 31 52 25 78 19 76 20 27 10 260 19 
missä 'where' 27 31 44 21 37 9 54 14 17 6 179 13 
mihin 'where to' 0 0 7 3 30 7 20 5 7 3 64 5 
mistä 'where from' 0 0 1 <1 11 3 2 1 2 1 16 1 
mihin päin 
'in which direction' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 <1 1 <1 
Mod. interr.adverbs 1 1 3 1 7 2 20 5 16 6 47 3 
miten 'how' 1 1 2 1 5 1 20 5 16 6 44 3 
miten päin 'how' 0 0 1 <1 1 <1 0 0 0 0 2 <1 
miten monta 
'how many' 0 0 0 0 1 <1 0 0 0 0 1 <1 
Other interr adverbs 
miksi 'why' 0 0 2 1 26 6 51 13 31 12 110 8 
milloin 'when' 0 0 0 0 18 4 6 2 1 <1 25 2 
No question words 0 0 0 0 10 2 10 3 5 2 25 2 
X 87 100 205 100 405 100 388 100 262 100 100 
iUsed adnominally. 
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Appendix 9. Distribution of question words in different clausal types in the Radio corpus 
Adnom-

Clausal type Ellipsis on-clause V-clause clause Z 
Question words* n n n n n % 
Interr. pronouns 3 31 69 27 130 52 
m ikä 'what' 2 29 67 27 125 50 
mika nom. sg. 0 24 5 1 30 12 
mitka nom. pl. 0 0 0 1 1 <1 
mitä part. sg. 2 4 36 12 54 22 
missä iness. sg. 0 0 0 3 3 1 
mihin ill. sg./pl. 0 0 2 1 3 1 
mistä elat. sg. 0 1 7 1 9 4 
millä adess. sg./pl. 0 0 3 8 11 4 
milta abl. sg. 0 0 14 0 14 6 
kuka 'who' 1 2 2 0 5 2 
kuka nom. sg. 0 0 1 0 1 <1 
ketka nom. pl. 0 1 1 0 2 1 
ketä part. sg. 1 1 0 0 2 1 
Interr. adjectives 0 5 1 10 16 6 
minkälainen 
'what kind of 0 5 0 10 15 6 
minkä ikäinen 
'how old' 0 0 1 0 1 <1 
Loc. interr. adverbs 0 4 6 0 10 4 
missä 'where' 0 4 0 0 4 2 
mihin 'where to' 0 0 1 0 1 <1 
mista 'where from' 0 0 3 0 3 1 
mihin päin 
'in which direction' 0 0 2 0 2 1 
Mod. interr adverbs 4 6 42 11 63 25 
miten 'how' 4 0 24 9 37 15 
miten monta 
'how many' 0 2 2 2 6 2 
miten kauan 
'how long' 0 4 16 0 20 8 
Other interr adverbs 
miksi 'why' 5 1 9 0 15 6 
milloin 'when' 0 0 5 0 5 2 
entä 'then, and'/ 
No question word 11 2 0 0 13 5 

n % n % n % n % n % 
E 23 9 49 19 132 52 48 19 252 100 
*The question words appear in the table according to the variant which is most common in the Sundsvall 
corpus, minkälainen = in the Radio corp us minkälainen and mimmoinen 'what kind of; mihin = minne, 
mihin 'where to', mihin päin, minne päin 'in which dire ction'; miten = rniten, kuinka 'how'; miten monta = 
kuinka monta 'how many', kuinka paljon, paljon(ko) 'how much'; miksi = miksi, minkä takia 'why'; 
milloin = milloin, koska 'when'. Interrogative adjectives are used in nom. sg. (6 times), nom. pl. (2), 
part. sg. (6), part. pl. (1) and adess. pl. (1). Temporal question words with the paradigms miten kauan, 
kuinka kauan, kauan(ko) 'how long' occur only in the Radio corpus. There the most common paradigm is 
miten kauan, and all question words meaning 'how long' are called miten kauan in the table. 

Appendix 10. Distribution of different V-clauses in the Sundsvall corpus 
Clausal type Ellipsis on-clause V-clause Adnom-clause Z 
Period n % n % n % n % n % 
1.7 - 1.11 51 59 30 34 5 6 1 1 87 100 
2.0 - 2.5 41 20 132 64 31 15 1 <1 205 100 
2.6-2.11 121 30 149 37 120 30 15 4 405 100 
3.0 - 3.5 103 27 174 45 98 25 13 3 388 100 
3.6 - 4.1 85 32 92 35 63 24 23 9 263 100 
Z 401 30 Sil 43 317 24 53 4 1348 100 
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Appendix 11. Distribution of question words i different clausal types in the Sundsvall corpus 
Adnom-

Clausal type Ellipsis on-clause V-clause clause 
Question words n % n % n % n % n % 
Interrogative pronouns 260 30 441 50 136 16 39 4 876 100 
Nominative 89 18 336 66 51 10 31 6 507 100 
mika 'what' nom. sg. 74 18 285 68 32 8 28 7 419 100 
kuka 'who' nom. sg. 13 16 48 61 18 23 0 0 79 100 
kumpi 'which of two' 
nom. sg. 0 0 2 67 0 0 1 33 3 100 
mitka 'what' nom. pl. 0 0 1 33 0 0 2 67 3 100 
ketka 'who' nom. pl. 2 67 0 0 1 33 0 0 3 100 
Partitive 169 48 102 29 80 23 3 1 354 100 
mita 'what' part, sg./pl. 
(va 'what') 
Accusative 

163 
6 
1 

47 
100 
20 

102 
0 
0 

29 
0 
0 

80 
0 
3 

23 
0 

60 

3 
0 
1 

1 
0 

20 

348 
6 
5 

100 
100 
100 

minkä, mikän 
'what' acc. 1 sg. 1 33 0 0 2 67 0 0 3 100 
mikä 'what' acc. 2 sg. 0 0 0 0 1 50 1 50 2 100 
Genitive 1 25 1 25 0 0 2 50 4 100 
kenen, kukan 'whose' gen.sg 1 25 1 25 0 0 2 50 4 100 
Local case 0 0 2 33 2 33 2 33 6 100 
mihin, mikän 'what' ill. sg. 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 100 2 100 
kenella 'who' adess. sg. 0 0 2 100 0 0 0 0 2 100 
kenelle 'who' all. sg. 0 0 0 0 1 100 0 0 1 100 
keneltä 'who' abl. sg. 0 0 0 0 1 100 0 0 1 100 
Interrogative adjectives 0 0 3 60 0 0 2 40 5 100 
Nominative 0 0 3 75 0 0 1 25 4 100 
minkä värinen 
'of what color' nom. sg. 0 0 2 100 0 0 0 0 2 100 
minkälainen 
'what kind of nom. sg. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 100 1 100 
minkä väriset 
'of what color' nom. pl. 0 0 1 100 0 0 0 0 1 100 
Partitive pl. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 100 1 100 
minkälaisia 
'what kind of part. pi. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 100 1 100 
Local interr. adverbs 79 30 113 43 65 26 0 0 260 100 
missä 'where' 60 33 111 62 8 4 0 0 179 100 
mihin 'where to' 13 20 2 3 49 77 0 0 64 100 
mista 'where from' 5 31 0 0 11 69 0 0 16 100 
mihin päin 
'in which direction' 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 100 
Modal interr. adverbs 1 2 1 2 33 70 12 25 47 100 
miten 'how' 0 0 1 2 32 73 11 25 44 100 
miten /räiii'how' 1 50 0 0 1 50 0 0 2 100 
miten monta 'how many' 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 100 1 100 
Other interr. adverbs 
miksi 'why' 35 32 18 16 57 52 0 0 110 100 
milloin 'when' 1 4 1 4 23 92 0 0 25 100 
Question words miss. 25 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 100 
S 401 30 577 43 317 24 53 4 1348 100 
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Appendix 12. Distribution of pro-verb and descriptive verbs in wh-questions in the Sundsvall corpus* 
Verb character n % Verb character n % 
Pro-verbs 758 84 Descriptive verbs 146 16 
olla *be, exist, have* 
tehda 'do' 
tulla 'come (to be)' 
laittaa, panna 'put' 
mennä, lähteä 'go, 
travel' 

605 
74 
35 
23 

21 

kuulua 'belong' 17, piirtää, värittää 'draw, paint' 12, syödä 'eat* 7, 
ajaa 'drive', laulaa 'sing', sanoa, puhua 'say, speak' 6, pudota 'fall 
down' 5, kuulua ì>e heard', lukea 'stand', nukkua 'sleep', ottaa 
'take', tapahtua 'happen' 4, asua 'live', katsoa look', kurkistaa 
'peek', leikkia 'play', saada 'get' 3, aloittaa 'start', avata 'open', 
haista 'smell', haluta 'want\jäädä 'remain', kaatua 'fall', kantaa 
'carry', kävellä 'go', naksahtaa 'click', puuttua 'missing', päästä 
'come', roikkua "hang', soittaa 'play' 2, ajella drive', alkaa 
•begin', antaa 'give', kysyä 'ask', kääntyä 'turn', luistella 'skate', 
lukea 'read', Wytyd 'exist', maata 'lie', mahtua 'go into', maistaa 
'taste', napsutella T>utton', nähdä 'see', ostaa "buy', osua 'meet', 
pesta 'wash', pöykkyillä 'jump', ratsastaa 'ride', seisoa 'stand', 
siivota 'clean', soida 'play', tarvita 'need', tietää Toiow', torkattaa 
'dry1, uida 'swim', viedä 'take' 1 

•Excluding verb of negation ei and various auxiliary verbs. 

Appendix 13. Distribution of question words in ellipsis in the Sundsvall corpus 
Period 1.7- 1.11 2.0- 2.5 2.6- 2.11 3.0- 3.5 3.6 -4.1 X 
Question words n % n % n % n % n % n % 
mita 'what' part. sg./pl. 
as ofl-clause* 17 33 4 10 9 7 5 5 6 7 41 10 
tnika 'what' nom. sg. 15 29 18 44 21 17 4 4 16 19 74 18 
missa 'where' 14 27 8 20 18 15 13 13 7 8 60 15 
kuka 'who' nom. sg. 5 10 4 10 0 0 1 1 3 4 13 3 
mitü 'what* part. sg. 
as echo question 0 0 5 12 37 31 51 50 29 34 122 30 
miksi 'why' 0 0 1 2 9 7 13 13 12 14 35 9 
miten/mihin päin 
'how, in which direction' 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 <1 
Question words missing 0 0 0 0 10 8 10 10 5 6 25 6 
mihin 'where to' 0 0 0 0 10 8 2 2 1 1 13 3 
mista 'where from' 0 0 0 0 4 3 1 1 0 0 5 1 
ketka 'who' nom. pl. 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 2 <1 
minkä 'what' acc. 1 sg. 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 <1 
milloin 'when' 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 <1 
va 'what' 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 5 6 6 1 
kenen 'who' gen. sg. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 <1 
X 51 100 41 100 121 100 101 100 85 100 401 100 
*In deep structure: 36 times as subject or complement in on-clause, 4 times as object in V-clause, oncee as 
attribute. 

Appendix 14. Distribution of one-word and multiple-word ellipses in the Sundsvall corpus 
Type of 
ellipsis One-word ellipsis Multiple-word ellipsis X 
Period n % n % n % 
1.7-1.11 15 29 36 71 51 100 
2.0 - 2.5 27 66 14 34 41 100 
2.6-2.11 65 54 56 46 121 100 
3.0 - 3.5 80 78 23 22 103 100 
3.6 - 4.1 59 69 26 31 85 100 
X 246 61 155 39 401 100 
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Appendix 15. Distribution of different multiple word ellipses in the Sundsvall corpus 
mihin 'where to', 

Question words Interrogative pronouns missä 
'where' 

mista 'where 
from' 

Question words 
missing 

Other clausal + + + + + + only only Z 
elements NP AdvlP quote NP AdvlP NP NP AdvlP 
Period n n n n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 6 20 0 10 0 0 0 0 36 
2.0 - 2.5 6 5 0 3 0 0 0 0 14 
2.6-2.11 9 12 0 16 9 0 9 1 56 
3.0 - 3.5 2 4 0 6 0 1 8 2 23 
3.6-4.1 11 3 2 5 0 0 5 0 26 
X 34 44 2 40 9 1 22 3 155 

Appendix 16. Nominal and adverbial phrases i multiple-word ellipsis in the Sundsvall corpus 
Type of 
question Interrogative pronouns + NP missä 'where' + NP 

mihin 'where 
to' + NP Onb / NP 

NP Dem.pr. 
Dem.pr. 
+Noun 

Dem.pr. 
+rel.cl. N 

se 'it'/ 
Attr.+N 

NP 
missing Dem. pr. Dem.pr. 

Pron. 
adj. 

Period n n n n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 6 0 0 9 1 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 6 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 
2.6-2.11 5 2 0 9* 6 1 0 9 0 
3.0 - 3.5 2 0 0 3 3 0 1 5 3 
3.6 - 4.1 7 2 2 1 4 0 0 5 0 
Z 26 4 2 24 15 1 1 19 3 
Type of 
question 

Interr. pron. 
+ NP 

Interr. pron. 
+ AdvlP 

Interr.pron. 
+ citat 

missä 
'where'+NP 

/mTw'n'where to Imistä 
'where from'+ NP/AdvlP 

Only 
AdvlP 

AdvlP + AdvlP + AdvlP + AdvlP + AdvlP + AdvlP + AdvlP 
Period n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 3 0 3 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.6-2.11 0 0 0 2 0 4 
3.0 - 3.5 0 0 0 0 0 5 
3.6 - 4. 1 4 0 0 0 0 2 
X 4 3 0 5 0 11 
*Nqminal phrase missing once with Liisa at age 2.7 (Li 2.7:303). 
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Appendix 17. Correctness in the use of ellipsis in the Sundsvall corpus 
Type of question One-word ellipsis 

Supple mitä? - Conti Specifi
Contextual function Repeat Initial mentary echo nuative cation Inteijec-

question question ellipsis question question question tion 
Correctness incorrect incorrect incorrect correct correa correa correa 
Question words n n n n n n n 
mikä 'what' nom. sg. 12 7 0 0 0 34 4 
mitä 'what'part.sg/pl. 4 3 0 122 1 0 2 
kuka 'who' nom. sg. 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
ketkä 'who' nom. pl. 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
minkä 'what' acc.lsg. 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
va 'what' 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
missä 'where' 7 1 0 0 6 6 0 
Directional local 
interrogative adverbs 2 0 0 0 0 6 1 
miksi 'why' 1 0 0 0 34 0 0 
milloin 'when' 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
miten päin 'how' 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
E 28 11 6 122 43 28 8 
Type of question Multiple-word ellipsis 

Continuative 
Contextual function Initial question Repeat question question Interjection 
Correctness incorrect incorrect correct correct 
Type of question n n n n 
Interr. pron. + NP 13 1 19 1 
Interr. pron. + AdvlP 33 5 3 3 
Interr. pron. + quote 0 0 2 0 
missä 'where' + NP 24 3 12 1 
mihin 'where to' + NP 0 0 1 0 
mihin 'where to', mistä 'where 
from' +AdvlP 0 0 9 0 
Question words missing 0 0 25 0 
X 70 9 71 5 

Appendix 18. Distribution of question words in on-clauses in the Sundsvall con pus 
Period 1.7 - 1.11 2.0- 2.5 2.6 -2.11 3.0 - 3.5 3.6 - 4.1 z 
Question words n % n % n % n % n % n % 
mikä 'what' nom. sg. 13 43 61 46 82 55 73 42 56 62 285 50 
missä 'where' 11 37 35 26 18 12 38 22 9 10 111 19 
kuka 'who' nom. sg. 5 17 21 16 0 0 16 9 6 7 48 9 
miten 'how' 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 <1 
mitä 'what' part. sg./pl. 0 0 15 11 43 29 32 18 12 13 102 18 
miksi 'why' 0 0 0 0 4 3 10 5 4 3 18 3 
minkä värinen 
'of what color'* 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 2 3 1 
milloin 'when' 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 <1 
kenellä 'who' adess. sg. 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 <1 
mihin 'where to' 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 <1 
mitkä 'what' nom. pl. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 <1 
kumpi 'which of two' 
nom. sg. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 <1 
kukan 'whose' gen. sg. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 <1 
I 30 100 132 100 149 100 174 100 92 100 577 100 
*In the forms minkä värinen nom. sg., and minkä väriset nom. pl. 
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Appendix 19. Verb forni i on-clauses with question words in the Sundsvall corpus 
Mood Indicative 
Tense Present Imperfect 

ei ole 
Person on 3 sg. olen Neg oli 3 sg. olit X 

1 Sg. 3 sg. 2 sg. 
Function 3 Sg. 3 pi. X 1 Sg. 3 sg. 3 sg. 3 pi. 2 sg. 
Period n n % n n n n n n % 
1.7 -1.11 29 0 97 0 0 1 0 0 30 100 
2.0 - 2.5 125 4 98 1 0 2 0 0 132 100 
2.6-2.11 129 18 99 0 0 2 0 0 149 100 
3.0 - 3.5 151 15 95 0 1 3 3 1 174 100 
3.6 - 4.1 79 7 93 0 1 5 0 0 92 100 
X 513 44 97 1 2 13 3 1 577 100 

Appendix 20. Distribution of different cm-clauses with interrogative pronouns and interrogative adjectives in 
the Sundsvall corpus  

Existential Habitive Characterizing 
Clausal type Equative clause clause construction clause X 
Period n % n % n % n % n % 
1.7-1.11 15 83 3 17 0 0 0 0 18 100 
2.0 - 2.5 74 76 22 23 1 1 0 0 97 100 
2.6-2.11 106 84 16 13 4 3 0 0 126 100 
3.0 - 3.5 96 77 24 19 4 3 0 0 124 100 
3.6 - 4.1 69 87 8 10 0 0 2 3 79 100 
X 360 81 73 16 9 2 2 <1 444 100 

Appendix 21. Distribution of different equative clauses with interrogative pronouns in the Sundsvall corpus 

Clausal 
type 

Xcompl-equative clause 
Xsubj-equative clause X Clausal 

type 
Simple Xcompl-equative 

clause Devel. Xcompl-
equ.clause 

Xsubj-equative clause X 

Period n % n % n % n % 
1.7-1.11 
2.0 - 2.5 
2.6-2.11 
3.0 - 3.5 
3.6 - 4.1 

15 100 
73 99 
94 89 
89 93 
63* 91 

0 0 
1 1 

12 11 
4 4 
2 3 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
3 3 
4 6 

15 100 
74 100 

106 100 
96 100 
69 100 

X 334 93 19 5 7 2 360 100 
*NP missing once with Pekka at age 3.7 (Pe 3.7:141). 

Appendix 22. Distribution of interrogative pronouns in equative clauses and occurrence of adverbial phrases 
in equative clauses in the Sundsvall corpus  

Interrogative pronouns 
kumpi + 

mikä 'what' kuka 'who' mitä 'what' mitkä 'which of kukan AdvlP 
Period nom. sg. nom. sg. part. 'what' two' 'whose' 

sg./pl. nom. pl. nom. sg. gen. sg. 
n n n n n n n 

1.7-1.11 12 3 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 49 19 6 0 0 0 1 
2.6-2.11 76 0 30 0 0 0 6 
3.0 - 3.5 64 8 23 1 0 0 2 
3.6 - 4.1 51 5 10 0 2 1 5 
X 252 35 69 1 2 1 14 
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Appendix 23. Correctness in the use of mikä and mitä 'what' in the singular in equative clauses in the 
Sundsvall corpus  

mitä 'what, what kind 
Form and reference in mikä 'what, what kind of, which' nom. sg. of part. sg. for material 
adult language for count objects word 
Child's age 1 - 2 år 3 - 4 år 1 - 2 år 3 - 4 år 
Form used mikä mitä mikä mitä mitä mitä 
Correctness correct incorrect correct incorrect correa correct 
Child n n n n n n 
Liisa 23 1 5 0 0 0 
Mari 21 2 0 0 1 0 
Sanna 23 0 1 0 2 0 
Eero 29 2 46 2 4 0 
Antti 11 0 1 0 0 0 
Tuomo 13 0 1 0 0 0 
Meiju 2 0 9 0 0 1 
Mikko 6 10 2 17 3 0 
Timo - - 13 0 - 0 
Pekka - - 24 2 - 1 
Kaiia - - 6 1 - 2* 
X 128 15 108 22 10 4 
*Kaija uses partitive form mitä in equative clauses with the sense 'What does that mean?1 (Ka 4.1:045). 

Appendix 24. Correctness in the use of mitä, mitkä and mikä 'what' in the plural in equative clauses in the 
Sundsvall corpus  
Form and reference mitä 'what, what kind of part, pl., mitkä 'which' nom. pl. 
in adult language for count obiects 
Child's age 1 - 2 år 3-4 år 
Form used mitä mikä mitä, mitkä* mikä 
Correctness correa incorrect correa incorrect 
Child n n n n 
Liisa 2 0 0 0 
Mari 0 4 0 0 
Sanna 0 0 0 0 
Eero 1 2 o** 5 
Antti 0 0 0 0 
Tuomo 1 0 0 0 
Meiju 0 0 3* 1* 
Mikko 7 1 2 0 
Timo - - 1 0 
Pekka - - 1 0 
Kaija - - 0 1 
X 11 7 7 7 
*mitka 'which' only with Meiju at age 3.0 (Me 3.0:n5). Misuse of the fo rm mikä in the sense 'which' once 
with Meiju at age 3. (Me 3.0:n6).**Eero also uses at age 3.8 the form mitä in a multiple-word ellipsis, 
though with hes itation: mikä, mitä ne? 'What are those?' (Ee 3.8:113). 

Appendix 25. Distribution of interrogative pronouns in existential on-clauses and adverbial phrases in 
existential on-clauses with interrogative pronouns in the Sundsvall corpus  

Interrogative pronouns AdvlP 
Clausal mikä 'what' kuka 'who' mitä 'what' Deictic place Deictic place Extra 
element nom. sg. nom. sg. part. sg. adv. adv.+AdvTN AdvlP 
Period n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 1 2 0 3 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 11 2 9 22 0 0 
2.6-2.11 8 0 8 16 0 0 
3.0 - 3.5 8 7 9 18 6* 3 
3.6 - 4. 1 5 1 2 8 0 1 
X 33 12 28 67 6 4 
*Postposition + Noun as AdvlP with Meiju at age 3.0 (Me 3.0:n3). 
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Appendix 26. Distribution of missä 'where' in different on-clauses in the Sundsvall corpus 
Clausal 
type Intransitive clause Existential clause Habitive construction X 
Period n % n % n % n % 
1.7 - 1.11 6 56 5 44 0 0 11 100 
2.0 - 2.5 25 71 10 29 0 0 35 100 
2.6-2.11 13 72 4 22 1 6 18 100 
3.0 - 3.5 25 66 13 34 0 0 38 100 
3.6-4.1 3 33 6 67 0 0 9 100 
X 72 65 38 34 1 1 111 100 

Appendix 27. Nominal phrase and an extra adverbial phrase in cm-clauses with missä 'where' in the 
Sundsvall corpus  
Clausal type/ Intransitive clause Existential clause 
Structure missä + NP + on missä + on + NP + AdvlP 
NP se 'it'+N Dem. pron.* Attr.+Noun Noun** Attr.+N X 
Period n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 5 1 0 4 1 4 
2.0 - 2.5 18 3 4 10 0 4 
2.6-2.11 5 3 5 3 1 1 
3.0 - 3.5 4 16 5 8 5 2 
3.6 - 4. 1 1 0 2 5 1 2 
X 33 23 16 30 8 13 
*Subject missing once with Meiju at age 3.0 (Me 3.0:n4). Per s.pron. once with Liisa at age 2.0 (Li 2.0:443) 
and Meiju at age 3.3 (Me 3.3:nl). **Subject missing once with Liisa at age 1.9 (Li 1.9:273). 

Appendix 28. Distribution of different on-clauses with miksi 'why' in the Sundsvall corpus 
Inträns. Existent. Character. 

Clausal type Hab.constr. clause clause puhki-comti. clause X 
Period n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.6-2.11 2 2 0 0 0 4 
3.0 - 3.5 4 0 3 3 0 10 
3.6-4.1 2 0 1 0 1 4 
X 8 2 4 3 1 18 
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Appendix 29. Distribution of question words in the habitive construction with on in the Sundsvall corpus 
Interrogative pronouns and interrogative adjectives in affirmative habitive construction 

Clausal 
element Subject Hab.advl 

minkä väriset 
Question mikä 'what' mitä 'what' 'of what kuka 'who' kenellä 'who' X 
words nom. sg. part. sg. color'nom.pl. nom. sg. adess. sg. 
Period n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 1 0 0 0 0 1 
2.6-2.11 0 3 1 0 0 4 
3.0 - 3.5 1 0 0 1 2 4 
3.6 - 4.1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
X 2 3 1 1 2 9 

Interrogative adverbs as AdvlP in habitive constructions 
Question words miksi 'why' missä 'where' 
Affirmat/negative affirmative negative affirmative X 
Period n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 0 0 0 0 
2.6-2.11 2 0 1 3 
3.0 - 3.5 3 1 0 4 
3.6-4.1 1 1 0 2 
X 6 2 1 9 

Appendix 30. Adverbial and subject phrases in habitive constructions with on in the Sundsvall corpus 
Clausal 
element Habitive adverbial, adess. sg./pl. Subject NP 

Structure 
Pers./ 

Dem.pron. 
(se 'it' +) 

Noun 
Interr. 
pron. 

(Attr. +) 
Noun 

Dem. pr./ 
Pron.adj. 

Interr. pr./ 
Interr. adj. 

Extra 
AdvlP 

Period n n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
2.6-2.11 7 1 0 3* 0 4 0 
3.0 - 3.5 4 1 2 4* 2 2 1 
3.6 - 4.1 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 
X 14 2 2 8 3 7 1 
*Subject missing once with Liisa at age 2.11 (Li 2.11:267) and Meiju at age 3.2 (Me 3.2:180). 

Appendix 31. Distribution of question words in V-clauses in the Sundsvall corpus 
Period 1.7- 1.11 2.0- 2.5 2.6- 2.11 3.0- 3.5 3.6- 4.1 X 
Question words n % n % n % n % n % n % 
kuka 'who' nom. sg. 3 60 6 19 0 0 9 9 0 0 18 6 
missä 'where' 2 40 1 3 1 1 3 3 1 2 8 3 
mihin 'where to' 0 0 7 23 20 17 16 16 6 10 49 15 
mikä 'what' nom. sg. 0 0 7 23 14 12 5 5 6 10 32 10 
mitä 'what' part. sg. 0 0 4 13 42 35 15 15 19 30 80 25 
miten 'how' 0 0 2 6 5 4 13 13 12 19 32 10 
miksi 'why' 0 0 1 3 13 11 28 29 15 24 57 18 
mista 'where from' 0 0 1 3 7 6 1 1 2 3 11 3 
minkä, mikän 'what' 
acc. 1 sg. 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 1 
mikä 'what' acc. 2 sg. 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 <1 
milloin 'when' 0 0 0 0 16 13 6 6 1 2 23 7 
kenelle 'who' all. sg. 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 <1 
miten päin 'how' 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 <1 
keneltä 'who' abl. sg. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 <1 
ketkä 'who' nom. pl. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 <1 
X 5 100 31 100 120 100 98 100 63 100 317 100 
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Appendix 32. Distribution of different V-clauses with question words in the Sundsvall corpus 
Clausal type Simple V-clause Aux+V-clause Neg+V-clause S 
Period n % n % n % n % 
1.7-1.11 5 100 0 0 0 0 5 100 
2.0 - 2.5 31 100 0 0 0 0 31 100 
2.6-2.11 115 96 4 3 1 1 120 100 
3.0 - 3.5 72 73 13 13 13 13 98 100 
3.6 - 4 .1 47 75 12 19 4 6 63 100 
£ 270 85 29 9 18 6 317 100 

Appendix 33. Distribution of interrogative pronouns as subject, object and habitive adverbial in simple 
V-clauses in the Sundsvall corpus  
Clausal element Subiect Object Habitive adverbial Z 
Period n % n % n % n % 
1.7 - 1.11 3 100 0 0 0 0 3 100 
2.0 - 2.5 9 47 10 53 0 0 19 100 
2.6-2.11 15 27 39 71 1 2 55 100 
3.0 - 3.5 13 45 15 52 1 3 29 100 
3.6 - 4. 1 4 15 22 85 0 0 26 100 
I 44 33 86 65 2 2 132 100 

Appendix 34. Distribution and correctness in the use of interrogative pronouns as subject in simple 
V-clauses in the Sundsvall corpus   
Clausal type, Intr./ Resulta- kuka mikä mitä ketka 
Question Exist. Trans. Exper. tive 'who' 'what' 'what' 'who' 
words clause clause constr. constr. nom.sg. nom.: sg. part.sg. nom.pl. X 
Period n n n n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 2 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 
2.0 - 2.5 7 2 0 0 6 3 0 0 9 
2.6-2.11 11 2 2 0 0 6 9 0 15 
3.0 - 3.5 8 4 1 0 7 3 2 1 13 
3.6 - 4. 1 1 1 0 2 0 3 1 0 4 
E 29 10 3 2 16 15 12 1 44 
Interrogative pronouns kuka 'who', mika 'wh at' mitä 'what' ketkä 'who' 
Case funct. in adult language nom. sg. part. sg. nom. pl. 
Case funct. by child nom. sg. part. sg. adess. sg. part. sg. nom. pl. 
Correctness correct incorrect incorrect correct correct 
Child n n n n n 
Liisa 1 0 0 0 0 
Mari 6 0 0 1 0 
Sanna 4 0 0 1 0 
Eero 3 0 0 1 0 
Antti 1 1 0 0 0 
Tuomo 3 1 0 1 0 
Meiju 
Mikko 

6 
2 

0 
0 

0 
1 

8 
0 

1 
0 

Timo 1 0 1 0 0 
Pekka 0 0 0 0 0 
Kaija 0 0 0 0 0 
X 27 2 2 12 1 
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Appendix 35. Correctness in the use of interrogative pronouns as object in simple Y-clauses in the 
Sundsvall corpus    

mika 
Form and case mita 'what' part. sg. rninkä 'what' acc. 1 sg. 'what' acc. 
in adult lang. 2sg. 
Child's form mitä mika kuka minkd, mikän* mikä mika X 
Correctness correct incorrect incorrect correct incorrect correct 
Period n n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 4 4 0 1 0 1 10 
2.6-2.11 32 7 0 0 0 0 39 
3.0 - 3.5 12 2 1 0 0 0 15 
3.6 - 4.1 18 2 0 1 1 0 22 
X 66 15 1 2 1 1 86 
Child's form mitä, minka, mikän* mikä kuka 
Case function part, sg., acc. 1 sg. acc. 2 sg. part. sg./pl., acc. 1 sg. 
Correctness correct correct incorrect 
Age 2 yrs 3 - 4 yrs 2 yrs 3 - 4 yrs 2 yrs 3-4 yrs 
Child n n n n n n 
Liisa 14 1 0 0 0 0 
Mari 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Sanna 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Eero 11 6 0 0 7 0 
Antti 1 1 0 0 3 1 
Tuomo 3 1 1 0 0 1 
Meiju 
Mikko 

6 
1 

1 
7 

0 
0 

0 
0 

1 
0 

0 
1 

Timo . 2 - 0 - 2 
Pekka - 5 - 0 - 1 
Kaija - 7 - 0 - 0 
X 37 31 1 0 11 6 
*The form morphotactically faulty but used correctly syntactically. 

Appendix 36. Distribution of interrogative adverbs in intransitive and transitive simple V-clauses in the 
Sundsvall corpus  

Clausal Intransi
Clausal type Intransitive Transitive X type tive Transitive X 
Question words n % n % n % Period n % n % n % 
missä 'where' 8 100 0 0 8 100 1.7 - 1.11 2 100 0 0 2 100 
milloin 'when' 20 91 2 9 22 100 2.0 - 2.5 10 83 2 17 12 100 
mihin 'where to' 33 77 10 23 43 100 2.6 - 2.11 46 77 14 23 60 100 
miksi 'why' 20 57 15 43 35 100 3.0 - 3.5 27 63 16 37 43 100 
mista 3.6 - 4.1 9 43 12 57 21 100 
'where from' 4 44 5 56 9 100 
miten 'how' 9 43 12 57 21 100 
X 94 68 44 32 138 100 X 94 68 44 32 138 100 

Appendix 37. Different verbs in simple V-clauses with question words in the Sundsvall corpus 
Period 1.7 - 1.11 2.0 - 2.5 2.6-2.11 3.0 - 3.5 3.6 - 4.1 X 
Vert) n n n n n n 
tehda 'do' 0 5 32 15 16 68 
tulla 'come' 0 2 17 10 6 35 
menna, lahtea 'go, travel' 1 4 9 7 0 21 
kuulua 'belong' 0 0 13 4 0 17 
panna, laittaa 'put' 0 2 2 8 3 15 
piirtaa, varittaa 'draw, paint' 0 1 3 2 6 12 
Other 4 17 39 27 15 101 
X 5 31 115 72 47 270 
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Appendix 38. Verb form in simple V-clauses with question words in the Sundsvall corpus 
Person 

Verb form 1 SR. 2 SR. 3 : s£. Passive 
Function 1 sg. 2 SR. 3 SS- 1 SS. 3 pi. Pass. X Pass. 3 pi. X X 
Period n n n n n n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 1 0 3 1 0 0 4 0 0 0 5 
2.0 - 2.5 0 0 26 0 1 0 27 1 3 4 31 
2.6-2.11 2 3 91 6 4 0 101 1 8 9 115 
3.0 - 3.5 4 9 44 1 i 6 0 51 0 8 8 72 
3.6 - 4. 1 4 3 21 1 i 6 2 30 4 6 10 47 
X 11 15 185 9 17 2 213 6 25 31 270 

Diathesis with different question words* 
Age 1 2 yrs 3 - ' 4 yrs X 
Diathesis Active Passive Active Passive Active Passive X 
Question words n n n n % % n % 
missä 'where' 4 0 4 0 100 0 8 100 
milloin 'when' 16 0 6 0 100 0 22 100 
Interr. pron. as hab.advl 1 0 1 0 100 0 2 100 
miksi 'why' 12 1 22 0 97 3 35 100 
Interr. pron. as object 
miten 'how' 

45 
6 

4 
1 

28 
11 

9 
3 

85 
81 

15 
19 

86 100 
21 100 

mihin 'where to' 22 4 11 6 77 27 43 100 
mistä 'why' 5 3 1 0 67 33 i 9 100 
X 111 13 84 18 86 14 226 100 
Mood Indicative 
Tense Present Imperfect Perfect Pluperfect X 
Period n % n % n % n % n % 
1.7 - 1.11 5 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 100 
2.0 - 2.5 26 84 4 13 1 3 0 0 31 100 
2.6-2.11 97 84 10 9 ) 7 6 1 1 115 100 
3.0 - 3.5 57 79 8 11 i 6 8 1 1 72 100 
3.6 - 4.1 39 83 5 11 3 6 0 0 47 100 
X 224 83 27 10 17 6 2 1 270 100 
*Excluding clauses where the question word is subject. 
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Appendix 39. Subject, object and adverbial phrases in simple V-clauses with question words in the Sundsvall 
corpus  

Subject phrase1 

Diathesis Active Passive 
SubjP (se 'it' +) Pron. (se 'it'+) Noun Attr. + Noun Missing Missing E 
Period n n n n n n 
1.7-1.11 1 1 0 0 0 2 
2.0 - 2.5 10 3 0 5 4 22 
2.6-2.11 58 18 2 13 9 100 
3.0 - 3.5 35 5* 0 11 8 59 
3.6 - 4.1 23 4 1 4 11 43 
E 111 31 3 33 32 226 
ObiP2 Dem. pron. Noun se 'it'/Attr. + Noun No ob ect E 
Period n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 1 0 0 1 
2.0 - 2.5 1 0 0 3 4 
2.6-2.11 5 2 1 8 16 
3.0 - 3.5 6 8 1 5 20 
3.6-4.1 5 1 0 7 13 
E 17 12 2 23 54 

Manner 
AdvlP Deictic place adv. NP Time adv. adv. Other No AdvlP E 
Period n n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 1 3 0 0 1 1 5 
2.0 - 2.5 9 6 2 1 0 13 31 
2.6-2.11 20 6 10 1 3 77 115 
3.0 - 3.5 11 3 4 6 2 47 72 
3.6-4.1 9 6 10 9 3 14 47 
E 50 24 26 17 10 162 270 
Excluding clauses with question word as subject. * An indefinite pronoun used nominally once by Liisa at 
age 3.1 (Li 3.1:nl). Excluding clauses with question words as object. 

Appendix 40. Use of question words in Aux+V-clauses in the Sundsvall corpus 
Clausal type Generic Necessive clause Active Habitive constr. E 
Period n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 0 0 0 0 0 
2.6-2.11 3 1 0 0 4 
3.0 - 3.5 5 3 4 1 13 
3.6 - 4. 1 4 2 1 3 2 11 
E 12 6 7 3 28 

mitä mikä mista kuka 
Question miten mihin 'what' 'what* 'where milloin 'who' miksi E 
words 'how' 'where to* part. sg. nom. sg. from' 'when' nom. sg. 'why' 
Period n n n n n n n n n 
1.7 -1.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0-2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.6-2.11 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 4 
3.0-3.5 7 2 1 0 1 1 1 0 13 
3.6-4.1 4 2 0 0 1 0 0 4 11 
E 12 5 2 1 2 1 1 4 28 
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Appendix 41. Different verbs and verb fonns in Aux+V-clauses with question words in the Sundsvall corpus 
Auxiliary verb Nominal form 

Different verbs voida pitää, kuulua panna haluta olla laittaa tehdä other Miss. X 
'can 'shall, must* 'put' 'want' 'be' 'put' 'do' verbs 

Ouest, words n n n n n n n n n n 
miten 'how' 12 0 0 0 4 2 1 3 2 12 
mihin 
'where to' 1 4 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 5 
miksi 'why' 0 4 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 4 
mitä 'what' 
part. sg. 
mistä 

0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 

'where from' 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 
mikä 'what' 
nom. sg. 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
milloin 'when' 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
kuka 'who' 
nom. sg. 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 
X 13 13 1 1 8 5 3 8 4 28 

Auxiliary verb Nominal form 
Verb form Person form Tense Mood Inf. Inf. X 

1 SR. 3 sg. Pass. Pres. Ind. Cond. I in Miss. 
Function 1 Sg. 3 sg. Gen. 3 pi. Gen. 
Period n n n n n n n n n n n n 
1 .7 -1 .11  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 .6 -2 .11  0 1 3 0 0 4 3 1 4 0 0 4 
3.0 - 3.5 1 6 4 1 2 13 13 0 10 1 2 13 
3.6 - 4.1 0 6 4 0 0 11 11 0 9 0 2 11 
X 1 13 11 1 2 28 27 1 23 1 4 28 

Appendix 42. Distribution of different Neg+V-clauses with question words in the Sundsvall corpus 
Clausal type Simple Neg+V Neg+Aux+V Neg-ellipsis X 
Period n % n % n % n % 
1.7-1.11 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 -

2.0 - 2.5 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 -

2.6-2.11 1 100 0 0 0 0 1 100 
3.0 - 3.5 7 54 4 31 2 15 13 100 
3.6 - 4 .1 2 50 2 50 0 0 4 100 
X 10 56 6 33 2 11 18 100 

Appendix 43. Different verbs and verb forms in Neg+V-clauses with question words in the Sundsvall corpus 
Main verb Auxiliary verb 
panna, laittaa 'put' 
syödä 'eat' 
leikkiä 'play' 
tulla 'come* 
Other 
Missing  

voida 'can' 
haluta 'want' 
saada 'may' 
osata "be able' 

18 
Diath., mood Active, indicative 
Person/Tense 

Period  
1.7 - 1.11 
2.0 - 2.5 
2.6-2.11 
3.0 - 3.5 
3.6 - 4 .1 

3 sg. ei 
n  
0 
0 
1 
10 
3_ 
14 

Person in Neg-verb 
2 sg. et 

n  
0 
0 
0 
2 
1 

2 pi. ette 
n  
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 

0 
0 
1 

13 
4 

18 

Pres. 
n  
0 
0 
0 
10 
3 

13 

Tense in verb phrase 
Imperf.   

n_ 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 

Perf. 
n  
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 

Missing 
_n  
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 

n  
0 
0 
1 
13 
4 
18 
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Appendix 44. Distribution of question words in Adnom-clauses in the Sundsvall corpus 
Period 1.7 - 1.11 2.0 - 2.5 2.6 - 2.11 3.0 - 3.5 3.6 - 4.1 X 
Question words n n n n n n 
mikä 'what kind of, which' nom. sg. 1 1 8 5 13 28 
miten 'what, which' 0 0 0 7 4 11 
mitä 'what kind of, which' part. sg. 0 0 3 0 0 3 
kenen 'whose' gen. sg. 0 0 1 1 0 2 
mihin, mikän 'which' ill. sg. 0 0 1 0 1 2 
minkälainen 'what kind of* 0 0 1 0 1 2 
miten monta 'how many' 0 0 1 0 0 1 
mitka 'what kind of, which' nom. pl. 0 0 0 0 2 2 
kumpi 'which of two' nom. sg. 0 0 0 0 1 1 
mikä 'which' acc. 1 sg. 0 0 0 0 1 1 
X 1 1 15 13 23 53 
^minkälainen 'what kind of in the forms minkälainen nom. sg. and minkälaisia part. pi. 

Appendix 45. Distribution of different Adnom-clauses in the Sundsvall corpus 
Clausal type Ellipsis on-clause V-clause X 
Period n % n % n % n % 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 1 100 0 0 1 100 
2.0 - 2.5 1 100 0 0 0 0 1 100 
2.6-2.11 8 53 7 47 0 0 15 100 
3.0 - 3.5 8 62 5 38 0 0 13 100 
3.6 - 4.1 15 65 7 30 1 4 23 100 
X 32 60 20 38 1 2 53 100 

Appendix 46. Distribution of Adnom-clauses in interrogative and inteijectionaì function in the Sundsvall 
corpus  
Function Quest. Interi. Function Quest. Interi. Function Quest. Interi. 
Period n n Clausal type n n Question words n n 
1.7 - 1.11 1 0 Ellipsis 18 14 Interr. pronouns 34 5 
2.0 - 2.5 1 0 öfl-clause 15 5 Intetr. adjectives 0 2 
2.6-2.11 11 4 V-clause 1 0 Interr. adverbs 0 12 
3.0 - 3.5 4 9 
3.6-4.1 17 6 
X 34 19 X 34 19 X 34 19 

Appendix 47. Distribution of question words as attributes and intensifiers in the Sundsvall corpus 
Clausal 
element Attribute Intensifier 
Question Interrogative pronouns miten miten monta mikä 'what' 
words and interrogative adjectives 'what, which' 'how many' nom. sg. 

+ Adj.+ + Dem. + + Adj.+ + + X 
Headword + Noun Noun pron.1 X Adj. Noun Noun + Adv. Adj. 
Period n n n n n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.6-2.11 12* 1 0 13 0 0 1 1 0 2 
3.0 - 3.5 4 0 0 4 4 3 0 0 2 9 
3.6-4.1 16 1 2 19 1 3 0 0 0 4 
X 34 2 2 38 5 6 1 1 2 15 
demonstrative pronoun as elative attribute and question word as headword twice with Timo at age 3.6 (Ti 
3.6:nl, n2). *Adjective once with Meiju at age 2.10 (Me 2.10.329). 
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Appendix 48. Correctness in the use of interrogative pronouns as attributes in the Sundsvall corpus 
Question 
words in mikä 'what, what kind of, which' kuka kumpi 
adult lang. 'who' 'which of two' 

mika mita 
Forms in nom./ part. mille mitka nom. pl. mihin kenen kumpi 
adult lang. acc. sg. sg./pl. all. sg. ill. sg. gen. sg. nom. sg. 

mihin, 
Child's form mikä mita mikä mitka mika mikan* kenen kumpi mika 
Correctness corr corr incorr corr incorr corr corr corr incorr 
Child n n n n n n n n n 
Liisa 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mari 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sanna 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Eero 6 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Antti 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Tuomo 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Meiju 
Mikko 

0 
0 

2 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

1 
0 

1 
0 

1 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

Timo 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 
Pekka 6 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
Kaija 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
X 20 3 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 
*Faulty form but used correctly syntactically. 

Appendix 49. Correctness in the use of interrogative adjectives as attributes and in the use of question words 
as intensifies in the Sundsvall corpus  
Question words minkälainen, minkalaisia 'what miten miten monta 
in adult language kind of nom. sg./part. pl. 'what, which, how' 'how many' 
Child's form minkälainen, -sia mikä miten mikä miten monta 
Correctness correct incorrect correct incorrect correa 
Child n n n n n 
Liisa 0 0 1 0 0 
Mari 0 0 1 0 0 
Sanna 0 0 1 0 1 
Eero 0 2 1 2 0 
Antti 0 0 0 1 0 
Tuomo 1 0 0 0 0 
Meiju 0 0 6 0 0 
Mikko 0 0 0 0 0 
Timo 0 0 1 0 0 
Pekka 1 0 0 0 0 
Kaija 0 0 0 0 0 
E 2 2 11 3 1 
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Appendix 50. Semantic correctness in the use of the interrogative pronoun mikä 'what' in the Sundsvall 
corpus  
Child's question word | mikä 
Meaning 'what' 'who' 'how' 'what kind of 'which of two' 2 
Correctness coir. incorrect incorrect incorrect incorrect korr. incorr. 
Quest, words 
in adult lang. mikä kuka miten minkälainen kumpi 
Period n n n n n n % % 
1.7 - 1.11 46 0 0 0 0 46 100 0 
2.0 - 2.5 114 3 0 0 0 117 86 3 
2.6-2.11 251 7 1 2 0 261 92 3 
3.0 - 3.5 187 2 2 0 0 191 98 2 
3.6 - 4. 1 160 0 0 0 2 162 97 1 
Z 758 12 3 2 2 777 94 2 
Child's question word | mikä 
Age 1 - 2 år 3 - 4 år 

'what 'what 
Meaning 'what' 'who' 'how' kind 'which 'what' 'who' 'how' kind 'which Meaning 

of of two' of of two' 
Correctness corr. incorr. incorr. incorr. incorr. corr. incorr. incorr. incorr. incorr. 
Question words 
in adult lang. mikä kuka miten 

minkä-
lainen kumpi mikä kuka miten 

minkä
lainen kumpi 

Child n n n n n n n n n n 
Liisa 69 4 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 
Mari 39 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 
Sanna 44 1 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 
Eero 125 4 0 2 0 125 2 2 0 0 
Antti 16 0 1 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 
Tuomo 22 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 
Meiju 
Mikko 

35 
38 

1 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

26 
37 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

Timo - - - - - 33 0 0 0 2 
Pekka - - - - - 63 0 0 0 0 
Kaija - - - - - 30 0 0 0 0 
X 388 10 1 2 0 344 2 2 0 2 
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Appendix 51. Semantic correctness in the use of the interrogative pronoun kuka 'who' in the Sundsvall corpus 
Child's question words kuka 
Meaning 'who' 'what' 
Correctness coirect incorrect £ 
Question words in adult 
language kuka mikä 
Period n % n % n % 
1.7 - 1.11 5 38 8 42 13 100 
2.0 - 2.5 15 48 16 52 31 100 
2.6-2.11 3 100 0 0 3 100 
3.0 - 3.5 23 70 10 30 33 100 
3.6 - 4.1 10 100 0 0 10 100 
X 56 62 34 38 90 100 
Child's question 
word kuka 
Age 1- 2 år 3 -4år 
Meaning 'who' 'what' 'who' 'what' 
Correctness correct incorrect correct incorrect 
Question words in 
adult language kuka mikä kuka mikä 
Child n n n n 
Liisa 2 5 0 0 
Mari 14 18 1 0 
Sanna 4 1 0 0 
Eero 0 0 2 0 
Antti 0 0 0 0 
Tuomo 0 0 2 10 
Meiju 3 0 19 0 
Mikko 0 0 8 0 
Timo - 0 0 
Pekka - 1 0 
Kaiia - 0 0 
Z 23 24 33 10 

Appendix 52. Semantic correctness in the use of interrogative pronouns va 'what' and kumpi 'which of two' 
and interrogative adjectives minkä värinen 'of what color' and minkälainen 'what kind of in the Sundsvall 
corpus  
Child's question 
words va kumpi minkä värinen minkälainen 
Meaning 'what' 'which of two' 'of what color' 'what kind of 
Correctness incorrect coirect correct correct 
Question words in 
adult language mita kumpi minkä värinen minkälainen 
Period n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 0 0 0 0 
2.6-2.11 0 0 1 1 
3.0 - 3.5 1 0 0 0 
3.6 - 4.1 5 3 2 1 
Z 6 3 3 2 
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Appendix 53. Correctness of form in the use of interrogative mikä 'what' nom.sg./acc. 2 sg. in the 
Sundsvall corpus  
Form mikä 
Case function nom. sg. acc.2 sg. Other 
Correctness correct correct incorrect X 
Period n % n % n % n % 
1.7-1.11 29 100 0 0 0 0 29 100 
2.0 - 2.5 79 90 1 1 8 9 88 100 
2.6-2.11 99 79 0 0 26 22 125 100 
3.0 - 3.5 73 84 0 0 14 15 87 100 
3.6 - 4.1 82 89 1 1 9 10 92 100 
X 362 86 2 <1 57 14 421 100 

Incorrect use of mikä 

Case function part. pi. part. sg. adess. sg. all. sg. gen. sg. nom. pl. 
Other q. 

words 
Clausal element compi. obi. subi. attr. subi. subi ./attr. X 
Correctness incorrect incorrect incorrect incorrect incorrect incorrect incorrect 
Form in adult 
language mitä mitä millä mille minkä mitkä 
Period n n n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 1 4 0 0 0 0 3 8 
2.6-2.11 6 7 1 1 1 0 10 26 
3.0 - 3.5 7* 2 0 0 0 1 4 14 
3.6 - 4.1 1 3 1 0 0 2 2 9 
X 15 16 2 1 1 3 19 57 
*Once as subject in V-clause with Antti at age 3.1 (An 3.1:263). 

Appendix 54. Correctness in the use of inflected forms av the interrogative pronoun mikä 'what' in the 
Sundsvall corpus _ • 
Form mitä minkä mihin mitkä mikän 

acc. 1 nom. acc. 1 
Case function part. sg./pl. nom. sg. X sg. ill. sg. Pl. sg. ill. sg. 
Correctness correa incorrect corr. corr. corr. incorr. incorr. 
Period n % n % n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 16 94 1 6 17 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 27 96 1 4 28 0 0 0 1 0 
2.6-2.11 121 90 13 10 134 1 1 0 0 0 
3.0 - 3.5 86 83 17 17 103 0 0 1 0 0 
3.6 - 4.1 62 94 4 6 66 1 0 2 0 1 
X 312 90 36 10 348 2 1 3 1 1 

Appendix 55. Coirectness in case use of interrogative pronoun kuka 'who' in the Sundsvall corpus 
Question word 
form kuka ketkä 

kenelle, 
kenellä, ketkä ketten kukan 

Other 
Function nom. sg. question 

words 
X nom. pl. all. sg., adess. 

sg., nom. pl. 
gen. sg. gen. sg. 

Correctness correct incorrect correct correa correct incorrect 
Period n n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 5 8 13 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 15 16 31 0 0 0 0 
2.6-2.11 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 
3.0 - 3.5 16 10 26 2 3 2 0 
3.6 - 4. 1 9 0 9 0 3 0 1 
X 44 34 79 3 7 3 1 
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Appendix 56. Correctness in case use of interrogative pronoun kumpi 'which of two' and interrogative 
adjectives minkä värinen 'of what color' and minkälainen 'what kind of in the Sundsvall corpus  

kumpi 'which minkä värinen 'of what color', minkälainen 'what kind of 
Question words of two' minka värinen, 
0. word form kumpi minkälainen minkä väriset minkälaisia minkä väri 
Function nom. sg. nom. sg. nom. pl. part. pl. part. sg. 
Correctness correa correa correa correa incorrect 
Period n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 0 0 0 0 0 
2.6-2.11 0 0 1 1 0 
3.0 - 3.5 0 0 0 0 0 
3.6 - 4 .1 3 2 0 0 1 
Z 3 2 1 1 1 

Appendix 57. Correctness in the use of local interrogative adverbs in the Sundsvall corpus 
Child's quest, 
words missä mihin, mihin päin mistä 

'where to, 
Meaning 'where' 'where from' in which 'where' 'where from' 

direction' 
Correctness correct incorrect I correct incorrect I correct 
Quest, words mihin 
in adult lang. missä mista mihin päin missä mistä 
Period n % n % n n % n % n n % 
1.7 - 1.11 27 100 0 0 27 0 - 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 44 100 0 0 44 7 100 0 0 7 1 100 
2.6-2.11 36 97 1 3 37 30 100 0 0 30 11 100 
3.0 - 3.5 54 100 0 0 54 18 90 2 10 20 2 100 
3.6 - 4.1 17 100 0 0 17 7 ; 88 1 12 8 2 100 
X 178 99 1 1 179 62 95 3 5 65 16 100 
Child's question 
words missä mihin, mihin päin 

'where to, in which 
Meaning 'where' 'where from' direction' 'where' 
Correctness correa incorrect correa incorrect 
Question words in 
adult language missä mista mihin, mihin päin missä 
Child n n n n 
Liisa 60 1 8 0 
Mari 17 0 13 0 
Sanna 17 0 0 0 
Eero 30 0 17 3 
Antti 5 0 0 0 
Tuomo 2 0 0 0 
Meiju 
Mikko 

18 
8 

0 
0 

18 
2 

0 
0 

Timo 17 0 3 0 
Pekka 4 0 1 0 
Kaiia 0 0 1 0 
E 178 1 62 3 
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Appendix 58. Correctness in use and reference of modal, causal and temporal interrogative adverbs in the 
Sundsvall corpus  
Question words miten 'how', miten päin 'how', miten monta 'how many' milloin 'when' 
Reference procedure cause estimation tid 
Meaning 'in what way' 'how, why' 'how, wh at' X 'when* 
Correctness correct correct correa correa correa 
Period n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 1 0 0 1 0 
2.0 - 2.5 2 1 0 3 0 
2.6-2.11 4 2 1 7 18 
3.0 - 3.5 6 6 8 20 6 
3.6 - 4. 1 6 6 4 16 1 
X 19 15 13 47 25 
Question word miksi 'why' 

Causality 
Reference Motivation Cause Effect Unclear 

'for what X 
Meaning 'for what reason' 'for what reason' purpose' 
Correctness Correct Correct Correct Correct Correct 
Period n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 0 2 0 0 2 
2.6-2.11 11 3 2 10 26 
3.0 - 3.5 28 16 5 2 51 
3.6 - 4. 1 16 11 4 0 31 
X 55 32 11 12 110 

Appendix 59. Distribution of wh-interrogative clauses in discourse functions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Information-eliciting Conversation Expressive 

Discourse in social in collect. Echo Convers. Inteijec- Contra X 
function discourse monol. question phrase Play tion diction 
Question words % % % % % % % % 
Interr. pron.* 74 8 14 <1 1 3 0 100 
Interr. adj. 60 0 0 0 0 40 0 100 
Loc. interr. adv. 82 18 0 0 0 0 0 100 
Mod. int. adv. 53 2 0 0 0 43 2 100 
Caus. int. adv. 82 4 0 0 0 2 13 100 
Temp. int. adv. 96 4 0 0 0 0 0 100 
X 76 9 9 <1 1 3 1 100 

Information-eliciting Conversation Expressive 
Discourse in social in collect. Echo Convers. Interjec Contra X 
function discourse monol. question phrase Play tion diction 
Period % % % % % % % % 
1.7 - 1.11 82 18 0 0 0 0 0 100 
2.0 - 2.5 79 15 2 0 3 1 0 100 
2.6-2.11 79 10 9 <1 0 2 0 100 
3.0 - 3.5 73 6 13 <1 1 5 2 100 
3.6 - 4. 1 72 7 11 0 0 7 3 100 
X 76 9 9 <1 1 3 1 100 
*Also includes multiple-word ellipses which lack question words. 
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Appendix 60. Distribution of different yes/no the Sundsvall corpus 
Period 1.7- 1.11 2.0 -2.5 2.6- 2.11 3.0- 3.5 3.6 -4.1 X 
Type of question n % n % n % n % n % n % 
-kO-question on aver. 4 100 52 95 163 99 197 94 169 96 585 96 
Neutral -kO-question 3 75 50 91 148 90 192 92 149 85 542 89 
onko 'Is it?' 3 75 18 33 40 24 44 21 27 15 132 22 
Simple V+kO 0 0 20 36 54 33 65 31 76 43 215 35 
Aux+kO+V 0 0 10 18 31 19 48 23 30 17 119 20 
Neg+kO+V 0 0 2 4 23 14 35 17 16 9 76 12 
Focused -kO-question 1 25 2 4 15 9 5 2 20 11 43 7 
Adverb+kO 1 0 0 0 6 4 0 0 10 6 17 3 
Noun+kO 0 0 2 4 9 5 5 2 10 6 26 4 
-hAn-question on aver. 0 0 2 4 2 1 11 5 3 2 18 3 
Neutral -hAn-quest. 0 0 2 4 1 1 11 5 3 2 17 3 
orihan 'Is it?' 0 0 2 4 0 0 4 2 1 1 7 1 
Neg+hAn+V 0 0 0 0 1 1 6 3 2 1 9 1 
Simple V+hAn 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 <1 0 0 1 <1 
Focused -hAn-quest. 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 <1 
Adv+hAn 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 <1 
Other 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 <1 4 2 6 1 
Declarative clause 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 <1 
(enta) jos '(and) if 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 2 4 1 
X 4 100 55 100 165 100 209 100 176 100 609 100 

Interrogative 
particle 

-kO -hAn X Interrogative 
particle n % n % n % n % n % n % 

Neutral 
question 

onko 
Simple 
V+kO Aux+kO+V Neg+kO+V Neutral 

question 73 29 77 31 28 11 17 7 0 0 195 79 
Focused 
question 

Noun+kO Adverb+kO Focused 
question 5 2 12 5 1 0 0 17 7 
Other 
Declarative clause 
entù/jos 'and if 

36 15 
33 13 
3 1 

X 1 248 100 

Appendix 62. The form of the enclitic interrogative particle -kO in the Sundsvall corpus 
Type of question Neutral question Focused question 
Particle form -kO -ks Missing X -kO -ks Missing X 
Period n n n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 3 0 0 3 1 0 0 1 
2.0 - 2.5 47 2 0 49 2 0 0 2 
2.6-2.11 147 2 0 149 11 0 4 15 
3.0 - 3.5 167 19 5 191 4 0 1 5 
3.6 - 4. 1 95 51 3 149 13 0 7 20 
X 459 74 8 541 31 0 12 43 

Appendix 63. Distribution of different verbs as main verb in neutral -kO-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Verb n % Verb n % 
olla 'be, exist' 145 27 nähdä' see' 16 3 
lukea 'read' 48 9 tehda 'do' 15 3 
tietää Tfliow' 35 6 tulla 'come' 13 2 
katsoa 'look' 34 6 syödä 'eat' 12 2 
ottaa 'take' 28 5 mennä 'go' 11 2 
panna, laittaa 'put' 26 5 saada 'get' 11 2 
piirtää, värittäd, maalata Other 116 21 
'draw, color, paint' 23 4 Main verb missing 9 2 
X 542 100 
•Excluding auxiliary verbs or verb of negation. 
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Appendix 64. Verb form in onfco-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Mood Indicative 
Tense Present Imperfect Perfect 

oletko oletko ollut 'Have 
Form onko 'Is it?' 'Are you?' oliko*Was it?' you been?' 
Function 3 SR. 3 pi. 2 ss. 3 SR. 2 SR. x 
Period n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 3 0 0 0 0 3 
2.0 - 2.5 18 0 0 0 0 18 
2.6-2.11 35 5 0 0 0 40 
3.0 - 3.5 38 1 1 4 0 44 
3.6-4.1 25 1 0 0 1 27 
X 119 7 1 4 1 132 

Appendix 65. Distribution of different onfco-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Equative Exist./Intr. puhki- Habitive- Character. 

Clausal type clause clause construction construction clause 1 
Period n % n % n % n % n % n % 
1.7 - 1.11 3 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 100 
2.0 - 2.5 7 39 5 28 3 17 1 6 2 11 18 100 
2.6-2.11 12 30 9 23 1 2 8 20 10 25 40 100 
3.0 - 3.5 13 29 12 27 2 5 10 23 7 16 44 100 
3.6 - 4.1 11 41 5 19 2 7 5 19 4 15 27 100 
X 46 35 31 23 8 6 24 18 23 17 132 100 

Appendix 66. Subject and predicative phrases in onko-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Clausal 
type All oflfcö-questions 
Subject Dem. pron. Noun Other pron./Pron.adj. se 'it'/Attr. + N Missing X 
Period n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 1 0 0 0 2 3 
2.0 - 2.5 11 3 0 0 4 18 
2.6-2.11 23 6 3 6 2 40 
3.0 - 3.5 20 5 7 6* 6 44 
3.6-4.1 19 4 2 0 2 27 
X 74 18 12 12 16 132 
Clausal type Equative clause Characterize y clause 
Predicative 
phrase Nom. 

Noun/Pers. pron. 
Gen. Part. 

se 'it'/ 
Attr.+N Missing 

Adj./ 
Pr. adj. 

Attr.+ 
N Missing 

Period 
1.7 - 1.11 
2.0 - 2.5 
2.6-2.11 
3.0 - 3.5 
3.6 - 4. 1 

24 49 15 
*Relative clause once as attribute with Eero at age 3.1 (Ee 3.1:082). 
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Appendix 67. Adverbial phrases in onfco-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Clausal type Habitive construction Existential-/Intransitive clause 
Hab.advl/ Pron. Noun Deict. Other 
other advl Adess. All. Adess. Missing X adv. adv. NP Missing X 
Period n n n n n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 1 0 0 1 2 2 0 0 3 5 
2.6-2.11 7 0 1 0 8 8 1 0 0 9 
3.0 - 3.5 10 0 0 0 10 10 1 1 0 12 
3.6 - 4. 1 4 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 0 5 
X 22 1 1 1 25 24 2 2 3 31 
Clausal type Equative-/ characterizin g clause Other onto-questions 
AdvlP AdvlP Missing X Extra AdvlP Missing X 
Period n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 3 3 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 0 8 9 0 0 9 
2.6-2.11 1 21 22 2 16 18 
3.0 - 3.5 2 18 20 2 22 24 
3.6 - 4.1 0 15 15 4 7 11 
X 3 65 69 8 54 62 

Appendix 68. Distribution of transitive and intransitive verbs in simple V+kO-questions in the Sundsvall 
corpus 
Type of 
question Transitive verb+kO Intransitive verb+kO X 
Period n % n % n % 
1.7 - 1.11 0 - 0 - 0 -

2.0 - 2.5 17 85 3 15 20 100 
2.6-2.11 43 80 11 20 54 100 
3.0 - 3.5 57 88 8 12 65 100 
3.6 - 4.1 66 87 10 13 76 100 
X 183 86 32 14 215 100 

Appendix 69. Various verbs in simple V+kO-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Period 1.7 - 1.11 2.0 - 2.5 2.6-2.11 3.0 - 3.5 3.6 - 4.1 X 
Various verbs n n n n n n 
lukea 'read' 0 9 8 4 1 22 
katsoa 'look' 0 4 10 8 0 22 
piirtaa, maalata 'draw, paint' 0 3 4 1 3 11 
ottaa 'take' 0 1 1 4 12 18 
tulla 'come' 0 1 4 0 2 7 
mennä 'go' 0 1 2 1 3 7 
panna, laittaa 'put' 0 0 4 7 3 14 
haluta 'want' 0 0 3 1 1 5 
saada 'get' 0 0 2 6 2 10 
syödä 'eat' 0 0 2 4 0 6 
tietää "know' 0 0 1 3 29 34 
tehda 'do' 0 0 1 1 5 7 
tuoda 'take, bring' 0 0 0 5 1 6 
Other 0 1 12 20 13 44 
Verb missing 0 0 0 1 1 2 
X 0 20 54 65 76 215 
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Appendix 70. Verb form in simple V+kO-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Diathesis, 
mood Active, indicative 
Tense Present Imperfect Perfect 
Person 1 sg. 2sfl. 3 sg. 2 sg. 3 s/>. 2sg. 3 sg. 2 pi. X 
Function 1 S£- 2 S£. 3 sg. 3 pi. Gen. 2sg. 3 sg. 2sfl. 3 S£. 2 SS- 1 SK- 2 pi. 
Period n n n n n n n n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 3 
2.6-2.11 5 8 10 0 0 0 0 3 2 2 0 0 30 
3.0 - 3.5 14 6 11 3 2 1 2 0 1 1 1 3 45 
3.6 - 4.1 3 37 10 0 0 4 0 1 0 1 0 0 56 
X 22 51 32 3 2 5 3 4 3 4 2 3 134 
Diathesis Passive 
Mood Indicative Conditional 
Tense Present Perfect Present £ 
Function ipi. Passive Passive 1 pi. 
Period n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 17 0 0 0 17 
2.6-2.11 22 2 0 0 24 
3.0 - 3.5 13 5 0 2 20 
3.6 - 4.1 15 2 3 0 20 

67 9 3 2 81 

Appendix 71. Subject, object, and adverbial phrases in simple V+kO-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Subject NP  

Diathesis Active Passive 
SubjP Pers.pr. Noun (se 'it'+) Dem, pr . Attr.+ Noun Miss. Pers.pr. Miss 
Period 
1.7 -
2 . 0 -
2.6 • 
3.0-
3.6 -

1.11 
2.5 
2.11 
3.5 
4.1 

0 
1 
7 

15 
17 

0 
0 
6 

10 
5 

0 
1 

14 
17 
30 

0 
17 
24 
17 
19 

0 
20 
54 
65 
76 

40 21 62 77 215 
ObjP Dem, pron. Noun se 'it7Attr.+ N Other pron.* Interr. sub, cl. Miss. 
Period 
1.7 - 1.11 
2.0 - 2.5 
2 . 6 - 2 . 1 1  
3.0 - 3.5 
3.6 - 4.1 

0 
10 
7 

13 
11 

0 
6 
9 

11 
10 

0 
0 
11 
9 
6 

0 
0 
3 
5 
11 

0 
1 
7 
17 
28 

0 
17 
43 
57 
66 

41 36 26 19 53 183 
AdvlP Deictic place adv. NP Time adv. Sub, clause Other Missing 
Period 
1.7 - 1.11 
2.0 - 2.5 
2 . 6 - 2 . 1 1  
3.0 - 3.5 
3.6-4.1 

0 
1 
9 
10 
11 

0 
1 
3 

10 
12 

0 
15 
31 
37 
46 

0 
20 
54 
65 
76 

31 24 10 26 129 215 
*Other pronouns or a pronominal adjective 
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Appendix 72. Different verbs in Aux+kO+V-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Period 1.7 - 1.11 2.0- 2.5 2.6 -2.11 3.0 - 3.5 3.6 - 4.1 X 
Auxiliary verb n n n n n n 
voida 'can' 0 10 15 24 9 58 
saada 'may* 0 0 9 9 5 23 
osata 'be able' 0 0 4 2 1 7 
haluta 'want' 0 0 1 12 11 24 
pitaa, taytya 'shall' 0 0 1 1 3 5 
panna 'put' 0 0 1 0 0 1 
meinata 'think' 0 0 0 0 1 1 
X 0 10 31 48 30 119 
Period 1.7 - 1.11 2.0 -2.5 2.6-2.11 3.0 - 3.5 3.6 - 4 .1 X 
Verb in nominal form n n n n n n 
piirtää, värittää 'draw, color' 0 2 4 4 2 12 
lukea 'read' 0 1 2 11 0 14 
ottaa 'take' 0 0 5 2 3 10 
panna, laittaa 'put' 0 0 4 3 1 8 
nähdä 'see', katsoa 'look' 0 0 0 14 10 24 
Other 0 5 15 15* 15* 50 
Missing 0 2 1 0 0 3 
X 0 10 31 49 31 121 
*Two nominal forms with Meiju at age 3.2 (Me 3.2:nl9) and Mari at age 3.7 (Ma 3.7:309). 

Appendix 73. The verb form in Aux+kO+V-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Auxiliary verb 

Mood, tense Indicative, present 
Person 1 sg. 2 s£- 3 sg. Pass. 
Function 1 sg. 2 sg. Gen. 3 sg. 3 pi. 1 sg. 2 sg. Nec. 1 pi. X 
Period n n n n n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2 .5 0 2 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 10 
2.6-2.11 3 9 8 2 3 3 1 1 1 31 
3.0 - 3.5 3 27 10 0 1 2 1 1 3 48 
3.6 - 4. 1 1 14 9 1 1 0 1 3 0 30 
X 7 52 34 4 5 5 3 5 4 119 

Nominal form 
Forpi Inf. I lative Inf. I lat. + Inf. Ill iness. Verb stem Missing X 
Period n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 8 0 0 2 10 
2.6-2.11 29 0 1 1 31 
3.0 - 3.5 47 1 0 0 48 
3.6 - 4 .1 30* 0 0 0 30 
X 114 1 1 3 119 
*Two inf. I lative forms with Mari at age 3.7 (Ma 3.7:309). 
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Appendix 74. Distribution of different clausal types in Aux+kO+V-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Type of question Aux+kO+TransV Aux+kO+IntrV Aux+kO-ellipsis X 
Period n % n % n % n % 
1.7- 1.11 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 -

2.0 - 2.5 7 70 1 10 2 20 10 100 
2.6-2.11 24 77 6 19 1 3 31 100 
3.0 - 3.5 46 96 2 4 0 0 48 100 
3.6 - 4.1 27 90 3 10 0 0 30 100 
X 104 87 12 10 3 3 119 100 
Clausal type Active Generic Passive Necessive X 
Period n % n % n % n % n % 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 - 0 - 0 0 -

2.0 - 2.5 3 30 7 70 0 0 0 0 10 100 
2.6-2.11 21 68 8 26 1 3 1 3 31 100 
3.0 - 3.5 34 71 10 21 3 6 1 2 48 100 
3.6 - 4.1 18 60 9 30 0 0 3 10 30 100 
X 76 64 34 29 4 3 5 4 119 100 

Appendix 75. Subject, object, and adverbial phrases in Aux+kO+V-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
se 'it7 Missing 

SubiP Pers. pron. Dem. pron. Attr.+Noun Generiskt Passive Other X 
Period n n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 2 1 0 7 0 0 10 
2.6-2.11 8 5 4 8 1 5 31 
3.0 - 3.5 26 1 1 10 3 7 48 
3.6-4.1 19 2 0 9 0 0 30 
X 55 9 5 34 4 12 119 

Interr. sub. 
ObjP Dem. pron. Noun Attr.+Noun clause Missing X 
Period n n n n n n 
1.7-1.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 1 1 0 0 5 7 
2.6-2.11 8 2 3 0 11 24 
3.0 - 3.5 11 5 3 6 21 46 
3.6 - 4.1 8* 0 2 3 14 27 
X 28 8 8 9 53 104 
AdvlP NP D.pl.adv. Time adv. Manna- adv. Other Missing X 
Period n n n n n n n 
1.7- 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 2 0 0 0 0 8 10 
2.6-2.11 3 7 2 2 0 17 31 
3.0 - 3.5 9 5 4 0 5 27 48 
3.6 - 4.1 5 3 0 3 6 14 30 
X 19 15 6 5 11 66 119 
*An indefinite pronoun and a pronominal adjective once with Timo at age 3.10 (Ti 3.10:016; Ti 3.10:411). 

Appendix 76. Distribution of different Neg+kO+V-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Type of Simple Neg+kO+V Neg+kO Neg+kO+Aux+V Neg+kO-
question TransV IntrV X +ole TransV IntrV X ellipsis X 
Period n n n n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 
2.6-2.11 8 6 13* 5 1 2 3 2 23 
3.0 - 3.5 21 3 24 3 6 0 6 2 35 
3.6 - 4.1 5** 5 10 3 0 3 0 16 
X 35 14 48* 11 10 2 12 4 76 
*Two verb stems in one clause with Mikko at age 2.10 (Mi 2.10:400). **Only auxiliary verb in the perfect 
once with Pekka at age 3.7 (Pe 3.7:304). ***Only the auxiliary verb once with Eero at age 3.8 (Ee 3.8:453). 
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Appendix 77. Different verbs in Neg+kO+Y-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Period 1.7 - 1.11 2.0 - 2.5 2.6 - 2.11 3.0 - 3.5 3.6 - 4.1 X 
Main verb n n n n n n 
olla "be' 0 1 5 3 3 12 
lukea 'read' 0 0 1 10 1 12 
panna, laittaa 'put' 0 0 1 4 0 5 
tehda 'do' 0 0 0 3 3 6 
Other 0 1 15* 13 6 36 
Missing 0 0 2 2 2** 6 
X 0 2 24 35 16 77 
Auxiliary verb n n n n n n 
voida 'can' 0 0 2 2 0 4 
saada 'may' 0 0 1 5 1 7 
osata *be able' 0 0 0 0 1 1 
pitää 'shall, must' 0 0 0 0 1 1 
X 0 0 3 7 3 13 
*Two verb stems in one clause with Mikko at age 2.10 (Mi 2.10:400). **Only auxiliary verb in the perfect 
in simple Neg+kO+V-question once with Pekka at age 3.7 (Pe 3.7:304). Only auxiliary verb in a 
Neg+kO+Aux+V-question once with Eero at age 3.8 (Ee 3.8:453). 

Appendix 78. The verb form in Neg+kO+V-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Verb of negation 

Form 1 sg. 2 sg. 3 : sg. 
Function 1 Sg. 2 sg. 3 sg. i pi 3 pi. 2 sg. X 
Period n n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 
2.6-2.11 0 7 14 1 1 0 23 
3.0 - 3.5 3 17 12 2 0 1 35 
3.6-4.1 1 2 11 1 1 0 16 
X 4 25 39 4 2 1 76 

Other verb phrase 
Diathesis Active Passive 
Tense Present Imperfect Perfect Present Missing X 
Period n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 . 2.5 1 1 0 0 0 2 
2.6-2.11 20 0 0 1 2 23 
3.0 - 3.5 27 2 2 2 2 35 
3.6-4.1 14 0 2 0 0 16 
X 62 3 4 3 4 76 
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Appendix 79. Subject, object and adverbial phrase in Neg+kO+V-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Subject NP 

Diathesis Active Passive 
Clausal 
type Ej-generic clause Generic clause 
SubjP se 'itVAttr + N Dem.pr. Pers. pr. Miss. Missing Dem. pr. Missing X 
Period n n n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 
2.6-2.11 4 8 2 7 0 1 1 23 
3.0 - 3.5 2 5 8 14 4 0 2 35 
3.6 - 4.1 1 7 3 4 1 0 0 16 
X 9 20 13 26 5 1 3 76 

Interr. sub. 
ObjP Noun Dem. pron. Indef. pron. clause Missing X 
Period n n n n n n 
1..7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.6-2.11 2 2 0 1 5 10 
3.0 - 3.5 9 2 1 1 14 27 
3.6 - 4.1 0 1 1 0 5 7 
X 11 5 2 2 24 44 
AdvlP Deictic place adv. Time adv. NP Mann.adv. Other Missing X 
Period n n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
2.6-2.11 3 3 1 1 7 13 23 
3.0 - 3.5 9 0 3 2 2 20 35 
3.6 - 4.1 2 2 2 2 2 6 16 
X 14 5 6 5 11 41 76 

Appendix 80. Structure in focused -kO-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Type of 
question Noun+kO Adverb+kO 

Clausal type Complete clause Ellipsis 
Complete 

clause Ellipsis 
Clausal X X 
element Object Subject Advl 
Period n n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
2.0 - 2.5 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 
2.6-2.11 1 1 7 9 1 5 6 
3.0 - 3.5 0 0 5 5 0 0 0 
3.6 - 4.1 0 0 11 11 3 6 9 
X 3 1 23 27 5 11 16 
Type of 
question Noun+kO Adverb+kO 
Focused Dem. Attr. + Deict. Manner Time 
constituent pron. Noun Adj. Noun X place adv. adv. adv. X 
Period n n n n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
2.0 - 2.5 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
2.6-2.11 4* 4 0 9 6 0 0 6 
3.0 - 3.5 5** 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 
3.6 - 4. 1 2 4 2 3 11 3 3 3 9 
X 13 8 2 4 27 10 3 3 16 
*Pronominal adjective once with Mikko at age 2.10 (Mi 2.10:030). **Personal pronoun once with Mikko at 
age 3.5 (Mi 3.5:508). ***Personal pronoun with a postposition once with Meiju at age 2.11 (Me 2.11:n3). 
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Appendix 81. Distribution of different -hAn-questions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Type of Neutral question Focused question 
question onhan 'Is it?' Neg+hAn+V Simple V+hAn Adverb+hAn Z 
Period n n n n n 
1.7 -1.11 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 2 0 0 0 2 
2.6-2.11 0 1 0 1 2 
3.0 - 3.5 4 6 1 0 11 
3.6-4.1 1 2 0 0 3 
Z 7 9 1 1 18 

onhan 'Is it?' 
Clausal type Equative cl. Character.cl. Existentxl. Hab.constr. Ellipsis Z 
Period n n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 1 1 0 0 0 2 
2.6-2.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3.0 - 3.5 1 1 1 0 1 4 
3.6 - 4 .1 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Z 2 2 1 1 1 7 
Type of Neg+hAn+V 
question Neg+hAn+Aux+V Simple Neg+hAn+V Neg+hAn+o/e Ellipsis Z 
Period n n n n n 
1.7 - 1.11 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 - 2.5 0 0 0 0 0 
2.6-2.11 1 0 0 0 1 
3.0 - 3.5 3 1 1 1 6 
3.6 - 4 .1 1 1 0 0 2 
Z 5 2 1 1 9 

Appendix 82. Distribution of different yes/no-questions in discourse functions in the Sundsvall corpus 
Information-eliciting Convers. Expressive 

Discourse in social in coll. Introduc Inteijec- Contra z 
function discourse monologue Directive tory tion diction 
Type of question % % % % % % % 
onko 93 2 0 0 5 0 100 
Simple V+kO 28 3 51 17 <1 0 100 
Aux+kO+V 24 1 58 17 0 0 100 
Neg+kO+V 46 4 43 3 0 4 100 
Focused -kO 100 0 0 0 0 0 100 
-hAn-questions 100 0 0 0 0 0 100 
(enta) jos 0 0 100 0 0 0 100 
Declarative clause 100 0 0 0 0 0 100 
X 51 2 35 10 1 <1 100 

Directive 
Discourse Request of 
function Proposal Offer action instruction permission X 
Clausal type % % % % % % 
Simple 
V+kO 66 7 10 16 0 100 
Aux+kO+V 6 6 42 13 33 100 
Neg+kO+V 6 25 30 13 12 100 
(entä) jos 100 0 0 0 0 100 
I 40 1 26 14 12 100 
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Appendix 83. Distribution of yes/no-questions in discourse functions under different periods in the Sundsvall 
corpus    

Information-eliciting Convers. Expressive 
Discourse in social in coll. Directive Contra z 
function discourse monologue Introductory Interjection diction 
Period % % % % % % % 
1.7 - 1.11 100 0 0 0 0 0 100 
2.0 - 2.5 62 2 36 0 0 0 100 
2.6-2.11 55 3 40 1 1 1 100 
3.0 - 3.5 44 3 44 7 1 <1 100 
3.6 - 4 .1 52 1 22 24 1 0 100 
1 51 2 35 10 1 <1 100 

Directive 
Discourse Request of 
function Proposal Offer action instruction permission I 
Period % % % % % % 
1.7 - 1.11 - - - - - -

2.0 - 2.5 89 0 11 0 0 100 
2 .6 - 2 .11  44 16 15 10 15 100 
3.0 - 3.5 23 3 41 21 12 100 
3 .6 -4 .1  47 5 21 13 13 100 
Z 40 7 26 14 12 100 
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